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PREFACE:

This monograph embodies the result of investiga-

tions begun during the last two years of my service in

the Madras Christian College. It was in the summer

of 1929, while preparing my lectures on the History of

Yijayanagara for the Honours students, that I, at first,

became interested in the subject. I discovered that

the subject needed thorough investigation, notwith-

standing the labour of several eminent scholars. As I

proceeded with the study, the field of my investigation

widened, and the number of problems that had to be

tackled increased. Therefore, the work could not be

finished as early as I expected.

The present work consists of three parts. The

first part narrates the principal events in the history of

Yijayanagara between 1529 and 1543. The second

describes the system of administration under which the

empire of the Rayas was governed in the sixteenth

century
;
and the third deals with the religious and

the social^ conditions of the same period. The sob ,+;ons

offered to the problems discussed in this volume are

often tentative in character, and may have to be

modified in the light of future research.

Limbdi Gardens,
j

Iioijapettah, Madras. N. VENKATA RAMANAYYA.
15th July 1935.
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THE SOURCES.

The evidence on which the present monograph is

based is drawn from two sources viz., inscriptions and

literature.

Inscriptions :—These fall into two classes :

—

(1) those that have been copied by the Government Epi-

graphy Department, and (2) those that are included in

the Mackenzie Mss. Most of the inscriptions copied by

the Epigraphy Department still remain unpublished,

and therefore nothing more than a bare, and very often

an unsatisfactory summary of their contents is avail-

able to the non-official investigator of South Indian

History. For the purpose of the kind of work that is

chalked out in the following pages, a thorough and

intimate knowledge of the texts of the inscriptions is

indispensable. The value of such publications as the

Epigraphia Carnatica and the South Indian Inscrip-

tions can hardly be overestimated
;

but these only

cover a small area of the field
;
and therefore the

investigation of several important problems is rendered

particularly difficult. This difficulty is, howpver,

obviated to some extent by the Mackenzie Mss.

Surveyor-General Mackenzie, who took much

interest in South Indian History and institutions, con-

ducted a systematic antiquarian survey of the country,

about a century ago, at his own expense. At his instance,

his assistants visited all the villages, took eye-copies of

inscription

B

f
on stone and metal, and collected all the

historical traditions current among the villages which

they recorded in their reports. After Mackenzie’s

death, his papers were acquired by the East India Com-
pany who deposited all the records written in the South
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Indian languages in the Oriental Mss. Library at Madras.

Most of Col. Mackenzie’s records have been recopied,

at the instance of the famous Telugn scholar, C.'P.

Brown, who, having discovered their value, rescued

them from destruction. The copies made ftnder the

supervision of Brown are generally known as the Local

Records.

It is not easy to exaggerate the value of the

copies of these inscriptions
;

but their usefulness is

marred to some extent by scribal errors. Nevertheless,

they have been of invaluable help in delineating the

various aspects of the Vijayanagara polity. Without

them, it would have been impossible to do even that

little which has been done here. These errors could

have been easily corrected by a comparison with the

originals
;
but such a course was rendered impractica-

ble, as it involved much sacrifice of money and time.

Literature :—Much light is thrown upon the politi-

cal and social history by the literature of the period,

which may be divided for the purpose of the present

study into three classes : (i) the prahandhas and the

kavyas ; (ii) the travellers’ accounts and the chronicles,

and (iii) the Local Records.

(i) The Prahandhas and the Kavyas :—Most of the

prahandhas allude to the main events of political and

military history. The Tarakabrahmarajlya gives an

account of Acyuta’s military achievements. The

Vasucaritra, the BalabhSgavatam, the Sambopakhyamm

as well as the Narasabhupdliyam allude to, the struggle

between Salakaraju Tirumala and Ramaraja. In addi-

tion to the light which they throw on the events of

political and military history, the prahandhas yield much
interesting and useful information about the social and

[ *vi ]
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religious life of the people. The jprabandha writers

wove into the texture of their poems various strands of

information pertaining to the society in which they

lived. * But the material should be used only after

testing it caffefully with a view to ascertain its trust-

worthiness. The records of the Portuguese travellers

and merchants who visited Vijayanagara during the

reigns of Kpsnaraya and Acyuta serve as useful touch-

stones to test the value of the material furnished by the

prabandhas, as they contain accounts of what their

authors had seen and heard. A few examples may not

be out of place here, as they show the close agreement

between the authors of the prabandhas and the Portu-

guese Writers :

The Prabatidhas

1. Almost all the prahan -

dims describe the jdkikridn or

water-sport ; sometimes young

women alone divert themselves;

frequently they are joined by a

man, usually the hero of the

poem. ,

2. All the prabandhas
allude td the extraordinary love

The Portuguese Writers.

1. “ The king has in his

palace many women of position,

daughters of the great lords of

the realm, and others as well,

some as concubines, and some
as handmaids They bathe

daily in the many tanks of

which I spoke about, as kept

for that purpose. The King goes

to see them bathing, and she

who pleases him most is sent

for to come to his chamber.”

Barbosa i. p. 208.

2. “ The substances with

which they are always anoiuted

* The credit of having first attempted to tap this source of information
belongs to Mr. R. Anantakriahna Sarma of the Mysore University. The origina-
lity which he has shown in handling the historical material in the prabandhat
deservea to be highly commended, as it opens a new and unexplored region to be
exploited by the students of South Indian History.

iii

[ *vii ]
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The Prabandkas.
(

which the people had for scents.

The paste prepared of sandal or

aloe wood, musk, saffron, cam-

phor, rose water, civet etc., are

said to have been used by them

always. Men, it is said, be-

smeared their bodies with sandal

paste, and women anointed

their breasts with the paste of

sandal or aloe wood, musk
saffron etc.

3. All the prahandhas refer

to the courtesan women ; they

praise their beauty, knowledge

of arts such as music and danc-

ing, their proficiency in litera-

ture and their cultured and witty

conversation. They condemn

their wiles, and the hollowness

of their love, though all men
including kings and noblemen

are said to seek their company

openly.

4. The Pan^urangamahat-

my

a

while describing the jatra

of a village deity alludes to

several ceremonies including the

hook-swinging. The Kaldpurno-

dayam alludes to several daring

The Portuguese Writers.

are these : white Banders-wood,

aloes, camphor, mask, and

saffron all ground fine and

kneaded with rose water. With

these they anoint themselves

after bathing, and so they are

always very highly scented.”

Barbosa i. p. 20b.

3. l’aes describes the posi-

tion of the conrteBans in a brief

paragraph : “ These women
are of loose character, and livo

in the best streets that there are

in the city
; it is the samo in all

their cities, their streets have

the best rows of houses. They

are very much esteemed, and

are classed amongst those

honoured ones, who are the

mistresses of captains ; any

respectable man may go to their

houses without an^ blame
attaching thereto. These women
(arc allowed) even to enter the

presence of the wives of the

kings, and they stay with them

and eat betel with them, a

thing which no other person

may do, no matter what his

rank may be." FE. p, 242.

4. “ The women of this land
•

are so bold in their idolatry and

do such marvels for the love of

their gods, that it is a terrible

thing.’’ (Barbosa i. p. 220). To

[ xviii ]
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The Prabandhas.

deeds which people desirous of

securing unusual gifts from the

goddess Kdli would perform.

The account of the Kaldpur-

nbdayam is borne out by the

Vlrula mantapam at Srisailam,

where people used to cut off

their tongues, even heads to win

certain objects. (Panditarddhya

caritram v. p. 53).

[The evidence of Literature

is corroborated by an inscrip-

tion in the Vlrnsirnmaydapam

at Srlsailam. It states : “ How
wonderful it is that here,

in this mandnpa, hosts of

Konga-Viras, highly excited

under religious fervour, cut off

their heads and tongues as

(votive) offerings (to god) and

attain instantaneously a brilliant

body of blessed limbs.” (MbJR.

C. 20 of 1915, Tart II, p. 93).]

5. The PdijtJurangamahdt-

tnya refers to the veUguddra in

which Manmatha temporarily

resides before starting for the

conquest of the world. (Prm

.

4 : 44). The Vijayanagarada

Samrdjyavu alludes to the veli-

guddrc*where Krsnaraya tempo-

rarily halted before he started

for his wars against the Muham-
madans. ( The Bhdrati v.) The

Rayavacaka mentions the

veUgutjdra in the same context

(ASPP. iii. p. 130).

The Portuguese Writers.

illustrate thiB remark he giveB

a graphic account of the hook-

swinging oeremony.

See Barbosa i. pp. 220-3.

5. Before starling on an ex-

pedition, ‘ on an appointed day

the king goes forth to an open

plain as if he were going for

his pleasure When he arrives

at the plain, they bring him a

horse* whereon he rides holding

in his hand a bow and an arrow,

which arrow he lets fly towards

the country with which he is

about to wage war. He then

gives out in how many days from

that time he will start...Thence

he goes forth at once and fixes

l ]
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The Prahandhas.

6. The KalapCirnuilayam

briefly describes the army on

the march.

“The merchants who had

gone in advance of the army

set up email tents called asimi

goltenas, and offered to the

troops all the necessary articles

of consumption for sale, when-

ever they required them on the

road. As all the things which

one might dcsiro could be ob-

tained whenever they were con-

sidered necessary, and as women

could follow the troops in hand-

somely decorated palanquins,

the march of the king’s invading

army pleased the wealthy, be-

cause it offered them the same

scope of enjoyment as the city.

Kpm. 8 : 42 : 43.

T h e Kuvatayasvacanimm,

which describes a military camp
vividly, alludes to the forma-

tion of streets of shops, where

the troops could purchase all the

necessary articles. (2 : 85). It

also mentions the prostitutes

who fell asleep in the tents

The Portuguese Writers.

his camping ground in the open

country, where he awaits the

time fixed for his advance.”

(Barbosa i. p. 224). This camp

outside the city is ‘the veligu-

dara' which means ‘a tent

fixed outside ’ (the city).

fi. “ They (the army) left the

city of Bisnaga, and with them

a great number of merchants,

besides many others who are

already in advance with all

supplies ; so that wherever you

may be, yon will at once find all

you want. Every captain has

his merchants who are compell-

ed to give him all supplies

requisite for all his people, and

in the same way they carry all

other necessaries.”

Nnniz ; FE. p. 329.

Again,—

* All the camp was divided

into regular streets.
t

Each

captain’s division has its market,

where you find all kinds of

meat and this in great

abundance ; so much so that it

would seem as if you were in

the city of Bisnaga. And you
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The Prabandhas. The Portuguese Writers

»

awaiting the arrival of their found many endless kinds of

lovers. (2 : 110) rice, grains, Indian-corn, vetch-

es (
[tninguo), and other seeds

that they eat. Besides these

things, which are necessaries,

they had another (market)

where yon could find in great

abundance everything that you

wanted ;
for in these markets

they sell all things that in our

parts are sold by professional

hucksters.’

Nuniz : FE. pp. 332-3.

Again,—

•I do not here speak of. ..the

public women who accompani-

ed the army ;
there were twenty

thousand of them with the king

during his journey.’

ibid p. 328.

Sometimes* the prabandhas serve to clear the

obscure statements of the Portuguese writers
;

for

instance, the following passage from the Spanish ver-

sion of Barbosa’s book is really puzzling.

“ When this time is fulfilled, he issues a proclamation

[ordering that the whole city shall be at once set on fire, saving

the palacos, fortresses, and templeB, and those of certain lords

which are not thatched, and this ho does in order] that all men

shall attend with their wives and sons and households etc.”

* Barbosa i. p. 225.

•

Longworth Dames comments on this passage as

follows :

—

“ The ridiculous statement here quoted from Remusio and

the Spanish version does not occur in the Portuguese text, and is

evidently an interpolation of an unintelligent copyist. What

[xxi]
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Barbosa did say was not that the king set fire to hiB oapital, but

that when he was on the march, before starting for the next

camping ground, he had this temporary town of grass huts, which

had been erected for the accommodation of his army, burnt.”

Barbosa i. p. 225.

That this view is correct is proved by a verse in the

Parijatapaharanam in which the author compares the

blazing sky at the time of sun-rise (which had been the

camping ground of the Moon and his army of stars) to

the burning camp of an invading king, set lire to by

his servants, after his departure. ( Phm. 2 : 65).

Instances such as these can be multiplied indefinite-

ly
;
but these are enough to show7 that the prabandha

writers, did not altogether draw upon their uncon-

trolled imagination, but incorporated into their stories

the customs and manners of the society with which

they were acquainted. The prabandhas, therefore can

provide us, if properly handled, much excellent material

that is greatly needed for the reconstruction of the

social history of the period.

The Varadumbikdparinayam, and the Acyutarayd-

bhyudayam give much accurate information about the

events connected with the reign of Acyuta. Of these,

the Acyutaraydbhyudayam is more important than the

other. The contents of this work may be divided into

four parts. The first three cantos briefly narrate the

history of the Tuluva kings from the time of Narasa

Nayaka to the coronation of Acyuta. The next three

cantos deal with the rebellion of Saluva Narasingaraya

Nayaka alias Cellappa. As the genuineness of the

events mentioned in these six cantos has been proved

by a comparison with the inscriptions, it is needless to

go into the matter at present. Cantos VIII and IX
may be left out of consideration, as they only describe

the pleasures of the Raya. The last three cantos, which
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give an account of Acyuta’s visit to ^rirangapattanam

and his invasion of Bijapur territory, deserve special

attention, as they have not been dealt with by any

writer. Did this invasion take place V If it did, wlien ?

It is not an easy matter to answer these questions.

The Muhammadan historians of Gfolkonda and Ahmad-

nagar have nothing to sa}7- about this invasion, pro-

bably because it had no bearing upon the history of

these two kingdoms
;
but the Bijapur historian, Ferishta,

who should have mentioned it. is also silent. Are we,

therefore, to conclude that Acynta’s invasion of the

Bijapiir kingdom is a pure invention of the poet who

manufactured imaginary victories to tickle the vanity of

his patron V Some such conclusion we would have

arrived at, had we no access to material of a more trust-

worthy character, which corroborates the narrative of

the Acyutarayabhyudayam in almost every important

particular. According to an epigraph 1534-35, Acyuta
lay encamped in that year on the banks of the Krsna.

Radhamadhava, a contemporary of Dindima,the author

of the Acyuta%dyabhyudayam, refers also to Acyuta's

victory over the Adil Shah. The Portuguese writers

allude.also to the main events of this invasion. The
following table may be helpful in grasping all the

evidence pertaining to the subject,.

[
«iii ]
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The table offers a satisfactory account of all the

particulars connected with the campaign. What is of

immediate interest, however, is the agreement between

the accounts of De Barros and Dindima. Ignoring the

details, for the present, the following three points may
be considered as firmly established. (1) In 1535, the

Vijayanagara army invaded Bijapur territory and laid

siege to the fortress of Raicur. (2) The Adil Shah

came to meet the Raya, and (3) he was forced to sue for

peace. The establishment of these three points is enough

to rise the Acyutarayiibhyudayam to the level of a first

rate contemporary historical document which illumines

one of the darkest recesses of Vijayanagara history.

How are we to account for the silence of the

Muhammadan historians, especially of Ferishta ? An
examination of the Muhammadan histories of the

Deccan reveals the fact that the Muhammadan writers,

while scrupulously recording all the victories of the

faithful over the Hindus, generally ignore the Hindu

victories over their co-religionists. It is no wonder

that they suppressed all the information about this

campaign to terminate which the Sultan Ijad to

supplicate the Hindu monarch. Ferishta was a hero-

worshipper. For instance, Asad Khan, one of the

greatest of his heroes, wonld not have looked, if the

facts of this war were related, bo innocent and honest,

aB he is made to appear in the pages of Ferishta.

Therefore, he kept judicious silence over this incon-

venient affair; and th'e students of our mediaeval

history, who are taught to regard Ferishta’s work as a

true and accurate record of past events, are frequently

led astray.

(ii) The Travellers’ accounts and the Chronicles :

—

(a) The Travellers’ accounts:—Two works of this class

[ xxiv ]
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deserve notice. One of them is an account of the travel

of Duarte Barbosa, one of the servants of the Portuguese

Government in India; he visited Vijayanagara abohf

1510 A.D. Barbosa was a keen observer, and his boofe-

is said to be a faithful record of what he had seen during

his visit. The same remark applies to the work of PaeB

who was at Vijayanagara about 1520 A.D. As the

accounts of these two writers are admitted by all to be

thoroughly accurate and trustworthy, an examination of

their value as source books cannot but be superfluous.

(b) The Chronicles :—These are of three kinds,

the Hindu, the Portuguese, and the Mussalman.

(1) The Ramarajiya is the only Hindu chronicle that

partially describes the political events of this period.

It was written in the first half of the 17th century during

the very last days of the empire. Though a work of

comparatively late origin, its evidence is reliable, as it iB

corroborated by the testimony of contemporary writers

such as Ramarajabhusana (1525-1570), and Koneri-

natha (1549). The Rayavacaka offers much information

which is both useful and interesting. There is consider-

able uncertainty regarding the date of its composition.

It professes to be a work written by a certain

Bhaktaparadhlna, the sthanapati of Viswanatha Nayaka,

the founder of the Nayak kingdom of Madura. As the

kingdom of Madura did not come into existence before

the battle of Raksasi-Tangidi, the work could not have

been written earlier. That the tyithor was certainly

not a contemporary of Krsnadevaraya whose history

he chronicles is proved by the statement that he “ had

recorded in clear language the story of Krsnaraya as

he had heard it from others.” As the author of this work

frequently mentions Bhaganagara, a city which was

founded subsequent to 1580 A.D., he must have written

it only after the foundation of that city. It must
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have been composed earlier than the middle of the 17th

century, when Kumara-Dhiirjati versified its contents

in his Krsnarayavijaya

.

It is probable that it was

written in the 16th century itself. Whatever be the

date of its composition, it stands the test of facts

remarkably well. The genuineness of the various items

of information vrhich it supplies can be proved by a

comparison with the inscriptions, and the contemporary

prabandfias and the Portuguese records.

(2) The most valuable of the Portuguese chroni-

cles is, no doubt, the work compiled by Nuniz. He
must have visited Vijayanagara more than once between

1620 and 1540, when he appears to have sojourned

in the city for sometime. lie seems to have drawn his

information from two sources : the earlier part of his

work, that is the part which closes with the Sajuva

usurpation, appears to have been based upon some

Hindu chronicle. For the rest, he either depended

upon the evidence of people who were eye-witnesses,

or on his own experience. It is only with tlie second

part of Nuniz 's work that the present monograph has

anything to do. His work appears to be a fairly ac-

curate version of facts, and so far as it is based upon

his personal knowledge it. is thoroughly trustworthy.

It is fashionable with a certain class of writers to

belittle the value of his evidence. This seems to be

the result of a desire to state something definite,

where definiteness is not possible in the present state

of our knowledge. V)n a deep and thorough investiga-

tion of the problems, Nuniz is found to be invariably

accurate.

Of the Portuguese historians properly so called

De Barros claims our attention first. The first three of

the four Decadas of which he was the author were pub-

lished during his life-time between 1552 and 1563.
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Though De BarroB himself was never in India, he is

believed to have collected his material from men who

either visited the country or were residents therein.

Paes and Nuniz are said to have compiled their

accounts at his instance. His history, so far as it

relates to Vijayanagara, is of immense importance, as

it lifts the curtain of mist that haB been hanging over

the events of this period. Correa, the author of the

Lendas da India
,
was in India from 1512 and 1528. It

is also stated that his Lendas are based on the Conquista

da India of Castanheda, who lived in India from 1528

to 1588. The work of Castanheda is said to be

valuable and trustworthy. *

The Mussulman Historians :—There are four

Mussulman historians whose works are made accessible

to the public in English translations. (1) The anony-

mous author of the history of the Qutb Sliahi kings of

Golkonda. (2) Syed Ali bin Azlz-ul-la Tabataba, the

author of Burhdn-i-ma'asir,
(
3

)
Raffi-ud-Din Slnrazi, the

author of Tuzafnl-ul-Muluk, and (4) Ferishta, the

famous historian of Muhammadan India.

•

The first two writers deal -with the history of

Vijayanagara in an incidental manner. Most of what

they say is in agreement with known facts. Slilrazi, who
knew Vijayanagara before its destruction by the Mussul-

mans, appears to be, judging him from a brief summary
of liis work available in English, the most impartial of

all the Muhammadan historians. Tfie information which

he gives is not found in other sources. The most im-

portant, and, at the same time, the least trustworthy of

the Muhammadan writers, is Ferishta. He gives w'hat

looks like a concise account of the history of Vijayana-

gara from A.D. 1485 to 1543. He says :

r FB, p. 14-2,
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“ The government of Beejanuggur, had remained in one

family in uninterrupted succession for seven hundred years,

when Shew liny dying, lie was succeeded by his son a minor,

who did not long survive him, and left the throne to a younger

brother. Not long after, he died also, leaving an infant only three

months old. Timraj, one of the principal ministers of the family,

celebrated for his wisdom and experience, became sole regent, and
was cheerfully obeyed by the nobility and the vassals of the king-

dom for forty years. On the occasion of the young King’s attaining

the age of manhood, Timraj poisoned him, and put an infant of

the family on the throne, in order to have a pretence for retaining

the regency in his hands. Timraj at length dying, was succeeded

in his ollice by his son Rarnraj, who having married a daughter

of Shew Kay, added by that alliance greatly to his influence

and power.” (Krigg’s Ferishta iii. pp. 80-81).

(1) According to Ferishta, the first dynasty held

sway over Vijayanagara l'or seven hundred years with-

out interruption. In another context, he attributes the

construction of the city of Vijayanagara to lJallaja 111,

who reigned from 1290 to Idl'd, between 1844 when
the city is said to have been built and 1495 when

Timraj became regent, there were only 150 years, and

not seven hundred as Ferishta would have us believe.

Moreover, it is discovered from a study of tl^e inscrip-

tions that the kingdom of Vijayanagara was founded

in or about 1336 A.D., and that the first or the Sangama
Dynasty came to an end in 1486 A.D. Therefore,

the Sangama line of kings reigned for (1486—1336) 160

years. The account of Nuuiz is roughly in agreement

with this. As the evidence of the inscriptions is

admitted to be most trustworthy, the statement of

Ferishta must be regarded as absolutely unreliable.

(2) Shew Ray is said to have died a few years

before Timraj’s assumption of power as regent. Feri-

shta seems to regard him as the last important member
of the first or the Sangama Dynasty

;
but neither the

inscriptions nor Nuniz mention a king of this name as

[
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having mled^at Vijayanagara. Even if it be said that

Sadasiva might be the original of Shew Ray, he could

not have died during the last decade of the fifteenth

century. There is ample evidence to show that Sada-

siva ascended the throne in 1543 and died sometime

after 1570. Therefore, Shew Ray must be considered

as a mythical person, who is not met with in any trust-

worthy historical document.

(3) Even if Shew Ray is identified with Saluva

Narasimha, the four youngsters, who are said to have

succeeded him, must be accounted for. The two minor

sons of Shew Ray may be identified with the two

minor sons of Saluva Narasimha viz., lminadi Nara-

simha and his elder brother; but the other two

princes, whom Timraj is said to have placed upon the

throne, have no room for accommodation. Ferishta

appears to have multiplied the two successors of

Saluva Narasimha, if he were really identical with

Shew Ray, into four, for reasons best known only to

himself.

(4) The regent’s name, according to Ferishta, is

Timraj
;

but according to Nuniz and the inscrip-

tions, his name is Narasa Niiyaka. Timraj is said to

have wielded his authority as regent for forty years

but Narasa Nayaka held the office only for nine years

from 1493 to 1502.

(5) It is said that Timraj died sometime before

1535, and that he was succeeded by his son Ramraj.*

Ferishta does not leave any room for doubt regarding

• The text of Feushta available in the market does not mention the relation-

ship of Timraj and Ramraj: b
lad azanki Timraj dar guzasht ba mamadash

Ramraj qU'yam gashta
,
dukh tar-i-pu at -i-St vraj bah ‘ aqad-i-khuh dar avard.

After that Timraj died
;
Ramraj becoming established upon his throne, married a

daughter of the son of Slviaj. Tarlkh.-t-Tirishta.
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his identity. He is the same prince who ultimately

perished on the battle-field of Raksasi-Tangidi. The

inscriptions and literature clearly state that Ramraj

was one of the sons of Sfirangaraja, a grandson of

Aravlti Bukka. ^rlranga was but an obscure nobleman,

and he never rose even to the position of a minister.

If Tirnraj is identified with Narasit Nayaka, Ramraj

cannot be regarded as his son. Ferishta does not

even remotely allude to Narasfi Nayaka 's famous sons,

Vxra-Narasimha, Krsnadeva, and Acyuta.

(6) Ramraj is said to have married a daughter of

Shew Ray.* The names of the fathers of all the wives

of Ramaraja are mentioned in the Rumarajlya. None

of them bore the name of Shew Ray
;
but the father of

one of his wives is said to be Krsnadevaraya.

It is obvious from what has been said above, that

Ferishta was almost totally ignorant of the history of

Vijayanagara during the first three decades of the six-

teenth century. His account of the next decade

stands the test of facts a little better.- Although it

deals with some of the main events of the period, it is

so garbled as to make it impossible for us te dis-

cover the true course of affairs. According to him,

Ibrahim Adil Shah led his army to Vijayanagara at the

request of Bhoj Tirumal who desired to put down, with

his assistance, his rival Ramraj. When the Adil Shah

reached the Hindu capital, lie was given a rousing

reception by Bhoj Tirumal. His rival was apparently

crushed
;
and he pretended submission. Bhoj Tirumal

who was completely taken in, persuaded his ally to go

back to his capital after paying him large sums of

money. No sooner did the Adil Shah turn his back

upon the Hindu capital than Ramraj marched upon it

* In the foot-note on p. xxix, RSmiaj Is said to have married a daughter of

the com of Slrrfj.
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with all his troops, and, patting Bhoj Tirumal to death,

seized the supreme power. All these events are said

to have taken place in A.H. 942 which corresponds,

according to Sewell’s calculations, to 1535-36 A.D. *

Bhoj Tirumal, at whose request the Adil Shah

marched to Vijayanagara, is identified with Salakaraju

Tirumala (junior), who usurped the throne after mur-

dering his nephew, Venkata I, in A.D. 1543, and who
was slain by Ramraja during the course of the same year.

If the retirement of the Adil Shah preceded the

death of Salakaritju Tirumala only by a few days, it

must have occurred also in the same year. It seems

as if the Adil Shall who led his troops to Vijayanagara

in 1535-36 remained there until 1543, leaving the

affairs of his own kingdom to be managed by his

ministers. Such a prolonged stay in the midst of an

enemy’s country is extremely unlikely. As Syed
Ali, the author of Burkan-i-ma'asir, gives a different

account of the affairs ot Vijayanagara, at this time, a

comparative stiidy of the narratives of the two historians

may offer some solution to the problem.

Fekishta. Syed Ali.

1. Ismail Adil Shah died in

September 1534.

2. Malloo Adil Shah ruled

for six mouths (i.c., until March

1535).

3. Ibrahim Adil Shah as-

cended the throne in 1535.

1. Ismail Adil Shah died in

A.D. 1534-5.

2T Mallu Adil Shall ascend-

ed the throne in 1531-35, and

was deposed in 1535.

3. Ibrahim Adil Shah as-

cended the throne in 1535.

F£. p. 171.
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Fkrishta. Sybd Ali.

4. He led hie army to

Vijayanagara at tho request of

Bhoj Tirnmal after March 153G.

4. 1’am raj rebelled against

the Raya in 1537-38.

Ibrahim Adil Shah invaded the

Vijayanagara territory and laid

siege to the city, where he stayed

for a long time until (?) 1539.

Asad Iv h a n’s intrigues ; and

Burhiin Nizam Shah’s invasion

of the Bijiipur kingdom in 1540-

41.

5. War between the Adil

Shah and tho Nizam Slifih in

1542.

6. Peace was concluded bet-

ween the two Sultans in 1542.

5. The Adil Shah’s retire-

ment from Vijayanagara terri-

tory, and his war with the Nizam
Shah (?) 1510-41.

0. Peace was concluded bet-

ween the two Sultans in 1542.

Both the Muhammadan historians agree in stating

that a war broke out between the Adil Shall and the

Nizam Shah about 1541, and that it was preceded by

the Adil Shah's invasion of the Vijayanagara empire. If

the death of Salakaraju Tirumala took place, as the

inscriptions and the Portuguese writers declare, in

1543, it could not have occurred at the close of the

Adil Shah’s invasion which terminated before 1540-

1541, No doubts need, be entertained, regarding the

truth of the Add Shah’s invasion, as Ferishta’s account

is not only borne out by Syed Ali but also by Nuniz,

though it is probable that it took place in 1539 rather

than in 1536. Since Salakaraju Tirumala was alive

until 1543, it appears as if his death had no connection

whatever with the Adil Shah’s invasion. However,

Correa associates his death with the Adil Shah’s invasion
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even as Ferishta does, but he places both the events

after 1542. Therefore, the only reasonable conclusion

is that the Adil Shah invaded the Vijayanagara terri-

tory twice. The first invasion took place in 1539, and

it terminated before 1540-41. The second invasion

must be assigned to 1542-43.

It is evident that Ferishta causes great confusion

by mixing up the events connected with two different

invasions. On the whole, the testimony of Ferishta is

very untrustworthy, so far as the history of this period

is concerned. He must be treated as a treacherous

guide whose help lias to be accepted with great caution,

if it cannot be avoided altogether.

(iii) The Local Records :—The Local Records, as has

already been noticed, contain much historical informa-

tion of a traditional character. In the preparation of

this work, information of a purely traditional kind has

been systematically avoided
;
but wherever tradition is

supported by the inscriptions and contemporary litera-

ture, it has been fully utilised. A lew instances may
serve as illustrations of the manner of its treatment.

(1) It is said in an inscription of Kavutiilam dated

A.D. 1533 that Salakaruju Cina Tirumala, who was then

a minister of Acyuta, paid a visit to Kavutiilam and,

having summoned all the ryots of the slma, offered them
lands for cultivation at low rates. Another fragmentary

record in the same place appeal* to mention the details

regarding the rate of assessment.

The Local Records narrate the circumstances under

which Cina Tirumala granted the lands. Owing to the

oppressive tyranny of the local officials, the ryots

abandoned their farms, and repaired to the neighbour-

ing Maneveya slma, which belonged to the Adil Shah.
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The agriculture of the Kavutala Sima was ruined,

and the imperial exchequer suffered heavy loss. In

order to restore the prosperity of the district, and to

replenish the state treasury, Cilia Tirumala visited the

locality and ellected a reconciliation between the Raya
and his ryots.

There is no reason why the evidence of tradition

should not be accepted here
;
for several inscriptions

of this period record similar migrations and com-

promises in many districts of the empire.

(2) According to the Karnatakarajula Vrttan-

tamu
, (

LI'. 10) which is probably a translation of the

Kongudesardjdlckal, Devaraja, the chief of Ummattur,

though defeated and subjugated by Narasa Nayaka,

rose up in rebellion against his son, Vira Narasimha,

and defeated him in battle when he invaded

the Ummattur territory. Therefore, it became incum-

bent upon Krgnaraya to reduce the rebel soon after his

accession to the throne. Before he could take up the

task, however, Devaraja died, and he was succeeded by
his son Nafijaraja, who strengthened his position not

only by repairing the fort of Ummattur but by building

a new one on the island of Sivansamudram. In the

meanwhile, Krsnaraya having detached Mallaraja alias

Cikkaraja from Nafijaraja, invaded the Ummattur
principality, lie defeated Nafijaraja and destroyed his

stronghold. While attempting to flee from the fort of

Sivansamudram, Nafijaraja was accidentally drowned
in the waters of the Kaverl and perished.

This account is in complete agreement with the

facts known from the inscriptions and the contempo-

rary literature. The Varadambika^ari^ayam, the

Acyutarayabhyudayam, and the Parijatdpaharenam allude
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to Narasa Nayaka’s march from Madura to Sriranga-

pattanam. His route must necessarily have passed along

the banks of the Kaverl through the principality of

Ummattur. His presence in the neighbourhood in

1486 is also mentioned in a few inscriptions. It is not

unlikely that he must have subdued the Ummattur
chieftain on his way, if he had assumed an attitude of

defiance. The fact that Krsnaraya had to subdue the

Ummattur chief as soon as he ascended the throne

shows that the rebellion of the said chief must have had

its origin during the reign of Vlra-Narasimha. Krsna-

raya’s conquest of Ummattur is mentioned by several

contemporary writers including the Portuguese.

Therefore, it is not unreasonable to accept the

Karnntakarajula Vritantamu as a genuine record of

historical events.

(3) The events connected with the war between

Salakaraju Tirumala and Ramaraja are recorded in the

traditional histories of three or four places. What
Ferishta has to say on the subject is very meagre and

faulty. The events recorded in local histories are also

mentioned by contemporary writers like Ramaraja-

bhusaifti, whose testimony is corroborated by

Venkayya, the author of Ramarnjlyam, who lived about

a century later. There is no reason, under the

circumstances, why the evidence of the Local Records

should not be accepted in this context.

(4) A few words must be said, in passing, about

the A^thavana Tantram, one of* the most interesting

documents preserved in the Mackenzie Collection. It

is a late document drawn up in the 18th century by
an anonymous author at the request of one of the

earliest officers of the East India Company, who
desired to know the manner of government that was

obtaining in the Vijayanagara empire. As that empire
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finally fell to pieces in the middle of the 17th century,

the author’s information could not have been collected

from his own personal knowledge. Nor could he have

based his account upon some earlier work on the subject,

for no such work existed. However, the administrative

system of the old empire remained almost intact in

certain parts of the country where the subordinates

of the last emperors asserted their independence.

Citradurgu was one of the principalities which came

into existence in this fashion. As the administra-

tive system under which this principality wa8

governed u as the same as the one obtaining

during the age of the UiT.yas, the author of the

Atthamna Tantrum took that as a basis for reconstruct-

ing the ,dd Vi jayanagara polity. Nevertheless, the

Althaiann Tantrum cannot be regarded as a primary

source. The Vijayunagara administrative system that

is described in the present, work is not based upon the

Altlinvana Tantrum
\

hut the information supplied by

this document is fully taken advantage of, wherever

such a course appeared reasonable. The meaning of

several taxes winch prominently figure in the inscrip-

tions of the sixteenth century is hardly intelligible ; but

a proper knowledge of their nature is of inestimable

value to a student of the fiscal system of the Rayas.

Idle AlUiavaija Tantrum is of immense importance in

this connection, as it explains the nature of some of

the most important taxes. As tlm Vijayanagara system

of taxation remained almost unaltered until the days of

the East India Company, the adoption of the explana-

tions offered by the Atthamna Tanlram is not unjustified.

Tlie ayagars are frequently mentioned in the inscrip-

tions of the period. Some of them, the Reddi {gaud),

the karaam (Sauhhog), and the talari are referred to by

their official designations. The Atthavaaa Tantram is

the only work which fully describes the ayagar system.

|.
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Of all the parts of the old Hindu polity, the village

administration is generally admitted to be least affected

by the passage of time and the changes in government.

Therefore, it stands to reason to take the ayagar system

to have been the same in the 16th century as it waB in

18th.
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Chapter I.

ACCESSION OF ACYUTADEVARIYA.

Section 1 :— The Portuguese historian Nuniz

states :

“ Before the death of Grisnarao from his disease .... being

sick and already despairing of his life, he made a will, saying

that of his three brothers whom he had sent to be confined in the

fortress of Chamdegary, with his nephew, son of King Busbalrao,

they should make king, his brother Achetarao. After his

(Crisnarao’e) death, Salvany became minister of the kingdom, and

governed it till the arrival of King Achetarao from the fortress of

Chamdegary, where he was detained.” *

This account of Nuniz seems to be corroborated

by the evidence of Rajanatha Dindima. According' to

him Acyuta’s first coronation took place at Timpati in

the presence of the god Venlcatesvara. f It is said in

an inscription at Kajahasti that Acyuta’s coronation

took place in that town on Kartika ba 5 of Virodhi
,

corresponding to the Saka year 1452 (Oct. 21

Thursday 1529). % As Krsnaraya died about the

middle, of that year (May-Oct. 1529), Acynta was

not at Vijayan agara at the time of his brother’s death,

but somewhere in the neighbourhood of Timpati and

Ivalahasti, probably at Caudragiri which was the most

Aeyutaraya whom Krsnadeva nominated as his

successor seems to have go»e to Vijayanagara to

ascend the throne from his prison at Candragiri,

* where he was detained.’ However, a study of the

inscriptions seems to indicate that Acyuta was enjoying

freedom for three or four years before the death of

EE, 360-67. t The Sources 161 I MER. 157 of 1934.
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his brother. Thus, an inscription from Kammarapiidi

in the Nellore district dated Saka 1448 Parthiva

(A. D. 1526) states that he was ruling the kingdom

of the world, seated on his diamond throne at Vijaya-

nagara. * Another from TIosepete in the Sidlaghatta

tiilrika of the Mysore State, dated Saka 1450 Sarvadltdri

(1528) mentions him with imperial titles, and states

that he was ruling from Vijayanagara. f It appears

from these records that Aeyuta was ruling as the

emperor of Vijayanagara from A. D. 1526 onwards,

although his coronation was celebrated in A. D. 1530.

This conclusion is in agreement with the date

assigned in some of the Local Records to Krsnadeva’s

death. He is said to have breathed his last on

Jyestha su 6 Sunday of the cyclic year Tarana
,

corresponding to £aka 1447. J According to an

inscription of Tirumaladeva, son of Krsuaraya dated

Saka 1446 (expired) Tarana, Mary, su 2, Saturday

(1525 AJ& a certain Konappa Niiyaka is said to

have administered gangodaka to Krsjnariiya. § It is

customary among the Hindus of the South to offer a

spoonful of pure water to a dying man, and this water

is usually called gangodaka (water of the Granges).

The death of Krsuaraya about this date is inferred from

this record. Again, a kaul (lease deed) which Aliya

llamaraja granted to Namalaneni Kumara Peda Pucci

Nayaningaru dated Saka 1448 Vyaga, Vmrnkha, su 15

(1526-27) describes Ramaraju with all the imperial

titles. lie is said t<? have been ruling the kingdom
of the earth seated on his throne at the city of

Vijayanagara. It is inferred from these that the reign

of Krsnadevaraya came to an end sometime before

* AW. N. 34-A. p 892. + EC. Sg 15. % T.KV, p. 48.

H Eli. 18. p. 407,

UJ
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A. D. 1526, and that the succession to the throne was

disputed by Acyuta, Ramaraja, and Tirumala wlio

were fighting with one another until 1530, when the

civil war ended, and Acyuta the most successful

candidate ascended the throne. Further, it is pointed

out that during the interregnum each of the three

claimants to the throne made grants, and issued hauls,

as if he were the real king himself. All the feudatories,

and private donors, it is assumed, dated their inscrip-

tions in the reign of Krsnaraya which they supposed

to be continuing, until the accession of one of the

rival candidates to the throne. *

The epigraphical evidence against this view is

overwhelming. We have to deal with several inscrip-

tions belonging to this period not only of the

feudatories but of Krsnaraya himself, f It is impossible

to ignore these inscriptions, and accept the statement

that Krsnaraya died in A. L>. 1526. What then is

the explanation of the inscriptions of Acyuta and

Tirumala referred to above, even if the haul of

Ramaraja may be left out of consideration ? Only

one explanation seems possible. Krsnaraya seems

to have fallen ill about 1525 A. D., and his condition,,

became so critical that his life was despaired of. Even
the last rite of offering ‘ gangodaka ’ was performed ;

but he evidently recovered from his illness, and

assumed the control of affairs. Tirumalaraya in whose

favour the emperor abdicated in A. D. 1524 seems to

have fallen ill sometime later ajid died. % Krsnaraya

wag, therefore, obliged to make fresh arrangements

for the succession to the throne. Among the possible

candidates, there were, according to Nuniz, his three

brothers, his nephew, the son of Busbalrao, and a son

* r.KV. p 52. t MRR. 1891 II, p. 5. 1 FJ1. p. 359.
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who was only eighteen months old. * Setting aside

the claim of the other candidates including that of his

infant son, he nominated his brother Acyuta as his

successor, because he was the most competent person

among the members of the royal family to sit upon the

throne, f However, while deciding the question of

succession, he had also to consider the case of his

son-in-law, Ramaraja who seems to have played an

active part in the administration of the empire during

the last years of his reign. Although Nuniz does not

at all mention Ramaraja, several contemporary and

later records bear ample testimony to his activity

during Krsnaraya’s reign. An early but damaged

epigraph of the Xravldu chiefs refers to Ramaraja as

‘the son-in-law of Krsnadevaraya, the conqueror of the

Gajapati.’ He appears to have distinguished himself in

some of Krsnadeva's wars against the Mussulmans. $

Ayyalaraju Ramabhadra, a contemporary writer

alludes to the marriage of Ramaraja with a daughter

of Krsnadevaraya. § The ananymous historian of

Golkonda declares that Ramaraja after his disgrace

at Golkonda ‘ took the route to Beejanuggur,

and entered the service of Krsnaraja, who, shortly

afterwards forming a high opinion of him, gave him

his daughter in marriage.’ ‘ Conto states also that

Ramaraya was a great general in the army of

Krsnadevaraya, and was actually in the province

of the Badagas and Teligas.’ || According to Father

Queyros, Krsnadevaraya, in the last days of his reign,

‘ entrusted the government of the kingdom ’

to his

son-in-law Ramaraja, and ‘the command of the troops'

* FE. p. 367. t ibid.

X MEA. 164 of 1905
,
ASA. 1908. p. 194. n. 8-

§ Am. 1

:

55. TJ Brio’s Ferishtu iii. p. 381.

1 1

Heras : The Aravidu Dynasty p. 25.
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to Tirumala, his brother. * The Kaifiyat of Penu-

gonda declares that Krsnadevaraya who had no sons to

succeed him, gave his daughter in marriage to Ramaraja,

and appointed him at the same time as yuvaraja. f

These extracts from contemporary and later records

Bhow that Ramaraja, who married Krsnadevaraya’s

daughter, was a person of considerable importance

at the time of the death of that monarch. It is

extremely unlikely that the dying emperor would have

altogether ignored him in his last will and testament.

That this was not the case is shown by the statements

of several historians. Ferishta says that Ramraja

became ‘ one of the principal ministers ’ of the state

after the death of his father Timraj. J As Ferishta’s

Timraj is a mythical person, what he says about

the son should be regarded as something whose

value is at best doubtful. But in view of what the

unanymous historian of Golkonda says, the evidence

of Ferishta need not totally be rejected. Here is what

he says :

“At length his father-in-law (Krsnaraja) died. The heir tn

the throne teas a child in arms ; and being, therefore, unfit

to managtf his affairs, Ramraj first assumed the office of the

protector.” §

Ramaraja was known to the author of the Burhan-i-

ma'asir as “ Vakil (chief Minister) of the King of

Vijayanagara.” These allusions to the early career

of Ramaraja show that after the death of Krsnaraya, he

became one of the principal ministers of the kingdom. t-y

The* Kaifiyat of Penugonda seems to throw some
light on the problem. 1! According to this document

# Queyros : The Conquest of Ceylon ii. p. 383.

*f M. Mss. 15-6-8. J Brigg’s Feriskta iii. p. 81.

$ ibid. iii. p. 381. T] /A. xlix. p. 201,
||
M. Mss. 15-6-8.
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Krsnadevaraya commanded Ramaraja at the time of his

death, to continue in the office of yuvaraja
,
and assist

Acyuta, whom he nominated to succeed him, in the

administration of the empire. This is corroborated

by Father Queyros who declares that before his death

Krsnaraya ordered his son-in-law Ramaraja 1 to restore

the power ' to his brother Acyuta, and 1 administer

justice jointly with him.’ Ramaraja acted according- to

his father-in-law’s wishes. Acyuta who was ‘ pleased

with this courtesy ’ allowed him to administer the

kingdom with him. Consequently, Ramaraja became

“ better recognised as king than the natural one, a

penalty which all pay to favouritism. ” * Although

the writers whose evidence we have cited agree with

one another regarding Ramaraja’s position in the state,

they differ about the person who was actually Boated

on the throne of Vijayanagara at the time. According

to some, it was Acyuta that ascended the throne after

the demise of Krsnadeva
;
but others mention an infant

son of the latter as having succeeded him.

Section 2 :—Who was the person that succeeded

Krsnaraya, Acyuta or Krsnaraya's own infant son ?

That is the problem which we have to solve first. The

problem is a very difficult one. The inscriptions seem

to speak unequivocally that Acyuta ascended the

throne after Krsnaraya. They are supported by
several Hindu and Portuguese writers, both contem-

porary and later. But all the Muhammadan historians

not only ignore the ‘name of Acyuta altogether but

refer to Ramaraja as the ruler of Vijayanagara after

the death of Krsnadevaraya. Thus the evidence in

the light of which this problem is to be solved is

very conflicting and even contradictory. And any

* Queyros: Conquest of Ceylon, u p.383.
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conclusion that may be arrived at needs necessarily

be tentative.

That Kvsnaraya had an infant son at the time

of his death is vouched for by the following passage

from the chronicle of Nnniz :

“ Ivins Crisnaran . . . being sick and already despairing of

his life, .... made a will, saying that . . . they should make king

his brother Aohetarao . . . ; for the latter seemed to, him to bo

bettor fitted for that than any of the others, fur the reason that he

had no son offit age. for the throne, hut only one of the age of

eighteen months.” *

It is evident that, while settling the question of

succession, Krsnaraya not only considered the case of

his infant son, but rejected him on the ground that lie

was not ‘ of fit age for the throne.' But Itafl-ud-Dln

Bhirazi, a contemporary of llainaraja declares :

“ ltamaraja became king of Vijayanasara in H. ‘J-12. lie

used to hold his court in the name of Kesnnruya's son, the real

emperor, and people used to make their obeisance to the boy.

Bfimaraja conducted the administration for two years nominally

for the son of Krsnaraya. ” t

'This is corroborated by the testimony of the anonymous

historian, of (jolkonda who says:

“ Tiie heir to the throne (after Ivmnaraya’s death) was

a child m anus :
§

and being, therefore, unlit to manage his

affairs, Kamraj first assumed the office of the protector.’ J

* 1'E. pp. 366-67. f Jii/SKAS. xxn p 2S.

X Brigs’ s I-'t'r ishta lii p 381. •

+ ; Father Herns identifies tins “clnld in arms” with Sadusiva. 4 Indeed/ says

he,
1 a contemporary anonymous chronicler of Golkonda ’ says tliat the heir to

the throne was a * child in arms/ although accoidmg to Couto, at the time of Ins

installation, Sadasiva ‘was a little more than thirteen years of age,' and according

to Correa ‘about sixteen.’ Fr. Ileras forgets the context in wlucli ‘the child m arms’

is mentioned by the contemporary anonymous clnoiucler. It is this Ramaruja ‘took

the route to Beejanuggiir and entered the service of Krishnaiaj, who, shoilly

afterwards, forming a high opinion of lnm, gave him his daughter in marriage.

[ » J
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According to these Muhammadan historians, the
_

jjerson who succeeded Krsnaraya was his infant son
;

and the government of the empire was actually carried

on by Ramaraja who married a sister of the infant

monarch. This is supported by the account of the

Portuguese historian, Correa who was in India from

A. D. 1512 to 1528.

“ Correa slates that in 1512 Achynta, king of Vijayanagar,

died leaving a young son in the power of his ithcle, brother of the

dead king who had been king contrary to the right. The nobles

wished to keep the boy at liberty nominating two ministers to

carry on the government : hut the uncle disagreed, since in this

way he would lose all power, and he contrived to get, some parti-

sans to his side. The queen, the mother of the boy',
t

1>e£lfgeLrTln‘

Ailil Shah to come to her aid and secure the kingdom for her son,

promising him, in return for this favour, immense riches. The
Sultan set out for the purpose, but on the road he was met by
emissaries from the minister, and bought, oil with lavish gifts.

The hint) by real right who had been detained m a fortress was

then liberated, and he also sought the aid of the Sultan of llijapur.

The Sultan took advantage of the opportunity to set out afresh

nominally to aid the true, ting hut really to acquire the kingdom
for himself. The Hindus, in fear for their safety, placed on the

throne the brother of the dead king, and succeeded in defeating

the Adil Shah dose to Vij ijanagar. The new king in order to

strengthen his position for the tuture, caused the boy, his rival, to

be assassinated. . . . Then, in dread of the power of the principal

nobles, he summoned them to court, and put out the eyes of those

who arrived first : so that the rest returned in great anger and
began to intrigue with' the Sultan.” “The Add Shah therefore

Al length lus father-in-law died. The heir to the throne was a *child in arms.’
Tt is dear that tile heir referred tq.ni this passage is the heir of Krsnaraya, not of
Acyuia, nor of Venkata 7, as the Kev. Father tries to make out. He also forgets
that k r: n .,dey.i r.iyn had a son of the age of eighteen nirmihs at the time cv his

death. ’ I lie child in amis ' of the anonymous chronicler describes the infant sort

ol hisnaiaya more accurately than Sadasiva, who, at tin- time of lm installation,

was’ at least more than 13 years old Sadasiva for whose merit grants had been
made in 1318, 1523 and 1524 could not have been * the heir to the throne,’

who was a ‘child in arms’, at the tune of Krsnaraya's death. 1 lie ‘ child in

amis ' mentioned by the anonymous chronicler can be none other than the infant
son of Krsnaraya himself

Lio]
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advanced, entered the kingdom of Yijayanagar.” “ Meanwhile a

neiv king iad seized the throne of Yijayanagar, a great lord from

Paleacate, married to a sister of the king that preceded the dead

king, and ill the end he secured the kingdom.” *

This passage sums up correctly but briefly, the

leading events of the history of Vijayanagara between

1530 and 1543 A. D. At present, however, what

interests us most is the identity of the personalities that

are mentioned therein.

The uncle in whose power Acyuta left his

son Venkata I should be identified with Salakaraju

China Tirumaladeva. Tirumala, was, of course, a

brother-in-law of the dead king. It is not unusual

with the European writers to refer to the brother-in-law

as the brother. ‘ The queen, the mother of the boy ’

was, no doubt, Varadiidevi, the queen of Aeyuta-

devarilya. Tirumaladeva murdered Venkata I, as

admitted by all the historians, soon after his corona-

tion. ‘ The king by real right who had been detained

in a fortress ’ was Sadiisiva, who was kept in prison at

Grtitti. f The new king from Paleacate was, as pointed

out by Sewell, Riimaraja. And the king who ‘ preceded

the dekd king’ Acyuta, and whose sister Ramaraja

had married was that infant son of Krsnadevaraya of

whom Ramaraja is said to have become the protector.

Therefore, according to Correa, the person that

preceded Acyuta on the throne of Vijayanagara was

not Ratnaraja’s father-in-law, but his brother-in-law.

And so far, he is in perfect* agreement with the

Muhammadan writers whose evidence we have already

cited. It. is not reasonable to set aside the evidence

of these writers as untrue. There seems to he a great

deal of truth in what they say.

* Sewell . FE. pp. 182 1S3. *f-
The Sources p. 191.
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The question of succession appears to have been

finally settled in 1526, Although Acyuta was recog-

nised as the heir-apparent, he preferred to stay in the

fortress of Candragiri itself. However, Krsnaraya’s

act, of settlement failed to give satisfaction to several

people the most important, of whom was Ramaraja

himself
;
but until the death of the old monarch no one

had the courage to express openly his feeling of

discontent.

As soon, however, as Krsnaraya breathed his last,

Ramaraja seems to have made an attempt to place his

young brother-in-law upon the throne. Rafi-ud-Din

Shiriizi, and the anonymous historian of Golkondu state

this explicitly, as we have already noticed. Although

KrsnarSya set aside the claim of his young son, in

the interests of the state, Ramaraja who was dis-

appointed by the final arrangements made by him seems

to have promptly proclaimed his young brother-in-law

emperor, and made an attempt to seize the throne.

He must have been strongly backed up liy the queens

of Krsmideva, as well as those officers who were loyal

to the family of the late monarch. Resides, the numer-

ous progeny of the patriarch, AravTti Dnkka who held

several important, forts such ns Kandanavblu, Awuku,
Adavani, Nandyala etc., and several other chiefs should

have been ready to join his standard against Acyuta.

To counteract the activities of this party, the supporters

of Acyuta had to bestir themselves. The strongest

supporters of his claim ^were no doubt his two brothers-

in-law, Sulaknraju (Pedda and China) Tirumaladev^is.

If we can trust the Kaifiyat of Bukkasamudram
one of them was already holding an important post, in

the state, as the superintendent of the royal treasury. *

In his capacity as the treasurer, lie had access to all the

* The Sources 179 .

[ 12 ]
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stored up wealth of the empire. He was in a position

to command the services of all those who cared more

for money than for the interests of the family of the

dead monarch. Besides, Salvany, Saluva Nayaka or

Saluva Narasingaraya Dannayaka, the most powerful

nobleman in the empire, had declared himself to be a

partisan of Acyuta. He was the governor of the

Cola country, and was ‘ the lord of Charamaodel,

Negapatao, Tamgor, Bomgarin, Dapatao, Trueguel,

and Caullim ' Ilis territories were very large, and

they bordered upon Ceylon. He maintained an army
consisting of ‘ thirty thousand foot, and three thousand

horse, and thirty elephants.’ * lie seems to have

seized the throne on behalf of Acyuta, and held it

until the arrival of the latter from Candragiri.

“ Salvany became the minister of the kingdom,” says

Nuniz, “ and governed it till the coming of Achetarao

from the fortress of Chamdegary where he was

detained.” t The combination of Salakariiju brothers

with Saluva Nayaka frustrated the first attempt of

Ramaraja to secure the supreme power for himself.

It was probably the opposition of Ramaraja that

induced' Acyuta to take an unusual step. As soon as

he heard the news of his brother’s death, instead of
*

hastening to the capital, he leisurely proceeded to

Tirupati where he had his coronation celebrated. If.

Thence he went to Kalahasti where the coronation

ceremony was repeated. § It must be noted that

Acyuta was the first ruler of Vjjayanagara, who had

his coronation celebrated in a place outside the capital.

He was also the first king to crown himself on more

than one occasion. It looks as if, fearing the opposi-

tion of his rival in the capital, Acyuta had his

* I'E. pp. 384-85.

t l fw Sources p. 161.

[13
]

+ ibid p. 3b7.

§ MER. 157 of 1924.
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coronation purposely celebrated in the two holy cities

of the empire, to strengthen his claim to the throne.

This view is supported by an inscription of Ankavalli,

Sorab taluka dated A. D. 1529, the donor of which made

a grant in order that Aeyutarilya might be firmly

established in the empire. * Having then come to know
that his friends destroyed the power of Riimaraja, lie

proceeded to the capital which he seems to have

reached early in 1590 A. D.

Although Riimaraja failed to grasp the supreme

power, his influence in the capital as well as in the

provinces should have been considerable. Acyuta
appears to have realised that to antagonise Riimaraja

would not help him very much in holding his power
successfully. Having the infant son of Krsnariiya

under his protection, Raimi raja could put. forward the

claim of his protege which was legally sounder than

his own. Therefore, Acyuta appears to have opened

negotiations with Ramarlija, as soon as he reached the

capital, and seems to have succeeded in persuading lunt

to enter into a sort of partnership with him, on behalf

of his ward, in governing the empire. The coronation

of Acyuta was then Celebrated for the third time at

Vijayanagaru
;
and his authority was recognised by all.

Ramaraja thus became the joint ruler of the

empire witii Acyuta, and began to exercise as of old

great authority in governing the state. This arrange-

ment appears to have worked satisfactorily until the

commencement, of A. D. 1595 , for, according to an

inscription dated February 7, 1555, Ramappaya 1'

* EC. vin Sb. 30

i* RTuiuvppaya has Wen wrongly identified by the opigi aphis t with lhe
famous Rranuhh.i^V.iy v:v, one of the HrTdimnna officeis of A.ryutaraya. It must
W noted that he is always vneivMnncd in the inscriptions as RamabhatUiyya

[
14 ]
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A

(Ramaraja) was ‘ bearing the burden of the kingdom

with the king
;

’ i. e.,
‘ partner of the king in the

administration of the country.’ * Ramappaya was not

“ evidently the chief minister of Achyuta,” as the

epigraphist believes, f but was really his co-regent.

This state of friendliness, however, was not destined to

last long
;

for Ramaraja seems to have set up the

standard of rebellion even during the course of that

year.

and never as Ramappaya, whereas Ramaraja is frequently referred to m the

inscriptions as well as literature as Ramappaya (cf. 121. of 1894-
;

464 of 1914
;

05 of 1915 ,
14 of 1904 ;

595 of 1925,352 of 1926.) Instances can easily Le

multiplied. Literature also confirms, the evidence of inscriptions.

2X) Sj •? C r\7**% i '£> i

o

vaa \ ohco £ ^ *>

^ 'ir Kg TStfCro iy* <>: ^ So h

Sp» I. 34

Ramaraja is also verv constantly referred to as Ramappnva in the Local

Records. Moreover, in 1535 Ruuuhhatlayya was the governor of Udayagir

KTtjya\ and there is no evidence t<> show that 1ft had anything to do with Salem
district from which the present inscription comes.

Mr. S. Suhrahmanva Sastn identifies him with Bayafcara Ramappaya
the musician in the court of Avy ula. (77)RR. p.234) It is true that he was
appointed the governor of Kondavhju by' Aoyuta m recognition of his talent*

as a great musician. It is, ho\vp\ er, extremely unlikely that he could be *'
the

partner of Acyuta in the administration of the country ”

* Mlill. 245 of 1953. t ibid 1914 p 100.

if 15]



Chapter II.

THE EARLY WARS.

Section 1 :—Acyuta had to face, probably even

before his coronation at Vijayanagara, the invasion of

some of his northern neighbours, who had been

smarting under the blows which Krsnariiya had

inflicted upon them during the past twenty years.

The Gajapati king of Orissa who had to be satislied

with only half of his patrimony
;

the Sultan of

Golkonda who had to retire discomfited to the north of

the Krsna, leaving the much coveted fortress of

Kondavldn in the possession of the enemy
;
and the

Sultan of Bijapur, who had to relinquish his hold upon
the much contested Raiciir doab, heaved a deep

sigh of relief, when they heard of the death of their all

powerful enemy. They were stimulated by a common
desire to recover what they had lost, before Acyuta
firmly established himself on the throne of his kingdom.

Therefore, they seem to have made a more or less

simultaneous attack upon the northern frontiers of the

V.jayanagara empire. This attack is alluded to in one

of Acyuta’ s earliest inscriptions dated S 1451 (A. D.

1529.) According to this record, he was already ‘the

conqueror of Oddiya forces ’ and 1

terror to the mind
of the Tulukkars.' * It appears from this that as early
as A. D. 1529-20, Aeytifa came into conflict with the

king of Orissa, and one or more of the Muhammadan
rulers of the Deccan.

(a) The king of Orissa :—That Acyuta over-
came the king of Orissa at the commencement of his

reign is proved by the evidence of contemporary

* AIER. 1911 p. S2 ; 256 of 1910.
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Telugu literature. The poet Allasani Peddana who

survived his friend and patron, KrBnaraya, refers to the

Orissan invasion in one of his occasional verses
;

*

and Radhatnadhava, the author of Tarakabrahmarajtya
, f

states that Acyuta “ had shown mercy (after defeating

him) to the king of Utkala.” The Orissan invasion

should have taken place in 1529-30, as is shown by

the Urattur inscription referred to above. Further, it

is also shown by the last two lines of Peddana’s

verse. The king of Orissa is said to have entered

Kannada like a dog that would stealthily enter a

house whose dooi’s are left open. The kingdom of

Kannada was like a house with closed doors so long

as it was protected by the powerful arm of an emperor.

However, at the time of the invasion of the Gajapati,

there was no king sitting upon the throne of Vijaya-

nagara. Therefore, he was able to encroach upon

Vijayanagara territory without serious opposition.

Although the Gajapati, Prataparudra made a final

attempt to recover his lost dominion to the south of

the Krsna, he was defeated and driven away. The rule

of the Gajapatis was not destined to be revived again

in the southern Telugu country.

(b) The Sultan of Golkonda :—The anonymous
historian of Golkonda records an expedition of Quli

* Where were you, Gajapati, at the time when K^snaraya’s elephants

attacked the fort of Aralla ? Where were you at the time when the Narapati

emperor set up the pillar commemorating his victory (over you) at Simhadn ?

Where were you. at the time when he set his elephants to break (open) the brorvie

doors of your fort (Cuttack)? Where were you on the day on which you
gave*y°ur daughter in marriage to the Raya together with the gandapendlra}

Did you take leave of your senses ? Were you dead ? Were you not on this

earth ? Daring not to approach fhfm) and losing your head, did you efface

yourself? Now that he is dead, how dare you enter Kannada like a dog that

(stealthily) enters a house whose doors are by chance kept ajar ?

The Sources: p. 154.

*V Tbm. Canto 1.

V—
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Qntb Shah against the fortress of KondavTdu in or

about 1530 A. D.

“From NulgonJa, the king marched to Condbeer to

demand tribute which the Raja had hitherto neglected to

pay. Condbeer was, as before, vigorously besieged, and was

bravely defended for a considerable time ; till at length the Raja

bribed some of the Muhammadan officers to recommend to the

king to accept the terms ; but he declared that he would not quit

the place, till it was taken. It foil in a few days after. Tho

garrison having surrendered at discretion, the king built a tower

in the middle of the fort, in commemoration of its reduction, and

then returned to his capital.” *

There was no subordinate chief of Golkonda ruling

at KondavTdu in or about 1530 A. D. Ever since its

conquest front the Gajapati in 1514 A. D. by Krsna-

devaraya, it was included within the empire of Vijaya-

nagara. Nadindla Gopa, a nephew of the great minister,

Saluva Timma, was appointed as its governor. The

latest inscription of Gopa dated S. 1447 (A. D. 1525-6)

is found in the Pattabhirama temple at KondavTdu. -j-

Ile was succeeded very probably by Rayasam Tim-

marusayya who seems to have held the province until

1529-30 A. D. J An inscription of Vernal urupadu dated

A. D. 1530, ‘ records that Peda Tirumalayadeva Maha-

rajulu Garu of the Salaka family built a tank, and

planted a garden both of which he presented to the

temple of Gopinatha at Velupajem in KondavTdu. §
It is not unreasonable to suppose that Peda Tiruuialaya

made the gift to Gopinatha, in his capacity as the

governor of the province. Acyuta seems to have

placed one of his brothers-in-law in charge of. his

north-eastern frontier. He was succeeded by Rayasam

• Brig'g’s Ftrishta ui p. 374-75.

+ Gurubrahma Sarma : KS. pp. 93-94. t ArDI. i. D. 53.

§ MER, 544 of 1909. VClupalem appears to be a wrong reading foi

VelipSlem.
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Ayyaparusa in A. D. 1531 who in all probability

ruled until 1533 A. D. * Bacarasa, Baca, or Ramaya

Bhaskara was the next governor, and he governed the

province till 1539 A. D., t when he was succeeded hy

his nephew Ramaya Mantri, X the Bayakara Ramp-

payya of the inscriptions
;
and he held the office until

at least A. D. 1544. §

Inscriptions thus furnish us with a fairly

continuous list of governors of Kondavidu from

1514 A. D. to 1544 A. D. It is not possible to under-

stand how there could have been in A. D. 1530 a

subordinate Raja of Kondavidu paying tribute to the

Sultan of Golkonda. It is a habit of the Muhammadan
chroniclers to describe the kings of Vijayanagara as

subordinates paying tribute to the Sultans of Gulburga.

Therefore, the statement of the anonymous historian

need not be taken seriously. However, there is no

reason to doubt the authenticity of Qutb Shah’s

invasion of Kondavldu, He appears to have made a

dash upon the fort, and after severe fighting succeeded

in capturing it
;
but he could not hold it for long.

Acyuta seems to have marched with his army to

recover it. It was probably on this occasion that

Bacarasa and Velugoti Timma distinguished them-

selves. The former is said to have ‘ conquered all the

Muhammadan armies with his valour.’ <) And the latter

won the praise of Acyuturaya by effecting the destruc-

tion of the Muhammadan army while attempting to

cross the frontier. || The atta'ck of the Sultan of

’• LR. 42 p. 259. t MER, 422, 445 of 1915.

I MER. of 1915 para 51. § ibid. H MER. 445 of 1915.

|!
VV. :—

tr’SGoS sfcos"

cf. (H.P.C.) LR. iv.pp 273-7.
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Golkonda was thus repelled
;
and the Bafety of the

north-eastern frontier was secured once again.

(
c

.) The Sultan of Bijapur :—While Acyuta was

busy in defending his dominions along the east coast,

his northern frontier was exposed to the attacks of the

Bijapur army. Ismail Adil Shah, who vainly attempted,

on more than one occasion, to recapture the forts of

Ruicur and Mudkal during the reign of Krsnadeva-

raya, took advantage of the death of that monarch

to invade the doab. He was accompanied by Amir

Barld whom he had recently vanquished. Ferishta

describes this invasion briefly

;

“ The King (Ismail Adil Shah) marched his army to the

south, attended by Alla-ood-din Imad Shah, and Ameer Bareed

with their forces. The affairs of the kingdom of Beejannggnr

had been lately thrown into confusion owing to the death of

Hemraj to whom hia son Ramraj had succeeded. Against this

prince rebellions were excited by several rays, so that the

Mnhammadans met with no interruption to their progress.

sSpCtjo sj- i&rm;£)t6;5pe» . . . vp>i!o . .

d-"-sr«NboCSo SjKC $)o&$ sA,coo^)o‘Srfb.

Kj&h- «sB-c£r*-Q cuooJSoS 4>j50’°~7r' s&c '?“ c«j-°§,"'oEiS -citfoBE-

5£]r
-o_E£iOJ5o ^)0^^if)S0i3 esJfrsgSc*) «r*e»SS 3x>e» ifsdlSS

cSn-’StSc) WtfngSw TooVT'6'Sv! lSS> t?i ftzr°fto£> S

Wi&gtl rPoSbco vp8 Vj3ii^r";555 -c$o(j5j\8i sHom cj£r" iSg£-&r‘Xo

VP t3b $ 0$) OM-Q-j;5|oo»TS estfrego (JT»s6'O|J0'

^sSe-B-D v3t5h;£i 5oo4oeo "£7tp TO°?
r6 ririw-c0

S'*-ft es^iSj'S^CTo -£Ojj5H6§ TPdSoeoVPB rf&o!|r«»5u sHohaSb.

* * m *
acxnXJbsfc^&j Sjbvr^rPB^ TPOSbe»vpfSo

Q'«5e-3J>oJ$o S"'-^ es^fipSWO &r‘&r>ex> "tScKorfu

"So&d BSSb5s»$0® :&rSj rr"Si3(j5o (jpSoao-EiXj cop $£r»tx> es&ifSo 3b

r-,0 tfo£'cx»-0j ftr
tv§r'o?ZSi gS^B.
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Rachore and Mudgul both surrendered after a siege of three

months, after having remained in the possession of the infidels

for seventeen years ”

*

The account of Ferishta may be taken as true, after

making one or two corrections. Hemraj whose death f
about 1530 A. D. threw the kingdom of Vijayanagara

into confusion was Krsnaraya himself. Ramaraja who
is said to have succeeded him was not his son but

son-in-law. With these modifications, the passage of

Ferishta describes accurately, the state of affairs

obtaining at Vijayanagara.

The advance of the 5.dil Shahi army was not,

however, unopposed. Appalaraja, the valiant son of

the famous general Aravlti Ramaraja-Timma, attempted

to bar the path of the Muhammadan army probably

on the banks of the Krsna. According to the Bala-

bhayavata of Konerunatha (A- D. 1549), $ Appala
‘ opposed the combined forces of Sava (Adil Shah) and

Baiid at Kurakacerla, and, defeating them, entered

the swarga by piercing through the orb of the sun.’ §

This indicates that, in spite of the supposed defeat of

Sava and Barld, the Vijayanagara army was vanquish-

ed, and the general killed. The MuhammadanB next

* Brigg's Ferishta iii. p. 66.

t The name of Ramaraja's father is Snrangaraja. He was an ordinary

amatanayaka who is rarely, if at all, mentioned in the inscriptions of the time.

There is absolutely no evidence to show that he ever rose to political prominence,

not to speak of his having become a minister of state.

% The Bhdrati vi. pp, 845-867,

§ The date of the battle of Kflrakacerla cannot be fixed at present. One
point seems to connect the battle definitely with the siege of Raichr by Ismail

Adil Shah in A. D. 1530. The Vijayanagara general is said to have perished

while opposing the advance of the combined forces of Sava and Band. Such a

combination of the troops of these two Muhammadan chiefs occurred only once

before 1549 A.D., and that was, according to Ferishta, in 1530 A.D., when Amir
Band was forced to assist lus triumphant enemy, Xtjil Shall in recapturing the

fort of RaicHr.
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laid siege to the important forts in the do&b which

they reduced at leisure.

Acyuta would have marched to the rescue of his

frontier garrisons, had his attention not been diverted

by the outbreak of a serious rebellion in the south.

As a consequence of it, he lost what his brother had

acquired with considerable trouble some seventeen

years ago.

Section 3 :—It was, as already noticed, the outbreak

of a rebellion in the south which prevented Acyuta

from sending reinforcements to his frontier garrisons in

the Raicur doab. Saluva Nayaka, or to state his

name fully, Saluva Narasingharaya Dannayakar, alias

Cellappa broke his allegiance to the emperor, and set

up the standard of rebellion in the Tamil country. The
king of Tiruvadi, Tumbicci Nayaka of Paramakudi

were in league with him. The chiefs of Ummatt&r,

Nuggihalli etc., seems to have been also in open rebel-

lion against the emperor. The rebellion threatened to

assume serious proportions, if it was not put down
promptly. Acyuta was, therefore, obliged to hasten to

the south, leaving the frontier garrisons in the Raicur

doab to defend themselves as well as they could.

It is suggested that ' Vira-Narasimha, the viceroy

of the Cola country rebelled in the very last years

of Krsna, ’ because the latter exercised very close

control over the provincial governments. * Vlra-

Narasimha mentioned above is the same aB Sellappar

&V& Dmuayaka of

the inscriptions, Cellappa of the Acyutardydbhyudayam,

and Salvany or Salvanayaque of Nuniz. He was
the son of Taluva-kulaindan Bhattar, a Brahman

* S. K. Iyengar : JVM. Intro, pp, 9-10, The Sources Intro. ±3-14.
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of Conjeevaram. * He seems to have entered the

imperial sendee even before the accession of Kj-?na-

devaraya, and was governing the country around

Tirupattur in the Madura district about A. D. 1510. f
He was holding sway over the Cola country from

A. D. 1515 to 1531.

It is not true that Vlra Narasingha Nayaka
‘ rebelled in the very last years of Krsna.’ A series

of inscriptions ranging from A. D. 1510 to 1530 shows

that he was a loyal servant of Krsnadevaraya. 4:

MER. 487 of 1920
;
25 of 1916. t 91 of 1908.

t The following inscriptions are all dated in the reigns of Kfsnadevaraya

and AcyutadEvaraya.

No. Ref. Date Place, Particulars.

i

MER .

,

91 1 1908 1510 Tirupattur

(Madura).

Gift of land by Smgamma
Nayaka for the merit of Vfra
Narasimha Nayaka alias the

lord and prosperous Sellappa.

2 92(1908 1510 Nuinamangalam
and Karatyttr
(Pandiamaxida-
1am).

For the merit of Vlra Nara*
simha Nayakar alias Sellap-

par. These two villages

were clubbed together under
the name of Sellappapuram.

3 361/1908 1515
— 1MangiTdu

(Tanjore)
A gift made to a temple for

the merit of Vlra Narasinga
Nayakar called Sellappar.

39011912 1515 Pevikapuram ... Refers to VTra Narasmgaraya.

5 319)1914

.

1517

1

Tiruvarangu\am. Gift of certain taxes by
Kamalalayappadi Momiuy ap-
paii for the merit of Vlra

i Narasingariiya Nayakar.

6 ^22511916
j

1521 Scnganmal 1

i (Ch ingle put).
A gift made by Sellappar Vira

Narasinga Nayakar, son
i olT a\vvv *

399|1906 1522 Tirumaiyam
(Tanjore)

233(1901

I

1528-9 Acrai apTikkam...

A gift of Vila Narasmgaraya
Nayakar,

A gift by Vua Narasmgaraya
Nayakar for the merit of the

king and on the occasion of

lunar eclipse.
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Even during the very last year of that emperor he

made a grant for the increase of his religious merit.

He seems to have been holding the office of the prime

minister at the time of Kr^nadeva’s death. A grant

from Accarapakkam states that in A. D. 1528-29, he

was the Ubhaya-pradhani * of the emperor. This is

confirmed by the chronicle of Nuniz who declares

:

“ Salvany became the minister of the kingdom, and

governed till the coming of Achetarao from the fortress of

Chamdagery where he was detained.’* *

He was, as already noticed, the governor of

extensive territories containing several rich sea-port

towns, the income of which amounted to more than a

million gold purdaos
,
and he maintained a powerful

military force. It is said in an Urattur record of

A. D. 1529 that Acytifa made ‘the gift of the village

of Panaittangal to the temple of Tiruvagittlsuram

Udaiya Tambiranar for the merit of Sellappa alias Vira

Narasingha Nayaka Silluva Dannayakar, f He occupies

here, as the epigraphist remarks, ‘the position of a

superior for whose merit a gift was made by Acyuta-

raya himself. ' J

No. Ref. Date,

j

Place. Particulars,

'

9
MEK.—

1

256|1910
I

1

1529

!

j

|

Urattur

:

Acyutaraya made a grant for
the merit of Sellappar alias

Vira Narasmgaraya NSyak a-

Sa^uva Dannayakar.

10
|

487/1920
j

Feb. 1531

i

!

1

Sing*perum3]
Kcul,

A gift of Ta^uva-lruJa/ndan
Bhatjar of Cofljee varan for
Uie merit of Sellappa Sajuva
Dannayakar for conducting
the festivals of the god Tim-
mulasthanam U<$»iy» Naya-
nar of Pu]al.

• MER. 233 of 1901. f MER. 356 of 1910. J ibid 1911 p. 83.
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The evidence of the inscriptions and Nuniz

establishes beyond the shadow of a doubt that ‘ Vlra

Narasimha, the governor of the Cola country’ did

not rebel against Krsnadevaraya. On the contrary,

he remained loyal to the great emperor until the

latter’s death in A. D. 1529-30. He was a friend and

firm supporter of Acyuta when the latter ascended

the throne, and probably continued to be so until at

least A. D. 1580. That he rebelled against Acyuta

after this date is proved by the contents of the

Acyutarayabhyudayam. Probably, being discontented

with the king, he took advantage of the Gajapati,

and the Qutb Shahi invasions, and entering into an
alliance with the southern governors and chiefs,

attempted to overthrow the authority of the emperor.

The causes that led to the outbreak of this

rebellion are very obscure. The subject had not been

properly discussed so far. It is believed by some

that Vlra Narasingha showed a tendency by his acts

to set up an independent kingdom, ‘ if the head-

quarters showed weakness.' * No attempt has been

made to show what these acts were. Others seem
to infer that the rebellion tvas caused by the inter-

ference of the central government in the management
of temple properties. Acyutaraya made the gift of a

number of villages ‘ on the occasion of his coronation ’

to the temples of Siva and Visnu at Cohjeevaram.

He ‘ directed Saluva Nayaka to assign the villages

to the temples of Varadaraja* and Ekamranatha
equally neither more nor less. But, as Saluva Nayaka
gave more to Ekamranatha, Acyutaraya hearing this

equalised the number of villages by redistribution.' f

* S. K. Iyengar : MAT. Intro, p. 9 ;
The Sources

;
Intro, pp. 13-14.

t MER. 544 of 1919.

V—

4
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Moreover, Vlra Narasingha Nayaka was charged with

‘exacting jodi from the village of Tiruppanangadn,

though this tax had been excused in favour of the

temple there, under the orders of Saluva Timmayya
in the days of Krsnaraya. ’ * It appears from this

that Vlra Naraaingha rebelled against hiB master,

Acyuta, because the latter attempted to interfere

with the management of temple properties within

his province. This, however, does not seem to he

an adequate cause for the outbreak of a serious

rebellion. The real cause of the rebellion is to be

sought in the changes that came over the central

government after Acyuta’s coronation at Vijayanagara.

‘ Salvanayaque,’ according to Nuniz, was the

prime minister of the kingdom at the commencement

of the reign of Acyuta (1529). t A little later (1580-31)

he was the leader of an important rebellion. Within

the short interval of one year, he lost his office,

and assumed the leadership of the rebels. These

two events seem to be connected somehow. Speaking

of the causes which contributed to the success of

Ismail A.dil Shah at Raicur in A.D. 1530, Ferishta

declares : “ Against this prince (Ramraj who succeeded

Hemraj)
,

rebellions were excited by several rays,

so that the Muhammadans met with no interruption

to their progress.” ^ The rebellions which, according

to Ferishta, were excited by several rays against

Ramaraja are the same as those headed by Saluva

Nayaka, Tumbicci iNayaka, the Tiruvadi, and the

chiefs of Ummattur, Nuggihalli &c. It is • not

difficult to discover the reason for Saluva Nayaka’s

rebellion against Ramaraja. In accordance with the

• ASI. 1908-9 p. 188,

t FB. p.384. $ Brigg's Feruhta iii. p. 66.
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terms of his agreement with Ramaraja, Acyuta made
him his partner in the administration of the country.

As Ramaraja had resumed as of old the direction of

the affairs of the state, ‘ Salvanayaque ' lost most

of his power, and probably also his ministership.

The deprivation of his office by Acyuta seems to

have enraged him to such an extent that he retired to

hiB province, and being unable to bear the humiliation,

he entered into a conspiracy with Tumbicci Nayaka of

Paramakudi and the Tiruvadi, and set up the standard

of rebellion. It is not improbable that the chiefs of

Ummattur and Nuggihalli should have joined the

rebels.

Why did the Tiruvadi join the rebels, the enemies

of the emperor of Vijayanagara? It is generally

believed that he was the ruler of the independent

kingdom of Travanoore. In that case his action

becomes very inexplicable. Why did he invite trouble

upon his head by encouraging the rebellious subjects

of his powerful neighbour? He must have had a

motive in doing so. What was the motive ?

The Tiruvadi of the Acyntarayabhyudayam and

the inscriptions should not be identified with the king

of Travancore, but with his neighbour, the king of

Quilon. There was a long standing feud between the

kings of Quilon and the emperors of Vijayanagara. It

began in the reign of Devaraya 11 who seems to have

conquered Quilon and the neighbouring places Abdur

Razak, a contemporary of Devaraya, refers to his

southern conquests in general terms. * The truth

of Razak’s statements is proved by the evidence of

epigraphy. It is, however, Nuniz that furnishes us

with the names ol" places whose kings paid tribute to

* ED. iv p. 116.
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Devaraya II. “The king of Coullao (Quilon), Ceyllao

(Ceylon), and Paleacate, Pegu, and Tanacary, and

many other countries paid tribute to him.’' * But

soon after his death, the king of Quilon recovered

his independence. For nearly forty years, the weak-

ness of the royal family prevented the Vijayanagara

emperors from making any efforts to reconquer the

place. With the Saluva usurpation, however, the

vigour of the imperial government made itself felt

upon the neighbouring states. About 1500 A. D.

Narasa Nayaka seems to have made an attempt to

capture the important port of Kayal but he was

defeated and driven back. “ The king of Ooulao

(Quilon) was a very honest man, and very gallant, and

in the war which he carried on with the king of

Narasinga, who had many soldiers, both horse and

foot, he attacked him with sixty thousand archers

and overcame him.” f Krsnadevaraya renewed the

attack after 1518 A.D. By that time, however, the Piind-

yas of Kayattar (Cat.uir of Nuniz) seem to have

wrested the port of Kayal from the king of Quilon.

When Krsnaraya invaded the territory of Kayattar,

the chief of the place took refuge in the fort of Kayal

trusting to the impassability of the arms of the

Tamraparni which were swollen with the winter floods.

However, Krsnaraya persisted in his attack upon

the place, and it soon capitulated. Kayattar was

annexed to the empire. It was on this occasion that

Quilon was also subjugated. £

* FE. p. 302.

*) Albuquerque's Commentaries I. p. II. An epigiaph fiom ^ivapur in the

Tirupattur taluka of the Madura district (.1/AA*. 3o oi 192S-29) dated 1500

A.D., states that Nagarru Nayaka held the Piraiunalai sumai. This may be taken

as an indication of the presence of the Vijayanagara army m this region.

X FE* pp. 320-21. See the appendix, ‘ Catuir of Nuniz,’ at the end of the

book.
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The death of Krsnadevaraya, and the consequent

confusion that prevailed in the capital owing to the

quarrels of Acyuta and Ramaraja regarding succession,

should have generated fresh hopes in the mind of the

king of Quilon of re-establishing his independence. .

The rebellion of Saluva Narasingha Nayaka gave him

an excellent opportunity of realising liis hopes. There-

fore, he threw in Iris lot with the rebel chief without

any hesitation.

The Progress of the Rebellion :—Very little is known

about the early stages of this rebellion. The Acyuta-

rdydbhyudayam
,

our only authority on the subject,

does not offer any details, but states in a summary

fashion that “ Oellappa (Sajuva Narasingha Nayaka)

—

had revolted, and after being defeated in battle, escap-

ed from his province, and had taken refuge with the

Cera king in his territory.” * Inscriptions do not add

anything more to our knowledge. Although the

sources are almost silent regarding- the events connect-

ed with the early phase of the rebellion, there can be

no doubt that the imperial army had encountered

Cellappa in the Cola country, and indicted such a u
crushing defeat upon him that lie was obliged to run

away from his province, and seek shelter under his

ally, the king Tiruvadi of Quilon.

It is very difficult in the present state of our know-
ledge to determine the circumstances under which
he was defeated and driven awa/ from his province.

The initial success of the imperial army, however, did

not put an end to the rebellion ; for the rebel Vlra

Narasingha instigated the Tiruvadi to wage 4 war upon
the Randyau ruler. ’ f The Paudya ruler referred to

here does not appear to be the king of Madura, but a

* The Sources p* 162. + ibid.
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member of the Tenkasi branch of the Pandya family. *

lie was defeated in battle and driven out of ‘his

ancestral territories’, by Vlra Narasingha and the

Tiruvadi.

The minister ] who obtained information about the

activities of the rebels through his spies, placed it be-

fore the emperor, and urged him “ to protect the

Pandya who was in exile”, and “place him once more

firmly upon his throne.’' He also pointed out that the

Cera king and Oellappa (Vlra Narasingha) should

be properly punished for their rebellion. Acyuta,

whose wrath was roused on hearing the news of the

rebellion, sent for the commander of his troops, and

ordered him to make preparations for marching against

the rebels. J

The route followed by the imperial army is des-

cribed in the Acyutarayabhyudayam. After a few days

march, tlie army reached the fort of Oandragiri where

* Madura was the capital ol' tlie viceroy of the so athemmost province of

1 lit* Vijayaiiagaia cnipur. The rebels are nowhere said to have conic into clash

with that officer. When Salakai jju Tirumala inarched with Ins army to punish
the rebels, he met with no opposition until he reached the TamraparnT on the

bauks of which he pitched his tents. Tlie general is said to have “ marched to

the south, past tin city of Madura, and encamped on the bunks of the Tamra-
parm.” The river ’lamraparni appears to have been the northern boundary of

the zone of the rebel activities. Therefore, the ten llojy of the l*an<Jya ruler

who was driven out by (Vlliippn and the Cera king should have extended as far

as the southern bank of the river. Tin* Tmnevelly district was at this time
governed b\ the l’itncjv a*- ot Tenkasi and Kavattai . This dispossessed PSnflya
luler should belong lo one of these families, probably to the lormei.

t 'i’he name of the miniver is not slated. lie is simply mentioned by his

official designation, sacira lie who had the spies under Jus command, and
who could be inquiring into the conduct of the atfotravayakas

,

could no/ be an
ojdmary minister. The minister in question should have been the prime
minister. Who could have been the prune minister at that time 5 It could
not have been Salakuraju Tirumala, lor lie seems to have been the slnTlpati

or commander- in- clnet whom Acyuta commanded to man h against the

enemy. '.Therefore, the saciv referred to here should he Riunaraja himself

who was interested in bringing tlie rebellion to a speedy conclusion.

X The Sources p. 162 .
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the emperor halted for a short time, * On this occasion,

he visited Tirupati, and presented to the god Venkatesa

kundalas
,

padalca, and a jewelled crown, f Having

stayed there for a few days, he next went to Kalahasti

where he worshipped the god, and offered him gifts. J

Acynta probably went back to Candragiri to rejoin

the army which was camping there. Then he pro-

ceeded to KancT, where he received ‘the tributes

and presents ’ of several forest chiefs. § There

Acynta weighed himself against pearls which he

distributed among the poor. Then, he went to Tiru-

vannamalai and offered worship to the god of the

place. Thence, he journeyed on to Srlrangam

where he is said to have resided until the end of

the campaign.

Acyuta did not proceed personally against

Saluva Narasingha and his confederates. He despatch-

ed his brother-in-law, Salakaraju Tirumala against

the enemy. Tirumala seems to have met with no

opposition until he reached the Tamraparnl. It is said

that he ‘marched to the south past the city of Madura,

and encamped on the banks of the Tamraparnl.’

He commanded one of his subordinate officers to

march against the kingdom of the Tiruvadi, the firm

supporter of the rebel, Saluva Narasingha. The
Tiruvadi however, did not await the arrival of the

enemy’s troops in his territory. He placed himself

at the head of his army, and lift arching towards his

northern frontier, attempted to bar the path of the

enemy, ‘ near the mountains,’ perhaps at the Aruvamoli
Pass. Here a battle was fought, in which the Tiruvadi

t ibid. p. 159,

§ ibid.

* Thi Sources p. 126.

% ibid.
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was completely beaten. He was, therefore, obliged

to submit to the victorious Vijayanagara general. The

Tiruvadi with the remnant of his troops and with the

Cola king * (Sajnva Narasingha), approached the

general, and prostrating before him acknowledged his

own defeat. Then lie surrendered the fugitive ‘ Cola

king’ (Cellappa) and presented also several elephants

and horses.

By this time, Salakaraju Tirumala seems to

have arrived at the scene of the battle
;

for, it is said

that he accepted these gifts on behalf of his sovereign.

Having overcome the rebels, he next reinstated the

Pandyan chief on the throne of his ancestors, and

then proceeded to Anantasayamim to offer worship to

the god Padmanabba. Thence he went to Rames-

vararn, and bathed in the sea near the tietu. Finally,

he returned to the imperial camp at Srirangam, where

the emperor was spending ‘ all his time in the com-

pany of poets and scholars.’

r

When Salakaraju Tirumala readied Srirangam, he

produced before the emperor, 1 the Cera King and other

prisoners, and submitted to him a report of bis expedi-

tion.’ Acyutu commanded his minister to punish

the Tiruvadi properly for having encroached upon

* It is suggested that the Coja king referred to here was 'probably the

ruler of the province of Vijayanagara empire corresponding lo the Coja

kingdom.' But lie should also have been in rebellion against the emperor,

for which there is no evidence. The only person that answers this description

is Cellappa (Sajuva Narasingha Nayakn) himself. He was 'the ruler of the

province of Vijavanagara empire corresponding to the Coja kingdom' until

1530-31, when lie rebelled and imned the Tiruvadi. Moreover, Acyuta invaded

the kingdom of the 1 lruvadi, because be offended him by giving shelter to

the rebel, Cellappa. The expedition would have ended fruitlessly, if Cellappa’s

capture had not been effected. Lastly, Acyuta declares in his inscriptions of

A. D. 1632 that “lie went on a war with the Tiruvadi and levied tribute

from him, brought under subjection Tumbicci Nayaka, Sa\uva Nayaka." For
these reasons, 1 think, the C§la king should be identified with Cellappa

(Sajura Narasingha Nayaka)
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the boundaries of his neighbour's estate
;
and he

ordered * the Pandya to rule over his ancestral

state.’ * It was probably on this occasion that Acyuta

married a daughter of the Pandyan king, f How he

punished Sajuva (Narasinga) Nayaka and Tumbicci

Nayaka is not known. The Kajahasti % and the

Tirupati § inscriptions make it clear that both these

chiefs were subjugated. They were probably pardoned.

Tumbicci Nayaka seems to have been a subordinate

of Acyuta about 1537 A. D. There is reason to

believe that Sajuva Nayaka was holding some office

under the crown during the early years of Sadasiva.
||

Section 4 From Srirangain, Acyuta marched
‘ with his army along the banks of the Kaveri to

Srlrangapattanam.’ Why he had taken this route is

not explained anywhere. However, it is obvious that

he marched along this route to suppress the rebellion

of the Ummattur chief and his allies. The causes

which led to the outbreak of this rebellion are

different from those of the other. The chief of

Ummattur seems to have acted in accordance with the

traditional policy of his family, in setting up the

standard of rebellion.

* The Sources p. 160. + TDF.lt. p. 221.

t nrFit. 157 of 1924. § TDER. p. 221. 1) MER. 39S of 1907.

||
According to nn inscription of Kondagai in the Ramnad district (2/1923)

dated A, D. 1545, a Slijuva Nayaka presided over a court ot’ justice. The ICeladt

Arfpa Vtjayu refer* also to a Sajuva Nayaka, whom the Kela^i chief, Sadasiva

Nayaka captured at Gutti, acting upon the orders of Ramaraja.
»

odbjricSji^B£>f

uaodbdrtjs&jA) ofctfF^JS

^

w

d u ©odb o&ffo n

Very likely, Sajuva Nayaka, mentioned in these two records, is the same as

the hero of the rebellion of 1531 A. D. In that case he should have been
pardoned by Acyuta.
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The principality of Ummattur was included with-

in the dominions of the Rayas of Vijayanagara, from

the early days of the empire, although much is not

known about the activities of its chiefs during the time

of the First Dynasty. But, with the advent of the

Sa]uvas, the chiefs of Ummattur assumed an attitude

of hostility towards the imperial throne, and gave

trouble almost continuously to the Saluva and the

Tuluva emperors. They usually pretended that they

were the descendants of the Ganga kings of Talakad,

(hence their title, Gangaraja) and laid claims to sove-

reignty over the districts of Ummattur, Penugonda

and &rirangapattanam. The pretensions of these

chiefs are also alluded to by Fr. Luis who was at Vijaya-

nagara in 1510 A.D. “ One of his (Krsnadevarilya's)

vassals had risen up in rebellion and seized the city of

Pergunda (Penugonda) declaring to himself belonged

the kingdom itself by right.” * Some writers believe

that their authority extended as far east as the North

Arcot and Chingleput districts; but the available

evidence does not lend colour to this belief. The,

activity of the Ummattur chiefs was mostly confined

to the Canarese country, and on occasions it extended

to parts of Anantapiir district. They wanted to make
capital out of the title Penugonda-Cakresvara which

they usually assumed.

The usurpation of Saluva Narasimha was not

effected without much trouble. He had to reduce by

force of arms several important strongholds both in

the Telugu and the Canarese districts, f In effecting

the reconquest, so to speak, of several provinces of the

empire, he was ably assisted by his generals, Isvara

and Narasa. Little or no information is available

Albuquerque : Cvmmentarus ii. p. 35. •f* The Sources p. 89,
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regarding Saluva Narasimha’s relations with the chiefs

of Ummattur
;
but trouble arose during the reign of

Narasimha II, owing probably to the feelings of

jealousy caused by the position of Narasa Nayaka at

the court as regent, and de facto ruler of the empire.

Depanna Vodeyar, the ruler of Ummattur*, and the

Heun& chieftain f who was the governor of Sriranga-

pattanam appear to have revolted together, and defied

the authority of the government, Narasa had to

march against them at the head of his army. He
effected the conquest of Ummattur without much
difficulty

; f but the fort of S lirangapattanam ,
which

stood on an island between the two arms of the

Kaveri, could not be so easily taken. The river was

swollen with iioods and the lieuua chief had taken

refuge under the strong walls of the fort. Narasa,

however, rose equal to the occasion. Having construct-

ed a bridge across one of the arms of the Kaveri, lie

enabled his troops to reach the walls of the fort, which

they stormed soon after. The Heuna chief with all his

family and treasures fell into Narasa's hands
;
but he

generously forgave him and allowed him to retain

his principality. §

Vira Narasimha who succeeded Narasa as the

regent of the kingdom had to meet with considerable

opposition from several nobles and governors. “ As

soon as his father was dead,’’ says Nuniz, “ the whole

land revolted under its captains ;.who in a short time

were destroyed by that king and their lands taken

and reduced under his rule. ’’ In reducing the

rebellious captains, Yira Narasimha was assisted by

+ The Sources p. 107,• LR . xi. pp. 614-17.

% LR, xi pp. 614-17. § The Sources p. 171.
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the famous general Xraviti Ramaraja-Timma. * How-
ever, according to the chrojpicle Konkanade&arajula

Vrttftntamu, Depanna Vodeyar, tlie chief of Ummattur
took advantage of the troubles of the regent to make a

fresh attempt to assert his independence. He refused

to pay the annual tribute which was due to the

imperial treasury. Vlra Narasimha thereupon declared

war upon Depanna, and leaving his hall -brother,

Krsnaraya in charge of the capital, marched against

the fortresses of Ummattur and Talakad, accompanied

by Sri Ranga, Acyuta, and other princes. Vlra

Narasimha did not entirely rely upon force
;
he seems

to have employed diplomacy to some extent. Depanna
Vodeyar had two sons, Gangaraja and Maharaja. He
induced the latter to desert his father by conferring

upon him his family title, (Jikkaraya, thereby recog-

nising him to be the ruler of the principality, -j* In au

inscription of December 15, 1506, Mallaraja is said to

be a subordinate of Vlra Narasimha. £

Nevertheless, Vlra Narasimha's efforts to reduce

the fort of Ummattur were not crowned with success.

Although, according to the chronicle, he besieged

the fort for three months, he could not produce the

least, impression upon it. The besieged, who were

strongly supported by the forces of the neighbouring

palaigtirs, rudely repulsed the royal troops, when
they made a final attempt to scale the walls of the fort.

Giving up all hopes of capturing the fort, Vlra Nara-

simha retreated along* the upper course of the Kaveri,

Sc’i! ET’Sky’

J3c^ kircZ0 II

Bbm, Canto 1. Tlie Bliarati vi. p, 856.

t Xtf.xi. pp. 614-17. I ec. iii. I. Ml. 95.
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and reached the city of Srlrangapattanam which he

closely invested. It wq$ strongly defended by a son

of the Heuna chief whom Narasa Nayaka had defeated.

On the approach of the royal army, he seems to have

sent for and obtained the help of the chief of

Ummattiir. Then he made a sally upon the besiegers,

and defeated them with considerable loss.
*

This is the account of the operations as given in

the Konkaaadesartijula Vrttantamu. So far as we are

able to test it with epigrapliic and other evidence, it

appears to be genuine. Depanna Vodeyar was a

contemporary of Narasa and Vlra Narasimha. f That

Vira Narasimha did not succeed in reducing Unnnattur

is proved by the fact, that Krsnadevaraya was obliged

to march against it almost at the very commencement

of his reign. Therefore, the account of Konhanadesa-

rajula Vrttantamu may be taken as true in this

connection.

The failure of Vlra Narasimha to reduce the

rebellious chiefs of the Canarese country may be

attributed to some extent to the diversion caused by

Yusuf Adil Khan of Bijapur who appears to have

invaded the Vijayauagara territory with the object of

embarassing the Raya. Placing himself at the head of

70,000 horses, he advanced upon the fort of Kandana-

volu (Karnul), and after defeating an army that

opposed him, he .laid siege to it. He had a powerful

ally in Kasappa Vodeya, the chief of Adavani who is

believed to have been a relation of the recalcitrant ruler

of Ummattur. £ Adil Khau, however, was obliged to

raise the siege, owing to the arrival of the reinforce-

ments to the besieged under the command of Araviti

• LR. xi. pp. 614-17. f EC. iv. Intro, p. 27.

X MER. 1921. p. 90.
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Bukkaraju Rainaraju. * He retreated hastily along the

upper valley of the Tungabhadra hotly pursued by the

victorious Hindu general, who forced him to halt in

the neighbourhood of the fort of Adavani and give

battle. In the engagement that followed, Add Khan was

defeated and driven away
;
and Bukkaraju Ramaraju,

then, laid siege to Adavani which he soon captured, f

Ramaraja’s son, Timma appears to have distinguished

himself on this occasion, as he is said to have taken

the traitor Kasappa Vodeya a prisoner. %

After Vlra Narasiuiha’s return from the Ummattur
campaign, lie busied himself with making preparations

for a fresh campaign against the rebels
;

but before

he could complete his preparations, lie breathed his

last. Therefore, the task of subduing the rebels de-

volved upon his half-brother, and successor Krsna-

devaraya.

Kr^nadevaraya spent the first year of his reign

in studying the administrative problems of the empire.

During this period, he introduced certain military

reforms which were very much needed. By these

reforms, he provided himself with ‘ a million of fighting

*
'cr'Sc, Bo

“SS3j
r
_S)' cujfJ d&P H-S

bC5bfc>x>
"5

S5 g^OyjoK --DjA

'.ovca £or. aow"tfoex> II Bbm. Bharati vi p. 853 .

t E 1- xvi. p 244.

J o&Oex>^' "srO

sat£>-^5fc^ iSoT-^-50 Bbm. The Bharati vi. p. 855.
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troops’ including 35,000 ‘cavalry in armour.' * These

preparations were probably completed by the end of

A.D. 1510, when he marched against certain rebelli-

ous chiefs especially against the ruler of Ummattur.

Meanwhile, Depanna Vodeyar who successfully >

defied the authority of Vira Narasimha, seized a rocky

island in the Keveri called Sivansamudram, containing

a ruined old fort. Recognising the strategic import-

ance of the island, he rebuilt the fort, and provided

it with several weapons of defence, including some
cannon. Soon after completing the fortifications,

Depanna died, and was succeeded by his son,

Gangaraja. t It was during the reign of this prince

that Krsnadeva invaded the Canarese country with

the object of subduing the rebellious palaigars.

He was accompanied by several amaranayakas in-

cluding Cikkaraja (Mallaraja) of Ummattur.

The fort of Ummattur was easily captured
;
and

it was razed to the ground
;
but the strong island fort

of Sivansamudram defied all his attempts for several

months. J At last the Raya’s soldiers entered the

fort by a secret path, and Gangaraja, while attempting

to escape, was drowned in a pool of the Kaveri. §
Krsnaraya, having taken possession of the fort, posted

a garrison there, and advanced npon Brlrangapattanam

which he easily captured. He then subdivided into

three districts the territory which he had conquered

and appointed Kamba Gowda, VTrappa Gowda, and
Cikkaraja as their governors,

• FE. p. 279; cf. Xv. (ASPP. iii p. 33.) f cf. MAR, 1917 p. 53.

t LR. xi. p. 614-617. § Ibid.

^ Cikkaraja. ia mentioned as a subordinate of Vi} ayanagata emperors in

EC. III. i. ML. 95 (1506 A. D.)
;
ML. 90 (1520 A. D.)

,
and Nj. 35 1529 (A. D ).

His last date is A. D. 1533. Kamba Gow^a is the same as the famous Kempa
Gow<ja I of Bangalore who is said to have fought in Kj-snadSvaraya’s army.
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The death of Krsnadevaraya in A. D. 1529-30

threw the empire into confusion which gave an

opportunity to the jialniffurs in the Ummattur region

to revolt once again. According to the Kajahasti

inscriptions, Acyuta ‘ offered protection to certain

chiefs like Rayanaraja of Nuggihajli, Mallaraja of

Ummattur, Venkatadri and others,
’ * It is not at

present possible to identify these chiefs definitely.

About this time, there lived two princes of Ummattur

bearing the name of Mallaraja. One of them was, as

already noticed, a son of Repanna Vodeyar, and a

subordinate of Vira Narasimha, Krsnaraya, and

probably also of Acyuta. f The other was the son

of Vira Mangiiparaya, and he bore the titles of

'the hunter of elephants, rjenanl-a - Cakreiivara
,
jacndi-

kolahnla, ara*ml'a-sunc<jdra etc. He was a subordinate,

of Acyuta, and only one record of his dated A. D.

1532 is available at present. J Which of these two

princes is referred to in the Kajahasti inscriptions, it

is difficult to say. Whoever he was, it is certain

that he was driven out of the Uiuniatthv principality

by the chief or chiefs who rose up in rebellion.

Rayanaraja § and Venkatadri must have lost their

Virappa Gowda appears to be the same as VTrapa or Virapp-ocbyar, a subordi-

nate of KpmaiTiya who figures in EC III My. 5 (1517)
,
My. 32 (1517), Sr. 10

(1516 b In the first two inscriptions, he is spoken of as the son of Cikko<}eyar of

SrlraiigapaUan.un. Cikko^ey.ir seems to he different from Cikkariiya (Mallaraja)

of lunmallui. This Vlrapp-mjevar is probably identical with Kumarn Virya of

Srlrangapattaimn mentioned by Nuniz.

* AffiK. 1924. p. 112 •

t EC. iu. I. Nj. 35. X MAR. 1920 p. 37.

§ Rao Bahadur Mahamahopadhyava R. Narasimhacharya refers to this

pnneo in Vol II. p. 215 of his Karnataka Kavicarite-. “It is said in Hasan 117
dated 1573 A. II, that i'iruinalar7)a...a son-in-law of the Vijayanagara emperor
Vlrapratapa Prau^iudevarayn (1419-1446) had a son called Rayo^eva. In

another inscription {MJCR. for 1900, 28) a Rayanaraja, a subordinate of the

Vijayanagara monarch Acyuta is mentioned The latter appears to be the patron
of Linga Kavr who wrote Jus Kabbigara Kaipidi at lii$ instance."
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places, because they upheld the cause of the emperor.

The latter was probably the same aR the Mahanayaka*
carya Venkatadri Nayaka who was ruling 1 Penu-

gonda-Marjavadi sirna ’ as a subordinate of Acyuta

in A.D. 1540. *

The rebellion of the Ummattuv chiefs was wide-

spread, and appears to have extended ovev the major

part of the present Mysore state. The imperial army

marched from Srlrangam along the valley of the

Kuveri in order to punish the rebels, and lo reduce the

country into submission. Unfortunately the details of

the campaign ar not available. fite rebels appear to

have submitted ulmo-t without f'gbtjog ; for, according

to the A ri;n />h 7 tt(hnja

m

, fie cmpmor reached

Smviugnpaitauain, where ‘he was met by the gover-

nors of the nlace who made him lave e presents of

money, t

The campaign against Ummattur must have ter-
•

minuted before duly 27. lho2; for, in the Kahihasti

inscriptions, Acyuta’s achievement m the souih are

hricily described. ^ It. is obvious that Ins expedition

again si his rebellious subjects proved a brilliant success
;

1

and he had the uitisiaction <.]' bunging back to

allegiance the whole of the south and the west.

Sec'i'/tt :—Tee author of t!ie AajvlirAynohyu-

1laycun would have us behove that Acyutariiya

marched from >Sro ingapalfanam directly against die

territories of flic d'dtan of Hijapui. ij A s a matter of

fact, however, the invasion did .• >( ?’!’• place until

after the middle oh A D. 15,54 About. the beginning

of duly 1532 A. If, he was at Kan to ;
lie ta-ems to

* Mr. R. 332 of 1Q32. f 7'n* S»nirf.r p. 1 oO.

t MET. 157 of 1924. § The Sources p. 167

V—fi
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have performed the TulaihSra ceremony, and made

a grant of fourteen villages to the temple of Varada-

raja either on 28t.h July or a few days earlier. * In-

scriptions, slightly later in date, add that Acyutaraya,

the empress Varadajianmian, and the crown prince

Kumara-Yenkatadri had themselves weighed against

pearls, and made a gift of 1 thousand cows ’ to the

Brahmans, f It was also on this occasion that Acyuta

effected the re-distribution of villages between ‘ the

temples of Varadariija and lCkamranatha neither more

nor less.’ These villages were granted in common to

the two temples on the occasion of his coronation, and

the task of distribution was originally assigned to

Saluva Nayaka. 'The re-distribution became necessary,

as he did not perforin his duty impartially. J Acyuta

seems to have visited Kalahasti about the end of July

1632 A.D., § and probably lie was camping at the fort

of Candragiri until the end of the year
;

for he was

at Tirupati at the beginning of 1533 A.D. “On the

occasion (31st January 1533) of lus visit to Tirn-

venkatamndaiyau, he was accompanied by his queen

Varadajiamman, and his son Kumara-Venkaladri, and

he performed the mahudanas kapila-pasu, soar/ta-

varsltam, and presented to God Venkatesvara a big

kapha fully decked with pearls, rubies, emeralds, and

diamonds, four pon-valaiyam , a pair of uccippu set

with diamonds for the top of the crown
;
a long string

of pearls and other jewels consisting of differently

shaped gold beads and nuts.” *J lie seems to have

reached Vijayanagara by the end of February of the

same year
;
for, he was residing in the capital when

he gave the copper-plate charter to Balaraja (S 1455 .

• MER. 340 of 1919.

f ibid 511 of 1919
;
178 of 1934

, 543 of 1919.

I ibid 544 of 1919. § ibid 157 of 1934. ^ TVER, p, 221.
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Nandatia, Pusya Makara Sankramana, Utlarasadha),

sanctioning the grant of Kolinjavadi agrahara to

Brahmans. * What has been said so far, makes it clear

that Acyuta did not march against the Bijapur Sultanate,

hut occupied himself with religious activities.

The Bijapur invasion commenced either in the

latter half of A.l). 1534 or early in 1535. It is stated

in an inscription of Sevallimedu in the Chingleput

district dated 1534 35, that Acyutaruya was on the

banks of the Krsna at the time, j As he lost the

provinces of Raicur and Mudkal early in his reign,

the Krsna could not have been the northern boundary

of his dominions. 1 Iis presence on the banks of

the Krsna seems to indicate an invasion of Bijapur

territory.

The time was very well chosen for leading an

expedition against the A dil Shalii kingdom. After the

capture of Raicur in 1530 A.l)., Ismail Xdil Shah re-

mained there for one whole month celebrating a splend-

id festival in commemoration of his victory. At this

time 1 intelligence was reeeived that Bahadur Shah of

Gujerat was again preparing to invade the Deccan.'

As a consequence, Ismail returned to his capital, where

he gave permission to Amir Band to go to his king-

dom on the latter’s promising to surrender to him the

forts of ‘ Kulliani and Kandahar, ’ within six months;

but, as he neglected to fulfil bis promise, Ismail Adil

Shah resolved to reduce them by force. Amir Band
who was aware of his intentions* ‘ applied to Burhan
Nizam Shah for aid’. Burhan sent ambassadors to

Bijapur to request Ismail to forego his designs against

Amir Band; but Ismail did not fall in with the

proposal. Therefore, war broke out between the two

The JShZrati . IX. u, p. 275 f, 422 f.

[ ±3 j

t MEK. 47 of 1900.
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Sultans in which victory favoured the Adil Shah. A
treaty was concluded in A. D, 1532, according to the

terms of which the Nizam Shah ‘ should be permitted

to add Berar to his possessions without molestation ’

;

whereas the Adil Shalt should be at liberty to reduce

the country ol the Kutb Shall.” in pursuance of tliis

agreement, Ismail Add shah, accompanied by Amir
Barld with whom he became reconciled, invaded Telin-

gana about the middle m A. if- 1533., and laid siege

to the fort of Ivovilkonda winch held out for one whole

year. While the siege was m progress, them was

constant fighting between the forces of Bijiipur and

Golkonda. However, before the fort could be reduced,

Ismail Add shall died of fever on the 2<th August

1534 A. I.f Ills (hath in the enemy V tounfiv had

considerably complicated the situation. Princes .linlifi

and Ibrahim, each of whom wanted to succeed his

father, ’were on the eve of coining to open war, though

in an enemy's country and actively •ombviom t|, e

siege ol Kovilkonda.’ fire siege was cons.-qucutly

abandoned; and 1 the army moved to ivulburga

Asad Kh ali Laiy, whom the late Sultan appointed

as the protector ot the kingdom, on rcaeiung ivulharga,

‘consulted with the principal ladies of the harem of

his late sovereign and the nobility on the choice of

the king ’ As most of them expressed the opinion that

prince Mallu should be the king, Asad Kh an placed

him upon the throne, although he personally’ did not

like the choice. Lie noon became disgusted with the

conduct of the new king, and resigning his office at the

cogrt retired to his jdglr at Belgamu. * The real cause

of Asad's retirement appears to have been the check

which MallCi Adil Shah placed upon the power of the

* Brigg’s Feruhta ui. pp. 66-76.

[
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protector, and the favour which he had shown to the

Decanni Muhammadans. The retirement of Asad Khan
from the court involved the Sultan in difficulties. A
general rebellion headed by foreign noblemen appears

to have been in progress in the districts along the west

coast. The Portuguese who were anxious to seize the

mainland opposite (jfoa, showed an inclination to fish

in the troubled waters. * To multiply the difficulties

of Mallu, Acyutaraya, who was carefully gauging

the situation, invaded the ituicur doab at the head

of a large army.

Although the Rate hr campaign of Acyuta is

described at length in the Actjutardydbhyudayam, it

is totally ingnored by Ferishfa. As iiajanatlia JJmdmia

was a contemporary of Acyuta, his account may be

taken as more trustworthy than the history of Ferishta.

Moreover, Uindima's account of the campaign is

corroborated by the Portuguese historian, Burros.

" ‘ Aoadaohuu, like one who id m a safe and lofij place

watched dome great lire spreading mu’ the plain.- below, watched

from iris eny of ileiguuin the events ili.it wore passing ’
;
nut did

nothing till iho Add 'haii wime desiring li mi to le'.uiv lo nijapur,

which lie had temporal i iy but, uwui; to a dtsagivc.ileui, and to

assist him in the gov ertnneiu oi the kingdom. Amid ivikin replied

craftily that he had done with the affairs of tins life, and propoded

to go and die at ,Vlecca. At thia, the Adil Shah t dew into a

passion and vowod revenge against his powerful subject who, to

davo Inmdelt, wrote to Da Ounha. professing his unalloyed friend-

ship for the Portuguese, ami iuviuug thejn to take possession of

certain tracts on the mainland ; declaring that his niasler, the

Sultan, was powerless to defend himself against the armies of

Vijnyanagar. . . . Da Cuulia scut Christovao do Figueiredo ....

•fi£. p, 175.

t Sewell conjectured wrongly that th# name of the Sultan uu Ismail,

but Ismail did not ascend the throne until th» latter hall of Add. 1535.
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to bear his reply, since the latter was on friendly terms with the

lord of Belgaum. A conversation took place, in which Asad

Khan said that he was afraid of his master, who was of variable

and inconstant character, and that he desired of all things to

preserve friendship with the Portuguese. lie therefore begged to

be allowed to visit Goa, and cement an alliance with the governor-

general to whom he faithfully promised that the lands in question

should become for ever the property of the king of Portugal.

Accordingly the lands were seized by Da Ounha.

Immediately after Asad began to intrigue with the king

of Vijayauagar, and being invited to visit that oily on the occasion

of one of the great MahCmavami festivals, left lielgaum with

I3,00U men and 200 elephants. Before starting, lie wrote to Da

Cunliu, asking that Figueiredo migliL be sent to accompany him,

and promising to obtain from the Portuguese a doliuite cession of

the lands from the Raya, since these had formerly boon the latter’s

possession. Accordingly Figueiredo left for Vijayauagar, lint

learned that the Khan had already arrived there and had joined

the king. I'he liftya received Asad favourably, and, as a present

gave him two towns, ‘ Tuuge and Tnrugel.’ since he hoped for his

aid against the Sultan.

When the Sultan heard of Asad Khan's defection, lie gave

himself up for lost
;
but assembled an army and advanced to

within twelve leagues of the king’s camp, where Asad Khan had

pitched his tents at some distance from those of tiie Hindu lords.

The Saltan thence wrote to the Raya demanding tlio delivery to

him of his recalcitrant ‘slave,’ and (ho Raya sent on the letter to

Asad Khan who told the king that lie would never join the

Muhammadans hut would remain faithful to Vijayauagar, A short

pause ensued during which the Raya learned that constant

messages were passing between the camp of (he Sultan and Asad

Khan. Both armies them inarched towards Raichur, the Raya to

retake the place from the Sultan, the Suliau watching for an

opportunity to attack the Raya.

On the third day, Asad Khan started with his forces

two hours in advance of the royal troops, crossed the river first,

and hastened to join the Suliau. Adil Shah received him with

great apparent cordiality, and at length freely forgave him on
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the Khan’s protestations that his intrigues with Vijayanagar and

the Portuguese were only so many moves in a game undertaken

for the advancement of the Sultan’s interests “ The

Adil Shah secretly fearful of Asad Khan’s duplicity, made a

treaty of peace with the Raya, by which the Muhammadans
retained Raicur but gave up some other territory.” *

The trend of events at Bijapur, so far as can be

inferred from the foregoing extract, seems to be this :

Asad Khan left Bijapur, and retired to his jaglr
,
Bel-

gaum, ‘ owing to temporary disagreement ’ with the

Adil Shah. A rebellion broke out at this time

along the west coast, which spread like ‘ some great

fire.’ Asad Khan watched the progress of this

rebellion, without ever trying to check it. The Adil

Shah, who was alarmed, summoned Asad Khan to

Bijapur, ‘to assist him in the government of the king-

dom but Asad disobeyed the royal command. Instead,

he began to intrigue with the Portuguese. At that time,

the emperor of Vijayanagara invaded the Bijapur terri-

tory, and ‘ the Sultan was powerless to defend him-

self against the armies of Vijayanagar.’ Asad Khan
opened negotiations with the emperor of Vijayanagara,

as a consequence of which he was invited to attend the

Mahanavami festival at the Hindu capital. Tie accept-

ed the invitation and went to Vijayanagara, where he

was treated with great consideration. lie accompanied

the Raya to the Bijapur frontier, in order to help him
to overcome the Adil Shah who came thither to defend

his territories. Then the armies^of both the Sultan

and the Raya “ marched towards Raicur, the Raya to

retake the place from the Sultan, the Sultan watching

for an opportunity to attack the Raya. ” At this

stage Asad Khan deserted his Hindu ally, and joined

the Sultan, who freely forgave him. As he was

* FE, pp. 174-76.
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unwilling to continue the war, owing to Asad Khan’s

duplicity, he concluded a treaty with the Raya who
allowed him to retain in his possession Raiciir fort in

return for some other territory.

The account given by Rajanatha Dindima is

briefly this: —

Having learnt, that the territory of the Adil Shah was
seething with rebellion, Aeynta marched his army against it,

ami laid Kie'-'e to a fort whose name is not mentioned. The fort

was vino, onslv besieged hy the Hindus, and as bravely defended

!>y the Mussulmans for sometime. At last it was stormed by the

besieeeiv who put to the sword most of the garrison, The
survivors nit hi hn:: th.- ciimuiandant fled. Aryuta then proceed-

ed wes 1 "", ’'Is in elV.- -i the capture of Matuka. The victorious

Hindu umi ! d i \v.. .1 llijaj.fir territory dismantling forts and

burning eP i..-, .\r, ma next marched upon the important

fortress of Sr.ii or. 'i he. Sultan who was alarmed at the rapid

progres-.nl th, enemy, assembled ail army with vvh'. di he march-
ed tow,o'dh i.’ii ii in older to prevent Acyuta l'rom capturing

it. liinh tlie a.niin iiud somewhere in tho neighbourhood of

tin- foil, ami ... battle was fought in which the Muham-
madans were fr i I'nmpletely lie lieu that the Sultan had to run
away an the >. Id all alone. Acyuta captured several horses

and cleph.tn.s an t looted the Muhammadan camp. Then he
man bed to it..' o. . ks of the. 1\ raui where he lay encamped for

soiui.lime wr '.china ciutely the movements of the Sultan who was
attempting to gather another army on the opposite bank. The
Sulla 1

), hi. > . -o 1 'e.ily abandoned the idea of continuing the
struggle. .. 1 -a to the treacherous conduct of Ma/u/ia. Considering
that it was si-l-. ism' under tho circumstances, to come to terms
with the • in niv. crouse I the river on horseback, and reached
the Vijayanngara camp without any mishap. There he met Acyuta,
and saluted him, in the characteristic Muhammadan fashion,
signifying subrn'S- i-m. Acyuta having accepted the allegiance of
the Sultan, i burned h. his capital. *

* The Sources pp, 167-69.
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On comparing the accounts of Barros tyid Din-

dima, there can be little doubt that they relate to the

same invasion, although they seem to differ in certain

material particulars. An important point should be

considered in this connection. The rebellion of Asad

Khan, his intrigues with the Portuguese and the Raya

of Vijayanagara, and the Raya’s invasion of Bijapur

territory, are placed by the Portuguese writers in A.D.

1584, after the demise of Ismail Xdil Shah at Kovil-

konda. Between 1530 and 1543 A.D. the Vijayanagara

army invaded Bijapur territory only once, and that

was in A.D. 1534-6. Rajanatha Dindima describes only

one Vijayanagara invasion of Bijapur territory during

the reign of Acyuta
;
and that could not have taken

place, as already noticed, before A.D. 1534. Both

Barros and Dindima describe an invasion which took

place in the same year, the contending parties and

the scene of activities being the same. It is not un-

reasonable, therefore, to infer that their accounts relate

to the same set of events.

Resemblances :—Both the accounts refer to the

outbreak of a rebellion in the Bijapur kingdom followed

by an invasion of the emperor of Vijayanagara. There
is complete agreement between the two writers regard-

ing most of the events of tbe war. Whereas Barros

alludes only to the outstanding events, Dindima, in

addition, supplies the details also. According to Barros,

Asad Khan, who joined the emperor of Vijayanagara

was present in his camp while he was encamped in the

neighbourhood of Raicur expecting the Adil Shah
;
but

he deserted him subsequently and joined his master
once again. Some three days before the desertion

the emperor discovered ‘ that constant messages were
passing between the camps of the Sultan and Asad

V—

7
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Khan.’ Yet no action seems to have been taken to

prevent the progress of this treacherous Correspondence.

The least that Acyuta could have done was to place

Asad under arrest. This is what he exactly attempted

to do, according to Dindima.

After the fall of the unnamed fort, Acyuta is said

to have proceeded westward ‘ to bind ’ one Maluka

(Malik), who, in some mysterious way, seems to have

incurred his displeasure. This Maluka appears to be

the same as Asad Khan, and Acyuta wanted ‘ to bind ’

him for his treacherous conduct.

If this identification be acceptable, it may be said

that Dindima and llarros agree about the activities

of Asad Khan also. There is perfect agreement

between them regarding the events that took place on

the arrival of the Adil Shah, and the march of the

Hindu and Muhammadan armies towards the fort of

Raicfir. Dindima seems to - agree with Barros re-

garding the cause which induced the Adil Shah to

conclude a treaty of peace with the liaya. The Sultan,

who was apprehensive of the duplicity of Asad Khan,

according to Barros, considered it prudent to close

the war by concluding a treaty with the Raya. The
Sultan, according to Dindima, having come to know
the treacherous conduct of Maluka, considered it

advisable to come to terms with Acyuta. It was

treachery of Asad according to Barros, and of Maluka

^according to Dindin?a, that induced the Sultan to

jeonclude the treaty. Since Asad, in our opinion, is

^identical with Maluka, there is agreement between the

two writers on this point also.

Differences :—Dindima does not mention the activi-

ties of Asad Khan before his advent at Vijayanagara.
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Even when he alludes to him, he does not mention

him by name, but calls him Maluka. Barros, on the

contrary, gives him considerable prominence. This

may be attributed to the difference in the method

of their writing. Barros is an historian, and Dindima

is an author of an eulogistic kavya. Whereas Barros

gives a comprehensive account of the Portuguese re-

lations with Asad Khan, Bijapur, and Vijayanagara,

Dindima concentrates his attention upon those events

which are calculated to glorify his hero. Therefore,

the difference here at any rate seems to be due to the

difference in their respective view points.

This explanation does not apply to another im-

portant difference between them. Dindima describes

at length a battle between the Hindus and the Muham-
madans in the neighbourhood of Raicur in which the

Muhammadans were defeated
;
but Barros is silent on

this point. This is strange
;

for he asserts that the Adil

Shah, while marching towards Raicur, was ‘ watching

for an opportunity to attack the Raya.’ This shows

that the Sultan was very eager to cross swords with

the Raya. Moreover, he became reconciled with Asad
Khan who deserted tha Raya and joined him. This
should have strengthened his position considerably.

There was nothing to prevent the Sultan from attack-

ing the Raya. It is extremely likely that a battle

should have taken place, as told by Dindima, between

the Raya and the Sultan in whiclj the former suffered

a defeat. Otherwise, the Sultan would not have sub-

mitted to the Raya, in spite of his fear of Asad Khan’s

duplicity. Lastly, it is said by Barros that * the Xdil

Shah made a treaty of peace with the Raya,’ according

to the terms of which he managed to retain Raiciir by
surrendering 1 some other territory.’ Both Barros and
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Dindima agree that it was the Adil Shah who sued for

peace
;
but Dindima adds, and he is supported by

Radhamadhava, that the Adil Shah went to the Raya’s

camp, and throwing himself at the Raya’s feet, begged

him to grant him peace. As Dindima does not men-

tion the capture of Raicur, his silence may be taken

as an instance of his agreement with the Portuguese

historian. But it is inconceivable bow an emperor of

Yijayanagara could give his consent to a proposal

ceding Raieiir to the Adil Shah whom he had completely

defeated. Nothing could have prevented the Raya
from taking the place. There is reason to believe that

he did capture it; for, according to Nuniz, when Ibrahim

Adil Shah invested the city of Vijayanagara in 1537-38

A. D., ‘ he demanded that, among other things, the

Raya should yield up to him the city of Kachol

(Raicur.)’ * Accordingly the fort was given up. It

is evident that in 1537-38 A. D. Raicur belonged to the

emperor of Vijayanagara. As it was in the possession

of the Adil Shah in 1534 A. D., it is reasonable to

believe that it should have been wrested from him

in the interval, i. e., during Aeyutaraya’s campaign

in the Raicur doab.

Beconstraction of the History of the Campaign :

—

Mallii Adil Shah was indeed helpless. He had to face

treachery from within, and invasion from without. As

he had very grave suspicions regarding the complicity

of Asad Khan with the rebels, he summoned him to

the court
;
but Asad did not obey the royal command.

Instead, he wrote to Nuno Da Cunha, the Portuguese

governor, inviting him to take possession of certain

tracts on the mainland. He drew the attention of

the Portuguese governor to the fact that ‘ his

• EE. p. 368.
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master was powerless to defend himself against

the armies of Vijayanagar '. Da Cunha then ‘seized

upon the country opposed to Groa, ' for the protec-

tion of which he built a fort at Racol. At the

same time Asad Khan began to intrigue with the

emperor of Vijayanagava who invited him to visit his

capital during the Mahanavami festival. Asad Khan

accepted the invitation and went to Vijayanagara,

accompanied by 13,000 men and 200 elephants. He
was warmly received by Acyuta, and obtained for

his maintenance two towns ‘ Tunge and Turugel.'

He promised Acyuta that ‘ he would never join the

Muhammadans, but would remain faithful to Vijaya-

nagar.' Acyuta ‘ hoped for his aid against the

Sultan.’

The Vijayanagava army, accompanied by Asad

Khan, marched northwards, und entering the Bijapur

dominion, laid siege to a fort whose name is not men-

tioned. Although it was stoutly defended, the besie-

gers were able to capture it by scaling its walls.

The victorious Hindu army laid waste the Bijapur

territory burning cities, and dismantling forts. Mal-

lu Adil Shah who was no doubt enraged at these

outrages, assembled his troops, and, crossing the

Krsna, began to move towards the Vijayanagara

army. He addressed a letter to the Raya asking him

to surrender his “ recalcitrant slave,’ Asad Khan.

The letter was shown to Asad Kl;an who promised to

remain faithful to the Hindus
;

but in secret, opened

negotiations with the Adil Shah. Acyuta began to

march his troops towards Raicur to take the fort, and

Mallu Adil Shah was also marching in the same direct-

ion to prevent his enemy from capturing the place.

During this time, Acyuta learnt that ‘ constant messages
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were passing between the camps of the Sultan and

Asad Khan. He made an unsuccessful attempt to arrest

Asad Khan, who, however, managed to escape, and

join the Sultan. As both the armies began to move

towards Raieur, the inevitable clash between them

occurred very soon. A fierce battle was fought

in which the Muhammadans were completely defeated,

and Mallu Adil Shah had to run away from the

field all alone. Acyuta, having captured several horses

and elephants belonging to the enemy, lay encamped

on the southern bank of the Kama, and kept a close

watch upon the movements of the Adil Shah, who was

gathering troops afresh on the opposite bank. It was

probably during this interval that Vijayanagara troops

captured Raieur.

The war, however, was brought to an abrupt

end. The Adil Shah is said to have sued for peace,

because he was ‘ secretly fearful of Asad Khan’s dupli-

city.’ The causes of this abrupt submission of the Adil

Shah are very obscure. Rajanatha Dindima attributes

it to the treacherous conduct of Maluka (Asad Khan).

Probably he became aware of the intrigues of Asad

Khan with Prince Ibrahim and his followers :

“ Subsequent to the death of Ismail Adil Shah," says the

anonymous historian, “ his elder son Mulloo was proclaimed

king ; but shortly afterwards, his minister, Asad Khan Lary con-

spired against him, and in conjunction with his younger brother,

the Prince Ibrahim, dethroned him.” *
*

This is confirmed by the following passage from

the Burhan-7- Ma'asir

:

“ In this year (A. D 1534-35)— says Sayyed Ali, “ Ismail

Adil Shah died, and Mallu Khan hie eldest son ascended the

* Brigg ’ e Ptritkta iii p. 375.
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throne
; but he had scarcely had time to taste the sweets of

sovereignty, when Asad Khan, who was the most powerful of the

amirs of Bijapur, and was ill-content that Mallii should be king

with the assistance of the rest of the amirs, and officers of state,

deposed Mallu &c. ” *

On hearing the news of the conspiracy of Asad

Khan with Prince Ibrahim, and the amirs and officers

of state, Mallu Adil Shah might have considered it un-

wise to wage war against a foreign foe, while his posi-

tion on the throne was not free from danger. There-

fore, lie concluded a treaty with Acyuta, according to

which the river Krsna was probably recognised &b

the boundary between the two kingdoms.

Acyuta was able to recover within a short period

of three or four years, what he had lost during the first

year of his reign. Although it cannot be said that

he had fought personally like his brother, Krsna, in

the battle-field, there is no denying the fact that he was
always present at the front, probably directing his

forces against the enemy. Acyuta, therefore, was a
worthy successor of Krsnadevaraya, and had shown
himself to be a capable ruler.

IA. xlix. 1980, p. 201.
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ACYUTA AND RlMARlJA

Section 1 :—Acyuta was warmly received by the

citizens of his capital when he returned to it after his

victory over the Muhammadans. * He did not, how-

ever, stay there for long. According to the Kaifiyat of

Mutyalpadu, a certain Timma Nilyaka who rose up in

rebellion, seized the important fort of Gutti, and de-

fied the imperial authority. Acyuta was obliged to

go to Gutti in person to subdue the rebel in S 1457

(1535-35 A.D.) He was accompanied by most of his

officers. The fort of Gutti was besieged, and a breach

was effected in one of its walls. The imperial army
under the command of Salakaraju Tirumala entered

the fort through the breach, and forced the defenders

to surrender, t Acyuta appears to have paid a visit to

Tirupati on this occasion. He was present in Tiru-

pati on 26th December 1535 A. D., when 1 he insti-

tuted two new festivals, viz., the ljaksmidevi mahotsa-

vam to be celebrated for Tiruvenkatamudaiyau and

Alaimelmangai Nachchiyar fur five days, and the

Punarvasu Tirunal for Raghunathan (Sri Rama),

Nachchiyar (STtadevi), and Ilaiya-Perumal (Laksmana)

on each of the 13 days of the Punarvasu star occur-

ring in the year.'’ He was accompanied by some of

his officers, e. g. Ramabhattarayyan, Rayasam Rama-
candra Dlksita, Malaiyapparayyan, and Saluva

Timmarasa. £ He seems to have returned to Vijaya-

nagara sometime before S. 1458 Durmukhi Karttika

su 12 (1536 A. D.), when he granted the agrahara of

• The Sources. p. 169,

t M. Mss. 15-3-52. X TDER. p. 223.
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PSlepalli to Cintapalli Annama in the presence of the

god VitthaleiSvara on the banks of the Tungabhadra. *

Section 2 :—The year 15B6 A. D. marks an im-

portant stage in the reign of Acyuta. With this year

commences the dark half of Acyuta's reign. The
internal trouble and confusion which characterise this

period had their origin in his struggle with Ramaraja

whom he had admitted into partnership in the govern-

ment of the empire in A. D. 1530. Ramaraja seems to

have taken advantage of Acyuta’s continued absence

from the capital to seize the throne. The causes that

led to the usurpation of Ramaraja are not quite

apparent. They are to be sought in the probable

attempt of Acyuta to supersede him in his office.

The infant son of Krsnadevaraya whom Ramaraja

proclaimed emperor in 1530, having died about 1533

A. D., f his position appears to have become con-

siderably weakened, especially in relation to Acyuta.

The death of his nephew who ha.d better claims to

the throne than himself, should have relieved Acyuta

greatly. The need for placating Ramaraja continu-

ously had at Jast disappeared
;
and he was free to

adopt an independent course of conduct towards him.

Probably Acyuta ceased to consult. Ramaraja, who
was obliged consequently to retire into the background,

yielding place to the emperor’s brothers-in-law, Salaka-

raju Peda and Cina Tirumaladevas. Of these, Peda

Tirumala was appointed as pradhana in A.D. 1534, as

testified by the Madras Museum Plates of Acyuta. £
He continued in the office until A.D. 1535, as shown
by an epigraph at Hospet,. § Finally he rose to the

position of sarvaSirah pradhana in 1538-39. It is

pretty certain that the loss of his position, and the

• NDI. i. Cp. 10. t JBBRAS. xrii. 28.

t MER. U A of 1905-6, § ibid 681 of 1922. *,! LR, 8 p. 113.
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elevation of his rival to the highest office in the state

must have enraged Ramaraja. Naturally he took the

earliest opportunity of regaining his lost power.

Although Ramaraja was deprived of his office, he

wielded considerable influence in the state. Being a

man of great foresight, he strengthened his position,

while he was yet in office, by appointing his friends

and relations to the most important posts under the

government. The Muhammadan historians are unani-

mous on this point. “ By degrees," says Ferishta,

“ raising his family to the highest rank, and destroying

many of the ancient nobility, Ramraj aspired to reign

in his own name/’ * According to the anonymous
historian, Ramaraja, while he was the protector of the

son of Krsnaraya, took * pains to strengthen his

power by reduction of many troublesome neighbours,

and elevation of his adherents and relatives, f
’

Raffi-ud-Din Shlrazi, who visited Vijayanagara before

its destruction by the Mussalmans, asserts :

“ Ramaraja conducted the administration for two years

nominally for the son of Krsnaraya during which period he

removed all the old nohleH and stale servants, and appointed

his own relations to high offices.” }

Pemmasani Timma Nayaka of Gandikota, Hande
Hanumappa Nayaka of Anantapur, Mesa Pedda Nayaka
of Nadimidoddipajaiyam, and Majjhari Tolasipati Reddi
of Allur were some of his adherents. Yera-Tirumala

and Venkatadri, his two younger brothers, held the

forts of Gutti and' Kandanavolu respectively. One
of his uncles, the famous general, Ramaraja-Timma,
waB the lord of the fortress of Awuku

;
another uncle,

Ramaraja-Konda was in charge of Adavani. His

• Briffg'f Ferishta iii. p. 381.

f Aid p. 79
. } JBBRAS . xxii. 28.
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distant cousins were the hereditary rulers of Nand-

yala. All these chiefs were ready to join his standard
;

and being assured of their support, he had every

reason to feel that his position was unassailable.

Ramaraja took steps to strengthen his military power.

Ibrahim Adil Shah who, deposed and blinded Mallu

Adil Shah with the aid of Asad Kh an, ascended the

throne in or about 1535 A.D. One of his firat acts

was to dismiss almost all the foreign soldiers who were

in his service. Several of them, who were thus suddenly

deprived of their means of living by the caprice of the

new Sultan, entered the service of Ramaraja.

“Rainraj, the Hindu prince of Beejanuggnr entertained

3000 of them ; and in order to reconcile them to the act of making

obeisance to him, he caused a Qoriin to be placed before him when
they came to pay their respects ; which enabled them to do so

without a breach of the ordinances of their religion.” *

These three thousand Muslim soldiers were under

some six Mussalman nobles. Ramaraja gave them jaglrs

and ‘ treated them with respect and consideration.’

They lived in a part of the city called Turkiwada ‘ where

they built houses and bazaars. They were permitted

to build a masjid, to repeat the namaz, and follow

their own customs and practices, including the slaught-

er of animals.
5

f

It was probably the recruitment of a large

Muhammadan force that stimulated the ambition of

Ramaraja to seize the throne.

No definite information is available regarding the

events that had taken place at the capital, since

Acyuta’s return from Tirupati in 1536 A.D. There

was probably some encounter between him and

Ramaraja at Vijayanagara in which he was worsted.

* Brigg’a FeritkU iii p, 79. t Shiriai
:
JBBRAS. xxii p. 33,
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Acyuta seems to have been taken a prisoner and kept

under cuatody. 1 Ramaraja, vakil of the king of

Vijayanagar,’ says Sayyed Ali, ‘ had rebelled against,

and overcame his lord, and, having imprisoned him,

usurped the kingdom.’ * He attempted to rule in his

own name, but was prevented from doing bo, on

account of opposition. The poet, Ramarajabhu^apa,

who lived at the court of Vijayanagara at least from

A.D. 1525 to 1565, and who was intimately acquainted

with the events that took place in the royal palace,

refers, in his Vasucaritra, to Ramaraja’s pa({abkiseka

which, however, was not celebrated, on account of

the opposition of some people, f Ferishta gives more

definite information. He says :

“ Ramriij,” '• aspired to reign in his own mime ; many of

the nobility, however, opposing this project, ho complied with

their wishes.” 1

This is corroborated by the evidence of the Local

Records. In one of them, it is said :

‘ Cinnadovi and Tirumaladevi, the queens of Krsnaraya,

being desirous of placing Ramaraja upon the throne, made prepa-

rations to celebrate liis coronation at Vijayanagara, but had to

abandon the scheme, owing to the opposition of Salakaraju

Tirumala. ’
§

There need be no doubt about Ramaraja's unsuccessful

attempt to seize the throne in A. D. 1536-

The failure of Ramaraja’s coup d’etat was mainly

due to the opposition of the nobles who objected to his

accession, as he had no claim to the throne. Although

he was the son-in-law of the great Krsnaraya, he

could not persuade the nobles to accept him as their

ruler, because he was not a Tuluva by birth. He did

• IA. (1920.) xlix. p. 201,

1 Bngjj's Ferishta ixi. p. 81.
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not, however, relinquish his hold upon the affaire of the

state
;
nor did he set Aeyuta at liberty. Instead, he

began to look for a desirable candidate to the throne,

who might be content with the name of the emperor,

leaving the substance of power in his hands. Such a

person he discovered in Sadasiva, a nephew of

Aeyuta, whom he proclaimed emperor, and began to

govern the empire in his name.

Section 3 :—Sadasiva is the subject, of one of

the most knotty problems in the history of Vijaya-

nagara. It is generally believed that Ramaraja pro-

claimed him emperor of Vijayanagara, immediately

after Acyuta’s death in S. 1464 (A. D. 1542). There

are several inscriptions of Sadasiva dated in that year.

In fact, some of his inscriptions belong to an earlier

period, a fact which induced the epigraphist to declare

that Sadasiva was governing the empire as a co-regent

of his uncle, Aeyuta. * it must be remembered,

however, that Aeyuta had a son named Venkatadri,

whom he had anointed yuvardja as early as A. D.

1529-30. f Under these circumstances, one fails to

understand why Aeyuta should have accepted Sada-

Siva as his co-regent, depriving thereby Venkatadri, his

own son, of the chance of succeeding him. It is not

at all intelligible why Aeyuta recognised his nephew
as his successor ignoring altogether the claims of

his son. The epigraphist, at any rate, does not divulge

the reasons for his assertion.

The truth is that Sadasiva wtts Bet up as a rival

candidate to the throne by Ramaraja both against

Aeyuta and his son. What did he expect to gain by
this act? Aeyuta, and after him his son should have

had a legal claim to the throne, being next of kin to

• MER, A 6 of 1906 ;
Part ii. p. 66. t yp”e. The Sources p. 176.
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Kr^naraya. Moreover, they were firmly backed up

not only by the Salakaraju faction, but by the majority

of the nobles of the kingdom. In these circum-

stances, what justification had Ramaraja in setting up

Sadiisiva as a rival candidate ? Ramaraja who was

ambitious to govern the empire, appears to have believ-

ed that he could realise his ambition by espousing the

cause of Sadaiiva. He hoped to strengthen Mb posi-

tion in the state in such a manner as to render the

opposition of Salakaraju Tirumala and his adherents

ineffective. By upholding the cause of Sadaiiva,

Ramaraja expected to win over to his side some or

even all the partisans of his opponents. It must be

remembered that the real actors in this political drama

were Ramaraja and Salakaraju Tirumala, and they

made use of their respective candidates to gain their

own ends. Therefore, Ramaraja should have had

sufficiently strong reasons in putting forward the

claims of Sadasiva. What were they t Nobody has so

far attempted to answer this question. Unless it is

satisfactorily answered, it is not possible to understand

the significance of several events which happened

during the second half of Acyuta’s reign.

Neither Acyuta, nor his son had any legal claim to

the throne. In all the copper-plate grants of SadaSiva,

Narasa’s children by Obamba are described in the

following verse :

Ranga-ksitindr-Acyuta-deva-rayau

raksa- dhurlmiviva Ramakrsnau

Obambikayam Narasa ksitindrat

ubhavabhutan-urgendra sarau |)

It is clear from this that Sadasiva's father, Ranga,

was an elder brother of Acyuta. Both the order of

the words ‘ Ranga-k§itlndr-Acyutadeva-rayau,’ and the
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comparison, 4 iva R&makrsnau,’ leave no room for

doubt. Therefore, Sadasiva had a better claim to the

throne than Acyuta or his son. Ranga appears to

have predeceased Kngnaraya, who consequently nomi-

nated Acyuta as his successor, ignoring the claims of

Rahga’s youthful son. Nevertheless, several people in

the country should have sympathised with the helpless

prince, and regarded Acyuta almost as an usurper.

That is why the Portuguese historian Correa refers to

Acyuta as one ‘ who had been king contrary to

right,’ * and to Sadasiva as * the king by real right.
' f

Ramaraja considering it worth his while to exploit the

situation revived the claims of Sadasiva.

Sadasiva is generally believed to have been a

prince of tender years, ‘ a child in arms,' at the time

when Ramaraja took up his cause. This is not true.

If the evidence of the inscriptions can be depended

on, it must be admitted that he was at least 17 years

old in 1535 A. D. X

* EE. p. 183. + ibid.

t The following table is bound to be instructive in this context.

No.
j

Reference, Cyclic year.
&aia
year.

j

Christian
year.

i
:

Sewell’* Antiquities I. 8... Pramadi 1440 1518
2 LR. *2 Svablianu Havana iu 12. 1446 1523
3 EC. X. Mb 240 Tarawa, Vaisakha ba 11 1446 1524
4 EC. X. Mb 201 Nandana, Bhadrapadaba 1 1454 1532
5 Rangachari’s Index I By

342.
Jaya ... 1455 1533

6 129/1906 (MER.) Prabhava ? 1457 1535
7 6/190S-06 (MER

)

HSvaJambi 1469 1537-38
8 167/1904 (MER.) ^Sbhakrit ? 1461 1539
9 Rangachari’s Index I. CD.

430.
Raudri > 1461 1539

10 EC. XII Mi 66 Sarvari SrSvana £u 1
Bh3nu

.

1463 1540

11 33/1905 (MER.) ... 1464 1542

Of the eleven inscriptions listed above, four (6,8, 9,) may be set aside as

untrustworthy, on the ground that the Saka and Cyclic year* do not tally. Of
the remaining seven, three (1,2, 3,) belong to the reign of KtfnadSvarSye, the

earliest being dated is A.D. 1618,
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Again, Durate Barbosa who was travelling in the

Decean and South India about 1511 A.D. refers to a

nephew of the king of Vijayanagara ruling at Baticala.

He says :

“ The king of Narasinga,” hag given this place (Baticala)

and others to a nephew of his, who rules and governs them, and

rules in great state, and calls himself king, but he is in obedience

to the king, his uncle.” *

Ranga, the father of Sada&va is mentioned in some

of the inscriptions at Bhatakal as the ruler of the

place, f It is reasonable to suppose that the nephew of

the king mentioned by Barbosa is Ranga’s son, Sadit^iva.

Rahga who was governing Bhatakal appears to have

died sometime before the accession of Kr^naraya, who
allowed Rahga’s son to succeed to his father’s estate.

If this surmise be correct, Sadasiva should have been

at least an young man of 25 years in 1536 A. D
;
and

Ramaraja might leave adduced that as an additional

reason for placing him upon the throne.

Section 4 :—The revolution in the capital must

have had its repercussions in the provinces. According

to Ferishta, Ramai'aja, ‘ marched with an army against

some of the rays of the country of Malabar, who had

withheld tribute ‘ leaving the city of Beejanuggur in

charge of a slave whom he had raised to a high

rank.’ £ Ferislita’s statement seems to be based upon

facts. It is said in an inscription of Nanjangud that'

“ Cinnaraja, the father of Cevvappa Nayaka of Tanjore

became the vniniiiftr of Ramaraja. the son-in-law of

Kr^naraja. . . . By the orders of Ramaraja, Cinna-

raja subjugated the Dravidian kings, as far as the Setu,

and made Tanjapuri his capital.” § The genuineness

• Barfeojg : East Africa and Malabar !Stanely'» Trar.ilition,) p. 80,

+ ASB., 1908-9 p. 198. « 8. J Brigg’s Ferishta iii, p, 81.

§ MAR. 1917 p. 65.
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of thig record ig not above doubt, as the genealogy of the

Tanjore Nayaka given in it, differs in certain material

particulars from that given by Raghunatha Nayaka,

Vijayaraghava, and others. Therefore, it is not possible

to make any definite assertion on the authority of this

grant. Nevertheless, the military expedition referred to

by Ferishta appears to have taken place. A copper-

plate grant from Tinnevelly dated 1537 A. D. states

that Mahamandalesvara Ramaraja Vitthaladeva was

Sadasiva’s governor in that region. * Vitthaladeva

mentioned in the inscription was the first cousin and

firm supporter of Ramaraja. There is no reason to

doubt that he was ruling in the extreme south about

1637 A.D. as a representative of his cousin Ramaraja,

who could have established his authority in that distant

region only by leading an expedition of the kind

alluded to by Ferishta.

The cause of Ramaraja’s southern expedition is

said to be the refusal of payment of tribute by some of

the rays of Malabar. The Tiruvadi, who was forced

to submit to Acyufa’s officers during the late war,

probably attempted to reassert his independence,

taking advantage of the confusion caused by the

revolutionary changes in the capital. The presence of

Vitthala’s^armv in the south-eastern corner of the

• MER. A-6 of 1905-6.

Another grant MER. 129 o»' 1905 dated 5 1457 (expired! Parabhava found
at Kalakkatju (NSnguneri, Tinnevelly) also mentions Kama raja Vitthala as a

subordinate of SadasiVa Two points are worthy w/Wfttention. The $aka and
cyclic years do not tally. The cyclic year, ParUbhava coincides with 1468
(1546 A.D ). As the grant under consideration refers to Sadiisiva as having
cojj^uered the Mussnlmans, subdued all, and levied tribute from Ceylon, it is

likely that it belongs, to a period subsequent to Sadasiva’s coionation, and not
before. As we find, Ramaraja Vittbala’s inscriptions in that region dated 15+6
A.D. (510(1907) and 1547 A,D. (64)1896), thia inscription also may be placed
at that time. It was then that Vi^hala subdued Travancore. The conquest of

Ceylon mentioned in the inscription under consideration might have taken place

then.

V—

9
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Tinnevelly district, which was then included in the

kingdom of Quilon, lends colour to this view. Periya

Ramappa Nayaka who appears to have been the

governor of Madura at this time might also have opposed

Ramaraja. A poem called Cokkanatha Caritra describ-

ing the mythological stories connected with the Cokka-

natha temple at Madura was dedicated to him. The

poet desired that his patron should rule the earth for a

long time by the grace of Cokkanatha. * Moreover,

Periya RamapjJa made a gift of land to a temple for

the merit of Acyuta in Tirupattur (Ramnad
)

in

1538. A.D. f Some of his subordinates made a gift of

land four years later in the same place for the merit

of Periya Ramappa. £ It is likely that he should have

succeeded Visvanatha in 1535 or 1536 A.D. as the

governor of Madura. § As he is called ‘ the bearer of

the burden of Aeyutaraya’s valour/ and ‘ Acyuta-

riiya’s valorous right arm/ and bore the title of

Sicamidroharaganda (the slaj'er of the disloyal or the

seditious)
,

it is not unreasonable to infer that he

C’6’. [Triennial Catalogue of Telugu Mss.j

t hfRR. 117 of 1924.

% ibid 65 of 1916, 121 of 1908
; 224 of 1924.

§ See Appendix.

-r°ah$ cg-cW

4 *

&&o\Sz '

* *

CC, [Triennial Catalogue of Telugu Mw,]
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opposed Ramaraja. He was probably assisted by

another officer of Acyuta called Vakiti Cinnabhuvara, *

and both of them seem to have won a victory at

Upas urn. f

Ramaraja was obliged to send an army to reduce

the rebels to subjection. According to Ferishta,

Ramaraja himself marched against them, leaving

Vijayanagara in charge of one of his servants. The
details of the warfare between Ramaraja and the rebels,

are not available
;
but he succeeded in reducing the

rebel chiefs whom he deprived of their fortresses, {
Leaving his cousin Ramaraja Vitthala with a contin-

gent to hold the subdued chiefs in check, he marched

northwards towards Vijayanagara. But. Vitthala did not

remain there long. Inscriptions show that after

1 5 37 A. D., the Madura country was under the control

of Acyuta's officers. Besides the inscriptions of

Periya Ramappa bearing the dates 1538, 1539 and

1542 which have been already noticed, there is also an

epigraph at AJagarkoil in Madura taluka dated 1542

A.D. which records a gift made to the temple of Alagar,

for the merit of ‘ the king (Acyuta), queen Varadaji-

amman and prince Chikkadeva Maharaya.’ § On

# He scorns to be identical with ' Clunnapanaiijue ' who was the chief alcaid

of Acyuta jlKA p. 372), He was also Acyuta’s marshal He was ‘the

lord of tlie land of Calaly in the direction of the Cochin m the interior
'

Periya Ramappa was probably lus subordinate
,
for in an inscription (33 of

1928-29), it is stated that he 1 gave a devadana to the temple of Tail (Jonrisvaram

Uijaiyar, lhe\illage of Kannanianga^un, for the merit of Cmnappa Nayaka, the

vtisiUkariyam of the king.” It is not possible, however, to identify Upasu^u.
T

rVS»

F& o$rCxrc 8 R)Oo5^&^
j

£ro oS'

*sr»£43 r62r*&>o2£.

CC. [Triennial Catalogue of Telugu Mss.J

} Brigg’s Firishta hi. p. 81.
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the contrary, no trace of Sadapiva or his officers is

seen until the year 1544 A.D. It, is evident that

Sadasiva’s power suffered a sudden eclipse after

1537
;

and consequently Acyuta’s authority was

re-established, and it remained intact until 1543, when,

by slaying Salakaraju Tirumala, Ramaraja finally

installed Sadasiva upon the throne.

The retirement of Vitthala must be attributed to

some great reverse which Ramaraja’s army suffered in

the north. On his way to Vijayanagara, he encountered
1 a powerful zamindar,’ who governed the territory to

the south of the capital. It is not easy to identify this

zamindar at present, although it may be suggested that

he may be identical with ‘ Chinnapanaique,’ whose lands

were in the interior, ‘ in the direction of Cochin.’

The encounter witli this zamindar, however, proved

disastrous to Ramaraja. He ‘ was detained for six

months without making the smallest impression, though

he had been engaged in several actions.’ It is not

unlikely that he should have summoned Vitthala to

his assistance. Nevertheless, he was not able to subdue

the rebellious baron. By this time his ‘ military chest ’

was exhausted. Consequently, he ‘ wrote to his deputy

to send him a supply of money from Beejauuggur, in

order to enable him to continue the war.U But the

treacherous 'deputy’ instead of obeying his master, re-

belled against linn. Not only did ho set the imprisoned

Acyuta at liberty, but induced the emperor’s brother-

in-law SalakarajivsJ'ir.imala to join him. He then

became the minister, and ‘ began to levy troops.’

‘Several tributary rays who were offended with Raqjj-

raj’s administration, hastened 1o Beejauuggur to rally

round their lawful king, and in a short time, thirty

thousand horse, and vast hosts of foot assembled under

his standard at the city.’ But the ‘ deputy ’ was not
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destined to enjoy his exalted position for a long time;

for his faithless ally Salakaraju Tirumala became

considerably alarmed at his rapidly increasing power.

‘ Apprehending that the slave, now minister, might

repent of his rebellion and eventually betray them to

Ramraj,’ he ‘ put his benefactor to death, and assumed

the management of affairs at Beejanuggur.' *

These dramatic developments in the capital had

completely changed the situation. Ramaraja who was,

during the past few months, the cle facto ruler of the

empire was reduced to the position of a rebel. Fortune

appeared to desert him on every side. He had to

abandon the territories which he conquered
;

his

worst enemies whom he imprisoned escaped from

prison, and assumed an attitude of open defiance
;
his

troops had to face a series of disasters which seemed to

be interminable. But that man of undaunted courage did

not despair. Quickly adjusting himself to the changed

circumstances, he ‘ concluded a hasty peace with his

enemy,’ and hastened towards Vijayanagara. As he

advanced upon the capital, he was ‘ deserted by several

of his officers, who left him on the route to join their

lawful sovereign.’ t Matters became further compli-

cated by the invasion of the Sultan ofBijapur. Ibrahim

Add Shah, who succeeded Mallu, was, at this time,

totally under the influence of the wily Asad Khan.

The latter who was eager to regain what Mallu had

lost during liis late war with Vijayanagara, advised his

young sovereign to invade Vijay a'ffagara dominions,

taking advantage of the confusion prevailing in the

Hindu capital. The advice was accepted, and the

Sultan, placing himself at the head of his army,

marched towards Vijayanagara. Sayyed Ali says :

* Brigg’s Ferishta ill. pp. 81-82. t ibid p , 82.
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“ While the success of Ramraj waB yet doubtful and the

whole army of Vijayanagar had not joined his standard, Asad

Khan, regarding the state of affairs in Vijayanagar as an oppor-

tunity not to be lost, assembled the whole of the army of Bijapur,

and taking Ibrahim Adil Shah with him, invaded Vijayanagar

with the intention of conquering the country.” *

Ramaraja felt that the powers which arrayed them-

selves against him were overwhelming
;
and under the

circumstances, he thought it prudent to retire to his

own jagir and await further developments-

“ When Ramraj learnt, that Ibrahim Adil Shah was invad-

ing Vijayanagar, he, having regard to hi.s own uncertain position

in the country, was compelled to Beck safety, at the expense of hia

honour and reputation, in flight.” T

Ibrahim Adil Shall marched upon Vijayanagara

unopposed. Nuniz who was present in the city at the

time gives a graphic account of what had taken place :

“ Ho he (the Sultan) made liis forces ready, and began to

invade the king's territory, and arrived within a league of the

city of Bisnaga. Chotarao (Acyuta) was in the city with such

great forces and power that he could easily have captured him, if

* I A. xli*. p. 202.

ibid.

The invasion of Ibrahim Adil Shah took place, according to Ferishta, m
A.D. 1535

,
but this date is not in agreement with the chronological data he

supplies. Ismail Adil Shah died at Kovilkonda on Sep. 6, 1534 A.D. Until the 9th

of themonlh, the UijtipTIr army was at Kovilkonda. The installation of Ismail Adil

Shah’s successor Mallu, took place at Kulburga, alter the consultations which
Asad Khln had with the nobles and the ladies of the harem. Therefore, the

coronation of Mallu might be safely placed in the beginning of Oct. 1534.

MallH ruled only for six. months, liis reign must have terminated with the

end of March 1535 . Ibrabifi^^dil Shah, Malta's successor invaded Vijayanagara

one year after his accession. Therefore, the invasion should have taken place

in or after April 1536 A.D.

Sayyed All, the author of fittrhfin-i-Ma'asir, places the outbreak of Rama-
raja’s rebellion in A D. 1537-38. This is m agreement with epigraphical evidence.

Vifthala’s inscription from the south of Tinnevelly is dated in £ 1459 HSva-

Jambi (A.D, 1537-38). As Ferishta is not in agreement with himself, and as

Sayyed Ali’s date tallies with the date furnished by the inscriptions, Sayyed All’s

date (1537-38) must be taken as the correct date of RamarSja's rebellion and

Xdil ShSh's invasion.

[
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his heart had allowed him to take action, since the Ydallcao had

with him only 12,000 foot and 30,000 horse ; yet with this small

force, the Ydallcao entered Nagallapor a league from Bisnaga and

razed it to the ground. The king never tried to go out against

him, nor had he the strength to fight, and there were only small

skirmishes by some captains, good horsemen. These spoke to the

king asking that His Highness would give them leave to attack

and saying that his presence was unnecessary for so slight an

afEair
; but the king was terrified and by the advice of his brothers-

in-law (of which they gave not a little) decided to send and make

peace with Ydallcao.’’ *

The Adil Shah’s siege of Vijayanagara and the

destruction of Nagalapur are also mentioned by Paes

:

‘‘On the south side (of Vijayanagara) is the other city called

Nagalapor in a plain ; in it the Ydallcao stopped with all his forces

when he besieged Bisnaga, and he razed it to the ground, t

Although the Add Shah besieged Vijayanagara with

‘ a small force,' Acyuta showed no inclination to drive

him away. This was not due to any lack of military

strength. He had in the city ‘such great forces and

power that he could have easily captured ’ the Add
Shah. There was no lack of enthusiasm in his officers

to oppose the enemy. In fact, his captains who drove

the Muhammadans out of the Raiciir doab only two

years before, feeling a deep sense of humiliation,

besought Acyuta to grant them permission to attack

the Muhammadan forces
;
but he would not listen to

them. What is the explanation of Acyuta’s strange

behaviour ? Nuniz attributes it to his cowardice
;
but

Acyuta was not, a coward. He fap-id the enemy—the

Hindu and the Muhammadan—on several battle-fields.

Granting for the sake of argument that he was a

coward, we have yet to explain the reasons which

prompted his brothers-in-law, Salakaraju (Peda and

Cina) Tirumalas, in advising him not to fight with the

• PE. pp. 367-61. f iHd p. 390.
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Adil Shah but to make peace with him. The Salaka-

raju brothers were no cowards, but brave commanders

who proved their mettle in many a battle. Why did

they advise Acyuta to give up the idea of fighting?

Acyuta's disinclination to offer battle to the Adil

Shah was not due to his cowardice but to a deBire to

prevent the formation of an alliance between Rama-

raja and the Adil Shah. Acyuta and his advisers had

probably reasons to suspect that the Sultan, if attacked,

might make common cause with Hamaraja, and deprive

them of their liberty and power which they had secured

with so much difficulty. Therefore,' they remained

strictly on the defensive, ready to adopt any course of

action which the events might render imperative.

Ibrahim Add Shah who came to conquer the

Vijayanagara empire was able to reach the capital city

without any opposition, and having laid siege to it,

remained there ‘ for a considerable time.' He became

so elated with ‘ the easy occupation of the enemy’s

country ’ that lie threatened in an open durbar ‘ to

take vengeance upon Asad Kit an and the other amirs'.

They became naturally very apprehensive of the

Sultan’s actions, and took steps to prevent any mis-

fortune befalling them, while it was not yet too late.

“ They sent a messenger to Ramraj charged with

this message.

“ What lias come to thee that thou hast brought shame

on thyself by flybyswithout striking a blow, and hast thus

branded thyself as a coward and a craven ? Even now, if thou

wilt set torOi, we shall so arrange matters that Ibrahim Adil Shah
shall avoid a light and take the road ; and even it the aiSair should

end in a battle, we will stand aloof so that the day shall be thine.

In any case, it behoves thee to shake off despondency and to come
to battle.” *

• /A. xlix. p. 802.
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Having despatched this letter to Ramaraja, Asad

Khan addressed another to Burhan Nizam Shah, the

Sultan of Ahamadnagar, whom he urged to take

advantage of the absence of the Adil Shah from his domi-

nions, and * seize this opportunity of recapturing his

lost districts.’ * He pointed out that ‘ Ibrahim Adil Shah

had invaded Vijayanagar, and was encamped there,

awaiting the army of Ramraj.’ ‘ As Ibrahim Adil

Shah could not leave Vijayanagar, and the Turks who

were the flower of his army, were friendly towards the

Nizam Shah,’ the latter need not apprehend any resis-

tance to his invasion from the Adil Shahi forces. On
the recepit of this letter, Burhan Nizam Shall gathered

his army, and invaded the kingdom of Bijapur. When
the news of this invasion reached the Adil Shah at

Vijayanagara, 1 he was much perturbed.' Having

summoned Asad l<b an and his other amirs and captains,

he consulted them * as to the best means of meeting the

situation. They unanimously advised him that the

only wise course was to make peace with llamraj and

to return to his own country.' f

Acyuta and his advisers were probably aware of

the machinations of the wily Asad Khan and of the

approach of Ramaraja with liis army. They felt that it

would be more advantageous to them to secure the alli-

ance of the Adil ^hah, than to allow him to retire, after

he came to some sort of understanding with Ramaraja.

In that case, they would not only prevent a combined

attack upon the city of the forces of 4amaraja and the

* The lost districts referred to axe thus expJame t l>y Sayyed Ah. "Wliiie
Burhan Nnim Shah had been engaged in Ins dispute with the Sultttn BahadtSr of

Gu^erat which hid heen fomented. hy \mwWY-ddv\\VL
v
fV\t\ Shah wAn'caVu^

of the opportunity, had annexed some of those dislucts ol the Ahamadnagar
kingdom, which lay on. his frontier, and had refused to comply with Burhan
NnSm. ShSh’s request for their restoration ° fA xhx p. 202.

t TA xlix. p, 202.

V—TA
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Adil Shah, but secure the friendship of the latter who

might be expected to act as a check upon the former.

Such considerations as these were probably responsible

for Acyuta’s determination to conclude peace with

the Adil Shah. The terms of the treaty are described

briefly by Nuniz :

“The Ydellcao was very glad, and made peace with him
for one hundred years, on condition that the king should give

him ten lakhs of gold pagodas. ..and further should yield up to

him the city of Rachol which the king (Irisnarao had taken

from him and which had a revenue with its lands of 150,000

pardaos as well as jewels which could he easily valued at, a lakh.

The king accepted these terms.” *

By this time, Ramaraja must have approached

Vijayanagara. Probably, he was disappointed at the

turn which the events had taken. Nevertheless, he

concluded a treaty with the Adil Shah, the terms of

which are not recorded. It was perhaps at the Adil

Shah's instance that. Ramaraja came to an understand-

ing with Acyuta. According to the terms of this

agreement, Ramaraja should remain in independent

possession of his jaglr, provided that lie allowed Acyuta

to rule unhampered the rest of the empire, f

Having thus squared up the differences between

bis new allies, the Adil Shah returned to his kingdom.

It was perhaps as a token of his gratitude that

Acyuta ‘ sent to him a diamond stone weighing 130

mangellinis with fifteen other similar ones worth fully

a lakh.’ J

The remaining years of Acyuta’s reign were more
or less uneventful. He seems to have spent most of

•PE. p. 368.

t Brigg’s FtrithU iil p. 82, J PE. p. 368,
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his time in the zenana, leaving the government of the

realm in the hands of his brothers-in-law * who dominat-

ed him completely during this period. The nature of

the administration had suffered a change for the worse.

Acting upon the advice of his brothers-in-law, he

exacted large sums of money from the nobles in order

to replenish his treasury.

“ He destroyed the principal people of his kingdom, and

killed their sona and taken their goods.” “ The captairiB and the

troops, both because he made this treaty (with the Adil Shah) and

because he exacted this sum of money, contrary to the wishes of

them all, have lived greatly discontented.”

As a consequence, he became the most hated man
in the country. Gradually, there grew up a feeling in

the minds of the people that if Vijayanagara, ‘ should

ever be brought to destruction,’ it should 1 take place

in the life-time of King Aehetarao.’ t But, the hand

of late intervened by putting an end to the earthly

career of the oppressor about the middle of

A. D. 1542.

r Writing some thirty years ago when Vijayanagara studies were still in

their infancy, Robert Sewell hazarded a guess about the identity of Acyuta’s two

bio tilers-m-laYV. “ These two may be two of the three powerful brothers Rama,
'1 irumala and Venkajadri of whom the two first married two daughters of Krishna

D5va. In such case, however, they would not have been actually hrodiers-in-

law of king Acvuta, but of Ins brother the late king.’’ (FE. p. 367. n 5.)

The last sentence of Sewell is utterly incomprehensible. How Rama and Tiru-

mala who married Krsnadeva’s daughters were his brothers-in-law, and not

sons* in-law passes one’s understanding. Be that as it may Sewell is wrong

in identifying the two brothers- m-Iaw of Acvuta with Rama ancl Tirumala

He may be excused for committing this fault, as he was a pioneer. Recently,

Father Heras has upheld this wrong identification although he lias plenty of

material at his disposal to correct the mistake of Sewell. Referring to Sewell's

identification, he says, " this seems to be quite probable.” Moreover, he attempts

to support himself by citing the evidence of some inscriptions which he has not

taken the trouble to understand. A glance through ’ the pages of the AcyuiarayS-

bhyudayam

,

would have convinced him that the two brothers* in-law of

Acyuta were Salakaraju Peda and Cina TirumaladSvas, and not Ramarjija and

Tirumala.

fFE. p. 369 .
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Chapteb IV.

salakarAju TIRUMALA AND R5.MAR5.JA

Section 1 :—The death of Acyuta was the signal for

the renewal of the struggle between Ramaraja and

Salakaraju Tirumala for supremacy in the state. Acyuta
left his young son, prince Venkatadri to succeed him.

Venkatadri must have been at least some twelve or

thirteen years old at the time of his accession
;
for he is

not only mentioned in Acynta’s Conjeevaram inscrip-

tions dated 1533 A.D. * but also in the Varadambika

Parinayam which ‘ seems to have been written during

the reign of the emperor Krsnadevaraya.’ f lie is

referred to by the Portuguese historian Correa as a
1 child,

’ J the reason for which is not quite apparent.

However, as he was not of age to assume personally

the reigns of government, the nobles, who gathered at

the capital probably to attend the funeral of the dead

monarch, wanted to make arrangements to carry on the

administration of the empire, until Venkata attained his

manhood. They -were probably apprehensive of the

evil influence which Salakaraju Tirumala might exer-

cise upon the mind of their young master, if they did

not take steps to remove him from his guardianship.

They prepared a scheme of government according to

which the young emperor was to be completely free,

and two ministers should govern the state in his name.
As this arrangement was not acceptable to Salakaraju

Tirumala, the maternal uncle of the boy, he, having
1 contrived to gain over some partisans to his side,’

opposed it. The nobles, who were disgusted with the

intrigues of Tirumala and his partisans, returned to

* MUJC. SU of 1910 + The Smrcct p. 170.

X Heras : The Aravidu Dynaity p, 4. cf. Lrndas da India iv, p. 247 .
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their estates which they commenced to rule as indepen-

dent princes. *

The tactics adopted by her brother did not

commend themselves to the queen-mother Varada-

devi. She was so alarmed at his attitude that she

sent messengers to Bijapur begging the Add Shah to

help her in securing the empire for her son. She

promised him in return for the assistance ‘ immense

riches.’ Ibrahim Add Shah who was glad to have an

opportunity of interfering with the internal affairs of

Vijayanagara started with his army to comply with

the request of the queen-mother
;
but Salakavaju

Tirumala, having come to know of her invitation to the

Sultan, sent his emissaries, who met him on the road,
1 and bought (him) off with lavish gifts.’ The efforts

of Varadadevi to free her son from the clutches of her

ambitious and designing brother were thus frustrated,

and Salukaraju Tirumala became the de facto ruler of

the empire, f

The position of the Salakaraju Tirumala was not

yet securely established, Ramaraja who had been
closely watching the progress of events at the capital

since the death of Acyuta, having liberated Sadasiva

from his prison at Gutti, proclaimed him emperor once
again, and began to make preparations for seizing the

capital. | Sadasiva’s rule as the emperor seems to

have commenced immediately after Acyuta ’s demise,

at least in the province of Udayagiri ; for, several of his

inscriptions dated 1542 A.D. are found all over the

province. § Ramaraja is said to have requested the

• FE. p. 182. f FE. p. 183.

I Tke SourCIS

:

p. 191.

§ FR. 15. pp. 102-103 Gun^lVi : 13, n 142. (CintilapattQru) p, 340-4
(KotUklkwU) ; 14, p. 664 (Yarakallu).
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Adil Shah to assist him in enthroning Sada&va at

Vijayanagara. The Sultan once again marched

upon Vijayanagara, ostensibly for the purpose of

helping Sadasiva, but really to conquer the empire for

himself. However, the people of Vijayanagara, who

were frightened at the approach of the enemy, wanted

to strengthen their position b)r making Salakaraju

Cina Tirutnala their emperor. * By that time, his

elder brother Peda Tim mala appears to have died.

The latest of his inscriptions is dated in A.D. 1540, t and

no inscription of his belonging to a later date has been

discovered so far. The coronation of Cina Tirumala

appears to have taken place on some day between

Pusya hu 11, and Magha ba 14 of Subhakrt, corres-

ponding to Saka 1404 (A.D. 1541). 1 The confidence

which the people placed in him was very soon justitied.

Salakaraju Cina Tirumala, now Tirumaladeva Maha-

raya, marched against the Adil Shah whom ‘ he

succeeded in defeating ’ very ‘ close to Vijayauagar.' §

It is probably on account of this victory that Tirumala

Raya claims to have ‘ conquered his arrogant enemies,

acquired the goddess of sovereignty, just as Rama,

having conquered Riivana, acquired Sita."

Tirumala Raya, having put the enemy to flight,

returned to the capital victoriously
;
but he had to face

an awkward situation. His nephew, Venkata I, whom
the people of Vijayanagara deposed in a moment of

panic, was still alive
;
and, now that the danger of the

foreign invasion was over, many in the capital should

* FE p. 183. t MER. 730 of 1916.

t A MulbSgal inscription dated 5 1464 Subhakjt ba. 11. (.SC. x. Sg. 52)

refer* to Venkafapati Maharaya as the reigning monarch. And Salakaraju Cina

Tirumala was ruling as mahfirftya or emperor on £ 1464 fsubhakfit Magha ba

14 Fri. {MAR. for 1917. p. 52).

§ F£. p. 18S, H MAR, for 191T p. 5i,
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have regarded him as their lawful sovereign. It is

true that the people of the city had chosen Tirumala

Raya as their emperor when they had to face sudden

danger
;
but they might also repudiate him now that

they were assured of their safety. On account of

these considerations, Tirumala made up his mind to

murder his nephew, whom subsequently he 4 strangled '

to death. * At the same time, he is also said to have

put to death some other members of the royal family

whose rivalry he feared. In spite of the perpetration

of these crimes, he could not feel free from danger,

because be was ‘ in dread of the power of the princi-

pal nobles.’ ‘He summoned them to the court, and

put out the eyes of those who arrived first.' f The
majority of them, however, returned to their estates

‘ in great, anger.’ They did not know how to get rid

of this ‘ monster.’ Some of them invited Ibrahim Adil

Shah to help them in deposing the tyrant promising

in return to accept him as their overlord.

“ Adil Shall therefore advanced, entered the kingdom of

Vijayanagar and was received as sovereign by many ; but he also

assumed such intolea nt haughty airs that he aroused the hatred of

all around him, and in the end was obliged, in fear for his own

safety, to retire to Bijfipiir.” J

Tirumala Raya must have felt considerably

relieved when he heard of the retreat of the Sultan.

Section 2:—Ramaraja, who invited the Adil Shah

to help Sadasiva, must have been greatly disappointed

at the turn which the events had taken. He was

confident that the Sultan would defeat the usurper,

Tirumala Raya
;
but, contrary to his expectations, Tiru-

mala inflicted a crushing defeat on the Adil Shah, and

• Brigg's Ftrishta iii. p. 8S.

f FE, p. 183.

[79 1
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Add Shah to assist him in enthroning Sadl&tfa at.

Vijayanagara. The Sultan once again marched

upon Vijayanagara, ostensibly for the purpose of

helping Sadasiva, but really to conquer the empire for

himself. However, the people of Vijayanagara, who

were frightened at the approach of the enemy, wanted

to strengthen their position by making Salakaraju

Gina Tirumala their emperor. * By that time, his

elder brother Peda Tirumala appeal's to have died.

The latest of his inscriptions is dated in A.D. 1540, f and

no inscription of his belonging to a later date has been

discovered so far. The coronation of Cina Tirumala

appears to have taken place on some day between

Pu§ya su 11, and Magha ba 14 of Subhakrt, corres-

ponding to &aka 1464 (A.D. 1546). t The confidence

which the people placed in him was very soon justified.

Salakaraju Cina Tirumala, now Tirumalade va Maha-

raya, marched against the Add Shall whom 1 he

succeeded in defeating ’ very 4 close to Vijayanagar.' §
It is probably on account of this victory that Tirumala

Raya claims to have 4 conquered his arrogaut enemies,

acquired the goddess of sovereignty, just as Rama,

having conquered Ravana, acquired &Ita."

Tirumala Raya, having put the enemy to flight,

returned to the capital victoriously
;
but he had to face

an awkward situation. His nephew, Venkata I, whom
the people of Vijayanagara deposed in a moment of

panic, was still alive
;
and, now that the danger of the

foreign invasion was over, many in the capital should

* FE p. 183. t MER. 730 of 1916.

X A Mulbigsl inscription dsted 5 1464 Subhskjt ba. 11. (EC. x. Sg. 52)

efars to Venkatapati Mahlraya as the reigmng monarch. And Salakarsju Cut
'irumaU was ruling as mahSraya or emperor on 3 1464 ^ubhakpt MIgha ba

* Frl. (MAX. for 1917. p. S3).

$ FE. p. 188. % MAE. for 191T p. 81.
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murder his nephew, whom subsequently he * strangled
f

to death. * At the same time, he is also said to have

put to death some other members of the royal family

whose rivalry he feared. In spite of the perpetration

of these crimes, he could not feel free from danger,

becanse he was ‘in dread of the power of the princi-

pal nobles.' ‘He summoned them to the court, and

put out the eyes of those who arrived first.' f The

majority of them, however, returned to their estates

‘ in great anger.’ They did not know how to get rid

of this ‘ monBter.’ Some of them invited Ibrahim Adil

Shah to help them in deposing the tyrant promising

in return to accept him as their overlord.

“ Adil Shall therefore advanced, entered the kingdom of

Vijayanagar and was received as sovereign by many ;
but he also

assumed such intoliap nt haughty airs that he aroused the hatred of

all aronnd him, and in l&e eS3T wits obliged, in tew tet

safety, to retire to Bijapur.” $ . V~ '-V

Tintmala Rava must have felt considerably

relieved when lie heard of the retreat of the Sultan.

Section 2 :—Ramaraja, who invited the Adil Shah
to help Sadasiva, must have been greatly disappointed

at the turn which the events had taken. He was :

confident that the Sultan would defeat the usurper,

Tirumala Raya; but, contrary to his expectations, Tiru-

mala inflicted a crushing defeat on the Adil Shah, and

* Brigg'i Ferishta ill. p. 8S.

t fe. p. m.
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succeeded in driving him away from his dominions.

Ramaraja met with a rude check, as a consequence of

which he had probably to reconsider his plans, and

rearrange them. His position was stronger than ever.

His old allies still stood by him. The most important

of bis supporters besides his two brothers, Tirumala

and Venkatadri was liis uncle Ramaraja Tirumala or

Timma, the lord of Awnku. One of the powerful

nobles, Pemtnasani Timma Nayaka espoused his cause

warmly, and helped him to win some of the early

battles in the civil war.

Capture of Penugonda : —Ramaraja seems to have

resolved to fight the enemy single-handed. He was

perhaps encouraged to adopt this course of conduct by

the invitation of several patriotic nobles, who requested

him to return to the capital, and ‘ assume the adminis-

tration of affairs
’ * Therefore, he left Gutti where

| he was then staying, and advanced upon the fortress

of Penugonda which was considered second in import-

ance only to Vijayanagara. f It is not known how the

fortress fell inlo his hands. One of Ramaraja’s birudas,

according to Ramarajiga, was Penugonda-durga-sadhaka
‘ the capturer of the fortress of Penugonda.’ { This

is in agreement with what is said of Ramaraja in an

inscription dated 1544-45 A. D “He subdued all

the enemies at Suragiri (Penugonda'.
-

’ § Probably, he

wrested it from some one who held it for Tirumala

Raya. Having captured the town and tlie fortress, he

despatched messWigers to all his adherents summoning
them to meet him in a conference at the place.

* Brigg’s Feriohta ii>, p. S3.

f The movements of Ramaraja are described by Venkayya thus :

•a&ff’oss S&4 xocSr'h *4bt> ho-d.’

The Source

i

p. 185.

§ EC. ir. Njj. 5*.J The Serurcu p, 182.
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The Conference at Penugonda :—The conference

should have been attended by all those that had

any reason to be discontented with Tirumala Raya.

Among those that readily responded to the invitation

were Pemmasani Timma Nayaka, Hande Hanumappa
Nayaka, Mesa Pedda Nayaka, and Majjhari Tujasipati

Reddi. Ramaraja described to them vividly the

atrocities committed by Tirumala Raya. Then, he

reminded them of the loyal services which they

rendered to the royal family in the past. He besought

them to assist him in destroying the enemy, and

promised that they would be amply rewarded for

any help which they might give him. He desired that

one of them should send spies to the camp of the

enemy in order to discover the exact strength of his

troops and their probable movements. The chiefs

that attended the conference were favourably impressed

witli what Ramaraja had said, and they agreed that

they should stand by him. Thereupon, Pedda Nayaka
stood up in his place and declared that he was ready

to go into the camp of the enemy to gather the

necessary information. And Ramaraja, who was greatly

pleased with the decision of the assembled chiefs,

offered the formal tatnhTila to Pedda Nayaka appointing

him probably as the captam of the scouts. The
conference was then dissolved. *

The Battle of Komali (1542-43) :—Ramaraja next

moved to the neighbourhood of Grandikbta, where the

Pemmasani chief had considerable inrktence, in order

to collect the troops. The fall of Penugonda, and the

recruitment of troops near Glandikota were a direct

challenge to Tirumala’B authority which he could not

afford to ignore. If he desired to keep himself in power,

he had to take immediate steps to crash his enemy,

* LR. 39 p. 16.

[ 81 ]
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while he had not yet become too formidable. Although

he was deserted by most of the nobles, he was not left

without any following1

. Among the nobles who adher-

ed to his cause until the very end, the following chiefs

deserve to be noticed. The Balnhhaqavata mentions a

certain chief called Salakaya who was ‘ a lieutenant

of Salakaraju Timmaraja. ’ * Inscriptions reveal two

persons bearing this name. One of (Item, who is mention-

ed in an inscription of Kalaliasti, was the sou of a

Timmaraja, and he served Salakaraju Timm ala as his

karyakarta. f The other Salakaya, who was the son of

Minigi Baiyya Nayaka, was the palaigar of Byadara

Be^agallu in the Adoni taluka of the Bellary district.

He was the karyakarta of Salakaraju Cikka Tirumala-

deva Mahiirasu. % It is difficult to detei-mine which of

these two Salakayas is the person referred to in

the Balabhagavata. There is some reason, however,

for identifying him with the palnigar of Byadara

Bedagallu, Cintagnnta Rughnpati, the palaigar of

Betamcarla in the Kurnool district was another adhe-

rent of Salakaya Timma. A Raghupatideva Mahiirasu

‘ a son-in-law of Salakaraju Tiruinaladeva Maharaja,’

who is mentioned in a Mysore inscription, § may most

probably be the same as the above. In addition to

these, a Salakai'iLju Raghupatidevayya Maliaraju, and

his subordinate, Cintakunta Siddaya Hanumayadeva
Maliaraju make their appearance in an epigraph at

• The Eharati vi. i, p. 865.

“
rS

Wg$j)S cSfoSo Too

;5-';5S:cTS %GoX ^Soy^sfer
ii

t MER. 170 of 1924.

§ EC. v. Bl. 223.
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Lepaksi. * These also seem to be the partisans of

Salakaraju brothers. The fact that Salakaraju Tirumala

was able to inflict a defeat upon the Ad il Shah shows

that he still possessed a strong and efficient army on

which he could depend for winning him victories.

Tirumala Raya, therefore, had little hesitation in

taking the field against Ramaraja. He boldly advanced

upon Grandikota and demanded that Pemmasani Timma
Nayaka, the lord of the fort, should surrender

Ramaraja to him. But Timma Nayaka declined to do

so. Moreover, having gathered the forces of the

neighbouring pulaic/urs
,

he marched out of the

fortress accompanied by Ramaraja, and offered battle

to the invader. Both the armies met at Komali, a

village some six miles to the west of Tadipatri. In the

battle that ensued, the forces of Salakaraju Tirumala-

deva broke and fled hotly pursued by the victors, f

The Bailies of Betamcarla and JutTir ( 1542-43):

—

The victorious army of Ramaraja advanced north-

wards into the province of Kandanavolu (Kurnool).

The reason which prompted them to follow this route is

not quite apparent. Probably, the presence of the

enemy in the two important strongholds of this region,

Betamcarla and Jutur, may account for it. It is not

possible at this distance of time to note the exact

sequence of events. There seems to have been con-

siderable fighting in the neighbourhood ftf Awuku which

was the capital ol' Ramaraja Tirumala, an uncle of

Ramaraja. As Ramaraja Tirumala is said to have
‘ saved the earth which was sinking in the ocean

of destruction caused by the monster Salakaya

MER. 680 of 1917.

C 83 3

t LR. 12 o. 213.
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Timma, *
’ it may be presumed that he had taken

the command of his nephew’s army. If this assump-

tion is justified, it is only natural that Ramaraja's army
should move to Awuku, which formed an excellent base

for conducting military operations against Betamcarla

and other places in its neighbourhood. Akkaya Cina

Timma Nayaka, a cousin of the captain of Gandikota,

distinguished himself in several engagements through-

out this campaign, f Perhaps, he was one of the most

active subordinates of Kamaraja Tirmnala.

Meanwhile, the emperor, Salakaraju Tirnmala

Raya was not idle. He seems to have been straining

every nerve to resist the advance of the enemy. His

adherents were actively co-operating with him. Cinta-

gunta Eaghupati, the chief of Betamcarla, attempted

to check the advance of Ramaraja’s army. He was,

however, defeated and driven into his fortress, which

Cina Timma Nayaka besieged and captured. The fort

was then razed to the ground. Having cleared the hilly

tracts around Awuku of the enemy, Ramaraja’s army

moved northwards to Kurnool. Ramaraja’s presence

in this region at the time is indicated by two inscrip-

tions at Srisailam and Gadirevula respectively bearing

I 65 y £8 on 11

Bbm. (The Bharati vi. i. p, 857.)

*(

5^*8 ^g, s3o^J&r3"S>

*JSS§'oi3 ^5w”Xr»;53Y>Tr» "So^dSao BOolCS^cl

•&-*;5-)C»Ol
i

i;6!s3 loc ^ S>£>9o-D 0t6'3) ~cr’t£i$3 Sr, £>Sn»— eo ^ v

B;5b^"3 3 looS'cCi 1 tS^c-C xy*aS>o sS^;S i&o-D IT'S

I cS£>S'jr-!p&-»2r*B -0£&S»^:s£>

ej^b^SsE- II MMss. 15-8-16.
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the date &. 1464 (
A.D. 1542-43). * At Jutur, however,

their path was barred by Salakaya who, assembling his

troops at the place, offered battle to the enemy
;
but

he was defeated and driven away. Ramaraja then

entered Kandanavolu (Kumool) which was his ancestral

seat.

Battle of Bedagallu (Ibii) :— Salakaya, although

defeated in the battle of Jutur, was not destroyed. He
retreated with the remnant of his army to Bedagallu, hiB

jagir in the Adavani rajya. f Ramaraja pursued him,

marching his troops along the upper course of the river

Tungabhadra. Salakaya who was obliged to defend his

own estate, drew up his forces before Bedagallu, and

awaited the arrival of the enemy. On the approach

of Ramaraja’s army fighting commenced. Both the

parties fought bravely
;
but, in the end, Salakaya’s

troops fled in considerable disorder, and Salakaya

himself, unable to resist the might of Ramaraja any
longer, probably retired to Vijayanagara, where he

joined his master.

The Fall of Adavani :—Adavani was the only fort

of any consequence in this region, which still remained
in the hands of Salakaraju Tirumala Raya. He ap-

pears to have entrusted the defence of this fort to an
enterprising Muhammadan officer called Sanjiva

(Sanjar) Khan
; $ however, the fort was besieged, and

captured by Cina Timm a Nayaka whc »is said to have

scattered the Khan and his soldiers.

• LR. 16. p. 452 ; VR. li. p. 1181, 171 L ; LR. 15. p. 345.

t LR. 23 p. 24.

+ qr-i&d cjifo-u) c#5$ (V”iOcBp.

MU*s. 16-3-15.
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Ramaraja made the fortress of Adavani his tempo-

rary capital, where he is said to have remained for four

months collecting troops from Gadwal, Kurnool and

other places. * It was probably on this occasion that he

built a palace there, and strengthened the fortifica-

tions by erecting several towers at important places.

He is also believed to have laid the foundations of

sukravarapupeta, one of the suburbs, f

Section 3 :— Ramaraja, having completed his pre-

parations, filially advanced upon Vijayanagara about the

middle of A.D. 1543. He appears to have reached the

neighbourhood of the capital in the middle of Bhadra-

pada of Bobhakyt S. 1465 An inscription at Nittur in

t lie Bellary taliika records a double grant of Sadasiva.

lie made a gift of the village of Nittur in the Tekkala-

kota sima to the God Vittlialadeva for the merit of

Acyutadevaraya. Moreover, on the order of the Raya,

a sarvamiltit/a grant was also made to Madanur Canda

Vinayaka., so that Riimarajayya might obtain ‘ all kinds

of merit.
5

X This inscription shows that Sadasiva and

Ramaraja were very close to the capital. Salakaraju

Tirumala Raya should have become very apprehensive

of his own safety. In despair, he turned to Ibrahim

Adil Shah, and requested him 1 to march to his

assistance, in return for which he promised to acknow-

ledge himself tributary, and to pay down a sum of

three lakhs of boons for avery day’s march his army
might make.’ § m

• The Sources p. 180.

t LK. 10. pp. 9-32.

cf. Ferishta-. ‘‘The rays of Beejanuggur,” says he, " regarding it tXdavani)

as impregnable, had all contributed to make it a convenient asylum for their

families
;
surd it was fortified witn eleven walls, one within another, so that it

appeared impossible to reduce it by force.” Brigg's Ferishta iii. p. 134.

J ICIS. p. 399
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The offer which the needy emperor made to the

Sultan was indeed very tempting. Asad Kh an, the

most influential of the Sultan’s ministers, advised him

to accept the offer and proceed to Vijayanagara. Acting

upon tliis advice, Ibrahim Adil Shah, ‘ moved from his

capital
1 and ‘ arrived at Beejanuggur without opposi-

tion.' On his arrival, he was met by Tirurnala Raya

who conducted him into the city and seated him on the

royal throne. He is also said to have celebrated a

festival for several days, in honour of the arrival of the

august guest. *

The conduct of Tirurnala Raya on this occasion

must have permanently alienated the sympathy of the

nobles. They remembered with horror the atrocities

committed by the Muhammadans in the past. Having

realised that open resistance was useless under the cir-

cumstances, they feigned contrition for having revolted

against him. In accordance with their professions,

they wrote letters to Tirurnala Raya expressing their

regret for their rebellious conduct, and promised to be

loyal to him for ever, provided that he would persuade

his Muhammadan ally to depart to his own kingdom.

Ramaraja gave him a separate undertaking that he

would remain for ever loyal to Tirurnala Raya, if he
4 would cause the retreat of the king of Bijapur to his

dominions.’

Tirurnala Raya believed that Ramaraja and
other nobles were sincere in their protestations of

loyalty. Feeling that he no longer required the

services of his Muhammadan ally, lie 1 paid down fifty

lakhs of hoons, the amount of the settled subsidy,’ and

making several other valuable presents requested the

* Brigg*a Ferishta rii* p. 84.
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Sultan to return to his capital. The Adil Shah then

retreated towards his frontier with all his army. *

The departure of the Sultan was the signal for the

universal outburst of feelings of indignation against

Tirumata Raya. Ramaraja and the majority of the

nobles who joined him, 1 broke their promises,’ and

began to make brisk preparations to march upon

Vijayanagara, and punish the traitor. Several captains,

who remained faithful to Tirumala Raya until then,

began to desert him, and his military strength began to

show a tendency to dwindle down rapidly. Having

resolved to risk a final battle with his enemies before

his followers completely deserted him, he placed him-

self at the head of such troops as be could gather, and

marched out in search of the enemy, and lay encamped

somewhere on the bank of the Tungabhadra.

The Battle of the Tungabhadra (1543) :— Mean-

while, Ramaraja who was at Adavani or somewhere

in the neighbourhood, sent spies to ascertain the

movements of Tirumala Raya’s army. He instructed

them to penetrate into Tirumala's camp and tamper

with the loyalty of his troops. The spies spread a

rumour that Tirumala under whom they were serving

was only a shepherd by caste, and that it would be a

sin to assist him, although he was wealthy. Moreover,

they offered his captains bribes on behalf of Ramaraja,

so that they began to entertain ideas of deserting their

master, whose sTar commenced to set. In the meantime,

Ramaraja who was informed of Tirumala’s whereabouts

marched upon bis camp and fell upon it so suddenly

that he was taken complete^ by surprise. The
captains of his army deserting him at the same time, he

Brigg’i Ferithta iii. p. 84.
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considered it prudent to seek safety in flight. As he

was fleeing accompanied by a few retainers, he was

overtaken by Ramaraja’s officers, who promptly

beheaded him and hoisted his head on a flag-staff so

that every one might see that the traitor was at last

slain.
*

« The Sources p. 180 ; LK. 12 p. 213 ;
LR. 39 p. 16.

There is considerable difference of opinion among historians regarding

the manner of Salakaraju Tirumala Raya's death. Ferishta’s account, being

most familiar and dramatic, is considered genuine. According to him, 1 Ibrahim

Adil Shah had not yet recrossed the Krishna when Rararaj and the confederates

who had bribed many of the troops in the city, broke their promises and

hastened towards Bcejanuggur, resolving to put the Ray to death, on pretence

of revenging the murder of his predecessor. Bhoj Tirumal Ray, finding

he was betrayed, shut himself up in the palace, and becoming mad from

despair, blinded all the royal elephants and horses, and cut off their tails

til nt they might be of no use to the enemy. All the diamonds, rubies, emeralds,

and other precious stones and pearls, which had been collected in the course of

many ages, he crushed to powder between heavy millstones and scattered them
ou the ground. He then fixed a sword blade into a pillar of his apartment, and

ran his breast upon it with such force that it pierced through and came out at

his back
;
thus putting an end to his existence, just as the gates of the palace

were opened to his enemies, ,, Bngg's Ferishta lii. p. 83.

But Ferishta’s account is contradicted by several contemporary as well as

later writers :

(1) Contemporary : (a) The earliest of them is DSnSru Konerinatha, the

author of the BalabhUgavataw, a work which the author finished in A.D. 1549,

six years after the death of Salakaraju Tirumala. He definitely states that

Tirumala was killed by Ramaraja in battle.

f$tr*cS5bo dtfb c&o#ozxK j^Soo-0

# # * 0

(ib) RSmarEjabhflsana, who was a protege of Ramaraja, state* that RSmarJja

killed Salakaraju Tirumala in battle :— „

5&>?r»;£> TooSf ^ Jbo s5bi£o-u>

s^ebe'tfk iS» tfc&oS 2&>^So.

(tf) Similarly, the poet,MUrti, refers to SalakarSju Tirumala’s death on the

battle-field,

3-’e» tSoOiJbyD s5-«80-£> ^ S'

V—12
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Ramaraja then ordered his troops to march upon

the capital. The news of the battle of the Tunga-

biiadva seems to have reached it much earlier than the

victorious army. It is said that TirnmaladevT and

CinnadevT, the queens of Krsnadevariiya, were

overjoyed to hear the tidings of victory. They com-

manded the ministers of Tirumala Raya to surrender

the capital. * The ministers hastened to obey the

order. Meanwhile, the army approached the capital

;

and the new sovereign, Sadasiva Raya, and his all

powerful regent entered it. in a triumphant procession,

according to one inscription, on Kiirttika su 11 of the

cyclic year Sobhakrt corresponding to ^aka 1465. f

Sadasiva’s coronation was celebrated a few days later

with great pomp and festivity.

{d) Rangappariiju, the author of the Sil/ndDpukhylnam, describes the death of

Salakaraju Ctna Timmak^niapati in battle.

-*rZ $*>§=“ o-sS>3^$3§- 1!

(2) Later ; Zabfri, the Muhammadan historian, also refers to the death of

SalakarSjU Tirumala in battle.

In spite of the testimony of so many contemporary and later writers,

Father Heras violates one of his own canons of scientific historical

composition by clinging to the melodramatic story of Fenshta, who does not
deaerve one tenth of the adoration which the Rev. Father lavishes upon him,
His reason for accepffng Ferishta’s evidence in preference to that of contem-
porary writers is that the former gives ‘ greater details.’ A cuuous position,

indeed, for a scientific historian ! Does truth depend upon details 3 For our

part we prefer to accept the evidence of contemporary authors, and treat

Ferishta’s account in. the same way in winch we are accustomed to treat

historical romances

• The Sources p. 180.

t L.R. 46 (Udayagiri No. 1) ;
cf. MBR, BOO of 1917.
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Chapter I

THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

Section 1 : The Emperor : —The emperor was the

supreme head of the stale. Although his power waB

not checked by any outside body like a council of

nobles, or a popular assembly, it, cannot be termed

undiluted absolutism, as it was subjected to certain

restrictions. According- to the principles of Hindu

political science, the king or the emperor had to

regulate the Uharma as laid down by the Dharma

SSslras
;

and he could not go against them. The

emperors of Vijayanagara during the 16th century

were as much subject to the reign of Dharma as any

monarch during the early ages. According to the

Dharma Sastras, a Brahman should not be put to

death, whatever crime he might commit. During the

time of Krsnadevaraya, the greatest monarch whom
South India had ever seen, a Brahman was believed to

have committed a crime which affected the emperor

personally. Kr^naraya crowned his six year old son,

Tirunialadeva, about 1524 A. D; and ‘having abdicated

his throne and all his power and name', he ‘gave it

all to his son, and himself became his minister.’ He
made Saluva Timma, his own minister, the counsellor of

the new emperor. Eight months after his coronation,

Tirunialadeva ‘ fell sick of a disease
1

a'*d died. After

his death, Kivsnaraya learnt that his son was poisoned

by Timma Dannilik, the son of Saluva Timma. 4 In

his anger,' Ky^naraya believed that what lie had heard

Was true. Therefore, he summoned Saluva Timma,
his sons, brothers, and relations, and having deprived

them of all their estates and titles, imprisoned them

[ 83 ]
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all
;
but Timma Dannaik escaped from prison, and

stirred up a rebellion against the emperor in a mount-

ainous province
;
the rebellion was, however, put down,

and Timma Dannaik was taken prisoner to Vijaya-

nagara. He and his relations who committed high

treason were not put to death as they deserved
;
they

were merely blinded and sent back to prison. *

Nunia gives the explanation for the comparative

mild punishment inflicted on the prisoners.

“After he (Timma Damifiik) ha<l so come, the king com-

manded him to be brought before him, with Sallavatiuica, his

father, and another brother of hie who wan kept in prison, and he

sent them to the place of executions, and there had their eyeB put

out, for in this country, they do not put Brahmans to death, but

only inflict some punishment, so that they remain alive,” f

Here is an instance where the emperor had to sub-

mit to the injunctions of the Dhartna, although he

might have been inclined to inflict the extreme penalty

of the law upon the rebels. In addition to the Dharma,

the custom of the country must also have served as

another check upon the arbitrary exercise of Iub

power.

The emperor could, if he wished, be very oppres-

sive and tyrannical even under these checks. His

subjects had no means of legally getting their grievan-

ces redressed. They could, of course, in the last extre-

mity rise up in rebellion against the oppressor
;
but the

idea of rebellion did not appeal to them much. There

were, no doubt, several rebellions against the Rayas

;

but not one of them had any popular support. They

• FE. pp. 869-60.

+ ihU p 361. (cf Barbosa 1. p. 217.)
11 Among them all tbeee men (Br«*ene»)

hold the greaUet Ubartlee and privilege! and are net liable to death for anythin

f

whatsoever whieh they do,"
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frequently had recourse to less violent but more

effective methods of settling their differences with the

crown, when oppression became unendurable. The

subjects of the emperor, occasionally joined together

for opposing the collection of taxes by the tax-collec-

tors. They would even threaten persons who helped

the tax-gatherers and Bralnnan land holders in collect-

ing the taxes with corporal punishment. * More gene-

rally, however, they would abandon the emperor’s

dominions altogether, and migrate to some place

beyond his reach. In certain cases, the emigration

involved complete desertion of their homes and farms

by all the ryots in certain areas, where, as a conse-

quence, agriculture was totally ruined and the imperial

exchequer suffered considerable loss of revenue. Seve-

ral migrations of the kind are recorded in the inscrip-

tions
;
hut the most important one, during the period,

is the complete evacuation of the ryots of the Kavutaja

$7ma mentioned in an inscription dated 1533 A.D. f
Thus, when the tyranny of the government became
insufferable, the ryots forced them to redress their

grievances by striking at tiie root of the state’s

prosperity. The method adopted by the subjects of

the Vijayanagara emperor was certainly less demon-

strative than an open rebellion, but more effective as it

secured them a bloodless victory.

Section 2: The Council :—One of the seven mem-
bers of the state recognized by the ancient Hindu

politicians, was the mantri or the minister. The im-

portance of the minister in a kingdom is forcibly des-

cribed by an ancient Telugu writer thus :
“ A king

who governs a kingdom without a minister is like an

• MER. 92 of 1918.

+ MM,s. 19-1-4
;
LR. 40 pp. 828-41

;
MER. (B) 492 of 1915.
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elephant that goes about without the trunk.” * Madiki

Singana, a contemporary of Devaraya II, declares in his

Sakalamtimmntata, that “ as a king gets everything

done with the aid of his counsellors, he should surround

himself with them. He should not consider that he

could secure the counsellors, financiers and comman-
ders when he wanted their services

;
for that would be

like an attempt to dig a well to extinguish the fire

burning a house.” f l'» another place, the same author

observes, “ when a king knowing nothing, attempts

with much pride to discharge his duties either with-

out consulting his ministers or going against their

advice, he falls an easy prey to his enemies who de-

prive him of his wealth and dominion.” J The import-

ance of the counsellors is also indicated by a soliloquy

which is attributed to Krsnadevaraya in the Raya-

vneaka :

“ We have been placed upon the throne. That is all.

liverythine; in the world is really done by the counsellors. Who
will listen to us If we follow an independent course of action in

the exercise of onr authority, nothing will be done owing to

divided counsels.'' §

It is obvious that the emperor of Vijayanagara did

not govern the empire without counsellors. They were

at times so powerful as to create a feeling of help-

lessness in the mind of the emperor himself. The
Manucaritra gives a brief but poetic descriptio?! of the

# Sumati ^

USac-cTrS
|

ISJf a3ow-ji I— l— fry

If

Sns. CTlio XncUira Granthamala) p. 33.

t ibid, p. 79. § ASPP, iii. p. 30,

[
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sabkd or the royal assembly as it existed during the

time of Krsnadevaraya. To this assembly called

Bhuvanavijaya, flocked the amaranayakas and their

representatives, chiefs of subordinate states, princeB,

dafavSys, merchants, ambassadors from foreign states,

pandits, poets, philosophers, theologians, and all those

that depended upon the court for eking out a living.
*

The Amuktamalyada alludes to the sabhH which was

attended by the ambassadors from foreign kingdoms, f
It was here that the emperor gave audience to the

representatives of foreign rulers, and heard the

disputations of rival theologians and pandits
;

it was

here that Vallabha, Caitanya, % Vyasatirtha, and Tata-

carya vaxed eloquent over the excellence of their

respective creeds
;
and it was here that Peddana, Tim-

mana, Dhurjati, Radhamadhava and a host of others

received certificates, and rewards for the beautiful

and melodious poems which they had composed. §

This large and unwieldy assembly was not, how-

ever, a suitable place for transacting state business.

For this purpose, there existed a small, compact body

which consisted of the emperor’s ministers, and some

of his captains whom he held in great esteem. The

distinction between the royal assembly and the

ministerial council is brought out by Paes in his

chronicle

:

* Me 1: 12-13 (Vavil\a edition'!

t Xm. 1 : 18-4: 259 (KalaprapBraa's edition).

t EC. ix. Cp. 1.

otx>s "V"

-sr-Sb ;6o'&;< U'SJfcc&S
-

U

T*tm% cwnto L
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“ Thence be (the king) goes to a building made in the shape

of a porch without walls, which has many pillars hung with cloths

right up to the top, and with the walls handsomely painted, ... In

such a building he despatches his work with those men ivho bear

office in his kingdom, and govern his cities, and his favourites

talk with them. The greatest favourite is an old man called

Temersea. . . After the king has talked with these men on subjects

pleasing to him, he bids enter the lords and captains who wait at

the gate, and those at once enter to make their Balaam to him.” *

The meeting of the king with his officers and

favourites was evidently his council
;
and it was trans-

formed into an assembly by the admission of lords

and captains. The Acyntaraijabhyudayam refers to a

gathering held in the Venkatavilasa mantapa, t which

was probably the name of Acyuta’s council chamber.

It was in this mantapa that, the prime minister submitted

to the emperor a report about the progress of Sahiva-

nayaka’s rebellion. As soon as lie heard the report,

the emperor summoned the commandcr-in-cluef to his

presence. Probably, the commander-in-chief had no

place in the council.

According to the Amuktamdlynda, the counsellors

should preferably be Brahmans of good character,

learned in the political science. They should be of

fifty or sixty years in age. If, however, a monarch

could not secure such counsellors, he should get the

work done by others, always keeping the right of

decision to himself, and conducting the affairs of state

according to the requirements of the Dharma. %
m

The small council where the emperor transacted

state business was evidently his privy council, where

the administrative problems were discussed and foreign

policy shaped. Usually the ministers were the only

people that attended the meetings of the council
;
but

FE. f. 350. t The Sources p. 162.
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the emperor could summon to the council any one

whom he liked. Moreover, it was not obligatory that

he should discuss matters with all the councillors at a

meeting. He could consult the prime minister, or some

other councillor, ignoring the others altogether.

The meetings of the council were held in secret.

Any councillor divulging the secrets of the council

chamber was severely dealt with. * The emperor, at

any rate Kr§naraya, used to summon the council fre-

quently. Both the Ilay'ivacaka, and the Portuguese

chronicles allude to several meetings of the council.

It was not obligatory that the emperor should accept

the council’s decision
;
he might ignore it, if he chose to

do so. Although on certain occasions he accepted the

decision of the council as against his own, he preferred

his own judgment to that of his councillors on others.

Nuniz reports two meetings of the council, on the eve of

Krsnadevaraya’s declaration ol’ war on the Adil Shah.

Having decided to wage war on the Adil Shah, he

summoned his council to discuss the problem with his

councillors, and discover a suitable pretext for breaking

the peace that then existed between the two states.

When the council met, SajuvaTnnma proposed that the

Raya should demand the surrender of certain refugees

who had taken shelter in the Adil Shah’s dominions.

“ Salvalinia said that since the peace had been made under

certain conditions—one of which was that if on cither one side or

tho other any laud-owners, captains in ret oil, or other evil-doers

should be harboured, and their surrender sho'i^"be demanded,

they should forthwith bo given up—-there was now great reason

for breaking the peace, since many laud-owners and debtors to

His Highness had lied into tho kingdom of tho Ydaileao. Ho
counselled therefore that (he King should send to demand the

surrender of these men, and that on refusal to give them up there

would be good ground for breaking the pence.” f

Am. + : 252.
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Evidently, Saluva Timma had in mind the ryots

of the Kavutala slma who were then living in the

territory belonging to the Sultan of Bijapur. Sajuva

Timma's proposal, however, did not find much support

in the council, and several councillors are said to

have opposed it.

“Many, however, disagreed with this advice. Now it

happened at this time that the King (of Bisnaga) sent Bide Mercar

with forty thousand /jiirdaos to Goa to buy horses, which Cide

Mercar was a Moor in whom the King of Bisnaga confided on

account of various affairs with which he had already been

entrusted ; and this man, when he arrived at a place where the

Moors lived which was called Pomdaa, and is two leagues from

Goa, lied from that place, Pomdaa, to the Ydallosio, carrying with

him all the treasure.” *

This matter was brought to the notice of the

Raya
;
and it was pointed out that the surest way to

break the peace was to demand the surrender of the

Sayyed. The emperor, having agreed with them, sent a

letter to the Sultan demanding the surrender of the faith-

less horse-dealer. Here is an instance ol the emperor’s

agreement with the views of his councillors.

The Add Shah sent a courteous refusal to sur-

render the Sayyed. Thereupon Krsnaraya summoned
another meeting of the council. Having read to his

counsellors the reply of the Add Shah, he bade them

be ready to march upon the port, of Dabull in the Add
Shah’s dominions, where the treacherous Sayyed was

then believed io be hiding.

“ But tho councillors advised the King, saying that for such

a small sum of money aa this it was not well so to act ; that he

should think of what would be said and talkod of throughout

the world.” f

• FE. p. 323. f ikii. p. 324.
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In other words, the council advised the emperor

not to declare war upon the Adil Shah.

“ The councillors, however, Baw that the King remained

unmoved from hie determination to make war, and they then

counselled him, saying,—“ Sire, do not go to war by that route

(Dabull), but go against Rachol.” “ The King held this advice to

be good, and prepared for his departure. . .
” *

Although the Raya accepted the advice of his

councillors on a minor point, he rejected it on the

major issue. The right of accepting or rejecting the

council’s advice belonged to the emperor, and therefore

the council could not make its decisions binding.

The emperor was expected to work hard in the

discharge of his duties. Although Acyuta is said to

have neglected to perforin his duties, Vila Narasimha,

Krsnaraya, and Ramaraya (the de facto ruler of the

empire during Sadasiva’s reign) appear to have devoted

most of their time to the administrative work of the

state. The day waB divided into a number of equal

divisions, each of which was utilised by the emperor for

the despatch of the work of a particular kind. The
imperial programme of daily work lias been preserved

in the works of four writers. A comparative study of

these four versions seems to Bhow that each emperor

had his own programme of work which might or might

not agree with those of others, f

• FE. p. 325.

+

Vita Narasimlia Kf?naray«

1

K r.snarSyu Acyu ta

Kayavdcaka :
Nuniz

**
Amuktamalyada :

—
r

Timmalacarya’s

Nxtisuafadya sa/ska

Before daylight Before meal.

1. BrSknti Afuk&rta :

Waking up, and listen-

ing to the reading of

devotional literature.

1. Drinking
of gingelly oil

;

exercise in the

gy inn a siu ra,

and riding.

i

1. First yanui —
Waking up; audience

to the Brahmans, physi-

cians and astrologers

who come to inquire

after the king's health.

1. Bath, short medita-

tion, ' and worshipping
the deity.

1

- - —
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Section 3 : Ministers :—The emperor was assisted

by his ministers in carrying out the administrative

work. The qualifications which Kisnaraya expected

his ministers to possess were indeed very high. The

policy of recruiting the ministers mostly from the

Brahman community was continued until almost to

the middle of the century. The confidence which

Krsnariiya placed in the Brahmans was thoroughly

Vlra Narasiinlia
j

Kjsnaraya

i

Krmaraya Acyuta

2. Looking: at Jus

own face in the minor,

touching the black cow,

seeing the f.ice of Ural)

ma-is, cleaning the teeth,

washing the faci-, and

wearing the caste-mat

k

{mbhuti).

2. Jhtii.

After sumijjc

2. Second yama—
Audience to the minis*

ter-,, *Jinan las, se-’flai-

ies &i*.

2. i’aying respects to
' die Mrahmans, and listen-

ing t > the Puranas.

3 Acceptance of the

txrtha ami tiie prasTida of

the 10 8 Thupatis , en-

quiry into the conditions

of temples, mafhas &c.

3 Visit to

the l’agoda for

worship

3, 'I lu* middle* <)f tin*

day; coils ersa tu in with

wrestler', hinders, and
the cooks of tin- royal

kitchen

3 Gifts , convening
measuies to put down

|

tl 1

1

c v es and enemies,

4, Admission to dan-

naiks in charge of pro-

vinces, and enquiry

into the condition of

provinces, forts Ac.

Admission lo the talari

of the city and listening

to hia report.

4. 1 he audi-

ence.

4. A1 lei noon Wor-
ship of the de'ty, con-

versation with wise iimn,

officers of justice, and
ascetics

,
meal

j

4. Cimvriuig mea-
! sures fur the piotection

of lus men, horses and
elephants.

I

5. Admission of the

nine secretaries of state.

5. Conversation with 1 5. Consultations with
the court-fool ;

listening
i
friends, ministers and

to the Puranas and dis- the purohit.

cussion with the poets.
i

6. Perusal of foreign

oorrespon dene e.

C. Fourth yama :

—

Audience to the spies,

musicians &c.

6. Enquiry about the

means of increasing the

extent and the wealth of

the kingdom
;

meal.

After meal'.

7. Admission of

ministers and daiavtlys.

7. Sleep at night in

the company of the

queen.

7. Music, poetry and
amusements.

8. General audience

for all.

8. Audience to the

spies, and sleep in

secrecy.
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justified by the work of his ministers. The prosperity

of the kingdom was fostered to a very great extent

by the sagacious statesmanship of Saluva Timma.

Besides, Rayasam Timmarasa, Kondamarasa, Ayyapa-

rasa, Ramabhatlayya, and a host of others rendered

yeomen service to the empire. *

No information is available at present about the

number of ministers serving the crown at any given

time. Each minister held office as long as he retained

the favour and goodwill of his sovereign. The moment

he lost them, even the mightiest minister had to go.

This was, of course, true only of the strong monarchs

;

but the ministers could have more or less their own

way under weak rulers. The most important of the

ministers was the sarvaxirahpradhdna or the prime

minister, t who was ‘the second person’ in the

kingdom, lie commanded the whole imperial house'

hold, and till the great lords behaved to him as to-

wards the king. He was the head of the administra-

tion in the absence of the king. J Saluva Timma held

this high office during the reigns of Vlra Narasimha

and Kysnariiya
;
and SiTjnva Nityaka and Salakaraju

Peda Tinmuila held it in the time of Acyuta.

A minister called upaprndhdna is occasionally men-

tioned in the inscriptions, though it is not stated what

his duties were. § Another minister of the state was

bhandd'/arika or the chief treasurer. The Rdyavdcaka

* ci, Nuni7 (FE . p. 390) “They (the Brahmans) are honest men,very acute

and of much talent, and very good at account*, lean men, well-formed but little

fit for hard Work. By thebe and by the duties they undertake the kingdom is

carried on."

f LR. viii. p. 113
;
EC. iii 120

,
LR. 57 pp. 222-27.

t FE. P. 250. § MER. 689 of 1922.

1 EC. tx. Cp. 152, 155,
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furnishes the name of dharmasanddhikSri or the

minister in charge of law and religions endowments. *

There must have been several others
;

but their

designations, and the nature of the duties which they

discharged have not been preserved in any of the

known sources.

* #L P, 13.

f UiW ]



Chapteb n

THE SECRETARIAT

Section 1 : The Sampratis :— Occasional references

in the inscriptions seem to indicate that the work of

the central government was apportioned among a

number of departments
;

but the evidence iB not

sufficient to enable us to ascertain the number of the

departments, and their mutual interrelation.

The Rayavacaka mentions in two places a set of

nine officials called sampratis. * The word samprati is

defined as the head karnam or the chief accountant

who is at the head of several Jcarnams or accountants.

He may be called the chief secretary. The nine

sampratis of the Rayavacaka should be taken to mean
lie nine chief secretaries to the government. The
nature of the work of these nine sampratis is nowhere

clearly stated. It is urged that each of the nine sampratis

was placed in charge of the accounts of a durga or

t'fijya
;
+ but this view is not tenable

;
for even during

the time of Vira Narasimha when the extent of the

empire was at its lowest, there were twelve provinces

besides the territories of the tributary princes. If the

accounts of a durga or rajya were kept by a samprati,

there ought to have existed more than nine sampratis.

Apart from this, the Rayavacaka seems to point in a

different direction. It is said, in one place, that Vira

Narasimha ‘ summoned the nine sampratis to the

palace; and they came and explained to him the

accounts of the nineteen ports of the empire.' £ It

* ASPP. iii.pp, 13, 29.

t M. S. Sarma: The Sarada i. p. 274.

J ASPP. ill. p, 13.
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would appear from this that the nine sampratit were

officials who maintained the accounts of the ports.

That this inference is not correct is shown by another

passage from the same work :

“ One day, Krsnadevariiva summoned to his presence in

the audience hall the nine sampratis, and commanded them to

produce accounts on the following items : the number of pro-

vinces in the empire, and the amount of money collected there-

from
; the number of mountain fastnesses, forts, forest strongholds,

and fortifications surrounded by water ; the number of forts and

villages ; the amount of money that stood to the credit of each

durga or rdjya in the account books of the treasury ;
the amount

of cash, and the value of jewellery and precious stones of nine

kinds ; the value of the buried treasure ; the money which the

maniagars of (different) almas had paid
;
and the unpaid balance

standing against their names
;
and the description of the imperial

forces (infantry, cavalry, and elephants) that received their salary

directly from the treasury.” *

According to this passage, the sampratis were

in charge of accounts of several branches of adminis-

tration mostly connected with the treasury. Were the

nine sampratis
,
the officials of the treasury? This could

* ASPP. iii. p. 29, cf. Pytn. vi. Tiruvengajanitha gives un interesting

account of the sampratis ,

esiffc) 1 ! zXd

S'"’ ioo-abc

SWtnOiS) HiisSCSot!) J)oSS&eo

stT'XiX
fcj to <*•

-So* JSrfotfaij** hss

loS eoij3i:«!»Si>

o-O flfi-0 dim.
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not have been the case
;

for there would have bean

only one head karnam of the treasury and not nine.

In fact, the Rayavacaka distinguishes him from the

other sampratis. It speaks of Allalanatlia, the samprati,

of Cinna Bhandaram or the Small Treasury. If

Allalanatlia was the sampiati of the treasury, the

remaining eight sampratis must have been in charge

of accounts of the eight other departments. What
these eight were, it is not possible to assert definitely,

but some of them may be surmised.

Section 2 : The Raydbhandaram or the Imperial

Treasury :—The Rayavacaka refers, as noticed already,

to Allalanatlia, the samprati of ‘ the Small Treasury.’ *

Although it is not easy to state the exact significance

of the term, ‘ Small Treasury,’ it is permissible to infer

the existence of another treasury called ‘ the Big

Treasury.’ Paes, the Portuguese chronicler, throws

some light on the subject.

“ Ami uow I wish you to know that the previous kings o£

this place for many years past have held it a custom to maintain a

treasury, which treasury, after the death of each is kept locked

and sealed in such a way that it cannot be seen by any one, nor

opened, nor do the kings who succeed to the kingdom open them

or know what is in them. They are not opened except when the

kings have great need, and thus the kingdom has great supplies

to meet its needs.” T

The existence of this treasury is also alluded to in

the R&yavacaka :

“ The wealth which Vidyiiranya buried Tor the emperor, at

the time of the foundation of the capital, amounts to 96 crores and

56 lakhs of varahas. The value of jewellery amounts to 4 crores

of varahas
;
the precious stones (of nine varieties) are valued

at 6 crores of varahas. Besides, the money which the previous

t rx. f, «a.ASPP. ill. p. 39.
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emperors deposited in the treasury, after defraying their expenses

amounts to 19 crores and do lakhs o£ varahas." *

The Big Treasury whose existence has been in-

ferred must have been identical with the treasuries of

the previous monarchs since the time of Harihara I

and Bukka I. The Small Treasury of the Hayavacaka

should be identified with that belonging to the reigning

monarch. Baes says :

“This king, has made his treasury different from those of

the previous kings, and he puts in it every year ton million

pardaos without taking from them one parduo mote than for the

expenses of his house.” T

Besides these, inscriptions allude to ‘ the Golden

Treasury ’ \ and ‘the Diamond Treasury.' § Nothing

more is known about the former, it is not possible to

say whether it was the same as the 1 Small Treasury.’

Probably it was different. Some interesting informa-

tion is available about the Diamond Treasury. Accord-

ing to Nuniz, all the diamonds exceeding twenty

megelLinis in weight coming from the mines of Yajra-

Kariir were given ‘ to the king tor Ins treasury.'
1|

The accounts of the Small as well as the BD©
Treasury appear to have been kept by one samjjrati

for the accounts of both the treasuries were explained

by Allalanatha of the Small Treasury. The Small

Treasury was the only one that had anything to do

with the administration of the. empire
;
for the big one

remained a i Ql0rtt always. The work of the Big-

Treasury could have employed but a few clerks. That

seems to have been the reason why Allalanatha was

left in charge of it. The mint was attached to the

t EE. p. 382.

S i*U 3(7 of 1913.

• ASPP- ili. p. 39.

i MEP. 280 of 1918.
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treasury. Owing probably to its association with the

treasury, the affairs of the latter became mixed up with

those of the other departments. The observations of

Abdur Razak are instructive in this connection.

“ The usage of the country is that at a stated period every

one throughout the whole empire carries to the mint the revenue

which is due from him, and whoever has money due to him from

the exchequer receives an order upon (lie mint. The sipdhis

receive their pay every four months, and no one has an assignment

granted to him on provinces.” *

Why Allalauatha of the Small Treasury was com-

manded to produce accounts pertaining to several

matters apparently unconnected with the treasury, has

now become intelligible in the light of Abdur liazitk’s

remarks.

The Gulden Treasury had a separate office of its

own. Uuyasam Timmarasa, one of Kysnaraya’s officers

was its secretary iu A. D. 1527. t Similarly, the Dia-

mond Treasury had its own officer. During the early

years of Acyutaraya, a certain Lakki Setti is said to

have been its head. J Allalauatha, Timmarasa, and

Lakki Setti were mere secretaries, and it is doubtful

whether they had seats in the emperor’s council.

All the four treasuries were probably under the

control of a single officer of ministerial rank. The
inscriptions of Acyuta’s early years reveal the name
of a certain Bhanddrada Timmappa, son of Tipparasa. §

It is said m one record that he was tl „-r6?ff*eST the

treasury
;

in another he is called Timmappaya of the

Raya's treasury
;

** iu a third he is described as

• ED iv. p. 109.

t iitd 387 of 1918

1 EC. ix. Cp. 74.
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t MEN. 2S0 of 191S.

§ MEK. 179 of 1913.

’* ibid Cp . 155
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Timmappaya, the lord of Acyutavaya’s treasury. * It is

reasonable to believe that during the 16th century at

Vijayanagara, all the treasuries were placed under the

control of a single officer of ministerial rank who
was probably one of the members of the council.

Section 3 : The Religious Endowment Depart-

ment :—The Rdyavdcaka introduces a certain Dharma-

sanam Dharmayya as one of the principal officers

of Vlra Narasimha. The name Dharmayya of the

Dharmdsana would lead one to the belief that he was

connected with the administration of justice. Probably

he had something to do with the court of justice in the

capital; but according to the Rdyavdcaka
,
he was the

superintendent of the brahmadayas or the tax-free lands

granted to the Brahmans, f An inscription of the

Canarese country mentions the dharmapdrupatya of

Aliya Eamaraya. In the capacity of dhannapdrupatya-

gdra, he commanded a copy of the ddnasdsatia which

Krsuaraya granted to the temple of Vitthala to be

brought before him so that he might go through the

document before passing orders regarding certain

landed property of the temple. $ A very damaged

inscription coming from the Bellary district alludes to

an office where copies of the ddnasasanas were kept by

the government. § The Amuktamalyada refers to an

* EC. ix. Cp. 152.

+ ASJPE, iii, pp, 12-13.

’jeorfsfoSiTr* £€)-£>

Wo^aS’o, "3ooCr»ur'J4j, g'jv'tpS'o,

d'»o£,g, 3b A If, Sotf 3Sb UR-rvXo &£$

S§£*'rH
;

j;fo|s?3£:£>j3 Soo*) ^8'*’

t>3^*o rjSiir.”

§ U Mu, (Gu«41gulr) 19-1-4-.
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officer in charge of the temple properties and other

charitable endowments. * A passage occurring in a

charter which a subordinate of Saluva Govindaraja

granted to a temple in A.D. 1523 shows that all the

temple properties were under the control and super-

vision of the government.

“ The parupatyagura (dharma ?) has no authority to inquire

into the affairs of this god.” T

It is reasonable to suppose that all the charitable

endowments —the devadaya, the brahmadaya, and the

mafiapura—were placed under the control of a single

officer who was probably a minister of the crown.

Section 4 : The Atthavana :—The atthavana or the

revenue department was the most, important of all.

The officials of this department were directly responsi-

ble to the prime minister. The atthavana is mentioned

in a record of about A.D. 1515. X According to the

Atthavanatantra all the affairs connected with the

revenue of tiie state were under the jurisdiction of the

atthavana or the sitnamula. § At the central office of the

department, registers containing the description of the

boundaries of villages, slhalas, s'tmas, tiadu », and rajyas
;

their respective areas
;
the names of land-owners with

the extent of their holdings, and the crops raised

thereon
;
and the details of revenue due from each

ryot and village were maintained. If the Local

Records may be trusted, these registers were consulted

by the local officials and the ryots from tirc.r-.^aUiuie.

* jf«. 4 : 218 t EC. iv. Ch. 99.

t EC. xi. Jl. 7. § MMss. 15-6-8.

TJ LR. 1. (Nandipa^) p. 267. In a village dispute about the boundaries which

was taken before Devaraya II (K . D. 1428), the parties were directed to go back

to their villages and setlle their dispute in the presence of the ttdd/s t
karnawis

and elders of the neighbouring villages, according to the directions contained

in Royal Records.
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Probably, the accounts pertaining to the devadaya
,

brahmadayn, and mathapura lands were entered in

separate books. A section, perhaps, of the atthavana

office looked after the affairs of the amaran&yakas. *

This section should have maintained registers in which

the names of the amaranctynJcas, the number of troops

which each of them had to maintain, the extent of the

territories given to them, and the amount of tax due

from them to the state, were recorded. Probably the

duty of supervising whether each amarandyaha main-

tained the required number of troops devolved upon the

officials of this department. The ‘ Edyasaswami ’ men-

tioned in an inscription of 1522 A.D. was, perhaps, the

chief secretary of the revenue secretariat, f

Section 5: Excise Department-.—Was there an

Excise Department? The expression sunkamvaru or

sunkadavarti which is occasionally met with in the

inscriptions is translated as ‘ people belonging to the

Excise Department.’ But, as the right of collecting

the taxes was sold by auction to the highest bidder,

the sunkadavaru or sunkamcaru must be taken to mean
the tax-farmers and their representatives. Under the

circumstances, there would have been no need for

maintaining a separate department.

* Juiyavacaka ; ASPP» iii. pp. 30-33.

^ -o«VT*iSo S'B'p 3b WS&tf -^£0

(JS3 S 1 o *3 53 cS.'&i’fo ?6got)0*3o SsJS'Xmtv "SS'p-jjr'S

asocys aro's'fr.

Again —

-p^ooSjoti «®?,3o£»o53 X& 55e» ficog"

8o-£>3 Orftfo.

f EC. xii. Pg. 69 (b).
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According to the Eayavacaka, there were eighteen

ports in the empire during the reign of Vira Narasimha.

The accounts of these ports are said to have been kept

by a body of the karnams. * It is stated by Abdur

Razak that BOO ports belonged to the empire during

the reign of Devaraya II. f Although the number of

ports might have diminished since Devaraya’s reign, it

could not have reached such a low figure during Vira

Narasiinha’s tune. The eighteen ports mentioned in the

Rayavacaka should be regarded only as the principal

ports. During the first half of the sixteenth century

the number of ports included in the empire must

have reached at least the old figure, if it did not

actually exceed it. To keep the accounts of so

many ports, an establishment consisting of several

elerks must have been maintained by the government.

The Amuklamalyada, no doubt, refers to the ports
;
but

it does not give the number. It leaves on the mind the

impression that the ports were directly under the

control of the central government It enjoins that the

ruler should so govern the ports as to increase their

trade by offering facilities to the traders, and protection

to the strangers that might land therein. £ The emperor

of Vijayanugara must have bad several officers to

keep him informed of what was taking place in the

ports. It was also necessary that lie should have

accounts of exports and imports, so that he might levy

taxes upon them. Whether there was a state depart-

ment organized separately to look after the affairs of

the ports and the harbours is more than one can say

• ASPE. hi. p, 13,

SX"8? 5'r*svya ToojjSSfeo sToSS-Tf S'MT'eo tS&j

"asms b&Sjo-bs

t ED, iv. p. 104. J jim. 4 : 25.

V—15
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in the present state of the knowledge of the

subject.

Section 6 : The Spy System and the Diplomatic

Corps :—During the 16th century, the emperors of

Vijayanagara came frequently into contact with the

kings of four other countries in their neighbourhood.

These were the rulers of Bijapur, Ahmadnagar, Gol-

konda, and Cuttack. Of these the first three were

Mussalmans, only the last was a Hindu. It was a

recognized principle of international politics in those

days for a strong king to undertake the conquest of a

neighbour’s territory, especially if he were weak.

Therefore, the inter-state relations were at no time very

cordial, and frequently very hostile. The states which

have to be dealt with in this context fall into two

groups, the Hindu and the Muslim. Between the

Hindu and the Muslim states, there existed normally a

feeling of bitter animosity. The relations between the

Hindu states themselves were no better. Ever since

the downfall of the kingdom of Kondavidu, the

emperors of Vijayanagara became the neighbours of

the Gfajapatis of Orissa. The whole of the Reddi king-

dom was at first appropriated by Harihara H and his

successors. Devaraya II led his victorious armies into

the very heart of Kalinga. * Subsequent to his death,

the power of Vijayanagara monarchs rapidly declined,

and the Gajapatis embarked upon a very aggressive

policy. They not only annexed the dominions of the

Kondavidu' Reddis, but conquered a considerable slice

of the Vijayanagara empire which they were able to

retain in their possession for nearly four decades.

During this period, the Rayas made strenuous efforts

to drive the Uriyas across the Krijna
;
but they were

• sir. ir. 1S75.
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not successful until Krsnaraya finally expelled them

in the second decade of the 16 th century.

The Muslim kingdoms were far from being united.

“There is little faith,” says Nuniz, “among the Moors,

and they bite one another like dogs, and like to see one

after the other destroyed.’' * The Sultans of Bijapur,

Ahmaduagar, and Grolkonda were constantly at war

with one another. The bone of contention between

the Qutb Shahis, and the Adil Shahis was the fort of

Kovilkondu in Telingana, whereas the Nizam Shahi

Sultans waged war with the Adil Shahis for the sake of

Parenda. The political atmosphere in the Deccan

courts was surcharged with feelings of jealousy and

hatred. Under these circumstances, the ruler of each

state became naturally suspicious of the intentions and

movements of his neighbours. Consequently, it be-

came imperative that lie should keep a close watch

upon the court, capital, and the kingdom of his

neighbours.

Little or uo information is available on this subject

from the Portuguese writers
;
but considerable light is

thrown upon it by the Amuldamahjada and the Raya-

vacaka. The information supplied by the former is,

however, comparatively meagre.

The Amuktam'dyada gives prominence to the spy

system by making 1 the audience to the spies ' one of

the daily duties of a monarch, f According to this work,

“ a spy should be a resident of the capital, Ufru* have

knowledge of several languages
;
he should be capable

of assuming many disguises •, but he should have no

knowledge of the other spies employed by his master.

The monarch should consider no cost too high for

• PE. p, 336. • 2m 4

:

371.
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securing the services of such a spy.'
1 * The Raya-

vacaka gives much interesting information on the

subject. The spies seem to have been divided into two

classes. As the emperor had to guard himself against

the attacks of internal and external foes, he sent some

spies into his own dominions to collect information

from villages, towns, and forts and to communicate the

same to him. They had to make secret inquiries into

the affairs of the amaranayakas, and study their dis-

position towards the emperor. Their work, however,

was comparatively easy. The work of the other class

of spies whom the emperor despatched into the domi-

nions of his neighbours was far more risky, as they

had to penetrate, on occasions, into the very council

chambers of the foreign kings. These spies were men
of great intelligence. They were capable of speaking

several languages, probably with proper accent and

idiom, and could assume many disguises. They re-

ceived very high salaries from the emperor, and on

those occasions, when they successfully performed a

specially difficult task, they got additional presents

from him. f

The spy system appears to have been closely

connected with the diplomatic service. It was a

common practice in those days for one state to main-

tain ambassadors at the courts of all the kings with

whom it had diplomatic relations. The Amuklamalyada

alludes to this practice more than once. J The Manu-

earitt'a speaks of the foreign ambassadors who were

present at the court of Krsnadevaraya. § It is,

however, the Rayavacaku that offers valuable infor-

mation for a study of the subject. It frequently

• 2m 4 : 279. + ASPP. iii. pp. 26-27.

% 2m 4:259. § Me. 1 ; 40.
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alludes to the presence of foreign ambassadors at

the court of Vijayanagara. The ambassadors of

several states used to meet secretly to discuss the

inter-state relations. A meeting of this kind is

said to have been held near the Dadi Mahal at

Bijapur, where the ambassadors of Bijapur, Golkonda,

Ahmadnagar, and Cuttack met to concert measures

of defence against the invasion of KrBnaraya, the

common enemy of the states whom they represented. *

Another meeting of the ambassadors of the three

Muhammadan states is said to have taken place at

Vijayanagara, f A list of the ambassadors that were

staying at the court of the Gajapati i3 preserved in the

pages of the Rayavacaka. J The ambassadors were

known as sthanapatis. Their main duty was to

report to their respective masters what they had

seen and heard as well as their own opinion on current

political problems. The reports submitted by them

influenced to a very great extent the policies of the

respective courts. Even during the time of war, it does

not appear to have been customary to break off diplo-

matic relations. The belligerent states seem to have

had no objection to allow the enemy’s representatives

at eacli other's courts. § While the war between the

Gajapati and Krsnaraya was still in progress, a

sthanapati of Vijayanagara, Kamalanabhayya by name,

was allowed to remain at Cuttack. If was he who
secretly informed the Raya of the decision of the

sixteen l^atras of Orissa to compass the ruiij of the

• ASPP 111. p. 36. + ibid, pp, 3S-39. t 'bid p. 63.

§ cf. Fr, Queyros • (The passage refers to India). When two kings

are at war, each has Iris ambassador, at tlie other’s court and camp, and

all hostile plans become known to all, because when the ambassador writes

to his king, he orders the letter to be read in the public generally in the

presence of the adversary's ambassador, or one of his household, and every-

thing in public, for neither of the kings trusts one single person." The Conquest

of Ceylon i. p. 95. m
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Vijayanagara army. * The kings of the time seem to

have taken no particular care to guard their state

secrets, so that the enemy might not gain any advan-

tage over them.

The Amuktamalijada states that the ruler of a

country should treat the ambassadors of foreign coun-

tries with much courtesy and consideration in the

audience hall. He should intimate to them his inten-

tions towards their masters in such a manner as to give

them no offence. He should avoid the use of harsh

language in his conversation with them
;
for, on occa-

sions, he might require their assistance in concluding

a treaty of alliance with their respective masters, f

According to an obscure passage from the Rdyamcaka,

the foreign ambassadors residing at the court of

Vijayanagara received not only presents on important

occasions from the Raya, hut fixed allowances at

regular intervals. X

• ASPP. iii. p- 177. + Ami: 359.

J ASPP. iii. p- 58.

Abdur Kazak who visited the court of DiTvaiaya II as an ambassador

of Sultan Shah Rukh of Persia, give* a brief description of the treatment which

he received at the court of Vijayanagara :

—

They then brought a tray, and gave me two packets of betel, a purse

containing 500 fanams,
and about 20 miskals of camphor. The daily provision

forwarded to me comprised of two sheep, four couples of fowls, five mans of rice,

one man of butter, one man of sugar, and two varakas in gold. This occurred

every day—Jwice a week, I was summoned to the presence of the Raya towards

the evening...and each time, I received a packet of betel, a purse of fanams
%

and some miskals of camphor n ED, iv. p. 113.

The allowance which was given to Razak should have been given to

the ambassadors of other states also. DSi'araya II must have treated Kazak in

the same way in which he was accustomed to treat the ambassadors of other

monarch*, according to the customary practice observed at the court of

Vijayanagara. The passage from the KRyavRcaka shows that the practice

remained unaltered even during the Tuluva period.
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It is not at all clear Whether there was a separate

foreign department which had jurisdiction both over

the spies and the ambassadors. In the Rayavacaka
,
the

minister, Ayyaparasa, is made to speak on behalf of the

spies to the Raya in order to obtain for them an extra

reward. * It is just possible that he was their head;

but it is not known under whom the Vijayanagara

ambassadors stationed at the courts of foreign monarchs

were placed. Probably, they were directly under the

control of the emperor himself. Problems such as

these can only be solved by future investigatiou.

* ASPP. 111. p, 58.
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Chapteb III

MILITARY ORGANISATION, AND THE

KANDACARA DEPARTMENT.

Section 1 : Forts :—The empire of Vijayanagara was

organized, aB stated already, on a military basis, in

order to make it efficient for defence against the con-

stant attacks of the MusBalmans. The defence of

the empire depended, in the first place, upon a series of

forts constructed at all strategical placeB, and secondly,

upon the maintenance of a well organised and efficient

army.

The people of the age were so much impressed

with the importance of these forts that they built them

in all conceivable places. Most of them, however, were

built of mud, the construction of stone walls being

permitted only in the case of places on the frontier. *

The most important forts in the interior were also

built of stone
;
and these invariably belonged to the

emperor. The Rayas of Vijayanagara, following the

ancient Hindu tradition seem to have divided their

forts into several classes. The Rdyavacaka mentions

foul' kinds
:
giri durga

,
sthala durga, jala durga, and vatta

durga

;

f hut a contemporary writer divides them into

eight classes : giri durga, vana durga, gamhvara durga,

jala durga, kardama durga, miiraka durga, grama durga,

and kosta durga. |

• FE. pp. 237-8. f ASPP. iii. p, 13.
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Every conceivable article which was considered

necessary to enable the garrisons to live comfortably for

a long time was stocked in these forts. These articles

were placed under the command of an officer whose

loyalty was unquestionable
;
and a garrison which was

sufficient to repel all attacks of an invader was placed

under him. * As the defence of the country depended

upon the forts, considerable trouble was taken to main-

tain them in good condition. Important forts like

Vijayanagara had no less than seven walls of fortifica-

tion. f All the sthala durgas had deep moats around

them which prevented the enemy from coming near the

walls. In order to impede the progress of the enemy’s

cavalry ‘ pointed stones of great height ’ were fixed in

the ground at the intervals of ‘ a lance shaft and a

half.' t The forts were equipped with up-to-date

weapons of offence and defence. On their w^lls were

set up pasatxa-yantras or catapults which showered

stones, clubs, and battle-axes upon the enemy causing

him much harm; § a weapon called dambholi

,

which
was worked by gun-powder threw into the midst of the

besiegers balls of stone spreading destruction
;
•[ dam-

bholi was probably the siege gun which is mentioned

by contemporary writers; ]! besides, the dkdsa buna,

arthacandra bd/ta, and other explosive weapons were

* 2m 4 809. f ED. iv. p. 106. cf EE p 243. J EE. p. 253.

§ The Saurcci p. 167- For a description of the p^ana-yan/ra, see the

Dah'aj&aidlaso (RTijaca > it?a-khanda) of Yallanarya.

^ For a description of dambholi see the Datvajnavilasu {RZjacartira-

khaneja) of YailanUrya,

\\
Xfft. 2: 9,
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used in defending the forts against the invaders. * The

defence of the forts was left in the hands of such

amaranayakas in whose loyalty and ability the Raya
had great confidence.

Section 2 : Divisions of the army.—The Vijayanagara

army was divided from the very beginning into two

well-defined sections. One of them consisted entirely

of the amaranayaka levies, which received their pay

and equipage, not from the emperor, but from the

amaranayakas. Each nayaka commanded his own

troops, and had to defray their expenses from his own
pockets. A brief account of the amaranayaka forces

is given by Nuniz :

—

“ This King Ghitarao (Acyuta) has foot-soldiers paid by

his nobles, and they arc obliged to maintain six lakhs of soldiers,

that is, six hundred thousand men, and twenty-four thousand

horse which the same nobles are obliged to have.” t

According to Paes, the amaranayaha troops consist-

ed of a million fighting men, in which were included

35,000 cavalry in armour. J They had to maintain

elephants also. The Rayavacaka gives more modest

* giirfofrfr

cT8[ft WlinS&Ur n

^ fearer srf§r?r

imfeRu ir)

5^ ararsr*; 11

DaivajMa viOtt-(JtSjiuarUra-khanfQ.

)

t £& p. 379.f Mtp.STi.
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figures : the amaranHyakas had to maintain 200,000

infantry and 24,000 cavalry, and 120 ghatt of

elephants. *

The other section of the army was known as

kaijltamvaru or the troops that received their salary

from the hand of the emperor himself.

Paes says :

“ The king h&s hie salaried troops to whom he gives pay.

He has eight hundred elephants attached to his person, and

five hundred horses always attacked to his stables, and for the

expenses of his horses and elephants, he had devoted the revenues

that he receives from this city of Bisnaga.” f

Nuniz gives a fuller account.

“ This king (Acyutariiya) has continually fifty thousand

paid soldiers amongst whom are six thousand horsemen who

belong to the palace guard, to which six thousand belong the two

hundred who arc obliged to ride with him. He has also twenty

thousand spearmen and shield-bearers, and throe thousand men to

look after the elephants in the stables.” %

The testimony of the Portuguese writers is con-

firmed by the Rayavacaka
,
according to which, the

kaijltam forces consisted of 500 elephants and 12,000

cavalry and 100,000 infantry. §

* Sier'a-ifo {fedo SO&o-D essSiif'Kr»csS>g"o

cSosfc -fo^oo <0oa es,0 ft'ASoeo SeoS'Bo-DS

arfeo :

—

KlSVw CXuSo S TO“*eX>?4s'o$e»
U* a

—

E&SjX’S&ix’ioo

T>o^aaj! "BoSooCmuo. ASPP. iii p. 33.

A ghat consisted of tea elephants, so that the elephant corps was made up

of 1300 animals

.

t ibid p. 381. § ASPP. iii pp, 33, 34.t *M. p. 381.
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Although the strength of the Vijay&nagara army

is variously estimated by different writers, they are in

complete agreement so far as the two-fold division of

the army is concerned. It was only with the adminis-

tration of the kaijitam forces that the government

had any direct connection. The kaijitam forces were

reorganized during the time of Krsnadevaraya. It is

said that he recruited his troopers from the Kabbili,

Morasa, and Tulu communities in order to make his

cavalry efficient in its encounters with the Mussal-

mans. *

Section 3 : The Recruitment and Training:—The

soldiers were recruited to the army with great care.

“ The official-, ot war in choosing a man for the army strip

him naked, and look at him to find on I how tall lie is, what is his

name, in what land he was horn, the names of his father and

mother, and in tins way. he is appointed without leave being given

him to go to his country, and if he goes without leave, and after-

wards is captured he is veiy evilly entreated (and among these

men at arms are many knight-, who gather here from various lands

to get the pay, and nevertheless do not cense to live according

to their own law.") f

The Vijayanagara army, like the other armies in

India in those days, consisted of infantry, cavalry and

elephants. Although the emperors of Vijayanagara as

Narapatis, had the largest infantry in India, they did

not bestow much attention on training it so as to make
it the most powerful instrument of war. The training

of the cavalry absorbed all the attention of the emperor
and his nayakas.

It is very much to be doubted whether the infantry

was at all trained in the modern sense of the term.

Speaking of Krgnaraya, Paes observes

:

ASPP. Hi. pp. 33, 34. + Barhoia i. p, gig.
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“ The king is accustomed every day to drink a quartilho

(three-quarter pint) of oil of gingelly before daylight, and anoints

himself all over with the said oil
;
he covers his loins with a small

cloth, and takes in his arms great weights made of earthenware,

and then taking a sword, he exercises himself till he has sweated

out all oil, and then he wrestles with one of hiB wrestlers.” *

It is not unlikely that the nobles and the

soldiers were trained to use the sword and other

weapons, in special gymnasia constructed for the

purpose, where the wrestlers and fencing masters

gave them lessons in military exercises. The Vasu-

cariira alludes to the garidis or the gymnasia of

the city, f The Manuaritra mentions also samu-

garidllu or garidis where fencing and gymnastic

exercises were taught. J Owing to the existence of

these fencing clubs, the people at Vijayanagara became

very fond of sword-play and duels. § Although each

soldier was individually skilled in the use of arms, he

was not taught to function effectively as a unit in an

organised V>ody of men engaged in attack or defence.

The soldiers of those days appear to have been

strangers to drill, parade, and other exercises which

are but ordinary items in modern military education.

The foot-soldiers that were serving in the Vijaya-

nagara army fell into four classes : (1) The spearmen,

(2) the archers, (3) the muaqueteers, and (4) the

Muhammadans.

• FB. p. -V Vc 1-.7Z.

t tie. 2 43.

The Jfamsavimsati
, a work of the 18th century, describes the course of

physical and military training which the men of the fighting class had to undergo.

It consisted 12 kinds of dan^as, 14 z’isorus, 32 vinnfinas, 12 paruvaclis, 12 gat*

s

t

12 gSyamSnas, 12 tnonas
, some kinds of narukus, 16 tipvitas and, 32 praeftras,

(Hvt. 1 : 206.). These completed the course of physical training in the garidis %

which might have been in existence long before the eighteenth century.

§ cf. FJS. p. 383.
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The spearmen and the shield-bearers that were

in the emperor’s army are said to have numbered
twenty thousand. The shields-men carried shields on

which several designs in different colours were

painted.

“ Shields-men with their shields with many flowers ot gold,

and silver on them, others with figures of tigers and other great

beasts, others all covered with the silver leaf-work beautifully

wrought, others with painted colours, aDd others black and (so

polished that) you can see into them as into a mirror.” *

They also carried richly ornamented swords.

(2) The archers had bows plated with gold and

silver. Some had only bows which were finely

polished. x Their arrows (were) very neat and so

feathered that they could not be better.” Resides,

they had ‘ daggers at their waists and battle-axes with

the shafts and ends of gold and silver/ f

(3) The musqueteers were armed with muskets

and blunderbusses.

(4) The Muhammadan soldiers carried ‘ shields,

javelins, and Turkish bows with many bombs and

spears and fire missiles.' They are said to have been

very adept in the use of their arms. X

The Dress :—No uniformity was observed regarding

the dress which the soldiers and the officers put on.

“ You will see among them, 1
' declares Paes, “ dresses of

such rich cloths that I do not know where they came

from, nor could any one tell how many colours they

have/' § But, while engaged in fighting, they put on a

• FE. p. 877.

< p.377.
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kind of armour made of leather, which covered their

bodies completely leaving only the face and the feet.
*

The armour was noticed by the Portuguese writers

also. “On the body, head, and arms,” says Barros,

(they wear laudees) “ strong enough to protect them

against lance-thrusts, or sword cuts.” f Paes gives an

idea of how the laudees were manufactured. “These

tunics," says he, “ are made of layers of very Btrong

raw leather and furnished with other iron (plates) that

make them strong
;
some have these plates gilded both

inside and out, and some are made of silver." if The

head-pieces which protected the neck and the face were

made of the same material. The shields-men do not

appear to have donned any armour. The shields, it is

said, were so large that they covered the body com-

pletely. § There was, therefore, no need to protect

the body.

Section 4 : The Cavalry and the Elephants :—As the

cavalry was the most important section of the army,

a great deal of attention was paid to its training and

equipment. The Manucdritra describes the equipment

of a war-horse in one place.

“ The reins of fine Ormuz workmanship were made of

green (twisted) silk. The armour (which covered the body of the

animal), the Persian saddle made of silk to which were attached

a Paithan bow, a shining quiver, a broad sword with a handle

made of gold, a Gujerati shield ; a small dagger of Shiraz make
;

frvjfPfT JJP*

SlWHWKUTP l|
Abm. Canto li.

t FB. p. 876 h. 3. X ibid p. 376. § ibid p, 338, .
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and a case of sharp javelins ; these constituted its equipment. The

horse was decorated with a richly ornamented plume of pikili

feathers ; and a plate inlaid with imitation precious stones covered

its face. ” *

This description is fully corroborated by Paes

:

The horses were fully caprisoned.

They had “ on their foreheads plates, some of silver but

most of them gilded, with fringes of twisted silk of all colours,

and reins of the same : others had trappings of Mecca velvet. . . ;

others had them of other silks such as satins and damask, and

others of brocade from China and Persia. Some of the men with

gilded plates had them set with many large precious stones, and

on the borders lace work of small stones. Some of these horseB

had on their foreheads heads of serpents and of other large

animals of various kinds.” f

The troopers wore the same kind of armour as the

foot-soldiers
;

their head-pieces appear to have been

somewhat different. They were shaped like helmets

‘ with borders covering the neck ’ and pieces to pro-

tect the face. In addition to this, the horsemen wore

gilded or silk gorgets on their necks. They carried

at their waists ‘ swords, (and) small battle-axes ’ and

had in their hands javelins ‘ with shafts covered with

gold and silver.' X

Nothing is known about their training. There are

some indications to show that some care was bestowed

on the training of horses : they were taught to caracole

and prance
; § they were drawn up in lines, and took part

in sham fights on festive occasions, The Prabhdvatl-

pradyumnam describes a game in which men seated on

horseback drove a ball with a staff which they held

• Me. 4 : 28.

k
t Md p, 276. g itid p. 272.
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in one of their hands. * The description reminds one

of the game of polo which was a favourite sport of

horsemen in Mediaeval India. It is obvious that there

existed a system of training the horses, although it is

not possible to state whether they were taught to

partake in mass movements on the field of battle.

The elephants were protected with an armour of

the same kind as the horses which covered all their

bodies. Probably the faces of the beasts were pro-

tected by steel plates. They were armed with ‘ much
ground and sharpened knives,' fastened to their tusks,

with which they caused much harm to the enemy.

They were carefully trained to batter the gates of forts

in sieges, and charge the ranks of hostile forces.

Besides, each elephant carried on its back a howdah in

which were seated four warriors on each side, t

The Vijayanagara army was weak in artillery.

Although the Raya had a corps of musqueteers in his

array, and several cannon which he employed in his

wars, the artillery did not play an important part in

the battles. The Mussalmans, on the contrary, made
use of it fully

;
and the Turkish gunners whom they

usually employed were trained in European wars. The
disaster which befell the Hindu empire at Raksasa-

Tagidi may be partly attributable to the neglect of

artillery by the emperors.

Section 5 : The Army Adtninistration and the Kandd-
cdra Department :— Krsnadevaraya who reorganized the

army had also made necessary arrangements for its

maintenance in an efficient condition. There is no

reason for believing that his arrangements had been

altered by his successors. He fixed the salaries of his

* fpm. 2 ; 33. t FE. p. 333.
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12,000 cavalry and 500 mahouts. To feed the horses

and elephants, and to keep them healthy, he appointed

four pUrupatyagUras, six /earnouts, sixteen massagers,

and six mudupu gollas for each stable. He commanded

that the daily expenses of all the stables should be

borne by the treasury. Besides, he appointed a board

of six karnnms to see that the 100,000 foot-soldiers in

his service received their salaries regularly. * The

details regarding the administration of kaijitatn forces

are described by the Portuguese writers also. Barbosa

speaks of ‘ the great kitchens kept by the king

(Krsnadevarayu) to feed his elephants and horses.'

“ These are in many large houses where are many great

copper cauldrons, and in these are many officials who look after

the preparation of food, and others who prepare it,” t

Acyuta had three ‘ thousand men to look after the

elephants in the stables ’, sixteen hundred grooms,

three hundred horse trainers, and ‘ two thousand

artificers, namely blacksmiths, masons, and carpenters

and washermen ’. J

In addition to the horses and elephants which the

emperors kept in their stables, they would also

distribute some animals among the notable warriors

and nobles that attended the court.

Barbosa says :

“ To the knights, he gives one horse each, for his own riding,

a groom and a slave-girl for his service, and a monthly allowance

of four or five pardaos as the case may be ; and daily supplies

as well for the horse and groom, which they fetch from the

great kitchens kept up by the King. ” “ The food is rice boiled

• ASPP. lii. p. 34.

t Bariosa i. pp. 210-11.
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with chick-peas and other pulse ; and each man as I have

said comes to draw the ration for his horse or elephant.” *

This is corroborated by Nuniz :

“ To the six thousand horBemen, the King gives horses

free, and gives provision for them every month.” t

The army establishment appears to have been

very huge, offering employment to thousands of non-

military men. Nothing is known about the way in

which this huge army was officered, nor about the

measures adopted to train tiie soldiers. Each of the

three sections of the army had probably its own chief.

Salmi Cinnappa Nayuka perhaps commanded the

cavalry during the time of Acyuta
; J and Madanar-

que held the office of the master of horse. § It is not

unlikely that the elephant and the infantry corps had

their respective chiefs.

• Barbosa i. pp. 210-11,

The amusing story of the famous jester, T<n!ih RSmafcrma and tlie horse

alludes to tins practice. RaniakrMia obtained a horse from Kj'iiaraya

like the other courtieis, for training. Although he received from the

treasury all the allowances, he practically starved the animal, by shutting

it up in a closed house with only a chink in the wall to admit light and

air. Through this chink lie used to otfer a handful of grass and some water to

the poor animal every day On the day, when the horse was to be produced

before the Raya, he told liiin that he could not lead the horse, as the animal

became very fat and vicious on account of overfeeding. He requested the Raya

to send some one to lead the horse from the stable The Raya sent one of his

Muhammadan ofTiceis, who was known to be a very good horseman, to bring

the animal. The sardar accompanied Ramakrsna according to the royal

command. When they approached the stable where the horse was, tile sardar

peeped into the stable through the chink, acting upon the instructions of Rama-

kjsna. As he did so, his long board first got into the clunk
,
and the poor animal

mistaking it to ho the daily allowance of grass, began to tug at it. The sardar

howled with pain. When the Raya was informed of this matter he came

upon the seene, admonished Ramakrsna for his wickedness, and released

the sardar.

+ FM. p. 381, X ibid p. 373.
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All the military affairs of the empire seem to have

been under the control of a department of state known
as the Kandacara. * A certain Timmappaya who was

the Kandacarandyaka is mentioned in an inscription

of A.D. 1545. f The Kanddcarandyaka was probably

the designation of the head of the Kandacara or

military department. Whether lie was merely the head

of the clerical staff of the war-office, or a minister of the

state guiding the military policy of the empire, can, if

at all, be decided only by future investigation. J

Section G :— It, may not be out of place, in this

connection, to describe the method which the

Rayas of Vijayanagara adopted in waging war with

their enemies. They had great regard for tradition

which influenced their warlike activities to a great

extent. They never invaded an enemy's country

without formally declaring war at first. As they

had strong faith in omens and astrology they did

nothing without consulting diviners and astrologers.

The emperor had liis own sdkunikas who accom-

panied him in his wars to explain to him the will

of the gods. It was his invariable custom to consult

them before the declaration of war. § One of the

* SC xi 31. 2+ + AC. X. Cb. 19.

J It is stated m the Tauikafrrahtnara/tya, that Naiijar.tsa Timmarasa,

one 0/ Aryuta’s ministers, was a rayasant in the Jfa?id'fteara department. The

term raycuam means the profession of writing and it is often taken to mean a

writer or a clerk in a public office Naiijarasu Timmarasa who was a minister

of the king could not have been an ordinary clerk. Probably he was the Kanda-

cTtranayaka, or head of the clerical staff of the war-office

.

§ FE. p. 329.
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favourite methods to divine the future was to listen to

upasrti or the conversation of two persons, and to

foresee the trend of events in the light of an incidental

remark or statement made by them. The PrabhUvati-

pradyumnam alludes to the habit of listening to the

upasrti before the declaration of war. * Tradition

also preserves an instance of listening to upasrti, and

it may be taken for what it is worth. On the eve of

declaring war on Kalinga, the emperor Krsnadevaraya

is said to have sent his minister Appaji into the city

in the early horn’s of a morning to listen to upasrti.

As the minister was passing by the side of the house

of a washerman, he heard the following couplet sung :

“ Kontjavidu is ours ; and Kondapalle is ours.

If any one disputes my statement, then the country

up to Katakam is also ours.
’

’ t

The minister saw in this an indication of future victory
;

and he communicated the matter to the Raya
;
the war

was immediately declared.

(a) The pitching of the Veli-guddra :—According to

Barbosa, the emperor of Vijayanagara seldom went to

war himself, but sent his captains and armies. J This

is in conformity with the Amuktamalyada, § which

enjoins that the monarch should not personally march

upon all enemies, but should send his commanders with

* rfll ajl^^oExiS

(jSra-ST-*^0'5r,^ost»;& £9 Kjog'tJ'oe»e»'7r» ;£);3oko;S

Ppm 1 : 110 .

foSJissfo sShiS'Scr*

ro

-S'sJS w&>S5

£i>o U"B ° SSbaeSv*. Cmm. i. p. 161.

§ Am. 4 : 255.J Marion i. p. 214.
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sufficient forces to overcome them. This policy,

however, was not observed by Kf§nadevaraya who

invariably led his troops in person
;
and his successors

more or less followed in his footsteps. They believed

evidently in the maxim that ‘ a battle without a king

would not succeed.’ * Ever since Krsnadevaraya

declared war upon the chief of Ummattur, the emperors

generally accompanied their troops to the battle.

As soon as war was declared, it W'as the custom to

pitch a tent called the oeli-yiulara in an open space

outside the city. The Rayameal'

a

f as well as the

Vijayanagarad« Sdmrdjyavu J refer to the veli-guddra

which was pitched outside the city, when Krgnaraya

declared war upon his neighbours. According to a

passage in the Pdndurangamdhdtmya
,

the conqueror

resided (for a short time) in the veH-guddrct
,
before

starting on his digvijaya. § It is said in the Rdyavacaka

that the Raya, having shifted to the veli-guddra, sent

orders to his ndyakas to join him in an invasion of his

enemy’s territories, This practice was noticed at

least by one foreign writer :

* Tirumalacarya : A/si. 29, + ASPP. iii. p. 130.

J The Bharaii vi. ii. p. 622.
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« When the war has arrived at such a point that he con-

siders it necessary to go in person, and when he has settled in his

Council that he will go ; on an appointed day the king goes forth

to an open plain as if he were going out for his pleasure, mounted

on an elephant or in a palanquin, each finely adorned with gold and

precious stones, accompanied by a great number of horsemen and

footmen, and many elephants well-drawn up in line on the right

before him, covered with scarlet and silken cloths. When he

arrives at the plain, they bring him a horse whereon he rides

holding in his hand a bow and an arrow, which he lets fly towards

the country with which he is about to wage war. He then gives

out in how many days from that time he will start, and this news

runs through the whole city and kingdom. Thence he goes forth

at once and fixes his camping ground in the open country where

he awaits the lime fixed for his advance. When this time is ful-

filled he issues a proclamation. ..that all men shall attend with

their wives, and sons, and households, all are ordered to go

thither.” *

(b) March :—The army did not march rapidly

towards its destination. It marched but three leagues

a day, and then halted for three days, f The reason for

this shortness of the march is explained in the Atnufcla-

mali/ada
;

it was intended to enable all the captains of

the emperor to join him before he finally attacked the

enemy. | When all his troops joined him, the pace of

the march was quickened and the army rapidly reached

the enemy’s frontier. The emperor with his IcaijUagars

was in the centre •, and the amaranayahas were divided

into four groups. One of them was to march in the

van
;
and another in the rear

;
the remaining two groups

had to march on either flank of the royal forces. § The

r'S esotfda rf>^o-0 3ocu;5o«arr> ej ftsA&vS**

W"d6X5o, 5i3ro,

ASPP. ai. p. 130.

t ibid p. 227.

§ ASPP. iii. p. 130.

* Barbosa i. p. 224.

J 7hn. 4 : 27.
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Manucaritra mentions dtimudaru dora or the captain of

the rear-guard. * Probably the asira or the van

which carried the royal standard as well as the flanks

had their respective commanders. According to a late

authority, the armies never marched in ranks, and

almost all the soldiers, took their wives and children

with them, f All these, as well as the large concourse

of the courtesans who always followed the army, were

paid by the emperor. ^ All the halting stations on the

route were carefully chosen. The camping grounds were

selected with great care so that there should be

no difficulty for procuring grass, grain, and water. §

The camp resembled a moving city with houses of straw,

* all arranged in streets with many open spaces.’ 51

Nuniz describes the camp at some length :

The tent of the King was surrounded by a great hedge of

thorns with only one entrance, and with a gate at which stood his

guards. Inside this hedge lodged the Brahman who washes him,

and has charge of the idol that he always carries about with him,

and also other persons who hold office about the King’s person, and

the eunuchs who are always found in his chamber. And outside

this circle all around are his guards, who watch all night at fixed

spots ; with this guard are quartered officers of the household ;

and from thence to the front were all the other captains in their

appointed posts, according as each one was entrusted and ordered.

Outside of all these people, in a camp by themselves were the

scouts of whom I have already spoken, whose duty it was to patrol

all night through the camp and watch to see if they can catch any

spies. On the other side the washermen (who are those that

wash clothes) were in a camp by themselves, and they were near

to the place where they could best wash clothes. All the camp
was divided into regular streets.”

|

• Jlfe. 3 : 54.

t Queyros : The Conquest of Ceylon i. p, 95.

$ Bareojo p. 225. § TirumalScarya : ATsS, 20.

f Barbosa i. p. 227.
||
PE. p. 382.
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When the army moved forward, the abandoned

camp was burnt down. “ When they are to start,’'

declares Barbosa, “ a gong is sounded, and at once the

town is set on fire and all depart.” * The P&rijfitH-

paharanam also alludes to this practice, f

Curiously enough, the Vijayanagara government

did not maintain a commissariat department to supply

the needs of the army in the field
;
but its absence was

not felt owing to the existence of a different arrange-

ment for provisioning the troops. The task of supply-

ing the needs of the army and the numerous camp-

followers was left to private enterprise. Large numbers

of merchants were always found in all the mediaeval

Indian armies. It was their duty to provide the soldiers

with everything they wanted. Each amarancii/aka’s

division had its own market, where his soldiers could

purchase any article they desired including such

luxuries as jewels, and precious stones, as well as grass

and straw for the horses and elephants. The kaijUam

forces had their own market like the amarnnnijaka

troops. X It was not, therefore, necessary for the

government to maintain a separate department for

the purpose.

As the army reached the enemy's frontier, the

forest tribes inhabiting the mountainous tracts of the

empire, commenced to plunder the enemy’s territory,

* Barbosa i. p. 228.

-j- mw> 'OYjftj-©

*90 soT” XSa ’
: rr»oXre f

•7r*e»S
r*C^s

lisSiJp'O^gD-Kffo'Jijao. Phm. 2:66.

t FE. p. 333.

y—is
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acting upon the instructions of the emperor himself.

Although Tirnmalacarya hoped that the enemy's

country would be invaded without abduction, plunder

and robbery, * special arrangements were made by the

government for the purpose. The forest tribes were

treated by the government generously
;
because they

were expected to be useful for plundering purposes

during an invasion, if they were kept in good humour, f
When Krsnaraya started on his digvijaya

,
he is said to

have invited the Boya chiefs of the eighteen Kampanas
of Vraga to a feast where he commanded them to

march ahead of the army at a distance of thirty miles,

and entering the Muslim territory plunder it and carry

away men, cattle, sheep, goats and librses. $ The
burning of villages and towns was a common practice.

Krsjnaraya on one occasion is said to have reduced

the whole of Bijapur kingdom to ashes. § The course

of Acyuta’s Raicur campaign seems to have been

marked by the clouds of smoke produced by the burn-

ing cities. Therefore, the invasion must have

caused wide-spread misery in the enemy's territory.

* AW 30. t 3rn 4 : 257.

} The KTiyavTicctka : AS FP. ni. p. 130.

Laksimilarityana • SS.

li stj^t55t sraftnpr: sr^rn-yn:

sfrfajj fsnsrr-

sT'Tf'T: li

Abm. Canto xi.
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(c) The Siege : —As the defence of the country

mainly depended upon its forts, much attention was

paid to their reduction during the course of an inva-

sion. The forts of the age were equipped with the

up-to-date weapons of offence and defence. Usually

the forts were captured by effecting breaches in the

walls
;

the elephants were useful in breaking

the gates. Very frequently, the forts were captured

by escalade. Sometimes, skill iu military engineering

was exhibited either in the construction of a

bridge to span a river, * or in the removal of stones

and huge boulders which hampered the movements of

troops, f No clear account of the way in which the

battles commenced is available. Nuniz briefly indi-

cates what seems to have been the Hindu method of

attack. All the divisions of the Hindu army would
make a simultaneous attack upon the enemy

;
and the

battle was either won or lost by that single charge.

The Muhammadans protected themselves by a furious

discharge of their artillery which decimated the Hindu
ranks. This was followed by a vigorous charge of the

cavalry and the elephants which decided the fate of

battles. + Some change seems to have been introduced

in the Hindu method of attack by Krsnadcvaraya on
the battle-field of Raiciir. Instead of making a simul-

taneous attack with all His troops upon the enemy
according to custom, he divided them into seven wings.

Out of these seven divisions, only the two forward
divisions were commanded to attack the enemy’s camp,
the remaining five being kept as reserve. When the

Muhammadan artillery began its fusilade, these divi-

sions, having sustained considerable loss began to

retreat. This was the signal for the Muslim cavalry

* EC. lv. Pt, ii. Gua^Japet 30.

t EE. pp. 316-17. l p , 338 .
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to make a dash upon the retreating Hindu columns,

with disastrous consequence to the latter; but the

Muhammadan cavalry in its pursuit of the Hindus was

thrown into great disorder
;
and the Raya commanded

his reserve divisions to charge the enemy
;
and the

result was a complete victory to the Raya. It is not

known whether Krsnaraya’s successors followed this

method which he seems to have made use of with great

effect.

The conquered country was protected by Btrong

garrisons, faithful officers being placed in charge of

the important forts. The inhabitants of the land were

treated with consideration, and every effort was made

to keep them contented. *

Section 7: The Nnvy. —No definite information

is available from our sources regarding the navy of the

empire
;
but the Rayas had borne from the beginning

a title which implies their supremacy over the seas.

They describe themselves as the lords of the eastern,

southern, western, and northern seas. If the title has

any significance, it presupposes the existence of a

navy without which it would have been impossible for

them to maintain their lordship of the seas. Moreover,

inscriptions frequently allude to the conquest of Ceylon

by the Vijayanagara kings and their subordinates.

Prince Virupaksa, one of the sons of Harihara II,

is said to have 1 conquered Ceylon
; f and the same

feat is attributed to daunaik Lakkana, one of the com-

manders of Devaraya II. f All the Tuluva monarchs,

with the exception of Vlra Narasimha, are said to have

subjugated the island and exacted tribute from its

• cf. MS. 30, 31. + El. iii. p. 228.

% MER. 1904-5 p. 58,
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rulers. * It would not have been possible for the

Vijayanagara sovereigns to approach the island

without a fleet.

A careful examination of the itineraries of foreign

travellers lends support to the belief that the Rayas

had a navy strong enough to maintain their authority

upon the sea. According to Nuniz, Harihara II ‘ took

Goa and Chaul and Dabul and Ceillao (Ceylon) ’. t

The same authority states that the kings of ‘ Coullao

(Quilon), Ceyllao (Ceylon), Paleacate (Pulicat), Peguu

and Tenacary (Tenasserim) '
‘ paid tribute to him.’ J

Abdur Razak mentions an expedition of ‘ Dan&ik a

minister of Devaraya II to Ceylon. § Ludavico Di-

Varthema who visited the Vijayanagara kingdom in

A. D. 1504 refers to a war that the king of

Vijayanagara was then waging against the ruler of

Tenasserim.

“ As this country (Vijayanagara) was at fierce war with

the king of Tarnassari, we could not remain here (Pulicat) a very

Jong time. But after remaining there a few days, wo took our

route towards the city of Tarnassari, which is distant a thousand

miles from here.” IT

The Portuguese records briefly allude to the

activity of the Vijayanagara fleet. Tirnoja who was
the governor of Onor or Honawar in 1506 ‘ was practi-

cally and in effect the commandant of the Vijaya-

nagara fleet,’ and he was ‘ entrusted with the task of

waging perpetual war with Goa ’ which was then in the

possession of the Sultan of Bijapur. He joined the

• MER. 146 of 1903, Ref. 1904 p. 23
;
40 of 1897, Ref. 1900 p. 70 ; 234 of

1934, Rep. 1934 P , 49 ; 129 of 1903, Rep. 1905 p. 34.

+ FZ. p. 301. t ibid, p, 303.

f MD. iv. p. 116. TJ Varthezna : Itinerary p. 74.
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Portuguese fleet in 1510, and assisted Albuquerque

in capturing Goa from the MusBalmans. *

It is evident from this that the Rayas of Vijaya-

nagara maintained a navy with the aid of which they

seem to have captured such sea-port towns as Goa,

Chaul, Dabul, and Quilon, and subjugated the island

of Ceylon and Tenasserim across the Bay of Bengal.

However, no information is available about the con-

struction of ships, the recruitment of sailors, and the

administration of the navy. Our sources leave us

entirely in the dark.

* Her« : /Iravidu Dynasty p. 57.
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Chapter IV.

PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

Section 1 : The Administrative Divisions :— The

empire of Vijayanagara fell into two divisions, according

to the manner of its government. The major portion

of the empire was sub-divided into provinces which were

ruled by the governors and other officers appointed

by the emperor. The rest consisted of a number of

tributary principalities, which were reduced to sub-

mission by the emperors in course of time. These were

confined to the west eoast and the extreme south.

The chief of Gersoppa, the Bhairasa Vodeyar of

Karakal, the kings of Quiion and Tenkasi were the

most important feudatory princes of the time. They

ruled over their respective kingdoms without any

interference on the part of the emperor. So long as

they paid their tribute regularly, the emperor did not

give them any trouble
;
and they were allowed to

remain practically independent.

The territory that was directly under the adminis-

tration of the imperial government may be divided

into two sections according to the way in which it was

organized for the purposes of internal administration.

In the Tamil districts, the ancient Cola territorial

sub-divisions remained intact
;
and no serious attempts

were made to tamper with them by the introduction of

the system that had been perfected by the Rayas in the

Telugu and Canarese areas. The ancient Cola and

Pandyan kingdoms were subdued as early as the reign

of Bukka I himBelf. But the conquered territory was not

immediately brought under the direct control of the im-

perial government. The policy of placing the conquered

[
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territory under the control of the local chiefs com-

mended itself to the Rayas
;

and no departure

was made from it until the advent of the SaluvaB.

It was probably for this reason that the old territorial

sub-divisions, bottom, nadu, vala-nddu and manda-

lam still functioned as in the days of the Colas. *

Only in one locality was any attempt made to

impose the northern nomenclature. The Tonda-

mandalam which was wrested from the Sambuva-

rayas by Kumara Kampana in the fourteenth century

was organized into two imperial provinces, the

Padaividu f and the Tirnvadi rajijas, J and a part of it

corresponding to the present Chingleput district

was included in the Candragiri rdjya. § Traces of

northern territorial organisation are no doubt, found

here and there
;

but the Coja nomenclature and

arrangements still persisted. So far as the administra-

tive divisions in the Tamil provinces are concerned,

the emperors of Vijayanagara may be said to have

introduced no change.

The administrative system that obtained in the

Telugu and Canarese areas was evolved by the

Rayas themselves. No doubt, some traces of the

older systems such as nadus, and sthalas found their

• MER. 100 of 191S
,
114-

, 116 of 1918 , 370 of 1919
; 272 of 1913.

+ ibid A 7 of 1914-15. J ibid 426 of 1909.

§ ibid 373 of 1919 , 449 of 1919.

4 The Local Records attribute the introduction of a new system of

administrative divisions to Harihara I. It is stated in one kaifiyat that " in the

region bounded by Siddhavaltam in the east of Gutti (1), Penugomja in the

south, Maddikara in the west, and Dronacaiam in the north, king Harihara I

appointed a karnika over every village comprising four or five hamlets
, sthala-

karana over an area containing twenty to thirty villages, each having a hararta of
its own ; he appointed also for the same region nad-gattdas and ti~<i-talciiy7irs

. and having made appointments like this, he granted the o ffise holders title

deeds which he had saused to be written. ” LR, 37. p. 279.
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way into it
;

but the provincial system which was

originally introduced by Harihara I, and perfected by

Bukka I remained unaltered to the very last days

of the empire.

The sub-division of the empire into provinces was

profoundly influenced by military considerations.

The history of Vijayanagara may be said to be the

history of a fierce struggle between the Hindus of the

south and the Muhammadan rulers of the Deccan.

The maintenance of an army, under these circum-

stances, was, therefore, considered a supreme necessity
5

and no sacrifice was deemed too great in securing the

effective defence of the realm against the national

enemy. The empire is frequently alluded to in the

Local Records as belonging to the Rayaranuva or the

Raya’s army. The rajyas or provinces were so

constituted as to centre round the important forts after

which they were named. The names of the provinces

of KondavTdu, Udayagiri, Gutti, Penugonda, Candra-

giri, Candra-gutti, Rayadurga, Nidugal, Raicur,

Palaivldu illustrate the point. The provincial governors

were not civil servants of the crown but military

commandants of important forts.

The village then, as now, formed the unit of

political organisation. A few villages were grouped

together to form a sthala, corresponding roughly to

the present range or firka. The name of sammat,

later samutu which took the place of the sthala in the

later AravTdu period occurs only in two inscriptions

dated in 1517 and 1533 A.D. respectively. * A few

# EC, iii. Nj. 10 ; xi, Hr 36.

In the days of Venkata II, 185 villages of Hireyftr sime were organised
into eleven sthalas. The biggest sthala was HireyEr itself containing fifty-three

villages; and the smallest was AraJihalJi which had only three village* (££
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sthalas were grouped, in the Canarese districts, into a

sime. There appears to be a good deal of confusion

in the inscriptions regarding the place of the sime in

the territorial scheme. In an inscription dated A.D.

1517, Vrttiye sime in the Balagula summat of the

Astagrama time is mentioned. * In another, dated

A.D. 1540, Sakala sime in Pandn de§a of Bagur sime

is mentioned, f The term sima seems to have been

used in two different senses. In Astagrama sime and

Bagur sime, it is used in its primitive sense, signifying

a tract of land commonly regarded as a unit
;
but in

Vyttiye sime and Sakala sime
,
it is used in its technical

sense denoting an artificial group of villages created by

the government for the purpose of administrative

convenience. In the Telugu districts, the division

corresponding to the Canarese sime, is nadu.

South India appears to have been divided into

nadus from very ancient times. In spite of the

constant political changes that came upon her, the

territorial divisions into nudus remained unaffected.

That they survived until the Vijayanagara times is

proved by the evidence of the inscriptions which refer

to Hoysala nad, $ Muliki nad § and Renad. During

the time of the Rayas of Vijayanagara, nadu meant

generally an artificial sub-division of territory, compri-

sing several sime

s

in the Canarese districts
;
but in the

Telugu country it denoted a much smaller sub-division

than the Canarese nadu. The territorial sub-division

which corresponded to Canarese nadu in the Telugu

xi, Hr, 88. dated 1589), According to the AttHavanavyavahara Tantra, ten to

forty village* were grouped into a kdbali, a name which later supplanted

the sthala in the Canarese country, and which was just making its appearance in

the reign of Srlranga I {EC. x. Mr. 57 dated A.D, 1578).

• EC. iil. i. Nj. 10, f ibid xi. Hk. 71. % EC. v. Hn, 19.

f § LE* 33 (Sanunatflr) pp. 336-7. f ibid 14 (Noiam) pp, 376-7,
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country was the sima e.g. Gandikota sT»»a, * Cangala-

marri sima, f Kon<Javiti sima. J At leaBt one of these

simas
,

viz., Gandikota was further sub-divided into a

number of smaller simas. According to an inscription

at Kamanur in the Cuddapah district, dated A.D. 1536,

the simas of Pennabadi, Mulkinad, Rena$, Sakili,

Awuku, Kovelakuntla, Peda Nandyala and Pulivendala

were included in it. § Besides these, Ganjikunta sima,

Siddliavatta sima, Pottapi sima formed parts of it.

It is generally believed that the next higher sub-

division was the rdjija. This does not seem to be quite

accurate
;

for we find another intermediary sub-

division called vanila or valiia between the nadu or

sima and the rajya. The following table reveals the

names of some of these.

No. Reference
Date
A.D.

Name of the valita.

1 LR. 36 pp. 452-53
;

18 pp. 70-71
1544 Udayagiri

2 MER. A 12/1918-19 1526 Nellore

3 „ A 9/1914-15 1549 Gutti

4 „ 683/1922 1524 Hastinavati

5 „ 720/1922 1542

6 „ 402/1922 1554
1)

7 „ 212/1913 1556

* LR. 37 (Lower BrTihmanapalli) pp. 156*8.

ibid 18 (Madur) pp. 70-71.

% MER. 5 of 1917-18. § LR. 36 pp. 443-4.

H ibid (Vanipenfa) pp. 485-6
;

ibid 44 (Nelandaltlr) p. 25.
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It appears from the foregoing table that at least

three provinces of the empire, Udayagiri, Penugonda

and Hampi were divided at the first instance into

vanitas or valitas. Another territorial division called

ventheya or venthe which is etymologically connected

with valita may be noticed in this connection. It

makes its appearance frequently in the inscriptions of

the Canarese country
;
but its position in relation to

the other territorial divisions cannot easily be deter-

mined. It was higher than the sthala, and lower than

the rajya. *

* (1) It occurs before the sthala in EC. iii. Nj 35 dated 1529.

(2) It occurs before the stme or stma in

i. EC xii Ck. 6 1555.

n. EC. xii. Ck. 10 1525.

iii. MER. 423)1920 1556.

iv. LR 41 P . 67. 1538.

(3) before slma and nadu, but after Banavase 12000.

1. EC. vni. Sb. 55 1571.

11. EC viii. Sb. 265 1527,

111. EC. viu. Sb. 475 1577.

() before nai only

1. EC. vni. Nr. 1 1566.

11. EC. viii. Nr. 66 1506

(5) after n~d

i. EC. xi. Dg. 27 1538.

il. MEK. 571/1912 1538.

(6) after niid and before simc

i EC. xi. Dg. 31 1531.

ii. EC. xn Jl. 24 1554.

(7) after rajya and before sime in EC. xi. Cl 64.

(8) after valita and before sltne in MER. 212)1913.

») after tima MER. 11J 1920-21.

(10) before sitnc and after nad and valita
\
MER. 4O2|1920.

{11) after I'djya, MER. 403 1 1920,

(12) after valita, MER. 720/1922.

These references clearly show that it is impossible to fix definitely the

position of vm{heya or ven(ke m the scheme of the territorial organization

of the empire.
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The rajya represents the highest unit of adminis-

tration. Sometimes, however, the term is used to

denote much smaller areas than the province. It is

said in an inscription of Nelandalur that a certain

Parvata Nayaka was governing ‘ the rajyas ’ of

Sirivolla, Siddhavattam, Sakili and Pottapi nadu with

Gandikota as his capital
;

* moreover, Pottapi

nadu rajya is said to have been granted to him as his

nayakara. The term “ rajya
”

is used in this inscrip-

tion in its general sense denoting a tract of land.

But in the language of the Atthauana it always meant

a province of the empire.

The number of the rajyas was not fixed. The

rajyas included in the empire at the time of KrBna-

devaraya’s accession are enumerated in his famous

marriage edict. They are : (1) Ghanagiri (Penugonda),

(2) Gutti, (3) Kandanavolu (Kurnool), (4) Candragiri,

(5) Mulbagal, and (6) Rayadurga. In addition to

these Gandikota sthala, the simas of Siddhavatta,

Pottapi and Nagamangala are mentioned, -j- The edict

seems to describe the territory that was then under the

direct control of the imperial government. In the

early years of his reign Krsnaraya subdued the

rebellious province of Palaividu. Having reduced to

submission the upper valley of the Kaveri, he consti-

tuted it into a new province with Srlrangapattana as its

' LR. xliv. (NelandaJEr) p. 25.

t MMxs. 15-3-32 pp, 74-75.

ftwiHvw ferae

^4^ ITSFtfa-
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capital. * His wars against the Gajapati resulted in the

reconquest of the old province of Udayagiri, and the

creation of a new one with Kondavidu as its capital.

Similarly, the doab between the Krsna and the

Tungabhadra, which he wrested from the Adil Shah

about 1520 A.D. was constituted into the province

of Raicur. The rajyas of Barakuni, t SrTsaila, J

Nallur, and Hampi-Hastinavati V are also mentioned

in the inscriptions. Therefore, it may be said that at

the commencement of the reign of Acyutadevaraya

the following rajyas were included in the empire :
—

1. Hampi-IIastinavati 2. Penugonda 3. Gutti 4. Kandana-

vdlu ,

r
>. Srisailam 6. Rayadnrga 7. Bilrakuru 8. Araga

||

9. Konda-

vidu 10. Udajagiri 11. Candragiri 12. Mulbitgal 13. Palaivldu

14. Tiruvadi 15. Krirangapattana 1(5. Raicur 17. Nidugal. **

The province of Raicur was lost by Vijayanagara at

the very commencement of Aeyuta’s reign. Although

it was reconquered in 1535 A.D. it was lost again in

1538-9 A.D. The rajyas of Burndakunte. ff Kongo,

Adavani, §§ and Cennapattana ^|*j are referred to in the

inscriptions of the reign of Acyutaraya. It is possible

that some of these are called rajyas in a very general

way, and they may not denote the rajya technically so

called.

The provinces or rajyas seem to have been created

from time to time to suit some immediate administra-

tive needs. Although Gutti rajya is mentioned

in the inscriptions belonging to the early years of

• LR. xi. pp. 617-20.

t HER. 368|1927 1525 A..D.

§ EC. ix. Ht. 28.

|]
EC. vii. i. Sh. 26.

ft MER. 576 of 1912.

|1 UMu. 19-1-4.

t ibid 1+ of 1915.

\ EC. xi. jl. 24.

*• EC. xii. Pg. 75.

tt MER. 13 of 1922-23.

HI EC. lx. Cp. 53.
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Kffnadevaraya, * it is spoken of as a sub-division of

the Penugonda rajya in A D. 1529. f In the inscriptions

of the reigns of Acyuta and Sadasiva, it is once again

described as a rajua. X It is obvious that the province

of Gutti was abolished for some reason after 1512 A.D.,

and reduced to the position of a sub-division of

Penugonda rajya
;
but it was reconstituted once again

after the accession of Acyuta. Some of the rajyas which

are occasionally mentioned in the inscriptions might

be temporary creations for administrative purposes.

Section 2 : The Provincial Administration : The

Durga Dannailc or the Provincial Governor :—The chief

executive of the rajya or the province was a military

officer called the Durga Dannaik. It is often said

that Tinder the Rayas of Vijayanagara the provincial

governor wielded absolute authority, practically as an

independent chief, over all the villages in his province. §

This view is untenable as it is not supported by known

facts. In the first place, it is extremely doubtful

whether a provincial governor had freedom to remain

in his province. According to Nuniz, ‘ the nobles were

never suffered to settle in cities or towns, because they

could there be beyond the reach of his (emperor’s)

hand.' They were, however, permitted to go thither

sometimes. ^ Since the provincial governor was also

• SI/. IV 802, 803 ; EC sii Mi. 64. + MER. 332 of 1926.

J SIR iv. 801, MER. 293 of 1926.

§ Is»\var Dutt
:
JAHRS . iv. p, 169.

U FE. p. 374.

That the provincial governors visited their provinces occasionally is

indicated by the following statement of the RHyavUcaka : ASFF. iii. p. 38.
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an amaranayaka or noble, and held his amaramfigan.i in

the province over which he had to rule, it is not pro-

bable that he usually dwelt in his province. However,

an exception seems to have been made in the case of

frontier provinces, where the governors and amara-

ndyakas were allowed to remain within their charges to

safeguard the frontier : Those who are at the far end

of the kingdom,” says Paes, “ where (an attack) is

feared, such as the kingdom of Oria, and the territories

of the Ydallcao,” were exempted from going to the

capital even during the Dasara festival. * Secondly, as

one of the amaranaydkas, he had to maintain a fixed

contingent of troops for the service of the emperor,

and pay him every year a stipulated sum of money as

tribute. If he failed to maintain the required number

of troops, or to pay the tribute, he was severely

punished, and his amaratnagani lapsed to the state, f
Lastly, his authority did not extend over those villages

of his province which were granted as nayankara

to the other amaranayakas. These villages were given

to them by the emperor to whom alone they were

responsible. They had direct dealings with the Royal

Mint into which they paid their dues every year at the

Dasara season. They probably looked after the judi-

cial work connected with their estates. The provincial

governor could not have had much to do with the inter-

nal affairs of the devdddya, brahmadaya and mathapura

villages. It is not at all known whether they paid

their jodi directly to the exchequer or to the maniagdrs

Probably the governors and the nobles used to visit their estates in

the summer.

(j7r'SSb|TV'S&oe»3 I -£r*;&oi$b;S Sc2sS -6e»^ 8

Tiif&aa *>o3i3eT'« I ts'sS>8e»§~
II

Zrn 2 • 69 .

• EE. pp. 262-63.
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of their respective simas. The dannaik or the governor

appears to have had control over the Bhaaddraimda

villages alone. It must, not be supposed that these

formed his estate
;
a few of them might have been

given to him as his amaramdgani
;
but the rest be-

longed to the emperor.

If the provincial governor was not permitted

to reside in his province, how did he carry on its

administration ? Every person of any importance at

Vijayanagara engaged the services of an agent who

was usually known as the Icaryakarta. All the nuyakas
,

governors, and ministers had their own kuryakartas
\
and

much of the civil work of the empire was performed

through these functionaries. Although the provincial

governor was not permitted, except occasionally, to go

to his province, he still managed to discharge his

duties, by deputing bis karyaharta to look after the

provincial administration on his behalf, A few

examples may he usefully cited in this connection

:

Krsnaraya conferred the governorship of the pro-

vince of KondavTdu on his minister Siijuva Tiuima

in 1514 A.D.
;
but iie is said to have left one of his

brothers to govern the province as his deputy. * It

was, in fact, Nadindla Gopa, a nephew of the minister,

that was appointed as the deputy ; and he held this

office until 1525. A.D. Kamabhatlayya who was the

governor of Udayagiri in 1540 A.D., appointed his nep-

hew Yendaluri Venkatadri Ayya to govern the province

on his behalf, f Ramaraja Vitthala who held the

governorship of the Madura country had several

kuryakartas
;
a certain Annan Basavanna Nayaka served

him in this capacity in 15B7 A.D.
; f Timmappa Nayaka

• FE.y. 318

f L/C. 13 (Mahanandipalle 9) p. 308 J MER. A 6 of 1906.

V—20
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held tliis office in 154G A.D.
;

* and Viswanatha

Nayaka acted as his agent in 1551 A.D. f

The governors of the provinces, or the durga-

daniiaihs, as they were called, should, according to the

Amuktamalyada, be Brahmans, + because they would

serve the emperor faithfully and well in the midst of

great difficulties lest they should be laughed at by the

ksatriya and the sTidra officers, The principles which

Kfsnaraya described in this work .were carried out in

actual practice. Most of the provincial governors of

Krsuadeva and Acyuta were drawn from the Brahman
community, and the practice was not altogether

abandoned even during the reign of Badaeva.

The most important duty of the dnrga-datmaik or

the provincial governor was to protect his province

from the attacks of the enemy. The real need for such

protection existed only in the provinces along the

frontiers
;

and special arrangements were made to

guard them well. The governor and the amarandyakas

of these provinces were not compelled to attend the

imperial court at the capital, and they were permitted

to remain in their places, even during the Da£ara

season, so that the frontiers might not be exposed to

the attacks of the enemy. The governor seems to

have collected a tax called durga-daaayi-nivartana
;

*|[

probably it was intended to serve as remuneration for

giving protection to the people. The governor was

also the revenue officer of the province, and probably

also its supreme magistrate. According to the Rayavd-

caka, the daunailcs reported to Yira Narasimha that in

all the rdjyas the defence and police arrangements were

* MKR. 2 of 1920.

t 2m. 4 : S07 r §«4: 217.

t ibid 721 of 1916.

H LR. 13, (Puspagiri) p. 69.
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in good condition. * Probably the provincial governor

was held responsible, in the first instance, for preserving

law and order in his province. In that case, tVie

kavalgars in his province muBt have been his sub-

ordinates.

The term cdvadi or sdvadi very frequently occurs

in the records of the period. It denotes an office

having jurisdiction over a certain area, where the

government records were preserved by a staff of

officials called generally karnanis. The frequent

mention of cdvadis shows that the internal administra-

tion of the provinces of the empire was carried on by

an organised bureaucracy. Some officials connected

with the administration of the provinces are mentioned

in a few inscriptions
;
but it is not possible to define

the nature of the work which they were expected to

perform.

The Slma :—The administrative arrangements

obtaining in the sub-divisions of the t'djya cannot at

present be described accurately, as the material that

has a bearing on the subject is very meagre
;
but stray

allusions in the inscriptions show that the administra-

tive sub-divisions, slma, nddu, and sthaln had their

respective officials. Several inscriptions of the Kurnool

district contain what appears to be an exhaustive list

of officials who were connected with tlie administration

of the slma. Venkatadri, who was governing the

Kandanavolu rdjya during the reign of Sadasiva,

exempted, by the command of the king, the mahdjanas

of several agraharas from the payment of certain dues,

and issued an order to the dhoras, pdrupatyagdras ,

rayasamvaru, avasaramvdru, and rdcakarandlu connected

with the administration of the slma
,
prohibiting them

• ASPP. lii. p. 18.
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from collecting the exempted taxes.
* The dhoras

referred to in the inscriptions were the amaranayakas

who held some of the villages of the slma nnder the

nilyakam tenure. Therefore, they need not be consi-

dered in this context. The yarupatyagara or maniayard,

as he is sometimes called, was the chief executive

officer of the slma. ']' lie was appointed by the

governor himself or his deputy. Rayasani Timma, who
held sway over Gandikuta about 152b A.D ,

appointed

one Annaji Ayya. as his pdrupalgagdra. + Yendaluru

Venkatiirlri Ayya, who ruled Ihlayagiri in 1 5 10 A.D. as

Ramabhatlayya's deputy, appointed a certain Mandali

Kaiuiibhat as the jini'iipat y<ipara of Eruva slma. §

Kiimappa Naynku bold the parupalya of SrTrangapattaua

slma under Ramahhatlay va about the same time.

The slma- jidrupaiyaatiras are mentioned in two inscrip-

tions dated 152(j and 1547 A.D. respectively,
j|

The sltm-piirnpulyngdvu appears to have been a

revenue. officer. Ramabhatlayya’s parupalyagara,
Kanuippa Nayaka, imposed on areca-nut gardens a duty
‘ which had not existed before, ’ in the tax-free villages

of Srlrangapatlana slma. His successor, l’eddiraja,

remitted not only this duty, but the tax upon sugar-cane

mills at ITaruvahalli Vogeyasainudra. ** Annaji Ayya
created a sintu at (Jalamardldgandapattamim. •j'j' There-
fore the piirupalgagara could impose taxes and remit

them • he could tap fresh sources of revenue; and he

‘ AlMss. irv3 (, (l'i>|iiila^riO,-m) 212. I.K. 7
,
(erininunc'b) pp 86-7.

t /-(' xi Ilk 112, I.K 7 (rtiruinancula) pji 86-87, IK 13 (KcUiiragaiuJla

)

pp. 279-SO

J LR. 15 O nl.miaiidp at tan am) pp 83-84

§ ibid 13. (Malunauilipalle) pp 308 309, ibid 41 ^UUelaceruvu) p, 353.

H RC- Sr. 6.
II
J.R 7- pp 86-87

;
13 pp. 279-80

** EC. lii. i. Sr. 6. ft LR. 15. (TsUamancipattanam) pp. 83-84.
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had also something to do with the grant of paitas to the

ryots for the lands which they cultivated *. What other

powers he exercised, it is not possible to say. He

must have had his own cavadi, where a staff of karnams

kept the accounts pertaining to his alma.

No information is available at present about the

three classes of officials, rdyusams, avasarams, and

rnraharnnms mentioned in the inscriptions. The term

rdyasam, as mentioned already, means the profession

of writing
;

it also denotes people engaged in the

profession. The rayasams should be taken to mean

clerks or officials connected with the secretariat of

the imperial government. It is not easy to define

the exact nature of the duties discharged bv amsarams

or avasarikas, as they are sometimes called. The term

avasardm means necessity or urgency
;
and avasarika

denotes a person employed to draw the attention of

the emperor to urgent business which he had to tran-

sact. Though the avasarikas are frequently mentioned

in the records, their duties are nowhere defined
;
but

Tiruvengalaniitha gives a hint which enables us to

understand the nature of their work to some extent.

The avasarams seem to denote a class of servants

of either sex employed in the imperial household for

the purpose of bringing to the notice of the emperor,

when he was within the precincts of the zenana,

anything that demanded his immediate attention. They
informed him when people desiring immediate audience

waited for him in the mosala or the anteroom. They
also intimated to him the hour when he had to attend to

each of the items of his daily programme, -j- According

to the Rdyavacaka, the rdyasams and avasarams accom-

panied the king in his campaigns. The rdcakarnams

• EC. iv. Ch, 38. + Pym. iii, pp. 190, 207.

*
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were probably karanams of the imperial household.

It is evident that these three classes of officials belonged

to the imperial household, and that they did not form

integral parts of the administrative machinery of the

slma. The part played by the rdyasams, avasarams,

and racakarnams in (he administration of the slma

cannot, however, be ascertained at present.

Information regarding the officials of the nadu is

almost, totally lacking. The ta/jivara of Kudatini

nadu is mentioned in a grant of KffiO A I). * Probably

it had other officials
;
but tire records of the period do

not furnish any information about them.

The s thaln had a cavadi of its own, where the

sthala-karnams maintained the accounts of all the

villages in the sthala. In an inscription of Ilonganuru

in Mysore dated loll) A . I >
. ,

besides the village gauda

and senabova
,
a karnikka of the cavadi is mentioned, f

This official was very probably the karnarn of the

sthala. The sthala-kargams are alluded to in several

records of the time. In an inscription dated 15(58 A.D,

the officers of the Duvvur sthala viz., the reddi, the

karnam, and the sett,/ are referred to. X

The officials of the sthala were probably in close

touch with the village administration. The karaikka of

the cavadi mentioned above kept in his cavadi the

paftas of all the ryots in the villages. He was

expected to prevent, any ryot without the patta from

cultivating the land. § If the kaifiyat of Bukkayapalle

can be trusted, the officers of the sthala had to perform

some judicial work in discharging their duties. They
joined the officers of three other villages to form a

• UER. A 10 of 1922-23.

} LR. 36. (Bukkayapalle) p. 445.
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court or dharmasana for deciding a dispute between

two claimants of a reddi mirasi. They had probably

other duties also, but nothing is known about them.

Section 3 : The Village Administration:—The village

administration in South India was carried on from time

immemorial by the village assemblies which may be

divided for the sake of convenience into two classes. In

the villages which belonged to the crown, the village

assembly called 4 ur ’ transacted all public business on

behalf of the villagers. The assembly of this type,

which played an important part in the rural administra-

tion in the pre-Vijayanagara times, disappeared more

or less completely by the end of the fourteenth century.

The village assemblies, no doubt, are occasionally men-

tioned in early Vijayanagara inscriptions
;

but they

were survivals of an era which came to an end with the

advent of the Mussalmans. They disappeared gradu-

ally owing to the impact of the institutions of a more

modern age. I’herefore, the assemblies of this class

did not. play any important part in the local adminis-

tration of the period under consideration.

In the hrahmdddija villages, however, the village

assemblies, which were known as sahhds, continued to

function as vigorously as before. Their existence in

the brahmddaya villages or agrahdras was due not so

much to the fostering care of the government as

to the need inherent in the system of tenure under

which lands were held. The king or one of his officers

granted a village to one or more Brahmans as a reward

for his or their learning and piety. If the donee was

a single individual, the village granted was called

ekahkSga or the land enjoyed by a single individual.

Lf
,
on the other hand, the donees were several, the

village granted was known as ganabhoga or the land

[ J69 j
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enjoyed by a gana or a group. The distinction

between ekabhoga and ganabhoga was not, however,

permanent, as the ekabhdga villages were transformed

into ganabhoga within a generation or two of the

original donee.

As the ganabhoga villages were granted to all the

donees collectively, they jointly managed the land

which they held together. Since the management of

the affairs of the village by all the shareholders, could

be carried on only by common consent, they had to

meet frequently to discuss the problems affecting

the welfare of the whole village. The sabha or the

assembly of the brahnxdddya villages came into

existence in this fashion. The shareholders of the

villages were known as vidwan-maftajanas, or simply

mahajans, who are frequently mentioned in the inscrip-

tions, as discharging some public duty or other.

No information is available about the manner of

the working of this vidwan-mahajana-sabhd. The
Local Records, no doubt, allude to these bodies fre-

quently, but they do not describe any of the functions

of these assemblies excepting the judicial. These
sahhas took the place of the civil courts of the empire,

and tried cases which were referred to them by the king

or his subordinates. Besides the judicial duties, the

sabhds served as a link between the villagers and the

government. They collected the jodi from the ryots,

and paid it into the imperial treasury. They brought

the grievances of the villagers to the notice of the

Raya, and had them redressed.

The Ayagdrs :—The village assemblies in the

government villages yielded place to a group of village

officers called dyagdrs who governed the village. They
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served as a link connecting the village folk with the

government and their officials. The origin of the

dyayar system cannot easily be traced. It was already

in full force during the period of the Kakatlya rule.

The ayagars were twelve in number

:

(1) Karnam or Sendbova

(2) Qauda or Tteddi

(3) Talari

(4) Washerman

(5) Shoemaker

(6) Barber

(7) Carpenter

(8) Goldsmith

(9) Purohit

(10) Waterman

(11) Potter

(12) Blacksmith

Most of the ayagars were village servants rather

than the servants of the government. The first three

only had any connection with the government,

The karnam or sendbova maintained the accounts

of the village known as gwlikalhi or dyakattu. He
kept registers in which the extent of tin; village site,

the area of the land belonging to the village, its

boundaries, the extent of the rent-free land, groves,

gardens, crematoria, tanks, the number of wells

and canals, and the exact extent of land belonsnutr to

eacli ryot in the village were entered. * Hesides, he

had to measure and keep accounts of the cultivable,

non-cultivable, and waste lands, gardens, dry fields and

pasture lands.

The karnam was closely associated with the reddi

in the administration of the village. His main duty

was the collection of revenue due to the state as

stipulated by the jamdbandi settlement, f The reddi

and karnam had to work together in the collection

* cf. Indhra ration : U^rti SaKcika (1922) p 157.

f This account of village administration is mainly based upon the Atfhavana
Tantram (MMss

.

15-6-3.).

Y—21
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of state dues
;
and both of them attended the annual

jamabandi ,
when the accounts were balanced, and the

next year's dues settled.

Although the reddi and the Jcarnam were subject

to the authority of the officerg of the Atthavana, they

were virtually the rulers of the village. The Atthavana

Tantram mentions three causes which helped these

officers in the acquisition of so much power. (1) The

absence of direct contact between the ryots and the

government. (2) The fear of the ryots that they might

involve them in trouble by submitting false accounts

to the Atthavanam officials regarding the extent of land

cultivated by them. (3) t
A feeling of loyalty/ to the

officers whose families had been managing the village

affairs for several generations. Owing to these con-

siderations, the ryots would not complain to higher

authorities against the reddi and kurnam even when

they had specific grievances against them.

Next in importance to these officers was the talari

or the village policeman. His duties and the part

which he play'ed in the village administration will he

described in a different context. As the other ayagars

had little or no direct connection with the

government, they may be dealt with briefly. The purohit

waB the village priest. He had to preside over all the

ceremonies that might be performed in the ryots’

houses; he had to fix an auspicious day for ploughing

the fields and harvesting the crops that might be raised

thereon. The carpenter made the ploughs, carts, and

other tools necessary for agricultural operations
;
the

blacksmith made knives, sides, and other metallic

instruments needed by the cultivators
;

the barber

shaved them, the washerman washed their clothes, and

the potter supplied them with pots, The goldsmith
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measured the grain during the harvest, and the

waterman regulated the supply of water to the fields.

The shoemaker not only manufactured sandals for

the villagers, but provided the ryots with leather ropes

and buckets that were needed to bale out water from

the wells.

i&'he Jiyagars were not paid any salary by the

governmentfor their services either in coin or in. kind
;

but they were assigned plots of village lajid, which, like

the office which they held, rema ined hereditary posses-

sions of the family. The plots of land thus assigned to

them were known as their mirasi on which they werq

liable to pay a small quit-rent known as jo(]i. In addi-

tion to the mirasi
,
they had another source of income.

Each ryot had to measure out to them at the time of the

harvest, a lixed quantity of paddy or other produce for

every field, kapila, or khanduga in accordance with the

custom of the village. The share of paddy or other

produce which the ayagars obtained from the ryots was

known as their 1 mera.’

16S 1



CnAPl'EB V

THE LAND TENURE AND THE NAYANICARA

SYSTEM

Section 1 : The Proprietorship of the Soil :—The
first problem, that should be considered in connection

with the land tenure, is that relating to the proprietory

right in the soil. Who was the ultimate proprietor

of the soil ? Was it the emperor or the ryot ? Nuniz

gives an unequivocal answer to this question. He says :

“ All the land belongs to the. King, ami from him the

captains hold it. They milc» it. over to the husbandmen who pay

nine-tenths to their lord
;
and they have on land of their own for

the kingdom belong* entirely to the King " *

This has been denied by certain writers recently. It is

said to be ‘exactly the reverse of the Hindu theory.'

Inscriptions are said * to prove to the hilt,’ the con-

trary. f ‘ That it is a fact, ’ says one writer, ‘ is proved

by the innumerable epigraphs of the period. ’
J He

supports his contention by adducing two arguments :

(1) The provincial governors and their subordinates and

the private persons owning landed property grant villages for the

benefit of deities and brahmans.” §

(2) “ The person who owns the landed property has the

right of disposing of Lite land al his will and pleasure except

perhaps in the case of mum lauds.’’ *1

It is true that the provincial governors and their

subordinates granted villages to the gods and

• FE. Pr3>79.

f K. P. Jaya&wal: Hindu Polity p , 174,

X K. lswar Dutt: JAI/KS, v. p. 73.

§ ibid.
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Brahmans
;
but this does not Bhow, ‘ private property

in the soil.' What it may be claimed to show at the

most is that the proprietory right in the soil belonged

to the governors and their subordinates
;

but, as a

matter of fact, they had no such right. In a large

number of instances, the jlonor of a village or a piece

of land (the governor or his subordinate) made the

grant with the express permission of
.
the emperor, or

one of his ministers acting on his behalf. In several

grants, no reference is made to the sanction of the

emperor at all. From these it is inferred that the

governor or his subordinate could make grants without

obtaining the permission of the emperor, and that he

was the supreme lord within his own territory. That
this was not the case will be shown presently. Even
if such grants were taken as having been made without

reference to the emperor, they could only indicate the

extent of the donor's power, and not his ‘ property in

the soil.’ If the emperor, according to this contention,

had no ‘property in the soil,’ how could the governor,

who was but his representative, have it ? If the governor
had it, it was because the emperor had delegated it

to him. It is, therefore, reasonable to believe that,

even in grants containing no reference to the royal

sanction, it was understood to be implicit. Such of the

private persons as granted lands to the temples and the

Brahmans, were the chief relations, and dependents of

the emperor, or his nobles. Their grants are not help-

ful in determining whose was ‘ property in the soil.'

The fact that the imperial government could resume at

will any laud granted to a temple or a Brahman is

sufficient proof to establish the right of the elqaperor as

the proprietor of the soil.

Taking the sale aud purchase of land into consider-

ation, it is necessary to find out what exactly was sold
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and purchased. Was it ‘ the property in the soil or

was it only the occupancy right that formed the subject

of the transaction ? It is very difficult to say which.

It may be contended that because the formula nidhi-

niksepa-jala-taru-paxana is found in certain sale-

deeds of the time, the seller should be considered to

have sold his ' property in the soil/ and the purchaser

to have purchased the same. Such an inference need

not necessarily follow. Nobody can deny the fact

that at present the King Emperor of India is recognised

by law to be the owner of every inch of ground in the

British territory. Nevertheless, the formula mentioned

above is repeated in all the sale-deeds of the ryotwari

lands even at the present day. It is needless to point

out that the modern seller of such land is only dispos-

ing of his rights to occupy and cultivate, and not his

proprietory right in the soil- Matters in Vijayanagara

times could not have been very different from what

they are now.

Two important points must be noticed in this con-

nection : (1) The imperial government exercised the

right of surveying lands frequently, and assessing

taxes afresh. A similar right is exercised by the

present government. They carry on the work of

resurvey and resettlement, because they claim ‘ pro-

perty iu the soil.' This claim is admitted by all. If

the imperial government of Vijayanagara exercised the

rights of resurvey and resettlement, it was because the

Raya was the owner of all the land in the empire, and

others held it of him under some kind of tenure.

(2) When taxation became very oppressive the ryots

frequently abandoned their homes and farms and mig-

rated to foreign parts. The emperor or on his behalf

some of his officers brought them back after granting

them concessions. The abandonment of their homes
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and fields by the ryots indicates that they had no pro-

prietory right in the land. If they had any such right,

the emperor could not have legally enhanced the land tax

as he liked, and the ryots would never have abandoned

their homes and farms in the way in which they did.

Although these and other considerations prove

that during the age of the Rayas, the proprietorship of

the soil was vested in the emperor, there is room for

conceding the existence of private ownership in certain

places. In A.D. 1534 ,
‘ by the order of the royal

treasurer, Timmapayya,’ one of his subordinates, and
1 all the Ilebbarnva Brahmans of Kudalur and Mana-

lur' made a grant to the temple priest Narayanayya

of some land to the service of the God, ‘with the con-

sent of all the farmers and the subjects of those

villages.’ * The kodagi lands of several Lingayat

maihns were made sarvamdnya in A. D. 1545 by
Bhandiya Basavamia Nayaka with the approval of two

settis and a gauda. f

In these two cases, the consent of all the fanners,

subjects, settis and gavda was considered necessary

to make the grant valid. They must have possessed

some sort of proprietory right in the soil
;
otherwise

their consent would not have become necessary.

However, grants such as these, come from a particular

corner of the Canarese country where the individual

ownership of land appears to have been recognised.

But this is an exception. The state ownership of land

was admitted in all the other parts of the empire.

Section 2 : The Classification of Villages :—Before

taking up for consideration the kinds of tenure, it is

necessary to consider the classes into which the villages

* EC. ix. Cp. 155. t ibid NI. SI.
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were divided by the Atthavnnam department. For the

convenience of fiscal administration, the villages of the

empire were divided into a number of classes. It is

said, in an inscription of A.D. 1542, that the villages in

the ^rTranga pattana district were divided into

(1) Dalavdyi agraluiras.

(2) Munyn grama*.

(8) Kara gramas. *

Five classes of villages, are mentioned in several

inscriptions of the Udayagiri and I’enugonda rajyas. f

(1) Amrrra gramas.

(2) Urnbala gramas.

(3) lihmuldravaija gramas.

(4) Agrahura*.

(5) A givhSra-tffmsthunas.

In addition to the Bhandaravada-gramas and agraharas
,

devasihdna villages are referred to in a grant of Gode-

kallu in the Anantapilr district. J An epigraph from

Old Siruvolla in the Kurnool district, alludes to ;1) deva-

ldi/> (Itnrilu, (2) fujrahardhi and (3) hlmtnvrttulv

.

§ The
last class seems to refer to service indms. Moreover,

three classes of villages, vara, hare, and kara gramas

are frequently mentioned in the inscriptions. Kara

gramas must be villages yielding kara or revenue to

the government. Therefore, they may be said to

belong to the same class as the Bhagdaravada gramas

or villages belonging to the imperial treasury. The
word vara means ‘ a favour, a gift, a reward, a recom-

pense.’ 11 Therefore, the vara grama may be taken to

mean a village which was given as a gift to a temple,

* SC. ni . i Sr. 6.

X MLR. 390 of 1920.

Ti LR. 15 p. 120 ;
ibid p. 133.

||
Kittel : Canarese-English Diet. p. 1377.

i
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mafia, or a Brahman. Hore is said to mean ‘ an

allowance of grain to village servants.’ * As this

allowance was obviously given as a remuneration for

some services rendered, hore grama may be taken

to mean a village given to a person for some (service
'

rendered to government. Probably, it belongs to the

same class as the amarant villages.

The villages of the empire, therefore, fell into three

main groups, viewed from the standpoint of land

tenure under which they were held :

I. The Bhaiitlaravaila gramas or crown lands.

II. The Amara villages.

III. The Manya villages.

The last two groups are capable of further sub-division-

Tliis classification was neither rigid nor permanent.

All the classes ultimately lapsed into the first. The
amara villages were held by the nayakas at the pleasure

of the crown. A naijaka might at any time be deprived

of his holding, and his village or villages be transferred

to tire treasury, f Again, the villages granted to the

temples, the Brahmans, and the mafias might also be

absorbed by the treasury, if circumstances necessitated

the adoption of such a course. $

Of the three classes of villages, the Bhandaravada

class is the only one where there was direct contact

between the ryot and the imperial government. The
amara villages were given to the nayakas who formed
the intermediaries between the government and the

ryot. The holders of manya gramas were responsible

to the treasury for the payment of jodi, and the

* H. H. Wilson : Glossary p. 211.

+ FE. p. 374. % MMss. 19-1-14

7—22
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farmer had no ehance of coining into contact with

the government.

I. The Bhnndaramda Villages'.—To this class

belonged all the villages of the empire which were not

given either to the amaranayakas, or to religious

institutions. The Bhandaravada villages were under

the control of the provincial governor and his sub-

ordinates. The imperial atthavana, under whose juris-

diction they were, sent its officials to supervise the work

of the provincial governors. There was a separate

treasurer for them, and he was assisted by several

1 scribes-’
*

II. The Amara Villages : —The most important

duty which the Raya had to discharge~was to provide.

for' theT defence, of the realm. For the purpose of_

equipping himself with an efficient army, he appor-

tion e'd’'TFie' co u 1 1try among his na

g

ains who in return'

Tiad fo provide "him with men and money^ Nuniz

'gives a IsTiort To it, interesting account TTf the way in

which the laud was distributed among the nobles

during the reign of Acyuta.

“ All the laud belongs to the king, and from his hand the

captains hold it ”. “ The kingdom of Bisnaga is divided between

more than two hundred captains who are all heathen.” t

This is confirmed by Paes :

“ These captains whom he has over these troops are the

nobles of the kingdom
; they are lords, and they hold the city,

and the towns and the villages of the kingdom.” }

The amaranayakas according to the Bayavdcaka

were holding the territories containing the forts of

• FE. p. 384. t iM f>. 379.
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Adavani, Ceyyetidurgam, Gutti, Gandikota, Candra-

giri, Gurramkonda, Maddur, Sonagiri, Triiirapura,

Kunnattiir, Penugonda, Nandyala, Srlrangapattanam,

Ummattur, DalanayakuJakdta, Vallanikota, Madura,

Palaiyamkota, Dindigal, Satyavldu, Kottikallu,

Danginlkota, Narayanavanam and other forest strong-

holds. * As these forts were scattered all over the

empire, it is obvious that nearly three-fourths of it was

governed by tiie nobles or the amaranayakas.

Section 3 : The Nayankara System :-rTlie nayakas

held land of the emperor under a military tenure called.

amaraniy They jvere con s
e
quentl y k n ownbythe name

(.umranayakas /They claimed to hold the land for

nayaukara, a word the meaning of which is not quite

IjteaE Sometimes, It is loosely asserted t_hat_tli£-

country was Huerd by the nobles on feudal term re 7

k recent writer says :

A
“ Tho country whs pai'collo.1 out into provinces which were

held on feudal tenure. Several of the feudal lords were hereditary

princes.” t

jkhe nayaukara system has no doubt very strong affini-

ties to Teudafism FutT it has alio very many differences

^Feudalism is said
-

* 1 to contain both a social element

based upon land
-
tenure, and a political element elf7

pressed by homage and fealty/y “The union of the

two relationships of lord
-

with man and lord with

vassal,” is said to be the characteristic feature of

feudalism. X j It ia very much to be doubted whether

the political element was present in the nayankara

i

system. No instance o f an amaranayaka swearing fealty

^and rendering homage to his overlord is recorded.

• ASPP. iii. p. 29.

f J. Ramayya Pantulu : JAHRS. ii. p. 216.

X Medley : English Constitutional History p. 28.
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f
^Nayankarism may, therefore, be described as a system

ol land tenure according to which land was held

Immedialely ~oF mediately of the emperor on con- f
chtion of military service. People holding land of the

emperor on this tenure were Ttnown as amaraudyakas^
or more briefly ndyakaajj^

(a) Although the tenants of a feudal lord were

originally only tenants at will, they soon ceased to

be such. “ Tenancy at will grew into tenancy for life,

which in its turn extended into a heritable holding.” *

The antarandyaka, on the contrary, always remained a

tenant, at, wiTI, and until the period subsequent to'

the battle of Talikota, no amarunat/aka could put*,

forward any pretensions of a hereditary character^

The emperor could take away the lands _of any .

ndyaldT when he became displeased with him. The
frequent ' change" oT dmaranayakas is indicated by

inscriptions. A few examples are enough to illustrate

the point.

(1) The village of Tarnupadu with its hamlets

was granted by Sadasiva as ndyukara to Nandyala

Avubhalayyadeva Maharaja in 15415 A.D. f The same

village with its hamlet Cennareddipalle was granted

by the same monarch to Ramaraju Peda Tirumalaraju

Tirumalayya in A.D. 1552. X Again, Tarnupadu with

its hamlets was granted to Madraju Nagappa in

A.D. 1554. §

(2) The village of Peda Kommerla was granted

as nayakara to Nandyala Timma in A.D. 1544
;

but in

A.D. 1545, it was granted to Nandyala Avubhajaraju

* Medley : English Constitutional History p. 28.

+ LR. 13 (Markapuram) No. 5.

§ ibid No. 8.

% ibid No. 7.

1 LR. 15 p. 107.
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Avubhalesvara, * and to Nandyala Avubhala Avu-

bhalesvara Cilia Avubhala in A.D. 1554. f

(3) ^ribhasyapuram (Sammaturu and Gadda-

mayapalle) was given to Nandyala Narasinga-Narapa

for his nayakara in A.D. 1551
; J and it was granted to

Nandyala Vobajayya Cina Vobalayya in A.D. 1553- §
and to Nandyala Avubhalesvara in A.D. 1557.

(4) Perur was given to Nandyala Krsnamaraju

in A.D. 1538; to Nandyala Cina Avubhalaraju in

1546; and to Nandyala Avubha]araju in A.D. 1547.
||

(5) Narasa Nayaka, the regent of Immadi Nara-

simlia, granted to Rampa Kannamanayaka, the villages

of Froddntiir and Rumesvaram in 1498 A.D., ** and to

Saluva Govindariijn a little later, ff

(6) The kavul of Cintarajupalem dated 1526

A.D., refers to the confiscation of the lands given to

Namalaneni Kumara Peda Bucci Nayudu by Krsna-

devaraya for his supposed complicity iu the revolt of

Tarigonda Ramanayudu.

(7) Krsnaraya granted Awuku in the Duvvur
sirna as nayakara to his karyalcarta Bukkaraju Timma-
raju who held it until A.D. 1530. §§ Acyuta who
ascended the throne in that year permitted him to

continue in the office for two more years i. e-, until

1532 A.D. However, in 1533 A.D. Acyuta dismissed

* LR. 15 p 111. f ibid p. 129.

X LK 33 p 227. § ibid p. 228.

H ibid p 228.
||
MMss. 15-3-6.

** MMst. 15-3-32. Inscription in the Rangamanfapam ol R5m»y*dEva

+t ibid. Inscription in the manfap* opposite to the gopura.

Xt LR. 18 p. 407.

§§ LR. 18 p. 59 ,
LR. 37 p. 286 (Inscription at Nandipa^u.)
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Timm a from his service, and appointed in his place

Salakaraju Peda Tirumala. * As Timma was an

enemy of Peda Tirumala, the latter poisoned the

emperor’s mind against Timma, and had his estate

of Awuku which was granted to him by Krsna-

devaraya confiscated, f

These instances are sufficient to prove that the

holders of nayakara lands were only tenants at will,

and that their tenements were not hereditary posses-

sions. The emperor or his ministers could deprive

them of their lands, a practice in which they seem to

have indulged frequently.

(b) The nayakara system differs from feudalism

in another important respect. The practice of sub-

infeudation which was such a common feature of

feudalism was present in nayanlcarism to a very mitd/-

ndegfegT

“ Just as the erowu enfeoffed tliem (the tenants-in-chief)

or granted them feuda or flet's with right of inheritance for their

heirs, so by a similar process known as sub-infeudation or the

creation of sub-tiefs, would they carve out portions of their estates,

and make them over to tenants to hold on condition of rendering

in return services o£ various kinds.” %

The process of sub-infeudation might be, and in

fact was, carried on indefinitely. Although this

practice was not altogether unknown to the amara-

nayakas, the chain of feudal tenants was not usually,

lengthened by "them beyond, the ~ second
-

link^-/§

The suh-tenaiits like the amaranayakas themselves

* LX. 18 p. 61. + LX. 33 pp. 368-69.

t Madley : Tht English Constitutional History p. 28.

§ LX. 15. (Pedammjium) p. 139 , 16. (Vaipjamaiiu) p. +54 ; MMss. 15-3-9

(Ni(tBi)
,

LX. 14 (Cinapasupula) p, 14,
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were only tenants at will, and they never succeeded

in establishing themselves as hereditary owners of

their holdings. Moreover, they were not obliged

to render to their lords any kind of service but

military.

(c) The tenants of a feudal monarch owed him

military service. They were required to be present

with their retainers on the battle-field during the

time of war. No money payment, except the occa-

sional feudal dues, was demanded of the tenant for

his holding. The amaranayalcas “ besides maintaining

these troops/’ had to make their “ annual payments to

the king.” * These payments were different in nature

from the feudal dues which each tenant had to pay

from time to time to his feudal superior. The money
which the amaranayalcas paid to the emperor was

called tribute, and it was in the nature of a tax which

they had to pay on their amaram lands.

Duties of Amaranayalcas :—These have been

described by the Portuguese writers fairly well.

(1) Paes

:

“ As each one has rovenuo, so tho king fixes for him the

number of troops which he must maintain in foot, horse, and

elephants. These troops are always ready for duty, whenever

they may be called out, and wherever they may have to go.” t

This is confirmed by a passage from Nuniz.

“ In this way the kingdom of Bisuaga is divided between

more than two hundred captains,—and according to the lands and

the revenues that they have, so the king settles for them the forces

that they are compelled to keep up.’ |

* FE. p. 281. t J iind p, 389.
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(2) Paes

:

“ Each captain has to make his annual payments to the

king." *

This is corroborated by Nuniz. He Bays

:

“The King settles for them . . . how much revenue they

have to pay him every month during the first nine days of

September when they pay their land rents.’’ t

(3) Nuniz :

“ All these captains, who are thus like renters, must always

attend the court, aiul of those whom this King (Acyuta) always

has about him and by whom ho is accompanied in his court

there are more than two hundred. These are obliged always to

be present with the King. . . . These nobles are never suffered to

settle themselves in cities or towns, because they would there

be beyond his hand.” J

(4) Paes:

“ Whenever a son happens to be born to this king or a

daughter, all tho nobles of the kingdom ofi'or him great presents of

money, and jewels of prieo, and so they do to him every year on

the day of liis birth.”
§

In addition to these. ‘ they give great gifts of money
to the king,’ on ‘ new year’s day.' * It is even

said that they give on that day to the king in

money a million and five hundred thousand gold

pardaos.’ *jj

(5) Nuniz

:

“ Tho nobles send it (food) to him (the king) every day to

liis house, namely, rice and wheat and meat, and fowls with all

other necessary tkingB.”
||

• FE. p. 281.

§ ibid p. 281.

f ibid p. 389.

H ibid p. 282.
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,The amarantiyakas had therefore to maintain a

•tipulated body of troops. They had to pay 'not

only the tribute on the lands * but offer presents to

the"sbvereign~on " the occasioifs of the birth oF his
-

children as well as on his birth day and the New Year’s

T7ay They had also to provide the emperor with

Tha daily food. They had to live in the capitaf,

always attending upon the monarch, and were not

permitted toreside m iny place
-

outside the city.

These appear To haveTbeen" the" principal obfigrttionf

of the amaranayaJcas, sp far as they can be gleailStf

from the available records.

n
T1ie failure to fulfil these

^
obligations, ^jieciallj^

^tli.e first, three, was met with severe punishment by

the emperor.

“(They) must,” says Nanis, “always maintain the full

number of soldiers according to their obligations, for if he finds

• There is reason to believe that the amaranflyakdf were allowed to deduct

from the tribute certain items of revenue. The following passage of

Tiruvenga|anatlia is of considerable interest in tlus connection.

£r3r«oaa ! t)S"3“®e*>c

€J

cJ&oSkjcji c*5co ? &

<2o3 zxr §aSbg£3 staeSoc

$16 ~SnO& ?

* * * *

S'os^cJ&^ac&o sSoJStfsg) fosSajPcSSboc

S5o^c£xo tfoSooSo ;0025do&c

2S
r
*tfvj,t).r*0 c 2)©£»^)^3byoc55bo.

Fym, vi. pp. 460-461 .

It is not possible to determine the exact nature of these deductions, as the

meaning of some of the terms is not known.
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that they have a leas number they are severely punished and their

estates confiscated

*

Again,

“ If they do not pay (tribute) they are well punished, and

are ruined and their property taken away.” T

Durate Barbosa confirms the statement of Nuniz.

He gives a graphic description of the manner in which

the Raya punished the defaulters.

“ When he (the king) finds any great Lord or his relation

guilty of any crime, he sends for him, and (as among them

all go in great state) they come in rich litters borne by their

servants, with many led horses and mounted men. On arrival at

the palace the king is informod, and orders him to enter, and if he

does not give a just excuse for his fault “he chastises him

in words as thoroughly as he deserves and besides this, takes from

him half of his revenues ; ” [he immediately orders him to be

stripped, and stretched on the ground, and given a severe beating ;

and if tins person happens to be his own near relative, and a

great lord, the King himself beats him with his own hand, and

after he has been well beaten, he orders that rich vestments should

be given him from liis wardrobe, and be taken in his palanquin

very honourably with music and rejoicing to his own house.”] J

The drastic corporal punishment which the Raya
is said to have inflicted upon delinquent nobles is

not alluded to by other writers. This is, as said by
Lougworth Dames, * an improbable story.' § The
rest, however, is true. It is also supported by the

Raya vac-aka which records the default of most of the

amaranayakas during the reign of Vira Navasimha,

owing to the weakness of the government. On
Krgnaraya’s accession, Saluva Timma supervised their

accounts and discovered that most of them owed large

sums of money to the imperial exchequer. The

' FB. p. 374.

X Barbosa i. p, 209.
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amarandyakas admitted their fault, and begged the

Raya not to deprive them of their lands, but to permit

them to hold their tenements as before. They promis-

ed that they would surrender to the government their

elephants and horses to make up the arrears of rent. *

They had, of course, to purchase horses and elephants

afresh to make up the full strength of the contingents

which they were obliged to maintain. The emperor,

having agreed, the proposals were carried out.

Section 4 : Kinds of Tenure The aniara lands ,

t
may be divided into two classes : (1) nmnra or nayankara

__

and (2) umbali or umbaligc.
,

(1) In most of the inscriptions, the term which i so-

used to describe the holding of an umaranauaka is~

nayankara
;

this, however, is only an abbreviated form,
^

.

the fuller form being ctmurundynukara, which occurs in^

a few inscriptions. Another shorter form of the wor£-

amaram, ’c

What is the meaning of the word umarandyankara ?

It consists of three members nmnra, myalca, and kara.

t
Amara

i
means literally a command of a thousand

foot, t It is, however, taken to mean 1 a grant of a
^ ; —

__ f

revenue by the prince or a paJaigar oil~ condition" oif

service generally military or police
;
such grants wer<^

resumable when the grantee failed to perform the

stipulated service, 't Ndynka is said to denote ‘ a

military chief under Vijayanagar Rajas.' § Kara is

really a very dUEcuTf vvbrcT lo undefsTandT IT Very1

probably means an office. Therefore, the word

* ASPP. ill. p. 33, H. II. Wilson : Glossary p. 21.

X ibid. § ibid p. 372.

K "£>$$) st'coj 7j^, :ttbc5"6'^c

Prm i: 145. cf. Brown: Telugss English Dtctunwtf p 645.
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nmnrannyarikara may be understood to mean, a

,

piece ol land yielding revenue, granted to a military

phie fbyhTTe Rayas of Vijayanagara.
(
As the words

umctra and nnyankarn are but the abbreviated forms of

amaranayankara, their meaning need not be separately

considered, jdost of the land under the Rayas of

Vijayanagara was held by military chiefs on thiaj

tenure. The holding of an rtmaranajjaka is sometime^,

(^escribed as Ids amnro-mngfuii * or amara-mahale. f

(2) Umbali or UmbaUge:—Kittel defines umbali

as
‘ the rent free gran^jpl' a plot of ground or of a

village ’
; J but, according to Wilson

j
it means ‘ a

grant to an individual for his subsistence § but he

does not mention whether the grant is rent free or

not. However,
t
he makes good this omission iy

umbnl'uje by_ which he understands. ‘ Tandydefining

granted by the government rept free as a reward for,
(

or in consideration of, jniblic services.' ^ He makes

the sense of the last part of tiiis definition clearer

in describing i
^ umbali-grama,' which he takes to,

mean ‘a village granted by the government rent free/
,in reward for

,
or on condition of

,
performing publicj

service.’
y

Three points emerge from the above, :

—

(f ) dial umbali or mnbuligc was a grant made l>y the

government of tax-free land.

(2) that it was given to an individual for public services

already rendered.

(3) that it was also given on condition of performing

public services.

* E.C. ill. i. Sr. 6; ibid xi. Hr. 35. + EC. riii, Sb. 379.

J Kittel : Canniest- English Dictionary p. 340.

||
Glossary p. 532. *: ibid

it
ibid
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It seems that there were two classes of umbaligdrs

or holders of umbali lands (a) Those that acquired^

an umbaliqe for some public service rendered in the,

past, and which they were required to do no more.

As instances of this class of people, mention maybe
made of scholars, poets and philosophers, to whonTthe

,Raya made frequent grants of landj An inscription of*

Kokatam dated 1518 A.D. registers the grant of the

village as umbalige to the poet Allasani Peddana by

Krsnadevaraya. * The poet refers to Kokatam as an

agrahara which the Raya granted to him. f It is obvious

that between an umbali-grama and an agrahara there

was no difference. Such grants as these were probably ,

known as ‘ manya-umbaliges'

Probably, dagdige umbali
, § palahi umbali,

{ ^
and hasu umbali I! should be included in this class,/ The
Rayas honoured the Brahmans and others by con-

—

t

ieiuhi^upbh'ihemU 1 <i
"
plTvilege of riding in palanquins^

oil ~Hdises~ ahd 'elephants, and of using umbrellas^

and chbwrleii Th~ addition to this, they were also

the produce ofgranted lands from the produce of which the^

should delray~Ihe~expenses of maintaining the horses,

elyihants etc. **

(b) 'Jhiose that obtained umbaliges on condition of

performing public services. The umbaliges of thur1

mass are spoken of as il amara- umbaliges ff Though'

9 LR. 33 (Kokatam) p. 213

t il §^5^0 Ksj-stfoax) exSfttf
J *

The Sources p 153,

t LR. 41 (Yar^agutji) pp. 16-17
;
EC. x. Sd 22.

§ EC. xii. Tm. 59.

H ibid. Gb. 49,

++ LR. 1. (Andiraju Ko^firu) pp. 11-13.
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this term is nowhere explained, it is not very difficult

to find out its meaning.
^

It is neither a pure amari^
nor a pure umba lige, bu t partak es of the nature of both. t

Y'he amara-umbalige appears to be a rent free grant of

land, on cond ition of performing military service to^

tKe~~emperor
<

. The amarunayakas, as already noticed,

hacfnot only to maintain a stipulated body of troops,

but to pay a fixed sum of money as tribute every year.

The umbaligckara properly so called had to do neither.

[The holder of^ an amgra-umba l.ige land lia3~probably~^x
..perform military service and not pay the tribut^. A
few grants belonging to the reigns of Sadasiva and

Srlranga 1 may be noticed in this context. According

to an epigraph of Pedamudiuin dated 1554 A.D.,

Sadasiva granted a certain t.hanya of Gandikota Sima

as an umbalige to Nandyiila Timma. * In a grant of

Srlranga I at Cinapasnpnla dated A. D. 1577, it is said

that he granted the Pasupula magani belonging to the

Gandikota Sima as an umbalige to Hande Kadamba-
raya. f The subjects of these two grants are not single

villages but groups of several villages. It is extremely

unlikely that Sadasiva and Srlranga I would have

granted so many villages to amaranayakas free of all

obligations. They must have granted these villages

not as pure umbaliges, but as amara-umbaliges. This

view is confirmed by the fact that the donors of the

grants mentioned above gave some of the villages

included in their umbalige on amara tenure to their

followers. The subject, however, deserves further

investigation.

Ill The Manga Gramas or Tax-free Villages :—The

emperors of Vijayanagara were staunch Hindus. They

always encouraged the Hindu religion in several ways.

* LK. 15 p. 130. + ibid 14 p. 366.
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Usually, they made grants of lands at very low

rent to individuals as well as to institutions. The
lands granted in this fashion are divided in the

Eayavdcaka into four classes: (1) The brahmddaya

(2) the devadaya (3) the mathapura and (4) the

sarvamdnya lands.*

(1) The brahmddaya is defined as 1 a grant or

Perquisite appropriated to Brahmans.' f Such grants

usually took the form of land, either small fields or

whole villages. The latter were generally known as

agrahdras, and krotriyas, which were granted to Brah-

mans either as a reward for their learning or to enable

them to impart religious and secular knowledge to the

younger members of the community. (2) The devadaya

grants were made to the temples for the purpose of

carrying on daily worship, brahmotsava and mdsotsava to

deities to whom they were dedicated. (3) The mafia-

pura lands were granted to the Ssaivite, and probably

also to the Vaisnavite temples and mafias in order to

enable the religious of the respective sects to study

theology and spread their respective tenets among the

laity. The holders of these three classes of land had

to pay to the government every year a low quit-rent

called jodi or Srbtriya. The grants of lands to the

dyagdrs of the village should be taken into consideration

in this connection, as they had also to pay the jodi to

the state. (4) The holders of the sarvamdnya grants

were under no obligation of any kind. They seem to

have enjoyed the fruit of the land granted to them

without paying any tax to the government. Several

ayrahdras and puras, were completely tax-free. Another

kind of tax-free land known as kodagi may be con-

sidered in this connection. The word kodagi or kodage

m ASPP. iii. p, 29. f H. H, Wilson : Glossary p. 92.
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means a gift or grant, usually of a piece of land free

of rent. Inscriptions mention names of two varieties

of kodagi grants, (a) Ka{tu-kodage* It denotes a kodage

granted to a person or persons as a reward for con-

Btructing a tank, a temple, or some other public

building. This appears to be identical with dasa-

vatidha. f (b) Nettara or rakta-kodage. t It means the

homage granted to the relations of deceased warriors

who sacrificed their lives in the service of the Btate.

The Newly-formed Villages :—Another kind of

tenure which must be noticed, in this connection, is

the one obtaining in the newly-formed villages.

According to the Amulctamal tjada, § the king, in order

to increase the income of the state, should destroy

the forests in the interior of the country, and give

the reclaimed territory to fanners to bring it under

cultivation. The land adjoining new villages built on

the sites of old oneB belongs to this class- To induce

desirable colonists to settle down in these places,

the government offered them easy terms. They were

exempted from the payment of all taxes during the first

year, or more generally, during the first three years-

At the end of this initial stage, low taxes were levied

which, however, were gradually increased year by
year until, at the end of the seventh year, the tax on
these lands became adjusted to tire rate prevailing in

the neighbouring villages, Although this arrange-

ment was only temporary, it left certain permanent
marks upon these settlements which deserve to be

noticed. The original colonists seem to have divided the

village laud into a number of shares, usually sixteen,

•EC. xii, Si. 18
,

ix. Ht. 30. + MER. 788 of 1917.

X EC. X. Mb. 87
; LR. 18 p. 513. § Am. 4 : 256.

'i,
EC. xi. Ht 112

,
MER. 307 of 1921 ,

SIR iv. No. 810.
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which they apportioned among themselves. Villages

of this kind were known as the vlsapadi or 1 sixteenth

villages.’ * The internal arrangements of the vlsapadi

villages regarding cultivation and payment of taxes

have been described by Sir Thomas Munro. He says

:

“ The land and rents were divided into sixteen

shares. When the season of cultivation draws near all the ryots

of the vlsapadi villages, assemble to regulate their several rents for

the year They ascertain the amount of agricultural stock

of each individual, and of the whole body, and the quantity of

land to which it is adequate, and they divide it accordingly, giving

each man a portion which he has the means of cultivating, and

fixing his share of rent, and whether his share he one or two

sixteenths, ho pays this proportion whether the whole rent of the

village be higher or lower than that of last year.” t

The holdings of the ryots were interchangeable or

subject to redistribution.

The Gvttige Lands : —The word * gutta’ means
rent, and therefore the guttige lands t were lands

hired by private individuals from the government.

The government used to let the Bkandaravada or crown

lands to contractors on which they had to pay the

government gntla or rent. This practice was also

followed by some amaranayakas occasionally. § The
guttadar was entitled only to collect the rent due to

the emperor or amaranagalca, as the case may be
;

and he had no other rights or privileges.

* Munro: The Gazetteer of Cuddapah pp. 146-7.

*t ibid,

t EC. ix. Kn. 31.

§ LR. 18 (Vanipenja) p. 49
,

ibid 20 (Golla-Uppalapafju) PP* 147-148.
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Chapter VI

IRRIGATION.

Section 1 : The State Irrigation Policy :—The

Rayas paid much attention from the very early days

of the empire to storing up of water for the purposes of

agriculture, the main industry of the country, on

which its prosperity depended. The greatest of the

Rayas declared that as the prosperity of the country

was a source of profit to the state, the government

should create irrigation facilities by the construction

of tanks and the excavation of canals
;
the land should

be given on a favourable rate of assessment to poor

ryots for cultivation, which would, of course, bring in

plenty of money to the treasury. * The government

of the Rayas, however, did not create a special depart-

ment for storing up water, and regulating its distribu-

tion among agricultural population
;

nevertheless, the

ryots did not suffer from water scarcity except during

periods of drought and famine. There is reason to

believe that, owing to abundant harvests, the country

was generally prosperous.

Although the government made no provision for

the maintenance of an irrigation department, the

country was not without irrigation facilities. The con-

struction of dams across the rivers to divert the water

into feeder channels is mentioned in a few inscriptions

of the period
;

but the information is so scanty that it

is not possible to elaborate on the subject. The

• 2m 4 : £36.

•f- The Bhllrtti ix. p. 434.

" e jsorij esfa® .daoiow sSjatfo&S iods^ CO
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excavation of tanks and canals as well as the digging

of wells was left to individual enterprise. To provide

the country with tanka, wells and canals was believed to

bring religious merit to the people. * In an inscription

of 1538-39 A.D. the excavation of tanks was included

in the Saptasantanas or the seven acts productive of

religious merit.f In another inscription dated 1540 A.D.

recording the excavation of the Gopinatha-jaladhi at

Vankayalapadu near Kondavldu, it is said that “ the

gods, men, p/fm, gandharvas, uragas, ralcsash, and

the permanent bhiilas all depend on a tank. The
person in whose tank men, beasts, and birds quench
their thirst by drinking its water acquires the merit

of performing an aSvamedha. The pitri of the excavator

of a tank rejoices, and his pitainulia dances. Even
the pitris of his cognates join them.'’ J All the

* cf. EC V. Ak. 2.

t LH. 14 (CamlJapalle, a hamlet of Puspagiri) p. 483.

“ ^’tSooS-' Ao<§c 3!S6^So

f».-<sSbocjSa $$;£> s-jjSOtA '
~A,!3o

2M& ‘WaoiexiX’ 7ooS5o3»A

^i),? dlTSjEH' II

The Sapl.naKtuv.nl are described in all the pmiwidhas of the age e.g
,

SrrtgUra Sakun/aiam of Pina Virabhadra :

Spi J&mo i ^rio xo £>tr"S’oa» So

iPrao 35'*;??' £_8§0 d&sJr8 z£r»;S>o2£?}o a'£So

Bwo waby’ilf? S'^V StS
ll

J LR. 48 (in Gopmatliapattana of Kon<JavI(ju) p. 72

The following passage from the Mababliarata is quoted in the inscription :

ftTfiTT tlS-rap t

*£177 751 TTTT^cT I

Ji«T7j%5g^nw n

17^*7! 7^51 fTHTT^TS 1

*{775$ i^arim 77ft 11
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well-to-do peoj)le of the age who were desirous of

perpetuating their names, performed at least one of the

Saptasantanas, if they could not do all. The Raya Bet

the fashion
;

his ministers, officers, nobles and wealthy

subjeets followed his example. The empire was, as a

consequence, provided with an irrigation system

which satistied all the requirements of the agricul-

tural population. The name of Krsnade varaya is

associated with several irrigation works throughout

the empire. Paes witnessed the construction of the

tank at Nagalapur. He says :

“ In order to make, this tank the said king (Kr$iiarfiya)

broke down u hill which enclosed the ground occupied

by the said tank. In the tank I saw so many people at work

that there must have been fifteen or twenty thousand mon,

looking like ants, so that you could not see the ground on which

they walked, so many there were ; this tank the king portioned

out amongst his captains, each of whom had the duty of Booing

that the people placed under him did their work, and that the tank

was finished ami brought to completion.” *

The Bijapur historian Raffi-ud-Din Ibrahim Shlrazi

states that Krsnadevaraya began the excavation

of a canal at Vijayanagara which lie did not, however,

complete
;
and it was only completed by Ramaraja

when he assumed power, }• Rayasam Konda-

marasa, Krsnaruya’s minister, was responsible for

the construction of Timmasamudra and Konda-

samudra in the province of Kondavldu. J lie had also

two or three tanks constructed in the province of

Udayagiri. S} Although no construction of irrigation

works is attributed to Acyuta, several of his ministers

and officers excavated tanks, and dug canals in different

• EE. pp. 244-245.

J MER. 336 of 1915.

f NDI. i. A 6, 28 ,
MIR. 336 of 1915.

t JBBRAS . xxii. p. 28,
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parts of the empire. Bayakara Kamappayya who

became the governor of Kondavldu built a tank at

MagimavinaliaUi in the Bellary district. * Timmarasa

and Bacarasa, two officers of Acyuta had each a

tank constructed at Lebaka in the Cuddapah

district, f Vakiti Vengajaraja, Acyuta's commander

of the gate caused the tank of KukkaBamudra to be

constructed. $ Mallappa Nayaka had a tank built and

channels dug at Bilebalu. § Penugonda Vlranna,

brother of Virupanna, the talari of Vijayanagara, dug up

a spring and an irrigation canal called Niitana-Tunga-

bhadra at lire village of Mddaya. *| It is easy to

multiply instances. The nobles, merchants, and wealthy

persons also contributed their shave. Mahanayakacarya

(Jari Narasa Nayadu dug a channel from the river

Pennur to feed the tank at Kucipapala.il The merchants

of Gundlalialli caused a tank to be built in A.D. 1530. **

Madammanagaru caused a tank to be made at

Samantapudi in memory of her son. ft Oinnamamba,

the sister of Ramaya Baca, caused a huge tank to be

dug at Vankayalapadu. Besides, people and institu-

tions holding landed property constructed tanks for

the purpose of increasing the productivity of their

estates. The Brahmans of Nangali had a tank dug to

water the fields of their agruhdra. §§ The authorities

of the temple of Siva at Kajahasti spent the money,

which they received from pious donors on improving

the condition of the tanks of the villages belonging to

the temple. *|j^j

* MLR. 517 of 1914.

t EC. VI. Kd 160.

1i
MEN. 68 of 1912.

*• EC. xii. Pg. 12.

XX Lit. 48 p. 72.

TU MER. 152, 153, 156, 1*0, 164,

t LR. 44 pp, 238-40.

§ MER. 727 of 1919.

||
LR. 18 pp. 58-60.

tt EDI. i. D. 66.

§§ EC. x. Mb. 226.

i, 171, 181 and 183 of 1924.
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Section 2 : The Construction of Tanks :—When any

person wanted to build a tank or to dig a well or canal,

he would never undertake the work himself. He
would entrust, it to one or more persons in whom he

had confidence. The merchants of Gundjahajli

entrusted the building of the tank to Akalati, and hiB

soub Allaga and Bajiga. * The Brahmans of Bhupa-

samudra employed a certain Basivi Reddi
; f Mallap-

panayaka engaged the Boyds of Bilebalu. % Some-

times labourers were directly employed by the persons

excavating tanks. Timmarasa and Bacarasa who

built the tanks at Lebaka hired the Vctddes
,
and per-

sonally supervised the work. § But such instances

are rare. The more popular method was to entrust

the work to some competent person or persons.

The person or persons to whom the construction

of a tank or the digging of a well or canal was

entrusted, had to execute the work at his or their

own expense. Occasionally they received some money
in advance from the person on whose behalf they

were executing the work. Gaudikota Cinnamasetti who
was employed by Ramaraja Tirumala to dig a canal at

Proddutur received a sum of ‘230 varahas for execut-

ing the work: but more generally the work was

given on kodage or dasavandha contract. According

to this arrangement, the contractor would agree to

construct a tank or dig a well or a canal in return

for the permanent assignment of a piece of tax-free

land watered by the tank, canal or well. || The extent

of the dasavandha or the kattu-kodage land varied

• EC. xii. Pg. 12. f MEK. 782 of 1917.

1 ibid 727 of 1919. § LR. 44 p. 238 | ibid 41 pp. 52-53.

||
MER. 782 of 1917; LR. 15 pp 434-5

; %bid 18 pp. 58-60
;

ibid. 33 p. 230

MER. 32 of 1917 ;
ibid 49 of 1917.
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according to the nature of the work to be turned

out. A #tanya of a few acres was the fee for digging

a well or canal
;
* but for the construction of the

tank, the extent of land offered as remuneration was

much bigger, t The dasavandha or kattu-kodage manya

might consist of wet and dry fields. %

The tanks had to be constructed so as to with-

stand the impact of the winter floods. The embank-

ment had to be made ‘ with plenty of earth, build-

ing it up with stone, fixing a stone sluice, making it

secure with brick and mortar.’ § Notwithstanding the

care with which the embankments were built, they

demanded the constant attention of the villagers©
Owing to Vieavy floods in the rainy season, they might

breach; the feeder channel might be silted up; the

level of the tank bed might rise, rendering the tank

useless for the purpose of irrigation. Extraordinary

care was taken to keep the tanks in very good condi-

tion. In several cases, the people who caused the

tanks to be excavated made adequate provision to

maintain them in a proper manner :

“ If any damage should come to the tank you build, you

will make it good from your four parts of the manya.” 1 “ Even

if through much rain the tank should he filled up and breach, the

tank is for ever yours, to build.”
|]

“ Enjoying the dasavandha

manya of three puttis, you must carry on the work of the tank

year after year.” **

Bali Reddi who received dasavandha land from

Kr^naraya was expected to keep the tank in good

* LR. 18 pp. 58-60; MMss, 15-3-33 (Vanipenta) pp. 34-35; LR
36 pp, 296-297.

t EC. ix. Cp. 156
;
ibid. x. Mb. 172; MEJt. 49 of 1917.

t EC. x. Mb. 172. § ibid. | ibid.

P
EC. x. K1 15. *• LR. 13 (Ro^icerla) pp. 249-51.
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repair.* The Boyds of Bileb&lu who received dnsavandha

land had to look to the upkeep of the tank, f

Other arrangements for the upkeep of tanks were

also known. In several places in the Canarese country

a cart was permanently maintained by the builder of

the tank, or the state, or the villagers themselves to

remove the silt from the tank-bed. J A piece of tax-

free land was granted to some person or persons by the

emperor or his provincial representative for maintain-

ing a cart exclusively for repairing the tank. In one

case, a whole village was granted for the purpose. §

The arrangements for preserving the irrigation works

in the eastern districts were different. A ceruvu or

tank mera of one bunco, per putti on all kinds of grain

grown in the village was collected for defraying the

expenses of tire repair. ^ The grain so collected was

measured out to the Upparas for repairing the tank. In

the southern districts ‘the lish-lease money’ was utilised,

in certain places for executing repairs. || The upkeep of

the tanks belonging to the villages granted to the

Brahmans, temples and mathas devolved on the holders

of such grants. ** The money which was received as

donations by the temple at, Kalahasti was invested by

the sthdnikan in improving the condition of tanks in the

villages belonging to the temple,
-j-f If, however, these

arrangements proved inadequate owing to unusual

circumstances, special efforts were, of course, made by

* ibid 727 of 1919. + MER. 788 of 1917.

J EC. ix. Bn 80; ibid xii, Cb 5.

§ ibid lx. Cp. .156

H NDI ii. Gd. 109, 117 ,
Kr. 5.

II
MER. 194 of 1921

,
145 of 1924.

** EC. x. Mb. 226
,
MER. 7 of 1922.

, tt 152, 153, 156, 160, 164, 1G6, 171, 180 and 183 of 1924.
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the government, the holders of tax-free villageBj or the

villagers themselves to restore the tank to its former

condition
;

* but, if the tank was so damaged as to be

irreparable, the village was, of course, provided with a

new tank, f

During the years when the rainfall was insufficient

the ryots would not get as much water from the tanks

as their crops required. In order to avoid quarrels

among them which might easily lead to crime, the

supply of water to the fields was carefully regulated.

Such regulations are recorded in an inscription of

of 1585 A D. J The cultivators had to await their turn,

to water their fields
;
and however urgent their need,

they could not get it earlier.

• EC. x. Mb. 172. " When that ia filled up, if any the least failure occurs, we

will levy money and grain from the rice lands.” cf. EC. xii, Ck. 5 ,
xi. Hr. 35.

f'EC. x. Kl. IS.

% EC. iv. Gn. 41.

V—25
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Chaptek VII

REVENUE AND TAXATION

Section 1: The Two Kinds of Income-. —The revenue

of the empire was collected from several sources; but

it was divided into two classes : (a) the dhanyadUya

and
(
h
)
the suoaraaidya.

(a) Dlianyaddya means income in kind. As

agriculture was the main industry of the country, the

bulk of the state’s revenue came from lands.

According to a contemporary writer, ‘ all the lands

belonged to the king.’ * He let them to the culti-

vators directly or indirectly. The holders of the land

had to measure out to the government a portion of

the produce as rent.

Survey and Settlement :—As the land rent or tax

was the main source of the state's revenue, it was

of the utmost importance to ascertain the exact

extent of land which each ryot held. The lands were

carefully measured every year, the names of the

holders, and the extent of their holdings were entered

in registers. The instrument that was made use of

in measuring lands was a bamboo pole whose length

seems to have varied with the locality. The kesari-

papighada of 32 vitastis or 42 feet 8 inches was in

use in the province of Kondavldu
; f the measuring

pole of 32 padas referred to in the Nagulavaram
grant of Krsnadevaraya appears to have been shorter in

length than the above, ^ Dore or doraghada is mentioned

• FE. p. 379. + MER. 659 of 1920.

t ND1. 1. Cp. 16.
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in several inscriptions of the Ceded districts
;

*

its length, however, is not known. A measuring rod

called ‘ the manadanda, 18 padas in length ' was in

use in the Canarese districts, f The ‘standard rod'

which was employed in the Co]a country is men-

tioned in an epigraph of Tayanur. £ It is said to

have measured 34 feet. § There is reason to believe

that there was a general survey of lands in the

Canarese districts during the reign of Krsnadevaraya.

TimmaraBa's name is associated with the survey of

certain Telugu districts. The names of other officers

who surveyed the lands and settled the revenue are

also preserved in the inscriptions. As it was custom-

ary to measure the land and assess the revenue every

year, no special significance need be attached to the

survey conducted by the officers mentioned above.

The land belonging to every village was divided

into two main classes, the arable fields and the

pastures . The former were further sub-divided into

nlrdramba and kddaramba fields.
|| Nlrdramba fields are

defined as ‘wet lands, lands irrigated artificially for rice

cultivation.' ** This definition, however, is too narrow, as

several crops other than rice must have been dependent

upon artificial irrigation. In a rayarek/ta of the time

of Vira Narasimha, fields in which sugar-cane, betel,

and kitchen vegetables were cultivated, are included in

* MMts. 16-3-32
: (Ranjrivaram-rrodduJur) pp. 63-64

,
LK. 9 (Pedapaau-

pula) p. 169.

+ Rice : Mysore Gazetteer l. p. 577.

t MER. 365 of 1909.

§ M. S. Sanaa : Sarada, li. p, 394

H MER. A 10 of 1922-23.

||
EC. vii. Ci. 62 ;

LR. 16 (PSnyam) p. 439.

•• H. H. Wilaon ; Glossary p. 378.
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the niraramba land.

*

Similarly, the Kaifiyat of Sirivolla

includes in it fields in which all kinds of kitchen veget-

ables, fruit bearing trees, sugar-cane, plantain, and betel

creeper were cultivated, f The niraramba lands are,

therefore, divided in the rdyarekha mentioned above

into rice lands and gardens, the latter being further

sub-divided into sugar-cane, betel, vegetable, and plan-

tain gardens. The kadaramba is said to mean * dry

land or land which depends entirely upon rain for

watering; the cultivation of such land.’ £ All the dry

crops such as ragi, colam, javari, and pulses might be

described as kadaramba crops. This minute classifica-

tion of the village land was made for the purpose of

assessing revenue. The arable fields seem to have

been classified further into, ‘ best, middling, and

inferior/ § And very probably taxes were assessed

according to the yield of the crops.

It is not, however, possible to assert definitely the

exact proportion of the produce which the government

claimed as their share. Some writers believe that one

sixth of the produce was taken by the state as its due.*[f

The belief is based upon theoretical statements contained

in the dharma §astras
;
but it does not seem to corres-

pond with the real state of affairs obtaining in the 16th

century. According to some inscriptions, the govern-

ment claimed muggoru and even sangoru from certain

types of land.
|i These terms are explained by the

author of the AUhavana Tantram :

• LK. 6 p. 324.

t Hid pp 338-45,

t H. H. Wilion • Glossary p. 246

§ EC. x. K1 15.

11 Iiwar Dutt
: JAHRS. iv. p. 171.

II cf, EC. iv. Vd. 10.
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“ By muggoru is meant an arrangement according to which

the government claim one third of the produce, leaving the

remaining two thirds to the ryot. Similarly, by aangnru is meant

an arrangement by which the government take half of the produce

leaving the other half to the ryot.” *

Again, in newly formed villages, and in the villages

built in the clearings of the jungles and on ruined

sites, the state’s share of revenue varied with time

and place, t It appears from this that no uniform-

ity was observed regarding the proportion of the

produce which the government claimed as the share

due to them.

The measurement of lands, and several details

pertaining to it were entered in palm leaf registers

called kavilas. Each village had a kavila of its own

which was maintained by the karnam or the village

accountant. In this register were recorded the gudi or

the ayakut of the village, the extent of the lands given

to the Gods and the Brahmans, the names of the

donors, the Saka and the cyclic years in which the

donations were made, the extent of the land cultivated

by each ryot, the tax which he had to pay thereon to

the government, the boundaries of the villages J and

several other particulars of the kind. The village

boundaries were jealously guarded by the villagers

against the encroachments of the ryots of the neighbour-

ing villages. Several disputes regarding the boundaries

of villages are recorded in the inscriptions.

• MMss. 15-6-8.

t MER. 10 of 1912-13
;
EC. xi. Hk, 112 ; MER. 380 of 1925 , LR. 57 p. 181.

X It is said that ‘ the figure of Vamana was engraved on demarcation

stones’ marking the boundaries of villages < JAHRS . iv. p. 172). This is a

mistake. The figure of Vamana was engraved on the boundary stones only of

agrah&roa. No instance of a non-agrah3ra boundary stone containing the figure

of VSmana is known to exist.
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It is said that the village boundaries were minutely

described in the government records. Copies of

village kavilas were preserved in the cavadis or offices

of the sthala, and s7ma. Probably copies were also kept

in the Atthavanam or the imperial revenue secretariat.

It should be noted that taxes on hddaramba and

several tilraramba fields were paid not in coin but in

kind
;
but taxes on certain types of riiraratuba fields

e.g., gardens where vegetables, sugar-cane, plantain,

and betel were grown, were received not in kind but

in coin, probably because their jn'oducts being soon

perishable, could not be stored up for long periods

of time.

The. Meaning of Dhantfiddya : —Several inscriptions

which enumerate the taxes due to the government from

the people mention dhanya and davasa. * The

former is described as ‘ grain in general, especially

rice
;
but nine principal kinds are enumerated under

this title.’ f The latter is said to mean 1 the produce of

fields, grain in general.’ $ From these definitions, it

appears that the words mean more or less the same thing.

However, as dhanya and davasa are used in juxtaposition,

the authors of the inscriptions seem to have intended

to convey some difference in their meaning. Although

the word has become obsolete in Telugu, it is still

in use in certain parts of the Canarese country.

It is here understood to mean oil seeds, pepper, and

coriander, whereas the term dhanya is used to denote

the nine varieties of grain such as rice, wheat, ragi,

colam, and pulses. Therefore, the term dhanyadaya

* £.C. iv. Gu 67.

•\ H. H, Wilson: Glossal

y

p. 136

} ibid p. 130.
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should be taken to mean government’s income in grain,

and davasa as their income in oil-seeds, pepper etc.

Section: 2 (b) The Suvarnadaya :—The taxes other

than dhanyadaya were known as siddhdyas. * As all the

siddhdya taxes were paid only in cash, they were fre-

quently referred to as suvarnadaya. This word is usual-

ly translated as income in gold. It would be more

correct to interpret it as ‘ income in suvarnas.’ The

word suvarna, which is but a Sanskritisation of the

Canarese word ‘ honnu was a gold coin, half the

value of a varaha. There is ample evidence to show

that at Vijayanagara money was reckoned in terms

of ‘ honnu
'

in the sixteenth century. The state would

realise all the money payments due to it in honnu.

Consequently taxes paid in cash would be suvarnadaya.

Sunka Before proceeding to describe the

various items of suvarnadaya, it is necessary to define

the term sunka. It is generally taken to mean toll

or duty levied by the government ,011 all articles

of merchandise
;
but this definition does not seem to

be adequate
;
for an inscription of Mysore mentions

nalkusamaya sunka or dues from four castes, f Accord-

ing to the Althavana Tantrum the government used to

appoint over certain castes a kula-pedda or caste elder

from among their members for the purpose of regulat-

ing caste rules and deciding caste disputes. The kula-

pedda had the right of imposing fines on offenders
;
and

the money collected from them went into his pockets.

Moreover, he had the privilege of receiving nagari-

tambula or the tambTda due to the state on the occasions

of marriages, and festivals. Any person who attempted

* LR, 6 p. 324. (7'he Rayarlkha of the time of VIra Narasimha )

t £C. iv. Hg, 35-36.
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to exercise the rights of the kula-pedda without the per-

mission of the government was severely dealt with.

Therefore, the office of kula-pedda brought to the

holder of it a good deal of money. He was required

to pay a tax to the government, for being permitted to

hold the office. * The ndlknsamaya-sunka, mentioned in

the inscription refers to the tax payable to the govern-

ment by the elders of four castes.

In another inscription dated A.D. 1506, sunka,

dleya-sunka, hedage-mo^ta -sunka
(
sthavara-sunka

)
are

mentioned, f Here sunka is taken to mean customs

dues
;

hedaye motta-sunka is said to be tax on large

baskets of eggs
;
and dleya-sunka is translated as dues

on sugar-cane mills. Sthavara-sunka certainly refers to

a class of sunkas in which hedaye motta-sunka and dleya-

sunka are at least included. And what is sthavara-

sunka ? Sthdvara means ‘ fixed, stationary, immov-

able, as applied to property. '

$ Sunka means a tax.

Therefore, the word slhdvara-sunka means a tax upon

immovable property. Another inscription dated 1529

A D alludes to mandi-sunka or the duty upon shops. §
“ In towns and villages,” declares the Atthavana Tantram

“ those who have a shop should pay tax to the govern-

ment.’’ Kabbina-sunka or the tax upon sugar-cane is

referred to in a grant of A.D. 1 528. || An inscription of

A.D. 1500 includes the taxes called jdtre, sante, adatere>

and maggadere in sthala-sunkas.** In another inscription

of A.D.1561 it is stated that the grdma-katna, and the taxes

on oil mongers and Upparas are included in the sunka

payable to the nayakara holder of Cina Venuturla. ft

• Mitts. 15-6-8,

J H. H. Wilson : Glossary p. 490.

H MMss. 15-6-3,

•* EC. v. Pt.i.Ag. 7.

+ EC. lii. i. Ml. 95.

§ EC. xii. Gb. 33.

H EC. xi. Dg. 106.

tt iE. 15 p. 135.
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One of the most important of the sunkas was the madu-

veya-sunka or the pendli-sunka or the marriage tax.
*

The most interesting record, however, comes from the

village of Cadipirela dated 1542 A.D. f Three sunkaris

or sunkam officers of the Gandikota slma made a grant

of taxes due to them to the God of the place in the

following terms :

“ We, three have granted the following items pertaining

to our sunJcn in Cadipirela included within our sunka-ihdvya in

the Gandikota shna : (1) grama-katnam , (2) magga-sthdvaras,

(3)

h'mnti siddhdyam, (4) pinja siddhdyam
, (5) golla siddhdyam,

(fi) uppara siddhdyam
, (7) idige siddhdyam

.

From what is said above, it is evident that the

word sunlcct cannot be translated as ‘ tolls’
;
for it refers

to several taxes which can never be brought under

customs duties. In the inscriptions of the 16th century

the term sunlca appears to have been employed in two

different senses. <T) Sunka was used to denote taxes

in general (excluding, of course, dhanydddya). (2) It

was also employed in a restricted sense to denote tolls

and customs. Unless this distinction is kept in mind, a

clear understanding of the system of taxation which

obtained in the Vijayanagara empire is not possible.

Section 3 : Classification of Taxes :—The taxes

coining under the head suvarndddya may be roughly

divided into ten classes :

(1) Agricultural (6) Professional

(2) Pasture and Forest (7) Social and Communal

(3) Industrial (8) Property

(4) Commercial (9) Religious

(5) Military and Police (10) Mdnya-grama

• EC. xii. Ck 5 ;
Mifss. 15-3-32 <R3mKvar»m).

t LR. 3 (CadipirSla) p, 426.
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(1) The Agricultural Taxes.—The distinction bet-

ween the mraramba and the kSdaramba lands has

already been noticed. Although the gardens where

sugar-cane, plantain, and betel grew were included in the

mraramba
,
owing to the perishable nature of their pro-

duce, taxes upon them were not received in kind but in

cash. The rates at which the garden produce was

assessed is sometimes given
;
but it is not possible to

understand the principle employed by the government

in assessing it. Moreover, only a few instances of this

kind have survived, and no inference can reasonably

be drawn from them.

(2) The Pasture and the Forest :—Though the waste

lands and jungles were useless for agricultural pur-

poses, yet they yielded considerable revenue to the

state. The staple industry of the country being agri-

culture, the maintenance of large numbers of cattle

became a necessity. Again, the Kurubas and other

pastoral communities reared large flocks of goats and

sheep on which they depended for their livelihood. The

pastures required for grazing cattle were owned by the

government who let them to the cattle-breeders on rent.

The rent paid by them was known as pullari or hullu-

hanni.
* The adatere y or the goat tax which is so

frequently mentioned in the inscriptions of the time

must be assigned to this class. Moreover, the wood-

cutter who cut wood in the forests for the purpose of

selling it in towns and villages had also to pay a tax,

which was called konda-gutta or the hill rent. £ These

taxeB were not directly collected by the state
;
but the

right of collecting them was sold in auction to contrac-

tors or tax-farmers.

* Lit 13 (Mlrklpur»m) No. 6.

t MM,s. 16-6-8.
«

+ EC. iv. Gu. 2, 73.
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(3) The Industrial Taxes :
—Magga, * kumbara-

terege, f kabbina or aleya-sunka, f gdnatere, § pinjani-

garu, uppinapdle,
||
and Idige-sunka ** are some of the

important industrial taxes that are mentioned in the

inscriptions. Pedda-kolimi or hemmala may be added

to this list.

Maggadere or maggari was a tax imposed upon the

weavers. As weaving was one of the wide-spread

industries of the country, maggadere or maggari must

have brought a large sum of money into the imperial

exchequer. There was not a single village in the

whole empire, which did not possess a few looms. As

cloth was not one of the staple exports, most of the

cloth manufactured in the empire was sold in the home
market itself.

Some information is available regarding the rate

of tax imposed upon looms in certain localities. It is

said in an inscription dated A.D. 1536-37, that the

weavers at Anantapur should pay ¥, ga per loom.ff

The same rate obtained also at AlavakondaiJ A
Kotakonda grant of 1523 A.D. records a royal com-

mand that a tax of varaha should be collected from

each loom. §§ But the information is not sufficient to

formulate a general theory concerning the government

policy in taxing the textile industries. The Atlhavana

Tantram , however, makes a few interesting observa-

tions in this connection.

“ The tax paid hy the weavers to the government every year

varies with the caste of the weaver, his munanibu, the fineness of

• EC. ix. Cp. 155. f ibid iv. Gu. 2 ,
in, i. Ml. 95.

t ibid xi. Dg. 106
;
lit. i. Ml. 95. § ibid xi. Mk. 1.

1 ibid xi. Mk. 1, | ibid v. Cn. 174.

** LR . 17 (Poli) p. 19 ; ibid 3 (Andirlju-kotJEru) p. 426.

tt ibid 15 p. 100. XX 6 p. 32B §§ ibid 41 pp 22-23.
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the texture and the kind of cloth produced by him. If the cloth

be sold in the place of production, the weaver need not pay any

excise duty. On the other hand, it it he sold in an outside

market, he should not only pay the excise duty hut also an annual

poujAtaram or perquisite to the sunkam collectors.” *

The tax called pinjanigaru or pinja-siddha-yam f

must be considered in this context. Pitija or pinjara

is the bow need in carding or combing cotton. I'injani-

garu should have been a tax imposed upon the carders

and the combers of cotton. No information is available

at present about tiiis tax.

Kumbaraierege was a tax paid by the potters. The
potters, according to the Atthuvana Tnnlram were requir-

ed to pay this tax not for the manufacture of pottery,

but for selling the manufactured pols in the market

place. The tax which the potters paid lor making pots

was known as cakra-kdnika or wheel’s present. X (*una,

ganakadivai u § or ganugari «J was a tax paid by the oil

mongers. “ The oil mongers ” declares the Atthuvana

Tantram “ have to pay to the government every year a

tax called yaniga-gutta on their mills. The government

give them a tree or a stone for making the mill,

and a piece of land to erect jt on. Moreover, they

prohibit all but payers of the tax from pressing

oil on pain of severe punishment.” || The aleya-sunka

appears to be a similar tax paid by the mamifacturers of

jaggery, who had to press sugar-cane in mills similar to

those used by the oil mongers. Uppinapale, also called

uppara-siddhuya, ** was a tax imposed upon the manu-
facturers of salt. One would expect that the salt tax

was collected only from coastal regions. But, from

* MMu. 15-6-S. + LI: 3 (Cudipirela) p, 426.

I EC. xi. Mk. 1. I LK. 13 p. 217.

** J.X. 3 p. 426.
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the frequent references to the concessions granted by

the emperor to the salt manufacturers in the interior, *

it appears that the salt tax was also collected from

inland districts. It is said in the Atlhaoaaa Tantrum that

the salt tax was collected from those who brought

saline earth from public lands, and manufactured salt

therefrom, f The tax called idiga or tdula-sunkam is

occasionally mentioned in the inscriptions. It appears

to have been a tax levied upon toddy drawers. No
further information of this tax can be had at present.

Lastly, the tax paid by the manufacturers of iron must

be noticed. It was known as pedda lcolimi or hommal. J
The iron manufacturers had to pay the tax for three

reasons : (1) They collected fine black sand out of

which the metal was extracted from the beds of stream-

lets where it lay deposited. (2j They made use of

charcoal obtained from the government forests for

smelting purposes. (3) They sold the manufactured

metal in the markets of the empire, § Iron was also

manufactured from stones containing the ore. Proba-

bly the manufacturers of this kind of iron were also

similarly taxed.

No information is available at present about

other industries
;
but it is obvious that the Vijayanagara

government levied taxes upon all the industries of the

country.

{4) Commercial Taxes :—Inscriptions frequently

refer to a tax called mulavisa paid by the merchants to

the government, or some nayaka
,

or institution to

whom the government might alienate a town, market-

place, or village. Though the nature of this tax is no-

where described, it is not difficult to comprehend its

•EC. xi. Mk. 8, 9.

t BC. It. Go, 67.
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meaning. The term mulavlsa is made up of two words
1mulct

’

arid 1 visa
,’ which mean ‘capital’, and ‘a sixteenth’

respectively. The merchants were probably required

to pay a tax equivalent to one sixteenth of their capital

to the government. The tax was not collected in a lump

sum, but as small duties on the commodities sold in the

market. * When the government or the holder of the

village or the market-place desired to grant the tax as

a gift to some temple or other religious institution, it

was considered necessary to secure the consent of the

merchants concerned.t

The tax known us sunka should be considered

next. As noticed already, the word was used in two

senses. Here, it must be understood in its restricted

sense meaning a toll or an excise duty. Sunka may at

first be divided into two classes from the standpoint of

the sale of the commodities, herjjunka % and kirukula.

“ The customs duties or sunka," says Rice “ are spoken

of as the perjjunku or herjjunka, those on wholesale

articles in bulk.’’ ‘ Kirukula ’

is said to be the toll

collected on ‘ miscellaneous petty retail articles.' §

In an inscription dated A.D. 1552, ‘profit arising from

the sale of retail articles ’ is mentioned. And this,

perhaps, corresponds to the kirukula mentioned by

Rice.

Next, the taxes known as slhala-sunka and cara-

sunka must be noticed. The sunkas or the excise

duties are divided in the Atthavana Tantram into three

classes : sthaladayam, caradayam
,
and mdmuldddyam.

• MMst. 15-3-6. (Sriiailam) pp, 37-40.

+ MMX. 681 cf 1922.

i EC. v. Pt. i. Cn. 259.

§ Rict : Mytori and Ccorffrom the Inscriptions p. 175.

1 P/DI. iii. U. 22.
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The first two are the same as the sthala-sunka and the

cara-sunka
;
but the third, the mamulddayam

,
is not met

with in the inscriptions. The Atthavana Tantram des-

cribes the three kinds of sunkas briefly :

(a) Sthaladayam or Sthala-sunka : “ The sunka

collected on commodities that are imported from

abroad to any given place is known as the sthala-

daifam * The rates of dues collected as sthaladayam

are described in an inscription of A. D. 1530. f The
articles that came to the town of Bukkapattanam had to

pay duties as shown hereunder

:

No. i
Article ' Unit taxed Tax

1. Popper Per perika Ruka 2

2. Jaggery
»» „ 2

3. Anumulu „ 2

4. Cdlani
»» „ 1

5. Areca-nuts
*7 „ 2

6. Kayalu y* „ 2

7. Silks Per bale - i

8. Vegetables Per basket a handful

Peta or peta-sunkam J appears to be identical with the

sthaladayam or sthala-sunkam. Peti or peta is described

as ‘ a town attached to, but distinct from, a fort,'

‘ where shops are assembled.’ It is
1 a trading or

manufacturing town.' § As sunka means the duty

collected upon the articles sold in a place, peta-sunka

must be interpreted as the duty collected on the

• MMst. 15-6-8. f LX. 37 p. 116.

X LR. i (Aadiraju-kocJUru) pp. 9-10. § H. H. Wilsta : Gwstsry p^+15.
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article* sold in the shops of the peta. The p'eta-mantrSya

alluded to in a grant of Markapur may be another

name for peta-sunka. * Details regarding the plta-

ftunlca are available in some of the inscriptions,f The

most interesting record which gives a very good idea of

peta-tunkas comes from Kondavldu. J According to

this record, the articles tlisrt were sold in the market

towns of the province of Kondavldu were taxed as

shown below.

No.

1

Article

i

Unit Taxed Rate

1 Great millet Per bag | paikam

2 Millet »f tf

3 Salt 1* t*

4 Mangoes >» n

5 Myrobalan ft

6 Fruits .. >>

7 Brin
j
ale if

8 Clearing nuts »»

9 Murine (a fragrant rout) * i

10 Green gram »» 1 pailcam

J1 Black grant
1

»

12 Bengal gram .. i »

13 Horse gram »»

14 lied gram ..

i r> Wheat >» ?

• LR. 13 (MarkapTLr) No. 7

t LR. 16 (Ga^ivemula) pp. 470-71
;
LR. 20 (SammafTIr) pp. 292-3

;
LR. 36

(Bollavaram) pp. 430-31; LR. 57 (Pedakakandi) p 197; LR, 3. (Andiraju-

Ko<Joru) pp. 9-10.

X Gurubruhraa Surma : History of A'an^mvidu p. 93.
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No. Article Dnit Taxed Rate

16 Sesamum seeds Per bag 1 paikam

17 Oil seeds *» »

18 Black pulse »* ft

19 Anumuhi »»

20 Colton It »•

21 Tamarind *»

22 Gall nuts » »*

23 Myrobalau seeds f J It

24 Yarn n 19

25 Odma M »»

26 Kanda *t 9

27 Onions ... ... tf 1 damma

28 Turmeric *»

29 Dammer M t*

30 Cumin »» »»

31 Fenugreek
i

»»

32 Mustard i

ft

33 New gunny bags Per Malaga »»

34 Green ginger Per bag t»

35 Lime Iruits »* *»

36 Cocoanuts
»

37 Jaggery »» 2 dammas

38 Cleaned cotton
1 * • t

39 Ghee ft *t

40 Castor oil ft

41 Sangadi nuts » tf

42 Dry ginger tf
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No. Article Unit Taxed Rate

43 Iron Per bag 2 dammas

44 Steel »t »t

45 Chisels » M

46 Sugar 4 dcimmas

47 Areca-nuts »» t*

43 Cotton thread t* »*

49 Betel leaves ti
»*

50 Bong pepper 6 dammeta

51 Pepper yt » 1

53 Sandal ... ... yy »>

53 Cloves »* it

54 Nutmeg It

55 Mace »* »t

56 LkuI
•

»» yt

57 Tin yt

58 Copper » y •

59 Sari'es Double bul-

lock load

1 tsavela

I

Although suoh elaborate lists of articles are not

available for the other parts of the empire, there are

distinct indications in the inscriptions which show that

all or most of the articles mentioned above were taxed. *

• EC. in Ml. 96 (A.D- 15061 refers to taxes on horse-gram and Bengal-gram
;

EC. hi. i. N). 118 (A.D. 1491) refers to the duly on cotton, EC. v. i. Cn. 174- (A.D.

1500) mentions dues on horse- gram, t7lgi
}
oil, ghee, and salt

;
LR, 13 (Markapur

No. 7) mentions the maniiZva on bets], LR, 37 p 116 (A.D 1560) describes dues

on pepper, jaggery> antwiulu, colam, areca-nuts, shawls and vegetables. A record

from Srliailam dated A,D 1516 {MER. 18 of 1915) describes the tolls collected

on the kZv<idu, pack horses, bullocks, asses and head loads. According to

Nunii, everything including ‘ even men and women *
that passed through the

gates of Vijayanagara was taxed. {EE. p. 364). Evidently what was obtaining

in the cities, towns, and of the empire was only a copy of the tariff system

adopted in the metropolis.
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Sante :—The duty known as sante * may be des-

cribed as a variety of the peta-sunka. Santa or sante

is a place where people gather at regular intervals,

usually of a week, for the purpose of Belling and

purchasing goods. The santa must be technically

regarded as a temporary peta. Therefore, the sante

which seems to be a tax or duty levied on articles sold

in a Santa, may be considered as a species of peta-

sunka.

As the santas or fairs brought an appreciable

sum of money into the treasury, the government

encouraged tiie formation and the continuance of the

santas all over the empire. In order to attract the stall-

keepers to a particular locality, the government would

allow the articles to be sold for sometime free of duty.

Armaji Ayya, Tinnnarasa’s parupatyagara in the

Grandikota slvna created a santa at Calamardhiganda-

pattanam in A.D. 1525, and made the following arrange-

ment. “ On the articles that are brought for sale

at the santa held on every Tuesday, no tax will be

collected for the first six months
;
and in the next six

months ’’

f There must have been several santas

in every province of the empire
;
and the local officers

of the government must have received special instruc-

tions from the imperial secretariat to foster then-

growth.

(ii) Cara-sunka or Margadaya :
—“ The Sunha

collected on articles in transit iB termed margadaya." J
A few instances of the margadaya are described in the

Local Records. In the Magava Sadhaka or patta

granted to Peda Cinnama Nayadu of Rollamadugu the

following rates of cara-sunka are recorded. §

• £C. v. Pt. i. Ag. 7.

t MU,t. 15-6-S.

[211 ]

t LR. IB pp. *2-8+.

§ LR. 44 p. 14*.
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1 Rasavargas Per perika J ruka

2 Davam »

*

i »

3 Bullocks One rope t „

4
1

Cotton ...
j

|
!

Per bale 1 „

A similar list of rates is also recorded in the nirupa

which Aliya Ramaraja granted to Namalaneni Kumara
Peda Bucci Nayadu in A. D. 1526-27.* Ramaraja

permitted Bucci Nayadu to collect rnsnm on articles

passing on the High Road to Tirupati through the

passes of Suryakumara, Cerikatta, and Dongalasani.

1 Areca-nuta Per per lint

j

i r ~il<a

2 linsavargus
1 £ ,

3 Cloth Per hale

|

B »»

4 Tirupati pilgrims ; on
horseback ... Per head 4 nubs

5 Tirupati pilgrims: on loot »> 1 neb

.

The ubhayamarga-simka f which is often men-

tioned in inscriptions is identical with cnra-sunka or

margdddya
;

for, it is the duty collected (on articles) on

both the roads i.e., the duty collected on the articles

passing along the road in both the directions.

(iii) The Mamulddaya :
—“ The duty collected on

the articles that are to be exported is called mdmiUd-

daya /’ £ An epigraph dated A.D. 1546 refers to the

sunka with the mula-vlsa due to the government on

several kinds of grain
;
on rasavargas such as ghee,

sugar, and jaggery, and on perfumes like sandal, musk,

• LH. 18 p. 407. t EC. iii. Nj. 118; LR. 18 (Gundfir) pp, 478-9.

J MMji. 15-6-8.
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camphor, and pilli-roots which were exported from

Udayagiri and other rajyas*. The horavatu f which is

sometimes met with in the records of the Canarese

districts appears to be identical with the mamuladaya.

A duty called ubaya-tuga-sunka is mentioned in

an epigraph of Cintakommndinne. X The word when

literally interpreted means ‘ sunka on both the

weights.’ What these weights were it is not possible

to determine at present. Another sunka that should

be noticed is malige or mandi-sunka. § The shop-

keepers in towns and villages had to pay this tax to the

government for being permitted to keep their shops

in the bazaar.

It is evident from what is said above that the

economic life of the people was completely surrounded

by a bewildering multiplicity of tariff walls. In these

circumstances, how trade could have nourished at all

is a wonder. The inscriptions do not enable us to

ascertain whether a uniform scale of customs duties

was enforced in all the markets of tire empire, tiuch at

any rate was not the case, if a statement in the

Atfhavuna Tanlram is to he taken as true.

“No uniformity is possible in the scale of excise duties. The
tax farmers who are eager to obtain whatever prolit they can

secure from their districts, secretiy repair to the merchants, and

enter into an agreement with them by ottering to levy only an

addaga, when they have to pay a ruha in a neighbouring district.

Consequently, it is not possible to make any general statement

about tho excise duties, if in one province 10 ga (of duty) are

collected on every 100 ga worth of goods sold, only 2 ga are

* LR. 42 (Udayagiri) No. 33, t EC. iii. Pt. i. Ml. 96,

t LR. 14 pp, 393-94, g LX. 1, pp. 10-13 ; EC. iv. Ch. 37.

1 ifMu. 15-6-8.
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demanded in a neighbouring district. Therefore, the excise duties

are different in different places.” *

(5) Military and Police Taxes-.— Durya-nivarlana or

Durga-daandyi-nivarlana is a tax which is prominently

mentioned in the inscriptions of the Ceded Districts, f

It means a tax paid to the commandant of a fort.

That, the Vijayanagara empire wTas organized on a mili-

tary basis has already been noticed. Each province

was so constituted that all the villages within its

jurisdiction should be capable of being easily defended

from a fort which also served as the provincial capital.

The commandant of a fort received varlana or fee

from the villagers, probably in return for the protection

which he was expected to give. The varlana was pay-

able to the dannayi every year by the ryots, J The
amount of the varlana varied from village to village.

Whereas Alavakonda paid 10 ya every year, § Etiir

Midutur, Sarungapalle, and Gangavaram all of which

belonged to a temple at Putjpagiri paid collectively a

sum of 60 ya. 1 Whether the dannayi-nivarktna was paid

personally to the commandant or to the tax collectors,

cannot now be known. It is likely that the nivariana

represents the salary due to him as the commandant

;

but of this no information is available.

* MMit. 15-6-8

Ka4»pangalu (MjVjs. 15-3-6 or), maUge, (EC. iw Cb . 37) inana i-sunka {EC,

Xii. Gb. 32), angafy-kaQivara, (EC xi. Ml. 1), avgadi- siddhayam (LR. 6 p. 324),

komafi-siddhayim (LR . 4 p 426) are the names of taxes that occur in the

inscriptions. Are they different names of the same tax? Or, are they names of

different taxes ? If they mean the same thing, as they very pr< 1/ably do, they

must be classed under angadi-siddhayas. The real nature of these, as well as

several other taxes, current in Vijayanagara tunes can be ascertained only by

future investigation,

f LR. 16 ( Yaj^agunJla) p. 460
,
LR. 37 (Cisa Venuturla) pp. 33-4

;
LR, 40

Va^agu^idiDDe) p. 220 ,
ibid (SirivoJla) pp. 217-8.

I MMst, 15-3-i p. 401. § LR. 14 p. 881. H LR. 18 p. 74,
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One peculiarity about the dannayi-nimrtana should

be noted. It makes its appearance in the inscriptions

only of the Ceded Districts. No trace of this tax is

seen in the records of Tamil and Canarese dis-

tricts. But an inscription of Nagar in the South

Arcot district mentions a tax called dannayakara-maga-

mai.* The word magamai originally meant a voluntary

contribution made generally by merchants to a temple
;

but later it came to mean a contribution, voluntary or

otherwise. Therefore, dannayakara-magamai may be

taken to mean a contribution made for the maintenance

of a dangagakn. Again, a tax called dnmmyakara-

su'dmgn is mentioned in some Mysore inscriptions, f
‘ Swamya ’ means a portion. Therefore, dagnayakara-

sieamya may be taken to be an equivalent of dannaya-

kara-magamai and dannayaka-nipartana

.

It may be

concluded from this that a military tax was collected

from all the provinces for the maintenance of the com-

mandants of the forts of the empire.

Other military taxes called dalavili J and padai-

kauikkai § are occasionally mentioned in the inscrip-

tions. They were probably collected for the mainte-

nance of the army
;

but the real nature of this tax can

be determined only by future investigation.

The kottai-viagamai mentioned in some of the

Tamil inscriptions may also be noticed in this

connection. 51 It was probably a tax collected for carry-

ing on the necessary repairs in the forts, and keeping

them in a defensible condition.

Tala varike\\ or Uavalikatnam ,** and nadutalavdrike yf
belong to the same class. Both of them were duties

* MER. 1911 para 51
. t MAR. 1920 para 79. t ibid.

§ El. xvii. pp. 110-17
TJ MER. 1922 para 43.

||
ibid 106 of 1918.

*• ibid 164 of 1913. ft EC. xl. Mk. 1.
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levied on behalf of the police. Tajacarike or kSvali-

katnawi was a tax which the villagers paid to the

village talari as a remuneration for Mb services. The

talari received from the villagers mera and mirasi. The

talavarike seems to be an additional due collected by

the villagers for the benefit of the talari. It is not

known whether the talavarike
,
which was a cash pay-

ment, was paid to the talari directly, or to the govern-

ment. According to an inscription at Kotakonda, half

of the income at the peta below the hill must be

paid to the kavalgars of the place. * Probably the tala-

varike was paid to the talaris or kavalgars directly.

The nadu-talaianke was a tax levied on the ryots in

the interests of the district police officer, the nadu-

talavara. What, has been said about talavarike is appli-

cable to nadii-talavarike also. These two taxes were

common to all parts of the empire.

(6) Professional Taxes

:

—It is not an exaggeration

to say that the government of Vijayanagara exacted

taxes from the people following almost every profession.

Most of the jali siddhdyas come under this head.f

Agasaru $ or cal ala, mddarike
, § mdldige, and mangala

siddhayas are the most typical, Some of the jdti

siddha-i/as are described in the Atthavana Tantram.

One of them which is frequently mentioned in the

inscriptions is the barber’s tax. In a record from

Gandikot.a dated A.D. 1550, it is said that Nandyiila

Timmaraja, the governor of the place, laid down a rule

that the barbers should pay a tax of one visa per day

for plying their trade.
1|

The reason why the barbers

had to pay a tax to the government is made clear by

• I.K. 41 pp. 22-23 <1523 A.D). + cf. LK. 3 (CliadipirHa) p. 426.

t £C, xi. Mk. 1. § EC. iii. i. Ml. 95.

^ LX. 40 (Poll) pp. 239-40.
{}
LR . 14. (Puspagiri) p. 475,
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the inscriptions thus. According to an epigraph of

G-undlakunta, barbers had to pay to the government

taxes known as pannu, khaddayam
,
Icaaike

, nagari-kutnam ,

kavali, annveceam, siddhayam
,
dammari-pannu, vfj lti, and

vemu. * Two other taxes in addition to the above, the

harenam and the rajavoli-pannu are mentioned in a record

in the village of Poli near Kurnool. f The nature of

most of these taxes is difficult to discover at present.

They must have been paid by the other classes also.

The agasaru or washermen paid tax to the govern-

ment, because the revu, where they washed dirty linen

and dried it, belonged to the state. J This tax, therefore,

must be regarded more as land rent than a profes-

sional tax. The washermen had to pay a duty on cavudu

and lime which they collected from the waste-land

belonging to the state. Nandela Ahobaja, the governor

of Grandikota, abolished it about A. D. 1585. He also

remitted certain unspecified taxes which the washermen

had to pay. §

The agasalas or the goldsmiths were similarly taxed.

They were professional shroffs and money changers.

One of their duties was to “ shroff the money
collected in the village in payment ol’ revenue.'’

Hence, they had to pay the tax. The government im-

posed a tax upon the executioners who invariably

belonged to the mala caste. The reason why they

paid the tax is this. St was the duty of all the members
of the community to hang and behead criminals.

The public executioners discharged their duties on

behalf of the community to which they belonged.

Every mala householder paid one rulea to the

* LR. 15 (Gun^lakun^a) p. 133; 14 (Pemjlimarri) pp. 408-409.

t LR. 40 pp. 239-40. J MMss. 15-6-8. § LR. 37 p. 8.

^ MMtt. 15-6-8 .

v—*8
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executioner for performing this disagreeable work on
his behalf. The executioner obtained a sum of money
over which the government considered that they had a

claim. Therefore, they exacted a tax called jdyari

gutla from the executioners. The riika which each

mala householder paid to the executioners was called

wddarike. * The Madiga also had to make their own
contribution to the imperial exchequer, -j- According to

the Atthavaua Tantram he had a greater ayctm or income

than the others. II is ayds were hora/ialiu
,
morabhatta,

nijdyam, kaltamigulu and molalTili. Besides, as he

supplied leatherbuekets and ropes for drawing water for

the gardens, he would get grain from the ryots. As he

had several sources of income, the tax which he paid to

the government varied with the locality, lie would

offer several presents to the oilicials at the time of fixing

the gnlla or tax, so that they might assess his income
favourably. When a madiga failed to pay the tux, the

government would attach his amuddni which they
would subsequently sell in auction. Half the proceeds

would be taken by the government, and the other half

would be given to him.

Bdyi-sunlam is mentioned in an inscription of

Kandlagiidur dated 1544 A.l). J Two views are possi-

ble about the nature of this tax
: (1) 1'lie boyi-sutikam

seems to be a tax paid by members of the bdya or the
hunter community dwelling in the forests which, of
course, belonged to the state. A tax must have been
imposed upon them as they lived upon forest products
belonging to the government. (2) The men and
women of the boyi class were professional bearers of
palanquins which were the common gleans of

* MMss. 15-6-8; cf. EC. iv. Gu. 67. t MMu. 15-6-8.

1 ME ft. 862 cf 1918,
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conveyance of tine aristocracy. “All the captains of the

kingdom,” says Nuniz, “ make use of litters and palan-

queens. These are like biers, and men carry them on

their shoulders ..There are always at the court where

the King is twenty thousand litters and palanqueens.” *

The presence of a large number of palanquins at the

court is also mentioned in contemporary literature, f

The women of the community were employed in

the imperial zenana as bearers. “ Others are bearers

(dais) who carry the King’s wives on their shoulders,

and the King also in the interior of the palace.” + The

demand for the services of the men and women of

the community must have been very great. Their

income could not. but be considerable. It is not unlike-

ly that the Atthavaaam must have imposed a tax upon
them.

A few words may be said about the tax imposed

on the earnings of the Brahmans. § No particulars

pertaining t.o it are available. The Brahmans earned

money in several ways. Borne made their living by

officiating at religious functions. Uthers entered

government service. A large number of them, well-

versed in the Vedas and literature, obtained the patron-

age of the emperor and his nobles from whom they

obtained large sums of money. It is difficult to know
whether this tax was collected from the Brahmans of all

the three classes or only from some. Nor is it possi-

ble to state whether it affected the Brahmans only of a

particular locality, or all those that lived in the empire.

• FE. p 389.

t “ sS>Sb-£0(J4o *)oiSo taX SoS tfsio ”

The Sources p 153.

“ tt'SS' cr 43 "IfBooNaS "iSjS sS&sj-'Sb”

Am-, hi 7.

J FE. p. 382. § MEa. 177 of 1913.
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Some of the Tamil epigraphs * mention a tax which

the government servants and people connected with

the administration paid to the state. The tax paid by

judges, tax-collectors, and members of village bodies

belongs to this class. It is not possible to determine at

present the various facts connected with this tax.

(7) Social and Communal Taxes :

—

(«) Social taxes:—T1 ie maduoeya-sunka or pendli-

sunka is the most important of the social taxes. It

played an important part in the social legislation of

the Tuluva period. It is not easy to trace its origin.

The earliest mention of it in the Tuluva period is found

in an inscription of Siihiva Tirnina at Tadpatri dated

1507 A.D.+

The marriage tax was imposed upon all the sub-

jects of the emperor irrespective of caste or creed.

The tax was payable by all classes of people at

the time of the marriage. J It affected all the

people belonging to the eighteen castes, * astadasa-

varna.' Probably, marriages in which widows were

brides were exempted from the payment of the

marriage tax.

Some of the inscriptions of the period mention the

amount which the government exacted from the

married couple. It was a sum of 3 rukas, 1 ruka for the

bride, and 2 rukas for the bridegroom, as stated by an

epigraph of Cadipirela
; ^ but a different account is given

in a copper-plate grant of lolG A.D., according to

which the pendli-cartum or the marriage fee which the

members of karnagollu community had to pay amounted

*. MER. 59 of 191+.

t EC. Jii. Ck. 5 IA..D. 1535.)
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to 101 madas per marriage. * Beside the marriage tax

properly so-called, several other dues were alBO

collected. People celebrating marriages had to pay a

tax for the marriage pandal or shed, and another

for taking out the married couple in procession

through the streets of the village, f Owing to the

oppressive character of the taxes, several poor people,

who could not pay them, remained unmarried until

they became old. If the sense of universal relief felt

by the people on the abolition of these dues be an

indication of their unpopularity, it must be said that

they were the most hateful taxes which the citizens of

the empire were ever called upon to pay. The inscrip-

tions invoke blessings upon those that abolished the

marriage tax, and curses on those that might revive it.

A few extracts are hound to be instructive in this

context

:

“ Cennaiwa of Krsnariiya Mahfiraya’s Atthavanam, who had

given up the marriage tax,” says one, " shall govern the empire of

all kinds, having acquired the religious merit due to the gift of

olio thousand cows and one crore of virgins, the performance of

one crore of horse-sacrifices and one crore of yajaas ; and he shall

obtain eight sons and considerable wealth.” f

“ He who takes the marriage fee,” says another, “ is ^
(equivalent to one) who treats his mother as lain wife.” §

"Whichever of the Odde, Karana, and Telugu kings revokes

this (edict abolishing marriage tax),” declares a thrid, “ he shall

go along the path of the sinner who has slain the Brahman and

the cow.” “The Turuka king shall suffer from the sin of having

eaten the swine’s ilesh.” f

The first attempt to abolish this evil tax was made
by the Orissau monarch, Purusott&ma Gajapati. H

• LR. 15 (Sanjivipalls) pp. 213-14 ; LR. 41 pp. 52-3. f EC. xi. Hfc. 17.

} EC. xi. Jl. 7. § EC. vi. Kd, 168.

H LR. 48 aCondavPJu) p. 72. « ibU
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The abolition of this tax in the Vijayanagara empire,

however, was due to the initiative taken by Timmarasa,

while he was holding the office of prime minister under

Vira Narasimha. * lie gave up the marriage tax in

Gutti rajya, which was his amara-magani, in A.D. 1507.

Although he was desirous that the reform should

be introduced in every province of the empire,

he did not find it possible to fulfil his desire until the

accession of the great Krsnaraya to the throne of

Vijayanagara. Timmarasa and two other officers viz.

Adepa Nayadu, and Gauni Tutana made a joint

representation to the Raya, and convinced him that the

tax was a social evil, and therefore should be abolished.

Tlieir efforts were crowned witli success
;

for a few

days later, a royal edict was published abolishing the

tax in all the provinces of the empire that were then

under the control of the emperor, f Copies of the edict

were engraved on stones, and set up at important

places in every province. The tax was not collected

by the government once again until the end of the

reign. It is true that an inscription of A.D. 1515 refers

to the remission of the marriage tax by an officer of

Kpjnaraya
; J but it comes from Jagajfir in the

Mysore State, a region which was subdued in A.D.

1511-12 i.e., after the publication of the marriage edict.

The tax was apparently revived at least by the

amaranayakas, if not by the government, during the

reign of Acyuta. A grant of A.D. 1534 mentions

• SII. iv. No. 803.

t EC. xii. Ml. 64.

Ghanagiri Rajya

Gutti ,,

K&ad&navBlu „
Candraglri „

\ ibid 3d. JL 5.

Mulbag&l M3jya Gantfiko£a sthala

Rayadurga „ SiddJiavatta „

Pottapi „

Nagamangala sima
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maduveya-kanike as one of the taxes which was granted

to a certain Narayanayya together with a piece of

land.* Another grant of A.D. 1539 mentions probably

the remission of the marriage tax. f Similarly Baya-

kara Ramappayya remitted the marriage tax of Budi-

liaja sbne in A.D. 1535, J and in the same year lie also

remitted it in the Kandikere slme. §
1 Tliriya Mallap-

panna remitted all the marriage tax in Jajur 8ime’

in A.D. 1540. Similar remissions are recorded in

other places. The latest records of the kind are dated in

A.D. 1562. \1 It is interesting to note that all these

documents record the remission of the tax not only by

the emperor himself but by the amarandyakas as well

as the Setti-paftana-swdmis, and the Ayyavali nanade&is.

Although a few inscriptions of Sadasiva’s reign

allude to the remission of the marriage tax, a copper-

plate grant from Grandikota** seems to mark the rever-

sal of the policy adopted by Timmarasa and Krsnadeva-

raya. As the marriage tax was very heavy and oppres-

sive, Sadiisiva and his regent, llamaraja are said to have
reduced it from 101 ma to 16 ina per marriage. They
are also said to have granted a charter to a certain

Narabuya, probably, to collect the tax from the karna-

yolla community of which he was a member.

(b) Communal Taxes :—Some of the communal
taxes such as madarike

,
ayasaru

,
and the tax upon bar-

bers have already been dealt with under the profession-

al taxes. The samayaterege or sunka has also been
touched upon while explaining the meaning of the term
‘ sunka but it needs further elucidation.

• EC. ix. Cp. 155.

J tbid xii. Ck. 5.

Tj
ibid xi. Hk. 62.

** LK. 41 pP . 62-63.

t ibid xii. Tm. 25

§ ibid xi. Ck. 44.

||
tfiVxi. Hk. Ill

,
vi. Kd. 168.
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The term samaya-sunka is thus explained in the

Atthavaaa Tantram.

“ The government appoints a head over some of the low

castes for the purpose of regulating caste rules and deciding caste

disputes. When a dispute arises in a casto. the head of the

caste holds an enquiry and imposes tines upon thoso who
break the casto regulations. While enquiring into cases involving

adultery by women, if he finds the accused person guilty,

he sells her to some member of the caste, and paying a

part of the sale money to tho husband, pockets the balance. More-

over, on the occasions of marriages, and communal gatherings, the

members of the caste should offer him a tambnhi on behalf of the

state, which he is empowered to receive. If. for any reason, the

government tdmb'rici wore not offered, he would retire from the

place, and none would preside over the function. Any one taking

his place, contrary to the established custom, is punished severely

by the government. Therefore, the members of these castes are

obliged to satisfy the demand of the caBte elder appointed by the

government. In virtue of the monoply granted to him by the

state, he dorives much income from the community. He is

required to pay a portion of this income to the government as a

tax, which is known as samaydenra or srimnyn-sinikn.” *

A charter conferring the office of a caste elder is

preserved in the inscriptions. Venkata H appointed

one, I’eda Cemiapa Reddi, the dcsiii of Miiyikolla-

puram, as the head of the Idjius following the mmndra-

lcu1~uara.-\ According to this charter, the mouthers

of the community were thenceforward required to pay

the dues such as lappu, kanike, tiiku, kappam, prnrili, and

nomtlu through Cemiapa Reddi. This charter is of

considerable interest as it not only provides us with

epigraphical evidence to prove the existence of the

samayacara ,
but specifies the various items of income

for collecting which the emperor granted an exclusive

right to Peda Cennapa Reddi.

• MUti, 15-6-8.
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The nSlkusamaya-sunka *
is identical with the

samayasunka. The caudarige f mentioned in a Mysore
inscription is not altogether different from it.

(8) The Property Tax :—The most important tax of

this kind is the mane or the house tax. J It is identical

with the ‘ illari

'

of the Telugu epigraphs. § Besides the

house-tax properly so called, taxes also were imposed

upon verandahs house-sites ||
and even on vasal

or the courtyard of the house.** The nature of the

house-tax is described in the Atthavana Tantram :

(For the purpose of taxation) the people are divided into

three classes, jirdyati, bwjay ir-jirdgati, and khmu-ham. The

cultivators belong to the first class ; those that are not agricultur-

ists, but who pay taxes indirectly, belong to the second; and those

that do not come under these two classes, but lead a free life,

belong to the third. The hdyay ir-jirdyatiddrs or the people

belonging to the second class, pay a tax upon their houses accord-

ing to their station in life, ft

The illari of Alavakonda during the time of Vira

Narasiinha is entered as a separate item in the Raya-

rehha :

The ten houses of the community of Cillara Riijayya

Lingayya paid 10 ga. The thirty houses of the community of

Pagadala Timmayya Appayya paid 15 ga.

The houses belonging to the community of Rajayya

Lingayya paid at, the rate of 1 ga jter house
;
whereas

houses of Timmayya Appayya’s community paid only
l
/<2 ga per house. The difference in the tax paid on the

two classes of houses seems to bear out the statement of

* EC. IV. Hg. 35-36. + EC. iv. Cu. 21.

t EC. iv. Ch. 30, Gu. 21 ;
EC. iii. i. Nj 118 ,

EC. ix. Cp. 155.

§ LR. 13 p. 217; LR 13 (MHrkapur) No. 8. H MER 59, 361, 364 of 1914.

(I
ibid 203 of 1921. •• ibid 335 of 1921.

tt MMs,. 15-6-8. IX LR. 6 p. 824.

V—29
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the Atthavann Tantram that people paid house tax accord-

ing to their station in life. The Eayarekha of Alavakonda

corroborates the evidence of the Atthamna Tantram

in another respect also. It divides the taxes into four

classes : (1) land tax (2) sitldhayas (3) maniltam
,
and

(4) indln (houses). The last tax was collected from the

members of only two castes, who correspond, in all pro-

bability, to the hagayir-jirilyatidd rs. This point, how-

ever, should be further investigated in the light of the

evidence furnished by the inscriptions.

The owners of other kinds of property also had

to pay taxes. The ad(latere or the tax on goats is men-

tioned in several inscriptions. * The taxes upon cows,

buffaloes, and bulls are referred to in an inscription of

Mysore, f Another inscription from Cadipirela in the

Cuddapah district describes the tax upon several domes-

tic animals : +

Sbe-bnlTiilo | rdha Cow } n'ha

Ile-bnlfulo | „ Ilorso f, ,,

Bull l „ Camel f

It is very probable that taxes were levied on other

forms of property also.

(9) The Religious Tar \—The only religious tax

with which the government had anything to do, seems

to have been the tax collected for the ui ahatTtjapraybja

-

nds or the great royal festivals. The word inaharaja-

tantu occurring in an epigraph in the temple of Raghu-

riathaswami at Gandikota is only a variant of the above,

meaning the same thing. § That this tax was due to

* EC iv. Gu. 2, 21, 73 ; LR. 13 No. «,

f EC. iv. Gu, 73.

t LR 33 pp 201-302.

§ LR. 15 p. 127.
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the state is proved by the explicit statement of the

inscription : “ We have declared the kasuvlsalii ,
due to

the state from the mahdrajaprayojands, sarvamanyn. ” *

What was the purpose for which this tax was levied ?

It appears to be closely connected with the worship of

the grama-devalu or the village deity. It is said in an

inscription at Velpucerla that “ out of the customary

dues collected from certain villages for the maharUja-

prayojauats, after paying the mauihari and pambakddu,

the perquisites that accrued to the elders in the form of

money, rice, betel, and nuts were granted to the goddess,

Ankajaparamesvarl of the place, for offering diiTtpa
,

deepa, and naivedya , and for celebrating the festivals of

parupu, and parivein so that the merit might accrue to

the Raya and the chiefs governing the slma." t It is

obvious that the fees collected for maharajapmtjiijanalu

were utilised for paying the salaries of the mnnihari

and the pambakddu, and the remainder was appropriat-

ed by the elders who probably managed the affairs of

the temple. In another grant of Tallamarpuram, it is

stated that a certain Irugajangam, the son of Ramdeva-

raya of Gandikota and lrugalingam tthe priest; of the

shrine at Gandikota, with all their j.udtts granted to the

shrine of Ankajadevi erected by them at Tiijla-

marpuram the 12 rakats, which were collected from the

villages of TalJamarpuram and Nangulur for the maha-

rajapraydjands. J Mandela Timmayadcva Maharaja

who was holding the Gandikota slma in amaram made
a grant to the priests of Ankalasakti in load A.D.

“ Tile kdnihr, and kusuvlsiU Unit are due to us says he,

“according to the ancient custom from the mahanija-tantiis iu all

• LX. 37 pp. 1-6,

t MMss. 15-3-6 p. 262.

t LX. 15 (GaitfikSta) p. 127.
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the villages of the Ganilikota alma which onr liege lord Sadasiva-

deva Mahariiya granted to us, we have granted to AnkulaparamoB-

vari. Taking (the kdvike etc.,) you should regularly conduct in

all the villages the festivals of parupu and pdriveta according to

the custom, without violating this ilharma." *

Cinna Timmaraju Kondayya granted in 1549 A.D.

to »3n Vlrabhadra of Jillella tbe money that was

collected as Idnika and katnam for the mahdrajaprayd-

janas in the village of Jillella. f Nandela Ahoba-

lesvararaju granted in 1 543 A.D. to Ankalamma of

Koilakuntla the rent and fees accruing from Ademala

which were utilised for the mahdrujaprayiijanus

.

J

The following points emerge from the foregoing

epigraphical extracts :

(1) The dues for the maharajaprayujanas were

collected from the villages of the UandikoU and the

Koilakuntla slmas both in coin and kind. It seems

to be essentially a local tax.

(2) They were due to the crown, and the right of

collecting them like that of the other taxes in the amara

villages was delegated to the amaranayakas.

(3) In all the cases excepting one, the dues were

granted either by the amarandyakas or by private indi-

viduals (to whom the amarandyakas might have granted

them) to the Goddess Ankalainina.

(4) The dues were granted to this deity, at least

in one case, so that the merit might accrue to the Raya

and the chiefs governing the slma under him.

The most important question, however, remains

unanswered. What were the mahdrdjapraydjanas for

• LK. IB (G»n<Jik5ta) p. 127. + LR. 36 (JilKUa) p. 468.

I LR. 33 pp. 370-71.
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which dues were collected ? It is not possible to give

any correct answer to this question. However, the

following suggestion may be taken' for what it is worth.

According to an ancient Indian belief, a kingdom is

liable to be affected by -evils the most important of

which are famine "and pestilential diseases. “ From
these,” declares Kautilya, “ shall the king protect his

kingdom.”* Tlie village deities are generally believed

to cause famines and epidemics, if they are not kept in

good humour by offerings. As the dues collected for

the maharajaprayojanas were, in almost all cases, utilised

to carry on the daily worship and conduct the festivals

of Ankajamnia, it is not unreasonable to suppose that

they were levied by the Itaya to protect, his dominions

from the wrath of the village deities. As the protection

of the empire was tlie primary duty of the emperor, the

dues which he collected from bis subjects to secure this

end came to be known as the dues lor mahdrajaprayo-

janas.

(10) The Taxes on Mdnya-yramas :—The most im-

portant of the taxes which the holders of the manya
lands had to pay were Jodi (sodi), katiiam, kanike

,

khadddyam and arasuperu.

The word jodi means ‘ a favourable quit-rent on

inam lands.' f The Atthavana Tantrum delines it as

“ the money which the yawl and the sanbhoij pay to

the government for their tnanyas. Closely allied to

this is the manya-kanike which the holders of inam lands

like Brahmans and fakirs pay to the state.” + But the

word jodi is used in the inscriptions to denote the quit-

rent paid by the holders of all kinds of inam lands.

SMi (jddi) is said to be one of the taxes which was

* Kautilya : ArthasZJtra (Shama Sastri's translation) p. 353.

t H. H. Wilson : Glottmry p. 341. % MMst. 15-6*8, m
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due to the state from the lands belonging to the temples

in Solamandalam. * It is said, in a grant of 15 ’3 A.D.,

that jodi was paid by the holders of an ayrahara. f
Another tax which is synonymous with jodi is srotriyatn.

According to an inscription of old Siruvolja, i"irotriyas

were collected from all the manya villages belonging to

the gods and Brahmans, and other service inams. +

No information is available at present for determining

the exact proportion of the income of the inUm lands

which the state claimed nsjudi or sroiriyam.

In addition to the jodi or Srotriyam the tax-free

villages paid some other taxes also. These are kappa,

katna, kauike
,
khadduya

, § (the four ks) which, however,

were not peculiar to the inam lands. There is ample

evidence to show that they were collected from other

sources also. Kappa is one of those taxes which one

usually meets with in the inscriptions. It is a different

tax from the jodi or srotriyani
;
for they are mentioned

together as two different taxes due to the state from an

aijrahara. •[) Kappa is also said to be one of the dues

which the hapus following the sammhiikulnrara had

to pay. li
It was collected from the barbers, washer-

men etc. It. appears to be the same tax as araSuperu

mentioned in a grant of the Tamil country.** The
tax known as kaluain was also exacted from the agrahd-

ras. The word katnam means a periodical present

made to superiors by their subordinates. Probably the

tax had its origin in the present made to a cliiet or

king by his subjects, which, however, in course of time,

was converted into a tax. it occurs iu a slightly

• MER. 214 of 1926 U517). + EC. v. i. Ik. 2. % LR. 40 p. 215,

§ MMss. 15-3-6 (Gubagunijam) ; EC iv. Gu. 67 , vi. Un. 2,

K EC. v, i. Ho. 2.
f! EC. xii, Tm. 81.

+t ibid 700 of 1917.•* MER. 214 of 1926.
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different form, as grSma-kaiaam* in several places, from

which it is to be inferred that it was exacted from all

the villages. Kapiam was also paid by barbers and

members of other lower classes, f Kanike is a similar

tax. Tt means a present offered to a man of rank by a

visitor. Kanike was collected not only from the villages

but from communities such as the barbers and kdpus.

Kanike occurs as a member of such compound words

as h urali-kadale- k~tiiike, madavcya- lean ike, darUena-kanike,

and kaval i-lTt) tike
, + in all of which it seems to mean

a duty due to the state or some other body. It is not

possible to slate whether these have any connection

with the simple word kiln ike. Lastly, the tax called

khaddai/a must be mentioned. § It is translated by

Rice in one place as a ‘due.’ Kittel, however, under-

stands it to mean boree, compulsion.’^' It is said to mean
“ forcing people to pay the price set upon articles,

exaction.” Nothing more about this tax can be known
at present.

Section 4: J'm/edo-Ta.ces :

—

Psncd) taxes, as their

name indicates, arc not taxes properly so called. They
are dues which certain classes ot p -ople, or people

residing in certain localities, paid, not to the government,

but to private individuals or institutions. They fall

tinder two heads ,a) the religious, and J> non-religious.

(a) The religious psucdu taxes are :
—

(1) or < T‘in~tr~u'u-!t /v.
;

# LK 14 (Moyi]|:ikSlva) p. 426
,
LIL\ 3 (Ca*lipirt*l.i) p 42o.

1 LK. 40 (Nilicinajne(LO pp. 134-40,

t Kt \ iii. i. Ml. 93 i
EC. ix. Mu. 62 ; EC, v. i Cn, 250

;
LK, 13 (KatUra-

gaijtjla) p. 2S8.

§ EC, iii. i MI. 95.

H Canarese English Dictionary p. 347.

)j
EC. iv. Gu. 67.
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(2) Viramusti-pannu.

*

(3) Jlyar-terege. t

(4) Ku^aderege. J

(,'>) Malhfi-tcregr. §

((I) Gtiilipannn. f

(7) Ttrc-kamke. |l

(8) Jatre. **

These eight dues or taxes may be reduced to three

classes viz., (i) Saiva (ii) Vaisnava (iii) Common.

(?) Saiva :—The qanacara-tere was a tax paid to

the jrtngama* or the Lingayat, priests by the Saivas. It

was known as vlramuxti-pannu in the Telugu dis-

tricts. It was payable by all the Saivas including the

Brahmans every year. The gudipannu was paid by

the i/<ht~ic<lris and the tamhalas or arcakas of a Saiva

shrine for what purpose it is not known, ft The jan-

gamns and vlramnsfis were attached to some one or

other of the Saiva mn [has. They regarded themselves

as the disciples of the head of that matha to whom they

paid a part of the dues collected by them from the

faithful. The head of a matha, or on his behalf his

laryal-arta, had the right of remitting the tax in favour

of any Saivite temple. Thenceforward it was to be

* LR IS (Avy.ilUru) pp. 353-4, (GtujidamaUa) p, 377, (BedadHr? p. 11; LR.

2 (Miicamir) p. 271, iPeda Cappalli) pp 371; (Koppolu) pp. +19-20
, LR. 3

(C»dipir"l;il p.427; LR. 15 (Poftiplju) p. 118

*t EC iv Gu 67. % EC. vi. Gu. 67.

§ EC. iii. i. Ml. 95. | LR. 15 (Ayyainru) pp. 353-54.

II
EC IV Gu. 5, 6, 8. *• EC. y. Ag. 7.

tt LR, 15 (Ayyallru) pp, 353-54.
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paid to the temple and not to the Jangatnas and the

Vlramusfts.

( ii
)

The jiyaratere was a tax paid by the Vaisna-

vites to their guru or jiyar for maintaining his position

in a becoming fashion. The kutatere must have

been a contribution made by the laity for the mainte-

nance of the Bamanuja-kutas which were the usual

places of meeting of the Ramanujites.

{in) The common taxes are those that, might have

been paid by both the ^aivites and the Vaisnavites.

Matha was an institution that was common to both. It

was a tax which the followers of a matha paid for the

purpose of maintaining the establishment of a matha.

The tere-kanike was a due which was collected from

certain localities. It amounted only to two hanas for a

village. The money thus collected was probably used

to pay the labourers employed in dragging the temple

car on the day of the car festival. The tere-kanike can-

not be termed a sectarian tax, as both the &aiva and the

Vaisnava shrines maintained cars of their own. Jut-re

was a non-sectarian tax. The worship of the village

deity was common to all the Hindus to whichever sect

they belonged. As jatre was a due raised by the

villagers for celebrating the jalra or the periodical festi-

val in honour of the village deity, it was payable by all

the villagers whether they were Saivas or Vaisnavas.

(
h) The Non-religious Psuedo Taxes:—These are

wot in number
:

(i) the vipravinodi-pannu and (ii) the

dommara-pannu.

(*) The Vipravinodi-pannu : —The term vipra-

vinodi means one who provides vinoda or amusement

to the Brahmans. The Vipravinodis are professional

conjurers, who earn their livelihood by collecting

[ 233 ]
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annual contributions of money and rice from the Brah-

man households in the country. They narrate a story

explaining the origin of the due. On one occasion,

when there was a big religious disputation between the

Brahmans and the Jains, the Vij.ravinodis helped the

former to win a victory over the latter by employing

some of their tricks. In consideration of this timely

help, the Brahmans are said to have gratefully promis-

ed to pay them a var*asana or annual contribution.

This is how the Vipravinodis explain the origin of their

tax. Consistently with the legendary origin of the due,

they only collect it from the Brahmans, and the other

castes are free from it. The Vipravinodis appear to

have been a very wide-spread community in the lGth

century, for according to an epigraph, they were

living in “ Vidyanagara, lledadakota, Kataka and

Dravida-desa.
’’ * Therefore, the Brahmans inhabiting

all these, countries had to pay the vipravinddi contribu-

tion every year.

(ii) The Dommara-pannn -The Domwaras are a

tribe of professional acrobats who wander from place to

place throughout the year. They earn their livelihood

by performing wonderful feats, especially on the rope,

in the streets of towns and villages. In the JGth cen-

tury, it was obligatory on the part of every citizen to

pay them some money or measure out some paddy in

return for the entertainment. The Dammam acrobatic

feats before the regent Ramaraja are described at some
length in the Ramaruijanabakhire

.

-j- The Dommaras
belonged to twenty four kulas $ and they collected

their perquisites not only from the ryots but from the

Brahmans also. It is said that the dues which they

* HER. 694 of 1917. + The Bharati x. p. 753.

X LJR, 14 (Noiam) pp. 374-5.
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collected from the cultivators of the Puspagiri agrahara

amounted to 1,000 madas.
*

Section 5 : The Collection of Taxes :—How was the^
collection of revenue effected by the government ?

The collection of dhanydddya or the land tax should be

considered first. The Atthavana Tantrum says

“ The ryots in the villages pay the taxes to the gaud and

ndnbhdg. The gawl has to Pee that the ryots cultivate the village

land tor the money fixed by the government. He collects and

pays the tax in due time, and at jamabandi would come to an

agreement with the state on behalf of Lhe ryots of his village

regarding the rent to be paid the next year.” \

Father Queyros gives a brief account of the

method adopted by the government in collecting the

land tax :
—

“ The manner which the Princes observe in renting land is

the following. In .June their Ministers go about in the villages

and oblige the peasants to rout the lands for a certain sum. They

return at the time of the harvest, because without their presence

the husbandmen cannot reap, and they ask whether they are

willing to give a further moiety or third of wliut was settled

according to thy abundance of the crop : if (hey agree, a writing is

made, they give sureties, and when they have threshed [the corn],

they usually find that (lie produce is not enough to pay the King; if

they refuse either to pay according to the contract or the increase

they do not even then escape the ruin, for the Ministers who are

present at the reaping, threshing and measuring, all of which is

done at tile cost of the farmers, after letting him take his share,

which does not exceed 2~i to 30 per 100, compel the farmer to buy
the King’s share than awl there at a price (‘.n eeding (hat current

in the land, as for instance giving bun at nine what is worth six ;

and lie lias not the wherewithal to support himself and his family

[and] becomes indebted again for the coming year." J

* LR. 16 (Be^adUr) pp, 112-13.

t MMss. 15-6-8.

[ The Conqueit of Ceylon
,

i. p. 92,
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Sir Thomas Munro agrees with Father Queyros.

According to him the land tax was paid in kind in

proportion of half of the produce, and this half waB

converted into money at a rate unfavourable to the

cultivator.* A similar opinion is expressed by Wilks, f
According to these writers the ryots were compelled to

purchase the government’s share of the grain at a price

fixed by the government themselves. The people who

were responsible for the sale were the ministers or,

more probably, the parupatyagars and other officers of

the Atthavaaa Department. If Kittel’s interpretation of

kaddaya as ‘ forcing people to pay the price set upon

articles ’ be correct, it must be admitted that there is

a good deal of truth in the description given by Father

Queyros and others. However, as their accounts are

based on conditions obtaining in the Kayak king-

doms subsequent to the dismemberment of the empire,

they need not be taken as accurate descriptions of

methods current in the sixteenth century. Moreover,

there is reason to believe that the government’s share

of corn was not always sold to the ryots in the manner
mentioned above

;
for the government themselves

required large quantities of corn for their own pur-

poses. Besides the quantity required for the daily con-

sumption of the huge palace establishment consisting

of 1 <2,000 women and other attendants, the feeding of

numerous horses and elephants which the emperor and

his amarandyakas maintained would have involved the

expenditure of a large quantity of grain. Paes says :

Of the grain, there is a great quantity, because, besides

being used as food for men, it is also used for horses since

there is no other kind of barley.’’ X

• The Gazetteer of Cuddapah pp. 146-147.

+ History of Mysore pp 169-70.

t F£, p. 237.
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Barbosa says :

“ And daily(he) supplies (rations) as well for the horses and

groom, which they fetch from the great kitchens kept up by the

King to feed his elephants and horses. These are in many large

houses where are many great copper cauldrons, and in these are

many officials who look after the preparation of food, and others

who prepare it. The food is rice boiled with chick-peas and

other pulso.” *

According to another writer, Krsnadevaraya towards

the close of
t
his reign, ‘ kept up at his own cost an

establishment of 100,000 horses and 4,000 elephants.'

f

The number of horses is certainly exaggerated. Mak-

ing allowance for exaggeration, the quantity of rice

and other grain which was necessary to feed daily

such a large number of beasts must have been enor-

mous. it is extremely unlikely that the state would

have sold away its share of grain completely, and pur-

chased it again to feed the huge palace establishment,

and the horses and elephants in the army. It is

more reasonable to believe that the government had at

least reserved a part of their share of grain which they

stored up at convenient centres to be utilised accord-

ing to their needs. This supposition is supported by a

passage from the Atthaeaua Tantram, in which the

government are advised ‘ to export their share of corn

from provinces where it is plentiful to those suffering

from scarcity so that they may sell it at a profit.' £ It ia

evident from this, that the government did not always

compel the ryots to purchase their grain ‘ at a price

exceeding that current in the land.
1

Instead, they

preferred, at least on occasions, to store up the grain to

be spent as they deemed lit.

A more popular method, however, was to farm the

taxes. The Afthaoaqa Tantram refers to the contractors

* Barbosa i. pp. 210-11. f FE. p. 150. J MMis. 15-6-8.
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who bought the right of collecting taxes from villages.

They had direct dealings with the A\thamnam or the

Revenue Department who fixed the rent on which they

were prepared to let the villages. What was done by

the government was imitated by the amaranayalcas.

Tins fact is revealed by an inscription at Vanipenta

dated 1521 A.D., according to which that village was

taken for gutta from Bukkaraju Timmaraju who evi-

dently was the nayaka holding the village under amara

tenure.*

The taxes coming under the head suvarydddya

were also let to the tax farmers, f In this connection,

the definition of the term sunlcam which is given in a

former context should be remembered. The word

was used in the 16th century in a loose manner, and

several taxes which had no connection with tolls or

excise duties were known by the name. The snnka

should be broadly interpreted as a tax.

The country was divided into a number of fiscal

districts or sunka-tfianyas, several of which are referred to

in the inscriptions.+ The sunka-thunyus or sunka-hattes

are generally considered as places where tolls were

collected on goods in transit. That this view is not

correct is proved by the grant which three sun/:a ris

belonging to the Cadipirela thdnya made to a temple:

" The practice of /arming the revenue is briefly alluded to bv Numz. All

the articles that were brought to ihe market of Vijayanagara had t«> pass through

a single gate which was 1 rented out for L200Q pai duos each year, and no man

can enter it without paying what the renters ask, country folk as well as

strangers/ FE. p. 366.

f LR. 18 (Vanipenta) p. 49.

X MER. 223 of 1913
,
LR. 14 (Cintakommudtnne) pp. 393-4

,
MER 557

of 1915; LR 40 (Cippagiri) p, 384.
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“ We three, grant (the following items) included in our

sunkcta in the village of Cadipirela in the Gandikota alma belonging

to our thunya * ” :

—

1. griima-Jmtnain

2. magga-athavarax

3. k'nnafi-siddhiiya

4. t/unuga-siddhiii/a

5.

pinja-siddhdya

(1. golla-aiddhaya

7. uppara-siddhdya

8. idiga-siddJuiya

The eiurht taxes mentioned above, as well as the

katuam, sunkasthavaralu, alluded to in an inscription at

Koppolu ti as having been collected by the sunkainm.ru,

do not come under tolls. It is obvious that sunkaris or

sutikamvaru were not merely collectors of tolls but of

several other kinds of taxes as well. The sunka-

thiini/a, therefore, was not a place where tolls were

collected, but a liscal division of the empire.

The sunkaris, sunkaravaru or sunkadavaru may
at first appear to be the members of a government

department. They were mere tax farmers, and there

is no evidence to show that they had anything to do

with the government service. Their interest in the

$uiika-th<hi gas was confined to the collection of as

much money as they possibly could.

The Jamahandi

:

—The tvord jamdbandi is defined

by Kittel as ‘ the general assessment of land etc.,

settlement of the assessments. ’ J Wilson gives a

fuller definition of the term.

It is said to mean “settlement of the amount of revenue

assessed upon an estate, a village or district, annual settlement of

• LK. i p. «6.

t LK, 33 p. 213.

J CartarttrEnglitk Dictinary p. 636.
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revenue with cultivators or ryotwari settlement : an annual settle-

ment modified according to the circumstances under which the

revenue is paid whether by individuals or communities and whether

to a zamindar or to the government.” It also means “ the annual

tour of a revenue officer, village by village, for the settlement of

assessment.” *

There is no evidence in the inscriptions to show

that jamabatidi was known in Vijayanagara during the

sixteenth century
;
but the constant enquiries made by

the emperor and liis officials about the condition of the

ryots, and the frequent remission of taxes registered in

the lithic records indicate that there must have been

something corresponding to the jamabatidi. This belief

is confirmed by an explicit statement of the Atthavana

Tantram which refers to the jamabatidi settlement several

times. The gaud is said to make jamabatidi settlement

every year (with the government). Again the govern-

ment are spoken of as preparing a consolidated list of

all the babs (items of revenue) for jamabandi. If it were

notpossible tocollect all the dues of the year completely,

the arrears were entered in next jamabatidi accounts

under the head of silusiln-baki
,
which was collected with

the taxes of the succeeding year, f

Section 6 : Oppressive Taxation :—The government

appears to have been very oppressive and tyrannical

in its treatment of tire peasants who tilled tire soil.

They were allowed, according to Nuniz, to retain only

a tenth of the produce, the remaining being taken from

them either by the government or the amaratmyakas as

their share. J Commenting on this statement, Sewell

observes :

“ Whether true or not, this statement, coming as it does from

a totally external source, strongly supports the view often held

• Glossary p. 228. t MAfsr. 16-6-8. J FE. p. 879.
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that the ryots of Sooth India were grievously oppressed by the

nobles when subject to the Hindu government. Other passages in

both these chronicles (Paes and Nuniz), each of which was

written quite independently of the other, confirm the assertion

here made as to the mass of people being ground down and living

in the greatest poverty and distress.” *

This view, although expressed in very strong

terms, is corroborated by tbe inscriptions, literature,

and the Local Records. A survey of the inscriptions

of the period reveals the fact that the grasping hand of

the tax-gatherer was, indeed, very active. It is stated

in an inscription of 1512 A.D., that at Krottaceruvn, f

taxes were collected from the demdaya and brahmadaya

lands which were subsequently remitted by Krsna-

devaraya. The ryots of a village in the neighbourhood

of J^ri Musnam were obliged to emigrate from their

native village owing to excessive taxation. Sinnappa

Nayaka, one of Krsnaraya’s officers, fixed favourable

rates in 1513 A.D
,
and persuaded the ryots to return

to their homes. J “ The sthiinil;as of the temple of

Perumal-Kariyavar went on a deputation to the king, to

Vijayanagara, and complained of the injustice done by
the authorities [rajagnrani \ stationed at ile.viyakuricci

village belonging to the temple. The chief amaram,

Timmarasa, introduced them to the king, got their griev-

ance redressed.'
’ § Instances of official oppression

such as these were probably in the mind of the Raya,

when he wrote that a monarch, who entertained in his

service an official who would not prevent the emigration

of the ruined cultivators expecting to profit himself bv
their departure, could not be contented even with

• FB, p, 379, n. 2.

+ MEF. 180 of 19)3.

t ibid 246 of 1916.

§ ibid 449 of 1918.
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the sovereignty of the whole earth. * Kr^naraya was

always ready to hear the miserable story of the

unfortunate ryots, and alleviate their sufferings as far

as possible.

The condition of the farmers became distinctly

worse during the reign of Acyuta. Owing to the civil

war, the authority of the central government was con-

siderably weakened, and the amaranayakns and

petty chiefs behaved very tyrannically to the ryots.

A Kaifiyat runs

:

“While Acyutadevarava was ruling at Vijayanagara,

owing to the weakness of the central government, con-

siderable disorder and insecurity prevailed in tho country.

The power of the pcilct/drs had so increased (hut they began to

rule as independent princes, each in his own principality. The

period of anarchy and confusion lasted for six yeans, when Aliya

Ramaraja overthrew the government, and installed Sadiisiva on

the throne.” t

The behaviour of some of the provincial governors

was no better. Eacamarasa, the governor of KondavTdu

had attained such notoriety, that satirical writers made

him the object of their lampoons. One writer declares :

“ The Turaka of Golkonila, oats cows ; hut Racamarasa

oonsumes all the Rrahmans of Jvonduvidu. Which of the two is

better, Turaka or Racamarasa 1 ” J

* “ (JjK K"“e»cx>

ouoJ=oi!£vCj}oo-5-° xx>

g"t)0 Jr'S dtt tf-ftKo

risJcj t i3. ’’
jfm . 4: 232.

f ZR. 6 p. 40.

t Socr ^r^cab

fTottbS S,
L w

TT’-t&tS'XM if JL.Or3o-c5b sr-^tlfc

JfcB'ir&cr- TT’riSaC5'& 'Hots*'' f
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The story of misrule is confirmed by inscriptions.

In front of the llanuman’s shrine at Kavutalam in the

Adoni taluk of the Bellary district, there stands a

stone on which an important charter, which Salakaraju

Cikka Tirumala granted to ryots of the KavutaTa sime,

is engraved. * The circumstances leading up to the

grant of this charter are fully narrated in the Kaifiyat

of Kavutajam

“ Owing to the absence of orderly government, the ryots of

the Kavutala utinr having descried their native villages, migrated

in a body to the M.itiureyu xirnr on the other side of the Tnnga-

bhadrfi. While Acyuta was ruling at V ijaymiagara, his brother-in-

law, Salakaraju Cikka Tirumala Maharaja, having visited

Adavani, gave a fresh Laid to all the ijainlua of Kavutuja, and

made concessions to them for reclaiming cultivable land from the

jungle which had grown up during the period of desertion.

Although these concessions wore published by means of a sdsana,

the tjattduA aiul kulkaniix alone returned, but not the cultivators

who had lost all llndr faith in the government. Therefore, Tirumala

Maharaja had to open negotiations afresh. The ryots gathered

near Hanuman's shrine at Kavutaia. where they came to an agree-

ment with tic government. They then returned to their old

homes. The terms of the agreement were recorded on a stone

slab which wan set up at. the place of meeting.” f

According to another inscription, the devdddya and

the brahmudaya lands, which had been tax-free since

the time of (Jikkavodeva, were ‘ assessed in corn and

coin owing to the disturbances J but Bliandarada

Tiuima made them once again tax-free in 1533 A.D.

A similar grant dated 1538 A.D., records that one llanu-

meyadeva remitted to the temples of Peruaamula the

taxes in grain and coin. These taxes had been unjustly

imposed by previous rulers on tax-free lands. $ Bhciga-

raju Timmayadeva granted a favourable haul to the

• MER. 492 of 1915.

J MEE. 179 of 1913.

[ 243 ]
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the sovereignty of the whole earth. * Krsnaraya was

always ready to hear the miserable story of the

unfortunate ryots, and alleviate their sufferings as far

as possible.

The condition of the farmers became distinctly

worse during the reign of Acyuta. Owing to the civil

war, the authority of the central government was con-

siderably weakened, and the amaraniiyulccts and

petty chiefs behaved very tyrannically to the ryots.

A Ka ifiyat runs :

“While Acyutadevaraya was ruling at Vijayanagara,

owing to the weakness of the central government, con-

siderable disorder and insecurity prevailed in the country.

The power of the pdlrtj'rm had so increased that they began to

rule as independent princes, each in his own principality. Tho

period of anarchy and confusion lasted for six yiearB, when Aliya

Ramaraja overthrew the government, and installed Sadusna on

the throne.” t

The behaviour of some of the provincial governors

was no better. Bacamarasa, the governor of Kondavldu

had attained such notoriety, that, satirical writers made

him the object of their lampoons. One writer declares :

"The Turaka of Golknnda, eats cows; but Bacamarasa

consumes all the Brahmans of Kondavldu. Which oi the two is

better, Turaka or Bacamamaa ?
”

J
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The story of misrule is confirmed by inscriptions.

In front of the llanuman’s shrine at Kavutalam in the

Adoni taluk of the Bellary district, there stands a

stone on which an important charter, which Salakaraju

Cikka Tirnmala granted to ryots of the KavutaTa sime,

is engraved. * The circumstances leading up to the

grant of this charter are fully narrated in the Kaifiyat

of Kavutajam

“ Owing to the absence of orderly government the ryots of

the Kavutiila s'unc having deserted their native villages, migrated

in a body to the M.iuaveyu xirnt; on the other side of the Tunga-

hhadrii. While AoyuUi was ruling at Vijayanagara, his brother-in-

law, Salakaraju (Jikka Tirnmala Maharaja, having visited

Adavani, gave a fresh luiiil to all the i/aio/an of Kavutiila, and

made concessions to them for reclaiming cultivable land from the

jungle which had grown up during the period of desertion.

Although these concessions were published by means of a sdsana,

the ijanijux and JmU/rrni-t alone returned, but not the cultivators

who had lost all their faith in the government. Therefore, Tirnmala

Maharaja had to open negotiations afresh. The ryots gathered

near HnniitnanV shrine at Kavntaja, where they came to an agree-

ment with th>- government. They then returned to their old

homes. The terms of the agreement were recorded on a stone

slab which was set up til the place of meeting.” t

According to another inscription, the deviidRya and

the brahmada i/i i lands, which had been tax-free since

the time of Cikkavodeya, were * assessed in corn and

coin owing to the disturbances ’
; £ but Bhandarada

Timma made them once again tax-free in 1533 A.D.

A similar grant dated 1533 A.D., records that one Hanu-
meyadeva renutted to the temples of Perusamula the

taxes in grain and coin. These taxes had been unjustly

imposed by previous rulers on tax-free lands. ^ Bhoga-

raju Tiuimayadeva grauted a favourable haul to the

• MRR 492 of 1915.

J MEK. 179 of 1913.
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Reddis and other people of Kadimetla to induce them
to resettle in the village which they had formerly

deserted.* An inscription in the ^rlrangapattana slme

describes the extortion of the local officials serving

under the amaranayakas.

“ Whereas in the aforesaid agrahdras, and villages in the

Srirangapatt.ana sime granted to Ramabhatlayya as his m&gdni,

ciistomfl which did not before oxiBt have been levied from all by

Kamappa Nayaka while he held the parupatya t

The sunkaravarn or the tax-gatherers exacted with-

out the knowledge of the government katnam and sunka-

sthavaras from the villages of Koppolu and Tippaliiru,

although they had been exempted from the payment
of these taxes by Krsnadevaraya. J Finally, Vira-

jiyya, the temple priest of Nandyala ran away from his

place, as he was not able to pay kanike and katnam.

Although he was brought back, he consented to resume

his office only after the taxes had been remitted. §

There is, therefore, ample evidence to show that

during the reign of Acyuta, a good deal of extortion

was practised by the amaranayakas and the officials.

When the hand of the oppressor became very heavy

and ruinous, the ryots, no longer able to put up with

tyranny, either formed voluntary associations to resist

his extortions, or, more frequently, deserted their

homes and farms and migrated to a neighbouring pro-

vince where conditions governing life were less intoler-

able. Fhe government made constant attempts to

induce such ryots to return to tlieir farms by offering

them liberal concessions. The ryots were not always
inclined to return, as they had completely lost their

* MER 5 »3 of 10,5 r^- EC. in. i Sr. 0,

t LR. 2 (Koppolu) pp. +1S-19 § ibid 40 pp. 309-10.

*u MEJC. 92 ol 1918.
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faith in the promises made by the representatives of

the government.

Matters did not improve very much after the

accession of Sadasiva. Inscriptions coming from

different parts of the empire narrate the same tale of

extortion and emigration.* It is evident from this that

what was a normal evil became greatly exaggerated

during the administration of weak monarchB such as

Acyuta, owing to the rapacity of amarandyakas and

tax-gatherers whose nefarious activities the imperial

government was not able to check.

Section 7 : The Expenditure :—No satisfactory

information is available about the way in which the em-

peror spent Iiis revenues. The At^havana Tantram de-

clares, that the money collected according to the kisti-

bandi was deposited in the treasury, after deducting from

it the expenditure incurred by the Revenue and the

Military Departments.! It is difficult to test the accuracy

of this statement, us the other sources give very meagre

information on the subject. However, according to

the Amuktamdlyada the income of the state should be

divided into four parts, one to he spent on the palace

establishment and charity
;
two to be devoted to the

maintenance of the army
;
and the remaining part to be

deposited in the treasury. { Does this division of the state

• AtUK. 2 of 1923
,
02 ol 1904

,
LK. 40 (NilicinamejU) p 137 ; LR. 54

(Velina) Pi’-
112-13.

f MaMsi. 15-6-8

+
d» 6"rf’
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income correspond to what was obtaining at Vijaya-

nagara during the first half of the sixteenth century ?

Or, is it merely the restatement of an old theory which

Krsnaraya found in some text book on dandanUi ?

The fourfold division of the state’s revenue seems to

be based on fact. Both Nuniz and Paes give some

valuable information concerning the public expendi-

ture. Nuniz says :

“ They (the nobles) also pay to him (the kins) every year,

sixty lakh's of rents as royal dues Of these sixty lakhs that

the king has of revenue every year, he does not enjoy a larger

sum than twenty-five lakhs, for the rest is spenL on his horses

and elephants and foot-soldiers and cavalry whose expenses

he defrays.” * “The king always gives large sums in charity ;
in

the palace there are always two or three thousand Brahmans who
are his priests, and to whom the king commands to give alius. ’’f

“ And now, I wish you to know ”, declares Paes, “ that the

previous kings of this place for many years past held it a custom

to maintain a treasury, which after the death of each is kept lock-

ed and sealed in such a way that it cannot be seen by any one,

nor opened, nor do the kings who succeed to the kingdom open

them or know what is in them. They are not opened except

when the kings have groat need, and thus the kingdom has great

supplies to meet its needs. This king (Krsnadevarfiya) has made
his treasury different from those of the previous kings, and he puts

in it every year ten million pardaos without taking from them

one partlao more than for the expenses of his house.” +

The state revenue, therefore, was utilised in three

different ways
;
nearly two thirds of it was devoted to

meet the expenses of the army
;
of the remaining third,

a part was spent on charities and the palace establish-

ment, and the remainder was stored up in the treasury.

A similar account is given in the Rayavacaka. At the

• F£. p. S73.

f ibid p 379 ; cf. Anandanidhi.

\ ibid p. 282.
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commencement of the reign of Krijnadevaraya, the

grogs income of the state was ga 10,8400000

The devdddya, brahmadaya, and sarvamdnya ,, 8400000

Balance ga 10,0000000

The monthly expenditure on 24,00000

horses was ga 24,00000

,, „ 1500 elephants
,, 12,00000

,, „ 2,00000 foot-soldiers ,, 4,00000

Total monthly expenditure ga 40,00000

The annual military expenditure was ga 4,80,00000.

Of the remaining ga 5,20,00000, a part was spent on the

palace establishment and charities, the other being

deposited in tire treasury. *

Although there appears to be no agreement among

our authorities about the exact proportion of money
spent on various items, they are unanimous, or very

nearly so, concerning the items themselves. The state

revenue was spent either on the army, or the palace

establishment and charity, or stored up in the treasury.

The military expenditure consumed nearly 50 per cent

of the state income. As the Amuklamdlyada and the

Hdyardvaln almost agree about the proportion of military

expenditure, the statement of the former, coming, as

it does, from the pen of Krsnaraya himself, may be

taken as correct.

Section 8 : The Ways of Increasing Revenue:—The
author of the Atjkavana Tanlram suggests six methods

by means of which a government may increase the

revenue of the state, t These six methods fall into two

classes. The government may increase the income by

• ASPP. iii. p. 29.

f MMtt. 16-6-8.
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introducing (i) agricultural, and (ii) commercial improve-

ments. As there is epigraphic and literary evidence to

show that almost all these methods were adopted by the

emperors of Vijayanagara, a short account of them is

given below. The Aithavana Tantram says :

(i) Agricultural :

—

(«)
“ The government may hand over to small farmers the

uncultivated fields, and induce them to cultivate these fields, by

offering takavi loans. The ryots who are assisted in this fashion

by the government extend the area of cultivable land, and thereby

increase the income of the kingdom.”

The offer of the takavi loans is not supported by

the evidence of the inscriptions, but there is ample

evidence which proves the adoption of this method of

increasing the state’s revenue by the Vijayanagara em-

perors. The 1muktamalyada lays it down as a duty of

the king to destroy the forests in the interior of the king-

dom. * The destruction of the forests extends the area

of the cultivable land which he should provide with

irrigation facilities, and offer, on very favourable condi-

tions, to the poor ryots for cultivation. | The king, as a

consequence of adopting this policy, not only enhances

the ineome of the state, but acquires the credit for

helping his poor subjects.+ The Local Records preserve

several instances of the destruction of the forest areas

which were offered to the ryots for cultivation on very

favourable conditions- Several inscriptions record

•Am 4 : 356.

+ ef. Nuniz. “ This king (Krsnaraya) made in his lime a lake for water

which liss between two very lofty terras * * By means of this water

thsy made many improvements in the city, and many channels by which they

irrigated tie rice-fields and gardens, and in order that they might improve thsir

lands, he gave the people the lands which are irrigated try this water free for nine

years

,

until thsy made their improvements, so that the revenue already amounts

to 20,000 pariaos ’ FE. pp. 864-65

X 2m. h : 232.
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hauls granting the reclaimed areas to the ryots for

cultivation by the government. * The most interesting

document of this kind is the one which describes the

arrangements made by one Dodlonti Ranganatba for

the cultivation of waste lands in the villages of Tala-

mancipattanam, Madhavapuram, Vuppalapadu, Golla-

palli, Voddirala, Dannavada Kambaladinne, Duggana-

palle. Pedda-Komiuerla, Bondulapalle, Ganganapalle,

Mylapuram, and Vyaparala. According to these records

the ryots cultivating the waste lands in these villages

had to pay to the government during the first eight

years a rent only of 2 riikas per field, and *4 r«/ra of

kdvali.1i At the end of this period, the ryots had pro-

bably to pay on these fields the same rent aB on the

neighbouring lands.

(A) “ Owing to the mined condition of tanks and other

irrigation works, fields, which used to be cultivated at one time,

might become fallow. If the government repair these tanks and

irrigation works, the fallow fields can bo brought once again under

cultivation. Naturall)' the income of the government is bound to

increase." J

Inscriptions frequently refer to the restoration of

ruined and deserted villages. The village of Maleya-

bennilr which was in ruins was restored in 1528 A.D.

by Adiyappa Nityaku who granted a sdsana to the

ryots for improving its cultivation. § llauakanahallu

which was rapidly falling into ruins was similarly

revived in 15 ill A.D.*j Cikka Nanjaya Arasu, the paru-

;

patyagara of Terakananibi shne gave a charter in 1542

A.D. to certain people to rebuild a ruined pura :

“ 'Whereas pura to the south of the hamlet of our village,

having for a time been uncultivated, and uninhabited has gone
to ruins, overgrown with..., the charter is written and given (so)

• cf. MER. +33 of 1920 , 416 of 1920.

+ LR. 36 (T«lam«ncipa^Knam) p. 26

\ 15-6-3. % MC. xi. Dg. 105 % AfER. 333 of 1925.
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that you may cut down the trees, fill up the ditches, renew the

boundaries of the fields, rebuild pura, stock it with ryotB, give ont

land, and collect the dues according to the former custom.” *

One Dharmagoda Gauda built a fort at the village

of Tumukunte which was in ruins, excavated channels,

and restored the village, f

(e) “ The people of the districts having no orderly govern-

ment are generally in an unsettled condition ; thoy must be in-

duced to migrate to any desired place through the influence of

their relations residing therein. If the immigrants are given lands

on favourable conditions, and offered takiivi loans to enable them

to carry on agricultural operations much land will be brought

under cultivation. In course of time, they strike root in the soil,

and pay taxes like the ryots of the neighbouring villages. The

income of the government is thereby considerably increased.” $

Karapika Mangarasa ‘ exempted the tenants colo-

nising the Arasarakoyil from all taxes for one year, and

fixed the rates of certain taxes leviable from the follow-

ing year.’ § During the reign of Acyutaraya, Pandari

Nagappa, one of his agents, summoned before him the

farmers of the Neravati community who emigrated

from Kurnool owing to bad times, and granted them in

1540 A.D. a haul to build a village called Gundlapadu,

and settle down there. About the same time, some

Reddi families from the sea-side country migrated to

Gandikota slma where they settled down permanently. ||

These instances show that the author of the Atthaoana

Tantram has stated what was traditionally the policy of

the Hindu governments.

(•

d

)
“ Those that have the supreme control of the affairs,

having closely studied the condition of the market, should encour-

age the production of the commodities that sell dearly in such

* EC. ir Gu. 39. + EC. xii Pg. S9.

J MMtt. 15-6-8. § MER. 307 of 1931.

H LR. 36 (AkJupslle) p. 163. i!
MER. A 10 of 1913-19.
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places that are suited for their cultivation, and market them in

areas where they fetch the highest price, so that the profit may
benefit the public treasury.” *

No epigraphical evidence, which corroborates this

statement, is available at present. It is not possible to

ascertain how far it is true.

(ii) Commercial :

(a) “ The government must invite the foreign merchants

and *ou'karti to establish trade relations with the kingdom, and grant

them charters on favourable conditions. PHcis where they can

remain in perfect security must also be built, so that they may
import valuable articles of merchandise from abroad, and export

such of the indigenous products that may he in demand in outside

markets. The government can obtain much income from these

merchants and the new shops that may lie opened.”!

This is fully supported by the evidence of the

Portuguese chronicles, contemporary literature, and
inscriptions.

Speaking of Krsnadevaraya, Paes Bays :

“ There live in this (Niigalapur) many merchants, and it is

filled with largo population, because the king induces many
honourable merchants to go there from his cities. ” J

The courteous manner in which he treated the

Portuguese is referred to both by Paes and Nuniz.g

Kj^naraya briefly describes bis commercial policy in

the Amuktamalyada :
—

“ The merchants who import elephants and horses from the

countries across the seas should bo treated kindly by the gTant of

villages and comfortable houses in the capital
; besides, they

must have frequent audience with the king who should not only

confer upon them honours and privileges but enable them to

secure high profits (in their commercial transactions with the

state), so that they might not go to the enemy.” f

The Raya and his officers used to build several

pelas for tlie convenience of the merchants. A peta was

built at Kavulutla in 1523 A. 1>. || The weavers that

* MUti. 15-6-8. f ibid. | FE. p. 344 § c(. FE pp. 261, 343,

\ 2m. 4 : 358 ;
* : 245. 1 LX. 41 (Ko|nkon$a) rP 22-8.
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settled in the place had to pay | ga as loom-tax to the

government. It is stated that half of the income should

go to defray the expenses of the kavalgars of the place.

Another peta was founded in 1524 A.D. in the village

of Verupatige,* and special concessions were granted to

the 1 officers and residents of the market place.’ In

1554 A.D. a peta was rebuilt in the Bagur s/me by an

agent of Krsnappa Nayaka. one of the amaranayalas of

Sada£iva.f Those that settled in the peta were exempted

from all taxes for one year. Instances of the kind can

easily be multiplied
;

but those that are cited are

sufficient to illustrate the point.

(6)
“ Lastly, the government may open trade operations on

their own account during times of scarcity. As they maintain large

trains of pack-bullocks, they can transport corn and other com-

modities without expense to the regions affected by famine from

places where the harvests are abundant. If, at the same time, the

government prohibit the sale of articles in towns (and villages) by

private merchants, until the government completely dispose of

their wares, their profit is bound to be unlimited.” %

Although such a step might easily have been taken

by the government of the Rayas, inscriptions and other

contemporary records do not reveal any trace of trade

by the government or any of their officers. §

* MKK. 450 of 1020 t EC. xi. 1 Ik 112. J. MMst. 15-6-8.

§ There is evidence lu show that the Uubmani Sultans maintained large

numbers of park-bullocks llissaidtb.it Mahmud Sliah (Liahmni ) 1, during a

period of famine “employed 10,000 bullocks at his private expense, constantly

going to and from Mulwa and Gujerlt (or gram which was distributed to the

people at a cheap rate.” (Ferishta li. p, 349) Syed AH gives a slightly different

account. "A thousand bullocks belonging to the transport establishment maintain-

ed for the court were placed at the disposal of those m charge of relief measures,

and travelled incessantly to and fro between lus dominion#, and GujerEt and

Malwa which have escaped the visitation, bringing thence grain which was sold

at low rates in the Deccan, but to Muslims only,” ( IA , xlix.) Now, the

most important point to be noted is that during a period of famine the govern-

ment sold grain to its subjects A less pious king than this Mahmtld would not

have been deterred by any scruples to gain profit at the expense of his subjects.

What was obtaining at Gulburga might not have been unfamiliar at Vijayaftagara.
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Chapter VIII

THE POLICE ARRANGEMENTS

Section 1 : The Talari :—When one thinks of the

police, one usually pictures to oneself, a large body of

officers organized into a department to exercise author-

ity over the whole territory belonging to a state. The

first thing, however, that, one has to keep in mind when

dealing with the empire of Vijayanagara is that there

existed no state department of police. But it must not

he supposed that the state had neglected its duties of

preserving law and order, and of protecting the life and

property of its subjects. The emperors of Vijayanagara,

no doubt, made arrangements for policing their empire .

but these were different from what one is acquainted

with in a modern state. The police arrangements

obtaining in all parts of the empire were not welded

together so as to form parts of a well organized system

;

each district made its own arrangements which were

more or less effective.

Here, as in many other cases, the study of the

subject must begin with the village which was the

unit of administration. Une of the ayagars, the talari

or talaiy&ri discharged duties which were purely police

in nature. He was regarded as the guardian of the

village peace. It was probably for this reason that he

was sometimes described as the village kotwal. *

The origin of the office of the taldri cannot be

traced easily. During the time of Manu, the talari does

not seem to have been in existence. The detection of

crimes was one of the important duties of the village

* cf. Miitt. 15-6-8. A!(ksv<hu Tmtrtm.
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headman
;
but later, the work of village administration

became differentiated from mere police duties which

were entrusted to a new officer called yamika. The

yamika appears to be the earliest prototype of the

talari.* The tala vara or talayari had already come to

prominence as early as the third century A.D. f He

came to be regarded as one of ayagars from the time of

the Kakatiyas. At this time, he was one of the most

important of the village servants whose duty it was

to prevent quarrels among the villagers, and settle

disputes when they arose by summoning the disputants

before him. X He seems to have lost his magisterial

functions later, for he became a mere police official

during the regime of the Vijayanagara emperors.

As a police officer, the talari had to protect the

life aud property of the villagers who might be attacked

by thieves and brigands. One of his duties was to

watch the movements of the vagabonds, wandering

bands of players, dancers etc. § He was held responsi-

ble for any property that might be stolen from the

villagers
;
and if he were not able to catch the thieves

and restore the stolen property, he had to make good

the loss sustained by the villagers from his own pockets.^!

In addition to his police duties, the talari had to provide

the government with labourers for repairing tanks

and canals, specially for carrying the baggage of their

civil and military servants. On all such occasions,

he would seize whom he could lay hands on, as a

• M.5. Sanma * Gr3marak^ana p. 15

t MER. 200, 308 of 1927.

\ M. S Sarnia : UgTtdi Saficika of Dundubbi (1982) p. 157 ff.

§ cf, MMss, 15-9-6 Atf.Havana Tantrum

MSR. 9 of 1912-13
;
cf. Nunlf (££. pp. 880-51).
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consequence of which lie was greatly dreaded by the

villagers. *

The taldri, like the other dyagdrs received no

salary
;
but his work was not honorary. Like the

other servants of the village, he received remuneration

from two sources, A portion of the village land

was permanently assigned to him on which he had to

pay to the state a low tax called jodi. This permanent

piece of land was called his inirdsi. In addition to

this, he received from each ryot a few measures of

paddy or other produce per putti. This was called his

tnera. Moreover, he received sundry perquisites from

villagers who were anxious to escape forced labour.

“The ryots,” declares the Atthavana Tantram, “offer the

talari food, curry, and ears of corn; the Jcitruhas givo him blankets

and other things, bacause as a village hotwCil, ho might single them

out for forced labour, when the government stand in need of men
to carry the baggage of their servants.” f

A part of his emoluments consisted of the contri-

butions of money made by the villagers which are

frequently alluded to in the inscriptions as ialavdrtke

or talaonrihe-hana. { The talavdrike appears to have

been a composite tax made up of a number of small

dues coming from different sources. The talari obtained

some dues probably in the form of grain for guarding

devaddya and brahmadaya mdnyas. § Tie also collected

dues from the houses o£ merchants barbers 11,

and weavers. ** At the time of marriages, he was

entitled to fees, probably for protecting the guests and

their property, ft

* MMst. 15-6-8. Af/havana Tantram. + ibid.

J JtC. v. Hb; 2 ]
£C vi. Kd. 15S ;

Af£R. 164 of 1913.

§ LR. 24 p. 124
,
LR. 13 p 288.

1 LR. 18 pp. 407-409.
II
E.C xi. HI. 110.

•• LR. 18 pp. 407-409. tt F.C. xit. Ck. 5.
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Section 2 : KSvalgSrs :—Sometimes it is asserted

that the talari was under the control of the k&valgftrt

whose jurisdiction extended over the villages included

in a sthala. And over the kavalgars
,

there were

officers called deSa-kavalgdrs or the superintendents of

police. * It is very much to be doubted whether there

was such a well co-ordinated system of police officers

as the one described above. At any rate, the available

evidence on the topic does not justify the inference.

Inscriptions, literature, and local records supply, no

doubt, some information, which, however, is not suffici-

ent for drawing a full and accurate picture. The villa-

gas seem to have been grouped into districts each of

which was placed under a police officer called kavalgar.

The following inscriptions may be taken into considera-

tion in this connection:

(1) In an inscription dated probably 1516 A.D., Krsna-

devaraya is said to have granted to Kunapuli Peddi Nayado the

right of policing the Mnllela stimuli!. The talaris of all the

villages in the samutu were his subordinates, and they were res-

ponsible to him. t

(2) Another inscription of Alattur in the South Arcot

records the grant “ of the right of kdval of Alattur and other

villages by a certain Uyyalauallau-Timmayyart to the temple of

Vettairayan.” Allatur was evidently the chief village of the group,

and Timmayyan must have been its kavalgar. +

(3) Sadaiivaraya granted to one Kadirappaneui Lakki

Nayadu the right of policing the fourteen villages inoluded in

Utukur (sthala).
§

(4) A similar grant was made by the same monarch to

Mahlpati Yarrama Niiyadu, conferring the right of policing the

• M. S. filrma GrTlwarakfana p. 15.

t MIR. 9 ot 1913-13.

t MMX. *9 of 1919.

§ LX. 14 (KImp»ll») pp. 404-405.
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tamutt of Tadaki, Tadpatri,Vellatur, Singanamala, Siyygdaceruvti,

Pamiri, Konakondla, and Tarnpnr with the territory of GandikSta.*

(5) Aliya Ramaraja made a grant of the kuvali right of

14 Tillages included in the Vippapenta alma, and 8-t villages

belonging to Siddhavattam to Natnilineni Peda Bucci Nayadu

of Guriginjakonda. t

Although these grants come almost exclusively

from a single area, there is reason to believe that they

indicate a system which was common to the whole

empire. For maintaining peace and order, and keeping

watch and ward, hereditary officers called kavalyars were

appointed over districts consisting of several villages,

the talaris of which were directly responsible to

them. The districts, however, were not uniform in

size
;
some contained only a few villages, whereas others

consisted of nearly a dozen samutus. It is just possible

that Mahipati Yarrama, who held the laval right of

several samutus , belonged to a higher cadre of police

officials
;

he was, perhaps, a nadu-fraralyar
,
an office

whose existence is indicated by stray inscriptions here

and there. £ Probably these higher police officials bore

the distinctive title of Muhdndyakacarya. §

The kSmlyar like the talari received no salary from

the government. He was, however, given a manya in

every village within his jurisdiction. It is said that

Kunapuli Peddi Nayadu was the owner of a manya in

one of the villages within his jurisdiction.^ It is not

unreasonable to infer that he was given similar mdnyas

in all the other villages. In the two grants which

• MMt:. 15-3-43 p. 23.

+ LR. 18 (CintuSjupnlle) pp. 407-409.

X MER. A. 10. of 1922-23
;
EC. vi. Kd. 58.

§ LR. 14 (Kampala) p. 404; MER. 297 of 1926.

11 MER. 9 of 1912-13 , MM„ 18-143 p. 23

V—33
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Sada^iva made to Lakki Nayadu and Yarrama, it is ex-

plicitly stated that the kaoali-mirasi consisted of a mSnya

in each of the villages under their respective jurisdic-

tions.* The existence of similar kavalt mirasi manyat is

also indicated by the kaul of Aliya Ramaraja to Bucci

Nayadu. f In addition to the mirasi manya , the kaval-

gars were entitled to collect some other dues from the

ryots. Sadasiva’s grant to Mahipati Yarrama refers to

kavalgar's mera and vartana in addition to his manya.

The mera is said to be one sheaf of paddy in every

turn, and sunka-sutras. Further, they collected

2 rukas tor every loom and merchant’s house. J The

kaval-katnam or rusum, § of which one hears so much
in the inscriptions, refers, probably, to these dues.

The kavalgar had to supervise the work of the

talaris in his district. His main duty was to see that

no thefts or other crimes were committed within his

jurisdiction. He had to make good any loss sustained

by the people within his district from his own pocket.

It is not possible to state definitely to whom the kdoal-

gar was responsible. It is said in the Rayavacaka

that the danaikas, when commanded to report on the

internal condition of rajyas or the provinces, declared,

“By the prowess of Your Majesty, in all the forte, mountain-

fastnesses, and forest-strongholds the police arrangements, ami

fortifications are in perfect order.
1

' 5

Nuniz also states that

“ If he (a person who sutl ers wrong) complains that he was
robbed in such and such a province, and in such and such a road,

the king sends immediately for the captain of the province, even
though he be at court, and the captain may be seized and his pro-

perty taken, if he does not catch the thief.”
1

• LR. 14 p. 404.

J MMsi. 15-S-4 p, 23.

1 ASPR. iii. p. 18.
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§ M£R. 164 of 1918.
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From this it appears that the dantiiks who were in

charge of provinces were responsible to the Raya for

maintaining police arrangements within their respective

jurisdictions. It follows, therefore, that the kavalgars

who were in charge of sthalas or samuts and nadus

were responsible to the durga-danaika or the provincial

governor.

Section 3 : The Pnlegdrs :—A slightly different

arrangement was adopted for policing the areas in the

outskirts of jungles and in the villages built within

forest cleavings. To ensure the Bafety of such places,

palegars or adventurers of great daring and courage,

were stationed at suitable centres, with a considerable

body of retainers. They were given for their main-

tenance a jaglr of one or two villages where they were

given permission to erect a fort. The -tmuktamaUjada

lays down certain principles regarding the maintenance

of order in forest areas which were rendered insecure

by the frequent plundering raids of criminal tribes

residing in inaccessible mountainous regions.

“To keep these kiratas in check, foreign military adven-

turers should be given villages temporarily as jdgirs in their

neighbourhood. Until these criminal tribes are subdued, the dis-

tress of the people does not decrease.” *

The Local Records describe several instances,

where Krgnadeva and Acyuta are said to have follow-

ed the policy chalked out in the Amuktamalyada :

(i) During the reign of Kreiade varaya, an adventurer

called Yakarla Yarrama Nayadu bearing the hirwln of Basava San-

kara, migrated from Bandar in the north, and settled down in the

village of Ubllatnadugu. He made so much trouble to the Brah-

mans of the place by committing theft that they were obliged to

abandon the ayrah&ra, and retire to the village of Rayavara.

• Jm 4 : »1, 333.
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After sometime Yarrama went to Vijayanagara, where be remained

for a few months attending the imperial dorbar regularly. On one

occasion, while making a pilgrimage to the shrine of Tirupati,

Krsnargya broke his journey in the neighbourhood of Rdljama^ugu

where he halted a few days. The Raya learnt that the plaee

was infested with thieves and robbei'B. He summoned Yarrama

before him and appointed him as the kavalgar of the locality, com-

manding him to protect the people in the neighbourhood as well

ns the pilgrims travelling along the road from the fear of thieves

and bandits. Yarrama built a small fort on the banks of Ceyyeru

to the north of Rollamadugn. A village sprang round the fortress

which was granted to him as jciglr.” *

(ii) “ On one occasion, when Krsnarfiya, who was on a

visit to the village of Mnnimadugu, was desirous of going to Gutti,

the elders of the place represented to him that travelling on the

road between Gutti and Mnnimadugu was not safe, as it was

infested with bandits and wild animals. They requested him to

spend a few days at the shrine of Nuraaimha which was built on

a hill near the road, and clear the road of wild animals and

robbers. Ihe Raya visited the shrine accordingly, and after

spending a few days in worshipping the deity, appointed one of

his officers called Kauluri Bud<,la Ueddi as the watchman of the

road. He commanded Budda to station himself at the place, and

make the road safe for travellers. Two villages, Kundenakota and

Kbnavuppalapiitlu, were granted to him aajagtr ; moreover, Bmjda

was given permission to cut down the forests on the slopes of

Yaryamalais, and build a village there for himself. He obeyed

the royal order and remained at Uiicerla, the village which he

had built for hirnself, according to the permission granted to him

by the emperor.” f

Later in the reign, this region again became the

scene of activities of a bandit chief, Tupakula Cen-

nama Nayadu, a mala by caste. Probably Cennama
was the original of the mala robber chief, Kafeasmatfru,

whom the emperor describes graphically in hie Amukta-

m&lyada.

(iii) Cennama, having gathered around himself a band of

robbers, fixed his head-quarters in the RScerla bills, and began to

* LR. 44 (R5(i»nii0ogu) p. 148. + LR. 6 (RIe.ila) p. Sffc
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plunder the Tillages all round. Hi* -victims complained loudly

to the emperor who commanded Venga! Reddi, one of the three

sons of Kaulfiri Budda Reddi, to put an end to the career of

the " m&la Neyarlu." Venga! Redfji and his brothers proceeded

against him with great caution. Having learnt that Cennama

and his gang lay encamped in a palmyra grore in the mi^st of

the forest, they inarched to the place stealthily and fell upon the

robbers euddenly. They -were in no fit condition to resist their

assailants, as they were already highly intoxicated with drink.

Nevertheless, they fought so valiantly that Vengal Reddi lost

both his brothers in the battle ; hut he prevailed ultimately against

tbe robbers whose leader he slew. A temple was built in honour

of the fallen Rnhlis, where they are still worshipped as the

emancipators of the country. *

(iv) “While Acyutadevaruya was reigning at Vijaya-

nagara, considerable trouble was caused to the travellers by robbers

who lay concealed in the bills in the neighbourhood of the Jyoti

Pass in the Nallamalais along the highway leading to the shrine of

Ahobalam. On account of excessive dread engendered by the

highway men, merchants and pilgrims from PSrumamUJa, Badde-

volu, Kambham &c., gave up visiting Ahobalam even daring the

time when the annual brahmbtsava was celebrated. When this

was brought to the notice of the Raya, he appointed, on the

advice of Salakariiju Timmaraju, an adventurer called Virneyani

Hiddappa, who was attending the durbar for two years, as the

guardian of the Jyoti Pass. The village of Dasaripalle was granted

to him as his jrigir. Siddappa went to the place with all his

retinue, and having settled down in his jagir, he captured several

robbers whom he sent to tbe Raya.” t

The conditions did not very much improve during

the reign of Sadasiva, as shown by an epigraph of Gotur,

recording the grant of a Hetturu-pa(tu by the Brahmans
of Pugpagiri to one Perugu Basivi Nayadu who lost hit

life while fighting against the robbers that plundered

the village. +

* LX. 6 (RScvrU) p. 336 B.

t LX. 8 pp. 79-80.

f LX. 18 (GBflr) p. SIS.
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These extracts not only serve as a very good com-

mentary on the veises from the Amuktamalyada, but they

give us a clear insight into the working of the police

system in the forest and mountainous areas of the

empire.

The protection which the state offered to its

subjects and merchants was not adequate. Journeys

along the public roads were risky and insecure. The

forest regions were specially the haunts of bandits who
not only plundered the travellers but neighbouring

villagers also, causing thereby considerable alarm in the

country side. Assassination by the robbers was so

common that people generally expected to die as much
in that way as in any other.* Yakarla Yarrama, whom
Krsnuraya appointed ns the kavalyar of Rojlamadugu

and its neighbourhood, started his career as a robber,

although he carefully avoided direct participation in

any one of his ventures.

The professional robbers had not infrequently to

oompete witli the amateurs. The petty chiefs who

rose up in rebellion against the emperor took to rob-

bery and plunder partly to embarass the government,

and partly to enrich themselves at the expense of

defenceless villagers and harmless travellers. A few

examples are sufficient, to illustrate the statement

:

(i) “When Sfiluva Narasimha was governing the empire,

YIra Narasimha, a cousiu of the Sambeta chief of Pemipa(Ju, rose

up in rebellion, and, making Maddigumjala in the Lankamalai

Hills his head-quarters, began to plunder the country, and rob the

pilgrims going to Kamea'vara on the Bhuramarga of their belong-

ings. Saluva Narasimha sent against him Vankara Kumara Basivi

Nayarju, who defeated and expelled him from the country.” t

•Am 6 : 30

+ LR. 9 <P»tbflripS(sm) pp . 248-25S.
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(ii) Daring the reign of Krgijariiya, Mnsili Naytuju rose

ap in rebellion and plundered the country. He was, however,

defeated and driven into the hills ; but later, he threw himself

at the feet of the Raya, who pardoned him and reoeived him into

favour once again. *

(iii) While Aoyutadevaraya was ruling at Vijayanagara,

Cabrolu Timmaraju, the chief of Puttakota on the Gundlakamma,

with the help of his brother Kondarajn, and his friend Nagaraju-

Annaraju disturbed the peace of the eastern districts of the empire

by committing dacoities on a large scale. He caused confusion in

Eruva
;
lifted the cattle of Palnad and Gnrujala; smote thoroughly

(?) Vinukonda sirna
;

plundered the Tangeda r&jya ; frightened

Podile and Amuianavrolu ; burgled the houses (of the people) at

Uddagiri ; destroyed the Sagila Pays by looting ; held the people

to ransom in SiruveUa and Nandela
; prevented (the people of)

Siddhfipnra from sleeping by his constant attacks and dacoi-

ties ; created much trouble at Tondamarayagulla
; and obstructed

the travellers passing through the Nandikanama. Acynta com-
manded Gani Timma, one of his subordinates, to destory the

ducoit and his gang. Gani Timma marched upon him and killed

him with all his followers in a fierce battle at Puttakota. T

The kaul of Ajiya Ramaraja refers to the rebel-

lion of a petty chief called Tarigonda Rama Nayadn J
which must be classed with the rebellions mentioned
above. Such petty rebellions seem to have been
frequent during the reign of Acynta. There was con-

siderable insecurity in the country during his time. It

was owing to this insecurity that the merchants had to

enter into separate agreements with the palegart or

road kavalgars. A copper-plate grant in the possession

of the descendants of Peda Cennama Naya^u, the

p&leg3r of Rollamadugu, registers an agreement between
the merchants of “the fifty six countries, ” and the

palegSr himself. It is said that the 'palegar had recovered

from the robbers some property of the merchants

which was lost in the RoHainadugu pass. While

* LX. 9 (P»thTSrip51«m) pp. 248-253, + MM. 1+-+-3 p. 1*3. i LX. 18 p. 407.
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fighting with the robbers, some of the servants of the

pRlegdr were killed. On this occasion the merchants,

who assembled in the mukhaman^apa of the temple of

Siva, agreed to pay to the palegar tolls on specified

articles for safely seeing them through the pass. And
the palegar agreed to pay the merchants half the value

of the property lost within his district, if it were not

recovered. This sum, however, should not be demand-

ed in a lump
;

it should be realised gradually in

instalments.* The insecurity of travel upon the roads

might have been the reason for the joint grant of Gut.ti

Tinnnaraju (the governor of the province) and the

agraharikas, reddit, and karnams of the Utnkur fourteen

villages to Lakki Nayadu for guarding the kanama or

pass, f

The kavalgars of roads, therefore, obtained much
income from merchants and travellers. It is only

natural that the government should levy some tax upon
them. Probably the income from the road kaval was

sold in auction to the highest bidder. Something of

the kind is dimly indicated by the haul of Ajiya llama-

raja

Section 4 : Policing of Towns and Cities :—Much
information is not available regarding the police system

obtaining in the cities and towns. Each town had its

own talavaras. The kavalgars or talavaras of petas of

whom one hears so much in the inscriptions belong to

this class. J The preservation of the peace in each

town and city was entrusted to a band of talavaras

headed by a prefect. § The movements of the people

were strictly limited at night, when, after sounding the

drum, it was illegal for any person to walk in the

• LR. 48 p. 341 ff. t LR. 14 (KSmpalle) pp. 404-405.

t LR. 41 (Ko(akoni)a) p. 22. § Ss. 3 : 485, 494.
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streets. * The talavara patrolled the streets holding

torches in the hands, f and challenged suspicious cha-

racters whom they might find lurking in the thorough-

fares and by-lanes. £ They apprehended thieves, and

kept them in the stocks until the morning, when they

were probably produced before the magistrate. §
Another class of people whom the talaris kept under

strict surveillance were lovers, who, under the cover of

night, would resort to rendezvouses with the object of

gratifying their lust. In order to avoid scandal and

shame, people of this class always kept the talaris in

good humour by a judicious distribution of bribes and

favours. H The talaris, therefore, seem to have taken

much pains in safeguarding not only the property of

the people, but their domestic peace also.

Regarding the police arrangements of the capital,

there exists a good deal of information. The earliest

account comes from the. pen of Abdur Raziik. Accord-

ing to him, the police administration of the capital was

under the control of a commissioner who was served by
no less than 1 2,000 policemen, each of whom received

a salary of 30 panaius per month. The policemen had

to patrol the city, and to acquaint themselves with all

the events and accidents that took place within the

seven walls, and to recover property that was lost or

stolen. Failure on their part to trace the thieves or to

recover the stolen property brought upon them the dis-

pleasure of their superiors which usually took the form

* SS. 4: 111. + SS. 3: 494.

t Ay>m.2: 93. axj'oaojjQ

&£fc> £cr& SB’S

~SaeOCo
cSixioSc jSec^3 II

§ SS. 3 : pp. 332-23. % SS. 2 : 482-94. LR. 13 (Krliur) pp. 268-69,

1 SS. 4 : 111.

V—34
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of a fine. They had to make good the value of the

stolen property from their pockets. The police organi-

zation of the city was maintained by the state mainly

from the dues collected from the dancing girls.
*

This was in the time of Devaraya II who ruled half

a century before the Tujnva usurpation. This system

remained, however, almost unchanged in all essential

features until the reign of Krsnadevavaya, as shown

by the Rayavacaka. The city seems to have been

divided, probably for the purposes of patrolling, into

palems or wards. There is reason to believe that

the division of the city into palems was made by

Knjnadevaraya himself, + Eacli ward, of course,

consisted of several streets. A talari with a staff of

assistants was placed in charge of each ward. The

watchmen had to patrol the streets day and night.

There was a head talari or commissioner called Janga-

mayya having jurisdiction over the whole city. The

talaris in charge of the palems had to report to the

commissioner ‘every minute’ (ll-4 &?§) the happenings

in their respective wards. +

Very early in his reign, Krsnaraya issued an

edict threatening to punish severely any one who exhi-

bited riotous and disorderly conduct in the thorough-

fares of the city. Therefore, people walked in the

streets freely, without fearing molestation from any

one, however high he might be. In order to see that his

regulations were properly obeyed and respected, and

• ED. iv. p. 112 .

+ A kaiitam dated 5. 1526 or 1604 A.D., belonging to tbs A((kavarfnm of

Venkat* II, is preserved ia the Government Oriental M*s. Library, Madras. It

describes the 77 palems or wards into which Venkata II divided the city of

Candragirf. He is said to have taken the division of Vijayanagara effected by

hie ancestor KrsnadSvaraya as his model. If this statement be true, it must be

considered that KrsnadSva effected a reform for the administration of hie capital.

t ASPP. iu p. 37.
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that the police were discharging their duties without

negligence, he would wander through the streets in

disguise mixing with the people, a habit which gave

Commissioner Jangamayya not a little trouble. He
had to lurk about the precincts of the royal palace

after the dusk, watching the Raya emerge from one

of the gates in an unfamiliar disguise. He would

stealthily follow the emperor to acquaint, himself with

all the untoward events which the emperor might wit-

ness, so that he might not be taken to task next day

in the open durbar for neglecting his duties. * It is

reasonable to infer that during the time of Krsnadeva-

raya, the efficiency of the police force of the capital

was greatly increased.

The system does not appear to have suffered

alteration during Acyuta’s reign. Renugonda Vlranna,

who is often mentioned in the inscriptions at

Lcpaksi, was the talarara or the police commissioner

of Vijnyanagara. f If any person complained to the

Raya that lie was robbed on such and such a road of

the city, the king would send immediately for the

chief bailiff who was obliged to give an account, of the

robberies in the capital
;
he might be seized and his

property be taken, if he could not catch the thief. J
Acyuta, of course, did not go at night in disguise into

the streets of the city to supervise the work of the

police. Nevertheless, the police of the city discharged

their duties so efficiently that only a few thefts were
committed. Even if some were committed, the

culprits could easily be caught by the help of the

detectives whom Nuuiz calls v wizards.' §

t MER. 785 of 1917.

§ aid.

* ASPP. iu p. 27.

% EE. pp. 380-81.
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Chapter IX

THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Section 1 : The Pard§ara Madhaviya and the

Administration of Justice :—Some idea of the judicial

system of Vijayanagara can be formed by a study of

the Vyavahdralcdnda of the Pardsara Madhaviya, a legal

treatise by \ idyaranya, who is believed to have written

it to provide the new empire with a fresh code of law. *

It may be supplemented with the scanty material

furnished by the inscriptions and the Local Records.

The emperor, as the head of the state, was the

fountain head of justice
;
and he was expected, like all

the Eastern monarchs, to settle the disputes of his

subjects personally. However, as he could not per-

sonally attend to the judicial work of his extensive

empire, he had to make arrangements for the efficient

administration of justice by constituting a series of

courts in all the provinces. A court of law was then

• " The minister and spiritual preceptor Vidy aranya, under whose auspices

the new dynasty was erected, composed a work on law and government. It was

intended as a manual for the officers of state
i

is founded on the teat oi Paras'ara

with a copious commentary by Vidyiiranya..
" Wilk's History oj Mysore : p 169

Vidyaranya was not merely the spiritual guide of Bukka I, one of the found-

ers of Vijayanagara. He was his prime minister “ J.ike Angirasa to Indra,

Sumati to Nala, Medluitithi to Saibva, Dhanuja to Kama, Madhava was kulaguru

as well as mantri to king Bukka." Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that

Midhava-Vidyaranya wrote the Paras,va Madhaviya, to provide the law courts of

the kingdom with an authoritative code of law. Tins fact is brought out clearly

by hia treatment of the Vyavahamkanda . PatBiarasmrti, on which Parasara

MUdhaviya is a commentary, does not contain a VyuvaharakTmJa, as Parasara,

according to tradition, died befoie finishing his work. Nevertheless, Vidyaranya

supplied the omission by appending a chapter on vyavaha/a or administration of

justice, basing it on what other law-givers had said on the subject. It may,
therefore, be assumed that the judicial institutions described in the vyatiahUra-

kSmja were in use in the Vijayanagara empire, when Vidyaranya wrote hi»

commentary,
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known as a sabhS or assembly. The sabhas or courts

were primarily divided into two classes, mukhya and

amukhya. The mukhya class of courts shall be des-

cribed first for the sake of convenience. A court

which transacted business regularly was termed

mukhya. It was further sub-divided into pratisthita

and apratisthita
;

the former was stationary, and it

was located in a particular place
;
whereas the latter

was held in any place where the judge happened to

find himself for the time being. Each of these two

classes was again sub-divided into Sastrita and mudrita.

A pratisthita or apratisthita court was §aatrita when
it was presided over by the emperor himself. If, how-

ever, it was presided over by a judge appointed under

the emperor’s seal, it was known as mudrita.

Sabhd

J

Mukhya Amukhya

1

Pratisthita Apratisthita

1

"

, I I

. ,
I I

Saslriia Mudrita Sastrita Mudrita

Section 2 : The Imperial Court at the Capital :—The
most important of these courts was, of course, the one
at the capital. It had jurisdiction over civil as well as

criminal cases. It consisted of the judge (emperor),

pradvivaka (his assistant), and two or more sabhyas

(the assessors). These constituted the bench. In addi-

tion to these, there was a lekhaka or the bench clerk

who had to take down the oral statements made in the

court by the parties, witnesses, &c. There was also a
ganaka or accountant whose duty it was to calculate

the sums of money involved in the suits pending before
•
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the court. Lastly, there was the court bailiff (sadhya-

pala) who should produce before the court the parties,

witnesses &c., concerned in the cases. He had also to

preserve order in the court and execute itB decrees *

The Judge :—When the emperor presided over the

court, he alone could decide cases, and pronounce

judgments thereon. The pradvivaka and the subhyas

had to assist him. The judgment was to be issued

over his signature and seal. The emperor, however,

was not obliged to preside over the court always. If

the business of the state demanded his personal atten-

tion in other branches of administration, lie could

appoint a pratinidhi or representative to t;»ke his

place. The pralitiidhi could discharge the judicial

duties of the emperor as if he were the emperor himselt.

The place where the judge sat in the court while

settling disputes was known as the dharmasana
; f hut

more generally the term was used to denote the court

itself. J The Rayavacaka mentions an officer of Vlra

Narasimha called Dharmayya of the dharmasana.

Probably Dharmayya was the judge of the imperial

court imthe reign of Vlra Narasimha.

The Pradvivaka ;—The pradvivaka was next in

importance to the emperor and the judge. § He was

• cf.JA/fRS. ii. pp. 105-108.

t The VaisyAvamsasudh&rnavant, a work composed by the famous com-

mentator, Mallinatha, at the instance of DSvaraya I, refers to the dharmasana at

Vidyiinagara. The Vaidyarajavallabha
,
a treatise on Ayurveda

,

written by

Lak^mana Pantjita, the prUnSciLrya of Bukka II, also alludes to the dharmasana

at Vijayanagara.

J "

Srinatha.

§ “ sS'o-d'Kr'gb® 5553 r’S^Ro-QB II

Me-. 3: 19.

This line is of importance as it shows that the judicial system of which the

pr'MvivZlha was a member was in existence during the 16th century.
«
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required to help the judge by examining the witnesses

with a view to ascertain the truth. The salhyas or

assessors explained the nature of the law applicable

to the case under trial, and stated probably their indi-

vidual views regarding the merits of the case.

Neither the pra<lvivaka nor the iabkyas could decide a

case, and pronounce judgment. *

The emperor could not take cognizance of any
case that was not brought before him either by the

parties themselves, or by some officer of government

who was appointed for the purpose. The manner in

which some of the aggrieved parties brought their

complaints before the emperor Acyuta is graphically

described by Nuniz. Tie says :

“ When any one suffers wrong, and wishes to represent

his case to the King, he shows how great is his suffering by lying

flat on hia face on the ground till they ask him what it is he wants.

If, perchance, he wishes to speak to the King, while he is riding, he

takes the shaft of a sphere and ties a branch to it, and thus goes

along calling out. Then they make room for him and he makes

complaint to the King ; and it is there and then settled without

more ado, and the King orders a captain, one of those who go with

him, to do at once what the suppliant wants.” f

The captain whom the emperor commanded to

do at once what the supplicant wanted was probably

his pratinidhi or the judicial representative. The
settlement referred to by Nuniz could be no more than

an order to try his case.

The emperor could take congnizance of criminal

cases without waiting for somebody to come forward

with a complaint. He could summon an individual

guilty of a crime before him and begin an enquiry
;

• cf.JAHRS. ii. p. 113. t PS. p. 380.
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but generally criminal cases were brought before him

by the talari whose duty it was to detect crime. *

The Procedure :—In civil cases when a party found

it inconvenient to attend the court, he was permitted

to employ a representative or niyogi whom the party

must authorise to act on his behalf in every matter

concerning the case. The action of the. representa-

tive was binding on the party employing him.

However, this concession was not extended to the

accused in criminal eases, who were required to attend

the court in person and defend themselves.

When a person appeared in a court to lodge a

complaint, he had to file a document called pratijna

in which he had to describe his view' of the case.

Then the person against whom the complaint was

lodged would be called upon to answer the charge.

In civil cases, some time was granted to the defendant,

if required, to file his answer or ultaram
;
but a person

accused of some crime should be ready with his utta-

ram, on the day he was summoned to the court; for

no concession regarding time would be shown to him.

When the pratijna

i

and the nit-tram were ready before

the court, the trial would commence. The court

examined witnesses and recorded their evidence. The
evidence was of two kinds, human and divine.

Human evidence might be personal or documentary.

The divine evidence was afforded by ordeals and

•There is reason to believe that people accused of committing; crimes were

subjected to torture for extorting confession. The following lines of Tiruven-

gmjanatha describe how people suspected of theft were tortured:

'§lcc5 oioS.tr4 SXJfot)

mUrs* 75 Q

o£«* -3-0

w a to
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things of that sort. It was termed divine, because

people believed that gods gave their testimony through

the medium of the ordeals. The human evidence

was always preferred to the divine. The latter was

made use of only when the former was not available.

When the examination of the witnesses was complet-

ed, the court decided the case on its merits, and pro-

nounced judgment which was embodied in a document
called jayapatram bearing the signatures of the judge

and probably also the pradvivaka and the sabhyas.*
"

The punishments which this court inflict

the criminals cannot be described to be mild

:

“ For a thief, whatever theft he commits, howsoever HttH"’

it be, they forthwith cut off a foot and a hand, and if hie theft be
a great one, he is hanged with a hook under his chin. If a man
outrages a respectable woman or a virgin, he has the same punish-

ment, and if he does any other such violence, his punishment is of a

like kind. Nollies who become traitors are sent to be impaled alive

oil a wooden stake thrust through the belly, and people of the lower
orders, for whatever crime they commit, he henceforth commands
to cut off their heads in (lie market-place, and the same was for a
murder unless the death was the result of a duel....TheBe are the
common kinds of punishments, but they have others more fanciful

;

for when the King so desires he commands a man to be thrown to

the elephants, and they tear him in pieces." t

What has been said so far applies only to the

dkarmUsann or the regular, stationary court of justice

in the capital which was presided over by the emperor
in person or by bis pratinidhi. When the emperor
went on tour through his dominions, his subjects in

the provinces would take advantage of his presence in

their midst to place their complaints before him, and
get his decision thereon. A court held by the
emperor in the provinces would be called apratisthita

in the language of Paraiara-MSdkavlya.

• JAftRS. «, P . u* ff. t PS. pp. 383-4.

y—85
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Section 2 : Justice in the Provinces :—The admini-

stration of justice in the provinces was not left entire-

ly to the circuit court of the Raya, which was not at

all suited for the purpose. Permanent stationary

courts must have been established at convenient

centres to transact judicial business in every pro-

vince of the empire. The governor of each province

must have been entrusted with the same judicial and

magisterial powers as exercised by the emperor, aud

he must have presided over the regular stationary

court at his headquarters. The existence of such a

court at least in one of the provinces is indicated by

the inscriptions and the Local Records :

“ A dispute arose between the sthdnikas of the temple of

Cennaraya of Gaddamayyapalle alias §rlbhasyapuram, and the

ftyag&rs of the village regarding the ownership of houses, garden*

and fields. They approached Nandyala Narapa who was ruling at

Gandikota, and requested him to settle their dispute. Having

held an enquiry, he decided the case, and had his decision

engraved on a stone tablet which he set up in the temple at

Sammatur.” * (A.D. 1551).

During the term of office of Ramaraja Vitthala, as the

governor of the Tamil districts, a dispute arose between two

sections of the mahdjanas of Kondagi, in Ramnad district. The
maliajanas of the village took the case before Timmappa Niiyaka,

the agent of Vitthala. He directed the parties to go to Siiluva

Nayaka, and the latter, having constituted a court of the learned

pandits of Madnra, settled the dispute, t

It is not unreasonable to infer that the governors

of other provinces were similarly discharging judicial

duties. The provincial court tried cases not only at

the first instance but heard appeals also.

A certain ifallamrajn, son of Timmayya, having disputed the

•ole right of his cousins to hold the karniha-mirasi of Hanumat-
gnndam and other places, filed a suit against them before a

dharm&tana at the agrahara of Kaverisamudram. The
dharmiUana decided the case againet Mallamraju. Later,

* LK. IS pp. 336-7. t HER. 3 of 1933.
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Mallamraju went to Gandikota, and appealed to Nandyala Nara-

simharaju, who waa then governing the province. Narasimha

commanded Telugucerla Gopalacarlu, probably hia pratinidhi,

to constitute a dharmasana for the purpose of hearing the

appeal. The Acarlu summoned a dharmasana, which, having

heard both the parties, came to the conclusion that jnatice was on

the side of Mallamraju. Therefore, they pronounced judgment in

his favour, and gave him th e jayarekha." *

Each dinaranayaka was probably administering

criminal as well as civil justice in the villages which

were granted to him for nayakara.

About 15157 A.D., the village of Tirukkalakudi

wits included in the nayakara estate of a certain

Timma Nayaka. A quarrel arose between the temple

authorities and tandarimar of the village in connection

with the rehabilitation of the village. Sittama Nayaka,

an agent of Timma Nilyaka, enabled the parties to

come to an agreement, f

The nayakara holder had probably jurisdiction

over criminal cases also. The people who were the

victims of bandits lodged their complaints before the

reddi of the village, where the dacoity was committed;

and he took the matter before the raju or the chief in

whose estate the village was included. J

There is reason to believe that the temple

trustees were permitted to try petty criminal offences

such as theft, and punish the culprits; but their juris-

diction appears to have been confined to the servants

in the service of the temple. §

• LR. 21 pp, 1-36. + MER. 49 of 1916,

t Jin. 7 ; 19 er>c&iA csSsScJio 5S2&>
13

if* sa r-tfcsSoo ae^o* 36*3

atfioS SSacsS»3j ^ (j5a *r©s

sir»d m d-sS-D -aSSSo k

{ MER. 185 of 1894 ; SIR v. 4?9.
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Section 3 : The Dharmasana :—Most of the civil

cases, however, were settled by the people themselves

without any reference to the government. The bulk of

the judicial work of the empire appears to have been

transacted by the amukhya or the temporary courts.

These were no courts in the modern sense of the term.

As the administration of justice was thoroughly

decentralised, almost all the disputes Mere settled by
the people without seeking the assistance of govern-

ment servants as far as possible. *

Each dispute, as it arosje, was settled by a sabha

or court which Mras constituted for the purpose, and
which was dissolved as soon as the judgment was
delivered. Therefore, they were temporary, and

were created only when there \\ as a need for their

existence. These courts were known by the name of

dharmasanas or seats of justice.f The judges presiding

*cf. Pardsara Mddhaviya : “The hill-men should he tried by courts

composed of hill-men
;

the soldiers should be tried by courts composed of

soldiers
;
merchants should be tried by the courts formed by the merchants

,
caste

disputes should be settled by courts consisting of caste elders. The disputes among
the villager* *hould be settled by the courts presided over by the village elder*/'

+ That the dharmdsanas were popular during Vijayanagara period is proved

by the evidence of literature. Srinatha’s biting satire on the learned pandits of

Kajahmundry is -well-known. These pandits are said to have gathered together as

a‘ aharmasana' Vallabhamatya, who was a subordinate of Hariharall of Vija-

yanagara, gives a satirical description of dha/masatta in jus Kridabhirama . A
Brahman of Ton^amanijalum went to Warangal on some business. Desirous of

spending the night in the embraces of a famous courtesan m the suburb known
as AJtkalavatfib he went tluther, and struck a bargain with the mother of the

courtesan under consideration, iiio crafty old hug substituted her servant for her

daughter and congratulated herself on her cleverness* Nett morning, however, the

Brahman discovered the fraud and lodged a complaint with the talaris of the

ward. They arrested the old woman and dragged her before a dharmcLana which
hastily met m the porch of the temple of Bhairava in the neighbourhood. The
people who were well versed in the intricacies of the kamu-sdstra were chosen
as judges. Both parties stated their respective versions of the facts

\
and the

woman pleaded not guilty. While the judges were considering the facts,

Govinda 5arma (the hero of the poem), who was one of the great doctors of

kHma-sastra, passed by that way. He was eagerly invited to join the dharmasana
;

and when he took his seat, he was requested to pronounce his opinion on the

merits of the case. He said that according to strict laws of Xama
9
the head of

the old woman should be shave* : but he requested his fellow judges to

temper justice with mercy.
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over them were drawn from the rural population and

most of them were personally acquainted with the

facts of the case.

The judges worked hard to discover the truth and

administer justice rather than to satisfy the require-

ments of the law. Consequently, there was no

encouragement for litigants to pursue a case from

court to court in order to get a favourable decision of

a higher tribunal by the help of some clever lawyer.

These temporary courts were courts of arbitration.

Their character can be clearly understood by a

study of a few cases. The pratijnd-patrika in the

case of Jupalli Vengubhatlu vs. (Jennubhatlu may
serve as very good example. * The parties, after filing

their respective vyavahara patrikas before the dharmasana

that met at the village of Tallainarpura, were called

upon by the judges to submit their pralijna-p>atrikas.

The pratijna-patrika runs thus ;

—

“The pratijfid-patrika which is given by Jupalli Cennu-

bliatlu on Bhadrapada ba 2 of the (cyclic) year, Mala, to the learned

tnahajanas of Gopalapnra who observe the six karmas, yujana,

ydjana etc : Jupalli Vengubhatlu and myself having a dispute

(about the right of paurdhitam), approached you for dharma. I

promise to abide by your decision. He who goes against your

verdict is a hxnavadi.”

A similar patrika was given by Vengubhatlu, the

defendant. It is obvious that the parties agreed to

abide by the decision of the court before the com-
mencement of the enquiry. The court had no meanB
of enforcing its judgment; but public opinion was

on its side, and generally nobody dared to go against

it- Occasionally, however, some litigants would

altogether ignore the judgments of the dharmasana
;
but,

by such an action, they placed themselves in the

• LX. 1 pp. 106-17.
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wrong. * The sabhas which met to decide boundary

disputes were essentially arbitration courts. There-

fore, it appears that most of the disputes during the

Vijayanagara times, were settled by arbitration.

The composition of the dharmasana seems to have

varied according to the nature of the case it had to

deal with. When the decision of the case depended

upon the correct interpretation of law, naturally the

case was tried by a panel of Brahman judges proficient

in the Hindu Law. f The cases involving mirasi

and mera rights were tried by courts consisting of

people whose knowledge of facts specially qualified

them for trying the case
; J but such cases were

also taken before the mahajanas of an agrahura. The

disputes among the villagers involving probably the

breaches of village rights were settled by an assembly

of the village elders. § Caste disputes were generally

settled by an assembly of the guru* and leaders of

disputing castes. The boundary disputes were

usually decided by a single judge in whom the people

of the disputing villages had confidence either on

account of his probity or special knowledge of the

village tradition regarding its boundaries. ||

Procedure :—Generally, the parties involved in a

civil case approached the mahajanas of an agrahara,

or the members of a merchant guild and requested

them to hear their case and settle their dispute.

They might either take up the case themselves
;

or,

• LR. 21. pp 1-36. f LR. 36 p 445 ff. J LX. 37 p. 312 ff.

§ iUd 13 of 1912-13
;
LR. 48 (lpmarparaml p. 443 ff.

1! HER. 687 of 1917.

8 LR. 37 p. 248 ff
; LR. 86. p. 25; /AM pp. 13-14.

Occasionally, however, some of the boundary disputes appear to have

been settled by the government officials. (MER. 582 of 1926).
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if they found it inconvenient to go into the ease,

they might send the parties to a neighbouring agra-

hdra or merchant guild with a letter of recommenda-

tion requesting that the mahajana* of that agrabdra

or the members of that merchant guild, as the case

might be, should try the case and do justice to the

parties. * Sometimes the parties approached a

government servant (a governor of a province, or the

kavalgar of a nadu) with a request to hear their

case, f lie summoned a dharmasana or sabhd and

entrusted the trial of the case to that body.

Boundary and caste disputes were seldom taken to

the outsiders.

The a qrahdra or town from which the litigants

were so sent was technically know as 1 sthala.’ The
letter of recommendation or introduction was known
as priya-patrilca. It contained the names of the liti-

gants, and a brief description of their case
;
and it

ended with a request to the mahdjanas or merchants,

as the ease might be, to try the case.

When a dharmatana was duly constituted, both

the parties, the plaintiff and the defendant, had to

submit an affidavit called vyavahdra-patrika each
describing his side of the case. Then they were
called upon to submit their pratijnd-patrtkas, pledging

their word to abide by the decision of the court.

The enquiry would then commence. The parties

and their witnesses would be examined. In several

cases, the witnesses were required to take a most
solemn oath before they made their depositions. J

• LR. I pp. 106-7
; LR. *7 p. Ill ff.

t MER. 3 of 1933; LR. 13 (CillJvIripaUe) pp. 270-73.

I LR. 65 p. 2S3 ff.
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The person taking the oath should bathe in the temple

tank without removing the garments
;
and he should

stand facing the god with the dripping clothes still

clinging to his body and make his statement. This

was the usual method. The process of taking the oath

might assume a more complicated form. Sometimes,

as in the case of Cennamaraju vs. Mallamraju, the

witnesses might be required not only “ to bathe in the

temple tank according to the prescribed fashion, but to

drink the tlrthas and hold in the hand the prasadas of the

three deities of Tirnpati, ^risaila and Ahobala," * while

giving evidence standing in front of the God Siddhes-

wara of Siriverla. When the examination of witnesses

was completed, the court would deliver the judgment.

Lastly, they would send a prixyn-palrika to the ayrahdra

or town from which the litigants were sent, giving a

brief account of the enquiry and the judgment of the

court. A document embodying the judgment called

jaya-patrika or letter of victory addressed to the karnam
and reddi of the village to which the parties belonged

would also be given to the party in whose favour the

court decided. The dharmdsann
,
having completely

transacted the business for which it was constituted,

would then dissolve itself.

The procedure adopted in settling caste and
boundary disputes was different. In the case of caste

disputes, the leaders of the disputing castes would
request their respective gurus to meet together and

decide the matter, f Tradition would be restated
;
old

records would be examined, and sometimes supernatu-

ral aid would be invoked. On such occasions, a

government servant of high rank might be requested

to be present. $ In the case of boundary disputes, the

• LR. 55 pp. 383-9*. + tf£R. 18 of 1912*18. % LR. 48 p. 443 £f.
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people of the disputing villages would first agree to

end their quarrel by means of arbitration. * They
would then select a person in whose honesty and

knowledge of village affairs, they had great confidence.

An auspicious day would be fixed for 1 treading the

boundary.’ Invitations would be sent to the kariiam,

reddi and the elders of the neighbouring villages to

attend the function, y On the morning of the day on

which the boundary had to be ‘ tread the person

selected for the purpose should take a bath with his

clothes on, and in one of the folds of his nether gar-

ment,, he should carry ‘ the nine grains.' In addition

to this, he should bear on his head an unbaked pot

containing milk. % Then he should visit all the temples

of the village, and salute their inmates. Lastly, he

should walk along the boundary, which would be marked

with stones by the assembled reddis, karnams, and the

elders of villages present to witness the function. §

Usually the villagers rewarded the boundary treader by
granting him a mnnija. ^

These village courts, although unacquainted with

lawyers, knew law books which were constantly used.

# LR . 36 (Cina-Kommerla) p. 25.

t ibid,

J “In all disputes regarding the boundaries between any two villages, neigh-

bours or elders of five or tea villages shall investigate the case on the evidence

to be furnished from natural or artificial boundary marks.

" Elders among cultivators and herdsmen or outsiders who have had the

experience of former possession in the place or any one or many persons (not)

personally acquainted with the boundary marks under dispute, shall lirst describe

the boundary marks, and then wearing unusual dress {viparita dijah), shall lead

the people to the place If the boundary marks just described are not found, a

fine of 1000 panas shall be imposed on the misleading or the guilty person. If,

however, they arrive at the exact spot, the party who have either encroached

upon the boundary or destroyed the boundary marks shall be similarly punished.

Kanfilya : The Arthafdstra p. 257 ;
cf. The Parasara-MUdhav'tya.

§ LR. 1 p. 280 ff. | LR. 37 p. 248 ff
; 1R. 41 pp. 14-16.

y-36
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The judges who presided over the dharmUsanas were

familiar with the dharma-Sastras. The one book which

appears to have been usually consulted was the Ydjna-

vdlkya smrti* Mann and other smrtis are occasionally

mentioned. Custom and usage played an important

part in deciding communal disputes. Inscriptions con-

taining a record of grants of privileges and titles would

be cited and examined, f The rayarekhas were

invariably consulted in the case of boundary disputes.

The dharmasanas met usually in the hall of the

village temple. In nineteen out of the twenty cases

which have been culled from the Local Records, the

dharmasana or the sabhd is said to have met in the man-

{apa of a temple. In one place, however, it is said to

have met on a pial under the huge margosa tree in

the village. J As the holy margosa is the usual place of

residence of the village deity, the pial under it must be

considered as her shrine. The court was held within

the precincts of the temple, because it was the moBt

convenient place where several people could meet with-

out any discomfort. A more important reason,

however, was the belief that people would not perjure

themselves in the very presence of the deity. The
belief was not groundless. To the South Indian Hindu

of the sixteenth century, the house of God had a

greater significance than to us. Nobody was believed

to be capable of uttering lies in the temple. That was
why the village courts were held in the halls of the

village temples.

Occasionally the decision of the village court was

not accepted as final. Some dissatisfied litigants

• LR. 66 p. 129.

t MER, 13 of 1912-13.

% LR. 9 p. 177 ff.
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appealed to the court of the provincial governor * or

even to the Raya. Generally, the governor or the

Raya did not personally go into the matter, but entrust-

ed the trial of the case to a dharmUsana. f The procedure

in the appellate court was the same as that obtaining in

the other courts.

• LR. 81 p. l «.

+ MBR. 8 of 1988.
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Chapter X.

TRADE AND COMMERCE.

Section 1 : Classes of Merchants ^Trade, both ex-

ternal and internal, was in a nourishing condition./ The

Ttayaijwho drew a good part of tlieir revenue from the

sea-port towns and sunka-thdnyas fostered trade by

adopting a definite policy tow ards merchants trading

with the empire. The policy which found favour with

the emperor Knp.iadevaraya has already been noticed.

His policy was continued by all his successors.

(I) Foreign Trade :—Almost the whole of the

foreign trade passed through the hands of (a) the

Arabs, and
(
b

)

the Portuguese.

(a) The Arabs :—The relation between the Arabs

and South India is ancient. The Arabs imported com-

modities from the European markets which they sold

in India, and purchased Indian products such as pepper,

ginger, spices, cloth etc., to be sold in Europe. Since

the advent of the Muhammadan conquerors, cavalry

pecarne the most efficient instrument of warfare
;
and

horses were in great demand both at the Muhammadan
and Hindu courts all over India. As horses did

not flourish on Indian soil, they had to be imported

from abroad mainly from Persia and Arabia
;
and the

trade m horses consequently became very lucrative.

The Arab merchants naturally took advantage of this

demand, and pocketed large profits by supplying the

Indian monarchs the kind of horses theyjwanted. The
Arab merchants who enjoyed the virtual monopoly of

the horse trade, however, showed considerable partial-

ity to their co-religionists, and they did not supply the

horses to the Rayas of Yijayanagara. The behaviour
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of the Arabs had so exasperated Virupaksa II that he

ordered a general massacre of the merchants who had

settled down at Goa. * The situation, however, did not

improve. The Hindu monarch had only succeeded in

scaring away the Mussalman merchants from his

ports
;
and consequently he had to go without foreign

horses. Sajnva Narasimha who, succeeded Virupaksa

on the throne of Vijayanagara, was anxious to restore

the prestige of the empire and turn the tables upon his

Muslim neighbours, lie knew that be could realise his

ambition only by increasing the efficiency of his army.

Therefore, he attempted to induce the Arbas whom
Virupaksa scared away to return by offering them

extravagant terms. Nuniz declares :

“ H« caused horses to he brought from Oromuz and Adeem
into his kingdom, and thereby gave great profit to the merchants,

paying them for the horses just, as they asked. He took them

dead or alive at three for a thousand pardaus, and of those that

died at sea, they brought him the tail only, and he paid for it just

as if it had been alive.” t

So long as there were no competitors in the field,

the Arabs could regard themselves as the masters of the

situation
;

but t hey were not destined to remain for

long the sole purveyors of horses to Indian princes.

During the last decade of the loth century, the Portu-

guese made then- appearance in India
;
and they

succeeded in driving out the Arabs almost completely

from the Indian market Sj,--

(b ) The Tortvyue&e :—The accession of Kpsnadeva-
raya marks a new epoch in the commercial policy of the

empire. He was determined from the day of his acces-
sion to invade the dominions of his neighbours, and to

recover from them the territories which they had wrested
from bis predecessors. As soon as he ascended the

* FB . p. 99. f PE, p, 307.
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throne, he introduced a reform in the army which was

calculated to strengthen his position. He was aware

of the value of horses and elephants in his wars with

his enemies, and spared no effort to secure as

many animals as possible. The merchants who im-

ported horses and elephants from abroad were given

special consideration, so that they might not sell them

to his enemies.* Ry this time, the Arab merchants

were almost completely driven out of the Indian

market by the Portuguese, who enjoyed practi-

cally the monopoly of the horse trade. Krsnadeva,

therefore, found it advisable to open negotiations

with them in order to induce them to sell him all the

horses which they imported from abroad. He was bo

far successful in lus attempt that, the Portuguese

Viceroy promised to ‘ send him all the horses avail-

able at Goa rather than to the Sultan of Bijapiir.' f

The nationality of the merchants who supplied the

Raya with the elephants is not known. All or most of

the beasts were imported from the island of Ceylon.

Barbosa says ;

“ And in this island are reared many wild elephants which

the King has caught and tamed. These he sells to the merchants

o£ Charamatidol, of Nursuntjua, Malabar, Daquern, and Cambia,

who come hither to seek them.’T “ These elephants are a

valuable merchandise among them, they are worth much, and are

greatly esteemed by the Kings of India who keep them for war

and to labour on various tasks.”
§

It appears that the elephant dealers were the native

merchants of India. 4

*
it

t

co

obj I

jr'8vr*c

3

j<sS» " O (§&S6ol£ II Jim: 4:258.

t Heras : Tht %ravi<ju Dynasty p. 59.

J Barbosa ii. p. 113. $ ibid pp, 114*6.
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The policy laid down by Kr^nadeva was continued

by Acyuta, who bought 1 thirteen thousand horses of

Ormuz ' every year
;

* and by Sada^iva who concluded

a formal treaty with the Portuguese. By this treaty

the governor of Goa agrees to “ allow Arab and

Persian horses landed at Goa to be purchased by the

King of Vijayanagara, none being permitted to be sent

to Bijapur, nor to any of its parts
;

and the King of

Vijayanagara will be bound to purchase all those that

were brought to his ports on quick and proper

payment.” f

The Portuguese merchants did not confine them-

selves to the horse trade. Caesar Frederick says :

“ Thu Mercian i diet1 that went every year from Goa to

Bezeneger, were Arabian Ilmnes, Velvets, Damaukes, and Sathens,

Arnaesitte of Portugal, and pieces of China, Saffron and Scarlets:

and from Bezeneger they had in Turkic for their commodities,

jeweils, and parodies which lie Ducats of gold.” J

The Portuguese merchants were equally busy in the

other parts of the empire, where they had warehouses

at Mangalore, Baryalore, Negapatam, ,St. Thome, and

other places. The Amuktauialyada mentions horses,

elephants, precious stones, sandals, and pearls that were

imported into the ports. § According to the Atthavana

Tantrum, the principal commodities that were imported

were glass, broad-cloth, indigo, lead, nutmeg, mace,

silk, China cigars, damask, camphor, quicksilver, and

cloves. 51

* fe. p. aai.

*t Her&s : The 2ravi<$u Dynasty p. 62.

t Purehas Hie Pilgrims x. p. 99.

rr* oS £&«kK ;j5br~ .. Am-. 4: 245.

Use. 15-6-8.
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Section 2 : The Sea-Ports :—It is said that during

the reign of Devaraya II, there were in the empire ofi

Vijayanagara, three hundred ports, each of which was

equal to Calicut.
1

" Since that time, however, the Rayjj*

of Vijayanagar^ lost some important ports like Goa\

Chaul, and Dabul, which ultimately passed into the

J

hands of the Portuguese early in the sixteenth centurjr

The Tuluva emperors made extensive conquests in thi

north-east and the extreme south. Krsnadeva re^

conquered the provinces of Udayagiri and Kondavldtv

and subdued the kings of Rayattar and Quilon. The

number of sea-ports must have correspondingly

increased. Some of the Tuluva emperors, especially

Krsnadevaraya, took great interest in improving the

ports. He made them suitable places for importing

foreign commodities
;
and offered protection to the

foreigners who migrated thither owing to famine, pesti-

lence or strife in their own land, t
> .

A brief description of a few of the most important

sea-ports will not be without interest in this context.
* t

Goa was the largest port on the west coast

:

“ In this port of Goa there is a great trails in many kinds

of goods, from the whole of Malabar, Ohaul, Dabul and the great,

kingdom of Cambaya, which are consumed on the mainlands, and

from the kingdom of Ormuz come every year ships laden with

horses, and great, numbers of dealers from the great kingdom of

Narsyngua, and from Daquem, cotne hither to buy them.” j

“ The Ormuz merchants take hence in their ships cargoes

of rice (great store), sugar, iron, pepper, ginger ajid other spices of

diverae kinds, and drugs, which they carry thither.”
§

• SD. iv. p. 103.

+ "

Brt> ;5;5£if£r»(jS3Mo Tr>*r*c3Sr-coj

... ” J?»:4.:245.

X Barbosa 1. p. 178. § ibid.

'
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This great port, however, was not included within

the dominions of the Raya of Vijayanagara. At the

commencement of the reign of Kp§naraya, it was wrest-

ed from the Muhammadans by the Portuguese who
made it their capital.

(1) ^lonawar/wfaa the first important Vijayanagara

port on the^VVest Coast.) It had a flourishing trade :

“ Here the Malabares carry on a great trade, taking away
great store of black rice..., and bringing in return coconuts and oil

obtained therefrom and palm-sugar, and palm-wine, and every-

thing in great abundance, and yearly a multitude of sambuquos,
j

both great and small, come for this trade, for much rice is con-

sumed in Malabar by reason that it is their chief diet.” *
j

The port of TTopaiwar deserves notice for another

reason. It was the head -quarters of Timoja who ' was

practically and in effect the commandant of the Vijaya-

nagara fleet.’ f And he was assisted in the office by

his brother Raogy (Mihr or Mihr Roa). They were

entrusted by the Raya ‘ with the task of waging per-

petual war with Goa.’ J Until 1540 A.D., the port

appears to have been governed by a subordinate raja

paying tribute to the emperor of Vijayanagara, when it

was annexed to the neighbouring kingdom of Bhatakal.§

(2) /Khatakal /fetood further to the south^along the

coast, l

*

v

“ There is great traffic in goods of diverse sorts. There

dwell both Moors and Heathen, all given to trade. Many ships

come hither every year from Ormuz to get cargoes of white riee

(great store), and powdered sugay (of which this land has great

plenty). They know not how to make it into loaves, and they

wrap it up in small packets, as it is in powders They alBO take

• Barbosa t. pp. 158-6, t Hera* : The slravitju Dynasty p. 57.

t ibid § Hid p. 186 .

Y—37
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many cargoes of iron, and these three kinds of goods are the princi-

pal cargoes they get here. There is also some pepper and spices

. which the Malabares bring hither from India. Here is great store

W myrobalans of good quality, and of these they make a conserve

in order to sell them to the Moors of Arabia and Persia, who buy

them at a good price. The Ormuz ships, which. ..come hither

every year, bring horses in great numbers, and many pearls which

they sell here to the Kingdom of Narsyngua, but now on account

of onr armies they take them to Goa, with many other kinds of

merchadise. A few ships belonging to the Moors of Meca also

\ entnre to come to this spot to take loads of spices, notwithstanding

that by the rules and orders of onr people, they are forbidden so to

llo. The zambucos of Malabar come hither yearly for loads of

iron and sugar, and themselves bring palm-sugar, coconuts (and

( the oil got therefrom), palm-wine, pepper (great store), and Bnndry

'other drugs.” Besides, “ much copper is also used and taken

'inland for coinage, also for cooking pots and other vessels used by

; the country people. Much quicksilver, vermilion dye, coral,

l alum and ivory (which is here of great value) are alBo dealt in

Vt this place.” *

(3) Bacanor and Brajalor :

—

“ Many ships from abroad, and many as well of Malabar

take in cargoes ” of husked rice. “ Great store thereof they

carry hence to Ormuz, Aden, Xaer, Cananor and Calecut and barter

it for ooppor, coconuts (and the oil thereof) and molasses, f

(4) Mangalore :

“ Many ships take cargoes of black rice, which is better and

more wholesome than the white, to Bell in the land of Malabar,

and it can he got good cheap. Cargoes of this rice are likewise

taken in many ships of the Moors to Aden ; and of pepper as

well, ...which the Malabares take thither in small craft.” J

(5) Cumbola :

—

“ Here is garnered a great abundance of very bad black

rice which the Malabares come hither to purchase, and to take

* 3Artois i, pp . 188-91. + HU p.194.

{ HU pp. 198-6
;
cf. Vaitkema : Itinerary p, 51.
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v away in their zambuquos, to sell to the lower sort of people who,

\
buy it readily, as it is good cheap, and by it they make more than

/

'by the good rice. They also take much thereof to the Maidive

Islands, which lie over against Malabar, as the inhabitants are poor

Moors, who, by reason of its lower price, would rather have the

black than the white. They give it in exchange for cairo, which

is a thread used for making cables and ropes ; it is made out of the

husks of the coconut, aud much of it is made here.” *

(6) jQuilonJfwiw ‘ a very great city with a right

good lia\%n.’ Tne king of Quilon was very often at war

with the king of Narsyngua
;

and he defended hiiii$elf

well. He seems to have been defeated by Krsnaj^va-

raya, and Quilon became a tributary state of Wplya-

nagara empire. It was a great commereial centre, and

pepper its staple product, attracted the meraJiants of

many nationalities.

“Hither come Moors, Heathen and Christians in great
^

numbers. The Moors and Heathen are great traders and possess

many ships dealiug in goods of diverse kinds, in which they sail

in all directions to Chnramandel aud Geikim , to the Isles of Ben-

gmla, Muhva, (Jamatra, I\egui(, but they trade not with Cambaya.

Here there is great store of pepper, and there is a great river.' 1

1

(7) Kayal :—This port belonged to the kingdom

of Quilon until 1514 A.D.
;
but subsequent to this date,

it seems to have passed into the hands of the king of

Kayattar from whom the Raya of Vijayanagara wrested

it. It w as inhabited by ‘ Moors aud Heathen merchants

of importance/

“ It has a very good haven, whither every year sail many
ships from Malabar and others from Charamandel and Benguala,

so that here there iB traffic in goods of many kinds coming from

diverse regions. The Ghatis of thiB land are men of high stand-

ing dealing in abundance of precious Btones and of seed-pearls also

for the right of fishing for these belongs to the King.’’ f

Barit,

n

i. pp. 196-7, t Hid ti. p. 97.
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(8) Negapatam was the port of Colamandalam.

Although Caesar Frederick speaks of it as ‘a countrey

of small trade,’ * Barbosa does not belittle its

importance. He says

:

“ Numbers of ships from Malabar sail hither every year,

most of them to take cargoes of rice by which they make great

profits : and they bring hither abundance of goods from Cambaya,

copper, quicksilver, vermilion, pepper and goods of other kinds.

In this Province of Charamandel are also found many sorts of

spices and drugs which come from the kingdoms of Malaca, China

Benguala in Moorish ships for they dare not pass Malabar through

fear of our fleets.” t

“ The more part or all of the Heathen merchants or Chatu,

who live throughout India, are natives of this country, and are

very cunning in every kind of traffic in goods. At the sea-ports

are also many Moors, natives of the land
;
who are great merchants

and own many shipe.” J

(9) Mailapur:—It waB a growing port and

merchants brought goods to it from other places. Its

pilgrim traffic appears to have been considerable. §

(10) Fulicat :—This port was inhabited by both

the Moors and Heathen, great traders, l’ulicat may be

described without exaggeration aB the eastern port of

the city of Vyayanagara.

“ It has a very fair sea-haven whither resort ships of Moors

in great numbers conveying goods of diverse kinds. By land also

from the Narsyngua kingdom come many traders to buy goods of

many kinds for which reason they bring hither from Begun. ..great

store of rubies, spinels, and abundance of musk [which precious

stones are good cheap here, for him who knows how to buy and to

choose them.]

“ Here are made great abundance of printed cotton cloths

which are worth much monev in Malacca, Peguu, ^amatra and in

• Putthat Hit Pilgrims X. p. 108.

I ibid pp. 135-6.

I 292]

+ Barbosa ii. p. 12S.
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the kingdom of Guzerate and Malabar for clothing. Here also

copper, quicksilver and vermilion as well as other Cambaya wares,

dyes in grain [Meca velvets and especially] rose water.” *

Most of the maritime trade passed through the

hands of three classes of merchants : (a) The Portu-

guese, (b) the Arabs, and (c) the Indians. Almost all

the trade between India arid the WeBt was in the hands

of the Portuguese and the Arabs
;
but the Indian

merchants also competed with them in the Eastern

markets. They frequented Peguu, Tenasserim, Malay

peninsula, the Archipelago and even China. The
Indian merchants belonged to two classes

: (?) the Lab-

bais (Mussulmans), and (ii) the Chatis (the Hindus). In

the markets of Malabar, the Christian and Jewish

merchants made their appearance. All the coastal

trade was entirely in the hands of native merchants.

Section 3 : The Pirates :—The merchants trading

witli foreign countries carried on their ventures at very

great risk. The seas were infested with pirates who
attacked the merchant men and x-obbed them of their

cargoes. As the pirates had the support of powerful

states on the mainland, it was not an easy task to sup-

press them. Barbosa records two instances of piracy.

(i) tlonawar, as noticed already, was the seat of

two brothers, Timdja and Raogy who were commis-

sioned by the emperor of Vijayanagara to wage

perpetual war on the port of Goa.

Each of them maintained, *• five or six large ships with crews

of well-armed men in great numbers : these issuing forth to the sea

took all the ships they met (saving only those of Malabar) and

robbed thorn of whatsoever they carried, leaving men alive ; and

they shared ihe stolen goods with the lord of the laud to obtain

* Barbota Ji. pp. 130-3.
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his favour ; and in this wise they lived, gathering great riches, and

established in the land.” *

Timoja and his brother cannot be strictly termed

pirates
;
for they were commissioned by the Raya to

wage war against the Mussalmans who were the natural

enemies of the Hindus. They attacked only the

Mussahnan ships which they robbed. The fact that

they did not molest the Malabar ships which belonged

to the Hindus shows that tlu-y were not pirates by

profession.

(ii) The second instance seems to be a genuine

case of piracy. Porkad in the kingdom of Quilon was

another nest of pirates. There lived many fishermen

who earned their livelihood in winter by fishing
;
but

in summer they lived by robbery of everything they

could find upon the sea.

“ They are great oarsmen and a multitude of them gather

together all armed with bows and arrows in plenty, and thus they

surround any vessel they find becalmed wilh flights of arrowB

until they take ami rob it. Those who are taken therein, they put

ashore. Thus with these boats of tbeire which they call catures,

they take much spoil, part whereof they give to the lord of

the land.” t

The Indians were not the only people who took

to piracy. The Portuguese, not being satisfied with

the profits obtained from honest trade, joined the ranks

of the pirates, and made sailing upon the sea utterly

unsafe- A passage in the Kerala Pazhama runs thus :

“ Besides these cruelties perpetrated on the land, the Portu-

guese were also responsible for unmentionable atrocities on the

sea. The Feringi ships alone did not keep the peace. The
Muhammadan ships were the special objects of their fury. Every

ship had to carry safe-conduct issv ed by the Portuguese oaptain.

But even with that they were not safe. The Portuguese seamen

• B&rbtsa i. pp. 186-7. d iUi U. pp. 95-6.
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demanded heavy bribes ami bakshish, and if whatever they asked

for was not given, the ships would be confiscated.” *

The Portuguese seamen whose object seems to

have been to suppress competition forcibly, could not

restrain on occasions from laying hands upon non-

Muslim merchantmen, although they carried the neces-

sary safe-conduct from the Poi'tuguese authorities.

Section 4 : Inland Trade :—The internal trade of

the empire appears to have been in a satisfactory con-

dition. Large quantities of articles were transported

from one part of the empire to another. Some idea

about the movement of goods may be had from a

careful study of the lithic records of the time :

Place. Reference. Date. Articles in transit.

1. Roljam a-|

dugu.
Lli. 4S p. 341. 1521 A.T). ?j Pcrikas of rasavargas,

and bales of cotton
passing along the

Ancient Road.
2. Bukkapat-

tauain.

lr. ?>i p. l it;.

1

1530 A.D.

!

Penkas of pepper, jag-
gery, pulses, cholam,
nuts, fruits, vegeta-
ble baskets, and bales
of silk.

3. Animala. LH. 14 p. 41.1 ;

Lli. 7 p. 77.

1531 A.D.

,

i Bales of cotton, perikas
! of rasavargas, nuts,

pepper, jaggery,
1

yarn, cloth, cloaks,
rice, cholam, ragi &c.

4. Udayagiri. AT?. 42 No. 23. 15415 A.D. Various kinds of grain,

rusavar'gas (ghee,
sugar, oil &e.), per-
fumes like sandal,
camphor, musk, piili

roots Ac.

Besides, an inscription dated 151G A.D., refers to

the commodities that were taken to Srisailam by various

• Pafikkar: Malmimr and tkt PoriMfuat p. 9+.
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means of transport.* Ramaraja’s haul dated 1526 A.D.,

alludes to perikas of nuts, nagas of rasavargas, cloth &c.,

that were passing along the Tirupati Road, f The

Kaifiyat of Dasaripalle speaks of merchants going to

Ahobalam. $ These references are enough to show

that, during the period under consideration, there ex-

isted active trade relations amongst the cities and the

provinces of the empire. The Atthavana Tantram gives

a more detailed account of the internal trade relations.

It is said that pepper, nuts, cardamoms were imported

from the districts of Nagar into Balaghat
;
opium,

asafoetida, cotton, shawls, musk, horses and pearls were

imported to Balaghat from the north
;
woollen blankets,

nuts, iron, grain, and sandal were exported to other

places from (Jitradurga
;

sandal which was available

at Nagar, Ambapura, Gardaimgiri &c. in Balaghat was

purchased by the merchants for exportation to China
;

cotton which grew plentifully in the district of

Adavani was sold in Kolar and Sidlagatta
;
copra which

was produced in Sira and Gubbi was sold elsewhere
;

ghee, oil and tobacco which were obtained in large

quantities at Dharmavaram, Cirumana and Racerla were

exported to the neighbouring provinces where they

were sold; cloth, and silk fabrics that were manufactur-

ed at Dharmavaram, Tadpatri, Adavani, Gutti, liellary,

and the. black pulse growing in these localities, were

exported to Srirangapattanam, and its neighbourhood

where they were marketed with very high profits. §

Trade Routes :—The road between Bhatakal and

Vijayanagara is described by Paes. jj It parsed thrnqgh

Zambuja, Recalem, Darcha &c. Inscri] )tions^frequently

• MER. 18 of 1915.

$ LR. 5 pp. 79-80.

i FE. pp. 236-48.
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mention an * Anciejit Road ’ connecting the Deccan

Wtftr-pforffesln theEastjJaahii^An'iflSCTiptioTrfflf Kojla-

madugu alMdes to the ‘ AncientRoad
-7

which pasied-

through the mountain pass^tr^the place
;

* the same

road is said to go Ihrmigh~tri}h"{5a 35e s at Pulivendala,

Gandi, Pendlimarri &c. f The Kas'T-Ramesvaram Road

mentioned in the Kaifiyat of Patturipalem,^ and the

Tirupati Trunk Road mentioned in the chronicle of

Cuddapah § and Ramaraja’s haul probably refer to

the same road. The Sukasaptati, a work probably of

the early seventeenth, century, describes a road connect-

ing Vidyanagara with Cohjeevaram. II
The Kaifiyat of

Racerla gives an account of the road between Gutti

and Munimadugu
;

** and another road connecting

Ahobalam with Porumamilja, Baddevolu, Kambhain

&c., is mentioned in the Kaifiyat of Dasaripalle.ff Bar-

bosa hints at a trade route connecting Vijayanagara

and Pulicat. ££ Raffi-ud-Din Ibrahim Shlrazi alludes t

two roads, one going from Masulipatam to Kovilkonda

and another from Kovilkonda to Kampili. §§ Lastly, a

trade route is said to have passed from Kayamkulam
to Tinnevellv

;
it went through the kingdom of

Quilon.

* LR. 48 p 341. f / R. 14 p. 415.

t LR. 9 pp. 248-53 § LR. 18. pp. 452-3.

n itid p. 407.

II bXOc o&> E>rr*g I SXtfoKoS » -n-cSoSo efc-sbf"

87>Sb ^£r»Kwtib I oXd&T? rfcX S&DoJac £SC~

rr>tfoo&b so W'o-OsStfSlw’a' I K&£ sALofi

£>&•<(> 'So«x2 dfcsgp’aofe c i tr*tf '3sk^B«5v',s "T!r»

n

RS. pp. 102-3.

** LR. 6 p. 236. ibid 5 pp. 77-8.

It Barbosa ii. pp, 130. §§ JBBRAS. ixii. p. 23.

r«i?m»r : MtUttr tm£jitJR»rtug£tKp> 96.
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The Means of Transport :—The internal means of

communication were not at all suitable for the rapid

transport of commodities. The roads were bad, and

probably, no better than mere tracks. Although

wheeled carts were used for agricultural and

military purposes, they were not employed for trans-

porting articles of merchandise. An inscription of

the time of Krsnadevaraya gives us what seems to

be an exhaustive list of vehicles used for trade pur-

poses : (1 'jckaoadis, (21 end-loads. (B) pack-horses.

(4) pagk-buUoclf^aud (-5) jisse^* ^That is to say, men
and animals were employed to carry the articles of

merchandise from place to place, but no wheeled

carriage seems to have been in use. This is corrobor-

ated by the evidence of foreign writers, literature, and

Local Records.

Barbosa speaks of the asses and pack cattle on-

which pepper was brought from Malabar to Vijaya-

nagara. + Paes mentions laden oxen that crowded the

streets and markets of Vijayanagara. } An inscription

of Rollamadugu alludes to the trains of laden oxen
; §

and a Nanjangud grant refers to bullock loads, The
Amuktamalyada describes horses that were hired to

carry loads. ||

* AfER. 18 of 1915. + Barbosa i. p. 203."

x PE . p. 257. § LR. 48 pp. 341-50.

H EC, iv.Nj. 266.

II

**
I £v3o\£>e»

y

9

Jm. 2 : 96.

The author of Sukasaptati narrates a story containing a dialogue between

a fox and a pack-horse As the story graphically describes the miseries

of the poor beast of burden, a rough paraphrase of it may not be out of place

In this connection :
—

The horse approached the stream neighing feebly to quench his thirst. On
his spine was a sore which attracted crowds of flies; the hair of his tail was a

source of amusement to the youngsters of the village. As his front legs were
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The journey along the roads, as noticed elgewhere,

was not safe, as they were infested with robberB,

especially in forest and hilly tracts. The merchants

generally preferred, therefore, to travel in company,

very well protected. The caravans are referred to in

several contemporary works. The Amuktamalyada des-

cribes the progress of a caravan which was robbed of its

belongings on the road by highway men.* Rafi-ud-Din

Shirazi states that the caravans were plundered by the

dacoits on the Kampili-Kovilkonda and Kovilkonda-

Masulipatani Roads during the reign of Muhammad
Shah IV. f Owing to the plundering raids of the

Portuguese captain Rodrigues, ‘ all the traders who

tied together, he moved by hopping. He was bleeding profusely on account of

the wounds caused by the blows which he received from his cruel master*

Swarms of flees hovered over his neck, ears and belly.

As the horse was about to drink water, Ruddhisara (a fox) accosted him and

asked him to explain the cause of hts miserable condition. The horse replied,

“ you know that l was purchased by a Rc<$41 <»f the yonder village who used to

treat me kindly. As he fell on evil days, being unable to maintain me, he sold

me to a Beu, the robber of other peoples’ fortune. It is not possible for me to

describe to you satisfactorily the manner in which he treated me. He would

always drive me to the fairs held in all places m the neighbourhood laden

with perikas or loads. lie would show no consideration for the suffering* of

my pooi body. The weight of the pertka was enough to break my back ’, to add

to its weight, he would not only mount on the top of it, but cudgel me
mercilessly to make me run fast. May his hands be blasted by Cenga|amma I He
would let me to bulky persons going to ttrunals in the neighbouring villages,

and extract from them money for tolls, fare &c, In order to satisfy his insatiable

greed, he would drive me to all and sundry places, but would never give me
any feed. Instead, lie would allow me to graze on grass wherever available

on the roadside, after securing my legs with a rope He would never apply the

gorapa to my body, nor would he wash it with water. I had no grass to eat, no
covering over my body to protect me from inclement weather. When I returned

home at night after a day’s wandering, 1 had no stable to retire, but to remain

tied between two plough buffaloes with unusnliy long horns. Alas I although a

horse by birth, I had to put up with this miserable plight. That stony-hearted

man would give a spade to his daughter, whom he commanded to fetch grass for

me; but that wanton would throw away the instrument, and spend the day in

the company of her lovers
;
and when she returned home, she would bring the

gr&it picked up from the excreta of the elephants.

A similar tale is narrated in the Hamsavimsaii , These show that the horsw
were common beasts of burden and their owners trea.ed them cruelly.

'Am 7 1 7-31, f JBBKAS. xxii. p. 36.
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carried on a great land commerce between Tinnevelly

and Kayamkulam ’ stopped their commercial activities.*

Similar happenings are described in the Local Records.

A maghava-sadhaka dated 1531 A.D., records the death

of the men of the Beddi community while defending

the Balija merchants against robbers near the pass of

Rollamatjugu. j The activity of the freebooters is also

recorded in the Kaifiyat of Dasaripalle. J

It is obvious that the merchants carried on trade

under adverse circumstances. They embarked on

their ventures at the risk of their lives and property.

As the government did not make adequate provision

for the protection of their life and property, they had

to pay money to private persons to keep guard over

dangerous zones on the road. Moreover, the vexatious

tariff walls, which the government set up all over the

land, acted as so many barriers in the path of trade.

The country was honey-combed with [hayyams or tariff

districts where the merchants had to pay duties on all

articles. Duties were collected not only on the exports

and imports but also on those that were in transit.

Under these circumstances, trade could not have

flourished unhampered.

Nevertheless, the government appears to have

taken some interest m promoting trade. According to

Taes, Kr$uadevaraya induced the merchants to go to

Nagalsipore trom his other cities. § The example of

the Raya was copied by his nayakas. They encouraged

the merchants by offering them concessions, because

the merchants were a source of income to them. They

set up fairs in new places, and revived them where

they were in decay. Mrnost every big village seems

* Pa$ikkar: Malabar and the Portuguese p. 96 "f LR. 48 pp. 341-50.

\ LR. 5 pp. 79-80. ’ § R'R. p. 244.
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to have had a fair of its own to which flocked the men
and women of the neighbourhood for purchasing

articles of domestic consumption, and probably for

marketing what they had produced. *

TioS'&oO&o £>KbXc
<!

B'
%£0o& '£oS$Bo-£>3 fbex>$6'£r*£3 Kr^<3^w.etC.

,>

o '

Am. 4 : 35.

The Hamsavimsati

,

a work of the eighteenth century gives a list of places,

where merchant* gathered for the sale and purchase of commodities. The
commercial conditions of the sixteenth century could not have undergone much
change, 'ihe list is given below. H may be taken lor what it is worth.

1. Rayadurgaui, 2. Gutu, 3. Kayav^luru, 4. Anegondi, 5. Mulu~

viiya, 6. Srirangapaftanam, 7. Giugce, 8. Coiijeevarain, 9. Kappara,

10, Gugara, ll. Gagag, 12. Lahsincsvar, 13. bankiipur, 14. Madura,

15. Adavaru, 10. Mastlr, 17. \ umkon^a, 18. hon^avl^u, 19. Kon^apalli,

20. l'odili, 21. lufijapuiain, 22. Ldayagm, 23. f aisur, 24. Mysore, 25 Penu-

gon^a, 20. Mangfljugin, 27. Basavapapiain, 28. Sirpi, 29. Wandavasi.

30. Kunduipi, 31. Beilanihontja, 32. Lievarak^nija, 33 Kacerla, 34. Muni-
nia^ogu, 3o. Dupliiju, 30. Kapaiti, 37. Maeerla, 38 Kucavliju,

39. h.iuiUiain, 40. itanagampalle, 41. pSrumaim^fa, 42. Uhariipuram,

<*3. v_ in i
,

44. iu^pairi, +5. Nand)uJa l 40. Cuuvalh, 47. Xandavaram,

48. lvandukur, 4y, Kawayapapiain 50. Arubantja, 51. Hampi-Virupaksam,

52. Aiaai; 03. V’empalli, 54. h ampin, oo. handanur, 50. ka^apa,

5/. 8nl«ihas.iiaui, i>8. Oan^ikd^a, 69. Kasur, 00. Puttur, 01. Gmtagunpi,

02. GAiiya\aram, t)3. 1 >amaiiacciuvu, 04. Vtllatui, 05. kullur, 00. Kaia-

\ayi» 07. 7vt.llo.ie, 08. Vellore, o9. lvaicur, 70. Cadumur, 71. Raca-

koi.uja, 72. Kadiri, >3. kutaguHu, 74 Gaugeru, 75. Srmgeru, 7o. Rama|a-

kQta, 77. Vajragin, 78. Xugur, 79. Nuium, 80. Cobada, 81. PSgur,

82. Kollala, 63. Gudibun^a, 84. keilaiy, to. huttako^a, 8o. Gumnnlempajem,

87. Gob bur, 88. Bahapurain, 89. I’unganur, 90. Aku, 91. Kamafenki,

92. Minava, 93. Kautafam, 94. Manukon^iainur, 95. Kumbhak5nam,

90. Ko^»tkoij(ja, 97. l’eiavali, 98. L)uv\ur, 99. Bangalore, 100. VottSr,

401. Cittoor, 102. liutu, 103. Ciratanapali, 104. Kajole, 105. Gadwal,

A0b. Kacanagar, 107. Uruuaiu, 108. kahdiasti, 109. Smar, 110. Madhy-

aijunum, 111. irmauiali, 112. Xuinukoi^a, 113. l’akiila, 114. kavertpaka,

110. Muhaungm, lie. Cadukuc, 117. Mallur, 118. Caduko^ga,

119. bagon^a, i20, Vavili, l2l. Nagore, i22. 'la^ur, 123. MylSpore,

124. Peddanvangnlaut, 120. tvuutasamudram, 120. Kauiapurani, 127. Vellsla,

128. Bhuvanagiri, 129. Kontfapuiam, 13U. Gauri-Ma> ui am, 131. HarpanahaJJi,

132. Bedanaiavaii, lo3, Na^igaliu, 134. Rokkalla, 136. Ka^avakolanu,

136. VeiigS^u, 187. 'f Angela, 138. Daisi, 139. Kaugundi, 140. lanu-

gontja, 1+1. kvai}a\ apetlaiu, 142. Goosti, 143. Sivanaga^avalandi, 1+4. Snt-

galam, 1+6. Manual uko\ ela, i4o. Bounagallu, 147. Cidambariun, 148. Vage-

nugar, 1+9. i’uranpura, lob \\ o^arpaRm, 151. Gi)ipi, 152. Mujjangi,

153. Ma.ytfu\ a, 154. Mosava^allu, 155 Rainamadhapurani, 15t>. Betjanda,

157. ])harchival am, 158. ba^ugi>|la, 159. Mandam, 160. MSvuukt,

161. MSrkapCr, 162. Kumbhi, lo3 Huranga, 164. Majjhari, 165. HaJikS-

ha}h» 16o. RattipaUi, lt>7. Kuianji, 168, Reva^i, 169. Sannaki, 170. Palm-

vSyi, 171. Gujjaii, 172. Sni^ru, 173. Beswaija, 174. Koij^TSru, 176. Ka^^Srn,
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Section 4 : Industries :—Agriculture was the most

important industry of land. As rice was the

staple food of the people, it was grown extensively at

all places. White rice was consumed by richer

classes
;
but the red rice (the black rice of Barbosa)

was used by the lower classes. It was cultivated

almost everywhere, because it was needed not only for

domestic consumption but for export. The state best-

owed special attention upon rice industry and created

special facilities for agriculturists. Tanks were

excavated, canals were dug, and takavi loans were

advanced, and heavy taxes were remitted during

seasons of scarcity. Besides rice, people in the

interior subsisted upon raqi, and cholarn. Although

the ryots took very great pains to cultivate these

grains, the government did not offer any sort of

encouragement to improve their cultivation. The same

remark applies to the cultivation of pulses of different

varieties. The sugar-cane was grown wherever water

could be had in plenty. The cane was cut in summer,

when the mills became busy pressing the juice.
*

The ( sugar^camej plantations gave birth to two

other industries, the manufacture of jaggery and sugar.

Jaggery was consumed all over the country by people

of all classes
\

but sugar appears to have been less

common in the houses of humbler folk. Barbosa des-

cribes the kind of sugar that was manufactured in the

country. It was in a powdery condition, as the people

did not know how to make it into loaves
; f but

Varthema, who visited Vijayanagara a decade earlier,

states that at Bliatakal, there was 1 a great abundance

of sugar, and especially of sugar candied, according to

our manner/ + Besides sugar manufactured from

• Am. 2 : 70. t Barton i, p, 188. % Vuthem* : Itinerary p. 49.
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sugar-cane, palm sugar was produced in plenty.*

Although the industry is smothered to death, it still

lurks in the out of the way corners of the country. It

might have been consumed largely by people in the

past; and it formed an important ingredient in the

preparation of some Ayurvedic medicines.

The country is said to have been filled with groves

of fruit growing trees. f The Portuguese writers state

that fruits could be had abundantly everywhere.

Mangoes, jack fruits, pomegranates, karbuse, grapes

and plantains of different varieties were available at the

capital and in the great cities of the empire.£ It, is said

that on the Anegondi side of the Tungabhadra there

were * many orchards and gardens with many fruit

trees, for the most part, mangoes and areca-palms,

and jack trees and also many lime and orange trees.’

There were also white grapes. The fruit gardens grew
4 so closely one to another ’ that they appeared * like

a thick forest.' § All kinds of kitchen vegetables were

cultivated in gardens. Put the one product of the

garden which attracted the attention of the foreigners

very much was the betel leaf, Th e^ietel/rardens are

frequently mentioned in the inscriptions and the raya-

rekhas, || The cultivation of the plantain was under-

taken in areas where water was available in plenty. It

was entered in the records of the Atihavanam as a

nlrdrambha crop. ** The plantain fruits and leaves were

so much in demand that people took to its cultivation

extensively. The flower gardens attracted much atten-

tion. The city of Vijayanagara is said to have had a

• Earbot* 1. [). 189. + FE. p 237. J Am. 2: 75.

§ FE. pp. 256*7. | ibid p. 242.

J EC. iv. Gu. 67 ; LR. 13 (MSrkSptLr No. 7) pp. 230-1.

#* I*R» 6 (Alftvakon^a) pp. 324-46.
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plentiful supply of flowers, especially roses, at all times

in the year. The desire of the people for sweet-scented

flowers appears to have been insatiable. They wore

them as garlands on their heads and around their

necks. Women decorated their hair with different

kinds of flowers. The rich people strewed their beds

with flowers. Every nobleman kept a flower garden of

his own
;
and so did every temple.

/rhe most important of the textile, industries was

the weaving of
f
cotton/ elotl/ The weavers seem to

have divided themselves into several classes. An
inscription of Andirttju-Kodnr mentions two classes

of looms, togata-maggas, and sale-magcjas. * The same

classification is alluded to in the rayarekha of

Alavakonda. Of the 411 looms that were at work in the

village, 2‘10 were togata-maggas, and the rest were tella-

maggas. f Togaia - maggas were looms specially set

apart for weaving red cloth, whereas the teUa-rnaggas

wove only white cloth. In addition to the weaver
castes such as the padmasaJex, snips, jamjrms, J etc. the

malas or the pariahs took to weaving as a profession

all over the country. ^ The A tthavaga Tantram

divides the weavers into two classes, the kurubas

and the sales. The kurubas, who were shepherds

by profession, took to weaving as a by-industry.

They wove woollen blankets and sold them to

the merchants trading with different parts of the

empire. The sales evidently busied themselves with

the manufacture of the cotton and other kinds of

• LR. 1 pp. 11-13. t LR. 6 p. 32* ff.

J cf. 2m. 4 : 35.

*' "&S3 -d-'lli

§ The common Telupu proverb cv fv-.vi -Jxv.v. jiva shows
that th« s3let and the malas were the two principle weaving communities of the

Telugu country.
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cloth. The kaikkdlars were the weavers par-excellence

of the Tamil country. They figure often in the

inscriptions of the time
;
and they are said to have been

enjoying certain privileges such as tandu and sangu

conferred upon them by the government
;

* but the

kaikkolars were not the only people who were ‘ profes-

sional weavers.' The pariah looms wrere busy in

manufacturing cloth in almost every cherry.

Cotton fabrics were manufactured largely in

Dharmavaram, Tadpatri, Adavani, Gutti and Bellary

;

woollen blankets in Citvadurga and Jarimela
;
and silk

cloth in Bangalore, Gutti, Molatayitur, Bellary and

Rayadurga. Coarse cloth was, of course, manufactured

at all places, f

The carding or combing of cotton, and spinning it

into yarn were, of course, dependent upon the weaving

industry. Although no information is available about

them, they are occasionally mentioned in the inscrip-

tions. Pinjanigaru or pinja-siddhayam+ presumes the

existence of the combing industry
;
yarn which was one

of the commodities for sale must have been produced

in the country itself. § The salt industry engaged

* MRR. *73 of 1921 ,
*1 •! 1922.

f A((Havana Tanttam : AfAfsr, 15*6-8.

% EC. xi. Mk. 1 ; LR . 3 (Cadipirela) p. 426.

§ The Sukasaptati (2 ; 4l6«19 ,
4214 describes spinning in the houses of the

farmers. Women of several houses joined together, bringing with them tlieir

spinning wheel, combed cotton, and proceeded to spin narrating scandalous atones.

fin asSsj&otf wa f

^>0fg)^50^)S S&csZ *bo&>s!r«rt>i

"71-C «>
,cr*^oi3 <3freoof

afcovSa eT’-^.SE II

*" U ?5<2 W'tfScn ^g)eoo [£T“ I

•ir-ifc fiesScsfoi aoifc 3'Ostfc Tfcoaeo.afo (jS^n

tf'’3ydtfoosfco i

?j)tflf<lSoo;So tfex'JC, W’43^3i)t> "5? f 11
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the attention of several people not only on the sea-coast

but also in the interior. The information available on

the subject pertains to the manufacture of salt in the in-

land districts of the empire. Two Markkanam grants

record gifts of salt-pans to a temple
;

* two more grants

from the Canarese districts register the remission of

taxes which the salt makers had to pay to the govern-

ment. f One of them contains regulations subject to

which the salt makers had to remove the saline earth. J

The reference to saline earth is interesting, as it gives us

a hint about the manner of manufacturing Halt in inland

places. The salt makers used to remove saline earth

from the waste land belonging to the government.

They spread them on the surface of pans specially

prepared for them, and let into the pans water which

was allowed to evaporate slowly. Finally, the salt

which remained in crystals on the surface of the pans

was collected and marketed. § The same method was

probably employed with the necessary modifications,

in manufacturing salt on the sea-coast.

fill 'EfS ^>55'3<uc I ‘?le>;ic*>co^jK
r

Sob eoS-O I

tJsS' iic&m ts-Ss

I

*p0"3 rfcSe II

5n «3S” "goesooTIbts1— ^"OSiseo W'tfl

Sj»/r*o433 B&-ac£6T5i3 d-’bvtfli £&$> bs c I

c ’r' odbeo wcs&eo a>0'7r,te ~&a& I

exiJSoS'c (JVovyJia tf<3Soex>?c 'ft bzr-tf>iSr* twsfcSj.Sba^ce CfSr-o6

SbiS-or’iSN 43 HbKoa sfciJS-fecr t>ee sso So43;54.vO m

fill t343^)oBow «3&y8o-D I I3b^ Sr*&'ZSZK or*^5

5
'

0 'S tr^SBo-O =sr«£o-0 V’$)43o& I aBb^f c6s»^$o fcoiSfiJicK

• MBR. 41, 46 of 1919.

+ SC. xi. Mk. 8, 9.

J itU Mk. 8.

§ of. Aftknapa Tantrum : MMn. 16-6-8.
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/The iron that was needed/for all purposes was

produced within the smpire itself. It was not one of

the articles that was imported from abroad. On the

contrary, it was produced in such large quantities that

the people not ouly satisfied their own wants, but ex-

ported it to foreign countries. * Iron is said to have been /

one of the articles exported from Citradurga. It was

!

extracted from two sources. ~Sfohes containing iron ore

were brought and pounded into pow der which was then

smelted in large furnaces. Another method appears to

have been more popular. Fine particles of ore deposit-

ed on the beds of streamlets in the hilly tracts were

collected
;
and the ore so collected was smelted in huge

furnaces erected for the purpose in jungleB where fuel

could be had abundantly, f

[The principal mineral that was dug out of the

earth was the diamond/" T he most important mines

were 1 in the/Kurnool and Anantapur districts ^notably

at Vajra Karur/ Linschoten says :

“They (diamonds) grow, “in the countrie of Deoam
behinde Ballagate, by the towne of Bisnagar, wherein are

two or three hills, from whence they are digged, whereof the

King of Bisuagar doth reape great profitte ; for he causeth them to

he straightly watched, and hath farmed them ont with this condi-

tion, that all diamonds that are above twenty-five Mangellyns in

weight are for the King himself.” f

According to Nuniz diamonds came from the coun-

try of Gutti. Adapanayaque, the lord of the country,

paid to the emperor forty thousand pardoas every year

;

but he had to hand over to the^imperial treasury ‘ all

diamonds which exceed twenty tnangelins.' §

• Bafbota i. p, 188. + cf. A((/k>vom Tantrum : MMtt. 15-6-8.

t FB. App. A, p. 399 ; Lmtchatm p. 136.

§ BB. p. 389.
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Section 5 : The Guilds

:

—The merchant guilds

played an important part in the commercial life of the

people. Most of the internal trade of the country

passed through their hands, and their activities seem to

have extended all over the empire. These guilds were

generally known by the name of * the several Ayyd-

mli Calumulas of the fifty six countries.' They also

styled themselves occasionally as “ the several Ayyd-

oa\i Calumulas

,

both native and foreign Ndnadesis, of

the fifty six countries.
” * The occurrence of this name

in the inscriptions in different parts of the empire may,

at first sight, seem to indicate the existence of a huge

mercantile corporation doing business every where
;
but

this is not the truth. ‘ The several Ayydva]i Calumulas

etc.,’ was a common name by which the merchant

guilds were generally known everywhere. The exis-

tence of a guild of this name in almost every town of

the empire is indicated by the letter which ‘ the several

Ayyava{i Calumulas ' of Ya<Jaki addressed to ‘ the

several Ayyavati Calumulas of Tadpatri.’ f The Vira-

Baujigas probably constituted themselves into a

separate guild, and had their organizations in all the

important commercial centres. Although the informa-

tion supplied by the inscriptions is meagre, it is still

possible to form an idea of the constitution and the

functions of these corporations. The merchant guild

of each city had a president called paftayaswami or

se\\i-pa$aaaswami, who appears to have been its

executive officer. The members met usually in the

front-hall of a temple whenever they had any business

to transact. The full insignia of the guild was paraded,

specially the diamond baitutiige without which no

meeting of the guild could be valid.

• LK.ftfi (SiriToU*.) p. 286.

t LR. 87 (Ni«ar) p. 31*.
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Each merchant gnild had certain powers of taxa-

tion, as it was directly responsible to the imperial

government for the payment of taxes due from its

members. Therefore, the president collected the dues

from the members and remitted them to the Raya or his

officers. When the Raya and his officers desired to

alienate these dues in favour of a temple or some other

religious institution, they had to obtain the consent of

the guild or the set^i-paHaaaswami. * Moreover, the

guild had the right of imposing taxes on its members,

whenever there was a need for it to do so. Generally,

it imposed duties on the goods sold by its members for

the benefit of some temple or matha, and granted a

charter called maghava-sadhaka or patta j describing the

nature of the gift, to the donee. The guild was not

infrequently obliged to enter into agreements with the

road Icavalyars, in order to protect the life and pro-

perty of its members who happened to be trading with

the distant parts of the empire. In order to remunerate

the kavalgar
,
the guild granted him a maghava-sadhaka

or charter, promising to pay him dues on the goods in

transit. Lastly, the merchants were also required to

discharge certain judicial duties. The several Ayyavali

Cdlumulas were frequently required by the officers of

the king to constitute themselves into a court of

justice and try cases involving disputes about the

ownership of property. Generally they seemed to

have tried cases and settled disputes, without the assis-

tance of any outside body
; £ but on occasions, when

the settlement of a dispute required an expert know-
ledge of law, they used to refer the case to the provin-

cial governor who would entrust its trial to a dharmS-

sana of the vidvan-mahajanas of one or more agraharas.

• UER. 681 of 1922. + LR. 18 (Vtoiinttr) pp. 63-4.

t iH. 56 (PlrOr) p. 288.
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The Mahmcidu :—It is stated in an inscription of

Hospet dated 1535 A.D., that the se^i-pa^anaswamis of

certain suburbs of Vijayanagara viz., Tirumaladeviyar-

pattaua, Vardajaminanapattaiia and Krsnapura, and

the Mahanadu gave their consent to a grant of the mula-

vlsas to the shrine of Tiruvengajanatha made by
Abbaraju Timmappa- * It is evident that each of the

suburbs of the capital had its own merchant guild
;
and

what is of greater interest is that the donor had to ob-

tain its consent as well as that of another body called

Mah&nadu Desoara. The meaning of these terms is not

quite intelligible. Desoara may denote the claBS to

which the merchants belonged; and Mahanadu may
be understood as the conference or the meeting of all

the merchants belonging to that class. It is only

reasonable that the donor should have obtained the

consent not only of the presidents of the guilds, but

of the general body of the merchants in order to

secure permanence to his benefaction.

Craft Guilds :—The artisans engaged in each

industry had their own separate organizations. The
existence of the craft guilds in Vijayanagara is

attested by the evidence of Abdur Razak, the earliest

of the foreign writers, who left behind him an account

of the city. “ The tradesmen of each separate guild

or craft ", says he, “ have their shops close to one

another." f Paes, another foreign writer, alludes to the

confraternity of craftsmen and merchants. + Kpjijaraya

perhaps alludes to the guilds of weavers, goldsmiths,

weavers of silk-cloth, Komafs, Vaijatis, gunny-bag
makers, basket makers, etc. § Inscriptions frequently

allude to another craft guild called the PUncalas

t ED. iv. p. 107,

§ 2m.4-.ii.
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or the Ptincahaipamvaru *
;

the Uppararu or the manu-

facturers of salt f had also probably organized them-

selves into a guild. A careful study of the inscrip-

tions, may reveal the existence of many more.

No information is available about the regula-

tions according to which these guilds conducted

business. Probably they collected dues from the

members, and spent the money for promoting the

common welfare. They might have been also allow-

ed to make laws for the guidance of the members,

and punished the offenders by the imposition of tine

or excommunication. These are only conjectures

about the probable nature of the activities of these

guilds, and they may have to be modified in the

light of future research.

There is reason to believe that these craft guilds

were subordinate to the merchant guilds. An inscrip-

tion at Vamanuru in the Cuddapah district dated

1536 A.D., records the grant of some dues on the

looms of the Peunabadi, Mulkinad, Renad, SakilisTma,

Awuku, Koilkuntla, Pedanandela and Pulivendala by
‘ the several settis of the fifty six countries ’ to the

presiding mouk of the matha at Srisaila. J This

epigraph seems to indicate that there existed a

merchant guild having jurisdiction over a wide area,

comprising nine sub-divisions of the district of Gandi-

kota. However, it is not possible to assert definitely

that the craft guilds were controlled by merchant

guilds, until more evidence of a reliable character is

brought to light.

* LR. 18 (VonJimiUa) pp. 404-6.

t EC. xi. Mk. 8, 9.

1 Lg. 18 (VlnuSn) pp. 63-4.
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Chafteb 1

RELIGIOUS CONDITIONS.

Section 1 : The Religious Policy of the State :—The

religion which found favour with the emperors of

Vijayanagara during the 16th century was Vaisnavism;

but it never became the religion of the Btate, which,

however, did not assume an attitude of neutrality in

religious affairs. /The state did not divorce itself from

the religious and social activities of its subjects ; on the

contrary, it identified its elf with all the communities of

the empire, and extended its patronage to all sects

alike/

The foundation of the religious policy adopted by
the emperors in the 16th century was laid down by
Bukka 1 about the middle of the 14th century. The
spirit of fanaticism which had a strong hold upon the

popular mind as a consequence of the Vxra Saiva, and
Vira Vai^ijiava propaganda was still vigorous. And
the religious dissensions emphasizing separatist tenden-

cies which proved disastrous, at the time of Mussulman

invasions, appeared to revive. Only a few people

could rise above the sectarian prejudice, and they pro-

tested against the intolerant tyranny of the narrow-

minded theologians. It was fortunate that the founders

of the Vijayanagara empire came under the influence

of the eminent Advaita philosopher, Madhavacarya-

Vidyaranya. As a true Advaitin he had the breadth of

vision to comprehend that all religions were so many
ways leading ultimately to the supreme reality, the

Brahman. He understood the true import of the Gita,

and had sympathy with the expression of genuine reli-

gious feeling, wherever he found it. He made his

[ 815 ]
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influence felt by his imperial disciples whom he taught

to regard all sects alike. They built temples to &iva

and Visnu, and extended their patronage even to

the Jains. They set their face resolutely against

religious strife, and did not suffer one sect to persecute

another. Taking advantage of a quarrel between the

Vaifnavas and the Jains, Bukka I laid down the reli-

gious policy of the state in an edict, the copies of which

he had engraved on stone in several important places :

“ The Jainas of all the nads of Anegondi, Hosapattana,

Penugoude, and Kalyaha, made petition to him (Bukka I) that the

bhaktas (Vaimavas) were unjustly killing them,.,',., the king,

thereupon, summoned before him representatives of the

Sri Vaisnavas of Eighteen nails, including the Acdryas of Kovil

(Srlrangam), Tirumule, ('I irupati), Perumajkovil (Kafui), Tiru-

narayanapuram (Molnkote) with the other members of the sect

...and, proclaiming that he would not countenance their unjust

proceedings against the Jains or allow themselves to shelter

themselves under the plea of religion, passed the following

decree:—That to the Jains the use of certain musical instruments

customary among them was to be confined to the five bastis

(not mentioned), and disallowed in others.” *

In another version of the same edict, the king

declared that there was no difference whatever,
1 between the Vaisnava-dar§ana, and the Jaina-

darSana.' He ‘took the hand of the Jains, and

placing it in the hand of the Vaignavas issued his

decree. ’f This edict laid down the fundamental prin-

ciples on which the religious policy of the state was to

be based. The spirit of the edict was liberally inter-

preted by the later monarchs so as to include within its

scope all the creeds including Islam. Although the

Muslim rulers bitterly persecuted their Hindu subjects,

on account of their religion, no instance of a Vijaya-

nagara emperor or his subordinate illtreating Muslims

•
(
UC. ii. Inti. p. 84 ; cf. EC. U. Mi. 18. f ibid il. SB. 844,
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for religious differences is recorded. The attitude of

the emperors was not one of passive indifference.

They extended their patronage to Muslim religious

inst itutions . Devaraya II built a mosque in his capital

fur the benefit of hiaMiiBsalman soldiers. * The policy

which ihe sfatefollowed in religious matters was so

shaped as to secure the concord of all the religions of

the entire
;
and this policy was completely in harmony

with the views of the rulers of the 16 th century.'

Krsnadevaraya, the greatest emperor of Vijayanagara,

allowed perfect liberty to all his subjects. Although a

staunch Vaisnava, he showed considerable regard for

the Saiva religion. One of his earliest, acts was to

repair, and partly rebuild, the temple of Viriipaksa at

llampi. lie made several gifts to the Vaisnava as

well as the Saiva temples. The temples of Tirupati,

Kahci, Simhacalam and Almbalam as well as those

ot Tiruvannamalai, Cidambaram, Kalahasti, Srisailam

and Ainavavati received liberal grants of land from

him. lie employed the Vaisnava as well as the

Smarta Brahmans in his service. The Jains found in

him a monarch who offered them protection. A Vxra
Saiva chief ot the Lingayat community called Santa
Linga, massacred several Svetambara Jain priests

with the object of paving his way *o the Kailasa. f
Krsnaiaya did not, however, like the shedding of blood
in the name of religion. At his instance, the Velugoti
chief, Gani Titnma Nayadu, attacked the bigotted
Lingayat and slew him. This must have taught the
necessary lesson to all the religious propagandists that
the days of violence were over. The Hindus were not
the only people who reaped the benefits of his religious

policy. The Muhamm&danB, Christians and Jews,

* Brigg's FtrUhta ii. p. 431. f MSS. 1915 p. 93 Appendix C. 16.

} VY. MMtt. 15-4- 3 .
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who resided in his dominions, were treated in the same

wray. Barbosa says :

“ The king allows, such freedom that every man may come

and go, anil live according to his own creed without suffering any

annoyance, and without enquiry, whether he is a Christian,

Jew, Moor or Heathen. Great equity and justice is observed

by all.
” *

The policy of Krsnaraya was continued unaltered

during the reign of Aeyuta. Like his brother, lie made

gifts to Brahmans of all sects, lie did not show any

partiality to the temples of Visnu of whom lie waB a

sincere devotee. The temples of Siva at Kahili asti and

Kahci were enriched by his gifts of land. That the

spirit of toleration pervaded the whole Hindu com-

munity is shown by an epigraph recording the con-

struction of a mosque by a pious Hindu for the benefit

of the Mussulmans, f The most enlightened person of

the age was the famous Rauiaraja, the son-in-law of

Krsnaraya. Like most of his contemporaries lie was a

very devoted Vaisnava. In order to reconcile liis

Muslim soldiers, “ to the act of making obeisance to

him, he caused the Koran to be placed before him,

when they came to pay their respects." He allowed

them to build mosques, and to observe all their reli-

gious rites, as if they were residing in a Mussulman

Btate. The pursuance of such a liberal policy towards

the Muhammadans created a strong opposition to

Ramaraju. On one occasion, when the Muhammadans
sacrificed cows in a mosque in the Turukavada of the

city, the nobles and officers became so excited over the

matter, that, led by Tiruinala, a brother of Ramaraja,

* Barbos

•

i. p. 202.

+ EC. iv. Kp. 72 (date 1537) u Rangai-NSyak-ayya, in order to endow the

stone masiti (mosque) which Babu Se^i had erected in the inner street of

SindaghatJa, made a grant for it of the village of Saivapura, and H&blba’i

house."
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they made very strong representations to RamarSja

exhorting him to prohibit the Muhammadans from

slaughtering the cows. Ramaraja, however, did not

yield to them
;
but told them that he was the master of

the bodies of his soldiers, and not of their souls.

Further, he pointed out that it would not be wise to

interfere with their religious practices.* The firmness,

which he exhibited on this occasion, was indeed

remarkable, as the opposition was led by one of his

own brothers. The nobles, who wanted to show Rama-
raja the foolishness of his attitude towards the Muham-
madans went away convinced that there was wisdom

in it.

The religious begotism, which temporarily took

possession of the Hindu mind in the 12th and 13th cen-

turies, began to wane even before the foundation of

Vijayanagara, and it completely disappeared before

the first Tulnva monarch seized the throne of the city

of victory. The 16th century may be justly described

as the age of enlightened rulers.

Section 2 : Religious Conditions :—The most active

form of Hindu religion during the 16th century was

Vaisnavism. The accession of Sa)nva Narasimha to

the throne of Vijayanagara gave a great impetus to the

expansion of Vaisnavism over the whole of South

India. Saluva Narasimha was greatly devoted to the

God Venkatesa of Tirupati which became the most im-

portant centre of Vaisnavism in the 15th and 16th

centuries.

The Vaisnavas of this period fall into two classes :

(i) the f§rl Vaisnavas or the followers of Ramanuja
;

and (ii) the Madhwas or the followers of Madhwa, the

famous dualist philosopher. There was much in com-

• JBBRAS. zxil. p. 28,
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mon between the two sects, although there were some

differences between them in their theology, dogmas of

faith, and rules of conduct. Of the two sects, &r!

Vaifnavas may be said to be more liberal in their

general outlook and principles. Therefore, their creed

had greater attraction for the masses than Madhwaism,
which never became popular outside a small section

of the Brahman community.

At the commencement of the 16th century, the

&ri Vaisnavas had able leaders who were men of con-

siderable learning. They were men of great tact, and
possessed much skill in carrying on religious propa-

ganda. According to the Telugu literary tradition, a
Sri Vaignava teacher called Tatacarya was the guru

or spiritual adviser of Krsnadevaraya. * Who this

Tatacarya was, it is difficult to say. The jlyars of the

Ahobalam matha, appear to have played an important

part in extending the influence of Vaisnavism. Van-
Sat,hakbpajii/ur, the founder of the matha seems to have

* cf LR. 7 (Cuitagunja) p. 47

oar* Ij£ wtfo s$o£-7r Lir-gSKCf fey ^
W’zjgtk* c&ico tT%oSaer^6§

0003^3 yvy 3 & o^)€*3 *£ & cS>3A 03 tl COO3 (3 5 rOOZ} CtSo29»

r^^<sS»oaojrf J'&go «i£,^y-^8§

jS e?o h3£zj-s£6.

There appear to have flourished two or three people bearing the name of
Tatacarya during the first half of the 16th century, A copy of a copper-plate
grant noticed in the Myi.^ Arch. Rtf. for 1918 p, 52 mentions VenkaJa-TatSrya
[ of Sathamarfanagbtra Apastamba sulra, yajus iakha son of Almbalacarya son of
^rifangadesika] on whom Ivjsnaraya conferred some privileges in 1522 A. D.
A Knmara Tatacarya of the same rulra, gbtra and sakka figures in an inscription
of Sadasivaraya at Tirupati dated 1542. A. D. {Tirupati-mvarlhUnarn ^gra-
phical Report p 259). The sons of a Mala Tatlciirya are mentioned in a grant
of SadSaiva’s time dated 1569. A. D. Probably, the first two records refer to
the tame ptrson.
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been closely in touch with the religious life in the

court. He was the guru of the great poet Allasani

Peddana, the poet laureate of Krsnadeyaraya. Jt is

said that this Sathakopa jiyar was ‘ an asylum of all

learning and 1 dispeller of the thick darkness of sins

of his disciples through the moonlight of his looks’.*

According to a passage in the Xmukiamalyada ,
he

carried on vigorous propaganda in the Andhra country,

where he firmly established the Vaisnava faith, f But

the work of spreading the gospel was not performed

exclusively by great teachers like Sathakopa jiyar.

Several Sri Vaisnava families made the preaching of

the religion of Visnu their life-work. Of these the

Kandiidai and the Paravastu families appear to have

secured a greater number of disciples than the others. £

As a consequence of the proselytising activity of the

teachers. Vaisnavism became the most, influential reli-

gion of the country.

Although the influence of the Madhwas was not so

widespread as that of the &r! Vaisnavas, it was by no

means negligible. Brahmanyatlrtlm, VyasatTrtha and

their disciples attempted to popularise the teachings of

Madhvva. They were considerably helped in this by
the great saint Purandaradasa. who is said to have

been one of the converts of VyasatTrtha. The greatest

exponent of Madliwaism was, no doubt, the famous

VyasatTrtha himself, who may he considered as the

second founder of that religion. According to tradi-

tion Vyasa was in his early days attached to the matha

at Mnlbagal, whence he migrated to Candragiri, the

capital of Sajuva Narasimlui, on the advice of his guru

'Me. 1-6. + Xm. 6 : 66.

£ Several Telugu writers of this and the succeeding periods claim members

of one or other of these two families as their gtijns.

y—4i
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Brahmanyatutha. He stayed at Tirupati, probably

at the bidding’ of Sajuva Narasimha, for a period of

twelve years, during which he is said to have functioned

as the pnjari of the temple of Venkatesa. When Nara-

simha usurped the imperial throne and removed the

seat of his government to Vijayanagara, Vyasatlrtha

followed him thither. After the demise of Narasimha,

he became the spiritual adviser of the succeeding

emperors. He is said to have acquired much influence

over Krsnadevaraya. It is said that, on one occasion

during Krstraraya’s reign, there occurred a conjunction

of stars known as the kulniyoga. It was believed that

the Raya would die, if he occupied the throne at that

time. In order to avert this calamity, Krsnariiya is said

to have placed on the throne Vyasatlrtha, who became

for the time being the emperor of Vijayanagara. To

commemorate this event, Vyasa assumed the title of rayn

and consequently he became known as Vyasaraya. *

No authentic information is available regarding

the early career of Vyasa. No doubt, he figures in

half a dozen inscriptions all of which unfortunately

belong to the reign of Krsnadevaraya. They throw

little or no light on the events connected with his early

history. The inscriptions, however, leave no room ?or

doubt regarding the place which he occupied in the

estimation of Krsnaraya. The Raya had a very great

regard for him on account of his vast learning, skill in

debate, and his saintly character. He granted him

some villages to meet the expenses of a malha which he

established in one of the suburbs of the capital. Vyasa

survived Krsnaraya
;
and he is said to have retired from

Vijayaaagara to some village in the neighbourhood,

owing, probably, to the changed atmosphere at the

court; but he returned to the city in 1532 A.D., iu order

* B. VenkobaKao : Vy<liaydgic*rita

m

Introduction: p.87 ff.
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* to set up tlie image of Yoga-Varada Narasimhaswami

in the court-yard of the Vitthala temple at Hanapi.' *

lie appears to have breathed his last a little latex.

“ Even to-day,” says the epigraphist, “ the pious pilgrim

who goes to the Pampaksetra (Hampi) is shown the

tomb of this great religious teacher, and scholar on an

island called ‘ Navabrtidfivana ’

in the Tungabhadra

river about half a mile to the eaBt of Anegondi. ” f

In spite of the efforts of Vyasatlrtha, Madhwaism did not

evoke popular enthusiasm. The only contribution
’

which it made to popular religion was to give an exag-

gerated importance to the worship of llanunian. A
few Brahmans and fewer nobles J accepted the teach-

ings of Madhwa
;
and although the latter had long ago

disappeared, the former still uphold the tenets of the

faith with great zeal and enthusiasm . The inlluence

which Madhwaism wielded declined rapidly after Krsna-

raya’s death
;
and it does not appear to have played

any prominent part in the religion of the subsequent

period.

The reigns of Acyuta and Sada&iva were very

favourable for the growth of >SrI Vaisnavism
;

kings,

ministers) and nobles vied with one another, in extending-

their patronage on a lavish scale to Yaisnavas and

their religious institutions. It is no wonder that as a

• MER. 710 of 1922. t MEK. 1923 para 8*.

£ Penya-Raiuappa, AcyuU's governor of Madura, was a disciple of

Vyasatlrtha,

TT'grfdtf (JdSii’&g

Oo&«» Rijfrf (SsjJSFsSP’ i
1

CC. (.Triennial Catalogue of Telugn Mas.)
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consequence of this support, it became the most

dominant faith in the empire of Vijayanagara. *

The support of the state, however, was not mono-

polised by Vaisnavism. A large majority of the

emperor’s subjects were Saivas or Smartas. The
emperors assumed, as noticed already, a tolerant

attitude towards them, built temples for them and

endowed them with grants of money and lands.

One aspect of the religion of the age is not usually

touched upon. The part played by the mathas and the

temples in the religious life of the people is generally

ignored by writers on Vijayanagara history. The

mathas may be broadly divided into three classes

(1) the Saiva, (2) the Vaisnava and (3) the Jain.

(1) The mathas belonging to the Saivas may he

further divided into two classes
:

(a; the Brahmanic, and

(b) the non-Brahmanic. (a; A section of the Brahmanic

mathas traces its origin either to the great philo-

sopher Sankara, or to one of his disciples. The most

important malha belonging to this class was, of course,

the matha at Srngeri which had very close and intimate

relations with the state. Branches of this malha were

established at Pu^pagiri, Virupaksam, and Kumbha-
konarn. The monks attached to these mathas studied

exclusively the Brahmanic or the Vedic literature. They
were strict Advaitius in philosophy

;
and they taught

their disciples to follow the acara approved by the Smrtis

arid Srutis. Several Brahmanic Saiva mathas, especial-

ly in the Tamil districts, were not devoted to the study

of the Advaita philosophy. The monks who resorted to

these mathas studied a species of Saiva theology called

Fasupatasiddhantam, hence they were generally known

* cf, M£i?. 1915 para 48; ikid 1923 para 85.
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as the Pa^upatas, One of then- important centres was

Devikapuram where three of their establishments, the

Bhik^avrtti matka, the Mallikarjnnayyan mathu
,
and the

GolakI ma[ha flourished in the sixteenth century.* A
branch of the Bhiksavrtti ma{ka called the Kallar madam
also flourished in the extreme south of the peninsula at

Piranmalai in the Hamnad district, f It is not unlikely

that the Pasupatas had similar monasteries in many
other places in the empire.

(b) The uon-Brahmanic Saiva mathas belonged to

two types (i) the Lingayat and (ii) the non-Lingayat.

(i) Several mathas belonging to the Lingayats were

in existence all over the Telugu and ihe Canarese dis-

tricts, the most important of them being those at Srl-

sailam, Sangameswaram and Ummattur. These mathas

were constituted specially to propagate the tenets of

Lingayatism as propounded by the Vira Saiva reformer

Basava in the 12th century. The monks of these

mathas spent their time in the study of the dt/amas, and

allied literature which came into being since the days

of Basava. They chose the vernacular languages

rather than Sanskrit in preaching the gospel of Basava.

(ii) Nothing is known from the inscriptions of the

non-Lingayat Saiva mathas which exercise a good deal

of influence in the religious life of the Tamil country at

present. The mathas at Tiruvaduturai, Dharmavaram

and Tiruppanandal which are said to be the most

ancient Saiva monasteries in the Tamil country must

have existed during the age of the Rayas. The monks

of these mathas must have concentrated their attention

more or less exclusively on the Saiva atjamas, Saiva

puranas and the hymns composed by the Nayanmars

• MER. 384, 375, 400 of 1912. + ibid 19S of 1924.
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or the £aiva saints. They must have specialised in

and taught the Saivq siddhdnta

,

which is said to approxi-

mate very nearly to the Pasupata system. The

study of the Sanskrit language and literature could not

have had much attraction for them as for the inmates

of the other mathas. They must have encouraged the

study of Tamil which they chose as the vehicle of

their thought.

(2) The mathas belonging to the Vaisnava sect fall

into two classes : («) The *Sri Vaisnava, and (b) the

Madhwa.

(a) The Sri Vaisnava, mathas can be divided into

two classes, corresponding to the two main sects of the

&ri Vaisnava community, the Vadahalai, and the Tenga-

lai The Vadahalai mathas were found at Ahobalam,*

Tirupati, f and Srlrangam; Melkote, J and Vanama-

malai § were the most influential of the Tengalai

mathas. There is #ot much difference between the

two sects of the 6rl Vaisnavas. The Vadahalais give

greater prominence to the Vedas than to the hymns of

the Si wars, whereas the Tengalais prefer the Praban-

dhas to the Vedic literature. Consequently, in the

Vadahalai mafias, Sanskrit language and literature,

Vedic hymns and the TJpanisads were largely studied,

although the study of the Prabandhas was not altogether

neglected. In Tengalai mafias the study of the hymns
and Prabandhas of Alwars engrossed the attention of the

religious.

(b) As the Madhwas exclusivey followed the Vaidi-

ka acdra, a study of the Vedas, the Upanisads, the

Dharma §astras, and the Puranas became incumbent on

t TDER. pp. 211, 248.

§ MER. 258 of 1937-28.

* MER. 53* of 1916.

J ibid p. 276.
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them. In this respect they differed very much fopg,

the S§rl Vaifnavas. Their principal ma\has were fouKfP

at Udipi, Mulbagal, and Vijayanagara.

(3) Although Jainism was already a religion of

the past, it still lurked in certain localities in the

country. The Tuluva rajya had the largest Jain

population in the empire
;
f^ravana Bejagola, the most

popular religious centre of the Jains, was situated in

this province. There was a monastery here, the monks
of which studied the scriptures and the allied literature

pertaining to their faith. Another Jain matha was also

found at Conjeevaram in the Palaivldu I'ajja, though

it was in a decadent condition.

The constitution of the mathas to whichever Beet

they might have belonged was strictly based upon the

monarchic principle. The head of the mitha was the

absolute ruler of the institution, and his authority was

not subject to any kind of check. The monks belong-

ing to the math i had no \oice in it.-, government,

and they were completely under the control of the

head. They had no hand even in choosing a successor

to the malhadhiyrtli, as he had power to nominate his

own successor from among his disciples.

All the mathas were centres of learning. The
monks studied and taught not only the scriptures of

their respective creeds but also secular literature.

They not only taught laymen to read and write, but

gave them instruction in arts, literature, and medicine.

The burden of educating the community partly rested

on the ma\has
;
and they seem to have given satisfact-

ion to the people in discharging their duties. The
emperor extended his patronage to all institutions alike,

irrespective of the sects to which they belonged. The
learnsd of all the communities were treated with equal
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re«pec.t, and no partiality was shown in rewarding them

on the score of their faith.

The inathai may be said to have catered to the

intellectual needs of' the community. The monks who
spent their lives in the study and contemplation of

theological and philosophical problems must, have given

satisfaction to the head rather than the heart. Although

the monks came frequently into contact with the masses,

they could not completely satisfy their religious

needs. Therefore, the people turned to another im-

portant religious institution viz., the temple which gave

full scope for the expression of their religious emotions.

Section 3 : The Temple :—The rise of religions like

Vaisnavism, and Lingayatism which inculcated the

belief in a personal god whose service was consider-

ed one of the chief means of obtaining salvation,

gave a fresh impetus to temple building. The emperors

of Vijayanagara and their subordinates built

hundreds of new temples, repaired several old ones,

and endowed them richly with lands and money so

that the daily worship might be carried on in them

without interruption. The gods in whose honour

these temples were built, were believed to have the

same needs as persons occupying exhalted stations

in life such as kings and princes. Therefore, the

person who built a temple made careful provision for

satisfying all the wants which i ts divine resident

might be supposed to feel. As at the palaces of

kings and princes, musicians were required to sing

songs in praise of the deity and play upon their

instruments in the early hours of the morning to

rouse him or her from slumber. The arcal'a had to

give the idols a bath, and dress them properly, before

he offered them food. In the evening, the musicians
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were required to entertain the deity by their music

both instrumental and vocal ;
and the courtesans had

to danee before him. Flowers, sandal paste, arid scents

were needed for his worship
;
and very fine and costly

jewels were required for adorning him and his con-

sort. Even to carry on the ordinary daily worship

of the temple, the services of several people were

needed. The pipers who were invariably drawn from

the barber community, * the dancing women, f the

arcaka, J the flower gardener. § the sandal paste

grinder,^) the lamp lighter, !| and several other menial

servants had to co-operate in looking after the com-

forts of the deity presiding over a temple. Besides,

there were monthly festivals ** during which the god

and hie consort had to he taken in a procession

through the principal streets of the city or the

village. The Brahmotsava or the annual festival lu|d

to be performed for ten days continuously on a grand

scale. All these involved heavy expenditure of money.
The service in the temple was costly

;
but, as it

made a direct appeal to the imagination of the

people owing to its impressive character, many came
forward to pay willingly the expenses of the gods,

however heavy they might be. The temple endow-

ments did not always come from the Raya and his

nobles. Ordinary men and women made grants of

land and money to gods in order to acquire merit for

* LR. 13 (Pedako^Uruj p. 395.

t TDFR. p. 225

t /.A’. 15 (Pulimailya, Naadyjl p 370 , / A'. +0 (Nandval) pp. 209-10

5 TDER. p 32.

H LR. 15 (AyyalUru) pp. 353-4.

|! ibid 14 (Puspagiri) p 475; ibid 15 (Domm«ra Nawlyala) p, 82, ibid 2

(P^daceppalli) p. 371.

** LR. 40 (BBtameerla) p. 195.

Y-4*
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themselves and their relations in the next world. The
professional jugglers, the acrobats, and the courtesans

surrendered willingly land and valuables to gods so that

they and their kinsmen might enjoy the bliss of heaven.*

The endowments, therefore, came from several sources.

Mostly, they took the form of landed property, but

money was also frequently donated, f The bigger

and more famous the temple was, the richer were its

endowments.

Now the endowments had to be properly managed

by somebody on behalf of the gods, because they could

not manage them without assistance. The property of

the temple was managed by a board of trustees known as

the sthanikas. The Amuktamalyada mentions the sthani-

kas who were managing the temple at Srivilliputtur. £

A record of Gadigirela in the Kurnool district dated 1542

A.D., refers to the sthanikas of the local temple
; § the

temple of Cennakesava at .Uarkapur was also managed

by aboard of sthanikas
;

and properties of the temples

of Siva and Visnu at Puspagiri were similarly under

the control of the sthiinikas. |i The Sri B/iandaramvaru

mentioned in a (Jonjeevaram inscription dated 1635

A.D., must be regarded as the sthanikas of Varadaraja

temple.** Examples of temples governed by a board of

sthanikas may easily be multiplied. These, however,

are enough to show that the temple properties were

managed by trust boards.

* MEK. 6S9, 694 of 1917 , LK. 2. (Peduceppalli) p.372; LR. 2 (KoppSlu)

pp 419-20
;
LR. 54 (TaUamarpuram) p. 0 ; LR 15 (Betjadur) pp. 112-3 ; LR. 14

(Nosam) pp. 374-5

f MER. 1925 • The Kalahasti Inscriptions 152-3, 156, 160, 164, 166, 171, 180 ;

183 of 1924.

X 2fn. 4 : 35. § MMts. 15-3-6.

^ LR. 13. (MarkapTir) No. 7. | LR. 14 (Puspagiri) p. 439

•• LR. 55 (Kaftci) p. 424.
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How did these trust boards originate ? Were they

appointed by the government or by the person or per-

sons who built or endowed the temples with landB ?

The latter appears to be the way in which some of the

boards had come into being. According to a record of

1523 A.D., the lands which were granted to the temple

of Vlrabhadra at Hattalakote were placed under the

management of one Allappa, who became the perma-

nent manager of the temple. * The office of the stha-

nika came to be regarded, in certain cases at least, as

the hereditary property of the family. If the trustee,

who had originally secured the office, had a number of

Bons, his office, after his death, was regarded as com-

mon property, and was divided equally among his sons.

Thus, the place of a single trustee would be taken by a

board of trustees within a generation or two. It is

said in an inscription at Devagudi that the sthanikas

were the six sons of one Cinnajiyya, who probably had

held the trusteeship of the temple, t Although the trust

boards of some of the temples had sprung up in this

fashion, it is extremely unlikely that all of them have

had a similar origin. Most of them probably were

created by the government, one of whose principal

duties was to look after the well-being of the temples.

It is not possible, at the present stage of our know-
ledge, to state the exact number of sthanikas compris-

ing a board. The Devagudi epigraph, it is true, states

that there were six sthanikas managing the affairs of the

local temple
;
but, as they were sons of the same father,

Cinnajiyya, its evidence cannot be relied upon m
fixing the normal strength oi' the board of the sthanikas

of the time. Each board of sthanikas had a president

known as sthanapati or sih&nacarya. The sthdnaearyas

• EC. ir eh. 99. t LR. 15 p. 82
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of Markapur, AhSbalam, * and several other places

are mentioned in inscriptions. No information is avails

able regarding the duties of the stkiinacarya
,
although

it is reasonable to infer that he must have presided

over the deliberations, and guided the general policy

regarding the management of the temple property.

The Functions of the Sthanikas:—The sthanikas,

administered lands and other properties belonging to

the temple. They received gifts of money and land on

behalf of the god.f They extended the temple estate

by the acquisition of fresh lands by purchase
; % they

disposed of the temple property when the ceremonies

of the temple demanded ready money. § They gave

loans probably on the security of lands, and also can-

celled the debts by purchasing the mortgaged property.il

They leased the temple properties to the ryots
;

**

and made dasabandha grants either for repairing or for

rebuildiug the temple, ff They invested the money
deposited in the temple treasury by donors and others

in a manner profitable to the temple, Lastly, the

sthanikas had some judicial functions also
;
they investi-

gated into cases involving the theft of temple properties

and punished the culprits. §§

The sthanikas of temples were not completely free

to manage the temple properties as they liked. They

* LA'. 13 (Markapurain) No 7, IR. 15 (Aliobalam) pp 434-5.

f The Kalahasti Inscriptions . \IER 1925

X MER 7 of 1922 , I.R. 36 (Vampen^a) pp. 485-6.

§ tbid 446 of 1921 ,
32 of 1921.

1 £C: iv. Gu. 4.
||
AfER. 179 of 1924.

•• LR 55 (KSAci) p. 424. tf LR. 16 (D«vag»<Ji) p. 80.

it The fttlahasti Inscriptions'. MER. 1926.

§§ MER. 185 of H94 ; SII V. No. 479.
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seem to have been under the control of the ilma pdru-

patyagara, although exemption was occasionally grant-

ed in certain cases. * Officers called the overseers of

the temple are mentioned in a Kambadur grant of

1556 A.D f The nature of the work which they per-

formed is nowhere stated. It is not unlikely that they

were government officials, probably belonging to the

Religious Endowment Department, supervising the

work of the sthdnikas in administering temple properties.

The Temple Cavadi :—Every temple had its own
cavadi or office, where one or more Icarnams kept the

accounts of its properties. 1’he office of the karnam

was hereditary, although the appointment was made at

first by the emperor or his provincial representative.

For instance, Ramariija-Koneti-Timma, who was the

governor of Udayagiri about 1552 A.D., appointed one

Vlragangayya, as the hereditary karnam of the temple

of Itagliunayaka at Udayagiri. According to the grant

recording his appointment, he was to maintain the

accounts of the villages belonging to the temple, and of

the dues on articles that were sold therein. In addition

to these, he had probably to draft leases which the

temple authorities granted to its tenants, and to keep
the duplicates of the deeds in the temple office. He
had also to keep a register describing the various kinds

of taxes due to the temple treasury. His salary was
fixed at 1 mraha a month or 12 varahns in a year.

Besides, he was entitled to get from the temple four

padis of prasada ni. every day. £

The Income of the Temple :—The income of the

temple was derived from two sources
: (1) The grants of

money made by pious donors from time to time
;
and

• EC. iv. Ch. 99. -t MER. 94 of 1913.

X LR, 42 (Udayagiri) 'No. 13.
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(2) Income from the landed estates which the founders,

and renovators had given. The temple authorities

seem to have claimed, at least in some places, three-

fourths of the produce as the share of the temple,

leaving only a fourth to the cultivator. * This may not

indicate the exact proportion of the income in all the

places in the empire. Their dhanddaya consisted of a

number of dues which they collected from their tenants.

They fell under eleven heads in the Mysore country, f

(1) TirunCda-kanike.

(2) Haludu.

(3) Hostu.

(4) Qrdinnveccn.

(5) Biti.

(7) Sollega.

(8) Avudu.

(9) BHige.

(10) Bijavari.

(11) Solage.

(6) Bird4a.

Roughly the same number of dues must have been

collected by the temples in the other parts of the

empire also. The temple authorities, at least in cer-

tain places, appear to have been considerate to their

tenants. The trustees of the Varadarajaswami temple

at Conjeevaram reduced the temple share of the

produce from three-fourths to two-thirds in 1535 A.D.,

owing to famine. :£

The Pdrupatyagar or Maniagar :—The executive

officer of the temple was known as parupatyagdra.

Sometimes he is also spoken of as the maniag&r. His

duties are nowhere clearly stated. He probably super-

vised the servants of the temple, and distributed the

prasadas among them. In addition to this, he might

have been required to look after the cultivation of the

temple lands, the repairs of irrigation tanks belonging

* LR. 55. (Kaloi) p, 424. t SC. x. Mb. 172.

t LR. 56 (KSfici) p. 424.
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to the temple villages, and the collection of dues

payable to the temple.

The Sri Bkandara :—The treasury of every shrine

was known as the Sri Bkandara. The &ri Bkandara of

the temple at &rlvilliputtur is mentioned in the Amukta-

malyada. * The Sri BhandSra of other temples is allud-

ed to in the inscriptions. + All the money which

accrued to the temple from its estates and other

‘sources’ was deposited by the temple authorities in the

vaults of the treasury. The money, however, was not

allowed to remain idle. It was invested, as described

already, by the sthdnikaa in a manner most profitable

to the temple.

The temple was usually the place where the dharm-

dsana met. It appears to have been also the place

where caste gatherings were held, for settling caste

disputes. The caste elders also made money grants to

the deity in the man^apa of the temple. It is obvious

that the temple played an important part in the social

and religious activities of the people of cities and

villages during the sixteenth century.

Section 4 : The Village Deity :—The worship of the

village deities was as popular then as it is at present.

Inscriptions give us occasionally a glimpse into this

aspect of the religion of the people. A few taxes such

as the jatre X and the maharSja-prayojanala pannu § were

collected from certain localities to conduct the daily

•3m. 2-. 95.

+ The Sri Bhandara ofV»radarSj» of KSfici, LR. 55 p. 424; 1535.

The Bhajyplra of Triambakadeva at BommanahaUi, EC. iv. Gu. 2; 1494.

The Bhan$&ra of TriambakadEva at BommanahalJi, ibid Gu. 4 ; 1535.

The Bhawf&ra of Cenn&raya of MSrkSpB^ L & 13 (MarkapHr* No. 7, 1515.

The temple treasury of KSfici, MER. 472 of 1919 ; 1532.

The temple treasury of TiruvSmSttOr, MER. 7 of 1912 ; 1455.

The temple treasury at Kajahasti referred to in general MER. 1925
;

1530-40.

§ LR. 15. (Gan<JikSta) p. 127.; EC, V. K%. 7.
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worship and annual festivals of the village deities. *

The worship of some of them was conducted in such a

striking fashion that it attracted the attention even of

the foreign travellers. In the capital there was a temple

where several sheep were slaughtered every day.

Paes states :

“ At the door o£ one of these (temples) they kill every day

many sheep ; for in all the city they do not kill any sheep for the

use of the Heathen, or for sale in the markets, except at the gates

of this pagoda. Of their blood they make sacrifices to the idol

that is in the temple There is present at the slangliter of these

beasts a jngi who has charge of tbe temple, and as soon as they

cut oft the head of the sheep or goat, the jngi blows a horn as a

sign that the idol receives that sacrifice.” t

The temple was evidently the home of one of the

Seven Sisters
;
for no other deity could have been so

very fond of blood and the services of a jogi. The
greatest festival at Vijayanagara was also celebrated

in honour of Durga whose manifestations, the Seven

Sisters are. A large herd of buffaloes, and thousands of

sheep and other cattle were butchered daring the nine

days of the Mahauavami festival to propitiate Durga, J

and this butchery took place in the presence of the

Raya and his nobles.

The jatra of the village deity caused much
excitement among the rural population. The women
having: anointed their heads in lukewarm oil, bathed in

water mixed with the pow’der of turmeric. They put

* The tax for the performance of the ?vak7lr7lja-pray^jan(ilu is invariably

associated with the worship of Ankalamma or AnkalaparamSsvarl. The existence

of Tallakan^isvari, the famous goddess presiding over the destinies of the village

of Devagmji in the t'uddapah district, is proved by a series of inscriptions

ranging from the time of the Kalyani Cu}ukyas to tbe eighteenth century.

f FE p. 255.

X Niini* gives an account of the number of beasts slaughtered during the
MahTittavami festival

"The first day,*' says he, "they kill nine male buffaloes and nine sheep and
nine goats, and thenceforward they kill each day more, always doubling the

number.” {FE- p. 377). The following table gives an idea of the large

number of cattle slaughtered daring these festivals-
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on new clothes, and visited the temple built in the fields

outside the precincts of the village. The Reddis of the

neighbouring villages came to see the festival accom-

panied by their spouses. Goats were slaughtered on a

liberal scale
;
liquor could be had in large quantities

and the uproar caused by the low caste people filled

the whole atmosphere. Several women came to the

shrine to fulfil their vows ; one of them swung by

a hook which passed through her muscles fastened to a
‘ sidle-beaun ’

;
another plunged in a ‘ fire-river

’

(he., a long narrow pit filled with blazing coals)
;
a third

entered a pandiriguada or circular pit of fire over

which a temporary shed was put up
;

one woman
danced upon a tender plantain leaf

;
and another

offered the deity bits of flesh cut off from her

shoulders. *

Some of the Portuguese travellers were bo struck

with the manner of fulfilment of these vows that

they considered it worth their while to record their

observations. Barbosa appears to have been present

at a hook-swinging ceremony. He says :

“ The women of this land are so bold in their idolatry, and

do such marvels for the love of their gods, that it is a terrible

Day. Buffaloes, Shekv. Goats
1 9 9 9
2 18 18 18
3 36 36 36
4 72 72 73)

5 144 144 14+
6 288 388 288
7 676 57b 676
8 1152 1152 1152
9 2304 2304 2304

Total 4599 4599 4599

The grand total :—13797.

These figures seem to be greatly exaggerated , for, they do not tally with the

figures supplied by Paes. He refers to tlie slaughter of only hu Haloes and sheep.

The number of buffaloes sacrificed every clay is said to be 24 and the

sheep 150. On the last day, two hundred and fifty buffaloes and four thousand
five hundred sheep were slaughtered.

* Prm. 3 : 71-79-

Y-«
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thing If any young maiden would marry a youth on whom
she hss set her fancy, she makes a vow to her god that if he will

arrange for her marriage, she will do him a great service before

giving herself to her husband. If her wish is fulfilled, and she

obtains him for her husband, she tells him that before giving

herself to him she must offer sacrifice to such and such a god to

whom she has promised to make an offering of her blood. Then,

appointing a certain day for the ceremony, they take a great

ox-cart and set up therein a great water-lift like those used in

Castille for drawing water from wells, at the end of which

hang two very sharp iron hooks. She goes forth on the appointed

day in the company of her relations and friends, men and women,

with much music played and sung, also dancers and tumblers.

She is naked from the waist up, and wears cotton garments below.

When she arrives at the gate where the cart stands ready, they let

down (the long arm of) the lift, and push the hook into her loins

through skin and flesh. Then, they put a ‘ small dagger ’....into

her left hand, and from the other end cause (the arm of) the lift

to rise with much outcry and shouting from the people. She

remains hanging from the lift, with the blood running down her

legs ; but shows no signs of pain, nay, she waves her dagger most

joyfully, throwing limes at her husband. In this manner they

conduct her to the temple wherein is the idol to whom she has

vowed such a sacrifice, on arriving at the gate whereof, they take

her down and attend to her wounds, and make her over to her

husband, while she, according to her station in life, gives great

gifts and alms to the Brahmans and idolB and food in abundance

to all who have accompanied her.” *

The temple of Durga was the place where such

daring deeds were usually performed. It is said that

in some of the shrines dedicated to her, there were a

few implements such as nail-parers, arrows, swords,

and huge scissors with the help of which people

desirouB of securing gifts immediately from the goddess

should demonstrate the faith before her. A person

must pull out his eyes with the nail-parer, if he wanted

to securf the gift of seeing distant objects
;

he

• Parint* i. pp. 220-2.
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must pierce his ears with the arrows, if his object was

to hear what was said in distant places
;
he must cut off

his tongue with the sword, if he expected to obtain

knowledge and learning
;
and he must thrust his head

between the two blades of the scissors, and chop it off,

if he desired to kill his enemies without receiving any

injury. *

People believed that they could obtain miraculous

powers by the grace of Durga who would yield to the

wishes only of the most daring and adventurous

spirits. There were probably several who blinded,

maimed and even killed themselves in vain attempts

to possess gifts which were not bestowed upon them

by providence.

Section 5 : Pilgrimage and Travel :—The people of

the sixteenth century, like the Hindus of all ages, were

fond of making pilgrimages to holy places. The
Muhammadan conquest of Northern India made
pilgrimages to the holy shrines in the Axyavarta,

very risky. This did not, however, damp the

enthusiasm of the pilgrims. This aspect of the ques-

tion does not pertain to the present study. The empire

of Vijayanagara was full of holy shrines and tlrthas,

which the pious pilgrims usually visited. The most
important of them are enumerated in several copper-

plate charters of the 16tli century, y These were

:

* Kpm. 3 • 106-8

Stroll 3

EC. lx. Ch. 198.
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Cidambaram, Virilpaksam, Kalahasti, Tifupati,

Kafiei, Srlsaila, Tiruvannamalai, Harihar, Ahobala.

Sangamesvvar, Srlranga, Kumbhakonam, Mahanandi-

tlrtha, Gokarna and Ramesvara. They include both

the Saiva and the Vai^nava places of pilgrimage

As the holy shrines which the pilgrims visited

were scattered all over South India, the pilgrims had to

i travel long distances generally on foot. The travel

;
was very difficult and risky. The roads were mere

tracks, and, as the innumerable rivers, streams and

channels were not spanned by bridges, travel during

the rainy season was out of the question. People

appear to have preferred the summer, in spite of the

scorching heat of the tropical sun, to make long jour-

;
neys, specially pilgrimages to holy places. As the

I roads were infested with robbers, it became well nigh

/ impossible to travel on the roads without company.

! Therefore, the travellers, whether they were pilgrims,

businessmen or private individuals, were obliged to

travel in company. Any person intending to make a

journey was to be on the look-out for finding a

suitable company of travellers. The unscrupulous

Brahmau traveller of the A mu/ctamalyada had to ask his

fellow travellers, “ Where do you go ? When do you

start?’'* The two Brahmau adventurers of Sulcasaptati

had to join at Vidyanagara a band of pilgrims proceed-

ing to Cohjeevaram to witness the Garudotsava of

Varadaraja. t A company of ordinary travellers or

merchants was known as a siitu, and a band of pilgrims,

as par§a. The road from Vijayanagara to Tirupati

was called par§a-dova or the pilgrim road, probably

on account of the innumerable pilgrims that travelled

along it.

• Am. 7 : 7.

t Ss. u. pp. ioa-3

.
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Means of Conoeyanci :—Although the palanquin

or andalant _ was commonly used by the nobles

and officials, it was not employed by the common
travellers making journeys either long or short. As

the use of palanquin was a privilege which the govern-

ment granted to men of distinction, it was beyond the

reach of the common wayfarer. But when men of

rank travelled they were carried in palanquins by

bestas. It is said that Kr^naraya lifted with his own
hands Peddana's palanquin, when the latter was going

to his village after dedicating his poem the Manu-

caritra to the Raya.* Vignucitta is said to have

travelled from Srivilliputtur to Madura in an old palan-

quin lent to him by the sthanika of the temple, f
Although wheeled carts were employed by the ryots

in their agricultural operations, there is no evidence to

show that they had been used by travellers. This was

probably due to the impracticability of driving the

carts on the roads on which the travellers performed

their journeys. The common wayfarers had to foot

their weary way
;
and they constituted the bulk of

travelling population. The richer sort, however, usu-

ally rode on horses or bullocks which were available

for hire at all places. J The hired horse is mentioned

m the Amuktnmalyada
;

Vigyucitta is said to have hired

them tor the purpose of carrying ins luggage. The hired

horse is also mentioned in Ratuaraja’s haul-. § the

rO O tOSS • A.V iSj -wi

Tir-it'Sc (ST
1

clots tis.ifir'

<s

-7T> ,3£ki3T*0|ji3 £ir‘0'6E~ II Jim. 3 95.

t v'rttCo as* 3 ar*i# tfo&at Xr*uS
—

2m. 2 s 96.

$ LR. 18 p. 40t.
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kavalgUr of the Tirupati Road was permitted to collect

a toll of 4 nebs for every horse carrying a pilgrim.*

Under these circumstances, it was impossible for

the ordinary foot passenger to carry any luggage

with him. lie could not, however, entirely dispense

with it
;
for he had to take with him Borne of the neces-

saries to keep body and soul together on the way.

Although there were hotels in cities and towns, f they

had no attraction for the common travellers. Notwith-

standing the fact that rice could be purchased at all

places, they usually carried with them a small quantity

of rice which might last for the first few stages.

Another indispensable article was ghee which formed

a necessary ingredient in the preparation of food.

Besides, they had their clothing, and a woollen

shawl or two to protect themselves from the cold

* Th© hired horse whose lament is described in the 17th tale of the

HamsavimSati informs his friend the he-buffalo that he was lat frequently to men

going to the fairs.

€
X>o!!j 7^"B36e;o&o ’ J/V. 5: 40.

The same thing is referred to in the Sukasaptati Canto in. p. 153,

^ &T~ ?s^t) ?5oo8'3bo uioO'CS^r
-

?<r*€)dBbo-C5a

ex> O'ctSbo TT'B'X’ tftktfcof” Jrtn

The bullock in the l7th tale of the in enumerating the cruel

actions of his master, informs the buffalo that he was let to the travellers.

/
u «5§6otf

9 9
ffV. 5: 35.

f The hotels of the city are spoken of in the Xmuk tamfilyada 7 : 7,

The existence of hotels even in the villages on the way is referred to in tile

TZraka&rah marTljlyam, Canto ii.

I cxotH'Si oo>-&\ tfdahtfuSf”
PC po m T_J

|

JicSSjo’D’O? | ctfbopjo wS'oK^cJjos JSsSsT" II

«»c)Sr>§ I SaRjgSSo U^i>35 TS& sosfaf

"ScsSga»s So?|^ioSSf sjs&gs esSytoo -c3a ascSof II
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weather. If, however, like the greedy Brahman of the

|

Amuktamalyadn, the travellers were returning home
i from the city, they would in addition purchase fine

{ sarees for their wives. The bag containing the betel

! leaves, nuts&c., formed an invariable adjunct to the tra-

vellers’ outfit. All these were packed in a bag having

two compartments called matra or asimi-sanci which

the travellers swung on their shoulders while travelling.

If the traveller were a teacher, having one or more

brahmacarins studying the Vedas under him, he would

shift the burden on to his or their shoulders. * If he

were wealthier, his luggage would necessarily increase,

and fill several bags which were carried by pack-horses

accompanying his train.

f

! The travellers usually started on their journey

long before daybreak so that they might cover as

much distance as they possibly could before the sun’s

heat became intolerable. % The roadside was studded

* TSo'Hf Z>B$V0-0 lVoixr»u sS'oao tr-vK A o<&

(jusT^sr-S ^basotao »tr(^3o Xx5o^)

|_Weo Aieo -ftcfoa V'SffloSfc

;So(^fiS>o*»;Sj ” Am. 7:7.

f The articles which Visnucitta carried with him, when he started on hit

journey to Madura consisted of several delicacies and condiments to season his

food on the way. Several kSvatfit of delicacies such as ariSms were carried by
people who accompanied him:

eoQStfoiooex> 07r*cX£> KtiocSSao

sHtfea-TveK’ co

Sjo foo^T'fSo^j) -fSo&^oCSo

3-0(3 v,
sS’?f ^oo Tot oclX'eoabm m (6 £3 —^ a

JSt&Ki Ji-OiaseJOSb u-OyJ&Kb ~il£...Am. 2: 97.

a-*

a_o a5»?T43 ft's &
«, fits A- Jits Zbbo<S> STS' (d'Sj

(5 §*<*

znt& :6s "acr»^) sffcurf "SjS

« Am. 7: 8,9.
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with groves of shade giving treeB, and tanks containing

cool water. These served as suitable camping grounds

for merchants and travellers. Paes describes the road

connecting Baticala with Vijayanagara.

“ You walk for two or three leagues under the groves of

trees ; and behind cities and towns and villages they have planta-

tions of mangoes, and jack-fruit trees and tamarinds and other very

large trees which form resting-places whore merchants halt with

their merchandise. I saw in the city of Recalem a tree under

which we lodged three hundred and twenty horses, standing in

order as in their stables, and all over the country yon may see

many small tress.” *

Sewell is of opinion that ‘ the great tree waB, of

course, a banyan.’ The banyan, no doubt, offered

plenty of cool shade to the travellers
;
and it appears

from a reference in the Tarakabrahmarajlyam that they

usually rested under its spreading branches. J Those

that liked to get their food from the hotel in the neigh-

bouring village ate it there ; and those who preferred to

prepare their food cooked it on temporary hearths con-

structed with loose stones picked up from the roadside. §

• FE p. 237. + ibid

X $br»o X)z$i3S £a^r»a^3i> exsi^B. vr’Z)&r&
>

0

cJ5bo2n^ ToCkP

ajoExj^5 §o Tbtn, Canto ii.

§ The Sukasapttti ( Canto iii p. 158 ) describe* a traveller’s camp under

the banyan tree :
“ The women having fed tlieir babies rocked them to aleep In

cradles of bamboo suspended to the boughs of the banyan tree. Some of the travel-

lers who fell asleep while their maid-servants were preparing the food, having
been awakened from their slumbers, went to the neighbouring tank to bathe in its

cool water. They returned after finishing their ablutions wearing their respect-

ive caste-marks. When they sat before their leaf-platters to eat their dinner, tome
of their fellow travellers begged them for a meal, winch was, of course, given.

Some of the way-farers having quenched their thirst in the cool waters of the

tank, divided themselves into two groups and began to discuss with considerable
heat the current dqJ

i

ficaLpro b 1cmg. The shepherd women of the neighbouring
villages who came to the camp to sell curds, buttermilk, ghee&c. having disposed
of their article* quickly, began to flirt with the amorous type of travellers."
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The travel along the roads was, no donbt,

difficult and risky
;
but it had also a lighter side. The

camps at the end of every stage offered some relaxation

to the weary traveller. Charitable people erected

sheds along the road where water and other drinks

were served free to the passers-by. * The water shed

contained huge pots filled with cool water, which young

damsels served out to the thirsty people. The water

was delicately scented with powdered camphor, cuscus

grass and kuru-roots, f The -water sheds appear to have

offered other attractions. The young women distribut-

ing water and other drinks feasted the ears of their

customers w'ith amorous prattle. %

The greatest danger which every traveller had

to face on the road was the encounter with the bandits.

* LR. 18. fin the temple of Tiruvengafanatha at Cuddapahj fy-*.D.l552].

pp. +60-473.

" 6Soi>& ” r.tsO, *5 A’tSSo.
c £

foO~ SiSSotf ci^exilSi, £T',

s
5!D3So ^03)3',

TS-',y,5»»o Ku
i

Sci*j?t>St>-r
,
ig'oLJJiVi v'o ftsS'3^

'39orfJS>e» rooaaoo
. . . Trm. 4: 16

J The Amuttamilyada describes the 1

frr.fa’ or the water shed in canto

2, verses 57-9. The airorous actions of the damsels are described in verses 58

and 59. The Ffamsavimsati (3 : 158-160) gives a more vivid description of

the attraction* of the piapa

It vat a temporary shed built every summer for the purpose of distributing

water to the thirsty wayfarers. On one of its sides, it had one or more apertures

through which water was poured into the hands, probably, of the untouchables.

Huge earthenware vessels filled with watery-buttermilk
) mixed

with tlie powder of dry-ginger and lime juice, were arranged in a row on

one side Vessels containing water, scented with the crushed cardamoms were kept

on another side. Small pots of thin rUgi gruel spreading tlie odours of commia
seed and karivJmbu leaf were placed in a corner

,
huge pots containing ganjee

mixed with powdered salt and the juice of onions were in another corner. The

chief attraction, however, is said to have been the Brahman woman who was in

charge of the shed.

V—44
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The nefarious activities of the highwaymen of the time

have already been described.

The Candalas usually infested the highways

and robbed the travellers of all their belongings
;
but

they were not the only people who depended on the

king’s highway for their living. Another class of

people who were given to thieving and robbery were

the Boyas, * living on the outskirts of the forests. The

Candalas Hmd Boyat' were not the only people who
preyed upon the travellers. Sometimes, men of nobler

castes were also attracted by the prospects which the

highways offered. The activities of the robber bands*

appear to have been very vigorous during the reign on

Acyut.a, when, taking advantage of the unsettled con-j

dition of the empire, the palcgars plundered towns and

villages.

The Methods of the Bobbers :—The methods which

some of the robber bands employed to ensnare their

victims had strong affinities to the manner of attack

which the thugs adopted much later. One of the gang
t

sometimes the leader, would mix with the population

of a town or city in search of travellers ready to start

on a journey. He would announce his intention oi

joining the party as a fellow traveller. Like the other

travellers, he would bring his mdtra or nsimi bag with

him, and sleep in their company in a convenient place.

He would arouse the company from their sleep long

before the break of day, shouting that it was already

PO "Vj rr» fn

JSr-tfotxi d'*a»-sr»ci5», Tbm. Caotr ii.

“ AsfesSr'j WSSS’jo /Vij

s£&r«j w^cjSoo rra.” ibid.
(2,
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late and that they should hurry up. On hearing him,

the whole company would begin the march, the robber

leading them in the wrong path. When they arrived

at a chosen place, where the other members of the

gang awaited their arrival, he would whistled arranged

beforehand. Then the robbers would fall suddenly

upon the travellers and plunder them.*

Krsnaraya gives a graphic account of an encounter

of a party of travellers with robbers on the highway.

When a few arrows and stones fell upon them, several

travellers took to their heels, realising that the bandits

were near at hand. Some of the travellers, who became

disgusted with the behaviour of their companions cried

out, “ 0 cowards! What do you expect to gain by your

flight
;
the robber gang is not so strong as you imagine

it to be
;
it can be put to flight with ease.” Having, by

these words, rallied a few of the party, they attacked the

robbers by pelting them with stones, clubs etc
;
some,

having bnndled up their valuables, threw them into the

midst of thick bushes with the hope of recovering them

later, and took to (light in order to escape the blows

of the club. Others, made of sterner stuff, placing their

luggage on the ground drew their swords to defend

themselves against the attack of the robbers. Some
begged the bandits not to pollute the box of domestic

deities, parcelled in their upper garments, promising

that they would themselves untie the parcel and

surrender the garments. A few who were conscious of

their family pride, desirous of protecting the honour of

their women, said, “ Gentlemen, we shall give you

everything belonging to us, including the jewels worn

at present by our ladies provided that you do not offer

them any violence by wresting the jewels from them.”

• 2m. 7 : 8
,
9

,
10
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Having said so much, they handed over to the robbers

all their belongings and departed. *

;‘The robbers did not molest such travellers that boldly

marched along the road with (Jrawn bows in their hands, ready

to strike down any one that dared to approach them ; but they

overpowered those that opposed them by stabbing them rapidly.

They did not torture the misorly traveller, but obtained from him

as much as they could by letting his blood flow freely from his

wounds. 'Ihey did not attempt to recapture those that made a

sudden dash for freedom at a convenient moment; and did not

interfere with the poor wayfarers that had nothing to lose; but

they were searched by some robbers who were posted at some

distance. Some of the travellers who concealed themselveB in the

bushes, were forced to come out of their hiding places at the point

of the lance. They were stripped almost naked, and their belong-

ings were appropriated ;
their sandalB were ripped open by the

sharp but delicate arrow heads shaped like olyander leaves in

order to lay bare anything that might lie concealed therein
;
the

tufts of their hair were untied and examined for the same

purpose.” t

Having finished their work, the highwaymen

departed. The travellers had to shift for themselves as

well as they could. Those whose shoulders were very

nearly severed by the blows of the robber’s sword had to

go in search of a surgeon, holding the wounded limbs

with the fingers of the other hand, to get the wound

dressed. The soot of the burnt cloth was thrust into

the gaping wounds in the heads of others, caused by

blows of the bandit’s bludgeon. They dragged them-

selves painfully from village to village feeding on

the gruel of ragi and rice which they begged on

the way. Those that were robbed even of their

garments had to dress themselves in old, worn-

out. clothes which the compassionate householders

offered them. The misfortune of the poor travellers

waB taken advantage of by unscrupulous men who

•At; 14. t Zm. 7 : 31.
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quartered themselves indefinitely on their relations,

narrating stories of the imaginary riches which they

had to surrender to the dacoits. *

Such were some of the difficulties which the tra-

vellers, whether merchants or pilgrims, had to face

while journeying on the king’s highway. In spite of

these dangers, people seem to have frequently gone on

pilgrimages and business to places even in the remotest

corners of the empire.

• ,?«. 7 : 81.
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Chapter II

THE SOCIAL CONDITIONS

Section 1 : The Four Castes :—The bulk of the popu-

lation of the empire consisted of Hindus. No doubt,

there were a few Muhammadans, Christians and Jews,

who lived mainly in the commercial centres. They
'enjoyed considerable freedom of action, as the state

pursued a liberal policy towards them.

The Hindu community was, of course, divided

into the traditional four casteB : the Brahmans, the

Ksatriyas. the Vaisyas and the Sudras. In fact, the

castes were far more numerous than the four simryested

by tradition
;
but most of them were regarded as the

sub-divisions of the fourth caste. Besides, the Candalas

formed a caste by themselves, and they lived in ham-

lets exclusively set apart for their habitation, away

from the abodes of the men of superior castes.

The Brahinans :— The Brahmans did not busy

themselves exclusively with the performance of the six

karmas enjoined by the Sastras. They were divided

into several classes. The Portuguese travellers, who
sojourned at Vijayauagara, give some interesting inform-

ation about the Brahmans with whom they came into

contact. Barbosa says :

“ Among them, is another class of people whom they call

Bramenes, who are priests and rulers of their houses of worship...

Among them, all these men hold the greatest liberties and privi-

leges, and are not liable to death for anything whatsoever which
they do. The king, the great Lords, the men of rank give them
much alms on which they live

; also many of them have estates,

While others live in the houses of worship, as in monasteries,

which peas^gs good revenues. Some are great eaters, and never
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work except to feed well ; they will start at once on a six days’

journey ...only to get a good bellyful, the it- honey and bntter,

rioe, sugar, * stews of pulse and milk.’ *

Paes declares :

“ These Brahmans are like friarB with us, and they count

them as holy men—I speak of the Brahman priests and lettered

men of the pagodas—because, although the king has many Brah-

mans, they are officers of towns and cities, and belong to the

government of them ; others are merchants, and others live by

their own property and cultivation, and the fruits which

grow in their inherited grounds. Those who have charge of

the temples are learned men.” f

Nuniz says :

“ And in this kingdom of Bisnaga, there is a class of men,

natives of the country, namely Brahmans, who the most part of

them never kill or eat any live thing, and these are the beBt that

there are amongst them. They are honest men, given to merchan-

dise, very acute and of much talent, very good at accounts, lean

men and well formed, but little fit for hard work. By these, and

the duties they undertake, the kingdom is carried on.” J

From the point of view of these foreigners, the Brah-

mans were divided into six classes : (1) the priests or

men living in the pagodas, (2, the estate owners,

(3) the inmates of monasteries, (4) the government

servants, (5) the merchants, and (6) the eaters.

(,1) The worship of the idols in a temple was, and ia,

not a respectable calling for a Brahman to follow.

The Nambis the Siva-Brahmans, were only brahmaban-

dhus, and no respectable Brahman, would even

consent to dine with them. The Tambalas, who officiat-

ed as priests in several temples of &iva, were classed

with the fiudras. § But, with the advent of Ramanuja, the

* Barbots i. p. 817. f PE. p. 846.

t ibid f. 390. § Li. 37 (Hanumadjun<}am) pp. 846-48,
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worship of idols was considered a legitimate duty of a

Vaifnava
;
and the Ramanujites captured the priesthood

of as many temples of Visnu as they could. As the

Ramanujite Vaisnavism became a dominant force in

the religious life of South India during the 16t.h century,

the Brahmans of this sect became the priests of almost

all the shrines of Visnu. Several of them, indeed, were

very learned. Therefore, the Brahmans whom the

Portuguese travellers speak of as priests of temples,

must be regarded as the members of the Sr! Vaisnava

community.

(2) Although monastic life was not popular,

there were several monasteries in the land, as all forms

of Hinduism recognised the need for their existence.

The monasteries were not exclusively Brahmanic

institutions
;
several of them, specially those belonging

to the Vira isaivas were essentially non-Brahmanic.

Most of the dependents and servants of the monasteries

were not monks but married men. As the monasteries

were centres of learning, they maintained several

scholars who were not called to take upon themselves

the vows of monastic order. The number of Brah-

mans that lived in monasteries during this period

could not have been very large.

(3) The estate owners were the holders of tax-free

land granted to them or their ancestors by kings and

nobles as a reward for their learning. Their holtungs

consisted of agraharas or shares in them as well as

mangas in several places and some hired pieces * of

land from the government, on condition of paying

* " HlZ V**ov5aKb 0

(j7r*i£r*oS'S»«»

” /Vim. 3:16.
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an annual rent. An ideal Brahman of this class had
several fields with crops ready for harvest, and herds

of cows whence milk was brought in pails to his house

every day. He performed in his house marriages and
upanayanams from time time

;
and satisfied the beg-

gars by giving them alms. He acted in such a man-
ner that all his fellow-villagers regarded him as an

embodiment of truth and virtue
;
he was served by

several servants, and his house was usually thronged

with his relations. He performed his kartnas, both

nitya and naimittika with great care, and ate the food,

offered to Visnu, served by his wife. * If such
a person happened to be learned, he maintained an
establishment of students whom he taught the Vedas,

the mstras or literature in which he was proficient.

Such a man would not accept gifts from any other,

because acceptance of gilts was considered sinful.

He spent most of his time in retirement in his village,

and never troubled himself about life in the cities.

Yet lie could save money which he advanced as loans

* k II Av - o3

K'X&c
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to the needy on interest. He was hospitable, and

offered food to all those that came to his house. *

Such was the life which was regarded as most

proper for a §rdtriya Brahman to lead. Prom the

fact that this kind of life was praised by several con-

temporary writers, it appears that the position of land-

owning Brahman was coveted by many.

The mahajanas
,
who play a prominent part in the

legal documents of the age, belonged to this class.

Their services were frequently utilised by the govern-

ment in the administration of justice. The trial of

almost every civil case was entrusted to the mahajanas

of the numerous agraharas who constituted themselves

into temporary courts or dharmasanas. The fact, that

the Raya, his governors, and amaranayakas would

invariably command the mahajanas to form d/iarmd-

sanas, shows that they occupied an important place in

the body politic.

(4) The majority of the educated Brahmans

sought to enter the government service which offered

them bright careers. They were specially trained to

become good accountants and administrators. The
imperial secretariat was almost entirely manned by

men of this class. In the Telugu country, they

separated themselves from the other Brahmans, and

formed a sub-caste known as the Niyogis. There is

iPK-cSSboS>6
"

c

Rrm. 3 : 16.

“
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reason to believe that Brahmans of this class were not

very orthodox in the observance of their religious

rites*. They became ministers, commanders of armies,

and governors of provinces. Every Brahman mother

wished that her son Bhould become a durgadhipali or

Gu> ST* =vT»&^^ c&tto&j

sS&cO'S** A
VT, cC>«o 3 Xo ax>

•— o
o&o •cSboSfrbb

oc q>

bSb+tfbfi §~o 1) *^zCoc££ ;5jc tfb
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’
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the governor of a fort. Some of the most eminent

men of the age, such as Sajuva Timma,* Koiidamarasa,

Ayyaparasa, Saluva Narasingaraya Nayaka, Candra-

giri Somarasa, and Demarasa, belonged to this class.

They were honest, intelligent, and industrious
;
and

these qualities greatly contributed to their success.

(5) Both Paes and Nuniz refer to a class of Brah-

mans who adopted trade as their profession, but

Barbosa was not aware of their existence. Although

nothing prevented a Brahman from keeping a shop or

trading with other countries, contemporary literature

and inscriptions have nothing to say about the Brah-

man merchants. It is possible that some Brahmans
attempted to open for themselves mercantile careers;

but their number must, have been very limited.

(0) The eaters must have been the poorer mem-
bers of the community

;
and they must have formed

the majority. They could not have been as idle as the

Portuguese writers represent them to be
;

for they had

to work hard in their own way to earn money. In an

age, when feeding a Brahman and offering him largesses

of money were considered meritorious actions, the

Brahman of this class rendered a distinct social and

religious service to the community, and he was

adequately rewarded for it. But he was unscrupulous

and greedy. He exposed himself to some risk in earn-

ing money. In the palace of Acyutaraya who was

fond of distributing large sums of money in charity,

there were always two or three thousand Brahmans.

*
r(> Oo -So, o’sse>",

c rtr* u © Tfcsr'oJitr*

y* ©o l5<5 aoi Woaxr»(j^)0

73 s sj&sof
-
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“The Brahman priests", saysNuniz, “ are very despi-

cable men; they always have much money, and are so

insolent that even by using blows, the guards of the

door cannot hold them in check." * The emperor

Krijiiadevaraya, who seems to have specially studied

their ways and character, describes their activities

vividly. They would agree for the sake of money, to

perform light purificatory rites and dine with outcaste

Brahmans
;

they would wrangle and fight with the

purohits of the merchants for a share in the rice, which

they got at the time of performing purificatory riteB
;

they would wait in the court-yards of noblemen, offering

them the religious merit which they acquired by medi-

tation and penance, at the time of solar and lunar

eclipses
;
they would attemj^t to establish a monopoly

for accepting gifts of sandals made of the leather of

buffalo, goat, and cow
;
they would secure invitations

to dine at the Sraddhas
;

failing that, they would

accompany such Brahmans that officiated at the srad-

dhas to eat the pitrise*a
;
when they could not get

a free meal, they would attempt to appease their

hunger by purchasing half a meal in the street -where

the cook-maids lived. The money which they

accumulated in this way, they invested with the

Komati
;
and if he declined to give them as much

interest as they asked for, they would loudly complain

against him in a court, f

This is, no doubt, an exaggerated picture
;
all the

Brahmans belonging to this class could not have been

so bad or so unscrupulous as the type described by the

Raya
;
but some of the qualities described by him must

have been present in several members of this class.

• PS. p. 379

t 7 : 6, 6.
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To whichever of the six classes a Brahman might

belong, his diet was simple; his food consisted of

grains, vegetables, milk, curds and ghee. His dress,

except when he happened to be rich, was simple. His

needs were few. In that age, when polygamy was

almost universal, he remained monogamous. His love

of monogamy was partly due to his economic condi-

tion. It was not an easy task for a man of ordinary

means to maintain more than one wrife
;
the majority of

the Brahmans being poor could not afford to enjoy the

luxury of marrying several wives. Even the rich

Brahmans preferred to be satisfied with a single wife.

Persons like Saluva Timma, Kondaiuarasa and Rama-

bhatlayya could have easily married a dozen
;
but

they were content to remain monogamous. Although

the law permitted a Brahman to marry as many
women as he could maintain, he showed a positive

distaste to polygamy
;
probably the practice of poly-

gamy did not appeal to his imagination.

The Ksalriyas :—The Ksatriyas were a flourish-

ing community. They still formed the ruling class,

although they had to compete with members of

the other castes, specially the STidras. The Solar and

the Lunar families were both fairly represented.

The chiefs who claimed descent from the Colas

belonged to the Solar race
;
the Gajapatis of Orissa,

with whom the Tuluva emperorB intermarried, and

the Madraju chiefs were the scions of the same race.

The Lunar dynasty was numerically stronger than

the other. The Sangamas, the Haluvas, the Tuluvas,

the Aravldus and the Pandyas all traced their origin

from the Moon. The one interesting feature of the

Ksatriya caste of this period is the total disappearance

of the Agnifculas. The numerous inscriptions and

literature are totally silent about this branch of the

Ksatriya caste.
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The VaiSyas :—Although agriculture, cattle-rear-

ing, and trade are said to be the legitimate pro-

fessions of the VaiSyas, they had no connection with

the first two. They confined themselves to trade,

which was considered to be the only profession

that they could enter in strict conformity with the

rules of the caste. All the Prabhandhas, that were

written during the century, refer to the VaiSyas as

mere tradesmen.* It is very much to be doubted

whether there was a VaiSya community properly so

called in South India. The Komatis of the Telugu and

the Canarese countries claimed to be VaiSyas
,
and

their claim was admitted by other communities.

The Beris, the chief mercantile caste of the Tamil

districts, made a similar claim
;
but the Komatis would

not recognise them as VaiSyas. Consequently, there

arose bitter quarrels between the two castes. The
dispute between the two communities became so

acrimonious during the reign of Devaraya I, that he

appointed a commissioner to examine the problem and

decide whether the Komatis and the Bert's were VaiSyas. f
Although the Komatis claimed to be the only mercan-

tile community properly so called, they had to do

business in the teeth of keen opposition. The Muham-
madans, and the Lingayats were skilful traders. Besides,

ij £3 ™ .p

beer'll Skp. i. p. 10.

^ZSZijoCS) soeoj,_&£)& rftfe.jeE
-

XPDjo ^ cb n

Sdfi. 1 •. 82.

t MAR. 1927 p. 26.
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the Brahmans, Bayijagas, Balijas etc., took to trade as

a profession
;
and many of them seem to have been

very successful and prosperous.

The Sudras :—The Sudra caste was a heterogeneous

body comprising several sub-castes both higher and

lower. Agriculture was their main occupation. / The
Reddis, the Vakkalipars and the Vellnlas usually tilled

the soil.

/

They formed the back-bone of the nation
;
and

the prosperity of the state depended upon them to a

very great extent. Several of them entered the army
and eked out a living by serving the state. Some of the

Sudra communities should be termed, strictly speaking,

military. The Kammas and the Velamas of the Telugu

country were military communities par excellence. No
doubt, members of these castes cultivated the soil and

owned extensive estates
;
but their main occupation was

fighting
;
the Balijas also emulated to some extent their

example, although the main occupation of the caste

appears to have been trade. They appear to have

been a very enterprising community during the

sixteenth century. The leaders of these military castes

were appointed as amaratidyalcas and they became, in

course of time, rulers of small principalities.

Several classes of people following diverse profes-

sions were included in the Sudra caste. The Kurubas ,

the Gollas, and the Idaiyans who were shepherds by

profession, the washermen, the barbers, the courtesans,

and the Dammaras were all reckoned as Sudras. Every

caste or sub-caste married within itself-, and inter-

dining was permitted within certain limits. In the

Tamil districts the Sudras divided themselves into two

factions, the right hand and the left band castes. The
quarrels between these two factions were so bitter and

chronic that the state had to intervene from time to

time to restore peace and order.
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The Candalas were recognised as the fifth caste.

They may be divided into two groups : (a) the Mala,

the Holeya or the Pariah, and (b) the Madiga or the

Cekkili.

(a) The Malax, the Holeyas or the Pariahs constitut-

ed the bulk of agricultural labourers in South India.

Spinning and weaving served them as important by-

industries, These peaceful occupations, however, had

no attractions for the spirited and enterprising men of

the community. As they were debarred by their birth

from entering into the civil and military service of the

state, they took to highway robbery. An enterprising

leader would gather around him a band of allied spirits

and organise expeditions of robbery and dacoity, until

the government moved its lethargic machinery to put

him and his followers down. Therefore, the Malas,

the Holeyas or the Pariahs became one of the principal

criminal tribes of the empire.

(
b) The Madiya or the Cekkili. was more an artisan

than an unskilled labourer. Shoe making was the

legitimate trade of this caste, lie also supplied the

cultivator with ropes, leather-buckets etc., needed to

carry on agricultural operations
;
and he also joined

the weaving industry to increase his income.

v
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CllAlTER III

THE SOCIAL LIFE

Section 1 : The Idea of Bhoga :—The ideal of social

life may be said to be epicurean. The people, special-

ly the upper classes, were desirous of extracting1 the v'

maximum bhoga or enjoyment from life. They did not

pause to consider whether the enjoyment, the pursuit

of which was their supreme object in life, involved

their fellow-creatures in hardship, pain or misery.

They aimed at securing pleasure, and so long as

they obtained what they wanted, they cared little

for the rest. However, it must not be inferred that

they were materialistic in their outlook on life. They

paid considerable attention to spiritual things also*

As Vaisnavism, the most popular faith of the country,

.

encouraged a sort of refined sensualism, the indul-

gence in the bhogas was not regarded as incompatible'

with leading a spiritual life.

The ancients who were fond of classifying every-

thing divided bhoga into eight kinds, which were together

known as the axtahhogas. These were habitation,

dress, ornament, perfume, dower, tambula, bed, and

women. Three other kinds of bhoga may be added to

the list viz., bath, food, and drink. The social life of

the people, specially of the upper classes, can be des-

cribed under these eleven heads.

Section 2 : Habitation :—The people were fami-

liar witli three kinds of houses. The Portuguese

writers give a fairly good description of the houses in

the cities, especially in the capital, (a) The emperor,

•R, Anantakrislma Sarina: RaynlaaSfirasikaia and other wtiyi pp. #- 7.
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his nobles, merchants, * and other rich and honourable

men ’ lived in beautiful houses built, of Btone. The

houses in which the courtesans lived also belonged to

t.he same class, * These differed in certain respects

from the modem houses. They had only one floor

‘ with flat roofs and towers. ’ They stood on pillars,

and were ‘ all open with verandahs inside and out,’

where several people could easily be accommodated.

There were several palaces in the city after the same

fashion in which dwelt the great noblemen, and gover-

nors of provinces, f The royal palace as well as the

mansions of nobles and governors had their own
gardens full of aromatic herbs. + These palaces

and the houses of the rich were adorned with 1 many
figures and decorations, ' § which may be assigned to

two classes : they were either carved images on stone

or wood, or figures painted in brilliant colours on the

walls. The Portuguese visitors to the royal palace saw

many sculptures on the walls which were gilded so

that they might seem to have been made of gold. *J

Even the wooden door jambs were covered with

carved images of peacocks and doves. The profusely

sculptured temple of Hazara Kama is the, only surviving

example of (lie graceful url, which gives .-nine faint idea

of how the sculptured palaces might have looked. The
figures which were painted on the walls represented

*
"Tbr.-t) women are of luuso chain-. Itir, and live in the streets that

are in the CLty
,

it is the same m all thru uiti'i*, their street* have the be*t lows
of houses. M FE, p. 242.

+ ibid.

t -iv mOs frf
L
-*eScs&r'

* *

sT'or* <5i0 Xjyv’ouo ri JT’S'y

Vmn. 4 : 145
,

cf. Barhex i i. p, 202,

§ F£, p 254. H md. p . 287.
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mythological stories and scenes from the contemporary

life. One of the halls of the imperial palace waB painted

with pictures, depicting ‘ all the ways of men ' including

the Portuguese, which were so designed as to give the

inmates of the zenana an idea of how each one lived

in his own country.* This was probably the citra§ala

or the picture gallery of the palace, which is frequently

alluded to in contemporary literature. The paintings

were not, however, confined to the citrasalas alone.

It was customary for almost all classes of people to

adorn their houses with painted pictnreB. f The

favourite subjects which attracted the attention of

the artists were usually stories from the Hindu mytho-

logy, ?.</.. the churning of the Milk Ocean for nectar and

the celebration of the marriage of Visnu with LaksmI

;

the burning of Kama by Siva and the latter’s marriage

with ParvutI
;
the marriage of Nala and Damayanti

;

and the ways of such birds as swans, parrots etc. J These

• FR. p.386.

t 2oS cj'-cCo •£), jjo,c ’EP’cCoS 77*cfc?’7T*c

Ve. 4 : 73.

S'

o

Cj P # «w^tTr»

?(Svstf HwO f6o ~jCo O' O £X> ?5 II

ibid 1 : 105.

J t*a*r*'crT, cSbcaoo 2£s5c>\er*2> s5>^cxooO c S'3^cx>^ V « fria—

V&yi3"*5& St? 5'^exi

Q

suD(S»^B ^ea^oo ® tosfeScA g"^«»

All s^o'45 wS;J Itftt'y’oKX&ieo

tfosfSJ k&ojStf s&ir'jjJtT'oOS' ?o£?f SSS^Sootj-^eiii

Rm, Canto iv, p. 198.

The only surviving instances of tlie painting of this period are seen in the
ruined CennakSiava temple at Sompalem in the Madanapalle tSlUk of the
Chittoor district, and at Lepaktji in the AnantapBr district.
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furnished themes for the artists to work upon, probably

because the people loved to have the visible represen-

tations of these stories in their house-*. But. these had

little or no attraction to the courtesan women whose

company was sought by all fashionable and cultured

men. They filled their drawing-rooms, and bed-rooms

witli amorous pictures representing the love scenes

from the stories of Rati and Manmadha, Rambha and

Nalakubara, UrvasI and Pururava, Menaka and Viswa-

mitra, Gopikas and Krsna etc. Obscene pictures,

depicting the eighty four postures of sexual intercourse,

were painted not only in bed-rooms but in public

places. As these did not offend the popular sense of

decency, they were also carved in temples and other

structures of the kind. *

It is not possible to form a clear idea of the plan

of the palace, or the mansions of the nobles. The
Portuguese writers, no doubt, give elaborate descrip-

tions of some of the imperial palaces
;
but as their

accounts are confused and imperfect, they are not

helpful in forming definite notions about the ground
plan and design of these structures. One important

feature of the residences of the Raya and his nobles

* S3bllnt,e> tfoy"’ Xi)

T* Rdw'r* a,»3ooti>e»

s$5j "eFTr1 IVT-Stoeo rT*8

iro X-nr* osSiC

^

y-'g actfoo&eo a

A II Sr'ffoeo SajOo a3oCo

(jsr'cxuo ;£> lOolSilScSs

rfaSoSc HvBro9 5 Oj w*Sj sS&Jo

aJr> s'Bo i;eao5 S3?9o£> II

5"
II S>,“0# -SttjngS S?cfb-" I s5hjr,jlht> ao.p s' JS

Jfos- fir=S}^r, 0oc eo.v X'^jV’oa»i'v^£S <S^Sr"0
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was tli e enclosing wall, * which surrounded them,

resembling very probably the high wall around the

‘ Zenana Enclosure ' at Ilanipi. Within this wall

were several streets of well-built houses and mansions

where the emperor or the nobleman and the inmates

of the zenana lived. The terraces of these palaces

were decorated with kalasas, and flagstaff's on which

fluttered multi-coloured pinnaces, f The enclosure

appears to have been divided into several leaksyantaras

or inner courts. These courts, each containing rows

of houses and mansions were inter-connected with one

another by means of balsas or gates. % Over the first

kalesa or the gate stood a goputa or tower surrounded

by a pillared verandah. This may be called the clock

* rs5s>-

t»^8 $S;£aG£M 00S5 s£>ON tf Tf'aa'gocfSr* t

Vc. 4:67

-OoSogbgj 5'^- voSSC-fT
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Asjri.-’OS'^S^C Kolftf^o^r kj.So'Ja

-cr>m& if .tiiG’iu.W ( ^ev--9 gifoo Ko JJI li
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tower, as in or near it was placed the sand clock tend-

ed by a sentry or two, who struck a metallic gong to

* indicate the yadiyas and the ydmas. * This gate opened

on a court known as mogasdla “ with its verandahs

round it,” f which served as an anteroom, where people

desirous of having audience with the emperor or

the nobleman, as the ease may he, waited. At the

other end of the court, there was another gate which

opened on a second court-yard, where stood a portico

on pillars. It was here, where the Kaya despatched

business witli his ministers and gave audience to his

subjects. Another gate led into the interior of the

zenana of which it is not possible to give a correct

idea. In addition to the apartments of the Itaya,

his queens, and their numerous attendants, certain

parts of the palace are referred to in literature. These

are citrasdla (picture gallery) ndtynsdla (dancing

hall) majjana-grha (the bath) J bhujdnasala (the din-

ing hall), candra&illa or the rootless chamber on the

top of the palace where the inmates went to enjoy the

moonlight, the nrcana-yrha, the ivory chamber, the

* (ft) i sS,
J3v'' ' $aot.T^&-zvo

Phm, 2 • 3*

X\5<lSr* Sfc I Zr* ipc?C <35t»s£>;5^cs6 X>o

Spm. 2 : 48.

+ FE p. 246; Prm. 4: 153

73
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drinking hall, the garidi , the bhuvanesvara, the jala-yan-

iradkama (room with water-spouts) and the nursery.*

Birds such as swans, peafowls, doves, and parrots

were domesticated and taught to amuse the inmates of

the palace, specially the womenfolk. Swans strutted

about the palace; doves lived in its eaves; peafowls

stood on square planks attached to long bamboo

poles and danced
;
and the parrots prattled in their

golden cages, f

These characteristics were not peculiar to the

imperial palace
;
most of them were common to the

houses of the nobles and wealthy persons who
generally imitated the manners of the court. The
domestic comfort was not considered perfect with-

out a pleasure-house, probably situated in the pleasure

garden, attached to the residence, containing swings,

bathing tanks, and artificial hillocks. These were

regarded necessary for making life tolerable. %

* SifoSu S5vo£ o3cr«i8oexi C5o3'4;vr’^&

iojeo ^rSiroo)

*? o/V6c*eo do'tee' rx>
CO

w. osossfco; P'zr’rt.&.v'ea i o’ifStf - n vc 4-73
<0 c £ c?>~

+ r^rssoaC ^ereSc aaooi 3Sj& o-^sa

S'tTtT'tf X&je SboSB' cj£>®«5 £>^j;4o

5"®§ TVcBoCKS SAiv looao-0 SiSfcoi SiStJfo

Phm. 1 : 106.
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The middle class people lived either in tiled

houses * or in terraced structures built of mud. The
latter caused much annoyance to their owners during

the rainy season, f The bulk of the population in the

capital as well as the country resided in thatched

houses, which were built strongly. $ People belonging

to a profession lived in a single locality specially in

towns.

Section 3 : Drets :—Much information is available

about the dress of the people specially belonging to the

upper classes. The foreign travellers describe only

the dress of the nobility and the courtiers. Although

the contemporary writers are mainly interested in

depicting the life of the court and the nobility, they

offer valuable information occasionally about the life of

the lower classes also. It is possible from these to

form a fairly accurate idea of the kind of dress, which

the common people wore in the 16th century.

Barbosa says :

Thei/men year contain Clothes yh a jjinlLe belowv.y_ound

very tighTl y In maa'V foIHs, and short whit*' shirts ot eotton Or silk

or coars*' brocade, which are p'Ht.hert'iV'botw&’li the thighs but open

* Vatucari/ra ( 72) refers lo ¥o'<3>6S'*.Sj£)jf o?C6c*e». If the ganifit h»d

roofs of ruby-coloured tiles, it it not unlikely that at least some of the dwelling-

houses should have been similarly roofed

to 03

Suefit sr*e? £3ob' I: 3m. 4 123.

t iJfclCio S'CV- tVc S^uc-O h 8303 S'o-fiSoc Bess &

uSJfio'S^yr'c 15”?To T’SB ^o^ots e?

“e?a£c If&XJTo fclf 30 55jO Ss Sxjd-O fiS-»Se>oe» ‘‘i
c* eo eo m .

.

OcSsBocX' tSo&o II

itidt-.M.
cf. Barinit i. p. 202.

“The other houses of the people are thatched, ' but none the less are very

well built, aad arranged according to occupations, in tong streets with many

open places.'*
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in the front: on their heads, they carry small turbans, and some

wear silk or brocade caps, they wear their rough shoes on their

feet [without stockings]. They wear also large garments thrown

over their shoulders like capes.” *

Nuniz describes the dress of the Raya
;

it was like

the dress of any other nobleman, only richer and more

gaudy.

“ His clothes are silk cloths of very line material and

worked with gold...; they wear at. times hrijnris of the same sort,

which are liko shirts with a skirt, and on the head they wear caps

of brocade which they call culaes," t

Paes gives an account of shoes which the people

wore :

“ The shoes have pointed ends, in the ancient manner, and

there are other shoes that have nothing but soles, but on the top

are some straps which help to keep them on the feet. They are

made like those which of old the Homans were wont to wear.” J

It is evident that dhoti, kahayi or hujari
,
cap or

turban and uitariya were the garments in which the

courtiers were usually dressed. This is corroborated

by the evidence of the poet, Srlnatha, who refers to

kullayi, kokn, and laced kurpasa. § Although the

majority of the people wore no shoes, sandals with or

without pointed ends were in use among the rich and

the courtiers. The shoes which the rich wore were,

according to several contemporary writers, provided

with gilakai or devices for the purpose of producing

creaking sound.

• Barbus i. p. 205. f FB. p 383. J Mi p. 252.

§ 53 er* a&oo&Q §^5 *aF~ S^SOf"

15J*. 2:40
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The dress of the rasika who frequented the salons

of the fashionable courtesans differed from the above

iu certain particulars. He wore knee-breeches which

he tightened with a white datti or sash. He wound
round over the breeches a thin muslin dhoti, and stuck

a long dagger in the waist
;

over his shoulders was

another fine muslin worn in a careless fashion
;
and

on the head wras a rumnl or turban covering the

chignon. Such was the sartorial equipment of the

dandy, who frequented the salons of dancing-women.*

The dress of the respectable vatd'ika Brahman was

simple in the extreme, lie put on only two garments,

the dhoti of turkdoi colour and an ulturlya or the upper

cloth, which was replaced in the case of the learned by
a shawl, f The men of the cultivating class were

usually satisfied witli a loin-cloth ; but tire well-to-do

farmers put on one or two garments of home-spun

cloth. J The dress of the artisans such as weavers of

silk and cotton cloth, the goldsmiths, and the oil-

mongers was probably more pretentious. They put

on white clothes to which the younger members applied

scented oil of the clearing nut with brushes.^ The
shepherds wore only a loin-cloth, and a woollen blanket,

which they carried either on their shoulders or on the

head. The Bdyas had only a kase around the loins, the

* air* Ur-crfc l' C'&JVi) irvutovri
ro tJ* €J ~

"Saoo a'iiuir't J'dBst> cz£K ;ir»6eSi»c sS a ^5o

^«T"6 S’X'S'dSoijooj yeJJjOo S'oi3 ir*6&acreo
~ Xpm. 3 • 20.

t JVpm. 2 : 16.

t $S. 2 : 410,

8 W’rSa sSjcjoo^ ro^as

Crf raoeawnr" ~SSj{t>-7r,c ^Jfcs o sSSyi

£-'’9 0«fcA ^{3 3 rfl ?’s£>e&eo • .

.

Mm. 4 : SS.
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rest of the body remaining naked. * The las or

Pariahs put on a kase of blue colour
; f the more

respectable among them dressed themselves in a dirty

leather kabayi, and a cap of the same material, J where-

as all tied a towel over the head so as to form a sort of

turban.

More information is available regarding women, as

almost all contemporary writers take special delight in

describing their limbs, dresB, ornaments etc. Barbosa

gives an account of the way in which the women at the

capital were dressed.

“ The women wear white garments of very thin cotton, or

of silk of bright colours, five yards long : one part of which is girt

round them below, and the other part they throw over one

shoulder arid across their breasts in such a way that one arm

and shoulder remain uncovered.” §

The dress of tlie women at court has been describ-

ed by several writers. It consisted of a pavada (a sort

of petticoat), paita (mantle), and a ravika (bodice).

These three were the principal garments constituting a

lady’s dress. The petticoat of saffron colour, and

thin muslin paita were very popular among tire ladies

of aristocratic birth. They liked the bodice to be as

close-fitting as possible. They wore shoes made of

soft leather lined with velvet and ornamented richly, if

The queens and the numerous women of the zenana, as

well as the courtesans, dressed themselves more or less

* “Booo dPtfo T't'S^S'cJSboc a5”tfe> SSosso-O. Tbm, Canto ii.

t If43 SoorS -S>;fc2be« TCStt'CTT OScgjoO 6'43s JDJjo &£>V*T6 iJjMdHoc
eJ

»r»B
i
ziooRa 'SooKoacS TScei piir’cir'tfo 75->c!5e>oKc
L ej a— c _

2m. 7 : 18 .

t “ -Ka&o"®# §*ex>^_2MTioe» ” iHd 6:6.

f Barbota a, p. 207.

^ cf. Hid p. 209. " They wore leather shoes well embroidered la silk.”
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in the same fashion. But the common women wore

only a long sari and a bodice. The saris of the women
of the cultivating class had on them squares and other

designs printed in bright colours. * Similarly the Boya

women dressed themselves in simple garments, but it was

of white colour and fine texture. They wound half of it

around their loins, the other half passing over their

breasts and shoulders so as to form a sort of hood

covering the head, f

People had, on the whole, a partiality for coloured

garments. The common folk had to be satisfied with

cotton cloth only. The rich, however, loved to dress

themselves in silk fabrics with borders of gold lace.

They were great connoisseurs of dress, and paid

particular attention to the texture of the cloth they

wore. The coarse cloth was considered fit only to be

worn by rude people, who were low in the scale of

civilization.

Section 4 : The Ornaments and Perfumes :—The love

of ornaments was common to all people of both the

sexes. ^/Necklaces, anklets and armlets.-were worn by _

men and women alike. /Jewelled belts, and ear rings

might be included in the same class, although there must

have been some difference between those worn by men
and women. Such ornaments as the mungara (nose

|

ring), the kammalu (car rings) and the jewellery per-

taining to the coiffure were peculiar to women. Each*

caste had a certain type of ornaments pecvtliar to Itself.

The people, specially men, attached great value to

a particular kind of anklet known as the gandagendera,

not so much on account of the material of which it

• cf. Prm. 3 ; 74.
“ *"438 -Ofi&tf fT'o

”

t Tim, Cut* U.
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was made as from considerations of honour. Origin-

ally it appears to have been worn by soldiers of

distinction as a symbol of their valour on the battle-

field
;

but, in course of time, it lost its special signifi-

cance, and came to be regarded as a badge of honour

with which the Raya decorated his soldiers, ministers,

men of letters and others. * The gandapendera was

worn olny on one anklet, and the Raya personally

put it on the ankle of the person whom he desired to

honour specially, f Ample material exists for a detailed

and systematic study of the jewellery of the period,

which, if undertaken, is bound to reveal the artistic

taste of the people.

Perfumes .-—/The love of scents and jierfumes

seems to have been only second to that of ornaments^

but it was only the rich that could satisfy their desire

in this direction; for, the poor had no money to purchase

the costly stuffs that were manufactured in the country

or imported from abroad. The perfumes used by them

varied according to the season. In summer men
besmeared their bodies with sandal, camphor, musk,

civet, all ground together and kneaded into a paste. J
This is confirmed by Barbosa, who alludes to this habit

of the inhabitants of Vijayanagara.

*
K'oS^Jio.SaSiO'ajor

-
FT'&SZc&i uVS-vr»5 BOSjwo

"•CSrf ottS k ZBboA «5 ?

t " ?3os?Cotf firm's"

J ifovilt) TSozQUtiv XoXozov -^S'-cSSeo 3© fr'rffioSJ

OotT'tfc "SsSotaeo S'Sr»
t
jS S'j&r’Bv* yjoSoSki ZuQ6

tSotfji iSoS'osxisr™ "sSo&eO Ku363S5oo3j 8'"*,0 ueorf liS^e’oosoo

Aays rf6si0oe»* " pkm.i-.n.
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“ The substances with which they are always anointed are

these : white sandars-wood, aloes, camphor, musk and saffron, all

ground fine and kneaded with rose water. With these they anoint

themselves after bathing, and so they are always very highly

scented.” m

Aloe wood was made use of in the place of

sandal, in cold weather. Women also anointed them-

selves with the same substances, but very frequently

they applied saffron or musk to their breasts, f In

winter, chafing dishes containing bits of burning aloe

wood were kept in convenient places in the mansions of

the noblemen, so that they might spread the perfumed

smoke throughout the building and protect the

inmates from dullness. % People made use of rose

water, specially in the summer, on a large scale. They

showered it on their bodies from small spouted leather

bottles. § Civet, camphor, and several other kinds of

perfumes and their compounds were in great demand.

• Barbosa i. p 205.

•f TfT'Q' KcTysr-zS to'y rfsr.veo S~o£c TPStfS'
4
t zy*B?.o

Jw. 2 : 60.
“ 3ooj 9Co£;S> sSJ* tp’cSBx-eT"

»r, usv‘‘^3S BBoR ... .

.

Fh "1 X: H3.

& aa.-f^oa.i x; c £ a. ^
h

c3r»g -DC. Av ff Xzska SSx-o'S . . . ,1jc . 3, 105.

ai;s.-S'"foooo 36BoK :&;£ aBy£~ ’’
;.W 3:136

t £Stf 3v'7Tr Sr'Xsod ^«»(V in?
tytf 3-»tT^oai W -OCB6Bc3o

fW*jf sse^^jco 4:135.

* f
t'O-OsS OcV> er

-
* o' Jj jco OootMSo ^r*5b

xp^Co wsSgOt»«» tixi-QZ ” )W4:35

1 ctx>

!T£>lx>S~* KB'S s'«£e> B&Bsfc sfodi iS'"'
S'

<g)
M^r e?

tfr»B"0^a ( gBSpu ti&zr-Z SB^BsSyBig) SBajj

«~g°R tr*eStT K>eoK'oB w>«3b c-q fr'so ?c£x asg ffct-BasoaiJii

Me. 3

:

5#.
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The Andhras are said to have been specially skilled in

the art of compounding the scents. * Sometimes, thin

solution of sandal-paste was sprinkled in front of the

mansions to make the atmosphere balmy, f

The love of sweet scents also manifested itself in

other directions. The water which the rich people

used for bathing and washing purposes, and the clothes

which they put on, were also perfumed
; f and they

even sprinkled powdered camphor in the liquor they

drank. §

The people of this age had an insatiable love of

sweet smelling flowers. Among the flowers that had
no fragrance, they liked only the lotus, the others were
treated with contempt. Rose, jasmine, campak, ja,ji,

virajaji, molla, ketalci etc., were some of the favourite

varieties for which people had special fondness. Men
wore flower garlands on their heads and around the

necks. Persons belonging to both sexes allowed their

hair to grow luxuriantly, which they carefully combed
with ivory or wooden combs having applied perfumed
oil. They stuck small wreaths of flow'ers in their chignon.

It was customary to hang flowers across the doorways.

Very often, during the summer, flowers were spread on
couches, on which men and women slept at night. Each
respectable house bad a flower garden of its own,
where several varieties of flower bushes were grown

S’oife 30(j£^%;s5aeu?C) . . . 2m . 4 • 35.

t »o5S£ SjoS'XjoSo Soo? SfiyCoeo
” Me 5 i’sS.

t tv** ® 0 ^)S soigiKbo^'S

n
xfc 5 . 5YCO O

toil's ssr &&X ^^^003
a?.£S ” Km 4;186>
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by trained gardeners, whose loud songs, while baling

out water from wells, filled the atmosphere of the city

in the morning. * One of the favourite resorts of the

rasikas appears to have been the flower-market, where

all kinds of flowers were offered for sale. The flower

vendors were women of questionable character, who
indulged in vulgar conversation and low badinage, f

Section 5 : Tambula and Bed :—One of the most

common practices of Indians of all castes and creeds

is the eating or chewing of the tambula. In the sixteenth

century, it appears to have been more popular than it

is at present. An Indian, who did not chew the tambula

in that age, must indeed have been a rare creature. The
betel leaf, the areca nut, and lime are the principal,

and among the common folk, the only ingredients that

enter into its composition. The well-to-do people add

cardamoms, cloves, nutmeg etc., to make it fragrant.

In the sixteenth century, how ever, people were accus-

tomed to consume with the tambula some other sub-

stances such as musk, camphor etc., which have gone

*
-S&j ST*

$£3 ^)0 £§ iff

ft 5 f£&-* o ex> 36er»g zr5n»>

^4)0 Tf -ry?Sbaa5-r (l

+ sg)B ibrf 7ST'*< ro;$«»T!) »&>56c

«r*8»oJSa 3o8oiP sS>-3~s~, :5v'J&otx,0^;> s ItOttplToS
ft}

iJiiitjsS m>tfo's5o "&> sSsow'5’

rr«a rr’Sg'aK sr'^Ss aStoQ^ oSorr'ct&w'i,

c*&*cS>c siB^T’sS.c S’* "Sc sSbj^:* £T’ttv

w»S£ear»t>c 'SS'oftS cjSt-tO

S"o4» &K>t£ ©e&tr^sfe^ irecSt ««»

auoT mna sSjtSsaa Zm. 2: 21.
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out of use since.* It was customary with people in those

days to offer visitors betel, nuts, and a few slices of

camphor. The tambTila was considered not only as a

luxury but as a mild tonic, which stimulated the diges-

tive organs. It excited the curiosity of the foreigners,

who visited India, to such an extent that several of

them took pains to describe it at length. Paes says:

5 “ The betel, ia a herb which baa a leaf like the leaf of

pepper, or the ivy of our country ; they always eat this

leaf, and carry it in t.heir mouths with another fruit called areca.

This is something like medlar, but it is very hard, and it is very

good for the breath and has many other virtues.” f

Some of these virtues have been described by Abdnr

Razak.

“ It relieves hunger, stimulates the organs of digestion,

disinfects the breath and strengthens the teeth.” f

The tambTila acquired a definite place in the social

customs of the country. Custom enjoined that every

householder should offer tambTila to all those that

visited him. To receive it from the king was con-

sidered a special honour. Therefore, one of the ways

in which the Rajms manifested their favour was to

I
give tambTila, camphor, etc,, in addition to jewels, robes

' of honour, palanquins, and cowries. Moreover, it waB

also regarded as a sign of ratification of a commission

or appointment. When the Raya or some other man
of high rank entrusted to a person the performance of

some work, say the writing of a book, the capture of a

thief, or the defeating of an enemy, he offered the

person so selected a tambTila without which the

appointment was not considered as formally made.

* toif s? i btl Xo*s

•SSs&tfg’ I 'Sossg) sfcr-So& ’aoo’TSf
-
B

1

Me. 2 : 24.

t PE. p. 2*2.
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Bed :

—

Two kinds of furniture may be conveniently

considered in this connection, the swinging-cot and

the ordinary bedstead.

The swings and swinging-cots appear to have been

specially popular among the upper classes. The poets

of the time frequently describe damsels rocking them-

selves in swings made of ropes or creepers suspended

to the branches of trees in pleasure gardens. The
swing-cot, however, was an article of domestic fur-

niture, which gave not only the pleasure of a swing

but also the comfort of a bed. Hence the popularity

which it enjoyed. Paes saw some swing-cots in the

palace of the Raya at Vijayanagara. One of them,

which, was intended for the use of the queens, was

hanging on four silver chains from a cross beam on

two pillars in the midst oi an open court-yard within

the palace. Another swing-cot with feet made of gold

bars, and gold plated cross-bars was suspended by

silver chains in a corridor. A third was suspended by

chains of gold in a chamber. It had feet of gold with

much setting of precious stones
; and the cross-

bars were covered also with gold. * The feet of some
of them were of finely cut coral, set with precious

stones so as to resemble parrots and swans. They had

flowers of gold and other beautiful designs painted on

• EE. pp. 286-87
,
cl, k'pm. 2 : 15

“ UOTT-ee DoS IT 'too -J'W'keo

geoS'ea o-ocoorj ^sjdsSbeo SitpcS pw’SiSsao ir'a.’o
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”
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them. The bottom was interlaced with tape of dasili

silk, on which quilts and silken pillows were placed so

as to give maximum comfort. Although the common
folk were not able to furnish their houses with swing-

cots made of gold, suspended on gold and silver chains*

they provided themselves with those made of wood

hanging on iron chains or ropes. The poet, Peddana*

expressed the opinion that a swing-cot was one of the

articles necessary to make human existence comfort-

able and inspire poetry. *

The ordinary bedsteads were similar to the Bpring

cots in construction, although they were more solidly

built. The cots of the palace, especially those reserv-

ed for the use of the Raya and his queens, were

made of costly material. The feet were made of ivory*
’

set with precious stones and mounted with the figures

of such birds as parrots, doves etc., which were so

designed as to produce sounds resembling the notes of

those birds when touched. The bottom was inter-

laced with white silk tape, over which extended a

canopy richly set with pearls, f Paes who had an

opportunity of entering the Raya’s bed-chamber

observed a cot which w’as covered with work of rubies,

diamonds, and all other kinds of precious stones. The

* jjSooau f>«£ci(J!)cSSij<!5cr*0S' "0-0^ cooJSvj S'

SjfS’ £~3 SboS 6

«* \*f cS&oSrSaf or-sS-* TJOdabo Xu st'SS'
" ^ —

X

K®5\3-*re£ (juOcx»o6 3c>;5oK

t XaiwS sVimooXS 1^)30,95^—0 *53^w*

-Oe»S'« S'
4# S'*c z?§€ r'oiSS' e£;?-\ aso t5,",

cm <=*- u o
£r«93 3&o£ (jr’o 75M»5
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crow-bars were covered with gold
;

‘ it had all round

it a railing of pearl, a span wide.' In anothdf

chamber, which was ‘ all of ivory,' the chamber as

well as the walls, he noticed two thrones, covered with

gold, and a cot of silver with its curtains. * According

to Nuniz, the cots in which the wives of Acyuta slept

were ‘ covered and adorned with silver plates,’

whereas his own cot, which had legs of solid gold, waB

‘ plated and lined ' with gold, f While camping, he ’

would carry a bedstead kept in a box made of pieces

of iron. The mattresses and pillows were made of
t

silk stuffed with softest material. + The hamsatulika

talpa or the bed stuffed with swan’s down was specially

valued on account of its softness. Beds stuffed with

saffron § also seem to have been in use. In addition to

these, the ciguru piinpu (bed made of tender herbs),

and pTibanpu (bed of flowers) are alluded in con-

temporary literature. The latter is not still uncommon
among the very rich who spread in summer flowers,

especially jasmine, over their beds. The bedsteads of;

the royal palace were provided with curtains to keep'

off the mosquitoes
;
they seem to have been made of

costly material containing beautiful designs painted

in golden colour, <([ and mounted on frames of silver.

The mosquito curtain was used not only by the

members of the imperial household but by all the well-

to-do citizens also. || People were accustomed to keep

in winter braziers containing glowing fire under the

cots to keep off the cold.

* FE. p. 285. t ibid pp. 369-70.

t ibid.

Kfm. 3

:

15 .

1 Vt. 4 : 78. | Am. 5 : 10*.
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Tlie cots used by the nobility, although not so

Oiagnificent as those of the emperor and his queens,

were costly enough
;

for, the nobles imitated the

life of the court in almost every particular. But the

poor folk had then the same cots as now, which were

constructed with wood and bamboo interlaced with

cords. That this was the kind of cot commonly in use

all over the country is amply proved by the satires of

f^rmatha who lived half a century earlier. * Probably

the same kind of furniture is alluded to by Krsnaraya

in his Amidtnmalyada. f

Section 5 : Women :—From the fact that women
were regarded as objects of enjoyment or hhnga, it

is evident that our forefathers did not regard

women as their equals. No doubt, women were

necessary to make life worth living
;
but the same

might be said of some other articles of enjoyment.

Although the people of the age could very well

imagine a state of existence, where men could live

without women, they could not conceive of the possi-

bility of women living apart from men. They believed

that the whole creation was intended for the enjoyment

of men. As women, like several other things, were

regarded as playthings to amuse men’s fancy, they

surrounded themselves with as many of the fair sex as

they could maintain
;

but they liked young dam-

sels ; middle aged women of over forty years, not

to speak of older women, had no attraction for them
; J

for they could not offer them any pleasure. There-

fore, they married as many damsels as they liked, and

t Xm. 4 : 135.
Cpr

*

p. 10.

J '7r,CJS.

NUUatdktm* 64.
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kept others as maids to wait upon their wives. They
found in each of them a potential wife, or more generally,

a concubine. They dispensed with the services of men-
servants altogether within the walls of the zenana.

The imperial household, on which the nobles modelled

their own, was a huge establishment consisting entirely

of women from six to twelve thousand in number.

These women were either in the service of the emperor

himself or his wives. Nuniz says:

“ Some are dancing-girls, and othere bearers who carry the

King’s wives on their shoulders, and the King also in the interior

of the palace... He has also women who wrestle, and others who
are astrologers, and soothsayers : and he has women who write all

the accounts of expenses that are incurved inside the gates, and

others whose duty it is to write all the affairs of the kingdom and

compare their books with those of the writers outside ; he haB

also women for music, who play instruments and Bing.” *

The emperor spent most, of his time, excepting

the hours when he had to transact the state business,

in his own apartments within the precmcts of the

palace, when he was waited upon by several women
each of whom had a special duty to perform. The
casket of musk, the white coicri/, the spittoon, the

sword, the perfume casket, the mirror, the fan, the gold-

en pitcher, the betel pouch, and the camphor box were

each held by a single woman who stationed herself

about the emperor, t Not that he wanted to make use

of these articles, but court etiquette demanded that he

should keep them, as they were the insignia of royalty. £

• FE. p. 882. + Spm. i. pp. 179-1S8.

i SS5ab'r»¥S'ii)S'^«r< ^e.r- 0( 5 i

&StfW-rrtfoS W Me. 1 - 183

.

cf . F&. p. 269. “ And around him stand his pages with his bote*, and i • j

sword, and the other things which are his insignia of state.
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When, however, he sat in the audience hall, men
seem to have taken charge of them. * The wives

of the emperor were permitted to enjoy the same privi-

lege. f Women also helped the emperor to bathe
;
they

dressed him, served him food, and narrated stories of

love to anmse him. They sang, played on musical

instruments, and danced before him. J When he went

to the chamber of any one of his wives, he was again

surrounded by a batch of her servants. Thus, he spent

most of his time in the company of women, who did

everything in their power to pleaBe him. He was

not free from their company even when he went to

war or toured through the provinces of his realm.

According to Nuniz, thousands of women accompanied

the Raya, when he went to war. § This is confirmed by

Barbosa who alludes to the numerous unmarried women
accompanying the army. “ Among these,” declares

he, “ are many women who are reserved lor the king,

* dSboSa S)85jOcS :o r O&o

I
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and these travel in great state for they have great

riches*

People were not averse to imitate the manner

of court. The great popularity of polygamy, which

was such a marked feature of the age, might be partly

attributed to the example set by the Raya and his

nobles.

Section 6 : Bath :—Hindus, especially those inhabit-

ing the south of the peninsula, attach considerable im-

portance to bathing. No one belonging to the upper

classes takes his food without bathing first. The im-

portance of bath in the social and the religious life of

the people was far greater a few centuries ago than it is

at present. Three kinds of baths are known to have been

popular in the 16th century : (1) The ordinary bath in

cold or warm water. This was the most common kind

of bath, as it could be taken by every person without

incurring any expense. Although the lower and the

middle class people bathed daily, the first place should

be given to Brahmans, as they, both men and women,

bathed several times a day for ceremonial purification.

They would rise up in the early hours of the morning,

and repair to a neighbouring river or tank to take a

plunge in the cold water, and wash their clothes, f

All people, however, took ahhyangana or oil bath once a

week, preferably on a Saturday, % although its nature

varied according to the wealth and the position of

persons. The common people went to a river, tank,

or well carrying with them the necessary articles

# Barbosa i, pp. 225-26, + Me. 1 : 5+.

;DoO Ao I
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which would enable them to take the abhyangana.

Having reached the place, they anointed the head and

body with gingelly oil. Next, they rubbed themselves

with the powder of mcihitva seed to remove the oil.

Lastly, they entered into the water, if they happened to

be bathing in a river or a tank
;
or had it poured on them

from pails drawn from a well, in order to wash themselves

clean. The middle class people bathed at home in warm
water. They employed the services of professionals.

Usually, men of the courtesan class, * not only

massaged the body but anointed it with oil, while

entertaining the bather with their humorous conversa-

tion. The abhyangana of the princes and nobles was

a more elaborate process. It was customary for

them to take the abhyangana daily just before they

sat at dinner. Young damsels anointed the head
with fragrant oil of cnmpahi dowers

; then they

proceeded to carefully disentangle the hair with their

finger nails, sprinkling rose water over the head now
and then. Next, they applied the paste called alalali,

prepared from sandal wood and ttsirtka (phylantluis

emblica) seeds. Rose-water perfumed with Goa civet was
poured over the head without interruption. Finally,

the moisture over the body and the head was dried

with a valipa or thin muslin cloth. It must not be sup-

posed that a single women assisted the bather through-

out; for it is said that each process was to be performed

by a separate person, j The abhyangana of women was
analogous to that of men except that it differed in one

particular: just before the close of the bath they be-

smeared their bodies with the paste of turmeric and

iotfosf Soo ?'o43io s3rr»£oK sr* £8**

Jm , 4:187

f Phm. 2 : 8-13,
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washed themselves clean. * The importance which the

people attached to abhyangana was due probably to the

belief that it would promote the luxuriant growth of

hair which they—men as well as women— valued highly.

In summer people bathed in cool water to mitigate

the severity of the heat. The rich and the nobles

spent a cootl part of their time with their women in

dlrqhikas or long oblong baths provided with steps to

facilitate descent into water, y The princes and the

liiiva sported similarly with the women of their zena-

nas in large artificial reservoirs or tanks. Barbosa

alludes to this practice in a brief passage : He says :

“They (the women of the Rfiva’s zenana) lathe daily

in the many tanks of winch 1 spike above, as kept for that

purpose. The kin" “Oes to see them bathing, and she who
pleases him imst is sent for to come to his chamber.” J

It is, however, the contemporary literature that

gives graphic account of the ja/a-hr'tda or the water

sport as it, was called The prince or ilie Raya was not.

always accustomed to sit on the bank eagerly observing

the lair bathers. Very oiten he joined them and en-

joyed the sport for hours. Each bather had to provide

himself or herself with a bathing costume, consisting

of a thin silk garment, which when wet would so stick to

the body as to show no distinction between itself and the

skin. § On reaching the tank, they put on the bathing

* 2m. 1 : 56

ddb3oSj-"^0'~>\;c.' ’SiwCbTT' KC&'asx eoD-O

eefj II 2m. 2 . 61

t Barivta i. p. 208.
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costume and removed all the jewellery from their

bodies. Then they entered the tank, several of them

carrying syringes made of leaves and metals. * Some
of them stood in rows and threw water on each other’s

faces
;
others squirted water, perhaps coloured, from

their syringes upon their neighbours. Some others

played the exciting game of 5la or hide and seek in

water. Having thus sported until they were com-

pletely tired, they left the tank and repaired to their

chambers. +

Food :— According to Paes, ‘^rice, wheat, grains,

Indian-corn, and a certain amount of barley and beans,

moong, pulses, horse-gram, and many other seeds ”

were the food of the people. J The staple food-stuff

of the empire was, of course, rice, which was cultivated

on a large scale. The rice grown in Tulu nadu belong-

ed to four varieties viz., garapal
,

agal, quavayas
,
and

pachary. § There must have been many more. All theBe

varieties may be classified under two heads : the white

rice, and the black (red) rice. The former was consider-

ed superior and it was consumed only by the well-to-do

people. The Raya, the princes and the nobles ate only

the best kind of white rice known as the rnjana. The
‘ black ’ rice was cheap and it was very much in

demand among the poor. All the people, however,

were not rice eaters. The Muhammadans ate wheat.^[

d*'
£$> etu "St3 s.06 fcw'JSc

Ve. 3 : 155.

DTCitfcozJsfc^^OeJ''4 uoO-0 I »ft<2oX»§~

ibid 3 : 158.

.
" lootf* SHOWS’ Jbtfcrio

t Vc. 3 ; 155-166.

§ Barbra i. p. 193.

z p. 357.

II fB. p. 357.

ibid 3 : 160.
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The Red$i8 and probably the other cultivating

classes of the inland districts subsisted upon chBlam

ariga ,
rd,gi etc. Several kinds of vegetables and herbs

entered largely into their diet whether they were

vegetarians or meat eaters. * Pulses of all kinds

were articles of common consumption. The meat

caters enriched their diet by the addition of many
meat dishes. According to Nuniz, the Rayas of

Vijayanagara, and with them the meat eating section of

their subjects, ate “ mutton, pork, venison, partridges,

hares, doves, quail, and all kinds of birds.” j* Fish

might be added to the list, and a special dish consisting

of slices of fresh fish from the river and half ripe man-

goes appears to have been very popular. % It is said

that “ even sparrows and rats and cats and lizards ”
§

were sold in the markets of the city
;
but it is very

unlikely that these were eaten also. Sugar, oil,

and spices formed the necessary ingredients in the

preparation of several dishes
;
and ghee was as much

in demand among the upper classes as it is at present.

llayyanyav'ma, or the ghee melted from the butter

of the previous day, was specially liked. Pepper

* XbOoKbo'SocfU 8c, GAXS-'J ST* I^ cn
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-
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was used in the preparation of all the curries, as chillies

were either not known or had not yet become popular.*

Fruits such as mangoes, jack, grapes, cucumber, plan-

tains, etc., were taken along with rice at the table of

the rich, f

Section 7 : Drink :—The common drink which was

within the reach of all was, of course, water to which

the rich added several aromatic substances to make it

agreeable and refreshing. Two other drinks which the

well-to-do took specially in summer were pdnaka, a

beverage made of sugar and water, and niru-majjiga

or watery-buttermilk. To the same class may be

added the juice of crushed sugar-cane and the water of

the tender cocoauut. The former could be had either

free or for a small consideration at the sugar-cane mills

to which people flocked on summer evenings. X The
latter were probably available for sale in the markets

of towns and cities. To keep the water cool, the

cocoanuts were buried under heaps of sand under the

shade of trees in the garden. § These drinks did not

’ et”» sJT* aj8sss;^)o c 1

cSSgsS -sr* a"*ee£> So^Crtbolg) . . .
” Tlm.l -. 82

t siaarg srooS^is i

Sj'OsSoJS
>

t£ I

... ” ibid 2 ; 73.
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involve much expense, and they caused no harm to

any one.

The same, however, cannot be said of the alcoho-

lic drinks which seem to have been very popular

among the rich. The bhogis or the cultured persons of

both sexes considered drinking liquor as a special

mark of refinement.. The most common beverage

which they drank appears to have been the toddy

drawn from the cocoanut palm. * The taverns, with

pandals of cuscus grass f in their front, appear to have

been the usual resorts of lovers, where they spent the

moon-lit nights in each other’s company.

The nobles, however, did not frequent the taverns,

although they were more addicted to drink than the

common people. There is reason to believe that a

portion of the mansion of each nobleman was specially

set apart for celebrating Bachchanalian festivities. X

In the summer season, they would adjourn to the

candraSala allured by the brilliant moonlight. The
candrasala was probably decorated for the purpose.

The maids of honour, who played a prominent part on
such occasions, took particular care in arranging wine

pots brimming with liquor and cups of gold and silver

set with precious stones. Dishes containing delicious

upadamsanas § of meat were also placed by their side so

73-8 - J>CV) {oj-Oo d-t>d3h I

is— e3
5’1’*

tfaif Sjex>e>c
. <1 Am 2 61.

^ ‘ 3r‘Xrtr‘'$8r*'p-X jfoCSvsBbScrSoeaaeio’ II Vc.i- 23.

t VcA\ 72 refers to kutfititrumftjahi, which may be interpreted as halls
set apart for drinking (water)

;
hut in another place in the same work it is stated

that liquor was drunk In these drinking halls.
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that the revellers might nibble at them as a relish to

drinking. Some of the popular varieties of liquor were

puspatava. talamadhu, aiksava madirarasa, maireya and

drdksasava, beside narike\asava which has already

been mentioned. The liquor was sometimes taken in a

raw condition
;
but it was customary to subject it to

a process of concoction by adding some ingredients

such as powdered camphor, in order to remove the

disagreeable odour and make it more pleasant to the

taste.*

The convivial party would usually begin rather

late in the night. The people comprising the party

squatted on the ground in a circle around the wine

pots, and sipped the wine slowly from the cups, nib-

bling at the relish every now and then. Sometimes,

lovers exchanged their cups, probably to feel more at

home in each other’s company, f Song and dance

enhanced the gaiety of the occasion. They drank

until they became thoroughly intoxicated. The
behaviour of the young women attending the festivi-

ties of the candrasdla is vividly described by a con-

temporary writer.

“ One young woman who lost her balance completely

tumbled down muttering words in an incoherent and indistinct

fashion ; another laughed loudly and uttered obscene words and

phrases causing delight to her lover ; one lost all sense of shame
and strutted like a pigeon ; a few sang and frolicked, whereas

several joined in a game of hide and seek. One of the young

S CcntlS'g S'jS*’ -d^jjes'eodSj

rS-r^So^ sJ-vSOj’tf ...II Jim. Canto iv.
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women in whom intoxication reached the highest pitch, having

stripped herself of her clothing, went about the place in a naked

condition.” *

Such seem to have been the pleaaures which

allured the people to the moon-lit candraiala

s

•,

but they did not wound the popular sense of decency,

as they were strictly confined to the high-walled

zenanas.

fT-Ji-o oajS'L.oK' a -CScK j6eo £eo£wc& f^ t>

£t»^oK sJs'^S' I
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Chapter IV.

THE POSITION OF WOMEN

Section 1 : The Famili
/
Women :—The attitude of

men of the sixteenth century towards the women
has already been explained in a previous context-

The women, as mentioned already, j\\cxa regarded32J
/objects of enjoyment,,/ ike dress, vehicles, houses etc.,

and in this view, strangely enough, the women them*

selves acquiesced. Therefore, the woman of the six-

teenth century had no independent existence; and

she was taught to believe that, she was created only to

cater to man’s needs and keep him in good humour.

For the convenience of the present study, women

may be divided into two broad classes : the family

women and the courtesans; but. before proceeding to

describe the position which each of them occupied in

the society of the day, a few remarks must be made

about tbe sources of information. Much of the informa-

tion that has a bearing on the subject is culled from

the works of contemporary writers, who were interest-

ed in depicting only the sunny side of the life or the

nobility. They do not provide the historian with any

information about the condition of the humble and the

poor. A ferv, however, lift the veil, affording us a

glimpse into the lives of common folk, which, it must

be admitted, is not very pleasing. In describing the

condition of the women of the age, therefore, we have

necessarily to confine our attention to the position of

the women of the upper classes.

The women of this class, if they happened to be

members of the aristocratic families spent the major

portion of their lives within the seclusion of the zenana.

They did not participate in the public functions
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where men were likely to gather. The large bulk of

the Hindu women, however, did not care to retire

behind the purdah, and they moved freely with men
in ordinary activities of daily life

The Education :— Grirls born of all families were

strictly under the control of their parents
;
those belong-

ing to the aristocratic houses were carefully educated.

They were taught to lead and write not only the

vernaculars but Sanskrit. Music and dancing played a

very important part in their educational curriculum.

Skill in music, both vocal and instrumental, appears to

have been one of the necessary accomplishments of

cultured women Considerable care was bestowed on

teaching the girls to sing and dance. Krsnaraya

employed the famous musician LaksuiTnaruyaua to

teach music and dancing to the ladies of his zenana.

Acyuta and Ramaraja engaged Bayakiira Ramappaya
for the same purpose. The noblemen emulating the

example of the Raya offered patronage to musicians.

The popularity of music and dancing was so great that

it was noticed even by the foreigners. “ They teach

tlieir women," says Barbosa, “ from childhood to sing,

play and dance, and to turn about and take many
light steps.

” * In the palace of the Raya, there was a

dancing hall where he sent ‘ his women to be taught

to dance.’ It was a structure of ‘ stone sculpture

on pillars,’ so designed as to help the dancers to

correct themselves, if they had gone wrong

in dancing. Between oue pillar and another, there

was a cross-bar which was like a panel, the

designs on which represented 1 the positions at the

end of dances ' so that on each panel, ‘ there is a dancer

in the proper position at the end of a dance. ’ f They
were intended to remind the women, if they forgot,

• Barboia i. p, 308.
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the correct position which they had to assume at the

end of a dance. It is needless to point out that similar

dancing halls must have existed in the houses of the

ministers and the nayakas. There is reason to believe

that there were public dancing halls,* where probably

professionals entertained the people by their perfor-

mances.

Each nobleman of any consequence had a pleasure

garden attached to his palace, where he grew fruit

trees, and flower bushes. The women of his household,

especially the girls went thither, accompanied by their

maids, to divert themselves. They seated themselves

under the cool shades of trees and sang to the accom-

paniment of the vlna
;
they rocked themselves in swings

made of creepers
;

they plucked flowers from the

bushes which they strung into wreaths and garlands.

They swam in the tank and sported in the water.

The parents regarded their daughters as burdens

from which they should free themselves at the earliest

opportunity. They were, therefore, anxious to marry

them to suitable persons as early as possible. Among
the Brahmans the marriage of a girl was usually cele-

brated before the girl attained maturity, f The
marriage after maturity was common among most

other communities. It is very much to be doubted

Xxi&ttixo (f »43co»o iS>§~ I

SS^X {Jbjf&ro oTCnSif II i, 103.

-0©i5'o§'"”tl|r_ 5”?)^- oa»S"3ic<S) I

&OOS$;5 -wSSsJSbo3 II Me, S : 63.
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”
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whether a girl was allowed to select her own husband
;

for custom ordained that he should be selected by her

parents or elders. As the women of the noble class

were confined within the four walls of the zenana, it

was not possible for them to mix with men, let alone

the choice of a husband. Moreover, as the polygamous

habits of the people prompted men to marry many
women, it is highly improbable that the element of love

could have been present in most marriages. That, at any

rate, is the opinion which the greatest writer of the age

had expressed on marriages of this type . He declares :

* It is not possible that one man should love several

women, and several women one man. I behove. that he has

no love for them, nor they for him.” " Don’t speak to me of

these women, who dare not even yet angry with their husband,

although he has intercourse widi other women in their very

presence.” “The feelings which he manifests towards them

should not be termed love but regard which a master condescend-

ingly shows to his servants.” “ If all the women are really in

love with him, not one of them, if she has self-respect, can

cherish any more that feeling towards him, when she sees him

making love to another. These women, therefore, surround him

just as his maid-servants do, influenced by considerations of

his attainments, wealth, and position in society.” “ That is love

which binds a man permanently to a single woman and vice versa;

and it is a lie that one person can love several women.” *

It is no wonder that the women considered it to

be the result of the religious merit obtained in the

past births for man and wife to entertain even

feelings of love towards each other, f Indeed, it was a

rare fortune for a womali especially of the higher

classes to secure a husband who would concentrate his

• M%. 6 i 69-75.

t luT’o Hxfy-KQc I n^S'oex> ro-Jp. I
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affection entirely upon her. Under these circumstances,

conjugal life could not have been very happy. The
literature echoes the agonising cries of women writh-

ing with pain caused by the cruel treatment of men. *

That was, however, an evil which was considered

necessary.

Marriages were celebrated with great pomp and

show
;
much money was spent, and many guests were

entertained for several days. Custom demanded that

the marriage should be performed in the house of the

bride's parents. In the case of Brahmans the bride's

parents demanded and obtained arana or the nuptial

present; !' but among other communities, the bride’s

father had to give at the time of marriage several gifts

to the bridegroom. If he happened to be a man of

consequence, say a great nobleman or a king, he had

to offer his son-in-law jewels, horses, elephants, palan-

quins, villages, and above all servant maids. J

The activities of the women of the noble class

were mostly confined to the zenana. They never

worked but spent most of their time in luxurious sloth.

They diverted themselves with intrigues against their

* * eo(£j^) I

S'Jfc I

XQ II Fhm.i.: 96.
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co-wives to secure the fleeting affection of their incon-

stant husbands. Of the women of the middle class

nothing is known. However, it is possible to infer

from the few stray references in contemporary litera-

ture that the Brahman house wife was the mistress of

her household, though she had to perform most of the

domestic work herself. The lower class women had to

work hard all the year round
;
they had not only to

attend to domestic work but to assist their men in the

fields.

The family woman, to whichever community Bhe

might belong, was strictly under the control of her

husband, whom she was taught to regard as her lord

and master. * She was required to conduct herself in

a manner which might enable her to become a sati or

ideal wife. A sail was she who remained faithful to

her husband, under all circumstances, although he

might ill-treat, her cruelly, f She was taught to believe

that her husband was her life itself. % She should

• All the women were not submissive to their husb ands. The people of

the lime Knew the rebellious, pugnacious and termagant women who made the

married life a curse instead o! a blessing* the advice which Peda-Tirumalayya

gives to women tells its own tale iVitisataka 32.

iooarflo I sfceoVr Skrtay X'-tfcng? ~7r*8f

0ao -r-eTCoO I aT'e'r*****
V’$)JS'-l.v‘Sd8oo I Sa>553&5 *rX£sS>Sr»;S> II

The perverse interpretation of this verse by the poet, Ramakrxna, is too

well-known to need any quotation here.

t ZQBr't3Xc iuOa J.?ac I

eo ftj

zod c -delate weS-asSf
-*

I

o to

Sfc© ;5;5gTjr"Sj "»»ot5{£i I

£0 lfs$8 oSrfl &§Sc (ju©:*&6b s'tSf ii Prm.ii 201.

t Phm 1:96. •CS ^n>n<''£^ »:o£>^) etc.
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regard him as her god and saviour without whom she

had no business to exist.

It was in this belief that one of the most cruel

customs of the age had taken deep root. As women
believed that their salvation was dependent upon their

personal services to their husbands, they did not like

to commit any breach of the sati dharma, by allowing

them to suffer, even after death, any discomfort in the

other world. In their zeal to be good satis
,
therefore!

they plunged enthusiastically into the blazing funeral

pyre, where the remains of their departed lords were

burnt, or allowed themselves to be buried alive in the

same grave. There is reason to believe that most of

the women that committed sati had done so willingly
;

for the widow who did not do so was treated in a most

inhuman fashion. Barbosa declares :

“ Those who do not so, they hold in great dishonour, and

their kindred shave their hea ls and turn them away as disgraced

and a shame to their families. And as far as some who have not

done it, to whom they wish to show favour, if they are young
they send them to a temple there to earn money for the said

temple with their bodies. ..They are forced to play and sing

before the idols for certain hours every day, and continue to

earn money for these for most of the time left them.” *

It is evident that the position of widows in the

Hindu society was not enviable Most women would

have preferred death to leading dishonourable lives.

It is not unlikely that on occasions physical force was

employed by the kindred of Vhe widowed women, who

showed their excessive zeal for sati by casting

into the funeral pyre, many pitchers of oil and butter,

and ‘ much wood/ f so that the unhappy widows might

be quickly reduced to ashes.

* Barbosa i. p. 216.
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Section 2 : The Courtesans :—The courtesan women
played a very important part in society. They were

regarded as a respectable community by the people.

So much is evident from the place which the poets

assigned to them in the social order described in their

poems. According to the rules of composition of the

new form of literature known as the prabandka, they

were required, while describing the capital city of their

heroes, to give an account not only of the four castes

but also of the courtesans. Therefore, the courtesan

community was, in the opinion of the prabandka

writers and probably also of the public for whom they

wrote, as important as the four great castes.

The courtesans may be divided into two classes

:

(a) those that were attached to the temples, and (b

)

those

that, lived independently of them. To whichever

class a courtesan might belong, she plied the trade of

the caste quite regularly. No blame was attached to it

;

and she did not suffer from any social disabilities on

account of it.
*

The caste, was not homogeneous
;

it was open for

the women of any community to join the sisterhood.

Some women of good families were forced to adopt the

profession by tyrannical social customs. Parents in

poor circumstances either sold or handed over their

young daughters to the rich courtesans, who brought

them up so as to make them ornaments of the profes-

sion. f
•

The girls of this class were carefully educated.

All of them were taught to read and write. Several

• cf. FE. p. 24-2. “ They are very much esteemed, and are classed

among those honoured ones who are the mistresses of the captains ; any respect-

able man may go to their houses without any blame attaching thereto.”

t cf, Barbof* i. pp. 216, 226.

V—51
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acquired a very sound knowledge of the Sanskrit and

the vernacular literatures. Great emphasis was laid

on the training for the professional work. Consider-

able importance was attached to singing and dancing.*

Parrots, doves, minas, swans etc., were reared in cages

in the courtesan houses in order to teach young girls

to modulate their voices in imitation of the sweet notes

uttered by these birds. They were taught to sing to

the accompaniment of vlna, paravadini, kalanada etc.,

and to dance according to the rules of natya as laid

down by Dattila, Bharata, Matanga, Xnjaneya, Kahala

and others. The education which was imparted to

them was such that it developed in them sex-instinct at

a very early age.

Pictures representing the clandestine love stories

from the puranas were painted on the walls of the

rooms, where they played and moved about. They
were made to worship Rati and Manmatha. f The final

conclusions of Kucimara, Manoja, and Ghonikaputra

on the kama-sastra were explained to them. They
were made to learn kalas, pramanas, looks, jatis,

bandhas, embraces and avasthas, so that they might

give satisfaction to cultured customers of fastidious

tasteg/' The most important lesson which the courtesan

igirls had to learn was to evoke love in their customers

without loving any of them in return. £ Good looks
i

* " -s&ss 3 Wt ”

Khm 4 : 26 -

+ ibid 4 : 14-15 .

*

a® hr* er*Qyn c Kv ~7r*&dttbO(J$ I

ft# -£r’-o-°!S8 r6T* Sr-tf'S 35 "Stf OS-oKskusfc I

iftis &Do TT-OK ^cBo “B“,>35T tfsfc£S(j£>:S»4>

ll.fill rfoSSo'S I tfefooc aifctf ~rr‘!S I

Ko&BiSVi&n&v 7r-i^T'¥vSxt> C&o ^cBoctfoc-OII

ibid 4 : 16.
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alone were not enough to ensure success in the pro-

fession. A courtesan should indeed be very accom-

plished in several fields to capture men of wealth and

distinction. According to a contemporary author, the

most successful courtesan had to employ several arts

in keeping her lover firmly moored. If he were 'it''

scholar, she discoursed with him upon the beauty of

the classics
;
if he had no taste for learning, she sang

melodiously
;
on occasions when song did not please

him, she entertained him by playing upon the vma •

when that did not arouse his interest, she played dice

with him
;
and when dice ceaBed to have attraction, she

engaged him in witty conversation
;

for she was a

'

learned scholar, a skilful musician, a clever gambler;

and a brilliant conversationalist.*

A rich and influential courtesan took early steps

to open a career to her daughters by introducing them

into the palace, and obtaining a foot-hold for her in

the imperial household establishment, where the

women of this class were very much in demand to dis-

charge several duties, f A fortunate girl might on

occasions rise to the position of a queen
; if the

majority of them, however, had to exercise all their

wits in ensnaring men and earning money.

* osx> IT 1

I'l33;5T3->iSo foofttfavKi jjbd I

4.6 tt-oosotS yi

S'xtr'v fifes' I

tf’XdJ-'er5>^£jr- Xw^Stf-Oj^ceooS SotfsxrhtK 7T'S’£>os5T?J6
^

/

4SSSjS?c TT'tfoK £)o9oS c-tfcB’-rc-Soibrs'sr’aasoSi R 0Q0S a-onr-Sa !

ef^cSiSrSoK K>oOoS e»-, fc'7r>itol|jOO^S o?fSoSoS(^»SiJ-?r*iS3M

Npm 2 : 40.

t cf. Barbcta i. p. 226 .

t c£. BE. pp. 247-48.
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As soon as a courtesan girl attained maturity the

kannerika ceremony was usually celebrated. * That

was a great event in her life. The kannerika was a

ceremony analogous to marriage of the girls of good

families. The courtesan girl should undergo the cere-

mony with a man seated together like the couple in a

wedding. The occasion was celebrated with great

eclat, and it involved heavy expenditure. As the man
had to finance the whole show, the elders of the girl

took advantage of the occasion to exact from him as

much money as they possibly could. Unless the

kannerika was performed, no courtesan should have

sexual intercourse with any person. In that age, when

a man of any consequence kept a mistress, it was not

a difficult task for a courtesan to secure a suitable

man for the purpose. She was not, however, bound

by any vow to be faithful to him. All that waB

required of her was to give him preference over her

other customers.

The courtesans that were attached to the temples

had certain specific duties to perform. Every day
they had to sing and dance before the deity during

the time of worship and accompany the processions

conducted in his honour dancing in front of him. f The
girls born of these women also belonged to the temple,

and they should perform the same duties as their

mothex-s, when they attained womanhood. Those that

were not bound by temple service had no other duty
than earning their living. . If they were resident in

* i'Rwx-rejB ;S D l

vr’BiSsSalr'SfcjR sS)oS.{>TS $ I

ax>ffe“7r* I

ff-R^eroDo ST'ESf
-

II _ Jirhm4:A9.

t FB. p, 2+1.
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the capital, they had to visit the palace every Satur-

day to dance before the deity whom the Raya
personally worshipped.* The country courtesan had

not even this obligation. During the celebration of

the Mahanavami festival, all the courtesans, whether

residents of the city or the provinces, had to go to the

palace, and actively participate in the various functions

on the occasion, f

Many of the courtesans were extremely rich, and

most of them were beautiful. The profession which

they followed was not, as already noticed, condemned
by public opinion. Prostitution was regarded as the

lawful profession of the community
;
and no blame waB

attached to it so far as the members of the caste were

concerned. On the contrary, they were highly res-

pected. Their company was sought after and obtained

by captains and great noblemen of the court. Kings

and princes visited them in their houses, and summon-
ed them to their own residences, when they were dis-

inclined to visit them.f On great occasions, they carried

on with the courtesan women clandestine transactions

in the public streets which passed unnoticed. §

• FE. p. 379. f FJ£. p. 262.

t ^1-203 ,0 Ull v'oo £&
r
'v.\. ..ocoAoc

[asoX I
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i, |

SoaSrOjjS^' S53^fO-9w'KlS«£^r-i3g-<Sr-(3)r ? ieS^c2to76tT?ii

Vc. + : 66.

§ Sous'd ® 55^43 liJioffoSoo&o SSSbSi-' sufiso a^i 35oC36
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Zm. 4; 86.
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The courtesans enjoyed certain privileges. They
lived in the best houses of the most fashionable streets

in the cities
;
they had free access to the zenana of the

emperor, where they chatted with the queens and chew-

ed betel in their presence. * The same privilege they

enjoyed even in the presence of the emperor himself, f
During the time of war, the presence of the courtesans

was considered indispensable. Thousands of them

could be seen in the camp filling the tents of the

emperor and his officers. They were paid by the

emperor, because he believed that those who were

enamoured of these women would fight better for

their sake. $

When a courtesan grew old, she retired from the

profession
;

but she never abandoned the business

which was productive of so much wealth. She had to

take care of the interests of her daughters whom
she taught all her wiles. She kept guard over them

to protect them from impecunious customers. One of

the most reviled women of the age was the courte-

san’s mother. The poets heaped curses upon her

;

and no term seems to have been strong enough to

express their feelings of loathing and detestation.

* PE. pp. 241-2.

t PE. p. 269.

} Barbe** i, pp, 225-26.
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Chaptes V.

EDUCATION AND AMUSEMENTS.

Section 1 : Educational Institutions :—The state did

not take an active interest in imparting education

to the public. Some of the mathas which the Rayas

patronised, no doubt, held schools, where religious and

secular education was given to all who were inclined to

study
;
but the patronage was extended to the mathas not

so much as educational institutions but as centres of

religion. The Rayas of Vijayanagara did not con-

tinue the policy of previous Hindu sovereigns such

as the Pallavas, the Cajukyas, and the Colas, who

founded schools and colleges to afford educational

facilities to their subjects. Although no inscription of

the period recording the foundation of a school, or

college has been discovered so far, it cannot be said

that the Rayas were totally indifferent to the

promotion of learning
;
for they seem to have helped

to improve the education of the people in an indirect

manner. The innumerable agraharas which they

founded were so many centres of learning. In

some cases, provision was made for the maintenance

of a school at the time of the foundation of an agrakara

itself. * Such schools were intended to teach the Vedas

to Brahman youngsters, and admission must have been

denied to pupils of other communities. Each agrahara,

however, had a few Brahmans noted for their scholar-

ship in some branch of learning
;
and they usually

attracted several pupils from the neighbourhood, f An

'The Bkirati ix. p. 234.

i «rwrnrcfat i TO TO t

K~lra\SbkaTtBpam,
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ideal Srotriya Brahman was a learned and wealthy per-

son owning tax-free lands in several villages
;
he was

hospitable and generous, and surrounded himself with

several students whom he taught the branch or

branches of knowledge in which he was proficient. *

The students were usually unmarried, and they were

fed freely by the teacher himself, f They stayed in the

teacher’s house serving him in such a manner as to win

his affection. As a single teacher could not be learned

in all the branches of knowledge, it was customary for

ambitious young men of parts to study under several

teachers. Though teachers of this class generally

taught the Brahman youth, they did not set their

face against young men of other communities. It

would have been impossible for such great writers as

Ramarajabhusana to become prominent, had they not

received their early education and training under some

learned pandit of an agrahara. The influence of

Vaisnavism liberalised the ouflook of men in several

fields. Most of the writers who became famous in the

sixteenth century received their education from some

distinguished Vaisnava teacher or other. The Paravastu

and the Kandada families claimed several of the six-

teenth century poets as their disciples. The Vaisnava

teachers were probably responsible for enabling the

young men of non-Brahraan communities to study the

works of great Sanskrit writers, and to model their

own productions on them.

* \ . . •:fr';5g"3L.(j53<»£” Tb56^_-£o I

woouojfc cSskjcK
,

£r’cldS»o wofcxsScoff
-

II

Me. 1 : SB.

£*‘&>kt£~3 (jfJoSa Co{t53 "Sod -Qo9o3b

so-a'WSSoS ^s!r”<Sj'£r'So'0 9
r,^?iO-08

ibii 8 : 129.
+ Cotsc “3343 usS-wi 3t»j V” I

'
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II J{c,3: 11.
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The curriculum of studies was narrow. The only

subjects taught in the agrahara Vedie schools were

probably the Vedas and the allied literature
;
but a

wider choice was offered by individual teachers who
seem to have taught the Tragi, the iastras, the puranas,

the itihasas, the kdvyas and the natakas, besides music

and the art of writing poetry. * Another subject, the

study of which appears to have been popular was the

Ayurveda or medicine consisting of eight angas or

branches, f

When the education was completed, the young
men generally married, and most of them settled in

their village homesteads, where they led unobtrusive

lives. But the more ambitious went to the court of a

neighbouring chief or even that of the Raya, where, by
attaching themselves to some influential man, they

attempted to come to the lime-light. The emperors of

* -dan st'Ccm TbSjp. sSo^toc SodbSfoc I

T53a»o-OT3-*Ooo Soj-»ov' SOd I

iSr’-QTr’&ta fcooo s' isfcn

Rc. 3 : 21.

,-<aOo^3o v~ 7$°)oa»£~ vi- I

5&gC>I!;S,(jS'9$o JCCifjXa C-Ootjo^Ti w»^ ^i^Sr' I

C&JfeOW' II Wpm. 1 : 94.

+ lyitf^OsjJfooJSs «l

^oSof Koto* 'B'jJr'S c)ir'csS»TS^i5
I
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i
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the Saluva and the Tuluva families were patrons of

learning. Their courts served as academies to test the

erudition of scholars and the creative genius of poets.

The subordinates of these emperors acquired their love

of art and letters from their masters. Consequently,

pandits and poets were held in great esteem. Ambi-

tious scholars often joined the learned discussion in the

royal sabhd, and, if they pleased the Raya, they obtain-

ed rewards of costly garments, jewels, palanquins, and

horses.* If they were specially lucky, they even

obtained gifts of tax-free lands. Such was the

ordinary course which the careers of most scholars

followed.

The education of a large section of people was so

designed as to enable them to enter the government

service. Probably, there were schools in almost all

villages, where pupils were specially trained for service

under the government. Young men were usually

admitted into such schools in the autumn. They
began their studies by learning to write upon oblong

planks of blackened wrood with pencils, f The boys

were also taught to write well both on the kaditam and

the palm-leaf. A knowledge of mathematics, especially

arithmetic, was considered indispensable for a person

to become a qualified karnam or accountant. He
should also acquire a knowledge of several scripts,

* r'&Seo I

Sr*JfcAoe» -TT’O-O i

jVS SSsSr’tfV' II Npm. 2 : 87.

•j. S^tStSsJuo ?C65S>0*»c uJfc'X XT’ofieaSS Kb&>^ ®0S«ll

Prm. 4 : 44
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particulars of the calendar, and of the history of the

kings who ruled the country formerly. *

The kar$am» fell into two classes : those that

became the village accountants, and those that entered

the cdoadis of the various government departments.

The portals of the imperial palace were thrown open to

the latter class
;
and, if fortune favoured them, they rose

to be the rayasams and the avasarikas of the emperor.

If the emperor or his ministers were impressed with

their ability and capacity in the discharge of their

duties, they were taken into the ministerial cadre. The
governorship of a durya or province was not regarded

as too high which an ambitious young man could

legitimately aspire to get. Several men of ability came

into prominence in this fashion.

Section 2 : Amusements : The Theatre :—One of the

chief means of diversion was the theatre. The popu-

larity of dramatic representations is attested by an

^a;iasHj^5csSi»0JSc aCos? »iiv> \
cp <j) tJ
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inscription of 1514 A.D., which refers to Naftuva

Nagayya, son of Cegaya, who acquired reputation in

enacting a drama called TUyikondanafaka. It also men-
tions a daughter of Natfava Timmayya of Potavara who
was a patri or actress. * Literature teems with allusions

to players and play-acting. Youth is compared in the

Niranktdbpalchyanam to a player who reveals herself

dancing as soon as the curtain is withdrawn, f In the

Prabhavatlpradyumnam , the city of Dwaraka is compared

to an actress, who enters the stage behind the curtain

viz, the sea. J The Manucaritra and the Vasucaritra

refer to the na{akasdlas or theatres, where plays were

probably enacted. These references show that one of

the chief means by which people diverted themselves

vas by attending dramatic performances.

The plays that were written during the period fall

into two classes: (1) The Sanskrit Flays :—Some playB

were written in the Sanskrit language. A few specimens

of this type of drama have come down to us
;
and so far

as their technique is concerned, they do not differ from

the typical classical dramas. One such play is the Jam-
basatlkalydnam, attributed to the emperor Krsnaraya

hituself. The plays of this class were usually enacted

on important occasions, when large numbers of people

gathered together at the capital. The Jamba vatlkal-

yanam is said to have been put on boards for the. first

time before people, who had assembled at Vijayanagara

to witness the spring festival celebrated in honour of

a.

* MER. 556 of 1916.
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God Virupakga. * It was customary for poets and

scholars from all lands to flock to the court of Krsna-

raya during the celebration of the vasantotsava to parti-

cipate in the learned discussions on poetry, religion,

philosophy, etc., of which the Raya was very fond, f

Though it is said that Jambavatikalyanam was play-

ed before the people, it is very doubtful whether the

common folk could have taken any interest in it
;
for

it was written in the Sanskrit and the Prakrit langu-

ages, which could not have been understood by any one

except tlie pandits.

(2) The jYaksaganas
ft
—The masses, however, were

attracted by another kind of drama written in the

vernacular languages. Although no specimen of the

sixteenth century vernacular drama has survived, the

names of a few plays, such as the Tayikondana^aka and

Ganyavatara are preserved in the inscriptions and

literature. They seem to be the earliest representatives

of the modern yaksayana. The yaksayana is a dramatic

composition set to music and sung and acted upon the

stage, accompanied by instrumental music such as the

v'ina, flute, mrdanga, cymbals etc.

j

The plays of this type were enacted by the

actors, and actresses belonging to the courtesan com-

j
nunitv./ who formed into itinerant companies and

wandered from place to place, staging plays usually

* Tie Source) p. 142.

t I S5JfcT";CS ttiS’SKlS'tfJCio^ST'rfg

T5l^©8r*;£r'0-3*>£oSS I B
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connected with some purattic story. A group or band

of players constituted itself into a mela, and each mela

contained in addition to the actors and actresses

several others such as songsters and players of instru-

mental music. *

The plays were generally staged on important

occasions such as festivals, and brahmotsavas of

temples, or during the performance of sacrifices.

Some interesting details of the stage have been given

by contemporary writers. The curtain is, as already

noticed, irequently alluded to in literature; and the

characters are said to emerge from behind it. It is said

that rivers like the Ganges and mountains like the

Kailasa, forests, wild beasts and birds were represented

in such a realistic manner as to produce an impres-

sion on the audience that what they were witnessing

were real objects and not artificial creatures, f It

appears from this that the stage paraphernalia were

not simple
;
and the scenic arrangements must have

given much trouble to the stage manager. The actors

put on clothes and ornaments suitable to the rolls

which they assumed. The ornaments were made of

chips of wood so painted and gilded as to give them
the semblance of gold and precious stones. %

The performance commenced with the songs of

women accompanied by the play on all musical instru-

ments. The sutradhSra or the stage manager then

appeared on the stage and recited the ntindi verse

;

next, he announced the name of the play which was
about to be enacted, and of the author who was res-

ponsible for its composition. As soon as he retired,

the characters of the play came upon the stage one

• rp. 4:90-93. f ibid 4 : 101 .

t UidU 107.
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after another. They danced and sang as they proceed-

ed to act. * At the close of the performance, they

received presents from the audience whom they praised

in eulogistic language, t

Occasionally, a mela or company might be invited

to the palace ot' the Raya or one of his grandees in

order to entertain the members of the zenana. The

Raya might grace the occasion with his presence, if

the performance took place within the precincts of his

palace. 11 is relations, officers and other nobles

would be invited to witness the play. Separate

arrangements were made for the accommodation of the

queens, princesses, and other ladies of the zenana so

that they might see the actors without being seen. J

The histrionic talents of these actors and actresses

probably perished with them. The names of a few

prominent members of the profession have come

down to us through literature and the inscriptions.

Pendela Nagi, Bueoigadu or Nattuva Nagayya are only

names to us
;
but to their contemporaries they must

have been tiie embodiment of the dramatic art which

they seem to have cherished fondly.

/The homing lata or shadow-play appears to have

been popular. / One of Krsnaraya’s confidential

servants was Kaja, the son of a certain Bommalata
Virupaksa. § Now, the surname or family name of

Kala, probably derived from the profession which his

father followed, is of considerable interest, as it

indicates that the people of the sixteenth century were

familiar with bommalata or the shadow-play. The
bommalata like the yaksagana was staged at night in

• Pp. + : 98-100. + ibid \ : 101.

J ibid 4 : 96
, LR. 66 (Macupalle) p. 66 ff. See • Appendix C.

§ The Sources p. 167.
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a temporary shed open in front, and closed on

the other sides. A screen of white cloth covered

the front or the open side. The interior of this

building was illuminated by lamps, and the shadow

of the pictures made of leather or other material was

projected on the screen by the interception of light.

According to the requirements of the play, enacted

at any given time, the prasangi (expounder) and the

pathakas (songsters) moved the pictures by means of

strings. They also supplied the appropriate conversa-

tion and songs for the edification of the audience,

seated outside in the open air.* The performance

of the shadow-play lasted throughout the night, and

it came to an end only at day-break, f

Wandering bands of Dommaras and Vipraviriodis

roamed over the country visiting towns and villages

to collect the customary fees due to them from the

citizens of the empire. The Dommaras were profes-

sional acrobats, and, according to some inscriptions,

they belonged to twenty-four kulas or clans. They
usually exhibited their feats in the open air. When
they visited a town or village, they set up the poles

for rope-walking in the main thoroughfare, and

attracted the people by beating the drum. They
collected an annual fee from the people, which they

frequently granted to temples and other religious

foundations. Occasionally they gave a performance

in the presence of the Raya and his courtiers, when
they xvere richly rewarded for their skill. The

* £>S'fc> ter*c?S'c TStf%> fcS<T iSp-As675.

(iSOifeig 'Io£t*oj5c jj&osfo

B^Soc &I».o3cX jc X
Cge. 4:207

^fisSCT'cS' ^RsSXa. Ptf. Canto 1.
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Vipravinodis were professional jugglers
;
and, like the

Dommaras
,
they used to visit towns and villages, for

the purpose of showing their tricks, and collecting

their annual vartana or fee which was fixed by custom.

The Vipravinodis collected their vartana only from the

Brahmans, and it is not known whether they derived

any income from the other communities.

There were other means of diversion. The
vanavihara or strolling in the pleasure garden, and the

jalakrida or sporting in water are two other forms of

amusement which were very popular among the rich.

As these have been described already in another con-

text, it is not necessary to dilate upon them once again.

Games also appear to have played an important part

in the social life. Although the information available

on the subject is only scanty, it is sufficient to give us

an idea of how people, specially the Raya and his

nobles, spent their leisure hours. The games may be

conveniently described under two heads : the outdoor,

and the indoor.

The Outdoor frames :—The common people took

considerable interest in cock-fighting. * Whether they

interested themselves in any other amusement, it is

not possible to say. A kind of game resembling polo

was played by princes and the nobles. The player

of the game, mounted on a charger, had to beat a ball

lying on the ground with a long staff held in one of his

hands, while the animal ^losely followed the move-

ments of the ball, f It seems to have been a military

game probably introduced by the Muhammadan soldiers,

whom the Vijayanagara emperors employed in their

army in large numbers. The most exciting outdoor

* “ KJS ?CjS foiSoat) ce&o^”

t Pf.ix 29-36. Jm. 4 : 187

y—5s
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amusement, however, was the chase in which the

emperor and his courtiers were greatly interested.

Several varieties of chase such as teraveta, edduveta,

gan[avfya etc., are mentioned by contemporary writers;*

but it is not easy to make out the difference.

The Raya seems to have maintained a large esta-

blishment of falcons and hounds, which he lodged in

that part of the palace which was opposite to the

stables, f The hounds helped the hunters in tracking

the wild animals to their lairs
;
the falcons pursued the

birds. No firearms were employed in shooting the

game. Bows, arrows, daggers, short swords and spears

were the only weapons with which the hunters armed

themselves. Foot-traps and nets were also made use

of to capture the animals alive. The tiger, the

elephant, the bear, the wolf, the hyena, the deer, the

bison, the boar, the wild goat etc., were some of the

animals which the hunters usually killed in the chase.

At the close of the hunt, the hunters brought together

the game which they shot down, skinned the animals

and cut the fat parts of their carcases, which they

cooked and ate, having at first offered it to the pre-

siding deity of the forest. {

The wealthy people appear to have sought diver-

sion in playing the jchess and the dice J chess was a

popular game which occupied The attention of the

upper classes. The emperor Krsnaraya rvas an expert

• Xbm. 2 : 29. «

“ 5&>ej\8S £oo£) TStf'Scio 95oSoweto "Soorfe»Tr»c
tJ O

KeoierScfo
”

t STORKS 'Sr'S'eoF' "ar'B'eo TS © eat&eo S3
m

« ej eo ejma—
•••* Me. 4:21.

I cf« Me. 4i 37.
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in playing the game. He seems to have ahown as

much respect to good chess players as to poets and

philosophers. The most famous chess champion of

the age was a certain Timmana of the Bodducerla

family, who, it is said, constantly won the game while

playing with the Raya. It was probably in recogni-

tion of his shill in playing the game that the Raya
granted him the village of Koppolu as an agrahara*

Ramaraja also was fond of chess. The Madhwa tradi-

tion reproaches him with showing disrespect to Brah-

mans and regard for gamblers. The game of dice was

more popular than chess. The part which it played

in social life may be inferred from the place assigned to

it at the imperial court. One of the ladies-in-waiting

carrying the symbols or insignia had to hold a board

of dice while waiting on the emperor. From the con-

stant allusions to the game by the contemporary writers

it is evident that gambling was a fashionable pastime

in the aristocratic circles. Women were as much
addicted to^amblingyts men

;
and they often played

the game for states. There might have been other

means of diversion besides chess and dice
;
but we

know nothing of them at present. The future investi-

gator of the social history of the sixteenth century may
have to say more about them than what is possible

at present.

K&b'oX j£r><5
I

QQ&ofot&>
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edition of the Manucaritra.
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Chatter VI.

LITERATURE AND ART.

Section 1 : Literature :—The sixteenth century is

characterised by an outburst of great literary activity.

Several authors of eminence flourished during this

century, and produced works of lasting importance,

not only in the Sanskrit language but in all the prin-

cipal vernaculars of South India. The Rayas of

Vijayanagara fostered the growth of the literatures of

all the languages that were spoken in their extensive

empire, from the very beginning
;

but the imperial

court did not become the general resort of men of letters

before the commencement of the sixteenth century.

The reign of Krsnadevaraya marks the dawn of a

new era in the literary history of South India. Him-

self a scholar, a musician, and a poet, he loved to

gather around him poets, philosophers, and religious

teachers whom he honoured with munificent gifts of

land and money. He was so much attached to the

company of learned men that he Bpent most of his

spare time, when he was at the capital, in hearing their

learned discourses and discussions. He took them

with him, when he started to tour through the pro-

vinces or to conduct a military campaign. Although

he loved poetry in whatever* language it was written,

he had a special partiality for Teiugu, which he con-

sidered the best of vernaculars. He showed greater

regard for Teiugu poets and scholars, towards some of

whom he entertained genuine personal affection. Very

early in his reign, he constituted an academy of Teiugu

poets, the members of which were known as the
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Jsjadiggajas. * Peddana, Timmana, Dliurjati (senior),

Mallana, Kamarajabliusana Ramakrsna, Pingali Suranna,

and Rudra are Baid to have been the members of this

academy, over which the Raya himself presided. There

were also others, who, though not admitted to thiB

learned body, belonged to the Raya’s literary circle.

The court of Vijayanagara became a place of pilgrimage

to all men of letters, especially to those who chose

Telugu as the medium of their expression. The approval

of the Raya and his pandits was considered by many

writers of distinction a sufficient reward for their

labours. Here as in other things the nobles and

captains, who considered it highly desirable to walk in

the footsteps of the Raya, imitated his example by

extending their patronage to poets and scholars, so that

no writer suffered any hardship for the want of a

patron. This gave a tremendous impetus to the deve-

lopment of South Indian literature in general and the

Telugu in particular. As Acyuta, Ramaraja and Tiru-

mala, the successors of Krsnaraya inherited some of

his love of letters, the progressive movement which

commenced in his time continued without any inter-

ruption until the end of the century.

In attempting to trace the development of litera-

ture, one has to face a difficulty, which cannot be over-

come completely, as matters stand at present. Although

several poets must have written during this period,

it is not easy to discover who they were, as the

chronological order iu yhich they lived is almost

totally unknown. The difficulty is greatest regarding

the Sanskrit and Tamil writers
;

for, no systematic

attempt appears to have been made so far to arrange

them in their chronological order. This obstacle, how-

ever, does not beset the path of the historian of the

* LX. 2. (TippalSru) p. 357 dated 1828 A.D., record* that Tipperuni was
granted at an ajrahUra by Knqadfvaraya to the Attadigfajut.
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Telugu and the Canarese literatures. Thanks to the

efforts of some modern scholars, we have before us a

fairly settled chronology, which helps us in studying

these literatures in their historical setting. In spite of

the absence of a settled chronology of the Sanskrit

and the Tamil writers, it is just possible to notice

briefly the activity of some of them, as, by their contact

with the court, they are known to have flourished

during this period.

Section 2 : Sanskrit :—The study of tire Sanskrit

language and literature was pursued with as much
enthusiasm during the sixteenth century as in the pre-

vious ages. Although several new treatises were written

by eminent scholars on a variety of topics, it is not

possible to ascertain their value, as most of ihem remain

still unpublished. Of the Sanskrit writers of this age,

Krsnaraya appears to be the earliest. The composi-

tion of several poems, such as the Madnlasacaritra, the

Satyavadhupaiiaaya, the Saleala!, a t hatsd« sa nujraka
,

the

Juana cintamani and the Rasnnuinjari, is attributed to

him; but none of them is extant. However, a play

called the Jambavatlkalyaiiam ascribed to him is preserv-

ed in some of our mss. libraries
;
and this does not

seem to be a work of great merit. One of the promi-

nent scholars of Krsuaraya's court was Lolla Lakstm-

dhara, a vaidika Brahman of KoudavTdu. Laksini-

dhara spent his early days in the court, of the Gajapati

king, Prataparudra, at Cuttack. It is believed that he

bad a band in the composition of the Sarasvatlvilasa,

ascribed to that monarch. He wrote commentaries on

several, works including the Sivdniindalahqri .of the

philosopher Sankara. The most important of his works

is the Daivajhavilasa which he wrote in collaboration

with another scholar, Kencam Yellaya, by name.

The Daivajhavilasa is an encyclopaedic work of the
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class of Basavaraja’s Sivatatvarainakat^u-,containing

much useful information on a variety of topics, which,

if properly exploited, is bound to enrich our knowledge

of the history of the sixteenth century.

Another scholar who migrated from the court of

Cuttack was the musician LaksmTnarayana. He easily

won a footing at the Vijayanagara court owing to

Krsiuiviiy a’s fondness for music. In his youth, it is

said, the Raya learnt to play upon the vlna from an

eminent artist of the name of Krsna, one of the ances-

tors of the Madliwa yuru, Raghavendra. When he

ascended the throne, he appointed as the music master
«»!' Ins harem, LaksmTnarayana, who composed a treat-

ise on music called Smigitasvryodaya probably for the

benefit of Ins pupils. Though the book is not yet

published, it is believed to be a valuable contribution

to the literature on the subject.

The great minister SaluvaTimma, and his nephew

Nadindla Gopa w ere eminent Sanskrit scholars. The
former commented on Agastya’s Bharata, and the latter

on the well-known Sanskrit allegorical drama the

Frahodha Candrodaya. Crops was not only an author

hut a patron of men of letters. The poets Mallana

and Ramakrsna first won recognition at his court in

KondavTdu.

On the religious side, the activity was even greater.

Some of the most eminent religious teachers of the

time either came, or were invited, to Vijayanagara
,

where they were asked to expound the doctrines of

tiieir respective creeds before the Raya. The religious

retormer \ allabha and the Jaina theologian Abhinava

Vadi Vidyananda claim victories over the pandits of

the RiTya’s court. There is reason to believe that

Oaitanya also paid a visit to Vijayanagara. One of
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the lithic records of Acyuta’s reign refers to a

tax-free village which was granted to Caitanya.* The

disputations of these itinerant scholars led to the birth

of much religious literature of a controversial character.

The most prolific writer on religious arid theological

problems was Vyasatlrtha, the head of the Madhwa
sect. He wrote a series of books on theology, logic

etc., in order to condemn the tenets of the rival sects

and establish those of his own. He wrote Tarkatandava,

Nyayamrta ,
Sitdfta, Manddramahjari and Madhivatal-

paryacandrika, and commented on several Upanhads

such as the Cchandogya, the MandTtkya etc. Only two

writers of the time of Acyuta are known to us at

present. Rajanatha Dindima, Acyuta’s poet laureate

wrote two poems, the Acyutardydbyudayam and the

Bhagavata Campu. The former is an historical kavya
,

in which the author describes the early career and

achievements of his master. Though Dindima clothes

the events in a poetical garb, they are nevertheless

genuine. Therefore, his poem should be regarded as

the most valuable contemporary document of Acyuta’s

reign. The Bhagavata Campu is a composition of a

different species
;

and its literary value cannot be

assessed until it becomes available in print.

The other writer was a lady, Tmimalamba by

name. She was probably one of the ladies-in-waiting

in the Raya’s palace. She wrote a Campukavga called

the Varadamhilcaparinayam, m which she describes the

marriage of Acyuta with his queen Varadambika. The
Varaddmbikaparina yam. seems to be important not so

much for its literary merit but for its value as a source

book o/ history
;
for the authoress appears to narrate the

events of which she herself was an eye-witness. As an

artist, Tirumalamba is far inferior to Gangadevi whose

• SC. lx Cp. i.
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Madhurftvijaya ,
though fragmentary, must be regarded

as a perfect literary gem.

Not many Sanskrit works of Sadasiva's reign have

come to light so far. Some of the great Vaisnava

teachers such as Doddayacarya flourished at his

court. It is not unlikely that Tatacarya who later on

became the spiritual preceptor of the Aravidu mon-

archs, should have risen to prominence during Sada-

siva’s reign. The works of the Sri Vaisnava teachers,

however, have not yet been published, though they are

said to be numerous. The Madhwa guru Vijaylndra

appears to have been a person of considerable learning
;

and he is said to have written works on various religious

subjects. What these works are is nowhere stated.

Ramaraja like his great father-in-law, Krsnaraya,

was a lover of music. He extended his patronage to

Bayakara Ramappaya or Ramayamatya, whom he

appointed as the music master of his daughters. He
composed a treatise on music called the Swaramela-

kalanidhi, which became during the subsequent period

a subject of bitter controversy between two opposing

schools of Karnatic music. Cina Timma, a cousin of

Ramaraja, utilised the services of the famous Saivite

scholar and philosopher Appaya Diksita, whom he com-

missioned to write a commentary on Vedanta Desika’s

Yadavabhyudaya.

Section 3 : Tamil :—The growth of the Tamil
literature was less due to the patronage of the court than

that of the other languages Nevertheless, several

authors were dependent on the emperor or one of hi#

nobles. The connection of the Tamil poets with the

Vijayanagara court appears to have begun with the reign

of Devarayall. The Saivite author, Arunagirinatha, was
one of the principal men of letters at his court.
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The poet Kalamega is said to have been a protege

of Saluva Gopa Tippa, one of Devaraya’s officers

governing a part of the Tamil country. These

writers and their patrons, however, belonged to the

past. During the sixteenth century, several scholars

and poets seem to have flocked to Vijayanagara,

attracted by the munificent gifts of Krsnadevaraya.

The most prominent among them was perhaps the

Vellala poet, Haridasa, the author of the Irusamaya

Vilakkam, a work in which he describes the comparative

merits of^aivism and Vaisnavism. Haridasa waB honour-

ed by the Raya with the grant of several gifts including

an entire village free of all taxes. Kumara Saraswati,

some of whose verses are included in the Nai'alar Cari-

tai, was probably at the court. He describes the con-

quest of Kalinga, and Krsnaraya’s marriage with the

daughter of the Gajapati. The Jain lexicographer,

Maydala Purudav Jnanaprakasar, the author of Man-

jarippa, and Tatvaprakasar of Tiruvarur appear to

have received encouragement from the Raya- One of

the Pamjyan chiefs wrote a Kalambaka which he dedi-

cated to Aramvularta Mudaliar, one of Krgnaraya's

ministers.

Though no information is available regarding the

interest which Krsuaraya’s successors took in the

Tamil literature and poets, there is reason to believe

that Ramaraja Vitthala, who was the viceroy of the

Tamil country during Sadasiva s reign, offered asylum
to Tamil men of letters. Nevertheless, the growth of

Tamil literature seems to be more due to the activity of

waf/ias than to the patronage of the kings and princes.

In the absence of a settled chronology, it is not possi-

ble to describe this activity, however considerable it

might have been.
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Section 4 : Canarese ‘.—Nearly fifty poets flourished

between A.D. 1500 and 1570. Not one of them, however,

can be described as a writer of outstanding merit. They

are usually divided into four classes : the Brahmans
;
the

Vaisnavas, the Jains and the Vlra-^aivas. Most of

them wrote without any encouragement from the

imperial court
;

but some of the Canarese chiefs,

especially those of Gersoppa, Haive, Konkaija, and

Nuggihalli, who were the subordinates of the Raya

took much interest in their mother-tongue and promot

ed learning by offering patronage to poets and

scholars. The Lingayat mathas made also their own

contribution by maintaining scholars who devoted

their time to the pursuit of letters.

Of the Canarese poets of this age, the Brahman
and Vaisnava writers alone received any encourage-

ment from the Raya. Timmanna completed Kumara
Vyasa’s Canarese Mahabharata at the command of

Krsriaraya. His work, however, is not, of a high

order, and it does not bear comparison to that of

Kumara Vyasa. Nevertheless, it is read with much
devotion by a large majority of the Canarese people.

Catu Vitthalanatlia appears to have flourished dur-

ing the reigns of Krsnaraya and his successor
;
and

probably he wrote his Bhagavota at their suggestion.

The contribution of the Vaisnava writers to the Cana-

rese literature took the form ot popular devotional

songs, which were better suited to communicate the

tenets of Vai§navisra to the common people. The earliest

Vaisnava psalmist was V*yasatirtha, the supreme pontiff

of the Madhwa sect. The most famous of them was

Purandaradasa, who appears to have been a familiar

figure in the streets of Vijayanagara during the

reigns of Acyuta and Sadasiva. His songs are char-

acterised by great fervour and sincerity of feeling.
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They teach vairagya, and devotion to the cult of

Visnu, and are popularly sung all over Kannada even

at the present day. The most important Vai^nava

poet was the Beda (hunter), Kanakadasa, who wrote

several works such as Mohanatarangini, Nalacaritra

and Krsnacaritra etc., besides a number of songs

extolling the greatness of ViBnu.

Mangarasa III appears to have been the earliest

Jain poet of this period. He was a contemporary of

Vira Narasimha, and Krsnadevaraya, and probably a

subordinate of the Gangalva chiefs. Hib Jayanrpa-

kavya seems to be the most important of his works.

His style is said to be lucid and natural. Abhinava

Vadi Vidyananda was a contemporary of Krsnadeva and

Acyuta, the former of whom is said to have honoured

him by performing the ratnabhiseka. He was a

native of Gersoppa, and probably wrote a treatise on

poetics called Kavyasara, which is considered important

as it preserves extracts from ancients whose works are

not extant. Salva was another writer of some import-

ance. His Bhdrata, though not comparable to Kumara
Vyasa’s work, is said to be a work of considerable

merit. He was “ the court poet of Salvamalla, the

king of Tuluva, Haiva and Konkana countries." He
lived about the middle of the century. Notwithstand-

ing the controversy regarding tiie date of Ratnakara-

varni, he should be included among the poets of this

age. He was a man of great learning, and he wrote

two satakas and a voluminous poem of nearly 10,000

verses called BharatesvaracnrUa. In addition, he seems

to have composed a few songs which teach morality

and truth

.

•

Gubbi Mallanarya, who lived about 1518 A. D.,

was probably the first Vira-Saiva writer of considerable

importance. He produced several works of which
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Vtra Saicamrfi and Sivabhaktapurdga appear to be

noteworthy. His works appear to have exercised some

influence over Vlra-^aiva writers of the succeeding

generation, as Ceramanka and others acknowledge

their indebtedness to him. Nanjunda who lived about

1525 A. D., wrote in the sangatya metre, the Kumara-

ramanacarite, the story of Kumara Rama, the prince of

Kampili. It deserves to be studied more on account

of its historical value than its literary merit. Cera-

manka was a contemporary of Nanjunda, and he is

remembered on account of his poem, the Ceramana-

kcivya. Lingamantri, who was the court poet of

Rayanaraja of Nuggihajli, a subordinate of Acyuta-

devaraya, wrote a lexicon called Kabbigara-kaipidi

about 1530 A.D. Virabhadraraja, who seems to have

flourished about the same time, was a prolific writer of

several poems. His Vlrabhadravijaya, written in a

melodious and pleasing style, appears to be the best

known of his works. Emtue Basava is to be remembered

not so much for what he had written but for his associa-

tion with Salakaraju Cina Tirumala. The composition

of a kdlajhana or a prophetic account of future events

is attributed to him, and it furnishes the historian with

some useful information. Sadasivayogi wrote his

Ramanathavilasa about 1551 A.D., and Virakta Ton-
tarya compiled the Ka rnatakasabdamanja r i besides

several other works about 1560 A.D. Although there

were many writers other than those mentioned above,

they do not seem to be so important as to deserve

mention here. The age yue certainly one of incessant

literary activity
;
but no work of outstanding merit

appears to have been produced.

Telugu :—The sixteenth century is rightly re-

garded as the Augustan age of the Telugu literature.

The age of translations and adaptations" came to
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an end with the close of the fifteenth century, though

a few writers here and there still continued to abridge

some purana or other. The poets Haribhatta and

Vennelaganti Suranna appear to have been the only

genuine representatives of the old school. Haribhatta

adapted several purdnas such as the hfatsya, Varaha
,

and Ndrasimha and translated a considerable portion of

of the Bhaijavatapurdm. His style is chaste, and

elegant reminding the reader frequently of the compo-

sitions of some of the best writers of the epic poetry.

Vennelaganti Suranna was a prot.§ge of Bavaya
Raghava, a subordinate of Krsnadevaraya

;
and he

adapted the Visnnpurana which he dedicated to his

patron. Although his poem is characterised by simpli-

city and elegance of style, it lacks the vigour and

dignity of Haribhatta’s works. Ivonerinatha, who lived

about the middle of the century, may be conveniently

considered in this context. His Balabhagavata
,
written in

an easy and attractive style, appears to be a work of

some literary merit. The authoress Molla, who is assign-

ed to this century, reproduced the story of Rdmayana in

charming verse. These writers, however, represented a

school which was dying fast. Their work was not as

popular as it would have been, had they lived in an

earlier age. This was due to a great change that came

over the public mind. The people were no longer

satisfied with puranic translations. They expected

something new, something original from the authors,

if not in their themes, at least in their treatment and

presentation. Therefore, the. age saw' the birth of a

new type of kdvya knowrn as the prabandha.

What is a prabandha ? It means literally a poeti-

cal composition, and in this sense, it may be applied to

any kdvya or purana. The Telugu Mahdbhdrata is

sometimes referred to as a prabandha
;

and the poet
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Srlnatha styles his translation of Kasikhanda a pru

bandha. In course of time, the connotation of the

term appears to have undergone a change, and its

scope became restricted by the commencement of

the sixteenth century. A prabandha came to mean

a kavya of an erotic type which, while narrating the

story of a hero and a heroine, must contain descrip-

tions of eighteen set topics. These are
: (1) a king,

(2) his capital, (3) a mountain, (4 ) a river, (5) the sun-

rise or sun-set, (6) tire moon-rise, (7) the seasons, (8) a

lake, (tl) a garden, (10) a damsel, (11) viraha or love

sickness, (12) dautya or negotiation, (13) marriage,

(14) wine drinking, (15) coition, (16) birth of a son,

(17) war, and (18) pilgrimage. A prabandha
, in

order to be classed as perfect, should deal with all the

eighteen topics. There are but three or four perfect

prabandhas, the rest forfeiting their claim to perfection,

as they fall short of the requirements in certain

respects. Therefore, a concession has to be made so

that the name prabandha must be applied to all,

although strictly speaking, they should be regarded as

imperfect specimens.

The prabandhas have been divided into three

classes, according to the source from which their theme
or story is drawn. These are: (1; the prakhyata,

(2) the ntpadya and (:’>) the mi§rabandha.

(1) A prakhyata prabandha is one, the theme or

story of which is taken from some well-known sourct

such as the Ramayaaa

,

the Mahabharata, or one of the

puranas, and described without any alteration vvliatever.

The author is expected to Bhow his originality in

describing the details. The Srnyara Sakunialatn

of Pina Vlrabhadra may be taken as the most
familiar example of a prakhyata prabandha. However,
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no author of the sixteenth century excepting

perhaps Ramabhadra seems to have followed Pina

Vlrabhadra.

(2) The theme of an utpadya prabandha is drawn

from the imagination of the author himself. He is free

to create his own plot, and arrange his characters in

whichever way he likes. Only three poets seem to

have composed utpadya prabandhas during this period.

Mallana wrote his Raja§ekaracaritram , which he dedi-

cated to Nadindla Gopa, Krsnaraya’s governor at

Kondavldu. His style is simple and elegant, although

it is considered faulty in certain respects. Rudrayya,

a learned goldsmith of Kandukur in the Nellore district,

wrote the well-known NirankuSopakhyanam, which he

dedicated to the god of his place. His work is held

tip as a model for the elegance of its style, though it is

scoffed at by ultra-puritan critics who denounce it as

an immoral poem. The greatest utpadya writer of the

age was, no doubt, Pingali Suranna, the court-poet of

the Nandyala chief, Krsnaraja, who lived about the

middle of the century. He produced two works of great

beauty, the Prabliavatlpradyumnam and the Kaldpurno-

dayam. Like the other utpadya writers, lie creates his

own plot
;
but unlike them, he exhibits extraordinary

originality and resourcefulness in handling his themes.

Some of the characters of the Prabliavatlpradyumnam are

no doubt taken from the Bhagavatapuraua or the

Harivamsa
;
but the plot and the majority of characters

owe their existence to Suranna's creative genius. He
shows great talent in infusing life into his characters,

a quality which is rarely seen in the prabandha writers.

Of all tne Telugu writers Suranna alone possesses the

dramatic instinct, which imparts a special interest to

his works. The Kalapurnodayam is somewhat different

in character from the Prabhavatipradyumnam. The
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poem is a perfect piece of art evolved from the highly

creative brain of the author. The plot, the dramatic

situations, and the characters fully pulsating with life

are all created with consummate skill. The Kald-

purnddayam is a Telugu Kadambari in verse, which the

reader reluctantly lays down after reading it 4#rom

cover to cover. Suranna must be regarded as one of

the greatest of the mediaeval poets, and there are very

few who can bear comparison with him. Ilis style is

simple arid vigorous
;
his descriptions are natural and

appropriate
;

and his narrative runs smoothly and

majestically like a stream swollen with winter floods.

(3) The misrabandha or misra prabandha is so

called because its theme, though borrowed from a

purana or epic, is mixed up with incidents and situa-

tions introduced by the author. In other words, the

author of a misrabandha is free to modify the original

story in whichever way lie chooses. This class of

prabandha appears to have acquired much popularity

during the sixteenth century owing probably to the

brilliant success that crowned the attempts of the

early writers. According to one great poet of the

century, the prakydta prabandha is like a precious stone

in its natural state, and an utpddya is but an artificial

gem, whereas a misrabandha is a genuine gem cut and

polished. The view of this writer may be taken as an

indication of the enormous popularity which this type

of composition enjoyed during the sixteenth century.

•

Nandi Timmana, the author of the Parijatapa-

haranam, appears to have been the earliest, of the m isra -

bandha poets. His poem, which he dedicated to Krsna-

raya, takes its place among the best productions of the

age. His language is sweet, his imagery polished, his

sentiments fine, and his touch delicate. The greatest

V—55
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of miSrabandha poets was Peddana whose Manucaritra

became the model which other writers attempted to

emulate not only during his age, but in the succeeding

centuries also. The traces of his influence appear in

almost all the poems that liad been written ever since.

His style is sweet and majestic containing as it does a

harmonious blending of the Sanskrit and the Telugu

words. He is admired for his extraordinary skill, as

one writer puts it, in ‘ weaving ’ words. By a few

strokes of his pen, he can either conjure up a land-

scape of wonderful beauty, or infuse into his characters

life, which raises them up to the human level. Krsna-

raya, who seems to have been attracted by these quali-

ties of his poetry, made him the poet-laureate and

conferred upon him the title Andhrakavitapitamaha or

the creator of the Andhra poesy. Krsnaraya himself

was a poet of no mean order. He wrote a prabandha

called the Jmuldamalyada which, in the opinion of

modern critics, should be regarded as the most sublime

poem in the whole range of the prabandha literature.

The style of the poem is not attractive
;

it abounds in

Sanskritisms, and is rugged and heavy. It repels the

beginner, but offers him rare treasures, if he gets over

his preliminary dislike. Although the work is general-

ly ascribed to the Raya, a bitter controversy still rages

over its authorship. Some deny the arrthorship of

Krsnaraya, and attribute it to Peddana, whereas several

emphatically assert the contrary. The Amuktamalyada

should be regarded as a joint work of botli the Raya
«

and Peddana. Even the most ardent of the pro-Raya
critics cannot deny that Peddana had a hand in the

composition of the poem. The difference between the

style of the Manucaritra
, and that of the major portion

of the Amuktamdlyada is a strong argument against the

attribution of the whole work to Peddana.
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Sankusala Narasimha Kavi is also believed to have

lived during the time of Krsnaraya No evidence is

brought forward to support this view. He wrote one

of the few perfect prabandhas in Telugu called Kaw-
karnarasayamm in which it is said he describes forty-five

topics. Although, in the opinion of some pandits, he

occupies the first place among the prabandha poets his

work must be regarded as dry and monotonous
;
and

it creates a feeling of weariness in the mind of the

reader. Judging it from its style and technique, it must

be said to be a work of a later age when the prabandha

became decadent. Tajlapakam Peda-Tirumalarya

composed a century of verse called the A’iti-salakam,

which throws some light on the social conditions of the

period. His son, Tiravengajanatha, the author of the

A^amahifikalydyam, was a contemporary of Acyuta-

devaraya. llamarajabhu§ana flourished during the reign

of Sadasiva. He was a dependent of Ramaraja, and of

his brother, Tirumala, who later on usurped the throne

of Vijayanagara. He wrote a prabandha called Vasu-

caritra, which is justly regarded as one of the greatest

poems of the language. lie lacks the creative geniuB

of Peddamt and Suranna
;
but lie surpasses both of

them in the wonderful craftsmanship which he displays

throughout his poem. Although he does not show

much capacity in designing a plot, and the creation of

characters, he successfully conceals this defect under

the wonderful decorative art of which he is a master.

Nevertheless, Rainarajabhusana deserves a place among
the greatest poets of the Telugu language. Rangappa-
raja, one of Ramaraja’s cousins, wrote the Sambo-

pdkhyanam, a poem of considerable merit,* though

it has fallen out of taste at present on account of

the many erotic descriptions in which the author

revels.
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The Religious Poetry.—The poems that have been

written to glorify some deity, a place of pilgrimage, a

saint, or a religious teacher fall under this head.

They may be sub-divided into three classes for the

convenience of treatment,

(a) Poems written to glorify a deity :—There are

two poems of this class both written by Ellayarya

alias Radhamadhava who flourished at the court of

Acyutadevaraya. His Tarakabrahmarajlya which exists

ortiy in a fragmentary condition glorifies the Rama
incarnation of Visnu. His Visnum&yaoilctsa consists of

a series of tales which extol the maya or illusion created

by Visnu to ensnare creatures in the interminable net

of samsara. The latter is a delightful poem of rare

excellence written in a very elegant style. The des-

criptions once read linger long in memory and are not

easily forgotten. Though the poem is unpublished at

present., it is bound to take its place amongst the best

productions of the century. *

(b) Poems written to glorify a place ofpilgrimage :

—

The Kalahastimahatmya of Dhurjati (senior) is

regarded as one of the classics of the Telugu langu-

age. The author’s style is sweet and dignified
;
his

characters are well-drawn
;
and his tale is narrated with

considerable skill and charm. The greatest of the

mahatmya writers was Tenali Ramakrsna, who produced

two works of this class. His Paiidurangamah&tmya.

is a work of great literary excellence, and it is

highly praised for the dignity of its style. In the art

of telling stories, the skill of Ramakrgna is unrivalled.

His comparisons are apt, and homely, and his descrip-

tions are characterised by their naturalness. In short,

• The poem has been recently publubed by the Telugu Department of th»

University of Mndrag.
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he is one of those writers whose works always retain

their popularity in spite of the changes of taste and fash-

ion in the realm of letters. His Ghatikdcalamahdtmya
,

which was not published during his life- time, is

less known
;
but, though not comparable to the Pandu-

rangamahdtmya
,

it should still be regarded as a great

poem.

(c) Poems written to glorify a saint or a religious tea-

cher :—Besides the two mahcUmyas mentioned above

Ramakrigna wrote in his early days a poem called tihe

Udbha[aradhyacaritra, describing the deeds of the Sai-

vite saint, Udbhata. The work is available only in

fragments, and it displays an early phase of the

author’s art which is still immature^/ The Paramayogi-

vilasa of Tiruvengalanatha celebrates in dvipada metre

the lives of the Mjvars or the Vaisnava saints. The
author is said to possess great command over dcipada

;

but it does not seem to be so pliable an instrument in

his hands as it is in those of earlier writers such as

Rauganatha and Gauranna. Another work of the

same name was written by Timmaraja, a nephew of

Aliya Ramaraja. Although the style of the poem
reaches the standard maintained by the prabandha

writers, it appears to be void of any distinctive feature.

Many works of minor importance were produced

during the Tulnva period
;
but they need not be taken

into consideration here. What, has been said above is

enough to indicate the main lines on which the Telugu

literature had developed during one of the greatest

periods of its history, s/

Section 5 : Art and Architecture :—The accession

of Krsnadevaraya to the throne of Vijayanagara marks
the beginning of the most brilliant period in the history

of the Vijayanagara art. It is said that “ the time
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of its greatest prosperity was between the accession

of Kysnadeva, 1508, and the death of Acyutaraya,

1542, and it is perhaps to their reigns that the finest

monuments in the city should be ascribed.” * The
buildings that were erected during the period fall into

two classes, viz. (1) temples and (2) palaces and

public buildings. Though specimens of both classes

of buildings still survive, no earnest attempt has yet

been made to study them from an artistic point of

view.

(i) Temples :—Soon after his accession in 1509,

Krsnadevaraya undertook to repair one of the gopuras

of the temple of Virupaksa at Hampi. At the same

time, he also constructed a new (jupura at the eastern

gate of the temple. During the course of his long war

with the Gajapati, he built two new temples. One of

them, the Krsnswami temple, was specially built to lodge

the image of Balakrsna, which Krsnaraya had brought

away from the fortress of Udayagiri when he captured

it in 1513. The temple is large and handsome
;
but it

is devoid of ornamentation
;
and there is nothing to

relieve the monotony of its bare walls. The Hazara

Rama temple which appears to have been built about

the same time stood at the gate of the palace
;
and it

was intended to serve as a private chapel to the

inmates of the imperial household. The Hazara Rama
temple is said to be “ one of the moBt perfect speci-

.

mens of the Hindu temple architecture of the Vijaya-

nagara period.” “The temple is provided witli a

handsome porch in front, which leads into the central

hall, the roof of which is mainly supported by four

particularly beautiful and highly polished black stone

pillars, richly carved and crowned with bracket capital

• F«rgu«son : Hist, of India and Eastern Architecture i. p, 401.
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of the Indo-Cornithian appearance.” * Its chief attrac-

tion however, lies in the beautiful sculptures which

cover every inch of available Bpace in the temple as

well as on the walls of the enclosure. The construc-

tion of the imposing gopuram at Cidambaram, and

the thousand-pillared hall at Tiruvannamalai must be

ascribed to the same period. Krsnaraya seems to have

erected a fine temple with many images in the new

suburb of Nagalapur about 1520. He must have

undertaken to reconstruct the Vitthalaswami temple

during the last years of his reign, f which he was

obliged to leave unfinished at the time of his death.

Some of the nobles appear to have been affected

by Krsnaraya’s love for fine temples. The Pemmasani
chiefs of Gandikota built a shrine for the God Raghu-

natha in the fort
;
but the finest temples they built

were at Tadpatri on the banks of the North Pennar

"V
* Longhurst The Rutns of Hampi pp 69, 71. ' ^

t The construction of the Vitthalaswami temple is usually attributed to

KSsnad?varaya; but he could not have built that temple, as it existed even

during: the tune of DevurHya II We learn from HunbhaJta, who lived in the

first quarter of the 16th century that Proluganti Tippana, one of DSvaraya’s

officers built a bhogaman{apa for ViJthala at Hampi.

rJ o5o£)rUO©SO ^ 6 8 rfo

ex>rn,£!^sD&v* sS'tf^Sjcao it

£>&o£>0§ "7Ter o-£> c6b3e~ Skoiotjoaio

g5S ~5oo'r5o~^

s£>($oX eT^e) 8fo£;£r*e>.

AHlrasimkapurSnam

.

It is evident that the shrine of Vifthala as well as the temples of VirtlpSk^a

Malyavanla-Raghunitha, and Vtrabhadra were in existence during the time
of DSvaraya 11.
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These are regarded as the most, splendid specimens

of Vijtiyanagara art.

Acyuta continued the work of his brother by

undertaking to complete the renovation of Vitthala’s

shrine. He also built two new temples at the capital

which deserve notice. The temple of Aeyutaraya-

swarni which he built in 1539 A. D., was designed on

the lines of Vitthalaswami temple, although it must be

considered far inferior to the latter from an artistic

point of view. It contains a spacious verandah

supported by finely carved granite pillars besides a

few panels of exquisite workmanship. The Pattabhi-

rama temple is the biggest shrine that was ever built

at Vijayanagara. Though it is totally devoid of any

kind of ornamentation, its huge proportions produce

on the mind an impression of grandeur, which does

not rapidij^ fade away. The large hall standing on

lofty pillars facing the eastern gopura, and the

immense tank, with the granite mandapa in its centre,

are the most interesting features of this temple.

The Pattabhirama temple is, perhaps, unsurpassed for

its massive grandeur by any structure of its kind that

still stands amidst the extensive ruins at ljamp i

^

/

The building activity of Acynta was not confined

only to his capital. He wras a devout worshipper of

f
Clod Venkatesa of Timpati, whose shrine he visited

’ three or four times during his short reign of twelve

;
years. Very early in his rpign, he provided Kapila-

Jtirtham on the Tirumalai with granite steps, and

built manclapams on its eastern and western sides to

accommodate the Brahmans performing sandhyavanda-

nam. He also constructed the temple of Acyutaraya-

:
perumal, and around it an agrahara of 120 houses.*

• TDER. p. 224.
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Penugo^a Virupanna, one of his officers, built a

beautiful temple at Lepaksi for his favourite deity

&iva. The temple is said to contain handsome

sculptures and beautifully carved pillars.

(2) Palaces and Public Buildings :—Several palaces

and public buildings were erected at Vijayanagara and

other places during this period. Ky§naraya made

fresh additions to the old palace in the city. At the

close of the Kalinga war, he built the famous

audience hall known as the Bhutana Vijaya or ‘ the

house of victory.’ It was so called “ as it was made
when the King came back from the war against

Orya." * The Bhuvana Vyaya was supported by
pillars shaped like elephants, probably symbolising the

eight mythical elephants bearing the burden of the

earth on their backs. It was open in front, and people

went up to it by staircases of stone
;
around it there

was a corridor paved with flag-stones, f About 1520,

Krijnaraya added a new suburb to his capital, which

he named Nagalapur after his mother, Nagaladevl.

Beside the royal palace, there were the mansions of

the nobles and the merchants whom the Raya induced

to settle down in his new city. J Probably some of

the buildings that still stand amidst the ruins might

owe their existence to the same monarch. If tradition

can be trusted, the construction of the palaces at

Csndragiri and Penugonda should also be attributed

to him. The palace at Candragiri gives us an idea

of the external appearance of the royal residences of

the time. The Gagan Mahal, as the Penugonda palace

is called, where Krsnaraya is said to have usually

resided during his visits to the place, is so sadly

mutilated by the ravages of time and the vandalism

• FE. p. 263. + ibid. X ibid p. *46.

7—56
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of the people that no vestige of its former greatness

oan at present be detected
;
but it retained something

of its ancient grandeur during the eighteenth century.

It consisted of two sections, the more ancient of which

resembled closely the palace at Candragiri. The
other was built in the style of the palaceB of the

Nayaks of Tanjore and Madura. Judging its external

appearance from an old wood-cut, * it must be

regarded as a fine specimen of later Vijayanagara

architecture. It must have been a grand building in

the days of its glory. The chief point of interest is

that it presents an early phase of the later secular

architecture of the Vijayanagara period, which reached

its zenith during the days of the Nayaks.

No secular building appears to have been built by
Acyuta; however, the Venkata vilasa mantapa mentioned

in the Aeyutardyabhyudayani might have been built by
him. A few fine palaces were built during Sadasiva's

reign. The most, noteworthy of them appears to be

the Ratnakuta, which the musician Ramayamatya, who
was also an engineer, built for Ramaraja. The Ratna-

kuta stood in middle of an extensive garden containing

fruit-bearing trees and artificial tanks. It was adorned

with beautiful statues, and is said to have rivalled

in magnificence, the Vaijayanta, the palace of the

gods, f It is not unlikely that some of the buildings,

such as the group of palaces in the Queen’s Enclosure,

and some of the'gateways of the city were built at this

time.

The Sculpture :—Abundant material is available

for the
t
study of the sculptor’s art, though it remains

almost unnoticed so far. Besides the Vitthalaswami

• The Oriental Annual tor 1840 ; «ee the frontispiece.

t Sources p. 190.
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temple containing heaps of beautiful fragments of

broken images and statues, there are other structures

both at Vijayanagara and elsewhere that demand the

attention of the artist and the historian. The Hazara

Rama temple, the throne platform, and the temples at

Tadpatri and Hampi must be regarded as the finest

galleries of the Vijayanagara art that have come down
to us. Some of the sculptures are “ cut with exquisite

sharpness and precision, in a fine close-grained

horn-blende stone, and produce an effect richer, and

on the whole perhaps in better taste than anything

else in this style.” * The hard granite obeyed the

inspired mason, who by a few strokes of his chisel

transformed its dull surface into forms and shapes

that please the eye and gladden the heart. These

sculptures are of two-fold interest : in the first place,

they enable us to estimate the level- of artistic

excellence which the Vijayanagara sculptor had

reached
;

and secondly, they give us a profound

insight into the social and religious life of the people

of Vijayanagara during the days of her greatest

glory.

Painting :—Painting, as we have already noticed,

flourished like the allied arts. It was customary to

paint pictures representing stories from mythology on

the walls of temples and palaces as well as the private

dwelling-houses. Specimens of Vijayanagara painting

are found in a few temples in a sadly mutilated con-

dition. The ceiling of the temples at Tirupartikunjam,

SSmpajem, Lepaksi and Hampi contain pictures;

representing the important scenes from th,e Jain-

mythology, the Rimciyafa and the MahUbharata.

Unless these are copied and studied, it is not possible

* Ferjusson : The Mian and (he Saturn ArcKiiuturt pp. 377-8.
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to estimate the degree of skill which the Vijayanagara

painter possessed, and the measure of success which he

achieved iu wielding his brush.

Music :—The South Indian music assumed more

or less its present shape during the time of the Tuluvas,

when it made considerable progress owing to the

active interest which the Rayas took in music and the

musicians. Krsnadevaraya learnt to play on the ulna

from a famous musician called Kppna, one of the

ancestors of the Madhwa guru , Raghavendra. * When
he ascended the throne, he appointed as the muBic

master of his zenana, Lak^mlnarayana, the author of

the Sangltasiiryddaya, who appears to have been a great

authority in music at the time. Acyuta extended his

patronage to Ramayamatya whom lie appointed, pro-

bably as a mark of his appreciation of the musician’s

talents, as tue governor of the province of Kor^davliju.

Ramaraja who was the de facto ruler of the empire

during Sadasiva’s reign, not only permitted him to

remain in that office, but placed his daughters under

him to receive instruction in music, t It was during*

Badadiva’s reign that Ramayamatya wrote his famous

Swaramelakalanidhi, which had a large share in shaping

the future course of development of the South Indian

music.

The great popularity of music during the sixteenth

century is evidenced by the contemporary literature,

which is replete with references to music, musical

instruments and contests. The musician was expected

to possess an expert knowledge of the theory of music

as well as of the ragas and talas. Like the scholar and

the poet, he frequently wandered from place to place

in search of patronage. Tie would challenge his fellow

* Seurcti v. 252. f ibii p. 190.
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musicians to a contest. If he won, he obtained rewards

from a nobleman or the Raya
;

and if he lost, he

hastily retired from the place cursing his evil fate for his

misfortune. Musical instruments of various kinds were

in use; the most popular of them was, of eoixrse, the vlna
,

the ability to play on which was coneidered a special

mark of culture. As the love of music permeated
the whole society, musicians easily found patrons whose

bounty enabled them to live in peace and comfort. An
atmosphere favourable to the growth of the musical

talent was thus created. It is only natural that it

should thrive and bear fruit tenfold and hundred-fold.
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CATDIR OF NDNIZ.

According to Nuniz, Krsnaraya subdued the chief

of Catnir, in the interval between his marriage with the

daughter of the king of Orissa, and hiB campaign against

the Xdil Shah. Nuniz writes :

—

“He (Krsnaraya) made ready a large army and prepared to

attack Catnir, which is the land of a lord who had been in revolt

for fifty years j
this land is on the Cbarmaodel side. And he

•went against it, and laid siege to one of the principal cities, where

the lord of the land was ; and it is called and is surrounded

with water.

“ Now at the time when Crisnarao attacked this city it was

winter, for which cause the river that surrounded it was so

swollen, and carried down so much water, that 4htrking could do

no harm to the place.” *

This is all the data which Nuniz supplies for the

identification of the place. The following points should

be noted:

—

(1) The lord of Catnir had been in revolt for fifty

years.

(2) Catuir was on the Charamaodel side.

(3) Krsnadevaraya laid siege not to the capital,

but to one of the principal cities.

(4) The lord of the land was staying there.

(6) The place was ‘surrounded’ with water; and it

was a river that surrounded it.

«

A few attempts have been made to identify the

place, but so far without success. Unless the place

• FE. pp. 330-1.
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which is to be identified with Catiiir satisfies all the

conditions of Nuniz, the identification may be taken as

not established.

(1) The land of Catuir “had been in revolt for fifty

years,” when Krsnaraya attacked it. When did he

attack it?

“ After Crisnarao had made peace, and had married the

daughter of the King of Oria and bad restored to him his wife and

the lands beyond the river (Kf^na) as has been narrated above.” *

The war with the king of Orissa came to an end in

1518-19 A. D. Therefore, the marriage of the Raya

with the daughter of the king of Orissa must have

taken place in 1519. A. D. The attack upon Catuir

must be placed in the same J'ear.f The principality of

Catuir appears to have been paying tribute to Vijaya-

nagara about (‘1519—50) = 14f>9 A.D. The last emperor

of Vijayanagara who could have received the tribute

from the lord of the land was Mallikavjuna.

(2) The land of Catuir was on the Charamaodel

side. There is no justification in looking for the place

elsewhere. One should look for it along the coast of

the Bay of Bengal. By 1519 A D., all the Telugu

country from Masulipatant downwards had already

been conquered by the Raya. The coastal region front

Nellore to Madura was under the emperors of Vijaya-

nagara ever since the Sajuva usurpation. Inscriptions

make it clear that all this region was under the control

of Saluva Narasimha, Immrfdi Narasimha, Narasa

Nayaka and Vira Narasimha. Probably, there was

some disturbance during Vira Narasimha’s reign in the

• ibid.

t Sewell pieces the battle of RSicflr on May 19, 1580. Aa the tiege and

capture of Catuir preceded Kytgaraya'i attack upon RlicUr, it ie not anreaaoli-

able to atippoie that tha former had taken place a few monthe earlier.
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TnnijTra-maijcJala; but i/was suppressed by Krsnaraya
as early as 1511 A. D. The Tundira and the’ Cola-
mandalas were so quiet during Krsnaraya's reign that
he could not only embark on a long and arduous war
with the G-ajapati, but could pay frequent visits to their
holy places. Catuir, which was in a state of rebellion
for fifty years, could not have been in either of them.
The Madura country was subdued by Narasa Nayaka
probably about 1501 A. D. * Inscriptions of Sajuva
Narasingha Nayaka, a subordinate of Vlra Narasiinha

and Krsnadeva reveal that their authority was reco<mis-

ed in the Madura country. Therefore, the land of

Catuir, which was in a state of rebellion for fifty years
preceding Krsnaraya’s campaign, could not have been
part of the Madura country. It appears that Catuir

was somewhere to the south of Madura.

Catuir appears to be the same as itayattar, the

capital of one of the branches of the Pandya royal

family. ft was known to several Portuguese writers.

According to Pedro de Basto, “ the Lord of Tuticorin

the capital of the town of that coast, was a knight

whom they called King of Cayetarro, who was the lord

of the other neighbouring towns besides Tuticorin.”f
Fr. Queyros alludes to the 1 petty Kings of Caefarro.’J

Cayetarro or Cuetarro appears to be identical with

Catuir, the chief of which, as seen already, was subju

gated by Knsnarsiya in 1519 A.D.

Was the principality ^of Kayattar in a state of

rebellion for fifty years before 1519 A.D. ? No defiuite

information is available on the subject. However, it is

extremely probable that it had been so. Nuni7.8tat.es

* MBX. 36 of 1928 -29.

t Qn»yro» : Tht Con.;U<il '} Ctylen ii. p. 39+ il l.

t itid pp. 394-5.
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that “ the King of Coullao (Quilon) and Ceyllao and

Paleacate and Peguu, and Tanagary and many other

countries paid tribute ” to Devaraya II, whose reign

came to an end in 1448-49 A.D. * That Devaraya ’s

dominions extended as far south as Ceylon is proved

by inscriptions and Abdur Razak. The boundaries of

Vijayanagara during the last years of Devaraya II,

according to Razak, “ extended from the borders of

Sarandip to those of Ghilburga, and from Bengal to

Malabar. He also alludes to the invasion of Ceylon

by 1 the Danaik,’ the minister of Devaraya II. J

It is evident that the kingdom of Quilon was tri-

butary to Devaraya II
;
and the small principality of

Kayattar which was in its immediate neighbourhood

could not have escaped the conqueror's arm. Malli-

karjuna, the son and successor of Devaraya II, was a

very weak monarch, and his authority in the south

could not have survived the Orissan invasion under

Kapile^vara Gajapati, which took place in the middle

of 1464 A.D.§ Quilon and other places in the extreme

south must have asserted their independence about the

time, which they enjoyed undisturbed almost until the

time of Kranadevaraya.

(3) At the time of Krsnaraya’s invasion, the lord

of Kayattar (Catuir) was not in his capital, but in one

of his principal cities, which was surrounded by a

river. What could have been the name of this city ?

It must have been Kayal, the famous sea-port town in

this part of the country. Kayal stood in the delta of

the TamraparnI, surrounded by the branches into which

the river splits itself, before falling into the sea. The
difficulty of capturing the place in the height of winter

• FE, p. 302. + ED. iv. p. 105. % MM p. 116.

§ HER. 51, 92 of 1919.
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floods must have been well-nigh insurmountable.

This famous port belonged for several years to the king

of Quilon
;
but it appears to have been conquered by

the chief of Kayattar subsequent to 1514 A.D. The
following table* is bound to be instructive in this

context.

1504. The king of Quilon was ruling from Quilon

to Kayal. He maintained a force of 60,000 archers.

He defeated the king of Narasingha before that date.

1505. The king of Quilon maintained 20,000

horsemen
;
one of his cities was Kayal.

1514. The kingdom of Quilon extended from

Kayamkulam to Kayal.

1522. The kingdom of Quilon lay between

Kayamkulam and Travancore, and hacffwo harbours,

Quilon and Vilinjam.

This table makes it clear that between 1514 A.D.

and 1522 A.D., there was a shrinkage in the north-eastern

boundary of the kingdom of Quilon. Whereas in

1614 A.D., it extended as far as Kayal, it was belimited

by the kingdom of Travancore in 1522. Moreover, it

had only two harbours, Quilon and Vilinjam. The
omission of Kayal as a port belonging to the kingdom
of Quilon is significant. It indicates that the king of

Quilon lost this port during the interval. Who could

have taken it from him ? ,

As the emperorB of Vijayanagara were attempting

to recover the whole of the south, as shown by Narasa
Nayaka’s unsuccessful attempt about 1501 A.D., f it

may be argued that Kr§naraya, who was ruling at

* JBHS . ii. pp. 9*10. + Albuquerque: Tkt CommtntarU* i, p, U,
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Vijayanagara from 1509 to 1529 A.D., might have

captured it. According to Nuniz, Caullim, which

Sewell identifies with Kayal,* was included in the

province of Saluva Nayaka, at the time of the death

of Krsnadevaraya, Therefore, Caullim (Kayal) appears

to have been conquered by him on gome occasion

during his reign. An inscription at Piranmalai in the

Ramnad diatrict dated 1522 23 alludes to his conquest

of Ceylon, f It may be pointed that he might have

captured Kayal about this time.

Although Kr§naraya’s capture of Kayal appears

to be certain, nowhere have we an account of his

campaign in the southern extremity of the peninsula.

The Rayavacaka

,

no doubt, refers to his pilgrimage to

the holy shrines in the Ramnad and Tinnevelly

districts % but it does not even remotely hint at a

military ca*^i?ign. However, as we have identified

Catuir with the kingdom of Kayattar, Nuniz

may be Baid to have described Krsqaraya's military

activities in the- south in his account of the Catuir

campaign. The topographic details which Nuuiz

gives about the place where the Raya overcame the

chief of Catuir (Kayattar) apply exactly, as we have

noticed, to Kayal. Therefore, Kayal appears to have

been captured by the Raya from the chief of Catuir.

In that case, Kayal must have changed hands twice

between 1514 and 1522 A-D. It must have falleu first

into the hands of the ruler of Kayattar from whom
KrWaraya conquered it in 1519 A.D.

• FE p. 384 ». 2.

+ MER. 146 of 1903 ; 4 of 1894,

X ASPP. iii. pp. 208-10.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE NAYAK KINGDOM OF MADURA.

It is said, in the Tanjavuru Andhra Eajula Caritra,

that, during the last years of the emperor Krtjna-

devaraya, Vlrasekhara Cola invaded the dominions

of Candrasekhara Pandya, and expelled him from

his kingdom. Candrasekhara complained to the

Raya against the unjust conduct of the Cola king,

and begged him to restore to him his territories.

In response to this request, Krsnaraya commanded
Nagama Nayaka, one of his officers, to punish

Vlrasekhara, and restore the Pandyan kingdom to

its lawful owner. Nagama proceeded to the south

and defeated the Co]a king
;
but he did not care to

restore the conquered territory to the PJTgt^ya in obedi-

ence to the commands of the Raya. The Pandya
king naturally complained to the Raya against

Nagama. Krsij.adevaraya sent an order to Nagama
commanding him to hand over to the Pandya his

dominions, and return to the capital with all possible

haste
;
but Nagama chose to disobey. The insubordi-

nation of Nagama had so enraged the Raya that he

exclaimed in the open assembly, “Is there no one

among my officers who has courage to chastise this

rebel?” Viswanatha, the only son of Nagama, got

up from his seat and begged that, if he were ordered to

proceed against the rabel, he waB ready to go.

Further, he assured the Raya that he would bring

Nagama dead or alive to the royal presence. The
Raya, thereupon, angrily enquired whether Viawanatha
was asking permission to go and join his father

;
but,

on Viswanatha making protestations of his loyalty, he
was commanded by the Raya to march upon Nagama
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only with 6,000 amaram troops which he was entitled

to maintain. No other help was given to him. Having

obtained the royal command, Viswanatha marched

against his father, and he defeated him in a battle.

Nagarna, who was taken prisoner, was carried away to

Vijayanagara to be produced before the Raya. Viswa-

natha’s extraordinary loyalty excited the admiration of

the Raya to such an extent that he not only forgave

Nagama but conferred the sovereignty of the Pandya

and Cola kingdoms on Viswanatha with the title of

‘ the lord of the southern throne/ And Viswanatha,

having left the capital, repaired to Madura, where he

soon after took charge of his new office. “ Then

Viswanatha Nayaka became the sole ruleT of the

Pandya and Cola countries and governed them as a

subordinate of the emperor at Vijayanagara.” *

“The eciperor Krsnadevaraya died sometime

after this and was succeeded by his younger brother

Acyutaraya. His queen was Tirumalamma. Her
younger sister, Murtyamma was married to Cevvappa
Nayaka. Acyutariiya appointed this Cevvappa as

the sole viceroy over the Cola country which was till

then included in the viceroyalty of Madura along

with the Pandya country.”'}'

This account of the origin of the Madura Nayak
kingdom cannot be accepted as true for the following

reasons :

—

(1) According to the Tanjavuru Andhra Rajtila

Caritra, Viswanatha “ became* the sole ruler of the

Pandya and the Cola countries ” during the last years

of Kpjqadevaraya’B reign. He held this position for

sometime ’even after Acyutaraya's accession.

• V. Prabhakara Sastri : TARC. (V5viJ|a Edition.)

t aid.
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This contradicts the evidence of contemporary

writers, (i) Nuniz says: “After his (Krfnaraya’s) death,

Salvanay became minister of the kingdom, and

governed it till the coming of King Achitarao.” # “He
is lord of Charamaodel and of Negapatao and Tamgor,

and Bomgarin,and Dapatao, and Truegnel, and Caullim,

and all these are cities
;

their territories all very large,

and they border on Ceylon.” f The names Chara-

maodel, Negapatao and Tamgor are easily identified.

Bomgarin is Bhuvanagiri in the South Arcot district,

in the neighbourhood of Cidambavam. Dapatao is

Devipatnam in the Ramnad district. Caullim is said

to be Kayal in the Tinnevelly district. Truegnel

is not yet identifiable. It is clear from this that the

authority of Salvanay or Salvanayaque extended as far

south as the Tinnevelly district, (ii) Rajanatha Dindima

speaks of the Cola country as the pftsezssion of one

Sellappa who is identified with Salvanay or Salvanaya-

que mentioned above, (iii) Inscriptions of this Saluva

Nayaka are found in the Cola and the Pandya countries.

Some of them are seen at Tirupattur in the Ramnad
district.

As Sajuva Nayaka was the minister of Acyuta for

a short time in 1530-31, his authority should have

extended over the places mentioned above at that time

;

hut the Tanjavuru Andhra Rajula Car lira would have us

believe that at this very time Viswanatha Nayaka
was ruling the Cola and the Pandya countries as

their sovereign. However, as the evidence of contem-

porary writers and the inscriptions is considered more
trustworthy than that of the chronicles of later times,

the latter may be set aside as unreliable.

• FE. p. 36?.

t FE. p. 384.
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Nuniz gives a list of the principal amaranaya-

has of Acyuta during the early years of his reign.

The Nayaka of Madura is conspicuous by his absence

from the list. Sewell draws our attention to this

omission: “Note that Madura is not mentioned in

these lists.”* If a great subordinate king like Viswa-

natha Nayaka was then ruling at Madura at the time,

he could not have escaped the attention of Nuniz.

The king of Madura is not mentioned by Nuniz,

because Madura country was not, at this time, governed

by a separate king, but was under the jurisdiction of

Saluva Nayaka, one of the amarandyakas of the Raya.

(3) Some of the Kaifiyats preserved in the

Mackenzie Mss. assert that Acyutadevaraya crowned
ViiSwanatha Nayaka king of Madura as a reward for

meritorious services rendered to the state, f

(4) According to a palm leaf ms. called the

Pdndyarajacaritra, Viswanatha Nayaka obtained many
titles from Acyutadevaraya

;
and having become the

master of the southern kingdom, he ruled over the Pandya
mandala with the city of Madura as his capital. J This

* FE. p. 384- 7i

.

2. t LR. 8 (The haijtyat of KarnU(aka f\o{ikatn kin t>s) p, 310 ff

.

$ The Pandyarajacaritra .—Adyar Mss. Library.

ecfcgSwctfo -gd&rffcs'sSi-f1 ! 3tx>£K Sac>«s

tSJL.re S.0^8* sr'ii.cs £tfclO$»ctSo

^ot^iffr-.:S>o£uo ^ &>£r'S'n;^t>

•w_el riO(j£^^Cie?0<'S7r'43 S^-5r*^'io-»c«3S'|§i3 n

V. Prabhakara Sastri, who was the first to notice this verse, drew attention

to its importance in his short introduction to the SatyaihSmStwantanam.

I am greatly obliged to Dr. C. Kunhan FSia for securing me a loan of this ms.
from the library of the Adyar Theoiophic.al Society.
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work does not tell us how he obtained the kingdom.

It seems to suggest, in a vague manner, that he became
the king of Madnra after Acyuta.

Owing to these considerations, it is not possible to

accept the view that the Nayak Kingdom of Madura
was founded during the time of Krsnadevaraya.

It is suggested by some writers that Acyuta

crowned Viswanatha, king of Madura.* This sugges-

tion has, as already noticed, the support of the Kaifiyat

of the Karnataka Kofikam Kinys and other chronicles.

Curiously enough, their evidence is contradicted by the

Macluraittala Varalaru. According to this work, Viswa-

natha was one of the governors that, ruled at Madura
before 1559 A.D.

;
his tenure of office was not continu-

ous, as the period of his rule over Madura is divided

into three periods, each period beings separated by a

fairly long interval.

“ From the year Vijaya to the year Vibhava (Subhakrt (?))

A.D. 1539—42 for a period of nine years Viswaniithanuyakaraiyan

ruled the kingdom. Varada ruled in the year Subhakrt

(A.D. 1542-43). Tnmbiccinayakkar ruled from the year Subhakrt

to the year lCrodhi (1543-44 A.D.) Kartigai, for a period of a year.

Viswanathanilyakaraiyan ruled from Krodhi Margali to the year

Visvavasu (A.D. 1544-45) for a period of a year and seven months.

One Vittalariija ruled from Prabhava (Parabhava ?) to the year

Pingala (154(i—57 A.D.). The three kings Timmappanayakkar,

Cellappanayakkar and Pattukkotta Viraypanayakkar, ruled from

Kalaynkti to Raudri Karthigai (1558-1)0). From Saka 1246 to Saka

1485 (A.D. 1324—1563) twenty-seven persons ruled in Madura.”

“During the Saka 1481 (*L559 A.D.) current Raudri (A.D. 1560)

Margali, Vis wanathanayakkar, son of Kottiyam Nagama Nayakkar

came under the orders of the Rayar and died after a rule of twelve

years extending from Raudri Margali to Angirasa Vaikasi

A. D. 1559—1572.” T

* Heras : The /7) avtdu Dynasty p. 131.

)
Satyanadlmn : The Amayaks of Madura App. E. p. 376.

V—58
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According to this passage, Viswanatha ruled at

Madura, as a governor,

—

(1) From A. D. 1533—A. D. 1542.

(2) From A. D. 1544—A. D. 1545.

(3) From A. D. 1559—A. D. 1572.

There is, therefore, an interval of two years between

his first term and the second and another interval of

fourteen years between his second and third terms. The

dates that are given above do not seem to be very

accurate. The earliest inscription of Viswanatha in

this region is dated in the year 1532 A.D.* He describes

himself as the ulit/am, i.e., a menial servant of Acyuta-

raya. Acyutaraya himself made the grant to a temple

of the village of Varaganaputtur in the Tirupattiir taluka

of the Ramnad district in 1534-35 for the merit of

Viswanatha
; f and it is reasonable to suppose that

Viswanatha was holding some high office in that region:

it is not unlikely that he held the office of the governor

of the province of Madura. The exact period for which

be held this office, it is difficult to ascertain at present.

However, as Periya Ramappa Nayaka was Acyuta's

karijakarta in this region from 1538 A.D. to 1542, J it

may be said that Viswanatha’ s term of office closed

sometime before 1538 A.D. Viswanatha does not make
his appearance once again in any inscription of this

region until 1547 A.D. In the light of available epi-

graphical evidence, it may be said that Viswanatha

might have held the governorship of Madura from 1532

to 1538 A.D. There is no justification whatever for the

belief that Acyufa made Viswanatha, the king of Madura
with the title, ‘ the lord of the southern throne.'

* MER. 88 of 1928-9. + ibid 113 of 1908.

t ibid 121 of 1908
;
65 of 1916

,
30 of 1928-2 9.
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During the first two years of Sadasiva, Vilwanatha

appears to have been holding Borne sort of office in the

Cola country. * Probably he accompanied Ramaraja

Vitthala and Cina Timma to the south in A.D.

1644-45. According to Burgess and Natesa Sastri, he

is mentioned in an inscription of Kondagai dated A.D.

1546
;
he is said to have presided over an arbitration

court, and an agent of the king called Tiinmappa-

nayakkar ‘ settled s^me disputes between the two

sections of the inhabitants at Kondagai.’ y As a

matter of fact, however, the said inscription does not at

all seem to refer to Vis'wanatha. It has been recently

copied by the Government Epigraphist, and the name
of Saluva Nayaka is found in it in the place of that of

Viswanatha. % As he is said to be the agent of Ramaraja

Vitthala in a record of Meiaccevval (Tinnevelly Dt.)

dated A.D. 1550, he could not have been the king of

Madura. § He probably continued to hold this office

until 1553 A.D. During this and the subsequent

period, his authority was oonfined to the Arnba-

samudram taluka of the Tinnevelly district, as most of

the inscriptions of himself and his son, Kr§nappa

Nayaka are found in this region. || He seems to

have been promoted to a higher grade in A.D. 1558.

According to a grant of Mannarkovil (Ambasamudram,

Tinnevelly), Viswanatha Nayaka held the office of

lefiryakarta to Ramarajadeva Maharaja.** He is men*
tioned in a record of Alvarkurucci, dated A.D. 1560;

but it gives no indication of his status, tt He was

ruling the country around Tinnevelly until A.D. 1560,

when he seems to have been transferred to the Tiruva^i

• ibid 99 of 1918.

t UER. a of 1923.

1 ibid 721 of 191iK

•* ibid 886 of 1916.

f Satyunadhan : NM. App. E. p. 336.

§ ibid 599 of 1916.

I ibid 497 of 1916 , 530 of 1916.

ft ibid 119 of 1907.
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rajya (South Arcot). Two grants of Viswanatha dated

1560 A.D., are found at Anniyur in the Villupuram

taluka of the South Arcot district. * One of these

grants was made for the merit of Aliya Ramarajayyan.

No grant of Viswanatha has so far been discovered

bearing a date later than 1560 A.D., though in an

epigrah of Krsnapuram (Tinnevelly district) dated

A.D. 1566, it is stated that Viswanatha “ had acquired

the Tiruvadi desa “ as amaranayakam from Ramarajar

Ayyan." f Viswanatha’s son Krsnappa figures promi-

nently in the inscriptions of subsequent years. There-

fore, the year 1560 A.D., may be taken as the last year

of the actual rule of Viswanatha
;

it is just possible that

he might have lived on for two or three years more. The
Maduraittala Vdralar

u

sums up the history of Madura

up to A.D. 1563 by the statement that “ from Saka 1246

to &aka 1485 twenty-seven persons ruled in Madura." {
Therefore, A.D. 1563 marks the end of one period and

the commencement of another. According to the

Mrtyunjaya Ms. Krsnappa Nayaka was crowned

on 25th January 1564 A.D. §

The foregoing study of the inscriptions shows

that Viswanatha was an ordinary amaranayalca in the

Ambasamudram region of the Tinnevelly district until

1557 A.D. During this period, he was a humble
subordinate of Ramaraja Vitthala. He was given an

amaram in this district., because Ramaraja wanted

him to serve as a check against the rebellious propin-

quities of the Tiruvadi. This .is why Ramarajayyan

granted him amaranayakam over Tiruvadi deia.

Viswanatha had nothing to do with the government of

Madura. * Although he became the h&ryakarta of

Ramaraja after this date, he was soon transferred

• Hid 622 of 1915 ;
Sewell : Ant. i. p. 209. + MER. 17 of 1912.

J Tht NByakt a/ Hadura App. E. p. 376. I Hid p. 68.
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to a district in the Cola country. Almost all the

inscriptions of Krijnappa before 1564 A.D., come from

the Tinnevelly district. Probably he was ruling his

father’s amaratn on his behalf. There is absolutely

nothing to indicate that either Viswanatha or his son

Krsnappa was anything but an ordinary amaranUyaka

until A.D. 1564. The statement found in the chroni-

cles that Kr§nadeva or Acyuta crowned Viswanatha

as the king of Madura is not based upon facts. They
are fabrications of later ages intended to throw a veil

of legality over a treacherous and rebellious act. The
truth appears to be that Krsnappa, taking advantage

of the confusion caused by the disastrous battle of

Talikota, seized the province of Madura, and declared

himself to be its ruler. And the imperial government

had neither strength nor time to prevent the usurpa-

tion of regal power by Kf$?appa. Tirumala had pro-

bably to recognise the position which Kfsgappa had

claimed, in order to prevent the empire from falling to

pieces. This seems to be the way in which the Nayak
Kingdom of Madura had originated.
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APPENDIX C

VfRA-NARASIMHA AND THE KtFCIPtDI MELA.*

ed&3 (3oaJ4o =cr*er®asSrfboex> stoo-Q

Jj5$5e5£3co t^&3o£&>3 escSS^J^o 1T°45 fotisSTT0?? K>£> ^33y

. .. es (jo^sS^^os.'^6 ^j3ae>5S e>© rr»5ors

§<& ^oooXip ^)o^sr°5o. (j5&t>33 [33g esXX rs

&£ti7v° 3r»3^> om^ S^lf ^o3o &&>S" 3-S^ _3;r»«gb £>5o

e5ex> iidSo^'SJ’So. eser»Xotf ©tfsSxeoe^ £>35§'"'’o& 23t>o§'
_
'’o2»

ej ro

<$|x>3 gj-»o£i^r°oS e> ^jVefco t&o-O ^^^-^rsoexj ^rvCS&o

t>75 "^Sl^Sbex) § £)3bj|2a cot-° 3£3x)3gS 3-Q^S)0&

3oa3<b A353Tn’jd*aix)S';r_ Z3’5br» ^32p3i$£o 3r-°xi oooS

f&o-G "&5);j*ox> £zs-»g3X53x>3go ST'coo wS^aS bXtfX&oST"

TT*cSSbex> 73^23g38jro3o ^3r°.g)oJ*7r> ^TXsS^oe>9 35^3o

KJO30 ’198' e32fcX7r* ooo-£X^3b. St^O^S So5>osr»o&

^er” Szx°g3o&j<y3> (jS^Stv* Swig'S $5)3^o&>3 Tr”c>Sb<y

eJ'So .^.ejoKisrS 3T-®2S3133ft> 3X5 325 1 83Sb
'*=5' ro a —

°

ooo-O^^T’Sb. fcSS'jj-Ji I 53 SSinS lA>3y3o 3o^A> Ao5

3tt''<s' "^3.ol§3£r
,

’£) "^SiSo, coogsb wo(jEj't§ow "i&o

^f5j§^S) (oaagSb), ^X3o ^1^3.0 ^3o§^3), 3o234o Ao53

W St’S^os, Tr°cJ5bej 33sjx3DS&>Oi5o

W ^J^cSoog^ J^TT’v^ -Ofodoo

§\«o ^^3^33 OSi^Sj^T’So.
* SJ

6ov) Si’Xoo^ cooSgifoS) 0i!fr»

WoSydfo ‘C^cSb{j»r’& 3j-*-0 ‘tSS^oS&’S) «<SoX7r°

3x>ip 33<j:xo3'ij^go 1$r,X3elot) 3x)$>'0"
D w 3 533_'33bo "SSSj

"933400 fysSozy* fiovih Xb53Trt
’a?’ «d&3 (j5st;33

3bo-0 ^.r'giS'tfj^ ^,wS© &<5b5^ooo cor-»
(j

5t^

O'^mA-6^ dsS-^oo ^ Sott^So

}

X3oX a5o03isr’8§ d<b

&~5l4ooS5jt3l> oxn>^3'S^5o "^33x)tio X|3 £>£)§ \59;T'5”£l

* ZjT, 56 (The fCaifiyat ef MUcvpalle) p. 66 ((.
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s5o «r,d&7Y'’ s&&7T°tio *ztid&£&o&>
&* ra

w sSoKQ 05S7T* w'^g'o "fd5biSb£ ;5coyg £btocootS

'

sySi e3|S

ODO-O^^ISo. S3 7T°(0 rir'OeSrf^bcxM^lS&g' UNIT'S#

tsk)^h Tr°d&o'sr,&-> iroi5'"f-£)tS §^*3gxSx>e>o &£o^Sb£> esri^cS

s5oot6So s-Q^ tSifcsbg -r»8g^rtfSbeo £-0^

TSo'fih TfctfsSTT^TVB ;£ S'^r'^o zr»6S'o £i5?-*;53 ^dcS5b7V»—• Sf-

SS) ^j^sSbeorSo ^)^r”jj”c33i5b£)^ &£>2jO-Q 'Scr»?r»;5boSo

S^O ^OOOO-CS^oSl^iSS) CMO^A-0 m^?5

;5o»tf£b3e5v
's •OtoS' ‘ztc&o adtSho KdSho’ e>£> s£o-'>£Sb73’Sb

on

^SSfSft. es i3e»Sbex> sSsSj-S'C-'-w £)£>
f
ooo"z§ j&3Sb ^Sb^sk)’

«<J3b4o "^ooooO fT^&o So

tfgbo "Soos34j ^r,
55b’2o3T' ~iiax>o-A ‘u|>3'sr*zj'*t»X

Tdoooo-O ^3 Sgo c55j-°^g^3Sb "S-CS^^aejlfb coot^oO

S3 Ux"»ir»£bo3b "iycSbej ¥^S$T^8i>£k>

coor5o&r°eoo4r°£>og,~^ QoAif S^'Ko^TT” ‘Saj^S’^io "^5 ft tsejftft

ftex>ao-£) ^Jfc&abotfo sSeoftrf ix>ft55be$oe» ^w^oco-O^

"£r°o?jj-°ejo ooo^£7V° S3 zStizy&gh Wvozxr°ejo OotSofT'S

So'Sio Aby^TT’a’Oo |^»5©k^0S ^ ;bggbjpSb

"3o6o^|m5’;6-Onj KbA x>Tr'’w'/V"JC'> fr*£o§b So-S^iSso

ja sg)y5 zooms'?5abS>y-'(S' wsr’coo^'S’

^1 S)tfX ?Y'’&£> g'^sSo^hCb eJooo^O^ 'obS^jSb^J-Af

;5bo&b SA^jOiS wa^o-D^i^S ¥*&& sj^sSbog^tf

fcoti^b S3^ £;5> tSsSa<sST^iXi c3o S'SooSS’
ro eo —

o

TT°\^ex) ^r*cJSao7§& b &j&y®£> e>^r°ooo ^ 5

^0?5^od i£>|x>Sb &*&}<!?*r&O-QK)^ 'SixST’iSo 23^zjocoo-0^^r*JSo.

SSO&h £>^T'^)^3c3?bg'^5' !T'co£Xy-»& §
r€
6aa:o;S£A''

WSSy&i AbBaTr’z}>?S3 ^ooS^S) eSej^S? dj&S^S) S^ocoKT-Jb
•j eo

zT'ejoto e?o£>5b ‘^SS^'er'gA'^DO t^kt-Co.
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INDEX

A.

Abbaraju Timmappa, 310.

Abdur Razak, on Devariiya Il'a

southern conquests 27 ; on

the treasury 109 ; on the ad-

ministration of ports 113 ; his

account of the treatment of

ambassadors 118n ; on the

expedition to Ceylon 141

;

on Police arrangements

at Vijayanagara 205-6 ; on

the existence of craft guilds

at V i
j
a y a n ag a r a 310; on

tambula 378; on the extent of

the dominions of Devariiya II

450.

Abhyangana ,
386-7.

Acal, a variety of rice 388.

Accarapiikkam, inscription at

23-4.

Acbetarao, 3, 7 5, 455. (Same as

Acynta').

Acyuta, accession 3 ff ; corona-

tion at Tirupali and Kajahasti

3, 13; succession dispute with

Ramariija and Tirumala 5 ;

nominated successor by

Kr.snaraya 6 ;
Was he Krsna-

raya’s successor ? 8 ff ; his

partisans against Ramariija

12 f ; ruled jointly wfth

Ramaraja 14 f ; his third

coronation at Vijayanagara 14;

his early wars 16 ff ; war

with the king of Orissa 16 ;

war against the Sultan of

Golkonda 17 ff ; rebellion in

the south 22 ff ;
gifts during

his coronation 25 ; operations

against Salnva Narasingha 31;

Visit to Tirupati, Kajahasti and

Tiruvannamalai 31 ; march
against Dmmattur chiefs 33 ;

invasion of Bijapur 41 ff

;

his religious activities on the

way etc., 41-3
; tour in the

southern country 41-2 ; cir-

cumstances favouring the in-

vasion of Bijapur 43 ff ;

relations with Asad Khan
4[i ff, 52 ff ; reconstruction of

the history of the Bijapur

campaign 52 ff; internal
troubles 57 ff

; Acynta and
Ramaraja 57 ff ; Acyuta’s re-

turn frou^ Tirupati and final

encounter with Ramaraja 59-

BO
;

his defeat and imprison-

ment 60-1
;
his claims to the

throne examined 62-3
; re-

establishment of his authority

in the south 67-8
; set at

liberty by Ramarfija’s treacher-

ous deputy 68 ; his relations

with Ibrahim Adil Shah 71 ff;

treaty with the Adil Shah,

reasons for 71 ff
; and terms

of 74 ; treaty with Ramaraja
74 i last days 74-5 ; death 75 ;

as king : daily activities 101-2;

organisation of the treasury

under 109 f ; care of ele-

phants under 130 ; names of

rcijyas in his empire 150 ;

provincial governors under

154 ; relations with gukka-
raju Timmaraju of Awnku
173-4; irrigation works under

188-9 ;
marriage tax during

his reign 222 -, condition of

V 59
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ryots under 242-4 ; tyranny

of the provincial governors

under 242-4
;
policy towards

the criminal tribes 261-3
;

police arrangements under

267 ; administration of jus-

tice 271 ; his commercial

policy 287 ; his religious

policy 318, 323 ; activities of

robbers in his reign 346 ;
his

liberality 356 ; education of

women under 395
;
patronage

of literature 421, 424, 427,

428, 429, 435, 436 ; Art and

Architecture under 438 ; his

building activity 440, 442 ;

music under 395, 444 ; rise of

Cevvappa Nayaka under 454 ;

his relations with Viswanatha

Nayaka 456, 457, 458, 461.

Acyutarayalhyudifiam , ref.

to the rebellion of VIra Nara-

simha Nayaka against Acyuta

25; quoted 29-30; on Acyuta’s

march on Bijapur 41 f ; ac-

count of the Riiicur campaign

of Acyuta 45, quoted 48; its

account of the Bijapur cam-

paign compared w ith that of

Barros 49-50, 52 ;
on the

Salakaraju brothers 75m ; on

the meetiug of the king’s

council 98 ; value as an his-

torical kavya 424 ; referred

to 442.

Acyutarayaperumaj, temple of

440.

Acyutarayaswami, temple of 440.

Adapanayaque, 307.

Afatere, tax on goats 200, 202,

226^

Adavani or Adoni, fort of : held

by the descendants of Araviti

J3ukkal2; captured by Araviti

Bukkaraju Ramaraju 37-8 ;

in charge of Ramaraja-Kon<ja,

uncle of Ramaraja 58 ; fall

of, to Ramaraja 85-6; becomes

his capital 86 and n; in charge

of an amarandyaka 171 ;

cotton and cotton fabrics in

the district of 296, 301«, 305.

Aden, 290.

Adepa Nayadu, his representa-

tion to the Raya on marriage

tax 222.

Adil Khan, Yusuf, of Bijapur ;

his invasion of Vijayanagara

territory and siege of Kan-

danavolu 37-8.

Adil Shah, Correa on . his

interference in the internal

affairs of Vijayanagara, quoted

10-1
; Krsnaraya’s declara-

tion of war on the 99-100,

447.

Adil Shahi kingdom, the ;

Acyuta’s expedition againBt

43.

Adil Shahis, the ; relations

with the Qutb Shahis and the

Nizam Shahis 115.

Adiyappa Nayaka, 249.

Administration, military charac-

ter of 145; local 145 if; village

159-63 ; of justice iu the

empire 268 flf.

Administrative divisions of the

Vijayanagara empire, 143-51.

Administrative Institutions,
92-311.

Advaita, Advaitins 315, 324.

Agamas, 325.

Agasdlas, goldsmiths, taxed 217.

A g a » a r u , washermen;
siddhaya 216; taxes on 217.

Agaetya, his Bharata 423.
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Agnikulas, 358.

Agrahdras, 183 ; as centres of

learning 407 ff.

Agricultural taxes, 202.

Agriculture in the empire, 302.

Ahmad n agar, interstate

relations of 114-9. (See

also under Nizam Shah 73).

Ahobala, Ahobalam, peat of

robbers at 261 ; a trade centre

296 ; temple at 317 ;

Vadahalai ma(ha at 326 ;

sthanac&rya, of 332 ;
pil-

grimage centre 340 ; 280,

297, 332n.

Ahobalacarya, 320n.

Ahobalam matha, 320.

Aiksava-madirarasa , a variety

of liquor 392.

AkMabana, 121.

Akkalavada, 27G«.

Akkapalle, 250n.

Akkaya Cilia Timma Nayaka
(See under C i n a Timma
Nayaka).

Aku, 301n.

Alagarkoil, inscription at 67.

Alattur, 256.

Alavakonda, I)urgam vartana

tax at 214 ; illari tax at

225, 226; weaving at 304.
*

Albuquerque, Commentaries,

quoted 28, 34, 451n. ; Albu-

querque and TimGja 142.

Aleya sunka, tax on sugar-cane

mills 200, 204.

A]iya Ramaraja (See under
Ramaraja).

Allalanatha, samprati of ‘ the

small treasury ’ 107, 108, 109.

AUa-ood-din Imad Shah, 20.

Allappa, 331.

Allur, 58.

Alvarkurucci ; inscription at

459.

Al/warz, hymns of 326 ; lives of

437.

Ainura, villages, 168, 169, 170.

Amaru, Amaram ; holding of

land under military tenure

171, 179; amaran&yankara
defined 179-80 ; amarama-
ggni ur amara-mahalc 152,

180 ; a>nara-umba\ige 181-2.

Amarandyakas, as provincial

governors
:
powers and duties

152 f ;
as landholders: status,

duties and obligations 171-8
;

punishment of 178-9 ; their

allairs looked after by the

A tthavaria office 1 12; watched

by spies 116 ; in charge of

forts 122 ; their place in the

army 135 : their changed
position after the battle of

Talikota 172; levy and remit

the marriage tax 222-3
;
ad-

minister justice 275, 354 ;

belong to the military caste

360 ;
under Acyuta 456,

460-1.

Amaravati, temple at 317.

Ambapura, 296.

Ambasamudram, 459, 460.

Amir Barid and Ismail Adi!

Shah, 20, 43 f,

Ammanavrolu, 263.
’

%*.

Amukhya, courts 269, 276.

AmuktamSlyada, on the
royal sabha 97 ; on counsel-

t
lore 98 ; on Kr^naraya’s daily
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activities lOln f ; on the

management of temple pro-

perties 110-1 ; on the ad-

ministration of ports 113 ; on

the spy system 115 f; on

diplomatic service 116 ; on

ambassadors 118 ;
on military

tactics 133, 135 ; on Durga-
dannaiks, 154 ; on the forma-

tion of new villages 184 ; on

state expenditure 245, quoted

245n on military expendi-

ture 247 ; on the destruction

of forests 248 ; on the king’s

commercial policy, quoted

251; on the subjugation of

criminal tribes quoted ?59 ;

on K a k a s m a s r u , the

mala robber 200 ; on articles

of merchandise 287 ; on

horses as means of transport

and conveyance,rquoted 298

andn, 341 ; on caravans 299;

on the Vaisnava preacher,

SathakOpa 321 ; on sthanikas

330 ; on hotels, quoted 342n;

on the traveller's outfit 343,

quoted 343n ; on the prapa
or water-shed 345n ; as a

work of literary art and its

authorship 434 ; ref. 202, 335,

340, 382.

Amuru, 301n.

Amusements in Vijayanagara,

411-9.

Anandanidhi, 246n.

Anantakrishna Sarma, 362n.

Anantapur, 34, 58 ; diamond
mines iq the district of 307.

Ananthsayanam, Salakaraju
Tirumala’s visit to 32.

Ancient Road, 295 ; mentioned

in inscriptions 297,

Andalam, palanquin 341.

Andhra, Andhras j their skill

in compounding scents 376 ;

434.

Andhra country, Vai§nava pro-

paganda in 321.

Andhrakavitapitdmaha , title of

Allasani Peddana 434.

Andirajn-kocjlur, 203n, 207tt,

208n ; inscription at 304.

Auegoudi, 301n, 303, 316; tomb
of Vyasatirtha near 323.

Angadi-kadivara , 2l4n.

Angas, branches of Ayurveda
409.

Animala, inscription at 295.

Aijjaneya, natya rules of 402.

Ankalamma or Ankalaparames-

wari, 227, 228, 229, 336n.

AnkavaOi, inscription at 14,

Annuji Ayya, pdrupatyagdra
156 ; levies taxes 211.

Annan Basavanna Nfiyaka, as

kdryakarta of Ramaraja
Vitthala 153.

Anniyur, 460.

Anuveccam, profesional tax

217.

Appaji, minister of Krsnadeva-

raya 133.

Appakavlyam, a work onTelugu
prosody 242n.

Afipalaraja, son of Aravlti

Ramaraja Timma 21.

Appaya Dlksita, Saivite scholar

and philosopher 425.

Apratixthita, courts 269.

Arabia, the Moors of 290.

Arabian horses, an article of

merchandise 287.

[
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Arabs, trade relations with

South India 284-5; 286,

287, 293.

Aramvalartha Mudaliar, 426.

Arana , nuptial present 398.

Arani, 301n.

Araiarakoyil, 250.

Arasuperu, a tax 229, 230.

Aratla, fort of 17n.

Aravldu, Aravidus 6 and n ;

dynasty 286n, 287w, 289w,

457n ; their Lunar origin 358.

Araviti Bukka, 12.

Araviti Kfimaraja T i in in a ,

general of Vira NarnHimha

36. (See also under Ramariija

Timma.)

Arcana<;rha, 367.

Archers, a division of t h e

infantry 126.

Archipelago, the ; Indian
merchants in 293.

Architecture in Vijayanagara

437.

Armesine, an article of mer-

chandise from Portugal 287.

Army, organisation of 122-32 ;

divisions of 122-4 ; recruit-

ment and training of 124-6 ;

dress of 126-7 ; infantry

125-6 ; cavalry and ele-

phants in 127-9 ; administra-

tion of 129 IT ; artillery
129 : method of march 135 fl ;

camping of 136.

Art, in Vijayanagara 420, 437 ff.

Arthacandra bana, 121.

ArthasaStra, on settlement of

village disputes, quoted 281w.

Arnbanda, 301«.

Arunagirinatha, 425.

Aruvamoli pass, battle of 31.

Aryavarta, 339.

Asad Khan Lary, as protector

of the B i j a p u r kingdom,
places Mallu Adil Shah on
the throne 44 ; his retirement

to Belgaum 44-5 ; relations

with Mallu Adil Shah 45 ff,

52 ff ; intrigues with the

Portuguese and Vijayanagara

45 ff, 52 ff, date 49 ; intri-

gues with Acyutaraya 46 ff,

52 ff, date 49 ; rebellion, date

49 ; same as Maluka 50 ;

becomes adherent of Ibrahim

Aifil Shah 59 ; his influence

over the Sultan 69-70, 87 ;

intrigues with R a m a r a j a

72 f ; intrigues with the

Nizam Shah 73.
•

Asira, the van of the army
136.

Astahhbgas, 362.

Astudiggajas, 421 and n.

Axtamahifikalyanam, 435.

Atakali, 386.

Atthavana , A 1 1 h a v a n a m :

revenue department 111-2 ;

149, 162, 198, 219, 221, 236,

233, 266n, 303.

Atthavana Tantram, a work
on revenue administration

;

on the revenue affairs of the

state 111 ; on village officials

162 ; on government share

of the produce of land 196-7 ;

on kula-pcddas and settlement

of caste disputes 199 ; on the

samaya sunka, quotetfc 224 ;

on house-tax, quoted 225-6 ;

on jog!i 229 ; on the storing

and distribution of grain by
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the state 237 ; on tax-farm-

ing 237-8 ; on jamabandi

settlement 240 ; on expendi-

ture 245 ; on the ways of

increasing revenue 247-8 ; on

the incomes of the talari

quoted 255 and n ; on coin-

modities of foreign
merchandise 287 ; on internal

trade 296 s on the weavers

304-5, 305m ; 250, 253n,

254n, 306n, 307m.

Augustan age, 429.

Avasarams, 155, 157.

Avasarikns, 411.

Avasthas , 402.

Avubalaraju A vubaleswara,

Nandyala 172-3.

Avubalayyadeva Maharaja,
Nandyala 172. «

Avubaleswara Cina Avubala,

Nandyala 173.

Avudu, one, of the dues of the

temple 334.

Awuku : fort of, held by the

descendants of Araviti Bukka

12 ; in the possession of

Ramaraja Timma 5 8, 80, 83-4;

Awuku sima 147 ; granted as

ndyakara to Bukkaraju Tim-

marajuby Kr.^naraya 173; con-

fiscated by Acyuta and granted

to Salakarajn Peda Tirumaia

174 ; tax on looms at 311.

Ayagar system of village ad-

ministration 161.

Ayagdrs, officers of the village

160 flf ; .how paid for services

16»; 253-4, 274.

Ayaka\\u or accounts of the

village income 161.

Ayurveda, 270« ; study of 409.

Ayurvedic medicines, 303.

Ayyalaraju Ramabhadra, poet,

alludes to Ramaraja’s marri-

age with Krsnaraya’s daught-

er 6.

Ayyaluru, 232m, 329n.

Ayyaparasa, as minister 103 ;

head of the spies 119 ; a

niyiigi 356.

Ayjavali, ndnddesis of 223.

Ayydvali Gdlumdlas or mer-

chant guilds 308-9
; mention-

ed in inscriptions 308.

B
Baba Setli, 318«.

llacamarasa, Bacarasa, Baca or

Riimaya Bhaskara, governor

of Kondavidu 19, 242.

Bacarasa, an officer, built a tank

at Leinka 189-90.

Bacanor, sea-port of 290.

Badagas, 6.

Baddevoln, 261, 297.

Bugayir-jirdyati, 225-6.

Bagur sime, 252, 301n.

Bahadur Shah of Gujerat, 43.

Bahmani Sultans, 252/4.

Balabhagavata of Konerina-

tha : on the battle of Kfiraka-

cerla 21 ; mentions Salakaya

82; on the death of Salakaraju

Tirumaia, quoted 89n ; as a

literary work 430,

Balaghat, 296.

Balakrsna, image of 438.

Balaraja, Acyuta’s grant of

charter to 42.

Balija, a trading community
300, 360.

Bali Reijiji, 191.

Ballapnram, 301n.
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Banaganipalle, 301n.

Bandar, 259.

Bandhas, 402.

Bangalore, 301n, silk cloth in

305.

Banijagas , a trading commu-
nity 360.

Bankapur, 301/j.

Barakurn, rajya of 153.

Barbosa, Duarte ;
Portuguese

historian quoted : on Kr ;:na-

raya’s nephew ruling at Bha-

takal 64 ; on kitchens for

elephant’s food and grains

used as food 237, 130 ; on

care of horses at Vijayanagara

130-1; on the military tactics

of Vijayanagara emperors

133 ; on the punishment of

umaranai/akas 176; on ele-

phants as merchandise 286 ;

on the ports of Goa, Ilona war,

Bhatakal, Bacanor, Braralor,

Cumbola, Q u i 1 o n , Knyal,

Negapatam, Mailapur and
Pulicat, 288-94 on the trade

route between Vijayanagara

and Pulicat 297
;
on asses as

means of transport 298 ; on

sugar manufacture 302-3 ; on

iron production 307 ; on reli-

gious toleration in Vijayana-

gara 318; on hook-swinging

337-8; on Brahmans 350-1,

356; on dress 369-70, 372;
on perfumes 374-5; on the*

emperor’s harem 384-5 ; on

royal bathing 387 ; on female

education 395 ; on the treat-

ment of widows 400; on

courtesans 403, 406.

Baxros Joao de, Portuguese

historian quoted, account of

the Raicur campaign of

Acynta 45-7 ;
compared with

the account of Rajanatha

Dindima 49 ff ;
resemblances

49-50 ;
differences 50-2 ; on

military dress 127.

Basava, 325.

Basavanna Naik, Bhandiya 167.

Basavapattanam, 301n.

Basavaraja, 423.

Basava Sankara, a title 259.

Basivi Nayadn, Perugu 261.

Basivi Nayadu, Vankara Kumara
262.

Bath, 385.

Baticala, or Bhatakal 64; road

from Baticala and Vijaya-

uagara described 344.

Bavaya Raghava, 430.

Bayakara Riisnappayya ( See

under Ramappayya.)

Bay of Bengal, 448.

Bed, one of the astabhogas 379.

Ilerja Kanakadasa, Vaisnava

poet 428.

Beiladakota, 234.

Bedadiir, 232n, 235/*, 330/;.

Bedagallu, battle of 85.

Bedanaraviiri, 301/1.

Bedanda, 301n.

Betjige, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Belgaum, 44-5.

Bellamkonda, 301n.

Bellary 243 ; as a trade centre

296, 305 ; 301n.

Bengaala, isles of 291-‘2.
4ft

Berar, seceded to the Nizam
Shah 44.

Beris, 359.

Bestfis, palanquin bearers 341,
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B&tamcarla, battle of 83-4

;

329n.

Bezenagar, same as Vijayanagara

287.

Bezwada, 301n.

Bhagavata, written by Cfitn

Vitthalanatha 427.

Bhagavata Campu, written by

Rajanatlia Dindima 424.

Bhagavata Parana, translated

by Haribhatta 430, 432.

Bhairasa Vodeyar, 143.

Bhanddgarika ov chief trea-

surer 103.
\

Bhandarada Timrua, 243.

Bhanddravdda gramas, or

crown lands, 133, 168, 109,

170, 185.

Bhdramarga, 262.

Bharata, Ilia rules on nd[ya

402.

Bharata, Agaatya’s 423 ;

Sal va's 428.

Bharatesvaracarita, a poem
written by Salva 428.

Bhatakal, sea port of 289, 296,

302.

Bhiksavrtti matha, 325.

Bhoga, Bhogas, 362, 382.

Bhogaraju Timmayadeva, 243.

Bhogis, 391.

Bhojana&ala, 367.

Bhoj Tirumal Ray, same as

Salakaraju Tirumaladeva

89n.

Bhupasamudra, 190,

Bhuvanagiri, 301n.

Bhuvanavijaya, the famous

audience hall built by Kr^na-

raya 97, 441.

Bhuvaneswnra, the name of a

part of the king’s palace 368.

Bijapur, invasion by Acyuta
41 ft ; date of the invasion

41-3
; reconstruction of the

history of the campaign of

Acyutaraya against 52 ff ;

invaded by Burhan Nizam
Shah 73 ; interstate relations

of 114-9 ; reduced by Krsna-

devaraya 138 ; the relation of

Portuguese horse-dealers with

I 286. 287.

Bijapur, Sultan of 10, 16 ; his

attack on Raiciir and Mudgal

20 ff.

Bijapur, Yusuf Adil Khan of;

his invasion of Vijayanagara

37.

Bljavari, one of the dues of

the temple 334.

Bilebalu, hdyas of 190, 192.

Birdda, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Bisnaga, same as Vijayanagara

70.

Bill, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Bodducerla family, the 419.

Bollavaram, 208rt.

Bomgarin, same as Bhuvanagiri

held by Saluva Nayaka 13,

455.

Bommalala or shadow - play

415.

Bommalata Virupaksa, 415.

Bommanahalli, 335n.

Bondulapalle, 249.

Boundary stones, how laid
197n.

Bdyas, engaged to build tanks

190 ; as thieves and robbers

346 ;
their dress 371.
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Boya women, their drees 373.

BSyiaunkam, professional tax

218-9.

Brajalor, sea-port 290.

Brahmabandhus, 351.

BrahmacSrins, 343.

Brahmad&ya villages, super-

vised by the Dharmasanam
Dharmayya 110 ;

indepen-

dent of the interference of

provincial governors 152 ;

assemblies in 159 f

;

brahmadaya defined 183 ;

instances of tax on 241, 243 ;

the talari's income from 255.

Brahmans, privileges of 93-4,

94n ; ministers recruited from

102 ; tax on 219 ; their place

in the society of Vijayanagara

350-

8 ; Portuguese historians

on 350-1 ; the six classes of

351-

7 ; marriage customs

amongst 396, 398 ; scholar-

ship of 407 ; other ref. to

385, 419, 427, 440.

Brahmanic umthas, 324.

Brahmanyatirtha, g u r u of

Vyasatlrtba 321-2.

Brahmotsavas, 329, 414.

Brigg, quoted 6»i, 7n, 9n, 317n.

Buccigadu, an actor 415.

Buccinayadu, Peda, Namilineni

257, 258.

Budda Rediji, Kauluri 260, 261.

Buddhisara, story of 299n.

Budihala, 223.

Bujari, name of a garment

370.

Bukka I, the treasury iu the time

of 108 ;
subjugation of Cola

and Pandyati kingdoms in

the time of 143 ; organisation

of provincial government
under 145 ; relations with

Vidyaranya 268m ; his religi-

ous policy 315, 316.

Bukka II, 270m.

Bukkapattanam, taxes on com-
modities at 207 ;

as a trading

centre 207, 295.

Bukkaraju Ramaraju. Araviti,

general of VIra Narasimha ;

at the siege of Kandanavolu
37 ; lays siege to Adavani
38.

Bukkaraju Timmaraju, son of

Birkkaraju Ramaraju 38

;

kdryakarta of Krfjnaraya and
lord of Awuku 173 ; dismiss-

ed from service and his estate

confiscated by Acyuta 174,

238.

Bukkasamudram, Kaifiyat of,

on Salakaraju Tirumaladevas
12-3.

Bukkayapalle, Kaifiyat of, on
village officials 158.

BurgeBS, 459.

Burhan-i-tna'asir, of Sayyed
Ali-bin-Tabataba: on the early

career of Ramariija 7 ; on the
intrigues of Asad Khan, quot-

ed 54-5 ; on the date of

Ibrahim Adil Shah’s invasihi

of Vijayanagara 70m ; on Bur-
han Nizam Shah 73m.

Burhan Nizam Shah, war with
Ibrahim Adil Shah 43-4 ; his

intrigues wiu At.ad Khan
and invasion of Bijapffr 73 ;

relations with Sultan
Bahadur of Gujerat and
Ibrahim Adil Shah 73n.

V—60
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Bnsbalrao, 3, 5.

Byadara Bedagallu, 82.

Cabroln Timmaraju, 263.

Cadipirela, records at, mention

of sunkns 201, 220, 238,

239 ;
other taxes 226 ; 201/t,

204«, 216n, 239 n, 305n.

Cadirkonda, 301n.

Caesar Frederick, European tra-

veller quoted, on Portuguese

trade 287 ; on the port of

Negapatam 292.

Caetarro or Cayetarro, same as

Catuir 449.

Caillao, Ceylon .• Harihara II

exacts tribute from the king

of 141, 142.

Cairo 291.

Caitanya 97 ; his visit to Vijaya-

nagara 423, 424.

Cakra-kanika, tax paid by

potters 204.

Calamardhiganilapattanam, 156,

211 .

Calicut, port of 288, 290.

Cilukyas, 407.

Qamatra, trade with 291, 292.

Cambaya or Cambia, trade with

286, 288, 291, 292.

Camp, military, described by
Nuniz 136 ; practice of burn-

ing down abandoned 137.

Campaka flowers 376
;

oil from
386. •

Oampukavya, 424.

Cananore, 290.

Oanarese districts, Lingayats in

325.

Canarese literature 422 ; growth

of 427-9.

Gartda{as, as robbers 346 ; their

place in society 350, 361.

Candragiri, Acyuta at 3, 12, 13,

30, 31, 42 ;
the rajya or pro-

vince of 145, 149 ; capital of

Siijuva Narasimha 321 ; Vya-

satirtha at 321 ; the palace at

441, 442 ; 222», 266n.

Candragiri Somarasa, 356.

Candragutti, rajya of 145.

Candrakala, 367, 391, 392, 393.

CandraBekhara Pandya, expelled

by Vlrasekhara Cola 453.

Can gal va chiefs, 428.

Gardddyam or carasunka or

mdrgdddya 211 ;
also known

as ubhayamarga-sunlca 212.

Castille, 338.

Catuir, its identification 447-52.

Catures or boats, 294.

Caudarige, a tax 225.

Cauliiin, 13 ; identified with

Kayal 452, 455.

Cdvadi or Savadi, 155 ; 411.

Cavalry, the Vijayanagara 127-9.

Cchanddgya, 424.

Cegaya, 412.

Ceilam, 291.

Cekkili, 361.

Cellappa or Sellappar, surname
of Siijuva Narueingha Nayaka
22, 32 and n ; 29. (See under

Saluva Narasingha Nayaka).

Cellappanayakkar, ruled Madura
457.

Cennakeaava, 330.

Cennama Nayado, Tupakula the

mala robber 260-1.
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Cennamaraju vs. Mallamraju

280.

Cennapa Reddi, Peda, deSai of

Mayikollapuram 224.

Cennarasa, 221.

Oennaraya, god 274.

Cennubhatlu, 277.

Cora king, gives refuge to

Cellapa 29; prisoner of Salaka-

raju Tirumala 32.

Ueramanalcavya, a Canarese

poem written by Ccramanka

429.

Ceramanka, a Canarese poet 429.

Cerikatta, a pass leading to Tiru-

pati 212.

Ceruvu or tank, 192.

Cevvappa Nayaka, of Tanjore

64 ; appointed as viceroy of

the Cola country by Aeyuta

454.

Ceyllao, (See under Ceylon.)

Ceylon 28, 65m
;

conquest of,

by Vijayanagara kings, 140-1;

elephants imported from 286 ;

Devaraya U’s conquest of 450;

Kpjnadevaraya’s conquest of

452.'

Ceyyeru, 260.

Ceyyetidurgam, held by an

amaranayaka 171.

Chamdegary, same as Candra-

giri 3.

Charmaodel or Charamandel,

same as Colamandalara, 13,

286, 291, 292, 447, 448, 455.

GMtis, same as Chettis 291, 292,

293.

Chaul, port of 141, 142, 288.

Chess, game of, in Vijayanagara

418-9.

Chetarao, same as Acynta 70,

China, trade with 287, 292, 293,

296.

Chinnapanaique, an officer under

Aeyuta 67n, 68.

Chittoor, 301m, 364m.

Christians, as traders 291, 293 ;

how treated at Vijayanagara

317,318,350.

Ohristovao de Figueiredo, the

Portuguese envoy 45-6.

Cidambarain, 301n, 317, 340,

439, 455.

Ciguru pdnpuy 381.

Cikkadova Maharaya, prince,

son of Aeyuta 67.

Cikka Nafijaya Arasu, 249.

Cikkaraja (Mallaraja), of Um-
inattur, adherent of Krgna-

devaraya 19 and n.

Cikkavfldeya, 243.

Cikkodeyar, of Brirangapatta-

nam 40 n.

Cillevaripalle, 279«.

Cina Kommerla, 2K1».

Cina Ntigama Nayudu, Hadapada
384n.

Cinapasupula, 182.

Cina Venuturla, 200, 214.

Cini, 301m.

Cinna Bhandaram, 107.

Cinnabhuvara, Vakiti, an officer

under Aeyuta 67 ; identified

with Chinnapanaique 67n.

Ciunadevi, queen of Krsnadeva-

raya 60, 90.

Cinnajiyya, 331.

Cinnappa Nayaka, Sahint, com-
mander of the cavalry under
Aeyuta 131.

Oinnaraja, 64.
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Cina Timma, cousin of Rama-

raja, patron of Appaya DIksita

425 ; 459.

Cina Timma Nayaka, Akkaya,

at the battle of Betamcarla

84 ;
captures Adavani 85.

Cinua Timmaraju Komlayya

228.

Cintagunta Raghupati, chief of

Betamcarla 82, 84.

Cintakommudiune, 213, 238; t.

Cintakunta Siddaya Hanumaya-

deva Maharaja 82.

Cintapalli Annama, 57.

Cintarajupalem, 173.

Cintarajupalle, 257?t.

Cippagiri, 238n.

Ciratanapalli, 301n.

Cirumana, 296. «

Ciruvalli, 301«.

Citradurga, a trading centre 296,

305 iron produced at 307

.

Citrasala, 3G4, 367.

Cobada, 301n.

Colckanathacarita, 66.

Colas, 358, 407.

Cola country, 13.

Cola king, same as Saluva

Nayaka 32n.

Colamandalain, 292, 449.

Cola country, territorial sub-

divisions 143-4.

Commercial taxes, 205 11.

Commissariat, its absence in the

Vijayanagara army organisa-

tion 137!

Communal taxes, 223.

Conjeeveram, Acyuta’s gift to

the temples at 25 ; Acyuta’s

inscriptions at 76 ; J a i.n

matha at 327 ; 23, 297, 301n ,

330, 334, 340.

Conveyance, means of 341.

Coorg, 206n.

Correa, Caspar, Portuguese his-

torian quoted, on the events

at Vijayanagara after Acyuta’s

d e a t li 10 f ; on Aeyuta 11,

63 ; on Venkatadri, son of

Acynta 76.

Coullao, same as Quilon 28, 450.

Council, its place in the central

government 95-101
; of. with

assembly 97.

Courtesans, 401 ff.

Couto, Diogo do, Portuguese

historian quoted, on Rama-
raja 6 ; 9n.

Craft guilds, 310.

Crisnarao, same as Krsnaraya 3.

Cuddapah, 297, 311, 336w, 345n.

Cumbola, seaport of 290.

Cuttack, interstate relations of

114-9; capital of the Gaja-

patis 422, 423.

33

Babul, port of ; Krsnaraya’s pro-

posed march against 100 ;

DOvariiya IPs capture of

141, 142 ; ref. to 288.

Da Cunha, Nuno, governor of

Portuguese India ; his intri-

gues with ABad Khan, quoted

from Barros 45-6.

Dadigolla, 30In.

Daivajnavilasa of Yallanarya,

on dambhOli, and other wea-
pons used in warfare 121n,

122n ; as a literary work and
its authorship 422-3.
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Dalanayakulakota, fort held by

an amaranayaka 171.

Dalavili, a military tax 215.

Damanaceruvu, 301»i.

Damaskes, an article of mer-

chandise 287.

Damayanti, story of Nala and,

painting of 364.

Dambhnli, 121.

Danaik, alluded to by Abdur

Razak as the minister of

Devaraya II 450.

Danaikas (See under Durga-

Danaikas).

Dancing, teaching of 395.

Dancing hall, 395.

Dannaviida Kambaladinne, 249.

Dancjige umbali. 181.

Dannaynkara m a g a in a i, a

military tax 215.

Dannaynkara swdmya, same as

Danuayakara magamai 215.

Dapatao, same as Devipatnam, in

the possession of Sal u va

Narasingha Nayaka 13 ; 455.

Daquem, 286, 288.

Darcha, a place on the road from

Bhatakal to Vijayanagara 296.

Darsi, 301n.

Dasabandha grants, 332.

Dasavandha manyns, grants of,

nature of 190-1. ,

Dasaripalle, granted aB jagir to

Siddappa by Acyuta 261 ;

Kaifiyat of, ref. to 296, 297,

300.

Dasili, silk 380.

Daiti, 371.

Dattila, nd(ya rules of 402.

Davdaa, tax 198-9.

Deccan, the: Muhammadan
rulers of 16 ;

road from the D.

to the East Coast 297 ;
252n.

Demarasa, a niydgi 356.

Depanna Vodeyar, ruler of Dm-
mattur, revolt of 35 ; subdued

by Narasa Nayaka 35; rela-

tions with Vlra Narasimha

36-7 ; captures the fort of

Sivansamudram and death 39.

Desa-kavalgars or superinten-

dents of police 256.

D/'sdvara, 310.

Devdddya lands, granted to

temples, tax-free 183 ; taxed

during the miBrule under

Acyuta 241, 243
;

managed
by a special officer under the

crown 1.11-2 ; independent

from provincial governors

152 ; 255. .

Devagudi, inscription at 331 ;

332n, 336n.

Devarakonda, 301«.

Devaraya I, patron of Mallinatha

27On; settles dispute between

Vaisyas, Kdmaiis and Beris

359.

Devaraya II, his southern con-

quests 27 ; conquest of Ka-
linga 114 ; seaports under

113, 288 ; his treatment of

Abdur Razak 118n ; Ceylo-

nese expeditions under 140-1

;

police arrangements under
265-6 ,- his religious policy

317 ; growth of Tamil litera-

ture under 425-6 ; temples

during the time of 439n

;

extent of his dominion^ 450;
llln.

Devikapuram, inscription at 23;

religious centre of Pasupata

Saivites 325.
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Deviyakuricci, 241.

Dhd.ny5.daya, 194 ; meaning of

198-9.

Dharapuram, 301m.

Dharmagoda Gauda, 250.

Dharmaparupatya, 110.

Dharmasanas, courts of

justice 270 and n, 273, 274,

276-83 ;
how constituted 276;

their popularity as evidenced

in literature 27 6n ; their com-

position 278 ;
procedure in

278-80 ; where they were

held 282-3
; 309, 335, 354.

Dharmasanadhxkari, 104.
«

Dharma Saxtras, 93, 326.

Dharmavaram, a trade centre ;

manufacture of cotton and

ailk fabrics at 296, 301m, 305;

Saiva malha at 825.

Dharmayya, of the Dharma-
sana, officer under Vira Nara-

siinha 110, 270.

Dhoras, 156.

Dhoti, 370, 371.

Ohurjati (Senior), one of the

axtadiggajax 421 ; as a poet

436.

Diamond Treasury, 108.

Dice, game of, Vijayanagara

418-9.

Dindima, Kajanatha (See under

Rajanatha Dindima).

Diplomatic corps, 114, 11G-9.

Dirghikas or baths, 387.

Dodijayacarya, the Sri Vaisnava

teacher 425.

Dodlopti feangauatba, 249.

Dommaras
,
an acrobatic tribe

234-5 ; tax for the mainte-

nance of 235, 360 ; their feats

described 416-7.

Dommara Nandyala, 329n.

Dommarapannu, dues or taxes

collected by the Dommaras
217, 233, 234.

D5neru Koneriniitha (See under

Ivonerinatha).

Dongalasiini, a pass leading to

the Tirupati hills 212.

Doosti, 301m.

Dare or doraghada, a measur-

ing rod 194.

Dra/cxasava, a variety of liquor

392.

Dravi .ia-desa, 234.

Dravidian kings, subjugated by

Cinnaraja 64.

Dress, at Vijayanagara 369 ff.

Drink, in the Vijayanagara

empire 390.

Duarte Barbosa (See under
Barbosa).

Ducats, 287.

Dugganapalle, 249.

Dumudaru dora, captain of the

roar-guard 136.

Dupadu, 301n.

Durga , synonymous with
province 411.

Durga, goddess 336, 338, 339.

Durga danndikas, or provin-

cial governors 151 ff ; not
permitted to reside at head-

, quarters permanently 151 ;

govern their provinces
through agents or karya-
kartas 153 ; caste of 154 ;

duties and obligations 154-5 ;

maintain police arrangements

in their provinces 258, 259.

Durga danayi nivartana,
military tax collected for the
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maintenance of Durga dan-

ndyakas, 154, 214-5.

Durgddhipati, 355.

Duvvur, 30 In.

Duvvur sthala, officers of 158.

Dwaraka, 412.

F
Edduveta, a variety of the

chase 418.

Education, of women at Vijaya-

nagava 305.

Educational Institutions at

Vijayanagara 407.

jSkabhoga tenure, 159-60.

fikamranatha, temple of 25 ;

distribution of villages to, by
Acyuta 42.

Elephant forces, 129.

Ellayarya alias Radharuadbava,

(See under Radhilmadkava.)

Emme Basava, 429.

Emperor, ruled according to

the Dharinn Sastras 93-5
; as

judge of the Imperial court

269, 270.

Epigraphist, Government 459.

Eruva, 263.

Etur, durgant oar Iana tax at

214.

Europe, 284.

Exoise department, 112-4.
ft

F
Fergusson 438n, 443n.

Feringi, 294.

Ferishta, Muhammadan his-

torian ; on Ramaraja, quoted

7 ; on the recapture of Raicur

and Mndgal quoted, 20-1,

21w ; on the state of Vijaya-

nagara at that period 20 ; on

the reasons for the success of

Ismail Add Shah at Raicnr,

quoted 26 ;
totally ignores the

Raicur campaign of Acynta

45 ; on how Ramaraja
strengthened his power,
quoted 58 ; on Ramaraja’s

treatment of Muhammadan
BoldierB, quoted 59 ; on

Ramaraja’s intended patta-

bhixeka, quoted 60 ; on

Ramaraja’s march into

Malabar 64 ; on the date of

Ibrahim Add Shah’s invasion

of* Vijayanagara 70n- on

Adavani 80» ; on the death

of Salakaraju Tirumala,
quoted 89n ;

2f>2», 317.

Feudalism, cf. with the

Ndijankara system 171 ff.

Feudatory princes in the

Vijayanagara empire 143.

P’ields, regulated s u p p 1 y of

water to 193.

Fire-river, 337.

Fleet, of Vijayanagara, its acti-

vity 141

.

Food, in Vijayanagara 338.

Foreign trade of the Vijaya-

nagara empire 284 ff.

Forest tribes, their use for

plundering purposes in times

of war 137-8.

Forts, in the empire of Vijaya-

nagara 120-2
; eight kinds of

120; construction and equip-

ment of 121-2; 1 i> t of

important F. 171.

Fr. Luis, on the Dmmattqr
chiefs 34.
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Gr

Gadag, 301«.

Gaddamayyapalle, 274.

Gadigirela, inscription at 330.

Gadiravula, Ramaraja's inscrip-

tion at 84.

Gadiyas ,
367.

Gadidamalla, 232n.

Gadivcmula, 208n.

Gadwiil, 86, 3d In.

Oagan Mahal, palace at Penu-

gonda 441.

Gagara, 30 In.

Gajapati, Gajapatis, of Orissa

the ; invasion of Vijaya-

nagara during the time of

Aeyuta 16, 17 and n ; rise

and fall of their power 114-5;

diplomatic relations with the

Vijayanagara kings and 117-8;

their race 358 ; literature at

the court of 422 ; Kr.snaraya’s

marriage with the daughter

of 426 ;
Krsnadevaraya's war

against 438, 449 ; invasion of

Vijayanagara under Kapiles-

wara 450.

Games, outdoor, at Vijayanagara

417.

Gamhvara durga, 120.

Gana, <j ana k a<j,iv ar u or

gdnugari, tax paid by

oilmongers 204, 239.

Ganalhfiga tenure, 159-60.

Gandcaris, 232.

Ganaka, 269.

Gatidkdra or Ganacara-tere

231-*2.

Gan4apendira, 373,374,

Gandavaram, 301n.

G*n<Ji, 297.

GapdikSta, fort of
; held by the

Pemmasani chiefs 81, 439

;

adherents of Ramaraja 58,

Salakaraju Tirumalaraya’s
march on 83 ; governed by
Nandyala Timmaraja 216; and

later by Nandela Ahobala 217;

Reddi families at 250 ; ruled

by Nandyala Narapa or Nara-

simha 274, 275 ; temple of

Raghunatha at 439 ; inscrip-

tions at 223, 226, 227

;

Gandikota slma 147, 239 ;

149, 171, 222)i, 227n, 228

and », 311, 335n.

Ganga kings, of Talakad 34.

Gangadevi, the poetess who
wrote Mathurdvijayarn

424-5
;

Ganganapalle, 249.

Gangaraja, title of the Ummat-
tur chiefs 34 ;

also name of

a son of Depanna Vodeyar

36 ;
held the island fort of

Sivansamudram 39 ; attacked
l

by Krsnadevaraya 39;

drowned in the Kaveri 39.

Gangavaram, durganivariana

tax at 214.

Gangavatara, yakxaguna play

413.

Gangeru, 301w.

Ganges, 414.

Gangfidaka, 4, 5.

G^ni Timma, a subordinate of

Aeyuta 263.

Gani Timma Nayadu, the Velu-

goti chief 317.

Ganjikunta siwa, 147.

Gan(ave(a, a kind of chase 418.

Garacal, a variety of rice 388.

Gardanagiri, trade centre for

sandal 296,
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GariQis, or the gymnasia 125

and n, 363.

Gautf, the village head-man 235,

240.

Ganni Tatanna, 222.

Gauranna, the poet 437.

Gauri Mayuram, 30 In.

Gersoppa, the native place of

Abhinava Yadi Vidyananda

428.

Gergoppa, chiefs of, feudatories

of the Vijayauagara emperors

143 ;
patrons of literature 427.

Ghanagiri or I'enugomla 149,

222n.

Ghatilcacalumahatmya, 437.

Ghats, units of ten war ele-

phants in the elephant corps of

the army 123 and n.

Gh~inikaptitra, 402.

Gilakas, 370.

Gingee, 301n.

Qiridurga, 120.

Gita, 315.

Goa,'port of 53 ; captured by the

Portuguese 141-2
;
Virupaksa

II massacres the Arab mer-

chants of 285 ; trade at 286,

287 ; described 288-9 ;

Timoja’s perpetual war on

289, 293 ; Goa civet 380.

Gobbiir, 301n.

Godekallu, grant of 108.

Godugu Pola.the umbrella bearer

of Krtjnadevaraya 384.

Gokarna, 340.

Golaki matha, 325.

Golden Treasury, 108 ft.

Golkonda, the anonymous his-

torian of 6, 7, 9, 12, 17 ; the

invasion of Kondavidu by the

Sultan of 16, 17
, 18, 19-20

;

fight with Bijapur 44 ; inter-

state relations of 114-9
;
242,

Gollat, 360.

Gollapalli, 249.

Gollasiddhdyam, a tax 201, 239.

Gopa, Nadindla, 423. (See ander
Nadindla Gopa).

Gopalapura, 279.

Gopana, Palakaluri 242n.

Gopa Tippa, Saluva 426.

Gilpikas, 365.

Gopinatha, temple of 18.

Gopinatha-jaladhi, 187.

Gotur, 261 and n.

Government, the central 93-104;

provincial 143 ff ; local 145 ff;

of ihe village 159-63.

Governors, provincial 151 ff ;

kdryakartai, as agents of 153.

Govindariija, Saluva, his grant to

a temple, 111.
, ->

Govinda Sarma, 276n.

Grama (See under village).

Grama durga, 120.

Grdmakatnam, 200, 201, 239.

Grdmaraksana, 254n, 256n.

Gramavecca, one of the dues of

the temple 334.

Gubagundam, 230m.

Gubbi, 296.

Gudibanda, 30 In.

Gudika{tu, 161.

Qudipannu, 232.

Guilds, 308.

Gujerut, Sultan Bahadur of 73m;
253m.

Gujerate, 293.

Gujjari, 301n.

Gulbarga, Sultans of 19,->252n ;

installation of Mallu Adil
Shah as king at 70n ; forms
one of the boundaries of the
.kingdom of Devaraya II 450.

v ci
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Gmnmilenipalem, 301n.

Gundlahalli, 190.

Gundlakamma, 263.

Guncjlakunta, record at, men-
tioning several taxes 217

and n.

Gnndlapaiju. 250.

Gundur, 212n.

Guriginjakonda, 257.

Gurramkonda, 171.

Gurubrahma Sarma, M., 208n.

Gurujala, 263.

Gutta, 185.

Quttadar, 185. *

Gutti, fort of, Sadiieiva’s impri-

sonment at 11 ; released from

77 ; Saluva Nayaka captured

at 33n ; Acyuta’s siege and

reduction of ffe ; held by

Yora Tirumala 58 ; rajya or

province of, 145, 149, 150-1 ;

held by an amaratidyaka
171 ; as a trade centre 296,

305 ; road from G. to Muni-

madugu 29G, 297 ; diamond
mines at 307 ; 80, 222n, 260,

301n.

Gutti Timmaraju, 264.

Guttigc, 185.

Gymnasia (See under yaridis).

1

1

Habitation, in the Vijayanagara
empire 362.

Haive, ohiefs of 427, 428.

H&likehalii, 301n.

Ha\udu, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Hampi, province of, divided

into vanitas 148
;
Virupak§a

temple at 317, 438 ; known
also as Pampaksetra 323 ;

366, 440, 443.

Hampi-Hastinavati, rajya of

150. *
Hampi-Virupaksam, same as

Hampi 301w.

Hamsatfilikdtalpa, 381.

Hamsavimsati

,

a literary work
of the 18th century ; on gari-

dis 125»i
;

gives a list of

places of trade 301n ; on

horses and bullockB 299n,

342n. ; on the ‘ prapa ’ or

watershed 345w.

Hanakanahallu, 249.

Hamle Hanumappa Nayaka, of

Anantapur 58 ; 81,

Hande Kadambaraya, 182.

Hanuman, 323.

Hanumatgnndam, 274, 351n.

Hanumeyadova, 243.

Haranga, 30 In.
‘

Harenam, professional tax 217.

Haribhatta, the Telugu poet

430, 439m.

Haridasa, the Vellala poet 426.

Harihar, 340.

Harihara I, the treasury during

the time of 108 ; creates new
administrative divisions in

his empire 144n ; introduces

the provincial system of

administration 145.

Harihara II, appropriates the

Reddi kingdom 114 ; his

transmarine tributaries 140-1;

276m.

Harivamsa, 432.

Qarpanahalli, 30In.
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Haruvahalli -Vogeyasamudra,

sugar-cane mills at 156.

Hattalakote, 331.

Hayyangavina, 389.

Hazara Rama, temple of, the art

of 363, 438, 443.

Heathen, 289, 291, 318.

Hetfaffe-moMasunka, tax on

eggs 200.

Hemraj, identified as Krsna-

devaraya 21.

Heras, Rev., Father, his Aravidu

Dynasty, quoted 9n ; on the

death of Salakaraju Tirmnala

90n; 286m, 287m, 289m, 457n.

Herjunka or Perjunha, a com-

mercial tax oil wholesale

articles 206.

Henna chief, defeated by Narasa

Nayaka 35, 37

.

Hinduism, 352.

Hindus, 294, 317, 339, 350, 385,

Hindu Law, 278.

Hindu Mythology, 364.

Hindu society, position of

widows in 400.

Hindu states, interstate relations

amongst 114 f; relations with

Muslim states 114 f,

Hiriya Mallappaima, 223.

Holeyas, a community of agri-

cultural labourers 3G1.

Honawar, port of, held by Tirnbja

and his brother 289, 293.

Honnu, 199.

Hook-swinging ceremony, 337.

Horahallu, income of the

mddiga 218.

Horavaru, identical with

mamuladaya 213,

Hore grdma, 168-9 .

Horse, story of the 131n.

Hosapattana, 316.

Hospet, inscription at 4, 57, 310.

Hoslu, one of the dues of the

temple 334,

Hoysala nad, 146.

Huni, 301n.

I

Ibrahim Adil Shah, Sultan of

Bijiipur ; his succession dis-

pute with his brother 44 ;

demands and receives Riiicur

from Acyuta52; his intrigues

with Asad Khan 54, 55 ;

usurpation of 59 ; his inva-

sion of Vijayanagara 69 fl

;

date of the invasion discuss-

ed 70m ; defies Asad Khan
72 ; relations with Burhan
Nizam Shah 73 andn ; treaty

with Ramaraja 74 ; relations

with Varadadevi and interfer-

ence in the internal affairs of

Vijayanagara after Acyuta’s

death 77 ; relations with

Salakaraju Tirumala 77 ; his

march on Vijayanagara in

support of Sadasiva 78; defeat

and retreat 78, 79 ; relations

with Salakaraju Tirumala
Raya and his march into

Vijayanagara 86, 87.

Idaiyans or shepherds, 360.

Iqiiga or Idula sunkam, a tax

on toddy drawers 201, 205,

239.

Illari, house tax, levied at

Alavakonda 225.

Imad-ul-Mulk, 73n.

Immadi Narasimha 173; in

possession of the coastal

region from Nellore to

Madura 448.
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Imperial Court, 269.

India, 284, 286, 290.

Indians, as merchants 293, 294.

Industrial taxes, 203 ff.

Industries, 302.

Infantry, Vijayanagara, four

divisions of 125-6.

Inland trade of the Vijayanagara

empire, 295.

Indo-Corinthian architecture,

439.

Iron industry, 307.

Irrigation, state policy regard-

ing 186 fl!.

Irugajaugam, son of Riimadeva-

raya of (landikota 227.

lrusamaya Vilakkam, a reli-

gious w ork written by

Haridasa 426.

Ismail Adil Shah! Hava, his

invasion of the Raicur doab

during Acyuta’s reigu 20 ff ;

wins the battle of Kurakacerla

21 and n ;
war and treaty

with Amir Barid 43-4
;

war

with Golkonda and invasion

of Telingana 44 ; siege of

Koilkonda and death 44, 49 ;

date of his death 7On .

Iswar Dutt, on the proprietor-

ship of the soil according to

Hindu theory 164 and n.

fs'wara Nayaka, general of

Saluva Narasimha 34.

Ttihasas, 409.

Itimarapuram, 278w.

J

Jagalur, in Mysore 222.

Jagir, 259, 260.

Jaina, Jainism, Jains ; religious

disputation with Brahmans

234 ; religious policy of the

state towards 316, 317; spread

of 327
;
religious teachers at

Vijayanagara 423 ; poets 427,

428.

Jaina darsana, 316.

Jain mythology, 443.

Jain tnathas, 324.

Jajur, 223.

Jala-durga
, 120.

Jala-krxda
, 387, 417.

Jalayantradhdma, 368.

Jamabandi
,
or revenue settle-

ment 160, 161 ; defined

239 f.

Jambavatikalydnam, a Sanskrit

play written by Krsnaraya

412, 413, 422.

Jdndras, a weaver caste 304.

Jangumayya, the talari of Vija-

yanagara 266, 267.

Jangamas, or the Lingayat

priests 232, 233.

Jarimela, woollen blankets' at

305.

Jdlis, 402.

Jdli Siddhdyas, professional

taxes 216.

Jdtra, jdtre , religious tax col-

lected for conducting festivals

to village deities, 200, 232,

233, 335, 336.

Jayanrpakdvyam, writteu by
.Mangarasa III, a Jain poet

428.

Jayapatram,
j
udgment copy

273, 280.

Jayarekha, same as Jayapat-
ram 275.

Jayarigutta, a professional tax

on executioners 218.

Jayaswal, K. P. 164 and n.
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Jews, bow treated at Vijaya-

nagara, 317, 318, 350.

Jewish merchants, 293.

Jillelja, 228 and n.

Jirayati, 225.

Jlyar terege, a religious tax 232,

233.

Jnanacintamani, a Sanskrit

work by Krsnaraya 422.

Jnanaprakasar Mandala Puru-

dar, Jain Lexicographer 42G.

Jodi, a low quit-rent paid by

holders of manya lands 1G3,

139, 183, 255 ; defined 229 f.

Justice, administration of 238 IT.

Jfitur, battle of 83 (L

Jyoti Pass, in the Nallamalai

hills leading to Ahobalam

261.

K
Kabayi , 370, 371.

Kablnr/ara-haiyult, a lexicon

wiitten by Lingamantri, 40/t,

429.

Kabbili, a community, 124.

Kahbina mm/in, a tax on sugar-

cane 200.

Kai.lapa, 301/1.

Kadapcingalu

,

a tax 214».

Kadambari, 433.

Ka<}aramba lands, 195, 190. •

Kadavakolanu, 301»i.

Kadavapettam, 301/i.

Kadimetla, 244.

Kadiri, 301n.

Ka^itam, 410.

Ka<)umur, 301»».

Kahaja, natya rales of 402.

Kaijitam forces, troops main-

tained by the Raya; adminis-

tration of 124, 130.

Kaijitamvaru, soldiers main-

tained by the Raya, 123, 124.

Kailiisa, 317, 414.

Kaisur, 301n.

Kakasmasru, mala robber chief

260.

Kak.ias, 366.

Kaksyantaras, 366.

Kakatiyae, 254.

Kaja, Bommaldta 415.

Kalahasti, inscriptions at, ref. to

3, 33, 40, 41, 82, 330/i, 332«;

coronation of Acyuta at 13 ;

Acynta’s religious visit to 31.

42 ;
gifts to the temple of 317,

318; tempftj treasury at 335n;

as a place of pilgrimage 340.

Kd/ahastimahdtmyam, of Dhur-
jati (Senior) 436.

Kdlajnanu, 429.

Kalakkfulu, inscription at 6574.

Kalambaka, 426.

Kalamcgha, the poet 426.

Kaldndda, 402.

Kal&purnodayam, 432, 433.

Kalas, 402.

Kalasas, 366.

Kalavayi, 301ra.

Kalinga, conquered by Deva-
raya II 114 ; Krsnaraya’s

declaration of war on and

conquest of 133, 426, 441.

Kallar madam, 325. „

Kalyaha, Jginas of 316.

Kalyani Cajukyas, 336n

Kama, 364.
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Kamabhat, Mandali, a pdrupat-

yagdra, 156.

Kamalanabhayya, a sthanapati

of Vijayanagara as an ambas-

sador at Cuttack 117.

Kamappa Nayaka, parupatya-

gdra 156, 244.

KamasdStra, 276n, 402.

Kamba Gowda, same as Kempa
Gauda I of Bangalore and a

provincial governor under

Krsnadevaraya 39 and n.

Kambadur, 333.

Kambaladinne, 249.

Kambhatn, 261, 297, 301n.

Kammalu, 373.

Kammarapndi, 4.

Kammas, 360.

Kampalle, 25Cn, 257 n, 267ti.

Kampili, road to‘ 297, 299

;

Kumara Rama, the prince of

429

Kanakadasa, the poet 428.

Kanci, Acyuta at 31, 41 ;
gifts

to the temples at 316, 317,

318 ; temple treasury at 335«;

as a place of pilgrimage 340 ;

330n, 332n, 334n.

Kandacdra, military depart-

ment 132 and n.

Kanddcdranayaka, head of

the military department 132.

Kandada family, of the Sri-

Vaisnava sect 321, 408.

Kandahar, 43.

Kandamur, 301n.

Kandanavolu or Karnul, fort of,

heM by the descendants of

Araviti Bukka 12 ; Yusuf

Adil Khan’s attack on and

siege of 37 ; held by Yenkat-

adri 58 ; Ramaraja’s en/.ry

into 83, 85 ; rdjya of 149
,

222n.

Kandero, 301«.

Kandikere slme, 223.

Kandukuru, 301 n, 432.

Kanilce, a professional tax 217,

224, 229, 230, 244 ; defined

231.

Kannada, kingdom of 17, 428.

Kannamaniiyaka, Rampa 173.

Kannattur, fort of, held by an

amarandyaka 171.

Kantierika, ceremony of 404.

Kapila, 163.

Kapilatirtham, 440.

Kapilnpmu, one of the tnahd-

ddnus 42.

Kappam, a tax 224, 230.

Kajjpara, 301 n.

Kara, meaning of 179.

Karima kings, 221.

Kardama durga, one of the

eight classes of forts 120!

Karmas, nitya and naimittika

353.

Karnagolla, a community 220.

Karnam, or senabova, village

official 158
;

powers, duties

and obligations 161 f, 410,

411.

Karnataka Kotikam kings,
Kaifiyat of 456n, 457.

Karndtaka&ab damanj ari,
a Canarese work 429.

Karnatic music, 425.

Kdryakartat, their functions,

153.

Kasappa Yodeya, chief of Ada-

vani and ally of Yusuf Adil

Khan 37, 38.
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Kdse, 371, 372.

Kdilkhan4a, 431.

Kasi-Ramoawaram Road, 297.

Eataka, 133, 234.

Ka\nam, 229; defined 230-1 ;

244.

Kattaragandla, 231m.

Kattu Kodage, a grant made as

a reward for some public

service 184 ; defined 190-1.

Kautilya, 229 and «, 281m.

Kdvatjia, 298.

Ka valgars, officers under Durga-
danndikas who were in charge

of defence and police arrange-

ments 155 ; 252, 25S, 257,

258, 259, 200, 202, 2G3, 201,

279, 309.

Kdvali-katnarn, or talavarile,

a police tax for the mainte-

nance of the talari 215-0,

217, 258.

Kdvali tnirdsi mangas, 258.

KavSri, 33.

Kaveripaka, 301 w,

Kaverisamudram, 274.

Kavikarriarasayanam, 435.

Kavilas, village registers 197.

Kavulutla, peta bnilt at 251.

Kavutala sima, ryots of 95,

100 ; Kaiffigat of 243.

Kdvya, Kavgas, 409, 424, 430,

431.

Kavyasara, 428. *

Kayal, port of 291 ; its history

450-1 ; captured by Krsna-

devaraya 452 ; identified with

Caullim 452, 455.

Kayamkulam, trade centre 297,

300 ; 451.

Kayattar, Pandyas of 28, 30n ;

annexation by Kr^naraya 28,

288, 291 ; its identification

with the Catnir mentioned by
Nuniz 449, 450, 451, 452.

Ke\adi-nrpa Vijaya, quoted

33m.

Keralabharanam, 355n, 407n.

Kerala Pazhama, 294.

Kesaripati ghaiJa, a measuring

pole 194.

Khadddyam, a tax 217, 229, 230,

236 ; defined 231.

Khusu-basu, 225.

Kings of India, 286.

Kirulcula, a commercial tax on

retail articles 206.

Kittel, 231, 236, 239.

Kodage lands, lands grantod

tax-free 167, 183, 184.

Koilkuntla, 228 ; tax on looms

at 311.
*

Kdka, 370.

Kokkahallu, 30ln.

Kolar, 296.

Kolinjavadi grant, 43.

Kollala, 301m.

Kollamigulu, an income of I he
madiga 218.

Komali, battle of 81 ff.

Komatis, 359.

Kdmati siddhdyam, a sunka or

tax 201, 214n, 239.

Konakondla, 257.

Konappa Nayaka, 4.

Kouavnppalapadu, granted as

jdgir to Kauluri Budda Reddi

260.

Kondagi, inscription at 33m, 459;

settlement of local dispute at

274, 459.

Koiiijagutta, hill rent, a tax on

wood-cutters in the forests

?02 .
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Kondamarasa, Rayasam, minis-

ter 103 ; construction of tanks

by 188 ; belongs to the niySgi

caste 356 ; 358.

Kondapalle, 133, 301w.

Kondapiiram, 301 n.

Konijaraju, 263.

Kondasamudra. tank built by

Koiidamarasa 188.

Kondavidu, governed by llaya-

kara Ramappayya 15n, 114 ;

list of governors of 19 ;
attack

of Qnli Qutb Shah on 19

;

downfall of the Reddi king-

dom of 114 ; rajya of 145 ;

Kondaviti sima 147 ; made a

province by Krsnardya 150 ;

tanks in the province of 188 ;

pe\a sunkas at 808-10 ; his-

tory of K. written by Guru-

brahma Sarma 20Sn ; Bfica-

mavasa, the ruler of 242 ;

Krsnaraya’s conquest of 288 ;

poets Mallana and Rftmakrsna

at the court of 423 ; Nadindla

Gdpa, ruler of 432 ; 18, 133,

208h, 221»i, 301?i.

Konduru, 301m.

Koneriuatha, DonOru, author of

Bdlabhayavalarn 21 ; on

Sulakaraj u Tirumala’e death

89n ; as a poet 430.

Konkana, 427, 428.

Kon/canadesarajula Vrlldnla-

mu, a chronicle ; on the

Ummattur chiefs 36 ; on Vira

Narasimha’s campaign against

the Dovnattur chiefs 36-7.

Koppoln, inscription at 239 ;

exempted from payment of

taxes by Krmaraya, but taxed

forcibly under Acyuta 244 ;

granted as an agmhara 'to

Timmana, the chess champion,

by Krsnaraya 419; 232w, 244«,

330n.

Koran, 318.

Kos}a-durga, 120.

Kotakonda, inscription at, refer-

ring to military taxes 216 ;

251», 2C4n, 301«.

Kiittai magamai, a military tax

2i 5.

Kottakota, 301n.

Ko!him, a territorial sub-division

144.

Kotwdl, 2f>3, 255.

Kovil (Srirangam), 316.

Kovilakuntla sunn, 147.

Kovilkonda. fort of, besieged by

Ismail Adi) Shah 44 ; his

death at 49, 70n : bone of

contention between the Qntb

Shahis and the Adil Shfihis

115 ; roads to and from 297,

299.

Krasur, 265n.

Krltjdbhirdmn , 27G«.

Krottacernvu, 241.

Krsna, the river 16, 17.

Krsna, the musician, 423, 411.

Krmacarila, 428.

Krsnaduvaraya. date of his death

3, 4, 5 ; his arrangements for

succession 5, 6, 7 ; Who was
his successor ? 8 fl ; his con-

quest of Kayattar and Quilon

28 ; 288, 291 ; his military

reforms 38-9
;
subjugation of

the Ummattur chiefs 39 ;

relations with the Adil Shah
100 ; his interest in the

work of administration 101

;

his daily activities 106-7 ; his

relations with the sampratis
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106; expulsion of the Oriyas to

the north of the Krsna by 115;

reorganisation of the kaijitam

forces under 124 ; his daily

exercise, testimony of Paes

124-5 ; care of the army under

129-30
; his military tactics

at Raicur 139-40 ; provincial

governors under 154 ; irriga-

tion works under 188 ; aboli-

shes the marriage tax 222 ;

his concern for the ryots 242

;

the income of the state under

247 ; his commercial policy

251, 285, 286 ; his policy

regarding forests 259 ; city

police organisation under
266-7; improves the seaports

288; means of transport under

298 -, how he promoted trade

300 ; his religious toleration

317-8 ; relations with Vyasa-

raya 322 ; as a poet 412, 413,

422, 434 ;
as a chess player

418-9 ; as a patron of art and
learning 420-1, 422, 423, 425,

426, 427, 428, 430, 433, 434 ;

development of art and archi-

tecture under 437 11'
; con-

structs palaces and public

buildings 441 ; his interest

in music 444 -, his subjuga-

tion of Catuir, discussed 447tl;

his subjugation of Kayal

451-2 ; his relations with the

Nayaks of Madura 453 ff.

Krsnamaraju, Nandyfda 173.

Krenappanayaka, son of Viswa-

natha Nayaka of Madura, an

amaran&yaka under Sadasiva

252, 459, 460 ; founder of the

Nayak Kingdom of Madura
461.

Krsnapura, a suburb of Vijuya-

nagara 310.

Krsnapuram, Tinnevelly diet,

inscription at 460.

Krsnaraja, Nandyala chief 432.

Krsnaswami, temple of, at

Vijayanagara, built by Krsna-

devaraya 438.

Kmtriyas , 350, 358 ff.

Kncimara, 402.

Kncipudi, 462.

Kudalur, 167.

Kudatini nddu, 158.

Kukkasamudra tank, 189.

Kalapedda, 199.

Knlbarga, (Same as Gnlbarga
44' 7On.

Kullayi, 370.

Kulliani, fort of 43.

Knllnr, 301n.

Kumara Kampana, his conquest

of Tondamandalam 144.

Kumara Rama, 429.

Kumurardmann carite, 429.

Kumara Saraswati, 426.

Kumara Tatacarya, 320m,

Kumara Venkatadri, son of

Acynta a id Crown Prince 42.

Kumara Virya, of Srirangapatta-

nam ; identified with Virappa
Odoyar 40n.

Kumara Vyasa, 427, 428.

Kumbaraterege, tax paid by
potters 204.

Kumbhakonam, Brahmanic
matha at 324 ; as a place of

pilgrimage 340.w
»

Kumblii, 301m. »

Kunapuli Peddi Nayadu, 256,

257,

Kundenakota, 260.

V—62
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Kundurpi, 301n.

Kunca, 192.

Kurakacerla, battle of 21 and n.

Kuranji, 301w.

Kurnool, diamond mines in the

district of 307. (See under

Kandanavoln).

Kurpdna, 370.

Kurubas, a pastoral community

202, 304, 360.

Kutaderege , 232, 233.

Kutagulla, 301n.

Kutb Shah, (same as Qutb

Shah), 44.

Kuhuyoga, a conjunction of

stars 322.

L
Labbais, 293.

Lakkana, dannai/c, one of the

commanders of Devaraya II,

his conquest of Ceylon 140.

Lakki Nayailu, Kadirappanoni,

kdvalgar under Sadasiva 256,

258, 264.

Lakki Setti, head of the

‘ Diamond Treasury ’ 109.

Lakfjmana Pandita, the pranii-

cfirya of Bukka II 2/0/1.

Laksmoswar, 301 n.

Laksmi, 364.

Lakfjmidevi mahntsavam, 56.

Laksmidhara, Lolla, a Sanskrit

scholar at the court of Krsna-

devaraya 422.

Lak^mlnarayana, music master

and author at the court of

Kr§nadl>varaya 395, 423, 444.

Land, tenure of 164-85 ; kinds of

land tenure 179-80 ; owner-

ship of 164 ff ; taxation of

166-7.

Lankamalai hills, 262.

Laudees, a kind of armour 127.

Lebaka, construction of tank at

L. by Timmarasa an officer

under Acyuta 189, 190.

Lekhaka, bench clerk 269.

Lepiiksi, inscriptions at 83, 269 ;

Siva temple at 441
;
paintings

in the temple at 364n, 443.

Lingamantri, the Canarese
lexicographer 40«, 429.

Lingayats, Lingayatism, Krsna-

riiya’s treatment of 317 ; 325,

328 ; as traders 359.

Lingayat m a l h a s , 325 ; as

centreB of learning 427.

Linschoten, on diamond mines

in the Vijayanagara empire

307 and n.

Literature, inVijayanagara 420 ff.

Local administration, in the

Vijayanagara empire 145 ff.

Local Records, on Ifrsnaraya’s

death 4 : refer to Rfunappaya

15« ; on Riunaraja’s rebellion

60 ; on village registers 111;

speak of new administrative

divisions created by Hari-

hara 1, 144/? ; on Yidwdn-
mahajana mbhd 160 ; on the

oppressiveness of taxation in

Vijayanagara 241
;

on the

clearing of forests 248 ; on

•police arrangements under

Krmadevarava and Acyuta

259 ; on the administration of

justice 268 ; on permanent

stationary conrts in the pro-

vinces 274, 282 ; on the means
of transport in Vijayanagara

298 ;
on highway robbery

300.
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Longhurst, 439n.

Longworth Dames, 178.

M
Macanur, 232».

Macerla, 301n.

Mackenzie Mss., 456.

Macupalle, 415/i, 462«,

Madalasacaritra, 422.

Madammanagaru, a merchant
who built a tank at Samuil ta-

pudi 189.

Madauapalle, 364>t.

Madauarque, master- of horse

under Acyuta 131.

Maddrike, professional tax paid

by each mala to the execu-

tioners 216, 218, 223.

Maddigundala, 262.

Maddur, 171.

Madhav.ic.il ya V idyaranya,
author of Pardsara Mddha-
viya (See under Vidyaranya).

Madhavapnnuu, 249.

Madhurdv/jaya, 425.

Madhwa, Madhwas, Madhwawui,

c£. with Vat .navaa 319-20 •,

their most famous teachers,

V yaeatlrtha and others 32 1 f ;

decline of M. after Krgnadeva-

raya’s deatii 323; their mathas

326-7 ; scholars and writers

belonging to the sect of 424,

425.

Mddhwatdtparyacandrika, 424.

Madhyarjunam, 301/i.

Madiga , 361.

Madiki Kingana, a contemporary

of Devaraya 11 and author of

Sakalanthsaminala 96.

Madraju chiefs, of the Solar

race 358.

Madras Museum plates of

Acyuta, 57.

Madura, fort of, held by an

amaranayaka 171 ; Viijnucit-

ta’s pilgrimage to 341, 343 n;

subdued by Narasu Nayaka
449 ; the origin of the Nayak

Kingdom of 453 ff ; Viswana-

tha Niiyaka’s rule at 456,

457, 458; the Nayak Kingdom
of M. founded by Krsnappa

461.

Maduraittala Varalaru, on the

rule of Viswanatha Nayaka at

Madura 460 ;
on the history

of Madura 460.

Madaveya sunka or tmidh
sunka, marriage tax 201,

220 if.

Magaua Sddhaka, a patta 211,

300,309. »

Maggadere, a tax on weavers

200, 203.

Maggaslhdvara, a sunka or

tax 201, 239.

Mahdhharata , 430, 431.

Mahdjanas or Vidwdn-mahd-
janas, the sabha of 160 ; as

arbiters in disputes and ad-

ministrators of justice 278-9,

354.

Mahdndiju, 310.

Mahanandi tlrtha, place of pil-

grimage 340.

Mahanayakacarya, 257.

Mahdnavami festival, 336, 405.

Mahdi djaprayijauas, great
royal festivals 226-f

. ^

Mahd rdjapruydjanalu pannu
335.

Mahdtmyas, writers of 436, 437,
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Muhammad Shah Bahmini I,

252n.

Mahuva seed, 386.

Mailapur, seaport o£ 292. (See

under Mylapore).

Maireya , a variety of liquor

392.

Mnjjana grha, 367.

Majjhari, 301«.

Majjhari Tolasipati Reddi, 58,

81.

M&la, 361, 372.

Malabar, expedition into M. by

Ramaraja 65 C ; trade of 286,

288, 293 ;
pepper from 298 ;

forms the southern boundary

of Devaraya IPs dominions

450.

Malabares, 290.

Malaca, spices and drugs from

291, 292.

Malaiyapparayyan, 56.

Malay Peninsula, 293.

Maidive islands, 291.

_Maleyabenniir, a village in ruing,

later restored 249.

Ma\ige, or Maiuli sunka, tax on

shops 213.

Mallamraju, 274, 275.

Mallana, Madayag.iri, poet at

Kpjnaraya’s court 421, 423,
432.'

Mallanarya, Gubbi, Canarese

writer 428-9.

Mallappa Niiyaka, who built a

tank at Bilebalu 189.

Mallaraja of Ummattur, son of

IJepanna»V odeyar 39, 40.

Mallela,*256.

Mallikfirjuna, emperor of

Vijayanagara 448, 450.

Mallikarjunayyan inatha, 325.

Mallinatha, 270n.

Mallu Adil Shah, son and suc-

cessor of Ismail Adil Shah
44 f ; relations with Asad
Khan 44-5, 52 ; early troubles

of 45 ;
relations with the

Portuguese 45, 52 f
;

war

with Vijayanagara 53; defeat

54 ; deposition of 59 ; date of

liia coronation discussed 70n.

Mallur, 30 In.

Maluka, (same as Asad Khan)

48, 50.

Malwa, 252.

Malyavanta Ragliunatha, 439n.

MamiVwlaya, 212-3.

Manrulanda, 195.

Manalur, 167.

iMiiiiava, 301 n.

Munaveya sirne, 243.

Mandalam, 144.

Matidam, 30lu.

Afantldrarnaiijuri, 424.

Mandtsunka, 200, 213, 214m.

Mandiikya, 424.

Manduva, 30ln.

MangSdu, inscription at 23.

Mangajagiri, 301«.

Mangalci siddhdyam, profes-

sional tax 216.

Mangalore, seaport of 287, 290.

M^ugarasa 111, the Canarese

poet 428.

Mangarasa lcarnika, 250.

Mangelius, 307.

ilaiuagdr, of the temple 334.

Manihari, 227.

Manjarippa, 426.

Manmadha, 365, 402.
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Mannarkovela, 30 in

Manniirkovil, 459.

Manoja, 402.

Mantri, 95 f£.

Manu, 253, 282.

Manucaritra, on the royal

sabha, 96-7 ; on ambassadors

116 ;
on samugaridis 125 ;

on a war-horse 127-8 ; on the

captain of the rear-guard 136;

ref. to theatres 412 ; as a

literary work 434 ; 341, 419«.

Manukondainur, 30 l»i.

Mangas, 255, 257, 258, 352.

Manga gramas, tax-free villages,

168, 169, 182 11 ; classification

of 183 ;
taxes on 229 ft.

Manga Umbahge., 181.

Markapur, inscription at 208 ;

temple of Cennukesava at

330 ; sthanacarya of 332 ;

202n, 208n, 210n, 225n, 301n,

303n, 330n, 332n, 335n.

Markkanam, 306.

Masolipatam, 297, 448.

Masur, 30 In.

Matanga, niitga rules of 402.

Mathas, 324 ; their constitution

327-8 ; 407.

Maihapura. lands, accounts of

111 f ; independent from pro-

vincial governors 152 ; to

whom granted 183.
*

Matha-terege, 232.

Matsya puraria, 430.

Mavanike, 301n.

Maya, 436.

Mayikollapuram, 224.

Mecca, 290.

Me}a, 414, 415.

Melaccevval, inscription at 459.

Melkote, 316; Vadahalai ma(ha
at 326.

Menaka, 365.

Mera. share of produce given to

village officials 163, 192, 255,

258, 278.

Mesa Pedda Kayaka, of Nadimi-

doddipalaiyam 58, 81.

Midutnr, durgamvartana tax at

214.

Mihr Koa, brother of limoja

289. (See under Raogy)

Military department, 245.

Military dress, 126-7.

Military expenditure, 247.

Military taxes in the empire
214 ff.

Military organisation 120-42.

(See under Army).

Milk Ocean, 364.

Minigi Baiyya N ayaka, palaigar

of Byadara Bedagallu 82.

Ministers, 102-4.

|

Mirdsi, 163 ; defined 255, 278.

Misrabaudha, 431, 433, 434.

MiAraka durga, 120.

Mogasala, 367.

MShanagiri, 301n.

Mdhanatarangini, a Canarese

work written by Kanakadasa
428.

Molatayitur, 305.

Molla, the Telugu authoress, 430.

Moon, race of the 358.*

Moors, traders, 289, 290* 291,

292, 318.

Morabhatta, one of the incomes

of the madiga 218.
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Morasa community, 124.

Mosdla or anteroom, 157.

Mosavagallu, 30 In.

Mbtakuli, one of the incomes of

the mddigu
,
218.

Moyillakalava, 231n.

Mrdanga, 413.

MrlyuTijaija Mss., 4(i0.

Mudkal, fort of, 20 ; Ismail Aiiil

Shah’s recapture of 20, 21 ;

lost by Acyuta 43.

Mudrita courts, 209.

Mwjupu gullas, 130.

Muggbru, 196, 197.

Muhammadan, Muhammadans,
historians, on the successors

of Krsnadevaraya 8 ff, 10;

soldiers, a division of the in-

fantry 1 26 ; how treated at

Vijayanagara 3T7 ; Rfnna-

raja’s policy towards 318, 319;

as traders 359 ; their food 388;

polo, the game of 417 ; 284,

289, 339, 350.

Muhammad Shah IV, 299.

Mujjangi, 301?i,

Mukhya courts, 269.

Mulavisa, tax paid by mer-

chants 205-6; 212.

Mulbagal rdjya, 149.

Mulbagal, V yasatirtha at the

mafha at 321 ; the Madhwa
malha at 327,

Muliki nad, 146, 311.

Muluvaya, 301/t.

Mungara, 373.

Munimadagu, road between

ttuttfand M. 260, 297 ; 301n.

Munro, Sir Thomas, on insn-

paiji villages 185; on collec-

tion of taxes 236.

Mfirti, poet, on Salakaraju’s

death 89n.

!
Murtyamma, wife of Cevvappa

j
Mayaka 454.

Music, teaching of, in Vijayana-

gara 395, 444.

I Musili Nayadu, 263.

j

Muslim states, relatione with

Hindu Btates 114 f.

Musqueteers, a division of infan-

try 126.

Mutyalapadu, Katfiyat of 56.

Mylaporo, 249, 301 n.

Mysore, income of the temples

in the country of 334.

N
Ndd-gaudas, 144//

.

Nadigallu, 301n,

Nadimidoddipalaiyam, 58.

Nadmdia Gopa, nephew ol

Siiluva Tiuuna deputed as

governor of Konduvidu by

Siiluva Timmarasa 18, 153,

452 ; author of a commentary
on Prabudhao'-indrudnya 423 ;

patron of Maliana and llaina-

kr.iia 432.

Ndd-Talaiydrs, 144//..

Nadu, administrative unit 144,

146, 147 ;
ollicials ol 158.

Niidu-hdvulgar, 257.

Nddu-talavarike, a police tax,

‘215-6.

Nagaladevi, 441.

Nagalapur, destruction of
; by

Ibrahim Add Shah 71 ; con-

struction of tank at 188 ; as a

trade centre 25J ; merchant

settlement at 251, 300 ; con-

struction of a temple at N.
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by Krsnaraya as suburb to his

capital 441.

Nagaraa Nayaka, general of

Kr.jnaraya, his campaigns in

the south 453 f ; defies

Krsnaraya 453
;

defeated by

Viswanatha, his own son 454

;

28n, 457.

Nagamangala, slma oj 149,

222n.

Nagappa, Madraju 172.

Nagar, inscription at 215, 296.

Nagaraju Annaraju, 263.

Nagan'ka(>uim, professional tax

217.

Nagnri tambula, 199.

Nagayya, naftuvn, play-actor

412, 415.

Nagore, 30 In.

Nala, story of Nala and Dama-

yanti 364.

Nalacaritra, 428.

Nalakubara, 365.

Nala, Tataearya, 320n.

Nalkusamaya Simla

i

, 199, 200,

225.

Nallamalais, 261.

Nallfir, rdjya of 150.

Namalaneni Kumara Peda Bucci

Nayadu, 1. (See under Buc-

citiayadu).

Namhis, 351.

Namukonda, 301n.

Nanddeiis, 308.
i(

Nandavaram, 301n.

Nandela, 263.

Nandela Ahobala, governor of

Gandikota 217, 228.

NSndi, 414.

Nandikanama, 263.

Nandyala, fort of, held by the

descendants of Araviti Bukka

12
;
in charge of an amara-

iidyaka 171 ; Virajiyya,

temple priest of 244 ; Krsna-

raja, the chief of 432 ; 59,

30 In, 329w.

Nandyala Narapa, 274.

Nandyfila Timmaraja, governor

of Gandikota 216, 227.

Nangalur, 227.

Naiijangud, inscription at 64 ;

298.

Naiijarasa Timmarasa, head of

the war office 132n.

Nanjunda, Canarese poet 429.

Naraboya, 223.

Nnrnpath , 124.

Narasa Nayadu, Oilri, Maha-
nayakacarya, who dug a chan-
nel from the river Pennar
189.

Narasa Nayaka, general of

Sajuva Narasimha 34
;
reduces

the Ummattur chiefs when he
became regent 35 ; subdues

the Heuna chief of Sriranga-

pattanam 35 ; makes grants to

amarandyakas 173
; holds

the coastal region from
Nellore to Madura 448 ; date

of his subj ugation of the

Mndura country 449; his un-

successful attempt on Kayal

28, 451 ; 37.

Narasimha, shrine of 260.

Narasimha II or Immadi Nara-
simha, rebellion of the Um-
mattur chiefB and the Heuna
chieftain during the reign of

35. •
»

Narasimhakavi, Sankusala,
Telugu poet 435.

Narasimha, Nandyala, governor

of Gandikota 275.
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Narasimhapurdnam, 439n.

Narasimhapurdtia, 430.

Narasinga, Narapa, Nandyala,

173.

Narasingha, Suluva (See under

Saluva Narasingha Nayaka).

Narasinguva, Narasyngua, king-

dom of : same as the kingdom
of Vijayanagara 64, 286, 28S,

290, 291, 292.

Narayanavauam, 171.

Narayanayya, 223.

NUrikelasava , a variety of liquor

392.

’

Namamangalam, inscription at

23.

Ndtakas 409.

Nalakasalas, 412.

Natesa Sastri,459.«

Natya, rules of 402.

Nupyak&la, 402.

Navahrnddvana , 323.

Ndvalilr Caritai, 426.

Navy, the Vijayanagara 140-2.

Kayak Kingdom of Madura, its

origin discussed, App. B ;

453 ft ; 456, 457.

Niiyaks of Tanjore and Madura,

palaces of 442.

Ndyakara, 275.

Nayankara, system of land-

holding under military tenure

171 ff; ef., with feudalism

171.

Nayanmars, 325.

NegapatSm, port of 287, 292.

Negapatao, 13, 455 (Same as

Negapatam).

Nelandalur, inscription at 149.

Nellore, 3Q1«, 432, 448.
,

Neravafi, a community, 250.

Net,tara kodage, 184.

Nidugal, 145.

Nijayam , one of the incomes of

the madigci 218.

Nilicinametla, 231», 245n.

Nirankusopdlchyanam, 4 12;
written by Rudrayya 432.

Ntraramba lands, defined 195-6.

Nirumajjiga, 390.

Nirvpa, 212.

Nitislsapadya Pataka, on

Acyuta’s daily work lOln. f.

Nitisatakam, 382n, 399n, 435.

Nittnr, Sadasiva’s inscription at

86, 308)i.

Niyugi, 272.

Ntyiigi caste, 354.

Nizam Shab (See under Burhan

Nizam Shah).

Nizam Shahis, relations with the

Adil Shaliis 115.

Nomulu, 224.

Northern India, 339.

Nosam, 234n, 330m.

Nuggihalli, chiefs of, rebellion

of, 22, 26, 27 ; patrons of

learning 427 ; poet Linga-

mantri at the court of Rayana-

raja of 429.
«

Nngiir, 301n.

Nuniz, Portuguese historian

on Acyuta’s accession,
quoted 3 ; on the successors

of Krsnaraya 5, 6 ; on Krena-

raya’s infant son, quoted 9 ;

on Salvanay (Saluva Nayaka)

quoted 24, 26 ; on Devaraya
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IPs southern possessions 27 f
;

on Vlra Narasimha, successor

of Narasa 35 ; on Ibrahim

Adil Shah’s seizure of Raicur

52 ; on Ibrahim Adil Shah’s

invasion of Vijayanagara,
quoted 70-1

; on the terms of

the treaty between Acyuta and

the Adil Shah, quoted 74 ; on

Sajuva Tinima Dannaik,

quoted 94 ; on the punish-

ment given to Brahmans,

quoted 94 ; on the meetings

of the king’s council 99 ; on

Krmaraya’s daily work 10 In f;

on Rrahman ministers 103/*;

on the ‘ Diamond Treasury ’

108 ; on the Moors 115 : on

the nmarcnitTi/aha forces,
j

quoted 122 ; on knijitam for-

ces, quoted, 123 ;
on care of

,

horses, quoted 131 ; on mili-

tary camps, quoted 1,30 ; on

the Hindu method of military

attack 139 ; on Harihara II’b

islafid possessions and trans-

marine tributaries 141 ; on
provincial governors 151 ; on

the system of land-holding at

Vijayanagara, quoted 170 ; on

the duties of a.maranayakas,

quoted 175, 176 ; on commer-
cial taxes at Vijayanagara !

210n ;
oil palanqueens 219 ;

on the farming of revenues at

Vijayanagara 238n ; on the

taxation policy of tho govern,

ment 240 ; on public expendi-

ture, quoted 246 ; on Krsna-

raya’s treatment of the Portu-

guese 251 ; on police arrange-

ments in the provinces 258n,

and in the city 267 ; on the pro-

cedure in the administration

of justice, quoted 271; on horse

trade 285 ;
on diamonds from

Gutti 307 ;
on the slaughter

of beasts during the mahd-
navami festival 336n ; on

Brahmans, quoted 351 ; on

Brahman traders and priestB

356, 357

;

his description of

the Raya’s dress 370 ;
on bed-

ding-cots 381 ;
on the imperi-

al zenana, quoted 383, 384 ;

on the food of the Rayas 389;

on Kisnaraya’s attack on

C'atnir 447 ff ;
on KrKnaraya’s

military activities in the south

452 ; 40/*, 454, 456.

Nuno Da Cunha. the Portuguese

governor, relations with Asad

Khan and his fortification of

kTcoI, 42-i!.

Nnsnm, 301/*.

Nnlana Tmig»bhndra, an irriga-

tion canal 189.

Ni/iii/umrta, 424.

O
Obiimba, wife of Narasa Nftyaka

and her children 62.

Odde kings, 221.

Oddiya forces, conquered by
Acyuta 16.

Oppressive taxation, at Vijaya-

nagara 240.

Orissa, Acyuta’s conflict with the

king of 16 ; the Gajapatis of

358 ; Krsnaraya’s campaign
against the king of 447 £C; 448.

Ormuz, port of, horses from 285,

287, 288, 290.

Ornaments and perfumes Tn the

Umpire, 373.

Orya, Krmaraya’s war against

441.
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F*

Pachary, a variety o£ rice 388.

Paqlai Jcanikkai, a military tax

215.

Padaividu or Palaividu, rdjya

of, organisation under Kumara
Kampana 144 ; fort of 145 :

subdued by Krsnaraya 149 ;

Jain ma(ha in 327.

Patfitaram, perquisite paid to

the sunkam collectors, men-

tioned in the Atthavana Tan-

tram 204.

Padmanabha, God of Ananta-

sayanam 32.

Paes, Portuguese historian,
quoted : on the destruction of

Nagalapur by the Adil Shah,

quoted 71 ; on the siege of

Vijayanagara, quoted 71 ; on

the distinction between the

royal assembly and the council

quoted, 97-8 ; on the Imperial

Treasury, quoted 107 ; on the

Small Treasury, quoted 108 ;

on the amaranayaka forces

122-3
;

on kaijitam forces,

quoted 123 ; on Krsnaraya’s

daily exercise, quoted 124-5
;

on military dress and Inudees

126-7 ; his description of war-

horses, quoted 128 ; on fron-

tier provincial governors,

quoted 152 ; on the system of

land-holding at Vijayanagara,

quoted 170 ; on the duties of

amaranayakas, quoted 175,

176 ; on the construction of

a tank at Nagalapur, quoted

188^; on the grain used as

food for horses, quoted 236 ;

on public expenditure, quoted

246 ; on the settlement of

merchants at Nagalapur,

quoted 251, 300; on the road

between Bhatakal and Vijaya-

nagara 296, described 344 ; on

oxen as means of transport

298 ; on merchant guilds 310;

on animal sacrifice at temples,

quoted 336, 337n ; on Brah-

mans, quoted 351 ; on Brah-

mans as traders quoted 356 ;

on the kind of shoes worn at

Vijayanagara, quoted 370
;
on

the tdmbfila
,
quoted 378 ; on

swing-cots in the royal palace

379 ; his description of the

royal cot 380-1 ; on the food

of the people, quoted 388.

Painting in Vijayanagara, 443.

Paita, 372.

Palaces and public buildings in

Vijayanagara, 441.

Palakaluri Gopana, 242n.

Palaki umbaji, 184.

Palayamkota, fort held by an

amaranayaka 171.

Paleacate, (Pulicat) king of,

pays tribute to Devaraya II

28, 450
;
pays tribute to Hari-

hara II, according to Nnniz
141.

Pd}egars, misgovernment by
242 ; officers appointed to

police jungle and forest areas

259 ; also known as road-

kdvalgars 263 ; their plunder-

ing activities during the weak
government under Acyuta
343.

Palems , division of the city into,

for police arrangements 266.

Pallavas, educational policy

under the 407.

Palnad, 263.

Paluvayi, 301n.
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PamhakcL^u, 227.

Pamitji, police arrangements in

the samut of 257.

Pampakjetra, 323.

Panaittangal, village of 24.

Pdnaka, a drink 390.

Pahcdlds or Paiicahanamvdru,

a craft guild, 310, 311.

Pandirigwitfa, 337.

Pdpdumngamdhdtmya, on veli-

gudara 134 ; as a literary

work 436, 437.

Pandyas, of Kayattar 28, 449 ;

of Tenkasi, defeated by Vira

Narasingha Nayaka and the

Tiruvadi 29-30; the race of

358 ; a kalambaka written

by a F. chief 426 ; Saiuva
j

Nayaka’s inscription in the

country of 455.

Pdndyardjacaritra, 456 and n.

Panikkar, 295w, JOOn.

IJaratuakudi, Tuinbicci Nayaka
of 22, 27.

Pnramayogivildsa
,

of Tiruven-

galanatha 437.

Parasara, 268n.

Pardiara Mddhavlya., a legal

treatise by Vidyaranya 268

and n, 273 ;
on the settlement

of disputes 27 6n, 281n.

Pardiarasmrti, 268n.

Paravadini, 402.

Paravastu, a family of the Sri

Vaiijnavas 321, 408.
(

Pardaas, 285, 307.

Farenda, fort of, bone of con-

tention between the Nizam
Shahis and the Adil Shahis

115.

Pariahs , their social status 361.

Pdrijatdpaharanam, of Nandi

Timmana, on the practice of

burning down abandoned

camps 137 ; as a literary

work 433.

Pdrupatyagar or Maniagcir, an

executive officer of the temple

130, 211, 236, 333, 334.

Parvata Nayaka, 149.

Parvati, 364.

Pdsdna yantras , weapons of

warfare 121.

Pasture and forest taxes, 202.

Pdiupatasiddhdntam, 324, 326.

Pasupatas, their religious centres

and mafias 325.

Pafiakas, songsters 416.

Pali us, of OriBsa, their conspi-

racy to ruin Vijayanagara

army 117-8.

Pdtri, or actress 412.

Pattabhirama temple, 18, 440.

Fatturipalem, Kaifiyat of 297 ;

262n.

’

Puvad,a, 372.

Peda Buccinayadu, Namalaneni
Kumara 173, 212.

Pedaceppalli, 232n, 329n, 330n.
’

Pedakakandi, 2U8n.

Pedakodiiru, 329n.

Pedakommerla, 172, 249.

Pedanandela, tax on looms at

311.

Pedanandyala sima, 147.

Peddamangalam, 301n.

Pedda Oinnama Nayadu, of

Rollamadugu 211, 263.

Pedda kolimi or hommal, tax on
manufacturers of iron 205.

Peddana, Allasani, p»et-laureate

at Kr^naraya’s court,’ on the

Orissan invasion 17 ; member
of the king’s assembly Bhu-
vanavijaya 97 ; Sathakopa,
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the guru of 321 ;
on the

awing-cot 380 ;
one of the

Asiadiggajas 421 ; a3 a poet

434, 435.

Pedda Tirumalayadeva (See un-

der Salakaraju Peda Tiru-

mala.)

Pedda Tirumalarya, Tallapakam

399 ft; as an author 435.

Peddiraja, a parupatyagdra

153 .

Pedro do Basto, Portuguese

writer, on Oatuir, quoted 449.

Peguu, Peeguu, trade centre

291, 292, 450.

Pemmasatii chiefs, of Gandifcota,

as great builders of temples

439-40.

Pemmasfmi Timma Nayaka, of

Gandikota, powerful adherent

of Ramaraja 58, 80 , at Rama-

raja’s conference at Peuu-

gonijia 81 ; defeats Salakariiju

Tirumala at the battle of

Komali 83.

. Pendela Nagi, a famous actress

415,

Pentfli, 224.

Pendlimarri, the hill pass at P.

through which the ‘ Ancient

Road’ passes 297 ; 217n.

Pennabadi, tax on looms at Jill.

Pennar, North 439 ;
sitna of

147.

Penugonda, or Ghanagiri fort,

Kaifiyat of 7-8; the Dmmat-
tfir chiefs claim sovereignty

over 34 ; Rumaraja’s con-

ference Ttl 81 ;
rdjyn of 145,

149 ; divided into vanitas

148 ; classification of villages

iu 168 ;
fort held by an

amarandyaka 171 ; .lainas of

316 ;
Oagan Mahal or the

palace at P. constructed by

Krsnadevaraya 441 ; 301n.

Penugoncla Cakreswara, title of

the Ummattur chiefs 34.

Penugunda-durga-sddhaka, one

of the birudas of Ramaraja,

mentioned in th e, Rdmardjiya
80.

Penugonda Viranna, talavara

or police commissioner of

Vijayauagara 267.

Peravali, 30 In.

Perikas, 295.

Periya Ramappa Nayaka,

Acyuta’s governor at Madura
and opponent of Ramaraja 66,

67n ; a disciple of Vyasatirtha

323n.

Pernipadu, the Sambeta chief of

262.

Persia, trade with 284, 290.

Pernmal-kariyavar, 241.

PerumaJ Kovil (Kafici), 31fi.

Pernr, 173, 309n.

Perusamula, templeB of 243.

Petasunkam, a tax identical

with sthaladayam and pita-

mantrdya 207, 208.

Pilgrimage and travel in the

Vijayauagara Empire 339.

Pina Virabhadra, poet, author of

Srngdra Sdkuntalam 431,

432.

Pinilari Nagappa, 250.

Pingali Suranna, one of the

Asiadiggajas 421 ; court poet

of the Nandyala chief, Krana-

raja and author of Prabhavati-

pradyumnam and Ka]dpur-
nodayam 432 ; as a poet

432-3 ; 435.
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Pihjanigaru or Pirijasiddha-

jam, tax on the carders and

combers of cotton 201, 204,

239, 305.

Piranmalai, sirmai of, held by

Nagama Niiyaka 28?i; Kallar

madam of the Pain patan at

325 ; inscription at 452.

Pirates, 293.

Pitrisesa, 257.

Podile, 263, 301 n.

Poetry, religious 436.

Polepalli agraharam, 57.

Poli, record at, mentioning pro-

fessional taxes 217.

Police arrangements in the

Vijayanagara empire 253.

Police taxes, (See under Military

and Police taxes).

Policiug of towns and cities,

264.

Porkatl, 294.

Porfg, administration of 113 f.

Portuguese, the, writers on

Acyuta's accession 3 ; their

relations with Mallu Add
Shah 45, 52 If ; relations with

Asad Khan 45-6, 52 ff; date of

tbeir intrigues with Asad

Khan 49 ;
foreign trade of

Vijayanagara in the hands of

284, 293 ; Krnnadevaraya’s

commercial policy towards

the 285-6 ; Acyuta’s treafy

with 287 ; horse trade with

286-7 ; extent of their trade

287 ; the seaports of 238 ;

Goa, the largest port of 289 ;

pirates among 294-5
; travel-

lers, their observations 303,

337, 350,352, 356,362, 363,

364, 365, 449.

Portuguese Chronicles, on the

meetings of the council 99 ;

on the commercial policy of

Krsnadevaraya 251.

Porumamijla, 261, 297, 301»j.

Polavara, nat-tuva Timmayya
of 412.

Pottapi, slma of 147, 149, 222ra.

Pottipadu, 232n.

Prabandhas, the study of P. by

the Tengalais 326 ; on Vais-

yus 359 ; on the courtesans

401; defined 430 ff ; the three

kinds of 431, 432, 433 ; 434,

435, 437.

Prahhavatipradyumnam ,
o f

Pingali Suranna, on thq,

game of polo 128-9
;

on

upas i’ll 1 33 ; allusions to play-

acting in, 412 ; as a literary

work 432.

Prabodhacandrfidaya, a literary

work 423.

Prudvivcika, a member of the

imperial court 269, 270 and n,

271, 273.

Prakhudta prabandha, defined

431,' 432.

Prdkrt, 413.

Pramanas, 402.

Pranacdrya, 27 On.

Prasangi, 416.

Prataparudra, the Gajapati king

17
;

poet Lakgmidhara at the

court of 422.

Pratijna patrika, the plaint of

oE the complainant 272, 277.

Pratmidhi, judicial representa-

tive of the king 270, 271, 273.

Pratistita courts, 269.

Praudhadcvaraya, Virapratapa,

40 1».
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Priyapatrika, 279, 280.

Professional taxes in the Vijaya-

nagara Empire 216 ff.

Property tax, 225.

Provinces, in the empire, names

of 145 ; governors of 151 fif

;

frontier P. 152.

Provincial system of administra-

tion, originally introduced by

Harihara I 145 ;
143-55.

Psuedo taxes, 231 ff.

Pubanpu, 381.

Pulicat, seaport of 292, 297.

i'ulimadya, 329n.

Puranpura, 30In.

Pulivendala, simu ot 147 ; the

hVll pass at P. through which

the ‘ Ancient Hoad ’ passes

297 ; tax on looms at 311.

Pullari or hullu-hunni, pasture

tax 202.

Punarvam tiruudl, 56.

Puuganur, 301m.

,Puranas, studied by the Madh-

was 326 ;
painting of stories

from 402 ; taught in Vedic

schools 409 ; their adaptation

in Telugu literature 430, 431.

Purandaradasa, Madhwa disciple

of Vyasatirtha and a great

Cauareso poet-saint 321, 427.

Purchas, hiB book Pilgrims

quoted 287m, 292n.

PurShit, a village official, his

duties 162.

Pururava and Crvasi, pictures of;

adorned in palaces 365.

PuruHOttama Gajapati, Orissan

monarch, first to abolish the

marriage tax 221.

Pugpagiri, temple at 214 ; dom-

marapannu collected fi;om

the agrahdra at 235 ; branch

of the Srngeri Kaiva matha at

324 ; management of the tem-

ples of Siva and Vi§nu at 330;

216m, 261, 329m, 330m.

Puspasava , a variety of liquor

392.

Puttakota, Oabrolu Timmaraju,
the chief of 263.

Putti, 192.

Q
Quavngas, a variety of rice

388.

Queyros, Father, Portuguese his-

torian, author of The Conquest

of Ceylon, on Ramaraja 6 ; on

the work of ambassadors,

quoted 117m; on the method
of collecting land-tax, quoted

235, 236; on the ‘kings of

Caetarro ’ 449 and u.

Quilon, Tiruvadi, the king of 27;

Bubdued by Ki-snadovaraya 28,

288; kings of Q., feudatories of

the Vijayanagara emperors

143 ; ICayal, the port of the

kingdom of 291 ; Porkad in

the kingdom of 294 ; trade

route through the kingdom of

297 ; Devariiya II levies

tribute oil the kingdom of 450;

extent of the kingdom of 451.

Qutb Shah, Quli, expedition

against Kondavidu 18, 19.

Qutb Shaliis, relations with the

Adil Shahis 115.

R
Macakarnams, a class of officials

155, 157.

Racakornla, 301m.

Racanagar, 301m.

RacaviiJ.u, 301n.
_
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Racerla, hills 260; oil and tobac-

co at 296 ; Kaiftyat of 297 ;

260n, 261n, 301n.

Rac51, Portuguese fort at 53.

Radhamadhava alias Ellayarya,

author of Tarakabrahma-

rajtya, on Acyuta’s relations

with the Utkala king 17 ; on

the Raicur campaign of Acyuta

52 ; at the king’s sabha. 97 ;

as a poet 436.

Raffi-ud-Din Ibrahim Shirazi,

Muhammadan historian of

Bijapnr, on Uatnaraja quoted

9, 12, 58 ; on Krmadevariiya’s

irrigation schemes 188 ;
men-

|

tions the roads to and from

Masulipatam and Kovilkonda

297, 299,

Raghavendra, Madhwa guru,

423, 444.

Raghunatha, god, shrine of R.

at Gandikota 439.

Raghunatha Nayaka, Nayak of

Tanjore 65.

Raghunayaka, temple of R. at

Udayagiri 333.

Kaghupatideva Maharaju, identi-

fication of 82.

Raicur, fort of, captured and held

by Ismail Adil Shah 20, 21

and n, 26, 43, 48 ; Acyuta’s

march on 48 ; battle at and

capture of 51, 54 ;
given -up

to the Adil Shah according to

peace terms 51-2 ; effect of

Acyuta’s campaign against

138 ;
province of 145, 150 :

date of the battle of 448n.

Raicur doab, the, as boue of con-

tention between the Hindus

and Muhammadans 16.

RSjacaritra Khandam of Dai-

vajnavilasam quoted, on the

eight kinds of forta 120n.

Rajahmundry, Srinatha’s satire

on the pandits of 276n.

Rajana, a kind of rice 388.

Rajanatha Hindima, author of

Acyutaruyabhyudayam, on

Acynta’s coronation 3 ;
on the

Raicur campaign of Acyuta

45, quoted 48 f ;
his account

of the campaign compared

with that of Barros 45, 49 f

;

on fhe submission of Mallu

Adil Shah 54 ;
Acyuta’s poet-

laureate 424 : on Sellappa, the

ruler of the Cola country 455.

(See also under Acyutar'iya -

bhyudayam).

RajaSekharacaritram, of Mal-

lana 432:

RCvjuvoli-pannu, professional

tax 217.

RTijayya Lingayya, who paid the

property tax 225.

Rajole, 301n.

Itajya, Rajyas, highest adminis-

trative division 147 ff ; defini-

tion of 149 ff; names of 149 ;

under Acyuta 150.

Raksasa Tagidi, battle of 129.

Rama incarnation, 436.

Ramabhadra, Ayyalarajn,
poet, alludes to Ramaraja’s

marriage 6 ; as a poet 432.

Ramabhatlayya, Brahman minis-

ter under Acyuta 14n, 103 ;

governor of Udavagiri 15rt,

153 ; accompanies Asyuta to

Tirupati 56 ; parupat.yagaras

under 156 ; bolds villages in

Srirangapattana as big magdni
244 ; as a Brahman 358.
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Ramacandra Diksita, Rayasam,

accompanies Acynta to Tiru-

pati 56.

Etamadevaraya, of Gandikota

227.

Ramakrsna, Tenali, poet, story of

his training of a horse 131n ;

one of the Astadiggajas 421 ;

at the court of Nadindla Gopa

of Kondavidu 423 ; as a poet

and writer of Mahfitrnyas

436-7 ; 399n.

Ramalakota, 30 In.

Ramaniidhapuram, 301»i.

M&manatfutvilasa, written tty

Hadasiva Yogi 429.
,

Ramanayadu, Tarigonda, revolt

< ofv-173, 263.

Ramanuja, the Vaisnava teacher

319; worship of idols encour-

aged by 351 ; his Paisnavism

352.

/HUndnuja-kntas, meeting place

of Ramanujites 233.

Ramappa Nayaka, Periya, Ac-

. yuta’s karyakarta at Madura

458.

Ramappaya, (same as Riimariija)

14», 15n.

Ramappayya, Bayakara (same as

Ramaya Mantri or Ramaya-

matya) nephew of Ramaya
Bhasbara and governor of

Kondavidu 19 ; builds a tank

at Magimavinahajli 189,- re-

mits the marriage tax 223 ; as

music teacher under Acyuta

and Ramaraja 395, 425 ; as an

engineer under Ramaraja,

built the* palace Ratnakufa

442 ;
author of the text book

on music Swarami\akald-

nidhi 444. ~f

Ramapuram, 301n. *

Ramaraja, Aliya, his titles 4

;

succession dispute with

Acyuta and Tirumala 5 ; his

early career 6 ff
; marries the

daughter of Krsnaraya 6 ;

fights with the Mussalmans
in Krsnariiya’s reign 6 ; ap-

pointed as Yuvaraja by

Krsnadevavaya7; rules Vijaya-

nagara jointly with Acyuta as

his parlner 8. 14 i ; his first

attempt to seize the throne

12 ; FeriBhta on 21-2, 26 ;

rebellions against 26 f ; his

attitude towards the Pandya
ruler of Teukaai 30 and n ;

his usurpation of tho throne

during Acyuta’s absence 57,

and reasons for 57 f
; adher-

ents of 58-9
;
how he streng-

thened his power 58-9; Ac-

yuta’s return from Tirnpati

and defeat in the final en-

counter with 59-60 his

Hecond unsuccessful attempt

to seize the throne and perform

pat^uhhiseka 60 ; his accession

to the throne opposed by the

nobles 60-1
;

sets up Sadasiva

on the throne his 61 ff ; his

military campaigns 64 fit ;

march into the Malabar and
the South 64 if; his fight with

the southorn zamiiidars 68 ;

revolution at the capital dur-

ing his absence and Acyuta’s

assumption of the throne 68-9;

his discomfiture and retire-

ment to his jaglr 69-70; intri-

gues with Asad Khan 72 ff ;

his futile march on Vijayana-

gara 74 ; treaty with the Adil

Shah and Acyuta 74 ; his

relations with Salakaraju

Tirumala after Acyuta’s death
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76 ff ; releases Sadasiva and

proclaims him emperor 77

;

attempts to capture the capital

77 ; his relations with Ibrahim

Adil Shah 77 f ; his allies 80;

captures Penugonda and his

conference there 80-1 ; fights

the battles of Koinali, Betam-

carla, Jfitur, and Bedagallu

and defeats Salakaraju
Tirumala 81, 83, 85 ; captures

Adavani 85-6 ;
final march on

Vijayanagara 86; kills Salaka-

raju Tirumala at the battle of

the Tungabhadra and seats

Sadiisiva on the throne

88-90 ; his interest in adminis-

tration as regent of Sadiisiva

101; reduces the marriage tax

223 ; establishes order in the

empire 242 ; his haul to Buc-

cinayatlu referred to 257, 258,

263, 264, 296, 297, 341 ; his

religious policy 318-9 ; as a

chess player 419; his patronage

o? art and literature 421, 435,

437 ; his love for music 425,

444; as a builder 442; relations

with Viswanatha Nayaka 460.

Ramarajabhiisana, author of

Vasucaritra, on Kamariija’s

intended pnttabhiseka 60 ; on

the death of Ha.lakara.ju Tiru-

mala, quoted 89n ; on Saluva

Timma, quoted 356n ; early

education of 408 ; one of the

Astadiggajas 421 ; as a poet

435.

Ramaraja Konda, held the fort

of Adavani as adherent of

Kamaraja 58.

Ramaraja-Koneti-Timma, gover-

nor of Udayagiri 333.

Ramaraja-Timma, Arav’iti 21.

Ramaraja Tirumala or Timma,
uncle of Ramaraja, lord of

Awuku 80 ; at the battle of

Betamcarla 83-4
;
constructs a

canal at Proddutur 190.

Ramaraja Vitthala, first cousin

and supporter of Ramaraja,

as Sadasiva’s governor in the

Tinnovelly region 65 and n ;

his subjugation of Travancore

65n ; his return after the re-

establishment o f Acyuta’s

authority in the south 67, 68
;

his inscription at Tinnevelly

7()« ; as governor of Madura
153 ; his administration of

justice in the Tamil districts

274

;

as a patron of Tamil
literature 426 ; relations ^Tith’

Viswanatha Nayaka 459, 460.

Rdmardjiya, 80.

Rdmarayanabakhire , on Dom-
mara feats 234.

Ramanamudram, 301n.

Riiinaya Bhiiskara (See under

Bacamaraea).

Rama;/ana, stories from 431 ;

painting of scenes from 443.

Riimayapatnam, 301n.

Rambha, 365.

Rameswaram, Salakaraju Tim-
ma’s visit to 32 ; as a place of

pilgrimage 340.

Ramnad, District of, Ramaraja
Vitthala’s rule in 274 ; Krsna-

raya's pilgrimage in 452 ;

455, 458.

Ranga, father of Sadasiva and
an elder brothel of Acyuta

62; predeceases Ivrsnaraya 63;

rules at Bhataknl 64 ; claims

of his son to the throne dis-

cusBed 62-4.

V—64
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Rangai Nayakayya, a Hindu

who made a grant to a mosque

318n.

Ranganatha, writer of dvipada

Rdmdyana 437.

Rangapparaju, one of Riimariija's

cousins and author of Sainbo-

pdkhyanam, on the death of

Salakaraj u Tirumala, quoted

,1 )/i ; as a poet 435.

Raogy, Mihr Roa, a pirate, holds

the port of llonawar along

with his brother Timoja 289 ;

ally of the Vijayanagara em-

peror 293 ; wages perpetual

war on Q-oa 293.

Raparti, 30In

.

Rasa-madjari ,
suppose! to be a

work by Krsnariiy.t 422.

Rasika, 371. <

Rati and Manmatha, painting of

the stories of 365 ; 402.

Ratnubhixe.hi , 428.

Ratnakaravarni, Canar'Se poat

- 42S.

Ratnnkdla, palace built by
Ramayamatya for Ramaraja

442.

Rattipalli, 30l»i.

Iiavika, 372.

Rdyahhanddram, or Imperial

treasury 107-lb.

Rayadurga, province of 145 ; one

of the rajyas at the time of

Krsnadevaraya’s accession
149 ; as a trade centre 301 n ;

manufacture of silk cloth at

305.

lidyalatta{i Rasikata, of

Anantakvishna Sarma 3G2n.

Rayanariija of iNuggihalli, sub-

ordinate of Acyuta and patron

of the poet Linga Kavi 40

and n, 429.

Rayarekha, reference to nirci-

rnrriba lands in a R. of the

time of Vir.i Narasimha 1 95-6;

on the illari tax at Alavakonda
225-6

;
consulted in the case

of boundary disputes 282 ; on

betel gardens 303 ; classifica-

tion of looms in the R. of

Alavakonda 304.

Rayas of Vijayanagara, their

commercial policy 284, 288.

Rdyasams, a class of officials

155, 157, 4 1 1.

RilyasHin Vyyaparasa, gover-

nor of Kondavidn 19 (_See

under Syyaparasa).

Rayasaru Kondamarasa, (See

under Kondamarasa)

Rayasam Tirnmarasa. (.See tin-

der Timmarasn).

Rayasasu'dmi , chief secretary of

the Revenue Secretariat 1 12.

Rdyavdcaka, on counsellors 96;

on the meetings of the coun-

cil 99 ; on Vila Narasimha’s

daily work lOln f; mention
of dhnrmdsanddhikdri in 104;

on samprahs 105 f : on the

Imperial Treasury, quoted

107 f ; on Dbarmasauam
Dbarmayya 110, 270 ; on the

ports in the Vijayanagara Em-
igre 113 f ; on the spy system

115, 116 ; on diplomatic

service in the empire 116 f ;

on the work of ambassadors

118, 119 ; on Ayyaparasa 119;

on amarandyaka forces
122-3 ; on kaijitam forces,

quoted 123 ; mentions the

veli-guddra 134 ; on the
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duties of durga danndiks

154-5
; on avamrnms, a class

of officials 157
;
on rdyasams

a class of officials 157 ; list of

forts held by amarandyakas
given in 170-1; on the punish-

ment given to itmarauayakas

178; on stale expenditure 246;

on military expenditure 247 ;

on the police duties of danaiks

258 ; on the police admini-

stration in the city 266 ; on

Krsnnriiya’h pilgrimage in

the South 452.

Riiy.ivj.ra village, 255.

kayavelurn, 301 n.

Kuyddoya. son of a son-in-law of

l'l.iiidhadevaniya 4(bt.

Recalom, city through which the

road from Bh.itakal to Vijaya-

nag.ira passed 256, 544.

Reddi Kingdom, ot Kondavidu
appro|). uitod by Hariharu 11

and Ilia successors 114.

Rxjdi, an official of the sthala

Inti
; duties of 161 f ; ;id7.

Jiedtji community, the, 211
;

migration of, to Gandikota

250 ;
tillers of the soil 86(1 ;

their food 589.

Religious conditions, in the Em-
pire 815 ff.

Religious Endowments Depart-

ment, 110. 111. 888.

Religious policy of the Vi^aya-

nagara state 815.

Religious taxes, 226 ff.

Renad, 146 ; tax on looms in

311.

Revani, 80 In.

Revenue, of the ompirfc, 194 tf ;

division of 194 ; R. Depart-

ment 245.

Rice, 206n, 231.

Robbers in the Vijayanagara

Empire, 346.

Rodrigues, the Portuguese cap-

tain 299.

RoIIamadugu, Peda Cinnama
Nayai.lu, the pdleydr of 211,

268; pest of robbers at 259-60,

800 ; settlement of Yakarla

Yarrama Niiyadu as kavalgdr

at 259, 260, 262 ; trade at

295 ; inscription at li. referr-

ing io the ‘ Ancient Road ’

297.

Romans, 370.

Rildrayya, goldsmith of Kandu-
kiir, a poet and one of the

Astadigyujas 421; autjp^r ^f ,

Niriirikdsnpdkhyunam 432

;

as a poet 432.

Jiuindl, 371.

liunuin, or Kaval-kalncim, 258.

Ryot*., their emigration on ac-

count of the tyranny of the

government 94-5 ; emigration

of the R. of Kavntala shna 9_5.

Snbhds, courts of justice, their

classification 269 if ; known
as dharmdsutia'i 276

; their

nature and functions 276,

273, ,279.

Scibhds, assemblies of brahmd-
dayn villages 159, 160.

Sabliyns, or assessors at coovts

of law 269, 270 ; their duties

271.

Sadasiva, a nephs*v of Acyuta
his identification 9/1, lOn -, his

imprisonment at Gutti 11 ; set

up as a candidate to the throne

against Acyuta and proclaimed
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emperor by Riimarfija 61-2 ;

his claims to the throne as

against Acyuta examined

62 tl ; his conquest of Ceylon

alluded to 65n ; his authority

iu the south superseded by

that of Acyuta 68 ;
rules as

emperor from Udayagiri after

Acyuta’s death 77 ;
attempts

to seize the capital 77 f ; seeks

in vain the help of Ibrahim

Adil Shah 78, 71) ; his grant

at Nittur 86 ; his victorious

entry into Vijayanagara after

the battle of Lhe Tungabhadra
and coronation 30 ; the

province of Gut’i under 1 ft 1 ;

Brahman governors under

-ISA; his grauLs of villages

to arnaranctyakas 1 82

;

reduces the marriage tax

223; tyranny of the*goveruors

and officials under 245 ;

building of pitas under 252 ;

pest of robbers during Lhe

reign of 261 ; his c nnniercial

policy and treaty with the

'Portuguese 287
;
growth of

Sri-Vaisnavism under 323 ;

as a patron of literature 426,

427, 435 ; Itoihjayacarya and
Tatacarya at tire court of

420 ;
Ramarajabliusana at

the court of 435 ; develop-

ment of art and architecture

under 442, 444 ; other ref.

to 228, 242, 320m, 453.

Sadasiva Nay aka, Keladi chief

and feudatory of Hamaraja,

captures Saluva Nayaka at

Gutti 33fi.

Sadasivayogi, author of lidma-
ndUiavildsu 423.

Sddhyapdla, court bailill' 270.

Saffron, article of merchandise

287.

Sagila Paya, destroyed by

robbers 263.

Sagonda, 301m.

Saiva, Saivas, Saivism, taxes

paid by 232 ; mathas 324 ;

places of pilgrimage 340
;

Arunagirinatha, a S. author

425; Irusamaya Vilalckam,

a book on the comparative

merits of Saivism and Vaiiina-

vism 426 ;
Udbhata, the S.

saint 437.

Saiva Siddhdnla, 326.

Sakalakathdsdrasangraha, sup-

posed to be a work of

Krsnadevaraya 422.

Sakatanitisammaia, of Mac.liki

Singana, on king’s coun-

sellors 96.

Sakili, sima of 147 ; governed

by Parvata Nayaka 149 ; tax

on looms in 311.

Sail unikas, king’s divinsrs

132-3.

Salakaraju Raghupatidevayya

Maharaja, and his subordinate

Oiutagunta Siddaya Rauu-
mayadeva Maharaju 82.

Salakaraju brothers, Peda and

Oina Tirumaladovas, brothers-

in-law of Acyuta and his

strongest supporters 12, 57, 62;

make peace with the Adil Shah
7V2, and reasons for 72; their

rule and relations with the

nobles 74-5; their identifica-

tion as the brothers-in-law of

Acyuta 75n.

Salakaraju Peda Tirumala, as

govern'd- of Kondavidu 18
;

as coinmandcr-in-chief of

Acyuta’s forces against Saluva
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Narasingha Nayaka 30n; his

victorious campaigns in the

south 31 ff; captures Gutti

defeating Timmit Nayaka, a

rebel 50; becomes Sarvasirah-

pradhana to Acvuta 57, 103 ;

his opposition to Ramaraja’s

coronation during Acyuta’s

imprisonment 60; his opposi-

tion to Sadasiva’s accession 62;

liberation of Acyuta and bis

assumption of power at the

capital during Ramaraja’s ab-

sence in the south 68-9 ; his

schemes for ascendency after

Acyuta ‘s death 76 f ; as de

facto ruler of the empire 77 ;

holds Awuku as ndyahara
during \cyutu’s reign 174 ;

his death 78.

Salakaraju Tirumaladeva Maka-

ruya (Cina Tirutnala) his rise

to power 12, 57; coronation as

emperor after his brother's

death 78 ; defeats Ibrahim

Add Shall 78 ; murders Ven-

kata 1, his nephew, who was
placed under his protection

by Acyuta and also several

members of the royal family

11, 79 ; relations with his

nobles 79; relations with Ruma-
raju 81 IT ; his partisans 82-3 ;

defeated at Kdmali by Rama-
raja, returns home 83 ;

loses Adavuui 85 ; alliance

with Ibrahim Adil Shall

86-7 ; the battle of (ho
Tungabhadra and bis. death.

89 ; manner of his death dis-

cussed 89n ; his grant to the

ryots of Kavutiila 213 ; Ernme
Basava, tho friend of 429.

Salakaya, son of Mauigi Raiyya

Nayaka, palaitjdr of Byadara

Bedagallu and later lieutenant

of Salakaraju Tirumaladeva

in his campaigns against
Ramaraja 82 ;

defeated by

Riimariija at Jutiiv and Beda-

gallu, returns to Vijayanagara

85.

Salakaya. son of Timmariija,

kdryakarta o f Salakaraju

Tirumaladeva 82.

SCdemttgtjas or looms, 304.

Sales, a class of weavers 304.

Salt industry in the empire,

305-6.

Salnvu Govindariija (See under

Govindariija.)

Salnvu Narasimha, emperor,

usurpation of 34
; pest of

robbers during the time of

262 ; his commercial policy

towards the Arabs 285 ;

growth of Vaisnavism under

319 ;
relations with Vyaea-

tirtha 321-2 ; in possession of

the coastal region from Nel-

lore to Madura 448.

Salnvu Narasingha Nayaka,
(Saluva Nayaka, Vira Nara-

simha or Cellappa) governor
of the Cola country and a

partisan of Acyuta against

Ramaraja 13 ; later rebels

against Acyuta 22 ff ; causes

for his rebellion, 25-7 ; his

partisans 22,27, 28; defeat and
submission to Acyuta 29-33

;

his distribution of villages to

temples at Conjoever.im 42 ;

as saruasira/iprudhann to

Acyuta 103 ; settles a dispute

of the mahdjunas of Konijagi

274 ;
N iiniz and Rajanatha

Dindimu on the extout of his

possessions in the Souih 452,
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455 ; his inscriptions in the

South 23, 449, 455 ; as ail

rtmurnnaynka of Acyuta in

the South 456 ; his Kondagi

inscription re-read 459.

Saluvas, their relations with the

Ommattur chiefs 34 ; their

race 358 ; as patrons of learn-

ing 410.

Saluva Tiinmarasa, as governor

of Konilavidu governs the

province through his karyn-

karia Nfidindla Gopa 13, 153;

accompanies Acyuta to Tiru-

pati 56 ; his imprisonment by

Krsnadtivaraya on the •suspi-

cion of complicity in the

“Sileged poisoning of his son

93 ; his part in the delibera-

tions of the king’s council

99-100 ;
as an* able prime

minister 103 ; land revenue

survey daring his time 195 ;

his Tadpatri inscription men-

tioning the pend I i tsunka 220;

as prime minister of Virn

Narasimha and Krsnaritya

succeeds in abolishing the

marriage tax 222 ; a niyiiyi

by caste 356 ;
Ramariijabhu-

nana on 356 ii ; as a Sanskrit

scholar 423 ; 26, 211 241,

358.

alva, Canarese poet, authcr of

the Bharatu, 428.

alvamalla, king of Tuluva,

Haiva and Konkana countries

and patron of Salva 428.

aivanay,** (See under Saluva

Narasingha Nayaka).

I'amayaterege or sun ha, known

as samayUcara 223-4.

Sambeta chief of Pernipadu, 262.

SdmMpUkhydnani , of Rangap-

paraja, on Salakaraju Tiru-

maladeva’s death 90m. ; as a

literary work 435.

Satnljuvarayas, 144.

Sammat or Samul, administra-

tive division 145-6.

Sam mat ur, 208n, 274.

Sainpralts, royal officials 105-7.

Samsara, 436.

Sdiibh' i/, tax collector 235.

Samihyavandanum, 440.

Sangamas, of the race of the

Moon 358.

Sangameswar, Lingayat inatfia

at 325 ; as a place of pilgri-

mage 340.

SanyUaxuryddaya
, a book on

music by Lakeminiirayana

444.

Sangdru, method ot collecting

laud taxes 196-7.

Sanjiva (Sanjiir) Khan, a*gene-

ral under Salakaraju Tirumala

in charge of Adavani 85.

Sanjivipalle, 221n.

Sankara, the great philosopher

324 ; his Sivanandalcikari

422.

Sannaki, 301m..

Sanskrit, study of bookB in S.

by the Vmjahalai Vaisnavas

326; teaching of S. to women
at Vijayauagara 395 ; courte-

sans well- versed in 402 ; lite-

rature in 412-3, 420, 421,

422, 423, 425, 434.

Sanskritism, 434.

Sanskrit plays, 412.

Santa or fair, 211.1 m
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Santa Linga, a Vlra Saiva fana-

tic of the Lingayat commu-
nity 317.

Sants, tax levied on articles

sold at a santa 200, 211.

Saptasanldnas
,
seven acts pro-

ductive of religions merit
187 and n, 188.

Sarandip, one of the boundaries

of the dominions of Dovarava

IT, .450.

Sai'(inwallv I Id.,a, 422.

Sari, 373.

Sarrna, M. Somasekhara, 254w.

Sarungapalle, dnrgdnirartana

tax at 214.

Sarvamanya, grants of land

107, 183’.

Sin'vasirakpradhdna or prime

minister 103.

&astras, 350. 353 : teaching of

409.

SdsMta, courts 209,

Sathagopa jxynr, a Sri Vai nnva

teacher and founder of the

Ahobaiam mat.hu. 320. 321.

Sathens, article of merchandise

287.

Sa/.i or ideal wife. 399.

Sa t i, practice of burning of

widows 400.

Sail dharma, 400.
r

Saturday, ahhyaiigana usually

taken on a 385 ; the day on

which the courtesans ' dune d

at the capital 405.

Satyabharndswantanam, 45 6n.

Salyavudhupariijaya, supposed

to bo a work of Krsnaraya

422.

Sava or Adil Shah, 21.

Sdvaiji or cavadi, 155.

Sayyed Ali-bin-Tabataba, au-

thor of, Burhart -i-Ma'CUdr,

on Ramaraja’s re bellion
against Acyuta 60 ; on Ibra-

him's invasion of Vijaya-

nagsira 69-70 ; on the date of

Ramaraja’s rebellion 70n; on

Ibrahim Adil Shah's invasion

of Hurhan Nizam Shah’s king-

dom 73n
;
on pack bullocks aB

means of transport 252n.

(See also under Burhdn-i-

Ma'aslr).

Scarlteta, article of merchandise

287.

S c u 1 p t u r e , in Vijayanagara

442 if.

Seaports in *Jie empire, 288

Secretariat, organisation o f

105-19.

Sellappa (same as Sitjnva Nnra-

singhu Najaka) 455.

Sendbova or kuniam, 161.

Senganmal, Siijuva Nfiyuka’s

inscription at 23.

Stilt, an oilicial of the sthala

158.

Setti-paUanaswdmi, prt sident

of a merchant guild ^23, 308,

310.

Settlement, land revenue 194-5.

Setu, 64.

Sevalhmedu, inscription at 43.

Seven Sisters, goddesses 336.

Sewell, Robert, on The jdentifi-

cation of the Salakaraju bro-

thers 75n ; on oppressive

taxation at Vijayanstgara 240-

1 ;
on the identification of
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Canllim 452 ; on the date of

the battle of Raicur 448n ;

on the Hat of amarandyakas
under Acyuta 456 ; 344,

460n.

Shah Rukh, Sultan of Persia

118».

Siddhapura, pest of robbers at

263.

Siddhavattam, stma of 147,

149 ;
grant of villages at S.

to Namilineni Peda Bucci

Nayadu 257.

Siddhayns , taxes paid in cash,

also known as swarnddayas

199.

Siddheswara, god of Sirivei'la

•"TSo.

Sidlaghatta, 4 ;
cotton market

at 296. ,

Sidle-beam, 337.

Siege, how conducted by the

Vijayanagara emperors 139f.

Slmamula, 111.

* Simhacalam, Sinihadri, Kiv;na-

raya’s victory ove 1- the G-aja-

pati at 17n ;
Krsnadovaraya’s

grants to the temple at 317.

Sime (same as slma ), an ad-

ministrative division in the

Canarese districts 146 f, 149,

153 ;
officials of 155 £f

;

parupatyagdras of 155-6.

Sindaghatta, place where a mos-

que was erected byBiibu Setti,

a Hindu 318n.

Singalam.JlOln.

Singanhmala, police arrange-

ment in the gamut of 257.

Singapernmal Kovil, inscription

at 24.

Sinnappa Nayaka, one of Kr?na-

raya’s officers 241.

Sinur, 301n.

Sira, production of copra at

296.

Siriverla, 280.

Sirpi, 30 In.

Siruvella, post of robbers at

263.

Siruvolla, rdjyn of S. governed

by P a r v a t a Nayaka 149 ;

214n, 308n.

Sirnvolla, Old, inscription at

168, 230.

Sittama Nayaka, 275.

Siva, building of temples to

316 ; 351 , 364.

Hivabhaktapurdun, written by

•lubbi Mallanarya 429.

Siva-Brahmanas, 351

Sivanagallavalandi, 30ln.

tiivdnandalahnri, 422.

Sivausamudram, island * fort,

seized by Depanna Vodeyar
39, but lost to Krsnadevaraya

in the siege 39.

Kivapur, inscription at 28n.

Sivapura, 318n.

Sivatatvaratnakara, of Basava-

raja 423.

Siyyeduceruvu, policing of the

, samut of 257.

Smdrta Brahmans, 317.

'SmSrtus, 324.

Smrtis and Srutis, 324,

Social conditions, in the Vija-

yaitagara empire 350 ff.

Social taxes in the empire,

220-3.
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Solage, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Soiamandalam, 230.

Solar families, 358.

Sullega, one of the dues of the

temple 334.

Sompajem, painting in the Cen-

nakeBava temple at 364n,

443.

Sonagiri, fort at, held by an

amarandyaka 171.

Sonnagaliu, 301m..

South Arcot Dt., 256, 455, 460.

South India, village adminis-

tration in 159 ; the Arab

relations with 284 ;
holy

shrines in 340
;
Ramiinujite

Vaisnavism in 352 ;
the

Vaiiya caste in 359 ;
the

malax in 361 ; literary revival

in 420, 421.

South Indian music, 444.

Spearmen and shield bearers,

in the Vijayanagara army
126.

Spy system and diplomatic

corps in the empire, 114-9.

Sraddhas, 357.

S r a v a n a Belagola, religious

centre of the Jains 327.

Srlbhaifyjt&ra, the temple trea-

sury 335.

SrVjhandarrimvaru, 330. >

Srlbha^yapuram, 173, 274.

Sr'i Musnara, emigration of the

ryots of 241.

Srinatha, poet, refers to the

dharmasana 270n,’ 276n ;

on dress, quoted 370 and n ;

on cots used by the common

people, quoted 3§2 and n ;

ref. to his book Ka&ikhanda
431.

Sri Ranga, prince, accompanies

Vira Narasimha in his cam-

paign againBt the Ummattur
chief 36.

Sri Ranga I, grant of villages to

amaranayakas 182.

Srlrangadesika, 320«.

Srirangam, Salakarajn Timmala
and Acynta at 32, 33 ; Vailri-

llalai malha at 326; as a place

of pilgrimage 340.

Srvrangapattanam, A c y u t a'

s

inarch on 33 ;
claims of

sovereignly of the UmraWfe *»

chiefs over 34 ; subjugation

of the Henna chief of S. by

Narasa Nayaka 35 ; failure of

Vira Narasimha to capture the

fort and Bubdue the son of the

Heuna chief of 36-7 ; made
the capital of a new province

created by Krsnadevaraya

149 ;
sitna of 156 ; division

of villages in the Dt. of 168 ;

fort of S, held by an amara-
ndyaka 171 ;

extortion of

local officials in the sima of

244 ; as a trade centre 296

301n.

Sr'irangaraja, father of Kamaraja
2In.

Srisailam, Ramaraja’s inscription

at 84 ; rdjya of 150 ; record

at S, mentioning collection of

tolls 210n; trade at 295-6 ; tax

collected on looJUs paid to the

malha at 311 ; Krsnadeva-

raya’s grants to the temple at

317 ; Lingayat malha at 325 ;

as a place of pilgrimage 340.
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Sri Vaiijnavas, Sri Vai§navism,

their quarrel with the Jains

settled by Bukka I 316

;

Saluva Narasimha’s patronage

of 319 ; cf. with the Madhwas
319-20 ;

growth of 320-1 ;

their famous teachers 320-1

;

under Acynta and Sadasiva

323 f ; their mafias 326

;

under Ramanuja 351-2 ; their

literary works 425.

Srlvilliputtur, sthanikas at the

temple of 330 ; the Sribhan-

dara of the temple of 335

;

mentioned in the Amukta-
mdlyada as the place from

which Vi^nucitta started 6n

his pilgrimage to Madura 341.

J$Gdras, 350, 351, 358 ; their

social status 360 if.

Sukasaptati, a literary work of

the early seventeenth century,

on the road between Vidya-

nagara and Conjeevaram 297 ;

story of the fox and the pack-

horse narrated in 298w f ; on

spinning, quoted 305n
;
on the

hired horse as means of

transport, quoted 342n ; des-

cription, of a traveller’s eamp
344n.

Sukravarapupeta, one of the

suburbs of Adavani founded

by Ramaraja 86.

Saltan Bahadur of Gujerat, his

dispute with Burhan Nizam
Shah 73n.

Sunkas, defined 199-200, 201.

Sunkaris. Sunkamvaru or Sun-
kadavar^u, leaning of 112;

239.

Sunkaslhdvaras. 244.

Sunkasutras, 258.

Sunkafi&nyas or Sunka-kaftes,

fiscal districts, 238, 239, 284,

300.

Suragiri (Penugonda), 80.

Snranna, Vennelaganti, as a poet

430.

Survey, revenue, 194-5.

Suryakumara, a pass leading to

the Tirnpati Hills 212.

Sutradhara, 414.

SrngdraSakuntalam , of Pina

VIrabhadra, as a lilerary work
431 f.

Srngeri, Saivite Brahmanic

mafia at 324.

Srdtriyas
,

grants of land to

Brahmaus 183.

Srotriyam, synonymous with

jiidi, taxes collected from

m&nya lands 230.

Srdtriya Brahman, 354 ; defin-

ed 408.

Sthala , administrative unit 1^4,

145 and n, 146 ; officials of

158 ; another meaning of

279.

Sthaluddyam, a sunka or tax

207.

Sthaladurga, one of the four

classes of forts mentioned in

in the Bdyavdcaka 120.

Sthalakarnams, officials first

created by Harihara I 144n ;

their duties 158.

Sthalasunkas

,

200.

Sthdn&pafis, or am bassadors

117.

Sthanapati or sthdndcdrya,
president of the board of

sthanikas or managers of

temples 331 ; duties of 332.
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Stfidnikas, managers of temples,

their duties and functions 330,

332 f, 335 ; 274, 341.

SthSvara-sunka, 200.

St. Thome, Portuguese ware-

house at 287.

Sudha, a book written by Vyasa-

tlrtha 424.

Suvarndddyas or siddhdyas,

taxes paid in cash, defined

199 ; classification of 201 ;

farming of 238.

Svarnavar$am, one of the

mahdddnas 43.

Swetambara Jains, 317.

Swaramilnkalanidhi , a treatise

on music by Bayakara Kamap-

payya or Hamayamatya 425,

444.

T
Taijpalri, Saluva Timma’s ins-

cription at, mentioning the

periijli sunkn, 220 ; police

arrangements in the samut
of 257 ; manufacture of cotton

and silk fabrics at 296, 305 ;

Ayyava\i Cdlumulas or trade

guilds at 308 ; temple at T.

as a specimen of Vijaya-

nagara art, bnilt by the Pem-
masani chiefs 420, 443.

Takdvi loans, grant of, to help

agriculture and thereby in-

crease state revenue 248, 250,

302.

Talakad, Ganga kings of 34, 36.

Tfijamadhu, a variety of liquor

392.
J

Talamahcipattanam, cultivation

of waste lands in the village

of 249.

Talari, or talaiySri, village

policeman 162 ; origin of the

office of 253-4 ; duties of

254-5, 256 ;
responsible to the

kavalgars 257, 258 ; of the

city also called 264 fif ; ta{a-

vara, duties of 265, 266 ; Jan-

gamayya the T. of Vijayana-

gara 266 ;
prosecuting officer

in criminal cases 272, 276n.

TalSrike or talavarike-hana,

or kdvalikatyam, a police tax

collected for the benefit of

the talari 215-6, 255.

Talavaras, city police officers,

also called talaris 264 fif

;

158.

Talikota, battle of 461. - -

Tallakantiswari, goddess of

Devagudi 336ra.

Tallamarporam, 227, 277, 333n.

T5Unr, 301n.

Taluva-Kujaindan B h a 1 1 a r,

father of Sajuva Narasingha

Nayaka 22.

Tambalas, arcakas of Saiva

shrineB 232 ; Sudras by caste

351.

Tambula, one of the astabhb-

gas 377 f ; 224.

Tamgor, held by Salnva Naya-

ka 13, 455.

Tamil literature, growth of 421,

422, 425 ft.

Tamraparni, Salakaraju Tirn-

mala’s encampment on the

banks of 30n, 31 ; Kayal in

the delta of 450.

Tanajary (See under , Tennas-

serim).

Tantj-arimar, 275.

T a n g e d a r&jyn
,

pest of

J
robbers in 263.
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Tangella, [101n.

Taiijapuram, Tanjore, capital of

Cinnaraja Nayaka, minister

of Ramaraja 64 ; Niiyaks of

65, 442 ; palaces at 442 ;

30 In.

Tanjdviiri Andhra Rajula
Gantram, on the origin of the

Nayak Kingdom of Madura

453, 454, 455.

Tanks, construction of 190 ff ;

care and maintenance of

191-3.

Tanugonda, 301n.

Tappn, one of the duos paid by

the Kapus to their caste elder

224.

ar"h k a b r a h m a r d j l y a,

of Radhamadliava, on the

relations between Acyuta and

the king of Utkala, 17 ; on

Nanjarasa Titnmaraaa, the

rayasam of the kanddcara

department 132n ; on hotels,

quoted 342/1 , oil the banyan

. tree affording rest to pilgrims

344 ,- as a literary work 436.

Tarkatanijuva , book written by

Vyasatirtha 424.

Tarnupadu, 172.

Tarupur, police arrangement in

the samut of 257.

Tatacarya, Sri Vaisnava teacher,

a member of the royal mbhd
97 ; spiritual advisor of

Kpjnadevaraya ; under Sada-

siva 425.

Tatvaprakasar, of Tiruvarur, an

author .patronised by Kjv;na-

devaraya 426.

Taxation, taxes, in the V'ijaya

nagara Empire 194 ff ; classi-

fication of 201.

Tax-farming, 237 ff.

Tayanur, inscription at 195.

Tdyilcondandtaka
,
a Vernacular

drama. 412, 413

Tekkalakota, slma of 86.

Tel
igas, 6.

Telingana, invaded by Ismail

Adil Shah and Amir 11arid

44.

Telugucerla Gopalacarlu, 275.

Telugn districts, L i n g a y a t

mathas in 325 ; 354.

Telugn literature, Krtjnaraya’s

love and patronage of 420 ff;

development of 421, 429 ff ;

434, 435, 436, 437.

Temples, their construction and

administration in Vijaya-

nagara 328, 438 ff ; the cdvadi

or office of 333 ; income of

333 ff.

Teuali Kamakrijna (See under
Uamakr.jna).

Tengalai, a sect of the Sri

Vaisnava community 326.

Tenkasi, Pandya king of, defeat-

ed by Saluva Narasingha
Nayaka and the Tiruva^i

29-30
; feudatory of the Vija-

yanagara emperors 143.

Tennasserim, Tenajary, its king

pays tribute to Devaraya II

28, 450 ; and to Harihara II

1^11 ; Indian merchants at

293.

Tenure ot land, 164-85 ; h'ka-

bh'iga and Qanabhoga tenure

of land 159-60.

Torakarffimbi, slma of 249.

Tera vela, a variety' of the chase

41h.
’

[
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Tere-kSnike, a religions tax

232, 233.

Theatre, development in the

empire 411 if.

Timms, or Riimaraja Tirumala,

Lord of Awnkn and undo and

supporter of Aliya Riimaraja

80 (See also under Riimaraja

Tirumala).

Timma, same as Bukkaraju Tim-

rnarajn, son of Araviti Bnkka-

raju Kamaraju, at the siege of

Adavani, captures Kasappa

Vodeya 38. (See under Buk-

karajn l'imiuaruju).

Timma Dammife, son oi Saluva

I’immarasa, his rebellion
against Kronaduvarnya 93 f.

Timma, Nandyala, holds Beda

Kommerla as his nayakara
172; Sadasiva’s grant of a

l.hanyn as umbahige to 182

timma Nayaka, holds Tiruk-

kalakudi in his nayakara
estate 275.

Timma Nayaka, a general who
captured Gutti and rebelled

againBt Acyuta 56.

Timmaua, B o d ijacerla, the

famous chess champion 119.

Timmana, Nandi, author of

PSrijdtapaha ragain \ one of

the Asfadiggajaa 421 ; as a

poet 433. •

Timmanna, a Cauarese poet 427.

Timmappa Nayaka, kdryakarta

of Ramarftja Vijlhala, the

governor of Madura 153, 274.

459.

Timmappa Nayakkar, king of

Madura 457.

Timmappaya, Bhanda^ada head

of the treasury department

109,110, 132. 167.

Timmaraja, nephew of Aliya

Riimaraja, author 437

Timmaraja, father of a certain

Salakaya, mentioned in an

inscription at Kalahaeti 82 .

Timmarasa, Sain v a, (See under

Sajuva Timmarasa).

Timmarusayya, RayaSam, suc-

ceedo Nadindla Gopu as gover-

nor of Konilavidu 18 ; as

minister 103 ; as secretary of

the Golden Treasury under

K/snadovarayal09; holds sway

over Gandikota by appointing

one Annaji Ayya as his iful'd?

patyagara 156 ; constructs a

tank at Lebaka 189, 190.

Timmasamudra, a tank in the

province of Kondav’idu, con-

structed by Rayasam Konda-
rnarasa 188.

Timmayya, father of Mallam-

raju 274.

Timmayya, Appayya, 225.

Timmayya Na^tuva, 412.

Timoja, holds Honawar, and

commandant of the Vijayana-

gara fleet 141 ; helps Albu-

querque iu capturing Goa
141-2 ; wages perpetual war
on Goa at the bidding of the

Vijayanagara king 141, 289,

293, 294.

Tipparasa, father of Bhanda-
rada Timmappaya 109.

Timraj, 7.

Tiunevelly, Riimaraja Vitthala-

deva, holds sway over 65 ;

trade route from Kayamkulam
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to 297^ 300 ;
Kr<nar;iyft’a pil-

|

grimage to the holy shrines
;

in tho district of 452 ; autho-
j

rity of Hiijuva Nayaka in the

district of 455 ; ViswanTitba

Nayaka holds the country

around T. as amarandyttkn

under liamanVju Vilthala

459, 460 ; inscriptions of

Kr^nappa son of Viswaoatba

in the district of 401.

Tippaluiu, exempted from pay-

ing kafnatn and sunkasthd-

varan by Krsnadevaraya 244;

granted as a </ r a h a r a by

Krsnadevaraya to tho Astachy-

gajns 421m .

...Xipyana, Proluganti, one of the

officers of Devarfiya IT who
built a bhogamantapa for

Vitthala at Hamp,' 439x .

Tirukkalakudi, held by Timma
Nayaka 275.

Tirumaiyam, an inscription <>l

Saluva Narasingha Nayaka at

.. 23.

Tirumala, also called Y e r a

Tirumala, brother of Aliya

Ramaraja, made commander
of the army by Krsnadevaraya

in the last days of his reign 7

;

holds the fort of Gutti 58 ; his

mistaken identification by

Sewell and others as Salaka-

raju Tirumala, the brothei-

in-law of Krsnadevaraya 75 n.\

firm supporter of his brother

Ramaraja 80 ; leads a deputa-

tion to Ramaraja to protest

againpt sacrifice of cows by

Mussalmans 318-9 : as patron

of art and literature after bis

usurpation of the throne 421,

435; relations with Kranap^ia,

tho founder of the Nayak
Kingdom of Madura 461.

Tii umaladbva, sou of Krsnadeva-

laya, his inscription mention-

ing the ministration of

gangddaka to his father 4, 5

;

his succession disputo with

Ramaraja and Acyuta ; abdi-

cation of Krsnaraya in favour

of 5 ; coronation of 5, 93

;

sudden death of 5, 93.

Tirutnaladeva Cina (See under

Salakariijn Gina Tirumala-

deva).

Tirumaladevi, queen of Kr§na-

devaraya, attempts to cele-

brate the coronation of Aliya

Ramaraja 60 ;
supports the

coronation of Sadaiiva 90.

Tiriimaladeviyarpattana, s e t [. t

pattanaswdmls of 310.

Tirumalai, 440.

Tirumalamba, authoress of

Varaddmbikdparinayan
j
424;

her literary attainments 424-5.

rirnmalamma, wife of Acyuta

454.

Tirumalayya, Ramaraja Peda

Tirnmalaraju 172.

Tirumale, (same as Tirnpati)

acdrya of the temple at 316.

Tirunula-kaiiike, one* of the

dues of the temple 334.

Tu runarayanapuram, (Melu-

kofe) acdrya of the temple

. at 316.

Tirupartikunram, painting on

the ceiling of the temple at

443.

Tirupati, Acyuta celebrates his

first coronation at 13 ; Acyu-
ta ’s halt at T. during hie
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southern campaign and his

gifts to the God at 31, 42;

inscription at 33 ;
Acynta’s

third visit to and his gifts and

institution of festivals to the

God at 56 ; Acyuta's return

from 59 ; ref; to Krsnaraya’s

pilgrimage to 260; Krsnadeva-

raya’s gifts to the temples at

317 ;
Saluva Narasiuiha, a

devotee of God Venkatesa of

319 ;
centre of Vnisnavism

319 ;
Sadasiva’s inscription at

320n; Vyasatirtha at 322 ;

VaJahalai mntha at 326
;
as

a place of pilgrimage 340 ;

Acynta’s construction of tem-

ples and matulftpamn at 440 ;

212, 280.

Tirupati Road, 296, 342.

Tirupattnr, Ramnad Dt , Sa(uva

Nayaba’a inscriptions at 23,

455; Nagama Nayaka at 28n ;

Reriya Ramappa’s gift to the

temple at 66 ; 458.

Tiruppanandal, Saiva malhn al

325.

Tiruppanangadu, Sal ova Nara-

singha Nayaka collects jndi

from the village of 26.

Tiruttani, 301n.

Tiruvadi, the, King of Quilon,

an ally of Siiluva Narasingha

Nayaka id his rebellion against

Acyuta 22 ; identification of

26 if ; gives shelter to Saluva
Narasingha Nayaka 29 ; his

attack on and conquest of the

Pandya of Tenkasi 29-30

;

his part in the rebellion of

Saluva Nayaka 31 ; hie defeat

and submission to Vijay^na-

gara 31, 32 and n ; his bid for

independence during the

internal troublge at the capital

65 ; the rdjya of 1^, 459 ;

the de&a of T. held by Viswa-

natha as amaranaykam from

Ramarajayyan 460.

Tin; vadutuvai. Saivite ma(ha
at 325.

Tiruvaiaattur, the temple trea-

sury at 335n.

Tiruvannatn;dai, Acyuta’a visit

to, during his campaign

against Saluva Narasingha

Nayaka 31 ; Krsnadevaraya’s

grants to the temple at 317 ;

as a place of pilgrimage 340 ;

construction of the thousand

pillitred hall at 439.

Tiruvarangulam, inscription* ol

Saluva Nayaka at 23.

Tiruvarur, the native place of

i'atvapraktlfiar 426.

liruvengalanatha, son of Talla-

pakam Peda-Tirumalaryaand
author of I’aramayogivitasa ,

on sampralia, quoted 106n ;

on the duties of the avasari-

kas 157 ;
on the revenues of

the timaranayakas, quoted

177n ; on extorting of confes-

sions from criminals by tor-

ture, quoted 272n ; also

author of AHamahtslkalyd-
tiam 435 ; as a writer in

dvipada metre 437.

Tiruvengalauatha, God, temple

of, grant of mfilnvlsas to

310; 34.'in.

Tirnvenkatamudaiyan of Tiru-

pati, i n s t i t u t i orfi of the

Laksmidevi mahotsavcftn by
Acyuta for 56.

Tondamandalam, Kumara Kam-
pala’s conquest of T. from the

Samba varayas 144 ; 276»»,
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Togaia-kiaggas, a class of

looms 304.

Trade and commerce, in the

Vijayanagara Empire 284 If.

Trade routes, in the Vijayana-

gara Empire 2% f

Transport, means of, in the

Vijayanagara Empire 298.

Tt'avancore, conquered by

Ramaraja Vitthala C5n; forms

the boundary of the kingdom
of Quilon 45 L.

Trayi, taught in agrahdra

Vedic schools 409.

Treasury, .Small and Big distin-

guished 107 ff.

*

Triambakaddva, God, the Jlhan-

iltira of T at Bommanahulli

ko5n,

Trinamali, 301n.

Trisirapura, 171.

Trneguel, Sal u va Narasingba-

raya Dannayaka the lord of

" 13, 455.
'

Tulubhdra, ceremon> of, cele-

brated by Acyuta at Kiiiici

42-3.

Tula community, Krenarayu

recruits troops from 124.

Tulukkar, 16.

Tulu nddu, varieties of rice

grown in 388.

Tuluva, Tuluvas, relations with
]

the Ummattur chiefs 34 ; ub-

aence of religious bigotism at

Vijayansgara even before the

time* of 319 ; Jain population

in the T. rdjya 327 ; the race 1

of 358 ; as patrons of learn-

ing 410 ; literature during the

time of 437 ; development of i

music during the period of

444 ; 266, 288, 428.

Tumbicci Nayaka, of Parama-

kudi, an ally of the rebel,

Saluva Naiasingha Nayaka

22, 26, 27 ; brought under

subjection by Acyuta 32«,33.

Tumbiocinayakkar, ruler of

Madura 457.

Thmubunte, 250.

Tundlra-mandala, 449.

Tungabhadra, the battle of the,

88 ff; fruit orchards near Ane-
gondi on the banks of 303.

Tunge, town of 46.

Turkie, 287.

Tnrkiwada, a part of the city of

Vijayanagara in which
Muhammadans lived 59, 318.

Turugel, town of 46.

U
(Jbkayamdrga sun/ca, (same as

cara ttunka) 212.

Ubhayatdga sunkn, 213.

Udayagiri, Sadfisiva rules as

emperor, after Acyuta’s death,

from 77 ; the rdjya or pro-

vince of 145 ; divided into

vanitas 147-8; the five classes

of villages in the ' rdjya of

168 ; tax on articles exported

• from 213 ; Krsnadevaraya’s

conquest of 288, 438 ; trade

at 295 ; Ramaraja - Koneti -

Timma, the governor of 333 ;

the temple of Raghunayaka at

333 ; 213n, 301n, 333n.

EdbMata, the Saiva saint 437.

Udbha{drddhyacarila , of Tenali

Ramakrena 4jl7.

[
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Uddagiri, pest of robbers at 263.

U<Jlpi, Madhwa mafha at 327

;

301n.

Umba}i or Umba}ige, a kind of

land tenure, 179, 180-1.

Umba\igrdma (same as agra-

hfira) 181.

Umbaligek&ra , holder of umba-
\ige 182.

Ummattnr, rebellion of the

chiefs of U. against Acyuta

and Kamaraja 22, 26, 27

;

Acyuta’s march on 33 ; rela-

tions between the emperors of

Vijayanagara and the princi-

pality of 33-7, 38-41 ; the

relations of the Salnva and

Tuluva emperors with 34-5 ;

Depanna Vodeyar, the chief

of 35, 36 ; Vira Narasimha’s

campaign against Depanna of

36-7 ; death of Depanna of

39 ; Ersnadevaraya’s subjuga-

tion of 39 ; Mallaraja, the son

of Depanna Vodeyar of D, as

an amarandyaka under
Krsuadevaraya and Acyuta 39,

40 ; Acyuta’s subjugation of

41 j fort at U, held by an
amarandyaka 171, Lingayat

ma\ha at 325.

tJpadamSanas , 391.

Upatngads, study ot (7, by the

Vatfahalai ma f ha s 326 ;

Vy&satlrtha’s commentaries

on the 424.

Upapradhtna, a minister 103.,

JJpairti, 133,

Upasuru, 67n.

Upparas , a class of labourers

who dug tanks 192 ; tax on

200.

Upparur, 311.

»

Oppinapa\e or UppaitM siddhaya

tax on mannfactnrers of salt

201, 204, 205, 239.

Drattur, inscription at, mention-

ing the Orissan invasion 17 ;

another inscription at, men-

tioning SiUuva Nayaka 24.

Or, name of the village assem-

bly in crown villages 159.

Crvasi, and Pnrurava, pictures

of, adorned in palaces 365.

U&irika, 386.

Dtkala, king of 17.

Ulpadya prabandha, 431, 432,

433.

Uttaram, 272.

Uttariya, 370, 371.

Ctuknr, police arrangements in

the sthaja of 256, 264.

Uyyalanallan-Timmayyau, 256.

V
Vayiahalai, a sect of the Sri

Vai^nava community 326.

Vaddes, a class of labourers en-

gaged to build tanks 190.

Vagenagar, 301n.

Vaidika Brahman, 371.

VauJyardjavallabha, a treatise

on Ayurveda by Laknmana
Panglita, reference to the

dharm&sana at Vijayanagara

270n,

Vaijayanta, tbs palace ot ths

gods 442.

VairSgya, 428.

Vai^nava, Vaienarism, taxes

232
; patronage of V. by

Kr^nadevaraya and Acyuta
317, 318

; preacherB of 321

;

its growth under Acyuta and
j Sadasiva 323-4 ; mafhas 324,
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326 ; gi'iV’s impetus to temple

building 326
;
plaoee of pil-

grimage 340 ; under Rama-
nuja 352 ;

writers 427, 428 ;

Alvars 437.

Vaisnava Bralimans, 317.

Vaisyava dariana, 316.

Vatiyas, their social status in

the Vijayanagara empire 350,

359 ff.

VaiiyavamSatudhdrnavam, of

Mallinatha, contemporary of

Devaraya I, refers to the

dharmasana 270n.

Vajragiri, 301 n.
c

Vajra Karnr, diamond mines at

• n08« 307.

Vakiti Ginnabhuvara (See under

Cinuabhuvara).
«

Vakiti Vengalaraja, an officer

under Acyuta 189.

Vakkaligars , an agricultural

class 360.

\^ala-nu4u, 144.

Vahpa, a thin muslin cloth

386.

Valita or vayila, administra-

tive division 147-8.

Vallabha, the religious reformer

97, 423.

Vallabhamatya, subordinate of

Haribara II and the author of

Kritjdbhir&ma, reference to

the dharmdtana 276n.

VallamkSta fort at, held by an

amarandyaka 171.

Vamana, the
-
figure of, engraved

on the boundary-stones of

agrahdras 197».

Vamannr, inscription at, men-

tioning tax on looms 311.

Vana durga, one of the eight

classes of forts 120.

Vanamamalai, Vaqla halcti
>na}ha at 326.

Vanavihara, 417.

Vanipenta, inscription at 238.

Vankayaiapadu, excavation of

the Odp'mathajaladhi, a tank

at 187.

Varada, ruled over Madura 357.

Varadadevi, queen of Acyuta
11 ; present with the king

at the tulabhdra ceremony
at Kanci 42; as qneen-mother

of Kumara Venkatadri, seeks

the help of the Adil Shah to

secure the empire for her son

77.

Varadajiamman, (same as
Varadadevi) 67.

Varadambika (same aa Varada-

devi) 424.

Varaddmbxkdparinayam, of

Tirumalamba, mentions Ven-

katadri, son of Acyuta 76

;

describes the marriage of Ac-

yuta with Varadambika 424 ;

its historical value 424.

Varadaraja, temple of, Acyuta’s

gift of villages to 25 ; sthdni-

kas of 330 ; the &ri Bhan-
<jdra ot 35

n

; QarU4<~>t»ava

of 340.

Vgragmjaputtfir, Acyuta’• grant

to the temple at 458.

Varagrdma, a village given as

gift to temple, majha or a

Brahman 168-9.

Vardha, 199.

VardAapurdija, its adaptation

into Telugu by Saribha^a
'

430.
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Vardajammanapattana, se ffi-

paffaipatwamis of 310.

Vartana, certain does paid to

K&valg&rs 258 ; also name
of the annual fees collected

by the Vipravinodis 417.

Varthema, Ludavico Di-, Euro-

pean traveller who visited

Vijaynnagara at the time of

Devaraya II, on the war with

the ruler of Tenasserim 141

;

on the trade at the port of

Bhatakal 302.

Vasantotmva, celebration of, at

Vijayanagara 413.

Vmucaritra, of Ramarajabhu-

hana, on Ramaraja’s intended

Patiabhiseka , 60 j
alludes to

the garrets at Vijayanagara

125, 369n ; reference to

nd{akaMtas in 412 ; as a

literary work 435.

Vavili, 301n.

Vedanta Desika, author of

i^ddavdbhyudaya 425.

Veda*, Brahmans well versed in

219; studied by the Va<jmhnlm

Vaisnavas 326 ;
taught to the

Brahtnacaris 343, 353; taught

in the agrahara Vedic schools

409.

Velamas, a military community
360. •

Veligodu, 301n.

Veligv4ara, the pitching of,* in

times of war 133 ffi.

Veljala, 301n, 355n. .

Vejfalas, tillers of the soil 360 ;

Haridasa, the poet belonging

to 426.

Vellaturu, polioe arrangements

in the samut of 257 ; 301 n,

Vellore, 3Qln,

Velpueerla, inscrfptitfc at 227.

Velug5tiTimma, a general under

Acynta 19.

Velnpalem, grant to the temple

of Goplnatha at 18.

Velvets, article of merchandise

287.

Velugoti chief, Gani Timma
Nayadu 317.

Vemalurpadu, inscription at 18.

Vemu, tax paid by the barbers

217.

Vanga} Red<ji, 261.

Vengubhatlu, Jnpalli, his case

ugainst Cennnbbatlu 277.

Venipalli, 301n.
0

*

Venkata I or Venkatadri, son of

Acyuta, anointed as Yuva-

raja by,Acyuta 61 ; succeeds

Acynta, but left under the

care of Salakaraju Tirumala

by Acyuta at the time of his

death 11, 76 ; his deposition

at the instance of Salakaraju

Tirumala who crowns himsdif

emperor 78 ; murdered by the

Salakaraju Tirumala 11, 79.

Venkata II, instance of tho

appointment of a caste elder

by 224 ; his division of

city of Candragiri into palems

for administrative purposes

266n.

Venkatadri, brother of Rama-
raja and his firm supporter,

holdB the fort of Kandanavolu

58, 80 ; continues in the same

office under Sacjjisiva 155.

Venkatadri, a subordinate of

Acyuta, identified with the

Mahanayakaearya Venkatadri

Nayaka who was ruling at

,
Penugomja 40, 41.
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Yenkatadri % Ayya, Yendalnri,

who ruled Udayagiri as KSma-

bhatlayya’e deputy 156.

Venkata-Tatacarya, son of Aho-

balacarya 320;;.

Venkata Vilasa Mantapa, Ac-

yuta ’s council chamber 98 ;

built by Acyuta 442.

Venkateewara, God of Tirupati,

Acyuta’s gifts to 42 ; Sajuva

Narasimha, a devotee of 319 ;

Vyasatirtha the pTijari to the

temple of 322 ; Acyuta, a

devotee of 440.

Venkoba Rao, author of Vyasa-

yugicaritam 322n. '

JftQtheya or Venthe., a territorial

division 148 and n.

Verupatige, a pUa founded at

252.

VSttairayan, 256.

Vet}i, tax paid by barbers 217.

Vtdhind{akam, of Srinatha, on

dress 370w.

Vidwan Mahajanas (See under

Mahaganas).

Vidyanagara, (See under
Vijayanagara).

‘ Vidyananda, Abhinava Vadi,

Jaina theologian and author

423; contemporary of Krsna-

devaraya 428.

Vidyaranya, Madhavacarya,

author of 1‘ardiara Madha-
viya and prime minister of

Bukka 1 268 and n ; Advaita

philosopher 315.

Vijayanagara, Ibrahim A d i 1

Shah’s invasion of 69 IT ; siege

of, by the Adil Shah 71 If ;

taxation of import articles at

210» ; farming of import
f

taxes at 238« ; the description

of the road from Bhatakal to

296 f, 344 ; craft guilds in the

city of 310
;
Mddhwa ma(ha

at 327 ; Portuguese travellers

at 350 ; art 443.

Vijayanagara Empire, military
organisation in 214.

Vijayanagarada mmrdjyavu,
reference to the veligud&ra

134.

Vijayaraghava, N a y a k a of

Tan j ore 65.

Vijayindra, the Madkwa guru
425.

Vilirijam, one of the harbours of

Travancore 451.

Villages or gramas, administra-

tion of 159 ft ; assemblies of

159
;

officers of 160 ft, the

Ayagar system of administra-

tion of 161 f ; classification of

167 ft ; the tax-free 182 fif ;

Brahmdddya 183 ; Devddaya
183; Mathapura 183

;
Sarva-

manya 183 ; formation of

new 184 ; the deity of 335.

Villupuram, grants of Viiwa-

natha at Anniyur in the

taluq of 460.

Vina, 396; taught to the courte-

sans 402, 403 ;
413.

*

Vinukonda sima, pest of deceit*

in 263.

Vippapenta sima, 257.

Vipravinddit, professional con-

jurers, 233, 234, 416, 417.

Vipravinodipannu, tax collect-

ed by the VipravinOdis 234.

Vira-Bcfnajigas, 308.

Virabhadra, temple of 331,

439n.
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Virabhadraraja, author of Vira-

bhadravtjaya, a Canarese

poet 429.

Virabhadravijnyn

,

of Vira-

bhadraraja, a Canarese work

429.

Viragangayya, hereditary kar-

nam of the temple of Raghu-

uayaka at Udayagiri 333.

Virajiyya, temple priest of

Nandyala 244.

Virakta Tontarya, compiler of

the Karna^akatabdamanjari

429.

Vira Mangaparaya, 40.

Viramu§lis, Vira Saiva priests

232, 233.

Viramus(ipannu (same as ga\ia-

cara-tere) tax paid to Lingayat

priests 232.

Vira Naraeimha, Tuluva Kmpe-
ror. relations with the Um-
mattdr and Heuna chiefs

35 f£ ; interest in administra-

tive work 101 ; relations with

the sampratis 105 ; ports in

the empire during the reign

of 113; conduct of daynaiks

under 154-5
;
Dharmasanam

Dharmayya, judge of the im-

perial court in the reign of

110, 270 ; in possession of

the coastal region from

Nellore to Madura 448 ; 140,

428, 449, 462.

Vira Narasimha, a cousin of the

3ambeta chief of Pexnipadu

262.

Vira Narasingha Nayaka (See

under Saiuva Narasingha

Nayaka).

Viranna, Penogonda, construe^

an irrigation,canal 189.

Vlrappa Gowda, one hf Kpjna-

devaraya’s governors of the

Canarese distriots 39 ;
identi-

fied as Vlrappa Vodeyar or

Kumara Virya of Sriranga-

pattanam mentioned by

Nuniz 40n.

Virappa Nayakkar, Pattnkkotta,

ruler of Madnra 457.

Vira Saiva, Vira Saivas, 315,

317, 325, 352, 427, 428, 429.

Vira liaivamrta, written by
Q-ubbi Mallanarya 429.

Vira Sekhara Cola, invadee

the Pantjyan Kingdom and
expels the king 453.

Vira Vaignava, 315.
> ,

Virneyani Siddappa, 261.

Virupakija, prince, one of the

sons of Harihara II, his con-

quest of Ceylon 140.

Virupakija II, relations with the

Arabs 285.

Virupakija, God, temple of,

Kr^naraya’s rebuilding of 317,

438 ; in existence even from
the timeB of Devaraya II

439n.

Virnpakijam, (same as Hampi)
Sanksracarya ma{ha at 324 ;

as a place of pilgrimage 340.

Virupanna, Penugonda, the

taUiri of Vijayanagara 189;
constructs a temple for &va
at Lepakiji 441.

Vi8apa4i-, a class of villages

185.

Viijnu, building
. of, temples to

316, 318
;
352, 353, 364, 428,

436.

Vi^nucitta, hiB pilgrimage from
Srivilliputtur to Madura 341.

i)43n.
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VisnumdyUvildsa, written by

Ellayarya alum Radhatna-

dhava 436.

Visnupurdna, its adaptation by

Vennelaganti Suranua 430.

Viswamitra, and Menaka,

pictures of, adorned in palaces

365.

Viswaifatha Nayaka, son of

N a g a m a Nayaka, as the

general of Ernnadevaraya

marches against his father and

defeats him ; made the sole

ruler of the Pandya and Cola

countries by Krsnadevaraya

454,455; his rule over Madura

m .tinder Acyuta 456
;

was he

crowned king of Madura by

Acyuta ? 456 f, 461 ; his rule

as governor of Madura dis-

cussed 458 f ; his holding of

the office of kdryakarta of

Ramaraja Vifcthala in the

Tiruvadi deia 154, 1.59 f ; not

the founder of the Nayak
•Kingdom of Madura 460-1 ;

66 .

Vitasti, 194.

Vitthalaraya, ruler of Madura
457.

Vitthala, Ramaraja (See under

Ramaraja Vitthala)

Vitthalanatha, Catu, Canarese
poet and author of the Cana-

rese Bhdgavata , 427.

Vitthalaswami temple, at Ham-
pi 323 ; its reconstruction

by Krsnadevaraya 439 ; sculp-

ture in, 44ff!

Vobalayya Cina Vobalayya,

Nandyala 173.

Voddirala, cultivation of waste

lands in 249. ,

Vontimitta, 311n.

Vottur, 301n.

Vuppalapaiju, cultivation of

waste landB in 249.

Vyaparala, cultivation of waste

lands in 249.

Vyasa, Vyasatirtha, Vyasaraya,

Madhwa teacher, a member
of the king’s sabha 97 ; his

religious career 321 ff ; as a
wiiter on theological and
religious problems 424 ; as a

psalmist 427.

Vydsaydgicaritam, 322n.

Vyavaharakdiuja, a chapter in

Pardsara Madhaviya relat-

ing to law courts 268 and n.

Vyavaharapatrikas, or affida-

vits 277, 279.

W
Wandavasi, 301w.

War, method of waging 132 ff.

Warangal, 276ft.

Weaving industry, 304.

Widows, their social position

in Vijayanagara 400.

Wilks, on the prooedure adopt-

ed in the collection of land

taxes 236 ; his History of
Mysore ref. 268«.

Wilson, on jamabandi 239.

WSdayaiyalem, 301«.

Women, their status and posi-

tion in Vijayanagara 382 f,

394 ff.

X
.Xaer, a trading centre 290.
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Y
Yadaki, polioe arrangements in

the samut of 257 ; trade

guilds at 308,

Y&4av&bhyudaya, of Vedanta

Deiika 425.

YSjnavalkyasmrti, 282.

Yakarla, Yarrarna Nayadu 259,

260, 262.

’

Yaksagdnas, 413, 415.

Ydmas, 367.

YSmika, 254.

Yarrama Nayadu, Mahipati 256,

257, 258.

Yan-amalais, 260.

Ydallcao, (See under A d i 1

Shah).

Yellaya.Kencam, or Yallanfirya,

a scholar who in collabora-

tion with Lakanaldhara wrote

the work Daivajnavilasa

121n, 422.

Yen<Jaluri Venkatadri Ayya,

nephew of Ramabhatlayya

and his kdryakarta at Udaya-

giri 153.

Ye.rragudidinne, 214n.

Yerraguntla, 2l4n. ^

Yogavarada Narasimhaewami,

God 323.

Z
Zabiri, the Muhammadan histo-

rain, on the death of Salaka-

rajn Tirumala 9On.

Zambucos, of Malabar, carrying

ships 290.

Zambuja, a place through which

the road from Bhatakal to

Vijayanagara passed 296.

Zenana enclosure, at Hampi
366.





CORRIGENDA

Page Line For Rbad

64 1 Du rate Duarte

79 22 intoleant intolerant

125 Footnote 1.3 consisted 12 consisted of 12

178 6 Durate Dnarte

221 27 thrill third

2ty» 12 Arbas Arabs

310 11 & 12 Desvara De&ivara

374 8 olny only

385 4 of court of the court

400 17 who do not so who do not do

413 Footnote
•

1.3




